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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH SERIES. 

in commencing with the year 1851 a New Series or 
Tue PuitosopaicaL Macazine, the Editors are induced 

to hope that they may refer to the progress and conduct 
of the work through its existence of more than half a 
century. Having been begun by Dr. Alexander Tilloch 
in 1798, with a view to the promotion of science, it has 

ever been the object both of its original Editor and of 
his successors, to record all the great discoveries made, 
since the era of its commencement, as they could be col- 

lected from the most authentic sources foreign as well as 
domestic. , 

In addition to the copious supply which these afford, 
the numerous Original Communications with which the 
Philosophical Magazine has been honoured by the most 
eminent Cultivators of Science of the present day may be 
stated as giving the work a just claim to general sup- 
port. As the representative also of the several Journals* 
which have from time to time merged in this, it has 
long occupied in all parts of the world a rank similar to 
that held by the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, by 
Poggendorff’s Annalen, and others; whilst from its ex- 
tensive foreign circulation it is the principal vehicle of 
communication between the Philosophers of our own and 
of foreign countries, as is shown by the constant reference 
to its pages, and the frequent translation of its Articles, 
in foreign scientific works. 

The important duty of making known in this country 

* Nicholson’s Journal; The Annals of Philosophy: The Journal 
of Science. 
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1V PREFACE. 

the labours and discoveries in the various branches of 
Natural Philosophy abroad, has, it is hoped, been to a 
considerable extent fulfilled in the great number of 
Translations and Abstracts which have been given from 
the principal foreign Journals and Transactions, with a 
view to enable the reader to keep pace with the progress 
of science in every stage of its advancement. In this, as 
well as in other departments of the Journal, the Editors 

will now have the constant aid of Dr. W1LL1AM FRanNcis, 

the Editor of the ‘ Chemical Gazette,’ to whose services 

they have long been greatly indebted, and with whose 
assistance arrangements are made for introducing ma- 
terial improvements in the New Series, and particularly a 
more regular and fuller account of scientific discoveries 
in Foreign Countries. 

The commencement of this New Series suggests the 
hope that the Philosophical Magazine may at this period 
receive an accession to the number of its supporters. 
Those of its Editors who have stood beside it for half a 
century, and made it their endeavour that it should be 
honestly, independently and usefully conducted, may be 

permitted, on this occasion, to urge how much the means 
of giving additional interest and value to the Journal 
must depend upon the support afforded to them; in 
the hope that many lovers of science who are not already 
subscribers may take this opportunity of adding to the 
number of those by whose encouragement alone the work 
has been upheld. 

Tn acknowledging the favours of their Correspondents, 
the Editors confidently request a continuance of them as 
the best means of suring their future success. 

RicHARD TAYLOR. 
Jan. 1, 1851. 
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ERRATA. 

Page 90 line 21 from top, for thermometric read thermo-electric. 

— 91 — 31 — piece — pieces. 

— 98 — 24 — harmonies — harmonics. 

— 99 — 12 — vibratory — vibrating. 

— 100 — 44 _— melantic — metallic. 

—121— 7 decline — doctrine. 

— 183 — 4 of foot-note on § 12, for more strongly read less 

strongly. 
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M. A. F. J. Claudet’s Paper on the Dynactinometer. 
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I. On the Motion of Fluids. By G. Macnus, Professor of Na- 
tural Philosophy in the University of Berlin*. 

[With a Plate. ] 

ip ever the empire of physics is daily expanded by 
the experimental investigations conducted upon all sides, 

still our knowledge regarding the motion of fluids is up to the 
present time very imperfect, and there is almost a total want of 
investigations calculated to enlighten us in this department of sci- 
entific inquiry. The cause of this is certainly not a lack of interest 
as regards the subject itself; but the difficulties which he in the 
way of such investigations are so considerable, as to leave little 
hope of a favourable result. ‘These difficulties are in part owing 
to the magnitude of the necessary apparatus, and the unpleasant- 
ness of operating with large masses of water; but chiefly to the 
total absence of proper methods of carrying out observations or 
even measurements in connexion with this subject. These con- 
siderations will perhaps obtain for the followmg experiments a 
more favourable judgement. 

2. As far as I know, Venturi was the first to assert that in 
the motion of fluids a lateral communication of the motion takes 
place; at least he is to be regarded as the first who sought to 
establish an experimental basis for this view, which has since 
been favoured with manifold recognition. There are two expe- 
riments cited at the commencement of his memoir, Recherches 
experimentales sur le principe de la Communication latérale du 
Mouvement dans les Fluides, which form the real supports of his 
opinion. He there asserts, that if any very mobile body be caused 
to approach a jet of water, the body will be carried forward by 
the air to which a motion has been imparted by the jet. I have 

* Translated from the Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences of 
Berlin for 1848, 
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2 Prof. Magnus on the Motion of Fluids. 

repeated this experiment in various ways, but have arrived at 

different results from those described by Venturi. 
3. It is known that a jet of water, from the pomt where it 

leaves the orifice to the point where its contraction is a maximum, 

exhibits itself as a solid continuous mass; a number of success- 

ive swellings then occur, and the fluid is afterwards divided mto 

smaller detached masses. The most refined test that can be 

applied to determine whether the air is carried forward by such 

a stream, is certainly furnished by the flame of a candle; but 

however near I brought the flame to the transparent portion of 

the jet, I was unable to detect the slightest motion. This was 
first observable when the flame approached the second or third 
of the swellings alluded to, and became stronger as it approached 
the point where the water was broken into separate masses. 
Here a violent motion was imparted to the flame, which, how- 
ever, was in general soon extinguished by the spray cast upon it. 
Such is the action when the motion of the jet is steady; but if 
it oscillates, which it frequently does, then the flame becomes 
unsteady, and is carried forward by the water at an anterior 
part of the jet. 

Were the air in consequence of its adhesion carried along by 
the water, the action must be strongest where the velocity of the 
water is greatest. As this, however, is not the case, as, on the 
contrary, the bending of the flame increases according as the 
motion of the water becomes unsteady, there is reason to conjec- 
ture, that if the unstcadiness of the jet were entirely to disappear 
(which, however, is perhaps impossible), the motion of the flame 
would vanish likewise. 

4.. The other experiment upon which Venturi grounds his notion 
is the following :—A cylindrical tube AC, Plate I. fig. 1, enters 
horizontally a cistern BEFD, which is filled with water to DB. 
Opposite to this, and a little apart from the end C, is brought a 
small rectangular canal SMBR, made of tin; the upper portion 
SR is open, and the bottom rests upon the edge of the cistern at’ 
B, the canal thus rising from M to B. If water be permitted to 
flow with some velocity through the tube AC into the cistern, 
the stream will ascend the canal MB, and will flow out at V. 
At the same time a motion occurs in the water of the cistern 
BDEF: this water enters the canal SR, and proceeds forward 
with the stream AC, so that the surface sinks in a few seconds 
to M, the lower edge of the canal. 

5. Some time ago, an ingenious modification of this expe- 
riment was published by Prof. Feilitzsch*. He uses for this 
purpose a tin vessel, EDFG, fig. 2, divided into two portions by 
a partition HI. A cylindrical tin tube, ABC, 24 inches diameter 

* Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. xiii. p. 216. 
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and 8 inches long, having both ends open, is fastened in the 
partition as closely to the bottom as possible: Ad is a portion of 
a tube 6 feet long, connected at its upper end with a water- 
holder ; it is bent horizontally at b, and to it is attached another 
narrower tube ab, the orifice a of which opens within ABC 
near the end BC. The two divisions of the vessel communicate 
with each other solely through the tube’ ABC: when, therefore, 
the vessel was filled with water to the channel K, the surface in 
both divisions lay in the same horizontal plane; but when the 
water flowed through the orifice a into the vessel, the level of the 
fluid in the portion FGHI began to sink. 

6. In repeating this experiment, I remarked that the water, 
under suitable circumstances, sunk as low as the communicating 
tube ABC, and that sometimes even air was carried through 
along with the stream. This suggested to me the idea, that it 
must be possible entirely to hinder the outflow of water from a 
vessel with a tolerably wide orifice, by permitting a stream, the 
diameter of which is considerably less than that of the orifice, to 
project itself against the water which fills the latter. 

This conjecture was completely verified. 1 will now describe 
the manner in which I made the experiment. 

7. From the bottom of a vessel which was kept continually 
full of water, a tube 7 feet long went perpendicularly downwards. 
The tube was bent to a right angle at its lower end, so as to 
deliver a horizontal stream. This entered a vessel, A, fig. 3, 
about 8 inches wide and 10 inches high, near the bottom of 
which was a lateral orifice in which a glass tube de was fastened. 

The tube was rarely shorter than 6 inches; and the vessel A 
was in general so placed, that the tube at e was about 6 inches 
distant from the orifice f. 
When the diameter of the orifice f was 3 millims., and the 

diameter of the tube de 12 millims., or in the ratio of 1 to 4, the 
water rose in A to a height of 250 millims., or about 10 inches, 
without a single drop escaping at e. When the diameter of de 
was greater, a portion of the water flowed out before the above 
height was attained, the quantity which thus escaped becoming 
greater according as the diameter of de increased. It is, how- 
ever, evident that the numbers here given must be accepted with 
reference to the pressure due to the given height. 

During the experiment a violent foaming takes place in the 
tube de. As the entrance of the jet unavoidably causes a vibra- 
tion of the fluid in A, it is advisable not to choose the tube de 
too short. It is almost a matter of indifference whether de be a 
little more or less distant from the orifice /, 

It was not my object to determine the’ratio of the orifice and 
tube, so that the height to which the water rises in A might be 
amaximum. It appears to we however, that this proportion is 

2 
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not constant; and that if the diameter of the orifice be increased, 
that of the tube de must increase, not in the same but in a less 
ratio. This is probably to be referred to the more violent mo- 
tion imparted to the fluid in A by the application of a stronger jet. 

8. The experiment was so modified that a vertical jet was 
projected upwards into a vessel with an aperture at the bottom, 
in which a vertical tube was fixed. To prevent, in this arrange- 
ment, the outflow of the water, the ratio of the diameters of 
the tube and orifice must be considerably smaller than in the 
former case, perhaps that of 1 to 2. This is doubtless owing to 
the fact, that the motion of the fluid exerts here a more dis- 
turbing influence than in the experiment with the horizontal 
tube. 

9. These phenomena connect themselves immediately with 
those made known by the excellent investigations of Felix Savart 
on the deportment of a water-jet projected against an 1mmove- 
able plane*. The same investigations inform us of what takes 
place when two water-jets meet each other from opposite direc- 
tionst. I have repeated these beautiful experiments. When 
two jets of equal diameters and equal pressure meet each other, 
so that they have a common tangent, the water moves in a plane 
perpendicular to this tangent, and forms an almost circular 
transparent disc, fig. 4, which is surrounded by a circular trans- 
parent rim, the latter being evidently caused by the water form- 
ing itself into separate masses, which are driven out radially in 
all directions. 

When the axes of both jets are parallel, but not in the same 
straight line, that is to say, when one of them is a little higher 
or lower than the other, the water moves unaltered in a plane 
inclined to the tangent of the jets. 

If the cross sections of the jets remain equal as before, and if 
one of them move with greater force than the other, the plane 
changes into a curved surface, the concavity of which is turned 
towards the side from which the weakest jet proceeds. When 
the difference of pressure is greater, the surface closes up; and 
the greater the difference, the greater will be the curvature at the 
place where the jets meet each other. When the cross sections 
are different and the pressures equal, a curved surface is also 
formed, the concavity of which is turned towards the side of the 
smaller jet. But when both the diameters and the velocities— 
that is to say, the pressure under which the jets are projected— 
are different, and when the pressure of the jet with the least 
diameter is greater than that of the other, a curved surface is 
also formed, the apex of which, however, as long as the ratio of 
the diameters of the jets does not exceed that of 1 to 4, lies close 

* Ann, de Chim. et de Phys., ser, 2, vol, liii, p. 337. 
T Thid, vol, ly, p. 257, 
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to the orifice of the larger jet. For a greater ratio there is no 
result given by Savart. 
When the difference of the pressures is sufficiently great, and 

when the ratio of the diameters is as | to 4, or something greater, 
the smaller jet penetrates quite into the wider orifice. 

10. In the experiments described in § 7 this takes place. Two 
Jets, as it were, act against each other ; for the water in the cy- 
lindrical tube may be regarded as a wider jet under a small 
pressure. Evidently a curved surface would in this case also be 
formed, did not other circumstances come into play, by which, 
instead of one large surface, a number of smaller ones are formed ; 
to these is due the foaming already alluded to. 

11. Proceeding further with these experiments, I permitted the 
jet to project itself against a hemispherical concavity of metal. 
Here also we obtain, by a certain pressure and a certain magni- 
tude of the hemispherical vessel, an oval-shaped surface which 
returns into itself*. If the hemispherical concavity be turned 
to one side or the other, the axis of the surface of the water, or at 
least the pomt where it unites again, falls on the same side of 
the jet as represented in fig. 5. The coming jet goes then 
right through the surface without deranging the formation thereof. 
The hemisphere, however, can be so turned that the water will 
seek to unite at_a point which lies in the direction of the jet. 
Here again it will be met by the coming stream ; and in this way 
is caused a peculiar foaming and scattering of the water par- 
ticles, a representation of which is attempted in fig. 6. 

Supposing a similar action to occur within a tube the dia- 
meter of which is not greater than that of the oval-shaped sur- 
face, it is quite conceivable that the entire mass of water thrown 
back against the narrow jet will be arrested by the latter, and, 
forming a new surface, will be carried backwards. In this way 
we can imagine how the outflow of a fluid from a vessel with a 
wide orifice may be held back by a jet of much smaller diameter ; 
and we are also enabled to explain why it is that an entire large 
surface cannot be formed, for it is broken up by the water which 
meets it into a multitude of smaller surfaces of which the foam 
is constituted. 

12. In order, however, to obtain a more distinct idea of what 
actually takes place, I have modified the experiment by furnish- 
ing the tube de, fig. 7, with an addition, mn, bent upwards at a 
right angle, so that the entire tube presented the appearance of 
a reversed T. The piece mn was so applied that the point f, 
where the small jet met the water within the tube, lay between 

* T used in these experiments a hemispherical concavity of 24 millims. 
diameter. The jet projected against it issued from an orifice 3 millims. in 
diameter, and under a pressure of 2°3 metres; the distance of the hemi- 
sphere from the orifice was about 0°5 of a metre. 
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d and m and very near to d. When water was poured through 

mn none of it escaped at e, but the whole fluid which thus en- 

tered was immediately pressed backward to &; and this also 

occurred when the width of the tube de was pretty considerable. 

The position of the point 4, to which the water in the tube 

recedes before the jet, varies according as ‘the water moves ex~ 

actly in the axis of the tube, or a little above or below it. But 

setting this aside, the position is determined both by the mo- 

mentum of the jet and that of the water which seeks to escape 

from the vessel A. Hence if the pressure in A varies, if, for 

instance, the water in this vessel rises while the pressure of the 

small jet remains constant, the point & will approach nearer to 

the end e. 
If, on the contrary, the level of the water in A remains con- 

stant, so that both pressures remain unaltered, the pomt 4 where 

the water masses meet each other varies with the pressure of 

the air at this point. 
13. In the T-shaped tube demn, fig. 8, which is connected at 

d with the vessel A, the narrow tube fg, through which the small 

jet issued, was so introduced that the end / lay near to m. The 

orifice at g was then squeezed air-tight upon the cork e, and at 

n was attached a tube which communicated with a large empty 

bottle B. From the latter proceeded a bent tube op, the lower 
end of which dipped into a cylinder filled with mercury or some 
coloured fluid. When the level of the water at A was preserved 
constant, the fluid ascended in the tube op, inasmuch as the air 
was carried forward by the water at k; but according as the 
mercury ascended, the point k, where the small jet met the 
water, approached m more and more; and on reaching this pot 
the portion m/f became filled with water which ascended in mn. 
It is evident that the foaming here ceased. 

It is hardly necessary to state that the result was the same 
when the bottle B was omitted, and the tube from 7 was carried 
direct into the mercury; but in this case the various actions 
occurred so quickly that it was impossible to follow them. 

14. If the vessel containing the mereury be also omitted, so that 
the pressure of the atmosphere acts upon the water in the tube 
mn, and if the narrow tube fy, through which the jet passes, be 
changed for a wider one, the latter may be so chosen that no air 
shall pass in by m, but that the entire tube de shall remain filled 
with water. By a certain ratio of the diameters of the tubes fy 
and ed, the water in the tube mn will stand lower than in the 
vessel A. The pressure therefore exerted at m will be less than 
that at d. If the tube fg be chosen wider, the fluid will rise in 
mn; and by a proper ratio of the diameters, can stand therein 
much higher than in the vessel A. 

The same result can be obtained if, instead of altering the tube 
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J, the velocity with which the water passes through it be de- 
creased. It follows from this, that the pressure at m depends 
as well upon the velocity of the jet as upon the ratio of the dia- 
meters of the two tubes fy and de*. 

When the orifice f of the narrow tube does not reach to the 
point at which the perpendicular tube mn is attached, but is so 
far distant from this point that the water when it passes m has 
already moved through a portion of the tube de without altera- 
tion of its diameter, and consequently without change of velocity, 
then the water rises in the tube mn, and stands therein higher 
than in the vessel A. 

15. As long as the effervescence continues in the tube de, air- 
bubbles are observed to enter the vessel A also; for as the 
whole of the water contained in the tube passes into this vessel, 
the air inclosed in the foam will be carried in along with it. 
The extent to which this takes place can be readily observed 
when the tube de, fig. 9, is of glass, and of tolerable length, say 
2 feet long. The fluid is then seen to effervesce in the forward 
portion at £; thence, however, it flows or is moved towards d, 
the small air-bubbles upon its upper surface being carried for- 
ward along with it. This takes place even when the tube de is 
so inclined that the foam might be expected to move in a con- 
trary direction; that is to say, when the end d, by which the 
tube is fastened in the vessel A, is lower than the end e. 

The entering of such air-bubbles with the water has been 
already observed by Savart, who, however, has paid no further 
attention to the matter. I am, notwithstanding, of opinion that it 
is not altogether unimportant. Who has not observed the bubbles 
which exhibit themselves when water is poured into a glass? and 
yet this effect, which has been observed from the earliest times, 
remains as yet without explanation, or at least the explanations 
which have been attempted are by no means sufficient. 

16. Venturi, as already mentioned in § 2, is of opinion that 
the water-jet carries the air along with it. According to this 
view, the entering of the air into the fluid is attributed to 
the friction between the air and the jet. But if the phe- 
nomenon be regarded with some attention, it will be impos- 
sible to accept this explanation ; for it is incredible that the air 
should cling to the jet with a force sufficient to carry it deep 
under the surface of the water. 

17. In order completely to refute this notion, I permitted a 

* Exactly similar effects are obtained when two tubes, a narrow and a 
wide one, are connected together; if a third tube issuing from the place 
where both are united, be allowed to dip into a vessel of mercury or of 
water, the fluid will ascend in this tube when a current of air is blown from 

the narrow to the wide one, 
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jet to issue in a perpendicular direction from a vessel through a 
tube, and brought the surface of the water which the jet was to 
enter almost into contact with the end of this tube. Here air- 
bubbles were also formed in the interior of the fluid; but in this 
case the short space of air through which the jet had to pass, 
about 1 millim., could not possibly have a motion imparted to 
it by friction sufficient to cause it to penetrate deep under the 
surface of the water. 

18. Savart has asserted, that a jet of fluid up to its maximum 
contraction forms a single continuous mass; but from this pomt 
forwards portions are detached, which, owing to the frequent 
alteration of their shape, give rise to those periodic swellings. 
It might be imagined that the air-bubbles observed when a jet 
enters a mass of fluid are due to the air inclosed between those 
small detached masses; but if a jet be allowed to project itself 
against a fluid, even before it has attained its maximum con- 
traction, the bubbles will still appear. Thus, without reference to 
other objections, is the opinion under question completely refuted. 

19. This phenomenon appears to be caused in the following 
manner :—A concavity is formed by the jet at the pomt where it 
strikes the water; this closes in as soon as the least motion has 
been imparted to the surface, and the air within it is carried 
downwards. 

20. If a jet strikes continuously against the surface of a fluid, 
the concavity formed at the point of contact is distinctly visible ; 
but in general it closes so quickly, and a new one so speedily 
occupies its place, that the manner in which the air is inclosed 
eludes exact observation. 

21. I haye had opportunity, however, to observe, that when 
a jet strikes a tranquil surface placed at some distance from the 
orifice, but before it has attained its maximum contraction, a 
considerable concayity is sometimes formed round the jet with- 
out the entrance of any air. As soon, however, as the least 
motion is imparted to the surface, the air is observed to enter 
immediately. Let the surface, for instance, be put in motion 
by permitting water-drops to fall upon it from a height of a few 
inches, and at a small distance from the jet. The drops would 
of themselves carry no air downwards ; but as soon as they meet 
the surface a peculiar sound is heard proceeding from the point 
where the jet strikes the fluid, and at the same moment air- 
bubbles are formed and carried downwards. 

22. The same takes place when the continuity of the jet is 
broken, as, for example, when a solid body is caused to pass 
through it ; even when a little bubble is inclosed._ by the jet the 
noise is heard, and at the same time a considerable quantity of 
air is carried downwards. The like occurs when an irregular 
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motion is imparted to the fluid, and in this case the air is ob- 
served to enter sometimes with extraordinary violence. A fun- 
nel-shaped whirlpool is seen to form round the jet, through 

-which the air passes downwards with a rotatory motion. This 
is observed when the jet issues under a pressure of a column of 
water 10 feet high, and is received into a vessel 2 feet wide. 
From this it appears to me that there can be no doubt as to the 
correctness of the explanation given in § 19 with regard to the 
manner in which the air penetrates the fluid. 

23. While observing the motion which ensues when one fluid 
pours into another of a similar nature through an orifice placed 
at some distance beneath the surface of the latter, it struck me 
as being desirable first of all to ascertain experimentally whether 
the action which the jet exerts upon a body capable of offering 
resistance varies with the distance from the orifice. I have car- 
ried out these experiments by bringing a plate under the surface 
of the water perpendicular to the direction of the jet, and mea- 
suring the force with which the jet tended to move the same. 

To ascertain how far it is necessary that the plates used 
should be completely flat, experiments were first made in the 
air; and to render the result independent of the gravity of the 
water, a horizontal stream was applied. 

24. In the middle of a balance-beam, FG, fig. 10, a vertical 
bar of metal was screwed ; and on this the plate cd was fastened, 
so as to be perpendicular to the direction of the jet. When the 
beam stood horizontal, and the jet was directed against the 
middle of the plate, the latter was pressed back. By laying on 
weights, the balance could be brought into its position of equili- 
brium, and hence could be estimated the amount of the resist- 
ance presented by the plate. 

Two perfectly smooth plates, the one of 9 millims. and the 
other of 24 millims. diameter, were now fastened one after the 
other at 4, and a horizontal jet directed through the open air 
against the centre. These plates were then exchanged for con- 
cave hemispheres, the diameters of which were exactly equal to 
those of the plates, and the force exerted was measured each 
time. With a vertical pressure of 2 metres, and a distance of 
100 millims. from the orifice f made in a thin sheet of tin, and 
having a diameter of 3 millims., the following results were ob- 
tained. For— 

The plate. The hemisphere. 
of 9 millims. diameter . 22 grms. 42 grms. 
of 24 millims. diameter . 23 grms. ° 38 grms. 

25. This greater pressure in the case of the hemispheres is 
evidently due to the fact, that the water of the jet which strikes 
them in the middle moves sidewards, and in this way exerts a 
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further pressure against the spherical surface. That this is ac- 
tually so, follows from the manner in which the water rebounds 
from hemispheres of different diameters. While, for example, 
the fluid from the 9 millims. hemisphere returns in a direction 
almost parallel with the original jet, that reflected from the 24 
millims. hemisphere forms a curved surface of similar shape to 
that shown in fig. 5, the longer diameter of which is somewhat 
greater than that of the hemisphere. 

The reason is also plain why the moving force is less in the 
case of the large hemisphere than of the small one, although the 
surface in the former case is greater. The smaller the radius of 
curvature of the hemisphere, the greater will be that component 
of the lateral pressure which exerts itself in the direction of the 
jet. Only with perfectly flat plates do we obtain that portion 
of the motion which acts exclusively in the direction of the jet ; 
and hence, in ascertaining the quantity of motion, such plates 
only have been used. 

26. The additional arrangement was as follows :—The level of 
the water in the vessel was preserved constant by permitting 
more to flow in at the top than escaped from the bottom. MN 
(fig. 10) is a vertical tube bent toa right angle at M ; the inner 
diameter thereof was 1 inch, and at O it carried a collar of metal, 
in the centre of which the orifice was situate. In all these ex- 
periments the orifice was circular, and in most cases had a dia- 
meter of 8 millims. The vessel ABCD, in which the horizontal 
portion of the tube was immersed, opposite to the plate ed, mea- 
sured 4 feet in length, 3 feet in width, and 16 inches in height. 
It was quite filled with water; and by an escape, gh, which 
reaehed to a certain height, the level of the surface was preserved 
constant. The balance was so placed that it could slide along 
the frame HI, and this frame was graduated so that the distance 
of the plate from the orifice could be measured upon it. “Before 
the vessel ABCD was filled with water, I convinced myself 
that the jet which passed through the air struck the plate im its 
centre. For the small distances here made use of, I imagined 
that the direction of the jet might be regarded as horizontal, 
particularly as it moved in a medium similar to itself. 

27. If in this experiment plates of different diameters be used, 
and if the distance from the orifice remain constant, then the 
force necessary to preserve the balance in equilibrium increases 
with the magnitude of the plates up to a certain limit ; beyond 
this the force remains constant; hence, by using tolerably large 
plates, we were sure to obtain the entire effect. The smallest 
plate which I used was 100 millims. in diameter. The following 
table contains some of the results obtained when plates of differ- 
ent diameters were applied. 
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Horizontal Jet*. 

ll 

Distance of Weight in grammes 
Orifice. Vertical Diameter [ine pl . ey 

pressure, | of plate. [AED GHG COm| Meviate to its place. 

metres. millims. millims. | No.1. No.2. No.3. 
In thin plate, dia- 27145 100 20 20:0 20:0 20:0 
meter 3 millims. 50 21:0 21:0 20°75 

100 21-5 215 2155 
150 21-5 21-5 21°5 
200 21:0 205 20°5 

No. 4. No. 5. No.6f. 
The same. The same. 150 20 20:0 20:0 18:0 

50 21:0 21:0 19:0 
100 22°0 225 20:0 
150 23:0 23:5 20:0 
200 23:0 23:5 21:0 
250 23:0 23:0 21:0 
300 22:5 22:5 20°5 

No.7. No.8 
In brass 1 millim. 2:229 200 20 16:0 16-2 

thick, diameter 3 50 16-7 16-7 
millims. 100 18-0 18:0 

150 18-0 18-0 
200 18-0 18-0 
250 175 177 

No. 9. 

Small glass tube, 10 | The same. 150 20 21:0 

millims. long, dia- 50 21°6 

meter nearly 3 100 232 

millims, 150 23'3 
200 23:3 
250 23°2 

poe A ee pestis a 
No. 10. 

Small glass tube, 20 | The same. | The same. 20 14:3 

millims. long, dia- 50 14:9 

meter a little un- 100 15-2 

der 3 millims. 150 15:4 
200 15-2 

_ 28. From these experiments, it appears that the action against 

the plate, up to a length of 150 millims., increased with the 

distance from the orifice. A similar result was obtained from 

all the experiments. Not one (and several have been made which 

ave not here described) showed a decrease within the distance of 

100 millims. But the increase was not always equal; and I 

convinced myself that the inequalities were to be attributed to 

the impossibility of so attaching the collar in which the orifice 

* In these experiments the temperature of the water altered very little ; 
it was very near 14° C, 
+ In this series of observations the direction of the collar was a little 

changed, so that the axis of the jet was not quite perpendicular to the sur- 
face of the plate. 
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was situate, that the direction of the jet, even through this short 
distance, remained unaltered. 

29. To avoid this insecurity, the experiment was so modified 
that the jet was vertical, and moved against a horizontal plate. 
The plate was attached by three fine wires to one end of the 
balanee. The balance, however, was so placed that it could shde 
up and down, the middle of the plate bemg preserved perpendi- 
cular beneath the orifice through which the water was to pass. 

The plate was suspended in water contained by a vessel 38 feet 
in diameter and 2 feet high, the level of the water being kept 
constant. The orifice through which the stream issued opened 
at a depth of 4 inches underneath the surface. 

In these experiments, also, a similar increase of the action 
against the plate was exhibited, both when the descending jet 
was exactly vertical, and when it struck the centre of the plate at 
an angle of 10°, as appears from No. 13 of the following table :— 

Vertical Jet. 

5 . | Distance of | Weight in gram 
Orifice. Vertical | Diameter jie plate from| seins 

| pressure. | of plate. ['"t,2 critice, | - plate to its place. 

metres. millims, millims. No. ll. No. 12. 
In thin plate, dia- 2:772 200 50 29'5 29:0 
meter 3 millims, 100 30°5 305 

150 31:0 31:0 
200 30°5 305 

No. 13. 
| The same. The same, | The same. 50 29-0 
The jet made an 100 307 
angle of 10° with 150 310 * 
the vertical line. | 

| 

Glass tube, 10 mil- | The same. | The same. 
lims. long, d’ame- 
ter nearly 3 mil- 
Jims. 

Glass tube, 65 mil- | The same. | The same. 
lims. long, 6 mil- 
Jims. diameter. 
Smelted at the 
lower end to a 
width of 3 mil- 
lims. nearly. ; 

| 
Glass tube, 65 mil- | The same. | The same. 

lims. long, haying 
everywhere a dia- 
meter of 3°3 mil- 
lims. 
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30. Further on, in § 41, I shall return to the explanation of 
the fact, that the action of the water against the plate increases 
with the distance. It appeared to me to be of interest to ascer- 
tain, in the next place, the manner in which the water of the jet 
mixes with that into which it is projected. 

For this purpose I permitted the water to pass horizontally 
through an orifice from 2 to 3 millims. in diameter, and under 
a vertical pressure of 7 feet, into a vessel two of whose sides 
were glass, and separated from each other by a distance of only 
0:5 of animch. As the jet entered the vessel through the middle 
of its small side, and hence could only spread itself upwards and 
downwards, there was reason to hope that the inconsiderable 
thickness of the water would permit of an exact observation of 
what went on within. 

The friction against the sides of the vessel rendered it neces- 
sary to sensibly increase its width at some distance from the 
orifice (see A, fig.11). The opposite side of the vessel at B was 
furnished with a channel, through which the superfluous water 
escaped, leaving, the surface at a constant height. In order 
better to observe the jet, I imtroduced into the water opake 
bodies of various kinds, Semen lycopodii and milk; but the mo- 
tion was always so unsteady and violent, that exact observation 
was impossible. Another phenomenon, however, was exhibited 
in this experiment, which, although it might be immediately 
inferred from those already described, is still perhaps not without 
interest. The orifice through which the jet entered the vessel 
lay about 2 inches under the surface of the water therein con- 
tamed, and 3°5 inches above the bottom. As soon as the jet 
entered, the surface in the narrow portion of the vessel sunk, 
and exhibited various depressions, according as the water entered 
with greater or less power. The surface near the orifice often 
sunk below the level of the latter. When this occurred, a vio- 
lent foaming was the consequence; and as long as the water 
entered with sufficient force, the surface at this point continued 
lower than the orifice. When, however, this considerable sinking 
of the surface was avoided, so that the orifice f remained beneath 
it, several depressions exhibited themselves, as shown in fig. 1]. 
If the mass of water were increased by completely opening the 
cock c, the depression at d became smaller; but that at e, on 
the contrary, about 5 inches distant from the orifice /, remained 
almost wholly unchanged. In all these cases, the water in the 
wider portion AB of the vessel, both above and below, moved 
backwards into the narrower portion, and hence against the 
direction of the jet, which furnishes a new proof that a pretty 
considerable portion of the motionless water is constantly carried 
forward by the jet, ‘This gives rise in the neighbourhood of the 
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orifice to a whirling motion of the water, which is very distinct 
about g. The tumult caused by the rebounding of the fluid in 
the upper layer rendered a nearer observation of the action inside 
impossible; and to accomplish this, I have been compelled to 
resort to another although somewhat more laborious method. 

31. Water which was perfectly free from salt and hydrochloric 
acid was caused to stream into a large wide vessel containing water, 
in which about 1 per cent. of salt was dissolved. To determine 
exactly the quantity of salt in the mass, a measured volume of 
it, generally about 10 cubic centimetres, was brought by means 
of a pipette into a bottle, and a normal solution of nitrate of 
silver was added until the precipitation ceased. From the volume 
of the normal solution here necessary, the quantity of salt was 
determined. This is a reversal of the method invented by Gay- 
Lussac for the determination of silver. With a little practice, 
the quantity of chloride of sodium can in this way be estimated 
to 0-01 per cent. of accuracy. If now water, free as aforesaid 
from salt or hydrochloric acid, stream into the solution, and if a 
portion be taken from any point, with the precaution that the 
motion of the jet shall not be disturbed, we can estimate from 
the quantity of salt contained in the fluid so obtained the pro- 
portion in which the streaming water has mixed with that already 
present in the vessel. 

32. To take the fluid from any point of the jet, I used a glass 
tube, abc, fig. 12, which was drawn out to a fine pointat a, The 
pointed portion was horizontal, and was brought into the line of 
the horizontal jet. Behind the tapermg point the tube was bent 
upward, and reached above the surface of the water; here an- 
other tube was fastened to it by an india-rubber joint, which 
permitted the tube to be bent downwards, The tube abe was 
firmly fastened on a strong piece of wood, gh, which, being placed 
upon another board, could be moved securely backwards and 
forwards over the vessel ABCD. The point of the glass tube 
had an inner diameter of 1 millim. and an outer one of 1:5 mil- 
lim., and was gradually narrowed, so that the resistance offered 
to the motion of the water was unimportant. When the distance 
at which this point was placed from the orifice was not too con- 
siderable, the motion was sufficient to drive the water into the 
tube, and cause it to ascend therein until it flowed out through 
cd, and was received in a glass held underneath. The first por- 
tion of the fluid thus obtained consisted of the solution which 
was in the vessel before the commencement of the experiment, 
and only the later portions could be regarded as the mixture 
corresponding to the point a. For this reason the outflowing 
fluid was received in three separate portions, the two last of which 
must show the same composition if the result was to be consi- 
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dered correct. Experience soon enabled us to fix the quantity 
necessary to flow away in order entirely to remove the fluid con- 
tained in the vessel. 

The strength of the solution was of course changed by the 
water which entered the vessel; but this alteration, durmg the 
short period necessary for an experiment, was very inconsider- 
able. Before each fresh experiment, the quantity of salt in the 
solution contained by the vessel AB was estimated anew. 

33. It was of particular interest to learn whether the salt so- 
lution penetrated to the centre of the jet. Hxperiments were 
first made in which the point was always placed right im the 
middle of the jet, and at different distances from the orifice f. 
In order to effect this, the vessel was emptied by permitting the 
salt solution to flow away; and while the vessel was empty, the 
point was fixed exactly in the centre of the jet. The solution 
was then poured in again, and the experiments conducted in the 
manner already described. 

The results so obtained are set down in the following table. 
The four first columns contain the numbers obtained by direct 
observation, the fifth column is derived from the third and fourth. 

The point in the middle of the jet. 

The fluid obtained 
Quantity of | through aéc consisted 
salt in the of 

fluid obtained 
through ade. Salt 

solution. 

Diameter of Quantity of 
Number | the orifice | Distance of |salt contained 
of experi- |through which|the point from| in AB before 
ment. the water the orifice. | the experi- 

entered, ment, Water. 

millims. | millims. | percent. | per cent. | per cent.| per cent. 
3 10 0-92 54: 1 0:50 54-4 45°6 

2" hel (apenas 20 0:90 0-54 69:0 40:0 
3 Cine ely delrconectnc 0-78 0:46 59:0 ALO 
4 5 10 0°89 0:08 34 96-6 
5 eatgenees 20 0:93 0-14 15:1 84:9 
Rei -aavaveatsan | ixsaxeskecs 0:98 0-16 16°4 83°6 
haan, hate SEE 30 0°93 0:27 29-0 7-0 
a Phos tekiey. iby 3.gte.d 0:90 0:27 30-0 70:0 
Na ates Sea so doadacel 0:88 0:23 26:2 738 
1 Wahl gi etn “eg 0°82 0-19 23:2 76°8 
Ecce PT éseteeces 0:99 0-22 22-0 78:0 
Bel) Pesbeaes, 0 50 0:98 0-44 44°9 55°1 

When the point was brought close up to the orifice through 
which the water flowed into AB, pure water was obtained which 
contained not a trace of salt. 

34. The differences exhibited by those experiments in which 
the point stood at the same distance from the orifice, are due to 
the fact, that the least deviation from the centre necessitates a 
considerable difference in the constitution of the mixture. In 
order to ascertain the extent of this variation, experiments were 
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made by fixing the point out of the central line of a jet which 
issued through an orifice 5 millims. in diameter ; sometimes so 
that the point was 1°75 millim. distant from the centre when 
the jet was projected through the air, and sometimes at a distance 
of from 2°5 to 3 millims. therefrom. Even with this position of 
the point the force of the jet entermg the salt solution was suffi- 
cient to carry the fluid up the tube and through ed as before. 

The results of these experiments will be found in the following 
table :— 

|Distance ate fold) aes. : 
Z antity of uantity of | through ade consis 

Number! of the The point was a in AB be saceiiad : of 
eee. Red é situate before the through 

3 orifice*. experiment, abe, lee ad! Water. 

millims per cent. | per cent. | per cent. | per cent. 
13 10 | In the middle. 0°89 0: 34 96°6 

Butt fencers 1:75 sidewards. 1:08 0:23 21:3 787 
adevenial| adeane 3°00 sidewards. 0:94 0:42 44-7 55°3 
6} 20 Tn the middle. 0:98 O-16 16-4 83°6 

sc-obrw | Pitetoce 1:75 sidewards. 1:06 0:40 37°7 62:3 
acubast |ynceh a 2-50 sidewards. 0:99 0:45 455 54:5 
ll 30 | In the middle. 0-99 0-22 22-0 78:0 

—eactie ache 1-75 sidewards. 0:97 - 0-46 47°4 52:6 
oReepe sltate see 2°50 sidewards. 0:96 0°56 583 41-7 

From this it appears that the quantity of the salt solution in- 
creases considerably when the poimt deviates from the centre of 
the jet. 
35. I shall now apply myself to the explanation of these phx- 

nomena. Unhappily in the present state of science a strict 
mathematical treatment of the question is not possible. I believe, 
however, the following considerations will furnish a complete 
explanation of the action observed. 

Suppose a fluid to enter another of a similar nature contained 
in a vessel of unlimited size, through an orifice situate at a suffi- 
cient depth beneath the surface. The jet thus entering widens 
continually, that is to say, its cross section becomes greater, while 
its velocity decreases as the distance from the orifice increases. 
Both these results are easily observed. 

If the same quantity of water passed through every cross 
section of the jet in the same space of time, then each succeeding 
mass would be just sufficient to take up the space occupied by 
the preceding. 
We will now inquire under what conditions this is possible. 

To this end let us fix our attention on a definite mass of fluid, 
say the quantity which enters through the orifice during the 

* The diameter of the orifice through which the jet entered the salt so- 
lution was 5 millims, 
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unit of time. According as this mass expands in a direction 
perpendicular to the axis of the jet, its dimension in the direction 
of the jet must decrease in like proportion. If at the same time 
the velocity decreases, so that both velocity and thickness are in- 
versely proportional to the cross section, then this mass will pass 
through all planes perpendicular to the axis of the jet in the 
same space of time. But in order to fulfill these conditions, the 
force which imparts motion to the water must decrease as the 
velocity decreases. 

It is easy, however, to see that this cannot be the case. For, 
setting aside the loss of force arising from the friction of the 
fluid particles, the vessel, as already remarked, being so large 
that the sides thereof present no resistance to the motion,—if 
the surface during the motion remain horizontal, and if, in the 
next place, it be assumed that the pressure due to every portion 
is the same during the motion as during a state of rest,—then 
there is no force present which acts in a direction opposite to 
the motion, and hence no part of the moving force will be de- 
stroyed. 

The jet, indeed, expands itself on account of the resistance 
presented by the water mass which it enters; but as this resist- 
ance is offered by perfectly mobile particles, or, in other words, 
is due to inertia alone, the moving force in the direction of the 
axis remains unaltered; and hence as soon as the motion has 
become permanent, the same amount of force is exerted during 
the unit of time in all planes perpendicular to the axis of the jet. 

Did the widening of the jet consist merely in a change of 
shape undergone by the mass in question during its progressive 
motion, so that it simply assumes a greater cross section, the 
velocity im this case being unchanged, the time occupied by the 
mass in passing through the different cross sections im its course 
would be less and less according as its width increased. For 
this reason the successive layers of the jet must either separate, 
or an alteration of density must take place. In those cases 
where care is taken that no addition is made to the mass, but 
that the same mass alone expands, a decrease of pressure in the 
case of liquids, where a change of density is impossible, and an 
actual change of density in the case of gaseous bodies, can be 
experimentally established, as has already been done in § 14. 
This decrease of pressure has been demonstrated theoretically. 
(See D. Bernoulli, Hydrodynamica Sectio 12, § 9, p. 262; and 
Poisson, Traité de Mécanique, 2° edit. 1. p. 7380.) In such 
cases, however, as the present, where the jet moves in a fluid 
similar to itself, there occurs a lateral motion of the fluid towards 
the jet by which the mass of the latter is imcreased. 

This increase of mass, however, is accompanied by a diminu- 
C Phil, Mag, 8, 4, Vol, 1, No, 1, Jan, 1851. 
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tion of velocity ; but as the moving force is constant, a greater 
quantity of fluid will always pass through a distant section im a 
certain space of time than through a section situate nearer to 
the orifice. 

As the pressure exerted by the fluid during its motion is less 
than its pressure when motionless, it might be imagined that 
our fundamental notion is incorrect, according to which no por- 
tion of the moving force is destroyed; for part of this force 
seems necessary to balance the difference of pressure in the case 
of liquids, and in the case of gases to increase the density. 

But that this is not so follows from the fact, that the diminu- 
tion of the pressure is caused by the forward portions of the fluid 
passing through a cross section of the jet more quickly than those 
which follow. If, therefore, the difference of pressure lessens 
the velocity of the original mass, this very difference sets the 
fluid at each side in motion, and in this way the loss of force is 
exactly compensated. 

From this it follows— 
(1.) That a jet which streams into a substance similar to itself, 

sends more water in the same time through a cross section situ- 
ate at a distance from the orifice than through a section situate 
nearer to the same. 

(2.) That, in consequence of this, the pressure of the fluid 
when in motion is less than its pressure when im a state of rest. 

36. These two propositions help us to a very simple explana- 
tion of the phenomena described in the foregoing pages. In 
the experiment of Venturi, cited in § 4, more water passes 
through the cross section SM of the canal SMRV, fig. 1, than 
passes in the same time through the tube CA. A portion of 
the water contained in the vessel must therefore be carried for- 
ward along with the stream. 

In like manner, in the experiment described § 5, more fluid 
passes through the wide tube ABC, fig. 2, in the same time than 
through the narrow tube at a; and as a motion from the sides 
cannot here take place, the fluid in the portion HF of the vessel 
EDGF passes, in consequence of the diminished pressure through 
the orifice BC, and hence the surface sinks. 

37. If, however, the fluid in the chamber HF sinks while that 
in HE remains unaltered, the pressure due to the difference of 
level operates against the motion of the jet, and a diminution of 
the moving force is the consequence, so that it is less in the 
cross section of the tube AB at A than in the narrow tube a. 
With this decrease of force, the quantity of fluid which passes 
A in the unit of time decreases also; the surface of the fluid 
in the chamber HF will therefore sink until the quantity of 
fluid which passes through the section at A in the unit of time 
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is equal to the quantity which during the same time passes 
through a. From the difference of level, the diminution of the 
pressure mentioned in § 35 may be estimated. 

38. If it so happen, that, after the fluid in the chamber HF 
has sunk to the bottom of the tube at C, the difference of level 
in both chambers is not yet sufficient so to diminish the moving 
force that the quantity of water passing through a section of 
the wide tube shall be equal to that passing through the small, 
then the water in the tube experiences durimg its motion a less 
pressure in the direction from A to B than from B to A, although 
the static pressure, 7. e. that which would be exerted were the 
water tranquil, in the latter direction is simply due to the atmo- 
sphere, whereas in the former direction it is made up of the 
atmospheric pressure and that due to the difference of level. In 
consequence of this greater pressure at B, the air enters the tube 
in bubbles, as shown by the experiment described in § 6. 

39. So also in the experiment described § 7, where a thin jet 
prevented the outflow of water through a wide tube; the air en- 
tered the water through that tube, and it continued to enter till 
the fluid in the vessel A, fig. 3, attained such a height that the 
pressures from both ends of the tube were equal. When the 
pressure from the interior predominates, the water flows out. 

40. If, while the water flows through the tube de, fig. 8, the 
pressure of the air within the tube diminishes, as in the experi- 
ment § 13, the air will penetrate the water, and be carried for- 
ward by it until an equality of pressure from both sides is 
established. 

41. The increased effect of a jet directed against a plate, as 
shown in the experiments described § 27 to § 29, finds also, I 
imagine, its explanation in the fact, that the pressure of the 
moving fluid is less than that of the tranquil. A fluid, for 
instance, after striking a plate, moves, when the latter is large 
enough, along its surface; and this parallel motion along the 
plate diminishes the pressure against it. Hence the pressure 
against that side of the plate which faces the jet will be less than 
that from behind, where the fiuid is motionless. This difference 
of pressure will be greater according as the velocity of the fluid 
and the size of the plate are increased. But the velocity is mani- 
festly greater when the plate is near the orifice than when it is 
placed at a distance from it ; because when the plate is near to 
the orifice, the jet has had less time to widen, and consequently 
the space through which the water has to pass parallel to the 
plate is increased. Hence the nearer the plate to the orifice the 
greater is the difference of pressure before and behind, and con- 
sequently the less will be the force necessary to cause the plate 
to return to its position of equilibrium. ‘This result manifests 

C2 
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itself until by increasing the distance the difference of pressure 
vanishes. 

42. In like manner it is easy to explain why, when two plates 
are placed facing each other under water, and only a short 
distance apart, and when a jet issuing with some force through 
the middle of one of them strikes against the other, they 
move nearer together, as shown by Hatchette ; and likewise why 
a pair of similar plates in the open air approach when an air- 
current passing with some velocity through the centre of the one 
meets the other. 

43, The whirling motions noticed in § 30, and represented in 
fig. 11, ave a necessary consequence of the lateral motion im- 
parted to the water by a strong jet. When the orifice is not too 
small and is tolerably expanded vertically, with a sufficient velo- 
city, funnel-shaped concavities are formed ; for the water within 
these whirlpools continually streams towards their outer rim, 
and thus the pressure at the centre is decreased. 

44, An exactly similar action takes place when the moving 
body is gaseous. It will be sufficient to call to mind the pecu- 
liar motion of ascending smoke. But, if I mistake not, the spiral 
motions observed sometimes in stormy weather are caused by a 
similar streaming of the air towards that already in motion. Even 
that remarkable pheenomenon the waterspout is capable of easy 
explanation on the same principle; for if the wind whirl with 
sufficient velocity at some height above the water, the air at the 
centre of the whirl will stream towards that outside ; in this 
way the atmospheric pressure in the interior is lessened, and the 
water is consequently forced up, partaking as it ascends of the 
rotary motion of the air. Many other phenomena might be 
cited which are capable of explanation by reference to this lateral 
motion, but the foregomg will, it is trusted, be found sufficient. 

APpprpENDIx.—On the Water-Bellows. 

In conclusion, I must not omit to introduce a piece of mecha- 
nism, the principle of which is to be referred to the penetration 
of a fluid by air, as already described in § 15 to § 22. This is the 
so-called ¢rompe, or water-bellows, which, according to Grignon*, 
was discovered in Italy about the year 1640. Such an instru- 
ment is represented in fig. 13, drawn from the description given 
by Richard in his Etudes sur ?Art d’extraire immédiatement 
le Fer de ses Minerais, p. 169. 

B is a water-holder, kept always full by means of the canal Z. 
AA are two tubes or hollowed beams, about 13 feet long, one 

of which is here shown in section. 

* Mémoires de Physique, p, 196. 
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CC is a wooden cistern or barrel, rendered air-tight ; the tubes 

AA widen towards the top; two boards, pp, inclined towards 

each other, are introduced above into each tube, thus forming a 

funnel-shaped narrowing of the orifice; the boards are kept 

asunder by the pieces of wood Zt. 
Below these pieces a number of apertures, ee, are made in the 

tube, through which air can enter. Similar apertures, ee, were 

made in Richard’s instrument about half-way up the tubes ; from 

these water sometimes escapes, as Richard himself has found ; 
and for this reason it would be better to omit them altogether. 

When the conical stopper / of the funnel-shaped orifice pp 

is drawn upwards, the water falls through the tube, and at the 

same time air is sucked in at the orifices ee*; as this is carried 

downwards by the water into the cistern, the air in the latter 

increases, and passing into the tube H, streams out of the 
opening 5. 

At q, in the bottom of the chest CC, an opening is made 

through which the descending water can escape. The magnitude 

of the opening is so arranged that the water can never sink down 

to it. A second trough is generally placed before the opening, 

in which the water must first ascend to escape over the edge. 

Notwithstanding all that has been written about these bel- 

lows+, which in some departments in the south of France have 

been variously applied, and however comprehensive and exact 

the description given by Richard in the work already mentioned, 

which appeared in Paris in 1838, the real physical cause of the 

descent of the air is still totally unknown. 
Richard has not at all entered upon this subject. Among 

the old writers, Justit asserted in the last century that the water 

is changed by the violent motion into air. Venturi, in 1800, 

referred the origin of the bubbles to the lateral motion imparted 

to the air by the moving stream. This would imply that a force 

of attraction exists between the air and water sufficient to carry 

the former far beneath the surface, which, as already remarked 

in § 16, is scarcely conceivable. Besides, at the place men- 

tioned an experiment is described which I believe entirely refutes 

this notion. 
In order, however, to observe with more exactness the action 

* Tnstead of sucking in the air through the apertures ee, there is another 
arrangement, where, in place of the boards pp, two wooden funnels are used, 
which are high enough to reach over the surface of the water. The water 
flows through the space between the funnels; this causes the fluid within 
them to sink and the air to enter. 

+ These bellows are chiefly used in the immediate extraction of iron from 
its ores (Forges catalanes); and according to Richard, they were used in 
1838, with one or two exceptions, in all the works in the Departement 
de l’Ariége. 
{ Exhibition of Arts and Manufactures, vol. il, p. 97, note. 
§ Gilbert’s Annalen, vol, ii, p. 129, 
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of the water-bellows, I have constructed a model with glass in 
the manner represented by fig. 14. 
N is the water-holder, in which, by means of a cork, the tube 

ab, 6 inches long, is fastened. The lower end of ab dips above 
into the tube cd. The latter is 6°5 feet long, and has an imner 
diameter of 5ths of an inch; at d it pierces a cork, which closes 
the bottle AB, and it ends at g about 2 inches above the bottom of 
the bottle. Through the cork d two other tubes are introduced ; 
de, which can be closed by means of the cock e, and Aik, which 
serves as a manometer, and is filled with mercury to k. 

When the tube ad had an opening at its lower end 0:4 of an 
inch in diameter, as the water flowed through it downwards, a 
considerable portion of air was carried along with it imto the 
bottle AB. The pressure increased, and as the mercury ascended 
in & the water ascended in the tube cdg. By means of the cocks 
e and D, the escape of the air and water was so regulated that 
the water-height in cdg remained constant. When this height 
was about 3 feet over the surface of the water in the bottle, the 
opening, as already stated, being 0°4 of an inch wide, a multitude 
of small bubbles were seen to descend with the water through 
the entire breadth of the tube. When the diameter was greater, 
the motion was quicker, so that the course of the bubbles could 
not be exactly followed. When, on the contrary, the opening 6 
was sinaller, for example 0-2 of an inch in diameter, air-bubbles 
were observed at f, but they could not penetrate to the lower 
end of the tube; as soon as they had attained a certain depth, 
they rose again in consequence of their small specific weight. 
Small isolated bubbles only were able to penetrate to a depth of 
24 inches. 

It is evident that the bubbles are formed at the point where 
the falling water meets the surface /; here they are quite en- 
closed by the water, and carried with it downwards. If the 
force which causes this motion be so great that the bubbles de- 
scend more quickly than they would arise in consequence of 
their small specific gravity, then they will reach the bottle AB. 
This, however, can only take place when the water falls from a 
sufficient height, and when the opening 6 bears a sensible ratio 
to the diameter of the tube cdg. If the opening d bear only a 
small ratio to the tube cdg, the motion of the water in the latter 
is feeble, and consequently the bubbles move more quickly up- 
wards than downwards. 

If the opening be not much smaller than the tube cdg, the 
falling water closes up the latter, even when the tube, instead of 
reaching to g, ends immediately under the cork d. The water 
then stands at a height within the tube corresponding to the 
air-pressure in the bottle underneath, and in general exactly the 
same effects are observed as when the tube cd penetrates the sur- 
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face of the water. Hence, in the case of the water-bellows, it is 

unnecessary that the tubes AA, fig. 18, should reach under the 

surface of the water in the drum CC. 
These experiments show that a similar action takes place here 

to that which we have so often an opportunity of observing when 

a fluid is poured into a glass, in which case also bubbles are 

carried downwards. ‘This action has however been sufficiently 

explained in § 18 to § 20; and I introduce the water-bellows 

here merely to show its intimate connexion with the results 

already described. 

II. On the White Blende of New Jersey, U.S. 

By T. H. Henry, Esq., F.R.S.* 

A VERY transparent colourless mineral, called white blende, 

occurs at Franklin in New Jersey, U.S. Mr. Nuttall, 

who supposed it to differ from common blende, has named it 

“ Cleiophane,” and some other authority has called it Cramerite ; 

but although it is the only instance of the occurrence of colour- 

less blende, the mineral is entirely unnoticed by the American 

authors Shephard, Alger and Dana. 
Mr. Brooke, being desirous of stating in the forthcoming 

edition of Phillips’s Mineralogy the real composition of the 

mineral, obtained from Mr. Nuttall some fragments, which I 

have examined and found to be very pure blende. 

The specific gravity of the mineral at 60° is 4-063. Its blow- 

pipe characters are those of common blende when pretty free 

from sulphuret of iron. I could not detect cadmium in it by 

the blowpipe, but a trace was found by employing Wollaston’s test. 

The mineral was decomposed by nitric acid, and the solution 

evaporated nearly to dryness with an excess of hydrochloric acid ; 

the sulphur was determined as sulphate of baryta; and the zine, 

after the removal of the excess of baryta by sulphuric acid, was pre- 

cipitated from the boiling solution by carbonate of soda, The 

analysis afforded the following results :— 
ANC, hes Ses OLier 
Sulphur. . 32°22 

99°68 

The theoretical proportions of ZnS being 

TENG! 6s, Zier te OL 
Sulphur . . 32:92 

100-00 

This slight difference is due partly to error in the analysis, and 

partly to the fact of some of the fragments being slightly en- 

crusted with carbonate. 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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III. On Sea-Weeds as the sources of Acetic Acid. 
By Joun Stennovss, LL.D., F.RSL. § E*. 

ee the course of a series of experiments on sea-weeds, 
an account of which was read before the Royal Society 

on the 18th of April 1850, I had frequently occasion to observe 
that when a quantity of wet sea-weeds was laid together in a 
heap in a warm situation for any length of time, it soon began 
to undergo a species of fermentation. This, I am aware, is a 
circumstance which has been not unfrequently observed ; but as 
no one has hitherto been at the trouble to examine the nature 
of the acids generated during this fermentation, I was mduced 
to investigate the matter a little more closely. 

At the ordinary temperature of Scotland, even during the 
summer months, the fermentation of sea-weeds proceeds very 
slowly, requiring from three to four months for its completion ; 
but when the weeds are kept at a temperature of from 90° to 
96° F., the process is completed in from two to three weeks. 

I. Six pounds of fresh moist Fucus vesiculosus were put mto 
an earthenware jar along with a little quicklime, and just suffi- 
cient water to cover them, and were kept for three weeks at the 
temperature of 96° F. Small quantities of quicklime were added 
from time to time, so as to keep the mixture slightly alkaline. 
When the fermentation was completed, the liquid portion, which 
contained a good deal of mucilage and some acetate of ammonia, 
was thrown upon a cloth filter, and the clear liquid which passed 
through was evaporated to dryness and then cautiously heated, 
so as not to decompose any of the crude acetate of lime, while 
almost the whole of the mucilaginous matter was rendered inso- 
luble. The dark brown mass was digested with a little water, 
again filtered, and the clear solution evaporated to dryness. It 
yielded 4 oz. 2 drams of dry acetate of lime, which was almost 
entirely free from adhermg organic matter. When this acetate 
of lime was distilled with hydrochloric acid, it yielded 29 oz. of 
a pure but feeble vmegar, 1 oz. of which required 24 grs. of 
anhydrous carbonate of soda to neutralizeit. As, therefore, 662 
grs. of anhydrous carbonate of soda require for saturation 650 
grs. of anhydrous acetic acid, 1 grain of anhydrous carbonate of 
soda may be regarded as equivalent to ] gr. of anhydrous acetic 
acid. The 29 oz. of the above-mentioned vinegar, therefore, 
contained 24 x1 x 29=696 grs. of anhydrous acetic acid. As 
1 pound contains 7000 grs., and 6 pounds of fucus consequently 
42,000 grs., the 696 grs. of anhydrous acetic acid obtamed from 
it give 1°65 per cent. anhydrous acetic acid as the produce of the 
wet sea-weed. ‘ 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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II. Twenty-four pounds of fresh Fucus nodosus, also in a moist 
state, were suffered to ferment along with lime at a temperature 
of 96° F. for about five weeks. Twenty ounces of crude acetate 
of lime were obtained, which, when distilled with hydrochloric 
acid, yielded 57 oz. of pretty pure vinegar, each ounce of which 
saturated 43 grs. of anhydrous carbonate of soda. The amount 
‘of the acetic acid in the whole quantity was therefore 2451 grs. 
=1-45 per cent. of the wet Fucus nodosus. 

III. Four pounds of fresh Fucus vesiculosus were left to fer- 
ment in the open air along with quicklime, at the ordinary tem- 
perature, from the 8th of June to the Ist of September, when 
the process was finished. The filtered solution of the acetate of 
hme, after being evaporated to dryness, when distilled with hy- 
drochloric acid, yielded 46 oz. of weak vinegar, each ounce of 
which saturated 7 grs. of anhydrous carbonate of soda, amount- 
ing therefore in all to 322 grs. of anhydrous acetic acid =1°15 
per cent. of the wet sea-weed. Thus it is clear that when sea- 
weeds are fermented at the ordinary temperature of Scotland, 
during the summer months the process goes on much more 
slowly, and yields a considerably smaller product than when the 
temperature is retained at about 90° F. Should any person, 
therefore, think of manufacturing acetic acid from sea-weeds, 
either in Great Britain or in any of the northern countries of 
Europe, I would advise him to employ so much artificial heat as 
to produce a constant temperature of from 90° F. to 96° F. I 
should expect, however, that in the southern portions of Europe, 
at least during the summer months, and in tropical countries, 
artificial heat might probably be dispensed with. 

One of the chief uses to which sea-weeds are applied is in 
manuring land; and with this application, ther having been 
previously employed in the manufacture of vinegar would not 
very materially interfere. For if the fermented weeds and the 
salts remaining in the stills were spread upon the land, I ap- 
prehend they would prove almost as useful in an agricultural 
point of view as the fresh sea-weeds would have done. 

The vinegar obtained from the Fuci contained a very minute 
quantity of butyric acid. When it was therefore saturated with 
carbonate of soda, evaporated to dryness, and the dry salt left 
for some time in a moist atmosphere, a small portion of it deli- 
quesced. This liquid portion was therefore separated from the 
solid salt and was evaporated to dryness. It formed a sapona- 
ceous looking, uncrystallizable mass, which had the peculiar 
odour of the butyrates ; and when it was digested with a mixture 
of aleohol and sulphuric acid, yielded an ether which had the 
characteristic odour and,properties of butyric «ther. A silver 
salt, prepared from this supposed butyrate of soda by double de- 
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composition with nitrate of silver, was found to contain 60°49 per 
cent. oxide of silver. The calculated quantity of oxide of silver 
in butyrate of silver, is 59°48; that in acetate of silver, 69°46 ; 
and in metacetonate of silver, 64°09 per cent. It appears highly 
probable, therefore, that the excess of oxide of silver found in 
the butyrate arose from a slight admixture of either acetic or 
metacetonic acids. 

A silver salt was also prepared by digesting oxide of silver 
with pure acetic acid fromthe Fuci. It had all the characters of 
acetate of silver; and when subjected to analysis, 0°250 of the 
salt gave 0°16] metallic silver =0°172 oxide of silver =69°16 
per cent; the calculated amount of oxide of silver in the acetate 
being, as was previously stated, 69°46 per cent. 

Glasgow, Noy. 26, 1850. 

IV. On the Principles of Hydrodynamics. By the Rev. J. CHau- 
Lis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy 
and Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge*. 

i ee Number of the Philosophical Magazine for last March 
contains some observations by Professor P. Tardy of Mes- 

sina, the object of which is to prove that a new general equation 
in Hydrodynamics, which I first pointed out, is neither necessary 
nor true. Inthe next Number I answered completely, as I con- 
ceive, the arguments which had reference to the truth of the 
equation ; and I showed also, that, according to Professor Tardy’s 
own reasoning, a new general hydrodynamical equation is neces- 
sary. I have not since seen any additional observations by Pro- 
fessor Tardy. The views on the principles of hydrodynamics 
which I have for a considerable time maintained, have now been 
subjected to the criticisms of several eminent mathematicians, 
from which J willingly acknowledge that I have derived assistance 
in my hydrodynamical researches. At the same time I must con- 
tend that no argument directed against the principles of the new 
mathematical reasonmg which I have applied to this subject, has 
remained unanswered, and that the correctness of those prin- 
ciples is im no respect invalidated. Under the conviction that 
they are true, and that they cannot be dispensed with, I propose 
now to adduce, in logical sequence, the various important results 
which I have derived from them in different Numbers of this 
Journal, and to support those results by additional arguments. 
For the purpose of facilitating any discussion to which the sub- 
ject may give rise, the reasoning is carried on in separate propo- 
sitions, and each proof is preceded by a distinct enunciation of 
the proposition to be proved. . 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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It will be necessary for the complete exhibition of the course 

of the reasoning, to begin by a consideration of the fundamental 

principles of the mathematical treatment of the equilibrium and 

motion of fluids. 
Definition I. The parts of a fluid press against each other, 

and against the surface of any solid with which they are im 

contact. 
Definition 11. The parts of a fluid of perfect fluidity may be 

separated by an infinitely thin solid bounded by plane faces, 

without the application of any assignable force. 

The first of these two definitions is the statement of a general 

property of fluids known by common experience. The other is 

equally drawn from experience, being suggested by the facility 

with which the parts of a fluid may be separated. As all known 

fluids possess some degree of cohesiveness, none answer strictly 

to this definition. The hypothesis of perfect fluidity is made 

the basis of exact mathematical reasoning applied to the equili- 

brium and motion of fluids, in the same way that the hypothesis 

of perfect rigidity is the basis of exact mathematical reasoning 

applied to the mechanics‘of solids. 
These two properties stffice to define fluids generally, and 

may be employed in the investigation of a certain law of pressure, 

which is common to all perfect fluids, however they may be spe- 

cifically distinguished. The law of pressure is found as follows, 

the fluid being supposed to be at rest. 
Proposition I. The pressure at any pomt in the imterior of 

fluid at rest on an imaginary plane passing through that point, 

is the same whatever be the position of the plane. 

Suppose an indefinitely small {element of the fluid to be sepa- 

rated from the rest by indefinitely thin solid plates, and let the 

form of the element be that of a prism, the transverse section of 

which is aright-angled triangle. By Definition II. the pressure 

is in no respect altered by insulating the element in this manner, 

it being done without the application of any assignable force. 

Also by Definition I. the element presses against the solid plates 

with which it is in contact; and these pressures, it is clear, must 

be counteracted by equal pressures of the plates against the ele- 

ment. But the plates are incapable of pressing in any other 

directions than those of normals to their surfaces. Hence the 

directions of these mutual pressures are perpendicular to the 

plane faces of the element. Conceive the plates removed: the 

pressures will remain the same. Consequently the element is 

held in equilibrium by the pressures of the surrounding fluid 

perpendicular to its surfaces, and by the impressed accelerative 

forces. 
Now let / be the length of the prism, a, 8, y the sides of the 
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triangular section, « and @ including the right angle, and let 
pixh, poBh, pyyh be the respective pressures on the three rect- 
angular faces. ‘The element being indefinitely small, the pres- 
sure may be assumed to be uniform throughout each face. Sup- 
pose the impressed accelerative forces, resolved along the sides « 
and 8 in the directions towards the right angle, to be f, and f,. 

The impressed moving forces in the same directions are 5 fipaBh 

and : fpeBh, p being the density of the element. These must 

be in equilibrium with the pressures on the rectangular faces 
resolved in the opposite directions. 

The pressure resolved in the direction of the side #, and tend- 
ing from the right angle, is 

PoBh—psyh x . or (Po—ps)Bh. 

The pressure resolved in the direction of the side 8, and tend- 
ing from the right angle, is 

pyeh—pgyh x =) or (pps) ah. 

Hence 
1 

(po—ps)Bh= af 1p%Bh, OY Ppo—P3= hee 

and 
1 

(Pi —ps)ah=5 fopeBh, or Pp, —P3= Hae 

Consequently, as « and @ are indefinitely small, the nght- 
hand sides of these equations are indefinitely small, unless f, and 
f, be indefinitely great, which is assumed not to be the case. 
Hence p,=p,=p;. By supposing the position of y to be fixed, 
and those of « and 6 to vary in any manner so as to remain 
perpendicular to each other, it may be inferred from the foregoing 
reasoning that the pressures in all directions from the element 
in a given plane are the same. Supposing another plane to pass 
through the element, it may be similarly shown that the pres- 
sures in all directions in this plane from the given element are 
the same, and consequently the same as the pressures in the 
other plane, because the two planes have two directions in com- 
mon. And as the second plane may have any position relatively 
to the first, it follows that the pressures are the same in all di- 
rections whatever from a given element, or from a given point. 
This is the law of pressure which it was required to investigate. 

It has been justly remarked by the author of the Treatise on 
Tides and Waves in the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, that the 
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law of pressure does not rest on the same evidence for fluid in 
variable motion as for fluid at rest. It will appear, however, by 
the following demonstration, that the evidence in the former 
case may be made identical with the evidence in the other by the 
introduction of a principle which may be regarded as an axiom, 
viz. that if a common velocity, or common increments of velocity, 
be impressed on all the parts of the fluid and on the containing 
solids in the same direction, the density and pressure of the 
fluid remain unaltered. 

Proposition II. The pressure at a given instant at any point 
in the interior of fluid in motion on an imaginary plane passing 
iisneh that point, is the same whatever be the position of the 
plane. 

Conceive the velocity of the fluid particle which is at a given 
point at a given time to be impressed upon it and upon all the 
parts of the fluid and its containing solids in a direction opposite 
to that in which it takes place. The particle is thus reduced to 
rest. If also its effective accelerative force at each succeeding 
instant be impressed on all the parts of the fluid and the con- 
taining solids in the direction contrary to that in which it takes 
place, the particle will remain at rest. By the principle stated 
above, the relative positions of the particles of the fluid and the 
pressures at all points are in no respect changed by thus im- 
pressing a common velocity and common accelerative forces in 
common directions. Since, then, the particle under considera- 
tion continues at rest, we may apply to it the same reasoning as 
that applied to a given elementary portion of the fluid in Propo- 
sition I.; the only difference being, that as in that proposition 
the pressure is supposed to be uniform through an indefinitely 
small space, in the proposition before us it is supposed to be 
uniform both through an indefinitely small space and durmg an 
indefinitely short time, because the density of the given particle 
is continually changing. The errors of these suppositions are 
infinitesimal quantities of an order that may be neglected. Hence 
the law of pressure results precisely as in Proposition I., the 
effective accelerative force bemg supposed to be always finite. 
Being shown to be true of any single particle at any time, it is 

true of all particles at all times. Consequently the law of equal 

pressure in all directions from a given point has been proved to 
hold generally both in fluid at rest and in fluid in motion. 

It may be here remarked, that the principle of impressmg a 
common velocity and common accelerative forces in a common 
direction, on all the material points concerned in any instance 
of motion, gives the means of converting a dynamical into a sta- 
tical problem, and is in fact the most elementary form of D’Alem- 
hert’s principle, 
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Proposition Til. To obtam the general equation of the equilt 
brium of a fluid. 

Let the coordinates of the position of any element of the fluid, 
referred to three rectangular axes of coordinates, be 2, y, 2, 
which we may for the sake of simplicity suppose to be all posi- 
tive, since the results obtained by reasoning throughout con- 
sistently with this restriction will be true dependently of the 
restriction. Let the form of the element be that of a rectangular 
parallelopipedon, and its edges dx, dy, dz be parallel to the axes 
of coordinates ; and let p be its density. Then if X, Y, Z be 
the impressed accelerative forces acting on the element in direc- 
tions respectively parallel to the axes of coordinates, and tending 
from the coordiate planes, the impressed moving forces in the 
same directions are 

Xpdxdydz, Ypdudydz, Zp da dy dz. 

These are counteracted by the excesses of the pressures on the 
faces of the element furthest from the origm above the pressures 
on the opposite faces. Let pdydz, qdxdz, rdxdy be the pressures 
actmg respectively parallel to the axes of z, y, z on the faces 
nearest the origm. Then the excesses of pressure tending to- 
wards the coordinate planes are 

dp _ dq dr si 
ae dx dy dz, dy dz dy dz, i dx dy dz. 

But by Proposition I., p, g, 7 differ from each other by infinite 
simal quantities. Hence substituting p for g and 7, and equa 
ting these pressures to the impressed moving forces acting in the 
opposite directions, the resulting equations are 

pdx 1 AUS a Nee ks 
Hence, since 

—-P pr sak (dp) = Z dx + io dy + oF dz, 

we have 

i) =Xde+Ydy+Zde. 

This is the required equation, which, bemg proved of any ele- 
ment, may be extended to all. The above, which is the usual 
investigation of this equation, is introduced here for the sake of 
exhibitmg completely the reasoning by which the fundamental 
equations of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics are established. 

Proposition IV. To obtain a general dynamical equation ap- 
plicable to the motion of a fluid. 

Let «, y, z be the coordinates of the position of any element 
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at any time ¢, p the pressure, and p the density at that position, 

and let X, Y, Z be the impressed accelerative forces. Since by 

Prop. IL. the law of equal pressure in all directions from any 

position is true of fluid in motion, it may be shown, by proceed- 

ing as in Prop. IIL., that the accelerative forces of the element 

due to the pressure and tending towards the coordinate planes, are 

dp dp 
pda’ pily? pz" 

By impressing continually on the whole fluid motions equal and 

opposite to the actual motions of the element, the above forces 

remain the same, and the element is reduced to rest. But, the 
element being at rest, these forces must be in equilibrium with 
the impressed accelerative forces, which are now 

dx d?y d?z 
xX— 7? Y— We? L— Fa: 

Hence, as in Proposition IIL., 

d i? 2 2 ® (x- 92 )ae4 (yt) ay+ (2- ae (ay 

where dx, dy, dz are independent variations of the coordinates. 
This is the required general equation. Being proved to be true 
of any. element at any time, it may be extended to all parts of the 
fluid at all times, provided certam equations of continuity, to be 
presently investigated, are satisfied. 

Corollary. Let u, v, w be the components, in the directions of 
the axes of coordinates, of the velocity (V) which exists at any 
point zyz at any time ¢, Then if w+dz, y+dy, z+dz be the 
coordinates at the time ¢+d¢ of the element which was at xyz at 
the time ¢, we shall have 

Bias Ge) Oe Oe 
And since, generally, 

du\ _du , du dx , du dy , du dz 
at) ai * de’ di * dy dt * de’ dt’ 

it follows that 
@x_du | du du | du 
aap me ae" * ee 

dy dv dw dd 
de — dt de" ty’! ae” ~ 

So 

and 
d’z dw. dw, dw_. dw 
dd. da. dy wide 

which values are to be substituted in the equation (1.). 
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I proceed now to the consideration of the equations of con- 
tinuity. ; 

Axiom I. Let it be granted that the motions of a fluid must 
be consistent with the physical circumstance that the mass of 
the fluid is constant. 2 

This limitation, to which the motion is subject, is expressible 
by an equation which may be thus investigated. nit 

Proposition V. To express by an equation the condition that 
the motion is consistent with the principle of constancy of mass. 

The whole mass is the sum of all the elements pDxDyDz, the 
variations Dx, Dy, Dz being independent of each other and of 
the variation of time. Hence the condition to be satisfied is, 
that 

S(pDzDyDz) = a constant, 
or 

5. S(pDzDyDz) =0, 

the symbol 6 having reference to change of time and position. 
On account of the independence of the symbols 5 and §, the 
last equation is equivalent to 

S(5. pDaDyDz) =0, 

which signifies that the sum of the variations of all the elements 
by change of time and position is equal to zero. Now 

8. pDaDyDz=p(DyDzDédz + DzDzDby + DxDyDéz) 

(2 5,, dps, 4 ) +DzDyDz (2 ot+ 7 6a + - dy + ie oz}. 

And since dz, dy, dz are the variations of the coordinates of a 
given element in the time of, we have 

da=udt, Sy=vdt, dz=wét. 
Hence 

du du du 
Déoz= aa Dadi, Déiy= iy Dydt, Diz= as Dz6t. 

Consequently, by substituting, 

dp dt.8 [ DeDyD- (7 + 
d.pu, d.pv | d.pw |= 
dn" dy ss &) = 

which equation is satisfied if at every point of the fluid 

dp _d.pu , d.pv , d.pw _ 
dt " dzx dy eu 

This is the equation it was required to obtain. 
Another equation of continuity depends on the following axiom. 
Axiom II. Let it be granted that the directions of motion in 

each element of the fluid mass may at all times be cut at right 
angles by a continuous surface. 
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By satisfying this geometrical condition, the motion of a con- 

tinuous mass is distinguished from that of a collection of indefi- - 

nitely small discrete atoms. Another general equation is re- 

quired for expressing that the motion is subject to this limitation, 

which is not necessarily involved in the equation (2.), because 

the motion of a collection of discrete atoms might be such as to 

satisfy that equation. 
Proposition VI. To express by an equation that the directions 

of motion in any given element are in successive instants normals 

to continuous surfaces. 

Let y be an unknown function of the coordinates and the 

time such that (dr) =0 is the differential equation of a surface 

to which the directions of motion in an element situated at the 

point zyz are normals. By Axiom II. such a surface really 

: dy d : : 
exists. Hence —— Mee are in the proportion of wu, v and 

dx’ dy’ dz 
w. Or, X being another unknown function of the coordinates 

and the time, 

| Pemitt 7 e 
Z—N ae v=Xr dy’ wW=r Fat 

Hence 
Uu vD WwW 

This equation expresses that the directions of motion m any 

given element are normals to a continuous surface at one instant. 

That the motion may be such as to satisfy this condition in sue- 

cessive instants, it is necessary that the equation 

8(dvs) =0 

should also be true, the symbol 6 having reference to change of 

time and to the change of position of the given element. On 

account of the independence of the symbols of operation 6 and 

d, that equation is equivalent to 

(d.dyr) =0. 

But 
_ dy dp. ap, Ne 

dpa a, Ott a ba 4+- Fa de bz, 

and 
Se=udt, Sy=vol, z= wot. 

Hence c 

Lf Lae ee Oe ] st 
(d.8y) =(4. ey ea le qe ).81=0. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 1, Jan. 1851. D 
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Consequently, by integration, 

es ob ut Mog Ew t x(t) =0; » » (A) 

and substituting Ns fone values of u, v, w, 

(Qh es )eaome a 
This is the equation it was required to find. The equations 

(1.), (2.), (3.), with the equations 

and a given relation between the pressure (p) and density (9), 
suffice for determining the seven unknown quantities y, A, u, v, 

W, Pr P- Be tae 

Corollary. By substituting se at cit 

in the equation (A.), it will appear that 

(+) +x(t) = 

p+yi(f)+0=0. 
This equation shows that the value of y for a given element may 
vary in an arbitrary manner with the time; and, on account of 
the arbitrary constant C, that it may be of arbitrary value at a 
given time. Hence this function has not necessarily the same 
value at the same time for different elements. 

The fundamental hydrodynamical equations having now been 
investigated, I proceed to apply them to particular cases. 

Example I. Let the relation between the pressure and the 
density be expressed by the equation p=a’p, and let the velocity 
and density be functions of the distance from a fixed plane, and 
the fluid be supposed to be acted upon by no accelerative force : 
it is required to determine the motion. 

Assuming that the fixed plane is parallel to the plane yz, we 
shall have 

respectively for u, v, w 

and by integration, 

d?y d?z 
de = ae 

Hence the equations (1.) and (2.) become for this ease, 

@dp du du 
pda ap Tae 

dp du dp r dt. Steed al de 0, Weis oo en) 

ed, w=0, =(,; 

—) | ies 
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: dq! JTSUpyEtio’ 
To integrate these equations, let w= a Substituting this 

dz 
value in (4.) and integrating, we have 

dq 1 dq’? 
a? Nap. log p+ = 5° so =F). 

Or, if g=q'— aif F(¢)dt, and consequently u= _ the equation is 

dq 1 dq 
2 a 9 ee a? Nap. log p+ Fe eee 

Hence, eliminating p from (5.) by this last equation, we obtain 

wv) lag dq dq dq aap ihyse Act sonveicce 

=O. 

dx dxdt d@  ’ 

which equation is not generally integrable, but is satisfied by the 
following particular integral, 

u=f(x—a+u.t). 

Now although this integral seems to have been arrived at by an 
unexceptionable course of reasoning, and might be expected to 
admit of interpretation consistent with fluid motion, yet upon 
trial this is not found to be the case. Suppose, for instance, that 

u=m sil = (2—a+u.t). 

Then if e=at+ > u=0; and if r=(a+m)i+ as w=m. But 

these two values of z are the same if 

xX xr 

sheibsies HE dsisons 
4am 

Hence, at the same distance from the origin the velocity may 
be zero, and may have its maximum value at the same moment. 
This result is a contradiction per se, having no reference to any 
physical circumstance, but indicating that a false step has been 
taken in the reasoning. It will be seen hereafter that this con- 
tradiction has an important bearing on the analytical theory of 
fluid motion. At present I propose to adduce other examples 
of like failures, for the purpose of showing distinctly that the 
principle of the foregoing reasoning is somewhere at fault: 

Example \1. Wet, as in the preceding example, p=a’p, and 
let the velocity and density be functions of the distance from a 

D2 
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fixed point, no accelerative force acting: it is required to deter- 
mine the motion. 

In this instance, for the purpose of obtaining an integrable 
equation, the velocity and changes of density will be supposed 
very small, and powers of the small quantities above the: first 
will be rejected. 

Let V= the velocity, and p=1+ 0, o beg very small; and 
let x be the distance from the fixed poimt, which is taken: for 
origin of coordinates. Then 

sa tlt tar Ne \ diyiougt AW YodjensinieoeM 
dB) dt ir: r bidd? slt® 0 nade? 

Hence the equations (1.) and (2.) become for this case, 

a ae 
By eliminating V from these two equations, there will result 

dior... d*.or 
“aa 

This equation is satisfied by the integral, 

or=f(r—at). 

Or, giving to the function a particular form, 

Mm ..— 207 
pe (r—at). 

Referring now to the principle of the separability of the parts 
of a fluid by an indefinitely thin partition without assignable 
force, as asserted in Definition II., and the application of that 
principle in the proof of the law of pressure given.in Proposi- 
tion II., it will appear that in the instance before us the parts 
of the fluid may at any moment be conceived to be separated by 
an infinitely thin spherical partition of arbitrary_radius. On 
this account the function f may be taken discontinuously, pro- 
vided the pressures on the opposite, sides of the partition be 

. do 
equal ; that is, ap may vary per saltum, but o may not vary per 

saltum. Accordingly the values of the circular function assumed 

above may be taken from r=at to r=at+ x and the condensa- 
. . 2 

tion in all the rest of the fluid be supposed to be zero. Thus a 
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spherical condensed wave, the breadth of which is "s will be pro- 9 

pagated from the centre with the velocity a, and according to 
the above formula the condensations at corresponding points of 
the wave at different distances, will vary inversely as the distances. 
But it is certam that under these circumstances the condensa- 
tions must vary inversely as the square of the distances, in order 
that, in conformity with Axiom I., the quantity of fluid may re- 
main the same. Here, then, we have another contradiction indi- 

. cating that a logical fault has been committed. 
It may be remarked that, in the above argument, the reason 

for the discontinuity of the function fis drawn from a funda- 
mental property of the fluid, and not, as is usually done, from 
imdependent analytical considerations. The legitimacy of this 
method cannot be questioned. I confess that J am unable to 
comprehend how, on any other principle, it can be shown that 

= may vary per saltum, and that « must not vary per saltum. 

Example III. Let the fluid be incompressible, and let the 
motion be parallel to a fixed plane. 

Supposing that w=0, the equation (2.) becomes for this case, 
du dy 

de dy 
For the purpose of obtaining an mtegrable equation, it will be 
assumed that udx +vdy is an exact differential (d0). Thus the 
above equation becomes 

the integral of which is 

6=F(at+y V—l)+f(e—y V—l). 
Hence 

dé aay = 
OS ey Ah) Hh e-PV—V, 

and 
ee ra To i gy nae stig 
Crna = {Pty /—1)—f'(¢@—-y Vv —1)}. V1, 

To take a particular instance, let 

‘sj eablive nic8 fae 
Mety/—l)= 9 (e«t+yVv —)), 

and 
prem 3 10K bse 

[(e-yV¥ —-l)= g (ty Y¥—1), 

Then v=mx, v= —my, and the equation (1.) becomes by in- 
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tegration, 
m2 

p=C— oy (2*+y’), 

where C may either be constant or a function of the time. By 
putting p=0, we obtain the equation of the boundary of the 
fluid, which thus appears to be at all times cylindrical. But 

since = eet e by integrating, vy=c?, and the lines of 

motion are thus shown to be rectangular hyperbolas. Hence if 
the boundary be at one moment cylindrical, it cannot be so the 
next. Thus we have a third instance of contradiction indicative 
of a logical fault. 

These three examples, which have been selected as being well- 
adapted to illustrate the subsequent course of the reasoning, have 
been long submitted to the consideration of mathematicians ; 
and yet no one has hitherto shown that the steps of the processes 
which have led to the contradictions are in any respect incon- 
sistent with received hydrodynamical principles. I have been 
unable myself, after devoting much attention to the subject, to 
discover any such inconsistency, or to see any escape from the 
conclusion that the received hydrodynamical prmeiples are de- 
fective. 

If, then, it be asked how the defect is to be supplied, I answer, 
that the third general equation obtained in Proposition VI. must 
be taken into account. The manner in which the difficulty is 
overcome by means of this equation will be the next subject of 
inquiry. 
Cambridge Observatory, 

Noy. 20, 1850. 
[To be continued. ] 

V. On the Development of the Mouth and Tongue of the Frog. 
By Auveustus Water, M.D.* 

yes the greatest part of the tadpole-life of the frog 
there exists no trace of the tongue within the cavity of 

the mouth ; and the mucous membrane which covers the body 
of the hyoid bone and floor of the throat is quite smooth, and 
destitute of any organization indicative of any special function. 

The aperture of the mouth at this period is of a triangular 
shape, with jaws of a horny nature, and provided with a mem- 
branous vestibule in front, which is closed by a kind of sphincter 
oris, and is covered with numerous membranous folds having 
several rows of minute black teeth fixed among them, besides 
many conical-shaped papillz of a vascular nature, The labial 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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teeth are not joined together like those of the maxillaries, but 

are fixed separately to the membrane beneath. It is easy to 

perceive by the manner in which this sphincter oris acts, that 

by their rasping action these teeth must materially assist the 

maxillary organs in the comminution of food*. 

The papille are generally of a conical shape; those situated 

among the folds are simple cones fixed to the membrane, and 

about +4,dth of an inch in height ; others at the angles of the 

lips are compound, consisting of an agglomeration of simple 

papillz disposed around a common stem. The exterior of each 

papilla is formed of a zone of ciliated, globular or prismatic cells. 

The interior of the papilla presents numerous transverse lines, 

apparently constituting septa, dividing the part mto compart- 

ments or cells. The cellulated part is generally limited at the 

summit of the cone by the external zone of epithelium ; but in 

some cases the cone is truncated, and the cellulated portion 

forms the summit. Each papilla receives a looped capillary, 

which generally ascends to about two-thirds of the height of the 

cone. (See fig. 1.) Fig 1. 

The nerve-tubes which supply these Magnified 200 diameters. 

bodies are large, well-defined, and 
with the double contour indicating 
the existence of a vigorous and perfect 
nervous action. In most cases not 

more than a single tube can be found 

running to each papilla. Their mode 

of termination is apparently in free 

extremities; but, unlike the nerves of 

the fungiform papilla of the frog, 

their pomt of termination usually 

falls off in a very gradual man- 

ner. 
The labial folds (like the branchia), 

with their teeth and papillz, are cast Labial papille of the tadpole. 

off as the animals attain their full de- AA. Zone of epithelium. 

velopment or frog state. About the ene apt 

period of the appearance of the hind-limbs we first observe signs 

of alteration in these organs, The gradual. steps by which this 

transformation of the buccal orifice and cavity takes place are 

generally witnessed in the shedding of some of the teeth, the 

atrophy of the papill, and the disappearance of the folds about 

* The tadpole in its early stages is well-adapted for observing the heart’s 

action, as the integuments are sufficiently transparent to allow the move- 

ments to be studied with a low microscopic power. For this purpose it is 

merely necessary to place the animal on its back in a shallow cell with 

water, covered at the top to prevent it from turing over. 
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the mouth, . By the time the fore-limbs make their way through 
the integuments, all the teeth at the jaws have been cast, off, the 
folds of the lips and their papill, are entirely lost, and the skin 
is tightly bound around the mouth, which has now assumed its 
definite shape, except that its opening is narrowed by a fold of 
skin at the angles. Gradually these folds decrease, until, the 
angles of the mouth recede back to the articulation of the jaws. 
This change is accomplished by the, time the tailis atrophied, 
and the animal has assumed its terrestrial habits. 

The metamorphosis in the animal’s habits is not less marked. 
It now seeks the land, and quickly dies if kept in the: water. 
The indiscriminate voracity of the tadpole no longer exists 5. it 
rejects all dead food, and subsists exclusively on live imseets. 
The situation of the labial papille im the tadpole is well-adapted 
for the senses of touch and. of. taste. Those exterior to the lps 
ave mostly adapted for tactile purposes. The activity of this 
sense is evident when the animal is observed hovering around 
some floating object, of which, it evidently takes cognizance by 
some tactile power located in this region. . The, papille mside 
the lips are more suitably disposed for receiving sapid impres- 
sions, being’ in’ close proximity with the food. after it has been 
comminuted by the teeth. In Fishes, that class of animals to 
which the tadpole presents the greatest analogies, we find grouped 
around the mouth organs which appear strictly homologous to 
those under examination. Such are, the, tentacles about’ the 
mouth of the individuals composing the Cyprinoid and Siluroid 
families. The fleshy process at the symphysis of the Cod. 1s 
probably the same organ reduced to a rudimentary state.» In 
the Lancelot*, “the yertically-fissured. aperture of the mouth is 
provided on, each side with. a series of long, slender-jomted and 
cihated tentacula, which mainly, by, the, perpetual, vortex they 
cause in the surrounding water, bring the animaleular nutriment 
within the grasp of the pharynx.” nt vooeb IsTS 

The conical processes of the tadpole probably possess a similar 
power, only in much more limited degree, as they are abundantly 
provided with well-developed cilia of,a veryactive character...’ 

The tongue of the tadpole, makes, its appearance at the time 
that the mouth assumes its definite shape, which we have stated 
occurs contemporaneously with the evolution, of the. fore-limbs. 
At the earliest stage the tongue offers inequalities, where, after 
congestion, are red pots of engorged blood, the first appear- 
ance of fungiform papille. In a fragment slightly compressed 
between glass, these bodies are seen to project at the borders. 
They are nearly globular, and are seated, immediately on the 
membrane without any apparent stem, and are about 7} 5dth of 

* Owen, Comparative Anatomy, p. 229. 
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an inch in size. “The papilla receives a looped capillary, which 
scarcely reaches beyond the point of insertion with the mem- 
brane. No signs of nerves can be detected at this stage. Pa- 
rallel fibrillee of a muscular nature may be seen running outside 
the vessels and in the same direction. The surface of the pa- 
pilla is covered with small irregular cells of epithelium. (See 
fig. 2.) The conical papillee do not yet make Fig. 2. 
their appearance, the surface of the mem- Magnified 200 diameters. 
brane bemg unbroken except by the fungi- 
form bodies. The epithelial cells are indi- 
stinct in their outline, less angular, and their 
size not generally more than one-third of the 
usual size in the full-grown animal. The 
muscular fibres over the rest of the tongue 
are striated, the striz being more distant 
than m the adult animal} and the fibres 
more indistinct and much smaller. The 
_blood-globules are very irregular in’ size 
and form; many are globular, others cres- TARLAC) napiila. ce Wate 
cent like, and scarcely any have attained Pal dee Sy 
the ordinary size they possess in the Cc! Capillary surmounted by 

the body of the fungi- adult. form papilla. 
As the tail of the tadpole becomes atrophied, the fungiform 

papille increase in size; they then assume the form they defini- 
tively retain. At the summit ofthe papilla is a zone of epithe- 
hial cells surrounding a circular area covered with thin laminated 
scales: The nerve of the papilla, as first seen after the complete 
atrophy of the tail, is to be distinguished in the angle between 
the afferent and efferent vessels by its gray colour, without any 
signs of tubular membrane or distinct tubes. It can be traced 
only to the concavity of the vascular loops. Fig. 3. 

In the papilla of a frog weighing about twelve Magnified 400 diam. 
grains, we discover two or three nerye-tubes much 
smaller’ than in the adult. (See fig. 3.) The 
blood-vessels form several loops at the summit of 
the papilla. Striated ‘muscular fibres apparently 
divested of their sarcolemma exist: The conical 
papille ave very distinct: 

In a frog weighing a drachm and a half the 
nerve-tubes appear more numerous, about three 
or four in number. (See fig. 4.) The muscular 
fibres were covered with their sarcolemma. The 
striz im the examples before me were more di- 
stinet in the longitudinal direction, while in the 
muscular fibres not belonging to the fungiform 
papilla they were more: distinct in the transverse Netve-tubes of fungi- ‘ 4 form papilla of young 
direction ° frog, weighing 12 grs, 
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The increase m the number of the Fig. 4. 
nerve-tubes in each fungiform papilla,  Mezmified 400 diameters. 
with the age of the animal, must neces- 
sarily be accompanied with a correspond- 
ing increase in the number of tubes 
composing the trunk of the glossopharyn- 
geal, fromwhence all the fibresare derived; 
for in the nervous trunks the indepen- 
dence of the nerve-tubes is an established 
fact, confirmed by every-day observation. 
In the substance of the tongue we can 
so easily trace the peripheric end of the / 
nerve up towards the trunk for so consi- 
derable a distance, that no subdivision of ; 
the primitive fibres can be regarded as in Ne veginr wm detneen = 
the least degree probable in this part of 
theircourse. The same increase of fibres is likewise observed in 
the mammiferz ; the tubes are too indistinct and too close toge- 
ther to allow us to determine numerically their difference at dif- 
ferent ages. 

It is probable that the increase of nerve-tubes is not confined 
to the nerves supplying the tongue, but is a general law appli- 
cable to the whole nervous system, as we observe that, with the 
progress of age, the rest of the nervous trunks undergo an aug- 
mentation in size in the same manner as the glossopharyngeal. 

In the frog, their augmentation in number, from the time at 
which they are first distinctly seen to that at which the animal 
is full grown, is from two to eight. Supposing this to be the 
general ratio of increase for the whole system, we see how great 
must be the difference in the nervous powers at different ages. 

The other characteristics of the young nerve-tubes are their 
comparative minuteness, bemg at first not more than half the 
size they ultimately atta, the general absence of the white 
substance, and their uneven varicose shape, not unlike that of the 
white cerebral fibres. The same minuteness of the tubular fibre 
is seen throughout the nerve up to the bram. In a young frog 
weighing 15 grains, their maximum size was about zz/55dth of 
an inch. In the adult the same nerve-tubes were 3555, and in 
the sciatic of the same animal they were +3',,dth of an inch. 

The alteration in the vascular system during the various stages 
of development of the papillary organs is not less manifest than 
that of the nerves. In the first stage the papilla receives a nar- 
row capillary, which forms a close bend on itself on reaching the 
point of msertion of the papilla. With the increase of the organ 
the vessel quickly shows a double loop or bend, giving it a 
erutched appearance ; while in the adult animal there is found 
an increase in the size of the vessels, and frequently an increase 
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in the number of the capillary trunks, which are now three instead 

of two; and at the summit are loops, frequently to the number of 

four or five. These often require to be injected to be rendered 

visible, as in the ordinary state some of them are frequently 

either empty or full of the serous parts of the blood. 
Kensington, December 1850. 

[To be continued. | 

VI. On Electrical Dust Figures observed on Plate Glass. 
By J. A. Broun*. 

[With a Plate. ] 

| ia the year 1843, while observing the magnetic dip at Ma- 
kerstoun, I noticed some remarkable figures upon the glass 

door of the inclinometer-case: these figures had a beautifully 

ramified structure ; some of the lines being continuous, and some 

formed of series of successive points. I showed this curious 
phenomenon to Professor J. D. Forbes shortly after I first no- 
ticed it, and found that it was as new to him as to myself. Lat 
first supposed that it was a magnetical phenomenon, but upon a 
little further investigation I found similar figures upon the glass 

of clock-cases in all azimuths. Had my other duties permitted, 

I intended to have made a series of experiments in connexion 
with these figures, but have always been prevented ; I now there- 
fore offer the fact for the investigation of others, with such re- 

marks as have occurred to me in the course of my limited exami- 
nation of the subject. The figure first seen I copied very care- 
fully ; it is shown in Plate IT. 

It will be seen that the lines are at times beautifully curved 

and continuous; they run up against one another, but never 

overlap, and seldom if ever come into absolute contact. In some 

cases the lines are very bold, about a hundredth of an inch in 

breadth, in others they are barely visible. Between the conti- 

nuous lines there is often the faintest and most delicate tracery. 
The dotted curved lines are formed of small particles at various 
distances. At times the lines are formed of small continuous 

pieces with breaks ; and where the break occurs, there is gene- 

rally a small offshoot, as if the continuation had been diverted 

into another channel. In some of the figures the lines are almost 

wholly dotted, and the interior of the more regularly formed 

portions is frequently filled with dots without any arrangement. 

The variations of forms are excessive. I have watched the 

growth of the figures, which goes on at times very slowly ; often, 

however, the principal outlines seem formed in a single day, and 

afterwards the interiors of the figures are filled with others, the 

particles of which they are formed becoming fainter and fainter. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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The growth is the most rapid in dry hot weather, and ina dusty 
room. The lines are quite opake ; when breathed on, however, 
they become swollen, and, from the moisture imbibed, semi- 
transparent ; after the moisture is dried up, the lines no longer 

have their original sharpness, . 
I have called these figures electrical, because I conceive their 

growth is chiefly due to the different electrical states of the par- 
ticles of dust floating in the atmosphere and the glass, This suppo- 
sition is, however, insufficient, since I have never seen these figures 
upon any other than plate-glass ; and I conceive, therefore, that 
the attraction of the particles of dust and the formation. of the 
figures is connected with the fine striz formed in polishing the 
glass. The attraction of a particle of dust toa pomt upon one 
of these strie may become a point.of attraction for, another par- 
ticle, and so the continuous .curyed. lines may be, formed:;the 
dotted. lines seem, however, also. to mdicate a. xepulsive action 
between some of the particles, It has been remarked that the; 
curves rarely or never come. into, absolute, contact ; this, may ‘be 
due to the fact, that the striz last formed, in crossing the-others, 
will raise a small ridge at. the ,crossing,,as,we see in, making 
streaks in sand... It has also been remarked that the particles, of 
dust easily imbibe moisture; if, when thus swollen, the figures were 
exposed, to frost, we should have the same, tracery in frost work:: 
such frozen. figures I actually obseryed last.winter on the outside 
of the plate-glass of ashop-windowin Princes Street, Edmburgh, 

I may remark, in conclusion; that I imagined at, one time that 
these figures were analogous to the growth observed, between 
the lenses forming the object-glasses of telescopes; upon a careful 
examimation of both I am inclined to-believe that. they are wholly 
different ; the lines of the growth are at times rounded, and they 
cross one another like the branches of a plant ; but the lmes of 
these figures are quite flat, and apparently never cross. The 
process of the formation of the figures has reminded me of that 
of some of the finer filamentary cirrhous clouds. 

Paris, December 1850. 

VIL. Explanation of the coincidence of a Theorem given by My. 
Sylvester in the December Number of this Journal, with one 
stated by Professor Donkin in the June Number of the same. 
By J.J. Sytvester, M.A., F.RS. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
GrNTLEMEN, Ovi 
WISH to state, without loss of time, that in the theorem, 
given by me for the composition of two successive rotations 

about different axes, I have been anticipated by Prof. Donkin in 
the June Number of your Journal. 
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To my shame I must confess, that, although an occasional 
contributor to, I am not invariably a constant reader of your 
valuable miscellany, otherwise I should not have introduced the 
theorem in question without due acknowledgement of Professor 
Donkin’s claims to whatever merit may attach to the priority of 
publication. The fact is, that I made out the theorem for myself 
nine years ago, and had some communication on the subject with 
Professor De Morgan, who was then writing the seventeenth 
chapter of his Differential Calculus. A recent conversation with 
this gentleman has brought back to my mind a yivid recollection 
of the course of that communication. I brought under Professor 
De Morgan’s notice’ the analytical memoir of Sr. Gabrio Pola on 
the subject in‘ the’ Memoirs of the Italian Society of Modena, 
and satisfied myself of the existence of the single axis of displace- 
ment by compounding the two rotations in the manner given in 
my paper, which, for the case of two arcs fixed in space, is the 
same as Professor Donkin’s, and for two arcs fixed in the rota- 
ting body is materially, although not formally the same. 

It then occurred to me that a more simple demonstration ought 
to be deducible from the possibility of always finding the point 
on a sphere, by revolution about which, as a pole, one equal are 
could actually be shown to be transportable mto the place of 
another. But in proceeding to work out this idea I fell into a 
remarkable blunder, m which I haye since been followed by 
more than one able friend to whom I have proposed the ques- 
tion. The blunder was of this kind:—Two arcs have to be 
drawn, bisecting at right angles the arcs joming the extremities 
of two equal ares ; the point of mtersection of the two bisecting 
ares must in all cases fall outside the quadrilateral formed by the 
equal and joining arcs. TI supposed it to fall inside. There ap-. 
pears to’ be 'a'fatal'tendency to do so im all.who take the subject 
invhand. ~In consequence of this error, the cause of which I did 
not at the moment perceive, I was driven to deny and admit in 
oné breath the samé proposition. Mr. De Morgan sent me the 
correct proof after this method (the same as that given by him 
at page 489 of his Calculus), I am inclined to think after I had 
myself detected my error; but of this I-cannot feel certain. 
This is.the method alluded to by me in, the words “it isright 

to bear in mind, &c.,” at the time/of writmg' which. all recollec- 
tion of the same thing having been published by Mr. De Morgan 
had vanished from my memory. 

The proof of the triangle of rotations is so simple, that, as 
Professor Donkin states (in a letter which he has done me the 
favour of addressing me on the subject) was the case with him- 
self, I thought it incredible that it should not have appeared in 
some elementary work, and I was therefore at no pains to publish 
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it as my own; nor should I have written at all on the subject, 
had it not been for the surprise occasioned to my mind by falling 
in with Professor Stokes’s article in the Cambridge and Dublin 
Mathematical Journal, to demonstrate the existence of an instan- 
taneous axis, which proceeds in apparent unconsciousness of the 
so simply demonstrable law, that any number of rotations of any 
kind (and therefore those that take place in an stant of time) 
are representable by a single rotation about a single axis. I 
shall feel obliged by the early insertion of this explanation, more 
in justice to myself than to Professor Donkin, whose high and 
worthily earned reputation, not to speak of the disinterested love 
of truth for its own sake, apart from personal considerations, 
which animates the labours of the genuine votary of science, 
must make him indifferent to whatever credit might be supposed 
to result from the first authorship or publication of the very 
simple (however important) theorem in question. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours faithfully, 

26 Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields, J. J. SYLVESTER. 
December 1850. 

VIII. On the Physical Distinction of Magnetic and Diamagnetic 
Bodies. By Dr. von Frrirtzscu. 

Royal Institution, 
My pear Sir, Dec. 24, 1850. 

| HAVE just received the inclosed letter; and though I have 
not had time to consider the view experimentally, J think 

it such an important contribution to the philosophy of magnetic 
and diamagnetic bodies, and am, as always, so anxious to establish 
the date of a new theory or fact, that [ send it to you at once 
for publication if you think fit. I have left it almost in the 
author’s language, that I might not misstate his view. 

Ever, my dear Sir, 
Very truly yours, 

Richard Taylor, Esq., M. Farapay. 
&e.  &e. 

Greifswald in Prussia, Dec. 3, 1850. 

Sir,—If the statement of a new theory constitutes progress 
in science, when the phenomena already known are brought 
by it into a point of view leading to new essays to prove or to 
disprove them, then I hope by my efforts to have made an ad- 
vance, though but small, in that branch which you, the discoverer 
of diamagnetism, have opened. 
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I could not be entirely satisfied by that theoretical contemplation 

of the nature of diamagnetism which you, and after you Messrs. 

Reich, Poggendorff, Weber, and Pliicker have entertained*. 
This theory requires the hypothesis, that in every molecule of a 
magnetic substance subject to external induction the magnetism 

is so distributed, that to the inducing south pole is directed an 

induced north pole, and to the inducing north pole an induced 
south pole; but that in diamagnetic substances the distribution 
takes place in such a manner, that in every molecule, to the in- 
ducing south pole an induced south pole, and to the inducing 
north pole an induced north pole is directed; or what is the 
same thing, that the currents of the theory of Ampére in magnetic 
substances are in the contrary direction to those in diamagnetic 
substances. I tried rather to explain to myself the phenomena 
by an hypothesis which M. van Reest+ had advanced ; conse- 
quently I suppose that in magnetic, as in diamagnetic sub- 
stances, the polarity of the molecules have the same direction ; 
so that all the north poles are turned to the south pole, and all 
the south poles to the north pole of the inducing magnet ; only 
with this difference, that in a bar of magnetic substance the in- 
tensity of the distribution upon the molecules increases from the 
ends to the middle, while in a bar of diamagnetic substance it 
decreases from the ends to the middle. The currents of Ampére in 
magnetic substances would be consequently more feebly directed 
in a given particle than in those nearer the centre of the excita- 
tion, but stronger than in those more distant; but in diamag- 
netic substances the reverse would be the case. 

These suppositions are permitted, if we attribute to the two 
groups of substances a diverse resistance to the magnetic excita- 
tion (a different coercive power). The particles of a magnetic 
body have a very feeble coercive power: then the distribution 
of magnetism must take place in such a manner, that the mag- 
netism evolved in every particle by the primitive excitation acts 
on its part on the others, and particularly on the neighbouring 
particles. Because the molecules are situated very near one to 
the other, it may be supposed that this part of magnetism is 
stronger than that of the primitive excitation. But in dia- 
magnetic bodies the coercive power is so considerable, that this 
portion of magnetism which appears by the excitation of the 
molecules one on the other is more feeble than that which is pro- 
duced by the primitive excitation. 
A bar of magnetic or diamagnetic substance may be excited in 

* I have not adopted the view referred to. See Phil. Trans. 1850, 
p: 171.—M. F. 

+ Memoirs of the Netherlands Institution, vol. xii, 
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two manners ; either from the ends. to the centre, or fronrthe 
centre to the ends. ales 

A. The excitation from the ends to, the centre is;done when a 
bar is suspended between two magnet. poles.’ 

1, When the coercive power is such that the effect of the mole- 
cules on,each other may be neglected, then every particle that is 
nearer to the magnet pole will be more strongly excited than the 
neighbouring and more distant. particle. 

If we observe two such neighbouring particles near the exter- 
nal south pole, then will the more: near. repel a south, pole with 
the intensity s; the more distant, will turn to, ajnorth pole with 
the intensity ;z’, but.in such a.manner that n!<s. But, out- 
wardly these two excited, magnetisms act with the difference of 
their, power s—n!; but this is in our case. south polar, con- 
sequently of the same kind as the. exciting; south pole., ,.The 
contrary will take place near, the north, pole,.so that the dis- 
engaged magnetism, distributed over the bar, becomes south polaron 
that half which is. turned to the south pole, but north polaron. the 
other half that is turned to the north pole. A substance,where 
this takes place, is diamagnetic, it places itself equatorial. 

2. When the bar of a magnetic substance is so qualified thatthe 
separating action of the molecules on-each other must be taken 
into consideration, then it can become so strong that the mole- 
cules in the middle of the substance are more strongly magnetic 
than towards the ends, If we observe, once more, two such par- 
ticles near the external south pole, the south pole of the nearest 
will tend to recede by an. intensity s, from this external south 
pole, but the more distant will turn towards, it ja north pole of 
the intensity 1’, but im such;a manner. that .2,'<s,.., Out- 
wardly the two will act with the intensity.',—s,, but this is 
north polar, therefore of a contrary nature. to the exciting south 
pole, . The contrary, will take. place near the north pole, so, that 
the disengaged magnetism distributed over. the bar becomes north 
polar on the half that is turned towards. the south pole, but south 
polar on, that half that is turned towards the north pole. A sub- 
stance where this takes place is magnetic, it places itself axial. 

3, Besides, of this observed. disengaged magnetism, we must? 
further consider that portion which becomes disengaged on the 
final surface of the bar, and whieh cannot be compensated by the 
neighbouring: particles. This is always of a contrary nature to 
the exciting neighbouring pole... In magnetic bodies it supports 
the effect of the disengaged magnetism developed in the bar; 
in diamagnetic bodies it acts in the contrary direction, and itis 
to be thought that. sometimes it even is preponderating. . Per- 
haps this might be the cause of the feeble magnetism that you: 
observed in platinum, palladium and osmium. 
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B. An excitation from the middle to the ends occurs if we 
place a bar in an electrical spiral ; but in this case all the sub- 
stances must gain the same polarity as the iron, 

To prove that, I placed a thick bar of bismuth in a very strongly 
acting spiral, which was excited by four cells of Mr. Grove, 
every one of 12 square inch of platinum plate. I set this spiral 
on one side, and near to a little declination-needle suspended 
by a silk thread, and I compensated its effect by a steel magnet 
which I adjusted on the other side of the needle till the latter was 
returned to its first place. When I withdrew the bismuth bar 
out of the spiral, then the needle declined in favour of the com- 
pensating magnet ; but if I restored it again in the spiral, then 
the needle declined in favour of the spiral. Unfortunately the 
poverty of the physical establishment of our university did not 
allow me to test other substances than the bismuth, but T shall 
supply this defect as soon as it is to be done. You will allow me 
the consequence,—that diamagnetism ‘and’ magnetism ‘are only 
modifications of the same power, which ‘are produced’ partly b 
the different coercive power of the substanées, partly by the dif- 
ferent manner of excitation. | = 

Applying the former to the theory of Ampére, T was startled, 
because it has hitherto taught only that currents which’ are 
parallel and directed in the same way attract, but if they are 
parallel, and not directed’ in the same manner, they aratepulente ; 
therefore, that a current, moving in the direetion of the hand of a 
watch, in a spiral produces a south pole on the entrance pomt in 
the spiral, but a north pole on the egression point. Hitherto, 
only such spirals have been constructed in which the current in 
every winding shows an equal intensity. 

But I tried to arrange spirals of the followig kind :—One 
of them is in such a way constructed, that on two copper wires 
are soldered to each of them fifteen thin wires covered over with 
silk. The first winding backwards over the copper wire, 7. e. the 
first convolution of the helices, beginning at the end and pro- 
ceeding towards the centre, is with all the fifteen wires; the 
second winding is only wound with fourteen threads, whilst 
the fifteenth is carried along the axis, &c.; consequently every 
convolution of the fifteen windings has a thread less, and the ends 
of all the other threads have the direction of the axis. The 
ends of the fifteen threads are soldered in the middle, and the 
two thick wires, without touching each other, are so bent, that 
they can be suspended in the little eups of the apparatus of 
Ampére; then a current, passing through the spiral, will divide 
itself in such a manner that it is most strong on the external 
ends of the spiral, but decreases more and more to the middle, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan. 1851. EK 
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If the winding of the spiral took place in the direction of the 
hand of a watch, then the end of it, where the current enters, 
will become a south pole; bu¢ a north pole, kept parallel to 
the spiral, will repel it. Only the final convolution will be at- 
tracted, and it represents the disengaged magnetism of the final 
surface. 

A second spiral is wound like that described, only with this 
difference, that the strongest convolutions are in the middle, and 
the feeblest near the ends. This spiral will be attracted by the 
north pole of a magnet over the half in which the current moves 
at first, or enters, but the other half will be repulsed by it. The 
third spiral has the windings the same strength over the whole 
extent : it is indifferent to a magnet pole, which is not too near, 
and only the final convolutions are attracted or repulsed. 

Therefore it is permitted to enlarge the theory of Ampére in 
this manner :— 

If an electric current passes through a spiral in the direc- 
tion of the hand of a watch, and 

a. If the current is more feeble in every winding, as it is 
nearer to the centre of the spiral, then that half is at- 
tracted by a south pole, in which the current enters, 
except the first wmding ; 

b. But if the current is stronger m every winding, as it is 
nearer to the centre of the spiral, then that half is re- 
pulsed by a south pole, in which the current enters, m- 
cluding the first winding. 

The contrary will be the case for that half in which the current 
leaves the helix, and likewise for the north pole of the magnet 
opposed. 

With this extension of the theory of Ampere, it 1s easy to 
apply it to the views above brought forward. In the mole- 
cules of magnetic and diamagnetic bodies are electric currents. 
By the magnetism they will be in such a way directed, that they 
put themselves parallel to the external acting currents. In the 
diamagnetic bodies a very{ great resistance is opposed to the 
direction of these currents of the molecules, therefore their in- 
tensity will decrease from the centre of the excitation. These 
bodies will comply with the opinion that is given in a, they will 
be repulsed. But im magnetic bodies the currents of the mo- 
lecules that are directed by external influence act on their part, 
also directing the currents of neighbouring molecules, and in 
such a manner that these currents are the most energetic in the 
middle of the bar, but more feeble near the ends. These bodies 
comply with the view given in 8; they will be attracted, and 
place themselves axial. 
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But I fear I should tire you were I to apply the views I have 
brought forward to the different phanomena that followed your 
discovery of diamagnetism. The phenomena of mingled magnetic 
and diamagnetic substances ; the predominating attraction or 
repulsion of the axis of crystals ; the phenomena of the magne- 
erystallic axis; the currents of induction that a bar of bismuth 
gives, as shown by M. Weber ;—all these consequences follow of 
themselves in a very simple manner. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your most humble Servant, 

Dr. von Feiirzscu, 
Professor in the University of Greifswald. 

IX. On the Vents of Hot Vapour in Tuscany, and their Relations 
to Ancient Lines of Fracture and Eruption. By Sir Ropericx 
Imrzry Morcutson, G.C.St.S., F.R.S., GS., L.S., Hon. 
Mem. R.S. Ed., RI. Ac., Mem. Imp. Ac. Se. St. Pet., Corr. 
Mem. Ac. France, Berlin, Turin, &c.* A 

Introduction.—In surveying the principal localities of those re- 
markable vents of hot vapour in the Tuscan Maremma, called ‘“ La- 
goni,” ‘‘ Fumacchi,”’ ‘ Fumarole,’’ “ Soffioni,” ‘‘ Mofetti,’’ and even 
**Voleani t,’? I perceived that their issue took place upon ancient 
parallel lines of fracture, along which serpentinous and other eruptive 
rocks had been emitted. As I am not aware that this coincidence in 
lines of eruption, acted upon at epochs so remote from each other, has 
been previously adverted to in any geological account of Tuscany, J 
will first call attention to the phenomenon. I shall next take this 
opportunity of expressing my opinion respecting the origin of the 
*‘gabbro rosso” of the Tuscans, a rock intimately associated with 
serpentine ; and, after a brief allusion to recent earthquake shocks 
along the same lines, the memoir will be terminated by glancing at 
the simultaneous production of great divergent elevations in Italy and 
in the Alps, after the deposit of the nummulitic eocene formation. 

Hot vapour vents.—If the intensely hot vapour gusts which have 
issued for centuries from cavities in the rocks of the Tuscan Maremma 
had been as well known to Dante, as they were to Targioni Tozzetti 
their graphic describer in the last century, the great poet would 

* We are indebted to the Author and to the Geological Society for permission 
te) reprint this highly interesting article from the Society’s Journal for November, 
1850.—Ep. 
+ For Italian descriptions of the Lagoni, see Gio. Targioni Tozzetti, Viaggi ; 

Repetti, Dizionario fisico, &c. della Toscana, tom. iii. p. 369; Bartolini, Atti dei 
Fisico-critici, tom. vi. p. 335 ; Mascagni, Commentario (Siena), 1779 ; Guerrazzi, 
Contin. dei Georgofili, tom. ii. p. 435; and Repetti, Dizion. fisic. stor. ec. della 
Toscana, tom. ii. p. 624, tom. iii. p. 374, and Continoy. degli Atti dei Georgofili, 
tom. xi. p. 49. 
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surely have selected them as a finer illustration of infernal agency 
than the feeble “ bullicami”’ of Viterbo *. Ty our own day the chief 
features of the Tuscan escapes of hot gases impregnated with mineral 
acids haye already been described by Mr, Babbage in Murray’s 
‘Hand-book of Central Italy,’ and subsequently they haye been 
connected with a geological sketch of other parts of Tuscany by Mr. 
W. J. Hamilton, Sec. G.S.t In order, however, to render my own 
view clear, I must offer a slight outline of the chief phenomena. 

In addition to other substances, the hot vapours of Tuscany are 
charged with boracic acid, known only elsewhere in the active yol- 
cano of Stromboli. For the extraction of this last-mentioned substance, 
the extensive works of M, Lardarel have been. entered upon at the 
following nine localities : viz. Lardarello or Monte Cerboli, Lustig- 
nano, Monte Rotondo, Sasso, Il Lago, Castel Nuovo, St. Federigo, 
and St. Ippolito, These places are all situated in that elevated 
northern portion of the Tuscan Maremma which lies on the left bank 
of the Cecina. Thence the affiuents of that river (the Pavone, 
Posera, Trossa, and Sterza) flow northwards ; whilst the Cornia and 
its feeder the Melia run down to the Mediterranean in a westerly 
and southerly direction. The tract, penetrated at intervals by the 
hot gases, has a length of about eight geographical miles from 
N.N.W. to S.S.E., and a breadth of about five miles from W.S.W. 
to E.N.E.; the whole being comprised within 43° 8! and 43° 16! 
N. lat. 

Subtended generally on the E. and N. by the Cecina, this hilly 
tract, which is much fissured from N. 15° W. to §. 15° E., is sepa- 
rated on the east from the deep valley in which that river runs, by 
a lofty ridge extending from Monte Castelli on the N.N.W. to, the 
Gerfalco mountain on the §.S.E.; whilst another but lower ridge 
parallel to the aboye, is seen upon the western side of the gaseous 
district passing from Monte Rufoli to Lustignano, whence it slopes 
down to the sea-coast between Leghorn and Piombmo. The gaseous 
vents occur therefore in an elevated and broken trough, on lines 
more or less parallel to the older flanking ridges. The general clia- 
racter and age of the sedimentary deposits of this region haye been 
recently explained by myself t. It is enough then, for my present pur- 
pose, to state, that although the adjacent and undulating hills and 
valleys abound in marls and sands of tertiary, subapennine. age, and 
that to the south the lowest member of these accumulations is charged 
with coal of miocene age, the upland tract now under consideration, 
and from which the boracic acid fumes issue, is chiefly composed of 
the rocks called Alberese and Macigno. The latter contammg Nuwm- 
mulites, represents, in my opinion, the eocene, and the former be- 
longs to the cretaceous system. Professor Pilla enumerates, mdeed, 
cretaceous fossils found in these hills, whilst the still higher ridge on 
the east of the tract which terminates southwards in Monte Ger- 

* See Lyell’s Principles of Geology, 7th ed. p. 243. 
+ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. i. p. 296. 
¢ Ibid. yol. v. p. 276 et seg. 
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falco, as well as the ridges of Monte Calvi and Campigli on the west, 

are both of jurassic age, the Ammonites Conybeari, Sow. and A. cos- 

tatus, Schlth. occurring in them. 

~ Allthese sedimentary rocks, from the jurassic to those of the eocene 

group inclusive, have been penetrated, and for the most part much 

altered, by igneous or plutonic rocks, the greater number of which 

have a serpentinous character, their prevailing direction being equally 

N.W. and by N., S.E. and by 8S. Upon entering this elevated tract 

from the north, I found that its chief town, Pomarancia*, was si- 

tuated on a plateau of shelly, tufaceous, yellowish, sandy marlstone 

—in parts a travertine. This band clearly overlies the subapennine 

marls of the adjacent hills and yalleys on the north, in which the 

rock salt and springs of Volterra occur, and is probably of the same 

age as the uppermost yellow marine ‘ panchina’ of Tuscany, or as 

the lacustrine deposit in the valley of the Elsa, to which I have alluded 

in a previous memoir +. 
The rock is disposed in horizontal masses, and denuded into abrupt 

escarpments, which in the middle ages formed the natural defences 

of the old feudal town. This tertiary deposit occupies the tract 

between the picturesque heights of Rocca Sillana on the east, the 

hot springs of S. Michele on the west, and Monte Cerboli on the 

south, where rocks of serpentine and gabbro rise up through strata 

of whitish grey alberese limestone and some contiguous schists and 

sandstone. It is near the junction of the intrusive rocks of serpen- 

tine with the depositary strata, which are there much contorted and 

broken, that certain hot springs appear; four of which, at Monte 

Cerboli, have recently been made known and their contents analysed 

by Professor Targioni Tozzettit. His observations and analysis 

are of geological importance, inasmuch as they show that those 

springs which appear at intervals between Monte Cerboli (Mons 

erberus?) and Lardarello, where the vapours issue, define a line, as 

he says, from N. to S. (but accurately N. and by W., S. and by 

E.), and that essentially the springs contain, though in different 

proportions in each, the same ingredients as the lagoni or vapours 

to the south of them. Thus, exclusive of organic and bituminous 

matter, all the wells contain chloride of sodium, carbonate of 

*'Pomarancia is the chief residence of Count Lardarel, the spirited and hospi- 

table proprietor of the boracic acid establishments. 
+ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soe, Lond. vol. v. p. 294. 
t Delle acque-termo minerali de Monte Cerboli. Firenze, 1846. Estratta della 

Gazzetta Toscana delle Scienze Medico-fisiche, An. 4. 2. 1. In this memoir the 

reader will find indications that the vapours of boracic acid had no issue in the 

beginning of the sixteenth century. See also notice of this tract by the early 

geological traveller Targioni Tozzetti (Viaggi), whose descendant, the living Pro- 

fessor of Chemistry in Florence, has also published analytical descriptions of the 

waters Df Mont Alceto, Rapolano, Monte Catini, Castrocasa, Cimiano, and Casale. 

Since writing the memoir I have been informed by Dr. Daubeny that the 

boracic acid vapours contain nitrogen gas— thus sustaining his views on the 

origin of voleanic action. [M. Payen in his interesting account of the manufacture 

of boracic acid in Tuscany gives the following as the composition of the non-con- 

densed gases in 100 parts :—carbonic acid, 57°30 ; nitrogen, 34°81; oxygen, 6°57 ; 

and sulphuretted hydrogen, 1°32.—W. F.] 
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lime, the sulphates of lime, magnesia, and alumina, with {boracic 
and siliceous acids. All of them are charged with carbonic acid gas, 
and one of them with a minute portion of sulphuric acid gas. 

The spot now called Lardarello, where the new establishment 
has been built, is that portion of the valley rising from Monte Cerboli 
and watered by the Posera from whence the hot vapours escape by 
orifices, which, like the mineral springs, mark a line from N. and by 
W. to S. and by E. (fig. 1). The sides of this valley consist chiefly 

Fig. 1. Lardarello and the Soffioni seen from Monte Cerboli. Look- 
ing S. and by E., Lardarello buildings seen one mile off. 

a, a. Alberese and macigno. +. Gabbro rosso and serpentine. 

of alberese limestone and schists, with some points of protruding 
serpentinous rocks, the lower slopes being partially covered, as far as 
observation was possible, with younger marls. But whilst these rocks 
flank the fissure on the E. and W., it is quite open, as before said, to 
Monte Cerboli and its hot springs on the N. and by W. : it also leads 
through undulating ground to Bagni a Morbo, about a mile distant 
to the S. and by E., where hot mineral waters also exist. The present 
lagoni are artificially formed on those points where water and earth 
are applied to the escapes of the intensely hot vapours. Partially 
repressing the issue of heat, by throwing on earth and clay, and 
thus controlling the size of the orifices, human agency forms active 
mud volcanos, the number of which and their successive operations 
are regulated at pleasure. From the limited space in this valley of 
Lardarello so irrigated and operated upon, various columns of vapour 
are seen rising to different altitudes, at different degrees of intensity. 
This perforated ground is in a continually chaotic state from the 
countless changes it undergoes; and its outlines are indeed so con- 
stantly varying by the formation of fresh outlets of gas, that the tra- 
veller who should venture among its mazes without an experienced 
guide would be exposed to great danger. Even the workmen occasion- 
ally lose a leg, and sometimes life, when they incautiously tread upon 
a covering of earth too thin to prevent their sinking into a hot abyss. 
The orifice which I best examined was perfectly circular, about fifteen 
paces in diameter, and at the most active moment of ebullition. Throw- 
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ing up large globules from its bubbling surface, the heated matter is 
ever making an effort to overflow the rim of the little crater*. Where- 
ever the subterranean vapour escapes from a crack more or less ver- 
tical, and which presents no impediment, the muddy liquid rapidly 
attains its maximum heat, which is so intense, that, as M. Lardarel, 
jun., informed me, no instrument had yet been made to measure 
accurately the maximum heat beneath the surface+. It is probable 
that no active volcano exhibits greater heat at any point where a test 
can be applied. Twenty-four hours of this process suffice to satu- 
rate the bubbling mixture with boracic acid, and the stuff is then run 
off into flat cisterns at a lower level. The fluid is there reduced to a 
third of its volume by evaporation, hastened by the hot vapour heing 
conveyed in tubes beneath the salt pans, and thus saving the former 
cost of a great consumption of fuel. After the addition of soda, the 
desiceation proceeds, and crystals of boracic acid are formed. The 
violence with which the hot gas issues from any crack, provided it 
be vertical, is such, that if stones of some weight are thrown upon a 
narrow gush of it, they are heaved up several feet into the air, and 
heavy flagstones are required to repress the eruptive agent, and con- 
duct a current of it down to the drying houses and pans. 

It is highly interesting to compare the present issues of the hot 
gases and the forms of the lagoni, as arranged and controlled by man, 
with their natural appearance upwards of eighty years ago, when ex- 
amined and described by Targioni Tozzetti. The thick white and 
hot sulphureous clouds rising by fits and starts,—the occasional jets 
of liquid rising from the boiling cauldrons, —the large and brilliant 
globules as they burst,—the circular shapes of the lagoni,—the in- 
erustations of sulphur on their banks,—the crackling of the light, 
pumiceous and hollow ground under foot,—the conversion of the 
contiguous alberese limestone, then considered a primary rock, into 
a farmaceous or mealy state,—the fumes serving as a true barometer 
to the neighbourhood },—the perfect salubrity of the spot to ani- 
mals, though plants are there withered. and blasted ;—all these phee- 
nomena are nearly the same now as when our predecessor described 
them. But, on the other hand, some of the former phenomena are 
no longer recognizable. There is no more a countless number of 
lagoni. We cannot now, as Targioni did, look into dry cayities from 
which hot blasts only issued, with noises as if from a hundred bellows, 
and distinguish them from those holes which were then naturally 
filled with boiling muddy water, discharging gas; for the manufac- 

* In his description of the Hawaii Islands of the Pacific, Mr. Dana accounts for 
the absence of active eruption and projection of materials into the atmosphere, 
by the great dimensions of the chief crater, in which the molten matter having a 
very wide vent, undulates with little or no noise, and quietly overflows its lip from 
time to time. 
+ Targioni Tozzetti, the old writer, does not pretend to have ascertained the 

extreme heat of the vapour; but Professor Pilla, on what authority I know not, 
places it at 140° Reaumur. 

t In rainy weather, or when change is coming on, the vapours cling to the earth 
rine increased subterranean noise, and in settled fine weather they rise to a great 

titude. 
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turer now utilizes all the hot gas, and iO 
by the addition of water makes gaseous Fig. 2. Ground plan. 
orifices into mud volcanos. Nor can we a 
any longer recognize a hot lagone ap- a 
proaching to the diameter of sixty 
braccie, which Targioni gives as the 
maximum size; still less have we a 
little island floating in such a hot lake. 
The noises and reverberations in the 
caverns, which he compared to the beat- 
ing of a hundred fulling-mills, were 
doubtless much more overpowering for- 
merly than now, when the apertures 
are so much closed in, and the issue so 
regulated. We learn, however; from the 
above-mentioned faithful historian two” w. 
points of importance in the considera- 
tion of these forms of volcanic action : 
—lst. That although the lagoni were 
then said to be increasing in number, 
one of the orifices, at Monte Cerboli 
and another at Castel Nuovo, had ceased 
to act in his time. 2ndly. That’ flames 
were said to issue by night *. 

That a connection exists between the 
Soffioni and the former geological erup- di be 
tive agency of Tuscany is apparent, the (Lagoni). 
moment we collate the present and the 
former phenomena. The inference is 
indeed determined by an appeal to’ the 
very line under consideration (see fig. 2). 
Beginning ‘at the north and by west, 
we see at S. Michele’a copious outburst 
of serpentine and gabbro, and with it 
much contortion and rupture of the 
contiguous alberese limestone ; and just Bagni a Morbo." 
at this junction, the hot springs of 8. Mineral springs. pay 
Michele, celebrated for many ages for a 
their medicinal virtues, have their issue. 8 , é 
Proceeding thence over undulating a, a. Alberese and macigno (cretaceous 

ground, for the most part oceupied by b, eet ee! and macigno. 
tertiary tuff, we again find at Monte ¢ Gabbro rosso. 
Cerboli (Mons Cerberus) on the S. and 4 Lara or Some 
by E., a like conjunction of similar 
eruptive rocks and dislocated strata, and with them the issue of the 
before-mentioned hot-springs. Thenceforward to the S. and by.E., 

| S.M ichele.., 

| 

| Tract covered 
> by younger 

tertiary 
deposit. 

Mineral 
springs. 

* Targioni Tozzetti quotes Ugolino da Monte Catini’s description of the fumes 
at Castel Nuovo, near to the baths of Bagni a Morbo, and cites his omission of 
any allusion to those of Monte Cerboli as an indication that the latter haye burnt 
out since that time. 
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the connection alluded to becomes much more interestmg,; for, as 
before said, four hot springs boil up in the same linear direction, and 
it is important to remark, that of these, the spring which is nearest 
to the lagoni partakes most of their boracic character. In short, the 
springs and the Soffioni charged with sulphuric, carbonic, and boracic 
acid, issue upon the very same line ; and in following this line a little 
further to the S. and by E., we reach Bagni a Morbo, where hot 
sulphureous springs issue from fissures in rocks similar to those of S. 
Michele and Monte Cerboli. Still further to the $.S.E. the boracic 

~ acid fumes reappear in a remarkably picturesque cleft of the rocks of 
macigno, at Castel Nuovo, where the linear direction of the vents is 
very striking*. 
We have thus along a distance of about six or seven English miles 

from N. and by W. to S. and by E., the clearest. possible evidence 
that the present hot springs and vapours issue upon a line of fissure, 
in the alberese and macigno formations, which was formed in very an- 
cient times, 7. e., as I believe, between the eocene and miocene periods ; 
the production of such fissure having been accompanied by the out- 
burst of great bosses of serpentine and other plutonic rocks. 

By extending this observation I perceived that the other ‘‘ Soffioni”” 
of this tract exist under similar conditions, showing either the actual 
outburst of hot springs and vapours along such line of former erup- 
tion, or the close parallelism of the two lines of pheenomena. Thus, 
in my journey to the miocene coal tract of the Maremma before de- 
scribed+, I found the little town of Monte Rotondo. to be built upon 
a junction of serpentine with the sedimentary strata it had traversed ; 
and in looking from that spot to the N. and by W., I saw the va- 
pours of the Soffioni, which bear the same name, issuing, like those 
of Lardarello, from a valley encased in flanking ridges of the same hard 
rocks. Again, the sulphureous lake, about two miles west of Monte 
Rotondo, having a major ellipse of north and south, is distinctly a 
proiongation of one of the numerous cracks extending thence. to, the 
N. and by W. towards Lustignano, by which boracic, acid escapes. 

In mentioning these “‘ Soffioni,” Professor Pillat has specially de- 
scribed those of Sasso, and although he has not noted the coincidence 
on which I lay so much stress, any one who refers to his woodeut 
representing the issue at Sasso, will see that the line of vapour issuing 
from cavities is parallel to the main direction of the encasing ridges §. 
Now, these ridges of alberese and macigno have either a dominant 
direction from N. and by W..to S. and by E., or are perforated 
along such line by the serpentine, granitone (greenstoné), or other 
eruptive rocks, including gabbro, to which I shall afterwards advert. 
Hence it appears, that the ancient lines along which nature ex- 
pended some of her grandest energies in this region, are also those 
along which she still manifests the present escape of hot springs and 

* This is well described by Targioni Tozzetti. 
+ See Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. yol. y. p. 292. 
t Trattato di Geologia, p. 282. Pisa, 1847. 
§ I cannot but express a hope that Mr. Babbage will at some time give to the 

public a copy of the suggestions he furnished to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, for 
the extension of the useful employment of these hot gases, which might thus serve 
to convert a barren tract into a wealthy manufacturing district. 
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gases. Again, these hot, gases still produce, though on a small scale, 
those conversions or metamorphisms of the strata on the sides of their 
escape, which the geologist can well understand to have operated more 
largely and powerfully at that period when great masses of serpentine 
and other igneous rocks were evolved (or strove to be evolved) under 
enormous pressure, through the younger secondary and oldest ter- 
tiary deposits. At Lardarello, for example, small portions of the ordi- 
nary alberese limestone have been and are still converted into sulphate 
of lime by the action of sulphuric acid fumes; and the schistose 
caleareous shale is baked. by the intense heat into brittle porcelain 
rock of a red colour.. But I would here observe, that in these recent 
and partial metamorphoses by natural causes, as in those of ancient 
date, traces of the original lamination or stratification are nearly 
always perceptible in the lumps or masses so affected or altered. 

Gabbro Rosso.—The last observation leads me to offer some. re- 
marks on the nature and origin of the “‘ gabbro rosso’ of the Tus- 
cans; for after an attentive examiation of this rock throughout the 
tract. immediately to the north of the boracic acid country, I feel 
compelled to express my dissent from the opinion of Professor 
Paul Savi, in which my friend Mr. W, J, Hamilton in his deserip- 
tion of the geology of Tuscany has coincided. The chief masses of 
“‘eabbro rosso”’ hie in the tract south of Pisa, and east and south- 
east of Leghorn, which is bounded on the north by the valley of the 
Arno, and on the south by that of the river Cecina. The varieties of 
this rock are instructively exhibited in the ridges of alberese and 
macigno, which form the east and west sides of a longitudinal de- 
pression occupied by subapennine marls, that extend from Colle 
Salveti near the Pisan valley on the N. and by W., to the valley of 
the Cecina on the S. and by E, The direct road from Pisa to the 
Maremma is conducted along this depression. The westernmost of 
these ridges, which forms the bold coast, south of Leghorn, containing 
much granitone, serpentine, and other varieties of eruptive rock, also 
exhibits, particularly along its eastern face, a good deal of the “ gab- 
bro rosso,’’ which, as Professor Pilla informed me, obtained this 
name from the village of “‘Gabbro,’’ a few miles south-east of Leg- 
horn, which is built on the summit of a conical bill composed of 
such rocks ;—I say rocks called ‘‘gabbro,”’ because it will be pre- 
sently shown, that two rocks of entirely different origin have been 
united under this one name. 

The eastern or inland ridge rises boldly up into the mountains 
which proceed from the north of Monte Vaso to Castellina Marit- 
tima on the south, and it is in reference to this group of hills, on the 
eastern part of which Monte Catini is situated, that I specially call 
attention, as it affords ample materials for settling the question which 
has arisen between Professor P, Sayi and Mr. W. J. Hamilton on the 
one hand, and the late Professor Leopoldo Pilla and myself on the 
other. The two former have endeavoured to show, that whether in its 
globular and amorphous form, or in its thin-bedded state*, the rocks 
they call ‘‘gabbro rosso’’ are metamorphic ; whilst Professor Pilla 

* See Mr. Hamilton’s translation of Savi’s description, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 
vol. i. p. 288. 
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and myself contend, that the amorphous, variolitic gabbro must have 
been erupted in a molten state, whether we consider its composition 
and unbedded condition, or the part it has played m protruding 
through, overturning, breaking, and altering the pre-existing strata. 
And although my deceased friend Pilla has to a certain extent pub- 
lished this opinion, he has not sufficiently illustrated his views, and I 
am therefore the more anxious to do him justice, and to adduce some 
of the reasons he assigned when we visited the tract together. The 
opinion of an attentive and lively observer of igneous action like Pilla, 
a Neapolitan by birth, who during many years was occupied in exa- 
mining Vesuvius, is surely entitled to much consideration in deter- 
mining such a question; even had not the physical and geological 
relations of the pheenomenon seemed Fic. 3 
to me quite conclusive. Between Bris q 
Castel Anselmo and Civita Castel- 
lina | inspected natural sections, of 
one of which I here give a sketch © , 
(see fig. 3), where the gabbro had @ @ Alberese. &. Gabbro rosso. 
not only penetrated the alberese limestone, but had thrown it off in 
shreds, contorted fragments, and folds on the sides of the eruption. 
Now, the red gabbro which had manifestly thus acted was entirely 
an unbedded, amorphous, felspathic mass, for the most part made 
up of spheroidal concretions having a variolitie structure, 7. e. with 
small pustular or globular surfaces in each of the folds or concentric 
layers into which the large nodules exfoliate. This variolitic surface 
was specially pointed out to me by Pilla as a proof of the rock having 
been in complete fusion ; inasmuch as the same forms occur frequently 
im ancient plutonic rocks and in the modern volcanic products of 
Vesuvius. The rock is, besides, often cellular: and amyegdaloidal as 
well as veined, like some of our earthy Scottish traps, occasionally 
containing crystals of carbonate of lime, analcime, and also the pe- 
culiar mineral caporcianite, a variety of stilbite. Chemically con- 
sidered, this rock is little else than a variety of greenstone. In other 
words, it is one of those products, accompanying greenstone and 
serpentine, which has been much impregnated by iron, and which 
under the blowpipe melts as easily as wax. This is the “gabbro rosso,” 
which I consider to be’ a true eruptive rock, and which rises up into an 

a Fig. 4. Civita Castellina, | E, 
> 

e € d b 
a. Alberese. _. 4, Alberese with mineral veins. e, ¢, Gabbro rosso. 
d. Miocene ? with alabaster. é, €, Subapennine. 

amorphous mountain mass (¢)at Civita Castellina, where it performs, 
as above mentioned, the part of an intrusive agent. It there throws 
off on its eastern summit the alberese limestone (a), but also seems to 
overlap other masses of the same (4) which are in a highly fractured 
and mineralized condition, as seen in fig. 4. From the natural section 
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here exhibited, it is certain that this eruption of “ gabbro”’ took place 
after the consolidation of the alberese and macigno formations, 7. e. 
after the younger chalk and older eocene. It is also further evident 
that another movement of elevation occurred after the miocene pe- 
riod ; for not only is the limestone associated with white marls (@) to a 
great extent loaded with alabaster, which some persons might infer 
was altered limestone, but the whole of this mass has been considered 
to be miocene, simply because it dips away from the alberese and 
gabbro in inclined strata, and is thus placed in striking contrast with 
the subapennine or pliocene marls of the valley (e) which surround 
a boss of ‘‘ gabbro rosso” in perfectly horizontal and unbroken layers. 
The altered alberese at Civita Castellina has here and there serpen- 
tinous soft bands, and bears a metamorphic aspect, with a slickenside 
surface, accompanied by cracks and numerous vems of arragonite, all 
of which specially abound near the junction of the alberese with the 
*‘gabbro.”” Copper veins, however, either traverse the alberese or 
run down its junction with the gabbro; and are therefore of date 
posterior to the eruption of the latter. It is indeed the opinion of 
Pilla, that the copper veins have resulted from the same igneous action 
which evolved the ‘‘gabbro rosso,” and are contemporaneous with 
that rock, whilst other authors contend that they are posterior to it. 
In traversing on foot the wild ridges which separate Civita Castellina 
from Monte Catini, where the richest copper ores abound, I witnessed 
repetitions of the chief pheenomena above alluded to, in which, be- 
sides ‘‘gabbro rosso” and felspathic trap (the epidosite of Pilla), 
there were other rocks of this class both of greenish and purple co- 
lours, which I should class as greenstone and serpentine. All these 
amorphous masses, however diversified in aspect and structure, seemed 
to me to form parts of the same eruptive matter which has pene- 
trated the macigno and alberese in lines from N.N.W. to 8.8.E. 

At Monte Catini, where Mr. Hamilton seems to have most studied 
it, the gabbro rosso appears in a bold promontory fronting the valley 
of the Cecina on the south, and Volterra on the east. The chief 
mass is here the same amorphous spheroidal variolite as in other 
places. Partially, indeed, it assumes still more a serpentinous ap- 
pearance ; the dull red globular lumps and spheroids being often 
enveloped in greenish coatings. It is not my province to allude to 
the splendid veinstones of copper*, occasionally quartzose,: which 
ramify along its edges or through this “ gabbro.” I content myself 
with saying, in reference to the point at issue, that in numerous 
galleries and cuttings the clearest proofs are exhibited of the homo- 
geneity of structure of the amorphous gabbro, and of the total ab- 
sence of anything in it like original aqueous deposit. In this respect 
it bears no resemblance to any other metamorphosed stratum which 
ever fell under my notice. The variolitic arrangement of the sphe- 
roids is very striking. On exfoliation they exhibit the pustules be- 
fore alluded to on the external surface only of each concentric fold, 

* As a wayfaring geologist, 1 was most hospitably received at his villa by Mr. 
Sloane, the intelligent proprietor of the copper mines of Monte Catini. The ore 
is very peculiarly diffused and merits a special study. 
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and they fall to pieces exactly like ‘‘basalte en boule.” But besides 
this rock, which is the ‘‘gabbro”’ proper, and plays the same part in 
relation to the sedimentary strata as the granitone and serpentine and 
other adjacent rocks of a similar origin, there is a rock also called 
“‘sabbro rosso ’’ by Savi and Hamilton, which abounds on the eastern 
flank of Monte Catini and other places, which is not only totally dis- 
similar in composition and form from that which has been described, 
but which I admit is clearly a metamorphosed stratum. 

This is a jaspidified red and green calcareous schist, marked by 
numerous thin Jaminz of deposit, which is evidently nothing more 
than the argillo-caleareous portion. of the alberese or macigno forma- 
tions, which happened to be contiguous to the true gabbro when the 
latter was erupted. For it is plain that the amorphous gabbro (as 
seen in a very clear natural section) has twisted back these finely 
laminated jaspideous_ strata. jgonte 
upon themselves at a point of Catini. 
eruption, as seen in fig. 5... 3 
That in perforating, bending 
back, indurating, and disloca- 
ting the schist, the intrusive 
matter should haye communi- 
cated its colour, and to some 
extent its mineral composition, 
to the argillaceous and calcareous strata thus affected by it, is nothing 
more than must be looked for, and is indeed frequently found to. be the 
ease under similar geological conditions. This appearance of transi- 
tion, from what must be granted to be true altered sedimentary layers 
into the amorphous spheroidal ‘ gabbro,”’ has led Savi and Hamilton 
to think that the spheroidal red gabbro is simply a still more highly 
fused or altered accumulation of the same aqueous matrix. When, 
however, we recede from the immediate point of contact, we have 
not only very different. forms in the matrices of the altered and the 
eruptive rocks, but an essential, difference, of composition and strue- 
ture. Pilla has indeed cited instances just as notable of the conver- 
sion or metamorphosis of the strata by gabbro rosso, as by, granitic, 
pyroxenic, and porphyritic rocks*. One of those examples is seen 
in the spot called Botro del Ribuio near Serazzano, where the sphe- 
roidal ‘“‘gabbro rosso” has thrown the strata of macigno into a 
vertical position; and has changed them into jaspers of blood-red 
colour, highly charged with silex and oxide of iront. 

If, indeed, the argument about transitions from the rock which has 
been the agent of alteration into the strata which are altered, be ad- 
mitted, we must re-open elementary questions in the physics of geo- 

Fig. 5. 

a. Gabbrorosso. &. Altered red schist. ec. Alberese. 

* In his ‘ Richezza Minerale délla Toscana,’ Pilla unites the “ gabbro rosso” 
with the other ophiolitic or serpentine rocks, which having acted as partial cen- 
tres of elevation and eruption, rise up as conical, elongated, and rugged mounts, 
detached from one another (p. 39). He describes the copper of Monte Catini as 
lying in a true vein, which has the peculiarity of being contemporaneous with the 
associated gabbro, both of which are posterior to the sedimentary strata (p. 40), 
+ Trattato di Geologia, Part I. p. 510, 
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logy which I supposed were long ago set at rest. We may in that 
way be led to abandon many conclusions at which we had arrived, in 
refuting the doctrine respecting certain rocks of Cornwall, Norway, 
and other tracts which were believed by some authors to prove trans- 
itions from granites to slates, and thus to indicate a common origin 
of these two classes of rock! If this method of reasoning be again 
entertained (as it seems to me it is by M. Savi), then many of the 
inferences which geologists have drawn concerning the posterior in- 
trusion of granite and other igneous rocks amid depositary strata 
will be invalidated. For, although there are numerous examples of 
such phenomena, which no sceptic can assail, still there are frequent 
cases where it is impossible to define the precise limit between the 
erupted molten matter and the altered rock. It is indeed in the very 
nature of the phsenomenon that such should happen, and the time of 
practical geologists can be better employed than in disputing upon 
such points. Some persons may indeed argue, that many varieties 
of traps and amygdaloids were to a great extent evolved from the 
melting of the pre-existing strata in the crust of the globe, and Iam 
quite ready to admit that such may have been the case. | But this 
admission by no means removes them from that class of true erup- 
tive rocks which, in the eye of the geologist, have acted mechanically 
and chemically upon the strata they have penetrated; for even some 
of the lavas of Vesuvius may be, in great part, fused and melted 
materials, formerly accumulated as marine sediment, which have 
been transmuted by intense heat under pressure. The practieal point, 
therefore, for which I contend is, that the amorphous and. sphe- 
roidal ‘‘ gabbro rosso”? of the Tuscans is from its composition, and 
still more from the geological part it has played, a true plutonic and 
eruptive rock ; whilst the red jaspidified schists, which have been 
also termed “gabbro,”’ are nothing more than sedimentary strata 
altered by the heat attending the eruption of the adjacent, masses. 

Lines of former and present disturbance.—As it is along the 
lines of eruption of the serpentines, greenstones, and gabbro, i.e. 
from N. and by W. to 8. and by E., that nature has been repeatedly 
labouring to evolve heat in the west of Tuseany, so also have the se- 
condary rocks been alineated and altered in this direction. . It is on 
the same line that the granitic rocks of Piombino have subsequently 
uprisen, the average direction of the whole of the coast of this part 
of Italy being parallel to it*. 

Further, it is on this line that the various Soffioni or vapour yol- 
canos issue, and that earthquakes still most affect the surface. Those 
who would wish fully to comprehend the phenomena attendant upon 
the earthquake which last agitated the west of Tuscany, and. parti- 
cularly the tracts south of Pisa, should consult the descriptions of 
Professors Savi and Pilla. In acconfpanying the latter from) Pisa 
to Civita Castellina, and in thus passing from N.N.W. to S.S.E. 
along the depression in the subapennine marls, which lies between 

* Pareto, Pilla, and the Italian authors show that the granite of Piombino and 
Elba cuts through the serpentine. 
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the ridges above described as penetrated by serpentine, gabbro, and 
other eruptive rocks, I was struck with the fact, that the most pow- 
erful vibratory disturbance occurred in the low hills and hillocks of 
incoherent materials along this very line. The shocks from north 
to south being most powerful in this parallel of longitude, it was na- 
tural that they should produce the most disastrous effect in that 
portion of the tract where edifices were placed on slightly coherent 
mar! that rises into hillocks void of lateral support. The buildimgs 
which rested on the adjacent harder rocks of alberese, gabbro, ser- 
pentine, and greenstone were comparatively unaffected, whilst those 
which stood on marl had fallen or were much shattered. It is fur- 
ther worthy of notice, that in the deepest denudations amongst the 
hillocks of marl, particularly near Lorenzana, where the earth opened 
into chasms, subterraneous waters which had been hitherto impri- 
soned rose suddenly to the surface; just as if artesian wells had 
been sunk, and that the overlying crust of a basin had been broken 
through. Spouting forth sand and mud, these jets of water so threw 
out solid contents, that when dried up they resembled so many 
molehills with radii; the centre or box of each wheel-shaped body 
being composed of concentrically laminated sands, marking the pomt 
at which the water issued. These appearances not only served to 
explain the origm of the larger muddy bosses: of similar form, 
common in the incoherent subsoils of Calabria, which have been so 
frequently subject to great earthquakes, but may also be viewed as 
another link which connects the present small disturbances of the 
surface, with the former powerful subterranean energy proceeding 
from igneous and gaseous development we have been considering. 

Thus, in reference to my preceding memoirs and in reasoning by 
analogy, we are led to infer, that the great evolution of molten mat- 
ter in former or plutonic times, accompanied by so much heat and 
its gaseous attendants as to metamorphose whole mountain chains, 
was succeeded, as the bottoms of the sea rose, by a considerable dif- 
fusion of voleanic materials, chiefly of subaqueous origin, but in part 
subaérial ; and that, finally, the lands assuming their present rela- 
tions to the sea, the extension of molten matter has been confined 
to a very limited number of fissures or vents of eruption, many of 
which have become extinct with the lapse of time. A portion, how- 
ever, of these eruptions in Europe is still in continuous. activity, 
whether emitting solid matter, as at Stromboli, or hot springs and 
vapours, a8 in the Tuscan Soffioni; whilst another portion is inter- 
mittent, as viewed in the paroxysmal outpourings of Etna and Vesu- 
vius, the occasional formation of small new cones and craters under 
the waters of the Mediterranean, and the fitful lines of earthquake 
shocks with their accompanying outbursts of water. 

In viewing the intimate connexion between all these pheenomena, 
and in looking to the powers of the Soffioni of Tuscany, we might 
perhaps infer, that if these gusts of heat were entirely repressed by 
closing up the orifices through which they now escape, earthquakes 
to some slight extent might be expected still more to prevail in the 
neighbourhood, until the expansive forces were liberated ; Just as the 
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most calamitous shocks in Sicily and Calabria have occurred when 
Etna has been most dormant. Putting aside this speculation, the 
hot vapours may unquestionably be viewed as the remains of a 
former igneous action, which I believe to have been incalculably more 
powerful, not only because it is on the same band or its subordinate 
parallels that the copious masses of plutonic rocks of this tract and 
the adjacent mineralized strata occur, but because this line is abso- 
lutely coincident with the axis of the Carrara and other marbles and 
their associated slates and crystalline rocks of the Apuan Alps. 
Now, as those lofty masses or western Apennines, together with their 
lower parallels in the Gulf of La Spezia, have been shown to be sim- 
ply altered strata of jurassic age* ; so in extending our observation in 
the same line further to the N. and by W., we find that serpen- 
tinous rocks have there, as in the Tuscan Maremma, burst through 
alberese and macigno and in much greater volume. In truth, the 
copious serpentines and their accompaniments in and around the 
territory of Genoa, have converted the cretaceous strata into rocks 
having all the appearance of paleeozoic slates and flagstones. Other 
and posterior movements have there also affected, though for the 
most part mechanically, the contiguous conglomerates and sandstones 
of miocene age, which on the sides of the pass leading from Genoa 
to Alexandria occupy very highly inclined positions. The phee- 
nomena in the Genovesato and Piedmont, like those in the Tuscan 
Maremma‘, indicate that such beds of the middle tertiary age, 
whether marine or freshwater, have been dislocated along those lines 
of disturbance, which at an antecedent period had been marked by 
the protrusion of the serpentinous rocks in a molten state. In other 
words, it was by the post-eocene eruption, that the great metamor- 
phosis of the pre-existing strata was caused. A long period of com- 
parative repose followed, one of the earliest operations of which was 
the accumulation of miocene conglomerates, for the most part made 
up of strata previously altered by the serpentine eruptions; as seen 
in the hills north of Genoa and Savona on the one hand, or m the 
Monferrato (Superga) on the other. Another powerful disturbance 
subsequently took place, when these miocene beds were thrown upon 
their edges, or were fractured and highly inclined along the same 
general lines of fissure, which had been marked by a more intensely 
igneous activity in the previous or serpentine period. 

Although the phenomena chiefly treated of in this memoir have 
reference to a great band of disturbance proceeding on the whole from 
N.N.W. to 8.8.E. along a length of about 100 miles and a breadth 
of about 25 miles, a glance at the geological map of Italy by Col- 
legno, combined with my knowledge of the country, has led me to 
think, that whilst this line of eruption contains within itself minor 
parallels, there are other and divergent lines, along which similar 
strata have been affected by the same eruptive rocks. The country 
of North-western Italy, which comprehends the Genovesato: and the 

* See Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. v. p. 266 ef seq. 
+ See former Memoir and Section Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. v. p. 283 to 292. 
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north of, Parma, seems.to have been the grand, centre of serpentine 
eruption, from. whence such. lines;radiate, as marked by the protra- 
sion at intervals, of, igneous rocks.and the bands of. metamorphosed 
strata, which. constitute the loftiest ridges of Italy (see fig. 6, p. 67). 
In this way, the serpentine bosses of the Apennines, between Bologna 
and Florence, that. trend from N.W..to,S.E.—..e. from the region 
of chief eruption—though divergent from the line of the Apuan Alps, 
and Tuscan Maremma, are exactly coincident with the major axis of 
the Apennines or, great ‘back-bone of Italy, the culminating points 
of which, as, at.the Gran Sasso d'Italia, 9530 feet above the sea, are 
composed of eocene (nummulitic) and cretaceous rocks reposing on 
jarassic. 

_ Again, if we turn from the east and look to the other great band 
of eruption to the west.of the coast, of Italy, as marked by serpentines 
protruding through, the, cretaceous and eocene deposits, of Corsica, 
we see (as graphically laid down by Pareto*) that it marks nearly 
a meridian line... Looking thenjat Italy on, the great. scale, the geo- 
logist may, I, think, satisfactorily connect, its dominant, physical fea- 
tures with former causes, of wpheayal.,. He sees.that, as it,is inthe 
highly, convulsed; and, broken-up,,region where the Apennines bend 
round to, become. confluent, with the Alps, the greatest masses of 
serpentine have been. emitted, so, exploring southwards from) this 
grand) focus, he. obseryes that, dands, of the same molten matter 
have been intruded, into divergent exacks and fissures in the crust 
of the earth, and extend. in long linear directions to. the S.E.,.S.S.E,, 
and), Geological. investigation’ establishes, indeed, not. only this 
fact, but also the important point, that,such igneous, matter, was 
simultaneously. emitted ;, since it has alone broken through and me- 
tamorphosed. sedimentary strata of the same age through several de- 
grees of latitude. Now, as few parts of Italy contain strata of higher 
antiquity than. liasso-jurassic, and. as there is no evidence that its 
submarine accumulations had ever been. raised. into.dry land befcre 
the eretaceous and, nwmmulitic rocks, were, accumulated upon them, 
we haye a fair right, to,infer, that the linear eruptions of serpentine 
and their,accompaniments,of gas and heat, absolutely furnished the 
Peninsula with those, chains of hard, and. altered, strata. (each cor- 
taining subordinate parallels) whose features and contents have. been 
described on a previous occasion... Inshort, there is no reason. to 
believe, that. Italy had any well-defined terrestrial existence until the 
period of the post-eocene serpentinous eruptions., As Corsica, how- 
ever, is only the northern, prolongation of Sardinia which contains 
Silurian fossils, and.as both islands are characterized by a meridian 
chain of ancient crystalline rocks, it is clear that a very ancient mass 
of land ranged in that. direction, as further proved by. its old ery- 
stalline and Silurian rocks being overlaid by palaeozoic coal plants 

* The reader who wishes to become acquainted with the: various lithological 
characters of the rocks classed under the head of Serpentine, and which were all 
emitted at the post-nummulitic period, must consult the works of Pareto on Li- 
giria Marittima, and on Corsica, both illustrated by excellent geological maps. 
Although the Marquis Pareto, following preceding authorities, has classed the 
nummulite limestone with the chalk, I trust he will now agree with me. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 1. Jan. 1851. ty 
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and a coal formation*. It is certain, therefore, that the serpentinous 
eruption there found its issue along a line of fracture coincident with 
the north and south direction which had been impressed; upon these 
lands at a yery remote period—such eruption, though divergent from 
them, being simultaneous with the chief axes of upheaval in Italy. 

In speaking of divergent lines of fracture and elevation, which 
offer proofs of simultaneous eruption and dislocation, I am led to 
terminate my communications on the Alps and Apennines, by calling 
attention to the great phenomena which are common to these two 
chains and at the same time distinguish them. To render my idea 
clear I have annexed the accompanying diagram, fig. 6. Whilst the 
direction of the chief ridges of Italy is more or less at right angles 
to the main direction of the Alps, we know that the greatest amount 
of metamorphism has been impressed on both chains after the num- 
mulitic period; and again, that in both very violent movements 
took place after the deposition of the miocene tertiary. In the chief 
range of the Swiss and Austrian Alps, the greatest changes of me- 
tamorphism, elevation, depression, and contortion have been deter- 
mined upon lines haying on the whole an east-north-east and west- 

* After this memoir was read, Professor Meneghini of Pisa communicated to 
me, that Professor Savi and himself had discovered undoubted species of coal 
plants (Pecopleris arborescens and Annularia longifolia) in anthracite schists, 
which on the right bank of the Hra near Volterra form the lower part of the 
“Verrucano,” or oldest conglomerate of Italy. A communication to this effect, 
on the part of his colleagues, was at the same time made by Professor Parlatore 
at the late Meeting of the British Association at Edinburgh. This important 
discovery seems to prove that a lower portion of the rocks called verrucano, which 
have hitherto been considered to be the natural base of the lias, is of the same 
palieozoic age as the conglomerates of the Valorsine and other places in the Alps. 
Yet still, in reference to my opinion above expressed, the plants found in Tuscany 
may either have been derived from lands now submerged, or from adjacent shores, 
of which the Silurian and ancient crystalline rocks of Sardinia and Corsica are 
the existing remnants. At ail events, no rocks have yet been made known to 
geologists in Northern or Central Italy which are of sufticient antiquity to have 
been the dry land whereon the coal plants grew, to which Professors Meneghini 
and Savi have drawn attention. 

As Italy is thus connected still more closely with the Alps by the feature of an- 
thracitic coal plants common to both countries, I would here allude to an able 
recent memoir of Professor Heer (Mittheilungen der Natur. Gesellscht. in Zurich, 
1850), in which, specially referring to the case of Petit Cceur in Savoy, he argues, 
that the plants found there being terrestrial and of the carboniferous era, the 
stratum in which they are imbedded cannot be united with that which contains 
marine liassic belemnites. The general analogical reasoning of this author is so 
much in unison with my wishes, as expressed in the Memoir on the Alps, Apen- 
nines, and Carpathians (Journ. Geol. Soc. Lond. vol. v. pp. 176, 177), that I have 
only to regret he should have omitted to acquaint his readers, that I drew my in- 
ferences solely from the actual section and the order and position of the beds, 1 
clearly stated that I did so in opposition to my desire to find the plants and be- 
lemnites lying in what might be considered separate formations. With the utmost 
deference to the value of organic remains, I felt however bound to affirm, that in 
the example of Petit Cceur, the physical evidences seemed fairly to sustain the 
views of M. Elie de Beaumont and M. Sismonda. At the same time, I, did not 
deny the possibility (though as yet unexplained by an actual appeal to facts) of 
accounting for this singular collocation by an extremely sharp, inverted curvature, 
followed of course by powerful denudation. Lastly, I would now observe, that 
the naturalists who are most opposed to the views of MM. De Beaumont and 
Sismonda have not visited the locality, which they really must do before they can 
explain away by fair demonstration what they consider to be an anomaly. 
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south-west direction ; whilst in the Apennines the same changes have 
occurred at the same periods on linear bands trending generally from 
N.W. to 8S.E., and even veering round to a meridian strike as they 
approach the direction of the ancient and paleeozoic rocks of Corsica 
and Sardinia. Notwithstanding, however, their great diversity of 
direction, the Alpine and the Sardinian lines of active disturbance haye 

Fig, 6. 
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each been manifested along primeeval coasts, the strata formed upon 
which contain paleeozoic fossils. When, however, we pass from the 
consideration of events so long past to the contemplation of those 
agents of terrestrial change which haye been most actiye in com- 
paratively recent times, the Apennines are at once distinguished from 
the Alps in possessing those truly voleanic pheenomena which 
connect geology and existing history. With the most frequent evi- 
dences of recent mutations to an enormous extent in their outlines 
—i, e. since the period of the glacial waters *—the Alps present no- 
where the trace of any subaérial volcano ; the youngest igneous rocks 

* See “ Distribution of the Superficial Detritus of the Alps, as compared with 
that of Northern Europe.” (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vi. p. 65.) 
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being those which have traversed the older tertiary deposits, of the 
Vicentim and other tracts. The Apennines, on the contrary, offer 
proofs, particularly on their western shores, not only of recent os- 
cillations, but also of copious volcanic eruptions. Thus, as was re- 
cently shown, subaqueous volcanos were intensely active during the 
penultimate period, along a band parallel to and flanking the Apen- 
nines, which had been raised at a former epoch. After these fires 
were spent and their dejections raised up into the western lands of 
the Papal and Neapolitan States, we have no proofs of subaérial 
voleanicity until Vesuvius burst forth, save the case of the volcano of 
Latium *, whose period of activity is lost in the maze of time, and 
the notable examples among the early Greek settlements in the Bay 
of Naples. 

Lastly, let us recollect, that in the tract, of Western Tuscany 
which has been the special subject of this memoir, we also read a most 
instructive lesson upon the efforts of swbterranean igneous forees 
to develope themselves at successive periods along one and the same 
established band of active change in the crust of the globe. For whilst 
one extremity of this band is marked by the eruptions of Ischia and 
Vesuvius, where volcanic action has prevailed in the historical period, 
we have only to follow such zone from Naples to the N.N.W. to see 
that it passes along a portion of the Papal States replete with earlier 
volcanos, and is directly coincident with tracts powerfully affected in 
much more remote periods, along one of which volcanic actiou is still 
partially developed in the hot vapour issues of the Tuscan Maremma. 

X. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 
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5 we XPERIMENTAL Researches in Electricity.” Twenty- 
fourth Series. On the possible relation of Gravity to Elec- 

tricity. By Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S. &e. 
_ Under the full persuasion that all the forees of nature are mu- 
tually dependent, and often, if not always, convertible more or less 
into each other, the author endeavoured to connect gravity and 
magnetic or electric action together by experimental results, and 
though the conclusions were, when cleared from all error, of a nega- 
tive nature, he still thinks that the principle followed and the ex- 
periments themselves deserve to be recorded. Considering that some 
condition of the results produced by gravity ought to present. itself, 
having a relation to the dual or antithetical character of the mag- 
netic or electric forces, it seemed to the author that the approxi- 
mation of two gravitating bodies towards each other, and their separa- 
tion, were the only points which offered this kind of coincidence ; 
and therefore, using the earth as one gravitating body, he employed 
a cylinder of metal, glass, resins, or other substances, as the other, and 
endeavoured to ascertain when the latter was allowed to fall, being 
surrounded by a helix of wire, whether any electric current was 

* Quart. Journ. Geol, Soc. yol. vi. p. 294. 
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generated. Sometimes the cylinder was allowed to fall through the 
helix ; at other times with the helix; and occasionally the helix was 
made the falling body. But when the various sources of error which 
sprung up were gradually removed, no traces of electrie action re- 
mained which could be referred to the power of gravity. 

In order to obtain a greater effect, an aparatus was employed (being 
nearly that used in the 23rd Series of these Researches) by which 
the effect of raising a body from the earth could be combined with 
that of a falling body by the fit use of commutators (if any action at 
all were produced). The apparatus was very good, and gave ex- 
eeedingly delicate results, as was shown by other consequences of 
its action; but in respect of gravity it produced no effect whatever. 

Notwithstanding his failure in obtaining any experimental relation 
between gravity and magnetic or electric force, the author still ex- 
presses his conviction that there is a relation, and his hopes that it 
may be hereafter practically demonstrated. f 

2. “Experimental Researches in Electricity.” Twenty-fifth Series. 
On the Magnetic and Diamagnetie Condition of Bodies. By Michael 
Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S, &c. Received September 9, 1850. 

As the author could find no polarity in diamagnetic bodies when 
under magnetic influence (a result described in the 23rd Series of 
these Researches), he endeavoured to discover some other physical 
condition of them, and of magnetic bodies, by which he might obtain 
an insight into their respective natures, and establish the true place of 
the magnetic zero ; and considering the power with which a magnetic 
body moves, or tends to move, from weaker to stronger places of action, 
and that of a diamagnetic body to pass from stronger to weaker places 
of action, he hoped to obtain some results of condensation with the 
first class, and of expansion with the secon, when they were subjected 
to very strong magnetic action; the respective bodies being selected 
from the class of gaseous substances, in which change of volume 
ean be easily produced and measured. In the first place, therefore, 
a ray of light was passed over the surface of powerful magnetic poles 
surrounded by different gases, and the place of its source carefully 
examined by telescopes, micrometers, and other means, to ascertain 
whether the layer of air in contact with the poles was affected in its 
refracting force; but though the experiment was made in oxygen, 
nitrogen, and other gases, not the slightest effect was visible. 

Resigning this process, therefore, two air-tight chambers were 
made, in which the magnetie poles formed the chief part of the 
internal surface of the chamber. The one was formed by bringing 
the flat ends of the two poles to within 2th of an inch of each 
other, with a frame all round to form the sides; and the other by 
cutting away the central parts of an iron cylinder so as to give it the 
form ofan hour-glass, and then enclosing that part by an air-tight 
copper tube. Cocks were attached to these chambers for the intro- 
duction and removal of gases, and for the application of gauges, which 
were able to indicate a change of volume equal to the ;>j55,th 
part of the contents of the chamber. When any given gas was in- 
troduced into the chamber, and the latter then placed between the 
poles of the electro-magnet, any possible alteration of volume would 
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be shown by the gauge as soon as the magnet was rendered active; 
but whatever gas was employed, or whatever power of magnet used, 
not the slightest change was produced. 

Thinking it possible that there might be expansion in one di- 
rection and contraction in another, the gases were then examined as 
to the production of any currents in them, but no traces of such 
appeared. 

From these results, the conclusion was arrived at by the author, 
that the motions of magnetic and diamagnetic bodies in each other 
do not appear to resemble those of attraction or repulsion of the ordi- 
nary kind, but to be of a differential action, dependent perhaps upon 
the manner in which the lines of magnetic force were affected in 
passing from one to the other during their course from pole to pole ;_ 
the differential action being in ordinary cases between the body 
experimented with and the medium surrounding it and the poles. 
A method of showing this action with the gases is described, in 
which delicate soap-bubbles are made to contain a given gas, and 
these, when beld in the magnetic field, approach, or are driven further 
off, according as they contain substances, magnetic or diamagnetic, 
in relation toair. Oxygen passes inwards or tends towards the mag- 
netie axis, confirming the results formerly described by the author in 
his account of -his investigations of flame and gases. 

Perceiving that if two like bubbles were set on opposite sides 
of a magnetic core or keeper cut into the shape of an ‘hour- 
glass, they would compensate each other, both for their own dia- 
magnetic matter and for the air which they would displace; and_ 
that only the contents of the bulbs would be virtually in a differ- 
ential relation to each other, the author passed from bubbles of 
soapy water to others of glass; and then constructed a differential 
torsion balance to which these could be attached, of the following 
nature :—A horizontal lever was suspended by cocoon silk, and at 
right angles, at the end of one arm, was attached a horizontal cross- 
bar, on which, at about 14 inch apart, and equidistant from the 
horizontal lever, were suspended the glass bubbles ; and then the 
whole being adjusted so that one bubble should be on one side of 
the iren core and the other on the other side, any difference in their 
tendency toset inwards or outwards from the axial line caused them to 
take up their places of rest at different distances from the magnetic 
axis; and the power necessary to bring them to an equidistant position 
became a measure of their relative magnetic or diamagnetic force. 

In the first place, different gases were tried against each other, and 
when oxygen was one of them it went inwards, driving every other 
outwards. The other gases, when compared together, gave nearly 
equal results, and require a more delicate and finished balance to 
measure and determine the amount of their respective forces. 

The author now conceived that he had attained to the long-sought 
power of examining gaseous bodies in relation to the effects of heat 
and the effects of expansion separately ; and proceeded to an investi- 
gation of the latter point. For this purpose he prepared glass bubbles 
containing a full atmosphere, or half an atmosphere, or any other 
proportion of a given gas; having thus the power of diluting it 
without the addition of any other body. The effect was most stri- 
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king. When nitrogen and oxygen bubbles were put into the balance, 
each at one atmosphere, the oxygen drove the nitrogen out power- 
fully. When the oxygen bubble was replaced by other bubbles 
containing less oxygen, the tendency inwards of the oxygen was less 
powerful ; and when what may be called an oxygen vacuum (being 
a bulb filled with oxygen, exhausted, and then hermetically sealed ) 
was put up, it simply balanced the nitrogen bubble. Oxygen at 
half an atmosphere was less magnetic than that at one atmosphere, 
but more magnetic than other oxygen at one-third of an atmosphere ; 
and. that at one-third surpassed the vacuum. In. fact, the bubble 
with its contents was more magnetic in proportion to the oxygen it 
contained. On the other hand, nitrogen showed no difference of this 
kind; whether a bubble contained that gas more or less condensed, its 

power was the same. Other gases (excepting olefiant and cyanogen) 
seemed in this first. rough apparatus to be in the same condition. 
The air-pump vacuums of all the gases were alike, including that 
of oxygen. 

Hence the author decides upon the place for zero, and concludes 
that simple space presents that case. When matter is added to 
space it carries its own property with it there, adding either magnetic 
or diamagnetic force to the space so occupied. in proportion to the 
quantity of matter employed; and now thinking that the point of 
zero is well determined, he concludes to use the word magnetic as a 
general term, and distinguishes the two classes of magnetic bodies 
into paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances. 

_ There is no other gas like oxygen: its paramagnetic character is 
very high. A solution of protosulphate of iron in distilled water 
was prepared, of which a certain bulk in a glass bubble was of the 
same paramagnetic force as an equal volume of oxygen ; the solution 
was then of such strength as to contain of crystallized protosulphate 
of iron seventeen times the weight of the oxygen which could coun- 
terbalance it. In another case, a glass bubble, containing one-third 
of a cubic inch of oxygen, was opposed to a corresponding bubble 
having within only an oxygen vacuum. As soon as the magnetic 
power was on, the oxygen passed inwards, and it required a force 
equal to one-tenth of a grain to hold it out at the equidistant position. 

The author then refers generally to the air as a paramagnetic 
medium, because of the oxygen it contains, and in the next, or 
Twenty-sixth Series of Researches, he proposes to enter, after some 
preliminary inquiries, into the great subject of atmospheric mag- 
netism. 

3. “ Experimental Researches in Electricity.” Twenty-sixth Se- 
ries. On Magnetic Conducting Power and Atmospheric Magnetism. 
By Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S. &e.. Received October 

9, 1850. 
The remarkable results respecting oxygen and nitrogen described 

in the last Series, and the absence of any change of volume under 
strong magnetic action, led the author to apply for a time the idea 
of conducting power to the magnetic phenomena there described, 
meaning by that phrase the capability which bodies possess of affect- 
ing the transmission of the magnetic force without any reference to 
the process by which that transmission is effected ; and assuming 
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that two bodies are at the same time in the magnetic field, and that 
one displaces the other, he considers the result as a differential effect 
of their difference in conducting power. 

If a free portion of space be considered with lines of equal mag- 
netic force passing across it, they will be straight and parallel lines. 
If a sphereyof paramagnetic matter be placed in such a space, they 
will gather upon and in the sphere, being no longer parallel in their 
course, nor of equal intensity in every part; or if a sphere of dia- 
magnetic matter replace the former sphere, the lines of force will 
open out where the sphere is, being again no longer parallel in direc- 
tio nor uniform in:foree, When the field of magnetic force is formed 
between the opposite flat. ends of two large magnetic poles, then 
these are affected,and the globes also, and there are mutualactions ; 
a paramagnetic body, if a little elongated, points, axially and tends 
to go to the iron walls of the field; whilst a: similar) diamagnetic 
body points equatorially, and tends to go to the middle of the field. 
Paramagnetie bodies repel each other, and so: also do diamagnetic 
bodies ; but one of each class being taken, they attract one another. 

The convergence of the lines of force upon the opposite sides of 
the paramagnetic sphere, and the corresponding divergence of them 
on the opposite sides of the diamagnetic sphere, the author expresses 
by the term conduction polarity. ‘This polarity he carefully di- 
stinguishes from that which depends upon the reversion of the di- 
rection of the power; the latter he considers as a property of the 
particles of magnetic matter; the former as dependent rather upon 
the action of the mass: the latter is an absolute inversion of ‘the di- 
rection of the power, the former only a divergence or deflection of it. 

Applying the idea of conduction to magnecrystallic bodies, he 
concluded. that the. magnecrystallic axis' would coincide with the 
direction of better conduetion, and thence concluded, that, if a 
symmetric crystal of bismuth were carefully examined in different 
directions, it would be found to be less diamagnetic when its magne- 
erystallic axis was perpendicular to the axis of magnetic force of the 
field in which it was to be submitted to experiment, than when it 
was paraliel to the magnetic axis. By means of the differential 
torsion balance described in the former paper, he was able to make 
the trial, and found the results were as anticipated. With calcareous 
spar and his present balance he was not able to establish any dif- 
ference, but concludes that it will prove most diamagnetic when the 
optic axis of the erystal and the magnetic axis of the field are 
paratlel. 

Advancing to the consideration of atmospheric magnetism, the 
author first refers to the earth as a source of magnetic power from 
which emanate lines of magnetic force passing into space accord- 
ing to a particular but recognized distribution, and in obedience 
to the general laws which govern the distribution of power about a 
given irregular magnet. In pure space the magnetic power is con- 
sidered) as transmitted onwards with a certain degree of facility 
which is constant, but may be increased or diminished by the presence 
of paramagnetic or diamagnetic matter within that space... Theatmo- 
sphere is a portion of such matter, and can affect the magnetic lines 
which pass from the earth into! space, and. affects them differently 
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according to variations which continually oceur in it under natural 
circumstances. Four-fifths nearly by volume of the air is nitrogen, 
which is a gas that neither under any difference of temperature or 
of expansion shows any alteration in its power of affecting the trans- 
ference of the magnetic force; whether added to space therefore in 
one state or another, or when undergoing changes of a corresponding 
kind by natural cause, it has no influence on the magnetic force. 
The perfect identity in magnetic action of hot and cold nitrogen, 
the author proves by new and delicate experiments. Oxygen forms 
the remaining fifth of the atmosphere. Its great magnetic changes 
by expansion have been described in the Twenty-fifth Series. ‘Those 
produced by difference of temperature were described in the Philo- 
sophical Magazine for 1847, but are now resumed with more care, 
and found to belong to it alone, and not to nitrogen or to carbonic 
acid; as its temperature is raised its paramagnetic force diminishes, 
being resumed as the temperature falls again. These properties it 
earries into the atmosphere, so that the latter is in reality a mag- 
netic medium ever varying, from the influence of natural cireum- 
stances, in its magnetic power. If a mass of the air be cooled it 
becomes more paramagnetic, if heated it becomes less paramagnetic 
(or diamagnetic), as compared with the air in a mean or normal 
condition. 

The effect of the approach and retreat of the sun in his daily 
course is to produce such variations of changes in the temperature 
and expansion of the atmosphere as to influence the lines of force 
emanating from the earth, both in their direction and intensity ; and 
the manner in which this influence will be developed is by means of 
figures and descriptions stated by the author in relation to the 
annual and daily variation, and the irregular perturbations of the 
magnetic force, which he thinks are consequences of it. He then 
applies the result of the magnetic observations at Hobarton as a 
test of the probable truth of the hypothesis, and considers that it 
affords strong confirmation. The upper or north end of the needle 
there goes west until about twenty-one o’clock, whilst the dip in- 
creases ; the dip still increasing until noon, the upper end returns 
rapidly eastward, as the sun passes by, until two o'clock, the dip then 

decreasing ; after which the needle goes west again, following the 
sun. On examining the results at Toronto, corresponding effects 
were found to oceur, when the upper or south end of the needle was 
considered, and therefore in accordance with the hypothesis. The 
examination of the observations made at Greenwich, Washington, 
Lake Athabasca, Fort Simpson, and St. Petersburgh, are considered 
as further adding confirmation. By the aid of these observations the 
author restates his principles more minutely, endeavouring to indi- 
eate what difference, changes in the inclination, declination, place 
of the sun, land, and sea, &c. will produce. 

Though the sun is the cause of those changes in the atmosphere 
which affect the lines of force of the earth, he is not assumed as the 
centre of action as regards those lines; that is considered to exist 
somewhere in the atmosphere. It appears to be in the upper re- 
gions and not on the surface of the earth, because it increases the 
dip of places north and south of the tropics which have a certain 
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amount of inclination, as at Hobarton and Toronto, both in summer 
and winter, but it diminishes the dip at places which are within the 
tropics, and with little inclination, as St. Helena. By other kinds of 
observations, it appears to be in advance of the sun. All the pheno- 
mena indicate that the sun does not act directly on the needles at 
different places, but mediately through its effect on the atmosphere. 

The author then considers the possible cause of numerous irregu- 
lar variations, such as those that are shown by the photographie pro- 
cesses of record at Greenwich and Toronto. The varying pressure of 
the atmosphere, the occurrence of winds and large currents of air, of 
rain and snow, of the passage of those masses of warm and cold air 
which the meteorologist recognizes in the atmosphere, of the aurora 
borealis, he considers may all produce changes in the lines of mag- 
netic force, and become more or less sensible in the records of 
irregular variations. The author thinks it very possible that masses 
of air at different temperatures may be moved by the magnetic force 
of the earth, according to the principles of differential action made 
manifest in the experiments on warm and cold oxygen, in which 
case material as well as potential magnetic storms may exist. He 
concludes his paper by calling attention to the wonderful constitu- 
tion of oxygen in its magnetical and electrical, as well as its chemical 
relations, to the offices it has to perform as part of the atmosphere. 

4, “ Experimental Researches in Electricity.” Atmospheric Mag- 
netism, continued. Twenty-seventh Series. By Michael Faraday, 
Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S. &c. Received November 19, 1850. 

In order to obtain an experimental representative of the action of 
the atmosphere when heated above or cooled below the average 
temperature, the author employed a ring helix of covered copper 
wire, through which an electric current was passed. The helix was 
about one inch and a half in diameter, and having the well-known 
system of magnetic forces, was placed with its magnetic axis parallel. 
to a free needle: when its position was such that a needle within 
the ring would point with the north end downward, then the effect in 
deflecting the surrounding lines of force of the earth was considered 
as like that of a relatively paramagnetic mass of air; and when its 
position was reversed, its action was representative of that of a heated 
or relatively diamagnetic mass of air. Bringing this helix into the 
vicinity of small magnetic needles, suspended either freely, or so as 
to show declination or inclination, the planes of action’ or indif- 
ference as regards the power of deflecting the lines of force and the 
needle were observed. When the needle can move only in one 
plane, there are four quadrants, formed (in the ease of the de- 
clination needle) by the intersection of the planes of the magnetic 
equator and meridian. When in these planes there is no deflection 
at the needle, but when in the quadrants there is, and in opposite 
directions in the neighbouring quadrants. ‘ 

As the lines of force are held in and by the earth, so these experi- 
ments were repeated with a needle in near vicinity to a magnet, and 
the difference of effect is pointed out: then the extent to which these 
results are applicable to those of the earth is considered, and their 
utility in guiding the inquirer. : 
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The effect of heated air having been considered in the last paper, 
that of cold air is now taken up; and after considering its action in 
causing a contraction or drawing together of the terrestrial lines of 
magnetic force, according to the principles of conduction before 
enunciated, the author considers generally where the regions of cold 
which travel round the earth every twenty-four hours will be in 
the northern and southern hemispheres, and how they will grow up — 
and diminish in extent and importance as the sun moves north and 
south during the year. After which he applies these considerations, 
and the results of the experiments with the ring helix, to the expli- 
cation of the changes of the needle as they are given by observations 
at St. Petersburgh, Greenwich, Hobarton, Toronto, Cape of Good 
Hope, St. Helena and Singapore. _In doing this, he endeavours to 
explain the night action, the early morning) effect, the contrary 
course of the needle for the same hours in different months, the dif- 
ference of local time dependent on the distribution of land and 
water, the cumulative effect of preceding months, and the con- 
tinual effect, especially in the tropical regions, of the higher tempe- 
rature of the northern hemisphere above that of the south. In all 
these points the author sees such an agreement between the natural 
results and those which are suggested by the assumed physical cause 
of the magnetic variations, as to give him a growing confidence in 
the truth of the views he has put forth. 

XI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

ON THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE AIR. BY M. LEWY. 
HE author states, that ever since the month of March in the pre- 
sent year, he has been occupied with the analyses of the air, taken 

in the City of Santa-Fé de Bogota, and that he has lately arrived at 
very extraordinary results, relating to the proportion of carbonic 
acid, He found, in August and September, 47 volumes of this acid 
in 10,000 yolumes of air, whereas in the months of March, April, 
May, June and July, the quantity of carbonic acid never exceeded 3 
to 4 volumes in the same quantity of air. The author states that 
he places perfect reliance on his experiments; all having been per- 
formed according to the most exact methods. 

M. Lewy’s experiments on atmospheric air, collected at the sur- 
face of the Atlantic Ocean during his voyage, have developed a fact 
which is new and very general, and appeared in every analysis ; it 
is, that the air taken during the day contains more oxygen and more 
carbonic acid than the air taken during the night ; this difference 
of composition, the author is of opinion, has not hitherto been ob- 

served ; all his analyses, without exception, confirm this result, that 
there is more carbonic acid and more oxygen during the day than in 
the night, and the differences are more marked in clear than in foul 
weather. 

M. Lewy gives the results of two analyses of air at a great di- 
stance from land, taken at random :— 

December 18th, 1847, 3 p.m.: weather fine; wind east, strong 
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breeze ; temperature, 24° C.; north‘latitude, 21° 9’; west longitude, 
AOS! ; 

December 4th, 1847, 3 a.m: weather fine ; wind north-west ; 

strong breeze; temperature, 13° C. ; north latitude, 47° ; west lon- 

gitude, 13°. 

Composition of the air in volumes. 

Oxygen. Nitrogen. Car. acid. 
December 18, day ....  21°059738 78°88637 0:0005390 
December 4, night.... 20°96084 79:00660 0:0003336 

‘fhe difference, it will be observed, is very appreciable; and as 
the analyses were performed with M. Regnault’s eudiometer, the 
author is of opinion that he can rely upon them to j,i;th of the 

volume. 
The existence of the larger quantity of oxygen in the air taken 

during the day, may perhaps be explained on the supposition that the 
sun, by heating the surface of the sea, occasions a disengagement of 
the air dissolved in the water, which air is richer in oxygen than that 
of the atmosphere. It may be conceived that from this cause the 
stratum of air in contact with the sea is affected in its composition. 
—Comptes Rendus, Novembre 18, 1850. 

ON THE CHEMICAL EQUIVALENT OF IRON, 

BY M. E. MAUMENE. 

Many analysts have lately published the results which they have 
obtained with respect to this equivalent, the greatest variation being 
from 339°28 to 350. The author had occasion to occupy himself 
with this subject in 1846, being commissioned to analyse the wires 
offered for the electric telegraph of the railway Du Nord, and having 
found that the iron was perfectly pure, he made some experiments 
to determine its equivalent. 

The metal being dissolved in weak aqua regia, the oxide was pre- 
cipitated by ammonia, collected on a filter, very carefully washed 
with hot water, dried in a stove at 110° centigrade, and then c¢al- 

cined in a platina crucible. ‘This method gives very good results 
when all the hydrochlorate of ammonia has been removed by 
washing. 

The numbers obtained were the following :— 

Tron. Sesquioxide. 
gr. gr. Equivalent. 

1°482 2147 350°08 

1°452 2°074 350°16 
1°3585 1:941 349°82 
1°420 270285 350-04 
1°492 2°1315 349°96 
1°554 2°220 350°00 

Mean.... 350°01 
Comptes Rendus, Octobre 17, 1850. 
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ON THE FERRIC AND FERRI-MANGANI-TUNGSTIC ACIDS. 

BY M. A. LAURENT. 

When a mixture of nitre and carbonate of potash is fused with 

excess of wolfram, a product is obtained which is partially soluble 

in boiling water, and deposits on cooling a brown gummy salt. 

This salt, treated with hydrochloric acid, yields, when the solution is 

evaporated with heat, large prisms with six regular faces, the com- 

position of which may be referred to a new type, which will be 

W* 08 M°. 
This new tungstate exhibits a very singular combination and pro- 

perties, It contains peroxide of iron, potash, tungstic acid and 

water, either W> O'8 K? f# H?+6Aq, or W017 K? f? H®+7Aq. 
Concentrated acids do not precipitate tungstic acid from it, and 

the alkalies do not separate peroxide of iron ; ferrocyanide of potash 

does not occasion any colour. Lastly, what is most surprising is, 

that sulphuretted hydrogen does not reduce the peroxide to prot- 

oxide of iron; the same is the case with sulphuret of ammonium. 

But when the solution of this salt is heated with potash or ammonia, 

pertungstate of iron is gradually precipitated, and acids occasion: an 

abundant precipitate of tungstic acid. 
When heated to 392° F. it loses 7 atoms of water, and then redis- 

solves immediately in water. Heated to dull redness, it loses only 

two-thousandths of water, and becomes insoluble. Guided by the ideas 

which he has stated with respect to the constitution of these salts, 

the author thought that the latter ought to retain two- or three- 

thousandths of water at a red heat; to satisfy himself on this sub- 

ject, he heated in a narrow tube a mixture of litharge and of the 

calcined salt. A slight moisture was deposited, the weight of which 

was two-thousandths. ‘Thus we have a salt which retains, at near 

a dull red heat, four-thousandths of water, and this small quantity is 

sufficient to impart peculiar properties to it, which it totally loses on 

being deprived of it. It corresponds to the H® indicated in the 

formula. 
In thus arriving, by theory, at results which come within the limits 

of errors of observation, the author states that he cannot give them 

with too much reserve; for under similar circumstances, it is to be 

feared, that in spite of himself, the observer is influenced by precon- 

ceived ideas. 
This ferritungstate, treated with bichloride of platina and alcohol, 

gives, after the separation of the chloroplatinate of potash and evapo- 

ration to the consistence of a syrup, crystals of ferritungstic acid ; 

with barytes and potash, two salts are obtained which contain 

Ferritungstate of potash, W* O'® {3 K4 H+ 7Aq. 

Ferritungstate of barytes, W° Of? Ba +3Aq. 

The ferritungstate of ammonia, calcined at a red heat and then 
treated with ammonia, yields a solution which contains iron; but 
the greater part of the ferritungstic acid is converted into common 
tungstic acid. 

When, after having treated wolfram with aqua regia, and washed 
the residue imperfectly, it is treated with ammonia, a solution is ob- 
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tained, which at first deposits crystals of paratungstate of ammonia 
(common bitungstate) ; the mother-water, evaporated and treated 
little by little with hydrochloric acid, becomes a thick mass of very 
fine needles united in spheres ; these contain tungstic acid, ammonia, 
peroxide of iron, peroxide of manganese and water; but no reagent 
indicates the presence of tungstic acid or of the peroxides of iron and 
manganese. 

By ebullition with acids or alkalies, this ferri-mangani-tungstate is 
decomposed, and then the presence of the acid, and of iron and man- 
ganese is readily ascertained. It is also decomposed by drying at 
392°, and it then redissulves readily in water ; but, by evaporaton, 
it gives a mixture of hexagonal tables of a deep rose-red colour, and 
of white or slightly yellowish needles. 

With bichloride of platina, a precipitate of chloroplatinate of am- 
monia is obtained, and the solution, evaporated to the consistence of 
a syrup, gives ferri-mangani-tungstic acid. 

‘he ammoniacal salt appears to consist of — 

W: Of Mn? Am® H? 4 9Aq. 
There certainly exists another ferritungstic type, for as already 

stated, wolfram, treated with nitre and carbonate of potash, gave a 

gummy salt. As this may be heated to ebullition with carbonate of 
potash without depositing peroxide of iron, it must belong to a dif- 
ferent type from that.to which it gives rise, by the influence of acids. 
Comptes Rendus, Novembre 18, 1850. 

ON DULCOSE. BY M, A. LAURENT. 

The author states, that some months since he presented to the 
Academy a memoir on a new kind of sugar, to which he gave the 
name of dulcose, and to which he gave the formula C’ H* O”+3Aq, 
which makes it an homologue of glucose. At the last sitting of the 
Academy, M. Jacquelain communicated a memoir on the same sub- 

ject, and gave to dulcose the formula C’? H* O”. 
M. Jacquelain having inadvertently compared his results with M. 

Laurent’s calculation of dulcose, supposed to be anhydrous, and haying 
thereby found differences which were too great, sent to M. Laurent a 
very pure specimen of dulcose, requesting him to repeat the analysis. 

The following are the results of M. Laurent’s fresh analysis, com- 

pared with that of M. Jacquelain, and the theoretic results of both : 
Lanrent, Jacquelain. 

lo tanta WaT ea eae sce aD wal visw vipat ® GaGiee 
Cale. Expt. Cale. Expt. 

lt, . vind 9562,..89520, , 39520 C10 ok « BRAM i uS Ie 
He, .sewole Ser ; Fr BSieo 77 Heb Ve aoeGO = iiying 
Oly, 52°83 O10 8 P552°63 

100 100 
The analyses of M. Jacquelain, it isremarked by M. Laurent, agree 

perfectly with the formula proposed by him, or C'* H?8 O!2+2 Aq. 
If M. Jacquelain’s formula were correct, it must be admitted that 

in the 10 analyses which were made, 2 to 3 thousandths less of 
hydrogen were obtained than by calculation, which is contrary to 
what happens in all analyses, 
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As the theoretic results closely approximate, there is a very simple 
method of arriving at the truth, which is to determine the atomic 
weight of dulcose; this M. Laurent states he has done by analysing 
the barytic compound which crystallizes very well and contains 
C+ Hes Bat O'2+14 Aq. M. Laurent expresses a hope that M. 
Jacquelain will repeat this experiment, and confirm the results which 
he has observed.— /bid. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR Noy. 1850. 
Chiswick.—November 1. Rain: fine. 2, 3. Fine. 4. Boisterous, with rain : 

fine: clear. 5. Cloudy. 6, Very fine. 7. Hazy: very fine. 8. Rain. 9. Very 
fine. 10. Fine: cloudy. 11. Very fine. 12. Uniformly overcast: very fine: 
clear. 13. Foggy: overcast: cloudy. 14. Clear and fine: frosty. 15. Frosty : 
overcast. 16. Drizzly: hazy: rain. 17. Fine. 18. Rain. 19. Low clouds: 
very fine: rain. 90. Fine: rain, 21, Cloudy: fine: overcast. 22. Overcast : 
slight rain. 23, Rain: clear at night. 24. Boisterous, with rain. 25. Clear: 
cloudy: rain. 26. Hazy clouds: overcast: cloudy. 27. Cloudy : rain: clear 
and frosty. 29. Frosty: fine: slightrain. 30. Frosty: overcast. 

Mean temperature of the month ......... TG AOS 0K sees 45°49 
Mean temperature of Nov. 1849 ......+-sseevesseeees Fercecces 41 *99 
Mean temperature of Nov. for the last twenty-four years . 43 *41 
Average amount of rain in Nov. .......... parerenecs as manans 2°38 inches, 

Boston.—Nov. 1. Rain: raina.m. 2. Cloudy. 3. Fine. 4, Cloudy: stormy : 
rain a.m, 5,6. Fine. 7. Cloudy. -8. Fine. 9. Cloudy: rain p.m. 10. Fine. 
11. Cloudy: rain early a.m. 12—14. Fine. 15. Cloudy: rain p.m. 16, Cloudy : 
rain A.M. and p.m. 17. Fine, 18. Cloudy: rainep.m. 19. Fine: rain a.m. 20. 
Rain: rain a.m. andv.m. 21. Cloudy. 22. Cloudy: rain a.m.and p.m. 23, 24. 
Rain: rain a.m. and p.m. 25. Cloudy. 26. Fine. 27. Rain: rain a.m. 28. 
Fine. 29, 30. Cloudy. 

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—Nov.1. Rain. 2. Bright:showers. 3. Showers: 
thunder. 4. Sleet-showers: showers: sleet: thunder. 5. Cloudy: showers: sleet. 
6. Bright: clear: aurora. 7. Rain: showers: thunder and lightning. 8. Showers. 
9. Cloudy: rain. 10. Bright: cloudy: aurora, 11. Showers: aurora. 12. 
Drizzle: showers. 13. Hail-showers : clear: frost. 14. Clear: frost. 15. Clear: 
frost. 16, Sleet showers. 17. Showers. 18. Showers: clear: lunar halo. 
19. Rain. 20. Showers: clear. 21. Bright: clear: frost. 22. Cloudy: rain. 
23. Cloudy. 24. Cloudy: clear*. 25. Showers. 26. Bright: sleet-showers. 
27. Snow: clear: frost. 28. Bright: cloudy. 29. Showers: bright: cloudy. 
30, Bright: clear. 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.—Nov. 1. Soft rain and brisk wind all day. 
2. Wet a.m.: cleared and was fine. 3. Frequent showers. 4. Heavy rain: 
hail: stormy blasts. 5. Heavy showers: hail: hurricane. 6. Moist, but rain 
notheavy. 7. Rain very heavy, especially r.m. 8. Slight showers. 9. Gloomy 
November day: wet r.m. 10, Fair, but dull. 11. Rain early a.t.: damp 
evening. 12, Fair and fine. 13, Raw: frost; cloudy r.m. 14. Frost hard. 
15. Thick fog: raw and chilly. 16. Thick fog: cleared p.m. 17. Showery: 
cleared p.m. 18. Rain during night: showers: high wind. 19. Rain very 
heavy : flood: mercury very low. 20. Rain, not so heavy : mercury rose quickly. 
21. Slight frost, rime: clear and fine p.m. 22. Raw and damp: showers p.m. 
23. Rain during night; flood. 24, Rain heavy and very high wind. 25. Rain 
during night: showers all day. 26. Slight frost a.m. : raw: showers. 27. Frost 
very keen all day, 28. Frost still keen: clear and sunny. 29. Frost inilder. 
30. Frost keen again, 

Mean temperature of the month ......... dececdevsonseus cou ctoaue 48°] 
Mean temperature of NOV. 1849 ....ccceceeeseceesenreee eeeceees 42 ‘0 
Mean temperature of Noy, for the last twenty-eight years... 40 °6 
Average rain in Nov, for twenty-three years .4+....+s-eere-ee+ 3°60 inches, 

* Great fall of barometer, but no stormy weather in Orkney. I have subse- 
quently heard of the storm which caused such dreadful wrecks on the west coast 
of Ireland a few days earlier, and the fall of the barometer here is probably the 
effect of the same atmospheric waye. 
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AND 
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[FOURTH SERIES.] 

FEBRUARY 1851. 

XII. On the Phosphorescence of Bodies. ByJoun W. Drarrr, 
M.D., Professor of Chemistry and Physiology in the University 
of New York*. 

A BELIEF in the existence of the Carbuncle, a stone supposed. 
to have the property of shining im the dark, appears to 

have been current from the very infancy of chemistry. It gave 
rise to many legends among the alchemists ; and early travellers 
relate marvellous stories respecting self-shming mountaims and. 
gems. Thus, it was said, that the king of Pegu wore a carbuncle 
so brilliant, that if any of his subjects looked upon him in the 
dark, his countenance seemed as though it was irradiated by the 
sun ; and that, in some part of North America, there was a moun- 
tain which illuminated the country for many miles, and served 
by its rays to guide the Indiansat night. These traditions were 
passing into discredit, when Vincenzio Cascuriola, a shoemaker, 
discovered his celebrated phosphorus—the Bolognian stone ; or, 
as it was then designated, sunstone (/apis solaris). This was in 
the year 1602. 

Some time afterwards, a Saxon, by the name of Baldwin, con- 
ceived the idea of obtaining the soul of the world by distilling 
in a retort chalk which had been dissolved in aquafortis. In 
this extraordinary pursuit, accident led him to observe that the 
substance he was working with possessed the quality of shmmeg 
in the dark after it had been exposed to the light of the sun, 
The alchemist Kunkel, who relates the incident, tells us with 
gravity how he stole a piece of this substance, on the occasion of 
a visit which he made to Baldwin one night when he was trying 
to make his phosphorus shine by the light absorbed from a 
candle, and also from its image reflected by a concave mirror. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Phil. Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb, 1851. G 
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In consequence of this theft, Kunkel succeeded in discovermg 
what the substance was, and made known the method of its pre- 
paration. . 

The particular condition under which these preparations shine 
in the dark was very quickly perceived to be the same as the old 
authors had recognised. Isidore of Seville, speaking of the 
“liehtning-stone,” says, “si sub divo positus fuerit fulgorem 
rapit sidereum.’’? That condition is previous exposure to the 
light. 
“The discovery of the substance now known as phosphorus, 

drew the attention of the cultivators of natural science to this 
singular property; and under the names of sunstones, light- 
magnets, noctilucas, &e., various shining bodies were introduced. 
But the first truly scientific exammation of the whole subject was 
made by Mr. Boyle, on the occasion of observing that a certain 
diamond belonging to Mr. Clayton, and subsequently purchased 
by Charles II., emitted light in the dark. Though he does not 
seem to have been aware of it, the fact itself was not new; for 
the alchemist, Albertus Magnus, says, in the thirteenth century, 
that he had seen a diamond which glowed when it was put into 
warm water. A diamond rubbed upon gold becomes beautifully 
luminous; as Bernouilli remarks, it shines like a burning coal 
excited by the bellows. 

A diamond rubbed upon gold emitting ight! the imaginary 
or intrmsic value of the substances employed adds to the glory 
of the phenomenon. A light, too, that cannot be extinguished 
by water, and yet so ethereal and pure that it can set nothing 
on fire. Here certainly were facts of interest enough to excite 
the philosophers of the last century. 

The chief points ascertained by Mr. Boyle respecting the dia- 
mond were, that it shone by friction with various bodies, and at 
the same time displayed electrical development ; but that it also 
glowed when warmed by a candle, the fire, a hot iron, or even 
when placed on the skin; and under these circumstances exhi- 
bited no electricity, being unable to attract a hair held near it. 
He also found that it would shine under water, various acid or 
alkaline liquids, or when covered with saliva, and that the glow 
was increased when put into hot water. 

These results evidently led to the conclusion, that though 
under certain circumstances the light was accompanied by elec- 
trical development, as when friction had been used, there was no 
necessary connexion between the two properties. The gem would 
shine without the least trace of attractive power. 

Early in the last century two different hypotheses were intro- 
duced for the explanation of thesevarious cases of phosphorescence. 

1st. That phosphorescent bodies act like sponges to the light, 
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absorbing it, and retaining it by so feeble a power, that a very 
trivial cause suffices for its extrication. This was the view of 
Lemery, and was published im 1709, 

2nd. That phosphorescence arises from an actual combustion, 
or burning taking place in the sulphureous parts of the glowing 
body. It is to be remembered that sulphur figured largely in 
the chemistry of those days. The diamond was believed to con- 
tam it. This was the hypothesis of Dufay. 

To this celebrated electrician we owe a very able investigation 
of the phosphorescence of various bodies, and especially of the 
diamond. He recognised the fact which Boyle had overlooked, 
that the gem must first be exposed to the light ; and then when 
taken into a dark place it shines for a time, and gradually fades 
away. But the glow can be re-established by raising the tem- 
perature, and an exposure of a single second to the sun is quite 
enough to commence the process. 

To recognise feeble degrees of luminosity, it is necessary for 
the observer to remain in the dark until the pupil of the eye is 
quite dilated, and the impression of light to which the retina has 
been exposed worn off. Dufay gives a singular but very conve- 
nient practical process. He recommends the experimenter to 
keep one eye bound up or closed, for the purpose of observing in 
the dark, and to use the other in conducting his processes in the 
light. He remarks the curious fact, that the eye which has been 
shut will not have the delicacy of its indications affected by that 
which has been exposed to the light. 

In this manner Dufay found, that of four hundred yellow dia- 
monds all were phosphorescent; but some that were white, or rose- 
coloured, or blue, or green, were not ; nor was there any external 
indication by which it could be told whether any given one of 
these kinds would shine. He discovered, too, that the glow 
took place under various coloured media ; as stained glass, under 
water, milk, but not under ink. He also made attempts to 
compel the gem to preserve its light by enveloping it in opake 
media, such as ink, black wax, &c., under the idea that the light 
could not get out ; and concluded that he had partially succeeded, 
because in some instances the diamonds would shine after bemg 
shut up for six or twelve hours. He verified Boyle’s fact on the 
effects of hot water and heating generally, but carried his tem- 
peratures to far higher degrees, even above a white heat, and 
found that the stone had lost none of its qualities, for it would 
take light again when it was cold on a momentary exposure to 
the sun. He also investigated how far the glow was connected 
with electrical relations, and showed its perfect independence. 
He also greatly increased the list of phosphori, asserting, that, 
so far from the quality being a peculiarity of the Bolognian 
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stone, Baldwin’s compound and the diamond, in reality all solid 
substances, are phosphorescent when properly treated, except 
perhaps the metals; and even these he believed would eventually 
be found to have the same property. 

There is one point on which Dufay dwells which deserves more 
than a passing remark,—the connexion between phosphorescence 
and temperature. He proved that phosphori cannot absorb light 
so well when they are warm as when they are cold, and that a 
rise of temperature always makes them disengage their hght. 

It is obvious that these early investigators laboured under 
ereat difficulties, arising from the imperfect chemical science of 
those times. They confounded together things that were essen- 
tially distinet, such as the shinmg of urme-phosphorus with the 
glow of the diamond; and this again with the electrical hght 
arising when friction has been employed. Then, again, their 
erroneous views of the composition of bodies were constantly lead- 
ing them astray. Thus Dufay, finding that the Bolognian stone 
(sulphuret of barium) emitted a sulphury smell, and thinking 
that it shone because of the burning of the sulphur, transferred 
the same kind of reasoning to the case of yellow diamonds, and 
asserted that they also glowed through the combustion of the 
sulphur that discoloured them. 

I do not itend now to give a review of the subsequent disco- 
veries and hypotheses brought forward by the numerous experi- 
menters in the last century, or by Heinrich, the Becquerels, Biot, 
Poggendorff, Pearsall, and many others in this. I may, however, 
recall attention to a very elaborate memoir by Osann (Poggen- 
dorff’s Annalen, vol. xxxiil. p. 405. 1834), in which he discusses 
the various theories of combustion, absorption, excitation, &c., 
and gives many new facts. 

All solid substances, except the metals, possess the phospho- 
rescent quality. We may, however, by making a judicious selec- 
tion of the bodies which are to serve as our means of experiment, 
disembarrass the inquiry of many of its complications, If we 
employ the sulphuret of barium, or any other substance liable to 
undergo chemical changes in the air, we introduce unnecessary 
phenomena, and cannot distinctly prove whether the shining is 
due to a direct combustion of their parts, or to other causes. 

Among the selections which might be made, diamond and 
fluor-spar possess qualities rendering them very eligible for these 
purposes,—absolute unchangeability in the air and under water. 
Even between these there is a choice ; for fluor-spar possesses 
all the good qualities of diamond, and seems specially adapted 
for the purpose. It might be said, considering the chemical 
relationships of diamond, that when it glows it undergoes a kind 
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of surface combustion, which is the cause of the light; and 
though direct experiments show that this is not so, it is much 
better to resort to fluor-spar, which is free from all such diffi- 
culties. Besides, this body can be obtained perfectly trans- 
parent, and also nearly opake ; it ocewrs of many tints of colour, 
and can easily be cut and polished to any figure, and had in 
pieces of any required size. Its phosphorescent powers are very 
high; mdeed it yields, when properly treated, to no other sub- 
stance, not even to Canton’s phosphorus, in that respect; and 
greatly exceeds the sulphate of potash, a substance which, how- 
ever, possesses many eligible qualities. 

It will therefore be understood, that, m selecting fluor-spar 
and its varieties as the subjects for experiment, it has been done 
with a view of bringing the results to their simplest conditions. 
In such inquiries, Canton’s phosphorus, and bodies chemically 
changeable, are wholly inadmissible. 

The specimens of fluor have been derived from many different 
sources, American and European. The colour of the light they 
emit is very variable, some yielding a blue, some a green, others 
a yellow. Among them there is an American variety of chloro- 
phane, of a milky or pale flesh-coloured aspect, translucent on 
the edges, and excelling all the others in the splendour of the 
light it emits, It equals the best Canton’s phosphorus in power, 
yielding a superb emerald-green light when it receives the rays 
of the sun, or of an electric spark, or has its temperature raised, 
The warmth of the hand in a dark place makes it shine. Con- 
sidering the facility with which we can regulate the intensity of 
an electric spark, measurmg out the quantities of light used in 
a given experiment, it is clear that there are great advantages in 
resorting to it in preference to the variable rays of the sun. Our 
choice of a substance should be controlled by these circumstances, 
and fluor-spar completely fulfills all the indications. 

It will be seen, however, that I have not restricted myself to 
the use of this body, but wherever other substances could be | 
compared with it, have resorted to them also. The general 
principles here set forth as applicable to fluor-spar, may be like- 
wise extended to them. 

To what cause are we to attribute phosphorescence ? what are 
the changes taking place in the glowing body ? 

We have already seen that a century ago two different 
answers had been given to these questions. Lemery supposed 
that bodies act towards light as they do to heat, absorbing it and 
then giving it out; Dufay, that all phosphorescences are cases 
of combustion. 
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Before we can decide, there are evidently many preliminary 
inquiries to be made. If chemical changes between the glowing 
body and the air are disposed of, and the action is recognised to 
be of a purely physical or molecular kind, it is necessary to de- 
termine,—lIst, whether there is any expansion or contraction of 
the shining body during its glow; 2nd, whether there is any 
structural change; 3rd, whether there is any evolution of heat 
along with the light; or 4th, any development of electricity. 
Each of these inquiries will now be taken up m succession. 

Ist. Js there any change of volume in a phosphorescent body 
during its glow? 

I attempted to ascertain this by causing various bodies to 
shine brightly when inclosed in glass vessels filled with water ; 
so that if there was any expansion, the water might be pressed 
out into a slender tube, and the amount of dilatation thereby 
determined. The arrangement was as follows :— 

A glass tube, about two inches long and three-quarters of an 
inch in diameter, was closed at its upper end by means of a plate 
of polished quartz cemented air-tight. Immediately beneath the 
quartz the phosphorescent body was supported. Through a 
cork, which closed the other end of the tube, there passed a piece 
of thermometer-tube bent on one side, and to it was affixed a 
divided scale. The arrangement was supported on a suitable 
stand, so that the quartz was uppermost ; and at a little distance 
above it the spark from a I-eyden jar could be passed between a 
pair of stout iron wires maintained at an invariable distance, and 
thus produce phosphorescence in the body. It may be remarked, 
that these effects of an electric spark do not take place well 
through glass; and hence a plate of quartz, which readily trans- 
mits them, must be used. 

The large tube containing the phosphorescent body, must be 
filled quite full of water free from air, as also must be the ther- 
mometer-tube to a given mark on its scale. If an electric spark 
be now passed between the wires to make the phosphorus shine, 
it is clear that if there be any expansion or contraction of its 
volume, there will be a corresponding movement in the water of 
the thermometer-tube. 

On making the trial, and using in succession a crystal of violet- 
coloured fluor-spar, a piece of flesh-coloured chlorophane, and a 
mass of Canton’s phosphorus, the result in all cases was negative ; 
for though these different substances glowed very brilliantly as 
soon as the spark passed, there was not the smallest movement 
perceptible in the index liquid of the thermometer-tube. 

With a view of estimating the delicacy of the means here used 
for determming any change in the volume of the spar, the solid 
content of a piece of chlorophane was determined by weighing 
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in water ; also the value of each division of the scale was ascer- 
tamed. The content of the thermometer-tube employed, for 
each division of its scale, was equal to +,4,5dth of the volume of 
the spar, and I could have detected a movement equal to one- 
tenth of that value ; so that had there been any increase or dimi- 
nution in volume by that small amount, the effect would have 
been apparent. There was, however, absolutely no movement 
perceptible. Hence it seems that— 

A phosphorescent body, when at its maximum of glow, has not 
changed its volume perceptibly. 

The conclusion here arrived at is strengthened by another 
mode of inqury. If change of volume is connected with this 
evolution of light, it might reasonably be expected that a sudden, 
severe, but equable compression exerted on a piece of spar, the 
light of which is just fading out, would compel it to regain a 
part of its briliancy. A piece of chlorophane m that condition 
was placed in water contained in the apparatus known as (rsted’s 
machine for proving the compressibility of water, and which is 
described in most of the treatises on physics; but though, by 
suitably turning the screw, pressures varying from one to four 
atmospheres were suddenly put on the spar, and as suddenly 
removed, no change whatever was seen in the glowing mass, the 
light of which steadily continued to die away. 

In passing it may be remarked, that these experiments seem 
to have a bearing on Lemery’s theory. A mass of iron, suddenly 
compressed, grows hot; so, too, does atmospheric air. It would 
not therefore be unreasonable to expect, that if a phosphorus 
acted like a sponge towards light, if it be thus pressed upon, it 
would let its light go. But the relations of specific heat are 
perhaps scarcely applicable here. 

Where unequal pressure is applied the result is different. A 
piece of chlorophane, pressed by forceps, glows brightly; if 
erushed, the fragments sparkle like little fireworks as they fly 
through the air. If the spar be previously powdered, a shining 
is still produced; and when the pulverization is conducted in 
an agate mortar in the dark, bright eddies of light follow the 
track of the pestle. In these cases, however, the separation of 
the laminz of the crystal, and the heat produced by friction, 
probably determine the result. Canton’s phosphorus did not 
appear to shine when compressed or submitted to friction. 

2nd. Does any structural change accompany the phosphorescence 
of bodies ¢ 

The foregoing experiments appearing to prove, that if there 
be any expansion of a phosphorescing body it is to a very small 
amount, | next proceeded to determine whether there is any 
molecular change, or new structural arrangement, which can be 
detected by polarized light. 
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A flat piece of fluor-spar, polished on both sides, was placed 
in a polariscope, and a pair of blunt iron wires connected with a 
Leyden jar were adjusted very near and in front of it ; so that 
when the spark passed, a brilliant glow ensued in the spar, which 
was simultaneously viewed through the analyser of the mstru- 
ment. But though the experiments were made both by daylight 
and lamplight, no kind of effect could be detected. 

These experiments were first made by using as the analyser, 
a doubly refracting achromatic prism; they were, however, re- 
peated with a Nichol’s prism, in which the eye is not disturbed 
by a bright image, as in the other case. Having fixed the plate 
of polished spar in the polariscope, it was readily perceived that 
it possessed naturally a kind of structural arrangement, because 
there were cloudy spaces or lines in it which contrasted with the 
faint white light which passed in the adjacent parts. It was 
also seen that this structural arrangement could be deranged, im 
a transient manner, either by pressure or unequal warming, as 
is well known of other bodies; but when a powerful electric 
discharge was passed near to the spar and a brilhant phospho- 
rescence took place, no change whatever could be discovered. 
Even when the iron wires were made to rest on the spar and 
the explosion passed over its surface, nothing was perceptible 
except along the line between the ends of the wires, where the 
surface was roughened or abraded by the foree of the discharge. 

But though these experiments with polarized light give a ne- 
gative result, or at all events prove that a phosphorus, when 
glowing, has its molecular arrangement so little disturbed that 
the change cannot be detected in this way, it appears to me there 
can be no doubt that if our means of testing were more delicate, 
such a change would be discovered; for many years ago, Mr. 
Pearsall found that specimens of fluor not possessing phospho- 
rescence naturally, might have that quality communicated to 
them by repeated exposure to many powerful electric discharges. 
In those cases, it was also seen that a change of colour was gra- 
dually brought about in the specimen by the discharges. Now 
there can be no doubt that such an alteration of tint implies an 
alteration of structure. 

Besides the test by polarized light, there is another which 
may be resorted to for the detection of structural changes, when 
they are merely superficial; it is the mode in which various 
vapours will condense. I described several such cases in the 
Philosophical Magazine for September 1840 ; considerable atten- 
tion was subsequently given to them by M. Moser. They were 
introduced in that memoir as an illustration of the mode in which 
mercurial vapours condense on the Daguerreotype plate,—an 
illustration which I still believe to hold good. 

Proceeding on this principle, a large plate of fluor-spar, the 
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surface of which was finely polished, was made to phosphoresce 
brightly along a given line, determined by the blunt ends of two 
iron wires, which served as a discharger, and were placed near 
to the polished surface. The spar was forthwith suspended in 
the mercurial box of a Daguerreotype apparatus, and kept there 
for.an hour. The mercury was found condensed upon it faintly, 
in the manner it would have been on a Daguerreotype plate, 
especially on and in the vicinity of those parts that were more 
immediately exposed to the spark. This, therefore, seems to 
prove, that there is m these cases a molecular modification of the 
shining surface. 

3rd. When a phosphorescent body glows, does it likewise emit 
heat ? 

A very thin bulb, half an inch in diameter, was blown on a 
piece of thermometer-tube ; and after being washed over with 
gum-water, finely-powdered chlorophane was dusted on it till it 
was neatly coated all over. A drop of water was then introduced 
ito the tube to serve as an index. Although the instrument 
was very sensitive to heat, when the chlorophane was made to 
shine by a powerful electric spark passed near it, no movement 

- whatever of the index ensued. From this it would appear, that 
the sepunhy of heat developed by phosphorescence must be very 
small. 

A modification of this experiment was tried, which appeared 
to offer several advantages. The instrument which had been 
used to determine whether any dilatation of a phosphorescent 
body took place, as described above, was emptied of its water, 
and a single drop put in the index-tube. It was supposed that, 
when the rays of the electric spark passed through the quartz 
and made the phosphorus shine, if its temperature rose, the sur- 
rounding air in the tube warmed thereby would expand, and a 
movement of the mdex liqmd in the thermometer-tube take 
place. But in several trials, in which different bodies, chloro- 
phane, Canton’s phosphorus, &c., were employed, the results 
were uniformly negative; for though these different substances 
glowed splendidly as soon as the spark passed, there was not the 
smallest rise of temperature perceptible. 

A further attempt was made as follows :—The dise of quartz 
being removed, it was replaced by a cork, through which a pair 
of iron wires, to serve as a discharger, passed air-tight, and de- 
scended to within a short distance of the phosphorus. A suffi- 
cient period of time was allowed, in various repetitions, for the 
index liquid to come to rest. It was hoped that this form of 
experiment would have advantages over the preceding, because 
the discharging wires could be brought nearer to the phosphorus, 
and the effect take place without the intervention of the quartz. 
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When the spark was made to pass, there was a great movement 
in the index-tube, as in the instrument known as Kinnersley’s 
electrometer ; but the liquid immediately returned to within a 
short distance of its first place; then a slow dilatation occurred, 
as though the air was gradually warming up. Thus im one ex- 
periment the liquid stood at 24°; after the explosion it returned 
to 26°, and then there was a gradual dilatation to 32°. 

To eliminate the various disturbing causes in this experiment, 
it was repeated many times, the spar being alternately introduced 
into the glass tube and removed. It appeared that whenever 
the spar was present, the gradual dilatation alluded to took place ; 
but when the spar was not in the tube, instead of a dilatation 
there was a gradual contraction, until the index liquid recovered 
its original position. 

From this it appears, that with the evolution of light there is a 
feeble extrication of heat. 

The quantities of heat thus liberated are so small, and the 
causes of error so numerous, that I endeavoured by other me- 
thods to obtain more reliable results. Thus, I attempted to 
determine the surface temperature of a flat piece of chlorophane, 
while phosphorescing, by means of the thermometric multiplier. 
The pile was placed in a vertical position, and the spar having 
been attached to a strip of wood which served as a handle, in- 
tense phosphorescence was communicated by a Leyden spark, 
and the flat and shining surface instantly put on the upper 
face of the pile. But there was no movement of the astatic 
needles. 

Then, taking the stone by its handle, it was touched with the 
tip of the finger for one second, and quickly placed on the pile. 
A prompt movement of the needles, amounting to four degrees, 
ensued, These experiments were repeatedly tried, and the re- 
sults were uniformly the same. 

On considering these results, it appears that, as the tempera- 
ture of the air near the multiplier in one of the experiments was 
58°, and the estimated temperature of the skin 98°, the amount 
of heat which the stone received from the touch of the finger 
must have been very small. I made a comparative trial, by 
touching the bulb of a thermometer for the same space of time 
in the same way, and found that there was a rise of about 14°. 
But the conductibility of quicksilver is much greater than that 
of chlorophane. 

It is to be inferred, therefore, that the quantity of heat set free 
during phosphorescence is very small, and that the surface of 
the chlorophane does not change its temperature by one-third of 
a degree ; for had it done so, the multipher would have instantly 
detected it. 
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4th. Is phosphorescence accompanied with a development of 
electricity ? 

It has already been stated, that the experimenters of the last 
century paid a good deal of attention to this point. Dufay 
established the fact, that though in many cases of phosphores- 
cence there is a development of electricity, there are many others 
in which the light seems to be wholly unattended by any dis- 
turbance of that kind. 

I have repeated some of these experiments, and with the same 
results, if proper care be taken to avoid friction, and other ob- 
vious causes of electric excitement. Thus a flat piece of chloro- 
phane, phosphorescing powerfully, was put on the cap of a very 
delicate gold-leaf electroscope, but no disturbance whatever was 
perceptible. 

A large crystal of fluor-spar was made to phosphoresce bril- 
liantly along a line about half an inch in length, by passing the 
spark of a Leyden jar between two blunt iron wires, the ends of 
which were that distance apart, and resting on the face of the 
erystal. Over this line of blue light, which was pretty sharply 
marked, and which lasted for several minutes, a delicate hair 
was held. This would have been readily attracted and repelled 
by the feeblest excitation on sealing-wax, but in this case it 
wholly failed to yield any indication whatsoever. 

In connexion with the foregoing experiments I may mention 
some miscellaneous facts. I made some attempts to deter- 
mine whether phosphorescent bodies, in the field of a powerful 
electro-magnet, would exhibit any change of property. Six 
Grove’s pairs were made to magnetize a good electro-magnet ; 
the power they could give to it would enable the keeper to sup- 
port about half a ton. Between its polar piece, chlorophane, 
Canton’s phosphorus, &c., which had been made to glow by ex- 
posure to a Leyden spark, were placed. But whether the mag- 
netism was on or not, there was no difference in the light. 

It was also found that the electric spark from a contact- 
breaker would communicate phosphorescence to all the various 
bodies in use in these experiments; and that, up to a certain 
point, the intensity of the light increased with the number of the 
sparks received. 

Phosphorescence is not communicable from one body to an- , 
other. Having provided two polished plates of fluor-spar, one 
of them was made to glow by an electrie spark, and the other 
was immediately put upon it. No communication of phospho- 
rescence took place ; the second piece remained perfectly dark. 

Some authors state that fluor-spar does not become phospho- 
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rescent by exposure to the sun; but this remark does not apply 
to all varieties of it, as several specimens used in these experi- 
ments prove. Thus, some chlorophane which had been ignited 
in a glass tube till it had ceased to shine, was pulverized and 
again ignited in a platinum crucible. It emitted an emerald 
light. A piece of wood was now put. on it to screen a part of 
its surface, and it was exposed to the sun for a few minutes. On 
ignition it shone again finely with a green light, the shadow of 
the wood being beautifully depicted. The same result having 
been repeated a great many times, it appeared that the phos- 
phorescence at last began to decrease, perhaps by frequent igni- 
tion causing a change. 

A screen of yellow glass intervening between the sun and 
some powdered chlorophane prevented phosphorescence, but it 
took place through a plate of polished fluor-spar.. But when 
the light of an electric spark was used, instead of the sunshine, 
in this experiment, the fluor-spar prevented phosphorescence. 

General Conclusions. 

The results to which the foregomg experiments bring us are, 
therefore,— g 

1st. That the methods employed in these experiments are not 
sufficiently delicate to detect any increase of the dimensions of a 
phosphorus while it is in a glowing state. 

2nd. No structural change can be discovered by resorting to 
polarized light ; but there is reason to believe, from the change 
of colour which certain bodies exhibit when the quality of shining 
is communicated to them, and from the manner that vapours 
condense on their surfaces, that such has actually taken place. 

3rd. That phosphorescence is attended with a minute rise of 
temperature. 

4th. That it is not necessarily connected with any electrical 
disturbance. 

On comparing these conclusions, it is obvious that if the 
third be correct, there must necessarily be a change of volume ; 
and that the reason the dilatation is not discovered by direct 
experiment, is owing to the insufficiency of the means employed. 

The general definition given of phosphorescence is, that it is 
the extrication of light without heat (Gmelin). But these results 
show that that definition is essentially incorrect ; for if the ex- 
periment be made with due care, a rise of temperature can be 
detected, though its absolute amount may be very small. 
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Determination of the absolute quantity of Light emitted by 
Phosphort. 

And now we may fairly inquire how it is with the light itself ? 

do we not deceive ourselves respecting it? We ought to recol- 

lect that it is barely perceptible in the open day, and that these 

experiments require to be made in the dark. We should also 

recollect the great sensibility of the eye, and how feeble a lumi- 

nous impression it can detect. Impressed with these facts, I 

have endeavoured to compare the absolute quantity of hght given 

by the most brilliant phosphori with some well-known standards. 

The result of those experiments, now to be presented, puts a new 

view on the whole subject. 
The first attempts I made for this purpose were conducted on 

the principle of comparing the stains formed on a Daguerreotype 

plate by the phosphorus under trial and by an oil-lamp, receiving 

the rays from each on the polished concave mirror, eight inches 

in diameter and fifteen in focus, of a reflecting camera-obscura. 

For this purpose there were set, side by side, a small oil-lamp, 

a piece of white paper illuminated by the lamp, and a piece of 

chlorophane, arranging things in such a way that the stone 

might be illuminated by rays coming from a contact-breaker 

worked by two Grove’s pairs. The contact-breaker was kept in 

rapid action for fifteen minutes ; and then, to prove the sensi- 

tiveness of the plate, the lamp was moved for one minute to a 

new position, and the experiment closed. 
On mereurializing, it was found that the impressions of the 

lamp had solarized, both that of fifteen mimutes and that of one, 

proving that such a light’ in one minute is amply sufficient to 

change the plate to its maximum. Also the electric spark of the 

contact-breaker was solarized, and the image of the piece of white 

paper beautifully given, of a clear white ; but the phosphorescing 

spar had made no impression, except from one portion, where it 

reflected the rays of the spark. 
Suspecting that the spark from the contact-breaker might not 

have been powerful enough, I repeated the experiment, using 

sparks froma Leyden jar. The oil-lamp was exposed in front of 

the camera one minute and then removed; then ten strong 

sparks were passed over the spar, each of which made it emit an 

emerald light ; but during the moment of the passage of each 

spark a screen was interposed, that no direct or reflected light, 

and indeed none but that of the phosphorus, could reach the 

reflecting camera and sensitive plate. 
On mercurializing, it was found, as before, that the lamp was 

beautifully depicted, but the spar invisible. 

Estimated, therefore, by the chemical effects they can produce, 
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the light from chlorophane is incomparably less intense than 
that from a common lamp. For there can be no doubt that 
each of the ten discharges gave a light which lasted brilliantly 
for six seconds, and upon the whole was equal in duration to the 
light of the lamp; yet the latter had changed the plate to a 
maximum, while the former had not made the smallest percep- 
tible impression. 

As the foregoing attempts to obtain photographic effects had 
failed, I next varied the experiment as follows :—In a Bohemian 
glass tube a quantity of chlorophane was placed, in coarse frag- 
ments, sufficient to occupy about three inches in length of the 
tube. The reflecting camera was placed in a proper position, 
accommodated with its sensitive silver plate. When everything 
was arranged, a spirit-lamp was applied to the chlorophane, 
which soon emitted a superb emerald light, and continued to do 
so for about two minutes. As the light began to decline, the 
spar splintered by decrepitation, but all the process went forward 
in a very satisfactory way. 

As soon as this was complete, I placed an oil-lamp in front of 
the camera for five seconds. 

On mercurializing, the picture of the lamp-flame came out, 
but no trace whatever of the chlorophane could be detected. 

So it appears that the splendid green light emitted when the 
spar is heated, is at least twenty-four times less intense than the 
light emitted by a small oil flame. It should be remembered 
that this is a measure of absolute imtensity, and not of illumi- 
nating power. 

But as it is known that green rays are not very efficient m 
changing a sensitive surface, I concluded to determine the mten- 
sity of light emitted by chlorophane by the optical method of 
Bouguer, a description of which is given in my paper on the 
Production of Light by Heat, in the Philosophical Magazine for 
May 1847. 

The spar being heated by a current of hot air arising from the 
flame of a spirit-lamp, the light of which was carefully sereened 
by a chimney, and other contrivances of sheet iron, a comparison 
was made with a very small oil-lamp, the flame of which was 
about six-tenths of an inch high, and the wick one-sixth of an 
inch thick, covered with a glass shade. — 

On making the experiment, everything went on very well. The 
spar, when it began to glow, cast a reddish shadow on the paper, 
which shadow was extinguished when at its maximum by the 
lamp at about 25 inches, the spar being at 5 inches. 

The distances of the chlorophane and lamp from the paper 
were therefore as 1:5. The illuminating effect is as the squares 
of those numbers, and therefore 1:25. But for extinction, it 
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requires that one light should be sixty times as intense as the 
other ; it follows, therefore, that at those distances the illumi- 
nating power of the lamp is fifteen hundred times as intense as 
the illumiating effect of the spar. 

But the quantity of spar used in this experiment exposed a 
surface much greater than that of the flame,—it was estimated 
at least twice as great. This, therefore, would bring us to the 
conclusion, that the intrinsic brilliancy of the chlorophane is not 
sooouth part of that of the lamp. 

This experiment was several times repeated. Thus it was 
found that the lamp extinguished the shadow from the spar when 
their relative distances were 1:4. The lamp at 4 was therefore 
sixty times as luminous as the spar at 1; that is, their illumina- 
ting power is as 1: 960. But it was estimated that the surface 
of the spar employed was 3} times that of the flame of the lamp ; 
so this would make the intrinsic brilliancy 535th, a result of 
the same order as the preceding. 

From this we conclude, that the intrinsic brillianey of phos- 
phori is very small; a fine specimen of chlorophane, at tts maxt- 
mum of brightness, yielding a light three thousand times less intense 
than the flame of a very small oil-lamp. 

It was stated above, that these photometric experiments put a 
new view on the whole subject ; in fact, they explain all the dif- 
ficulties of the foregoing inquiries. How could we expect to be 
able to measure the heat of phosphorescence? The radiant heat 
of the little oil-lamp here employed at such distances would re- 
quire a very delicate thermometer to measure it. Is it likely, 
then, that we could detect that of a source three thousand times 
less tense ? 

I conclude, therefore, that all phosphoric bodies emit radiant 
heat as well as light ; but that its quantity is so small, that we 
have no means delicate enough to measure it, though the eye 1s 
so sensitive that it can detect the light, the absolute intensity of 
which has, however, hitherto been greatly over-rated. I believe 
that the quantities of both are of the same order ; and if this be 
true, we should scarcely expect to discover any dilatation of the 
glowing body, unless means much more refined than those here 
resorted to are employed. 

On the effects of Temperature on Phosphorescence. 

It has been already observed, that the effect of heat in pro- 
moting the disengagement of light is an old discoyery, dating 
back at least to the times of Albertus Magnus, who remarked it 
in the case of a diamond plunged in hot water. 

It is customary in later works which treat systematically on 
phosphorescence, to group the different facts under two heads :— 
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lst, phosphorescence produced by insolation; 2nd, by heat. 
An example of this is offered in the standard work on chemistry 
by L. Gmelin. 

A division of this kind brings the whole subject into confusion. 
It assigns different causes for things that are essentially allied. 
It leads to the inference, that, as under certain circumstances 
the sunlight or an electric spark can make bodies glow, so under 
other circumstances heat will produce the same effect, and this 
wholly independent of incandescence. 

But what are the facts? Ifa yellow diamond, placed upon 
ice, is submitted to the sun and then brought into a dark room 
the temperature of which is 60°, for a time there is a glow, but 
presently the light declines and dies out, Let the diamond now 
be put in water at 100°; again it shines, and again its light dies 
away. Ifit next be removed from that water and suffered to 
cool, and then be reimmersed, it will not shine again; but if the 
water be heated to 200°, and the diamond be dropped into it, 
again it glows and again its light dies away, 

There is, therefore, a correspondence between the light disen- 
gaged and the temperature. We are not to conclude from the 
foregoing illustration, that when the diamond has its tempera- 
ture raised from 100° to 200°, the light is due to the heat. On 
the contrary, the ight is unquestionably due to the pnmitiye 
exposure to the sun: just as m Lemery’s illustration of the 
sponge, if we exert a little pressure, a portion of the water flows 
out ; if a stronger pressure, still more ; and for each degree of 
pressure there will be a corresponding quantity of water expelled. 

The connexion between phosphorescence and temperature may 
be established in another way, and readily verified by experiment, 

Suppose that three diamonds, a, b, c, have been simultaneously 
exposed to the sun, a being kept at 32°, b at 60°, c at 100°; 
and that they are then simultaneously removed to a bath of 
water at 100° in a dark room; it will be found that a@ emits 
a bright light, 6 shies more feebly, and ¢ scarcely at all. This 
is what ought to be expected from the principle laid down above ; 
for if at a particular temperature a certain quantity of light is 
set free, it is clear that a has the advantage of b, so that it will 
disengage all the light to be set free between 32° and 60°. 

From such experiments and considerations it is to be inferred, 
that there is an intimate connexion between temperature and 
phosphorescence, which may be conveniently expressed in the 
following terms :— 

The quantity of light a substance can retain is inversely as its 
temperature. 

This principle furnishes the explanation of a multitude of ob- 
servations made at various times. Thus Dufay discovered that 
the Bolognian stone shines brighter when exposed to the sky 
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than to the sun. In the latter case its temperature rises, and 
the quantity of light it fixes is less. Under violet and other 
glasses stained with such colours as impede the warming effect, 
phosphorescence is even more vivid than when no glass has in- 
tervened. On the same principle, we have an explanation of 
Dufay’s apparently successful attempt to prevent the escape of 
light from glowing diamonds, by putting them in ink or cover- 
ing them with black wax; when removed from the ink and 
brought out in the air, they became somewhat warmer ; perhaps 
the touch of the finger aided the effect, and the corresponding 
quantity of light was set free. 

But though temperature is a controlling, it is not the only 
condition involved. If it were, phosphorescence after insolation 
should only occur after a rise of temperature. The fundamental 
fact of the whole inquiry proves to us, that a glowing body can 
retain more light in presence of a Incid surface than it can in 
the dark. 

Is not this fact analogous to what we meet with’ in the ex- 
changes of heat? A substance can retain more heat in presence 
of a hot body than a cold one. The brilliancy and quantity of 
light to which a phosphorus is exposed goes very far to deter- 
mine the intensity of the subsequent glow. Thus I found that 
a piece of chlorophane exposed to one spark of a contact-breaker, 
shone but feebly ; but if it had received one hundred sparks, its 
light was very vivid; and it has long been known, that in deli- 
cate phosphori a certain degree of lumimosity can be communi- 
cated by the moonbeams, a more intense one by lamplight, and 
one still more brilliant by the sunshine or a Leyden spark. So this 
leads to the conclusion, that the quantity of light that a body can 
receive is directly as the intensity and quantity of light to which it 
has been exposed. 

These various facts indicate, that when a ray of hght falls on 
a surface, it throws the particles thereof into a state of vibration. 
An examination of the action of the differently coloured rays 
dispersed by a prism, shows that, in general, the greater the fre- 
quency of vibration of the impinging ray, the more brillant is 
the phosphorescence. But in such a prismatic examination, we 
have constantly to bear in mind the disturbmg agencies which 
are present, and especially the antagonizing effects of heat ; that 
this determines the amount of light that a phosphorus can re- 
ceive, and also the rate of its subsequent extrication. In a letter 
which I published in the Philosophical Magazine, February 1847, 
it was shown how the photographic action of light betrays the 
general principle of an interference of vibratory movements, and 
the production of antagonizing results in different parts of the 
solar spectrum. An argument is there brought forward to the 
Phil. Mag, 8. 4. Vol. 1, No, 2, Feb. 1851, 
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effect, that as the violet end produces phosphorescence and the 
red extinguishes it, this is a proof of opposition of action. In 
explaining this fact, M. E. Beequerel supposes the darkening 
power of the red rays to be due to the more rapid disengagement 
of the phosphorescence by reason of the heat produced by those 
rays, and that the apparent antagonization is not attributable to 
the superposition of vibratory movements of light-rays of differ- 
ent frequency, but to the relations of caloric and light. The 
force of this explanation, however, disappears when it is un- 
derstood that light and heat, the chemical and phosphorogenic 
rays, are, according to the principles of this able experimenter, 
all manifestations of the same agent. It avails us nothing to 
say, that a want of phosphorescence at the less refrangible end 
of the spectrum is due to the heat-giving powers of those rays, 
when that very heat-giving power is, under the hypothesis, de- 
pendent on their comparative rapidity of vibration. 

In the further explanation of phosphorescence, I abandon, 
therefore, expressions derived from the material theory of light, 
and present again the views alluded to in the letter in question, 
to the effect, that whenever a radiation falls upon a surface of 
any kind, it throws the particles thereof into a state of vibration; 
just as in the experiment of Fracaster,in which a stretched string 
is made to vibrate in sympathy with a distant sound, and yield 
harmonies and form nodes. Such a view includes at once the 
facts of the radiation of heat, and the theory of calorific exchanges; 
it also offers an explanation of the connexion of the atomic 
weights of bodies and their specific heats. It suggests, that all 
cases of the decomposition of compound molecules under the 
influence of a ray is owing to a want of consentaneousness in the 
vibrations of the impingmg ray, and those of the molecular 
group, which, unable to maintain itself, is broken down under the 
periodic impulses it is receiving into other groups which can 
vibrate along with the ray. 

If a hot body, a, be placed in presence of a cold body 4, the 
theory of the exchanges of heat teaches that the temperature of 
the latter will steadily rise until equilibrium takes place. The 
molecules of a communicate their vibratory movement to the 
ether, and this in its turn imparts an analogous movement to 
the molecules of 6. For as the ethereal medium is of vastly less 
density than the vibrating molecules, each of their oscillations 
will produce in it a determinate wave, which is propagated 
through it according to the ordinary laws of undulation, in such 
a way that the «ther would be in repose after the wave had 
passed, were it not for the recurrence of the continuing vibration 
of the molecules. At each vibration the molecules of @ lose a 
part of their vs viva, by the quantity they have communicated 
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to the «ethereal wave, the intensity or amplitude of the wave 
becoming less and less as this abstraction of force is gomg on. 
But, the ether being of uniform density and elasticity through- 
out, each of its particles communicates the whole vis viva it has 
received to the next adjacent ; and would instantly come to rest, 
were it not again disturbed by the vibrations of the material 
molecules. 

These elementary considerations show how it is that a wave 
of sound passes through the air, or of light through the ether, 
and the particles of those media instantly come to rest ; but a 
hot body, or a vibrating string, persists in its motions, which 
only undergo a gradual decline. [f the vibratory molecule was 
in a medium of the same density, it would impart to it all its 
motion at once; and in the same way that a heavy molecule 
gradually communicates its motion to the ether, so, in its turn, 
does the xther to other systems of molecules. 

Upon these principles we may explain the phenomena of 
phosphorescence. . From a shining body undulations are pro- 
pagated in the ether, and these impinging on a phosphorescent 
surface, throw its molecules into a vibratory movement. These 
in their turn impress on the ether undulations; but by reason 
of the difference of its density, compared with that of the mole- 
cules, they do not lose their motion at once, but it continues for 
a time, gradually declining away, and ceasing when the ws viva 
of the molecules is exhausted. 

When a phosphorescent surface is exposed to the luminous 
source, it necessarily undergoes a rise of temperature, and the 
cohesion of its parts is diminished ; but after its removal from 
that source, as the temperature declines and irradiation goes on, 
the cohesion increases and a restraint is put on those motions. 

Now let the phosphorus have its temperature raised, and the 
cohesion of its molecules thereby weakened, and the restraint on 
their motions abated. At once they resume their oscillations, 
and continue them to an extent that belongs to the temperature 
used. When this has passed away, a still higher temperature 
will release them once more, and the glowmg will be again 
resumed, 

What would be the result if we could cause the surface of a 
mass of water, on which circular waves are rising and falling, to 
be instantaneously congealed? It might be kept im that condi- 
tion for a thousand years; and then, if instantaneously thawed, 
the waves would resume their ancient motion from the point at 
which it was arrested, and it would now go on to completion. 

So with these phosphori. Exposed to a light of suitable 
intensity, their parts commence to vibrate, but the freedom of 
those motions is interfered with by their cohesion. Amplitude 
of vibration must always be affected by cohesion ; and if the ray 

H 2 
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be removed, and the temperature permitted to decline, the re- 
straint becomes greater and greater, and they pass imto a con- 
dition somewhat like that which has just been illustrated. It 
matters not how long a time may intervene, rise of temperature 
will enable them to resume their motions. 

These principles give us an explanation of all the facts we 
observe. We see how it is, that, as we advance from one tem- 
perature to another, the phosphorus will resume its glow ; and. 
that there is, as it were, for every degree a certain amount of 
vibratory movement that can be accomplished, or, to use a differ- 
ent phrase, a certain amount of light which can be set free. It 
also necessarily follows, that different solids will display these 
motions with different degrees of facility, and hence shine for a 
longer or shorter time, and with light of different intensities. 

But in liquids and gases, which want that particular condition 
of cohesion which is characteristic of the solid state, and whose 
parts move freely among each other, phosphorescence cannot 
take place, for it depends on the influence that cohesion has had 
in restraining the vibratory movements. 

Further, the condition of opacity does not permit the phe- 
nomenon to be established. The provoking ray cannot find 
access to disturb the interior layers of the mass; and even if it 
did, and phosphorescence ensued, how could we expect to be 
able to discern it through the impervious veil of the superficial 
layers? The light of the most brilhant phosphorus cannot be 
seen through the thinnest gold-leaf. Its intensity is vastly too 
small. And these, therefore, are the reasons that no one has 
ever yet succeeded in detecting phosphorescence in metals or 
black bodies. 

It will be gathered from this explanation, that I am led to 
believe that all the facts of phosphorescence can be fully ex- 
plained on the principles of the communication of vibratory 
motion through the ether; that, as upon that theory, an in- 
candescent body, maintained at incandescence, would eventually 
compel a cold body in its presence to come up to its own tem- 
perature, by making its particles execute movements like those 
of its own, so the sunshine, or the flash of an electric spark, 
compels a vibratory movement in the bodies on which its rays 
fall; that these movements are interfered with by cohesion in 
the case of solids, but that they are instantly established and 
almost as instantly cease in the case of gases and liquids; that 
reducing the cohesion of a solid by raising its temperature per- 
mits a resumption of the movement ; and that the condition of 
opacity, either melantic, or otherwise, is a bar to the whole phe- 
nomenon. 

University, New York, 
December 15, 1850. 
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XIII. The solution of the Problem of Sound, founded on the Atomic 
constitution of Fluids. By Professor Potter, 4.M.* 

IR ISAAC NEWTON, investigating the expression for the 
velocity of sound in air, found that it was represented by 

gH, where g = force of grayity =32:19 feet, velocity per 
second, and H is the height of the homogeneous atmosphere. 
His method is objected to, but no other expression for the velo- 
city of sound has hitherto been established in place of his formula. 
It was, however, found that the value given by the formula “gH. 
was smaller than the velocity given by experrment by about one- 
sixth part ; and the first who succeeded in giving an explanation 
for this discrepancy was the illustrious mathematician Laplace, 
who maintained that the sensible heat developed im the sudden 
condensation of air was suflicient to account for it. Calculations 
have been made to show that the amount of discrepancy is thus 
completely accounted for. The explanation of Laplace has been 
held to be untenable by many eminent mathematicians and phy- 
sicists ; for it is correctly argued, that a wave of sound will com- 
mence with a rarefaction as often as with a condensation, and 
that on one side of a nodal line on a bell or vibrating plate, the 
wave commences with a rarefaction, whilst on the other side it 
commences with a condensation; so that Laplace’s reasoning 
would have been equally available if the velocity of sound in air 
had proved one-sixth less than the theoretical velocity, instead 
of one-sixth more, by considering the cold produced by rare- 
faction. 

In reading the history of the theory of sound, the scientitic 
men of future times will be astonished to find how many have 
recorded their acquiescence in Laplace’s views. 

The author of the present paper has for more than ten years 
continually and publicly expressed his conviction, that there was 
a fundamental error in the method of treating the hydrodynamics 
of elastic fluids ; because not only the theory of sound, but other 
interesting problems were not capable of correct solution by 
means of the equations as at present used. He also frequently 
stated his belief, that the atomic theory of the constitution of 
bodies must be introduced into hydrodynamics before the subject 
could be correctly treated. Having, by the publication of the 
second part of his Treatise on Optics, now some little leisure, he 
has undertaken the inyestigation of the fundamental equation of 
the theory of sound with complete success. He may attribute 
his success to the instructions in chemistry which he received in 
his youth from the late Dr. Dalton, who, during that course of 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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reading, forcibly impressed on his mind the necessity of consi- 
dering the change in the distances of the centres of the atoms of 
gases during their condensation and rarefaction, when the elastic 
force and the heat and cold developed were the subjects of study. 
Such teaching could neyer be forgotten by a mathematician 
studying the equations of fluid motion; but the method of 
bringing the force of mathematics to bear on the subject was 
not so evident, whilst still in the dark, though abundantly simple 
when once known. 
We may consider the air, as is usually done, to be a homo- © 

geneous fluid, with a cubical arrangement of its atoms, and that 
it is not necessary to notice the heat made sensible by conden- 
sations, or the cold by rarefactions ; because the velocity of sound, 
as found from experiment, is not as yet known to vary with the 
loudness or feebleness, the high or low pitch of the sound; so 
that we need to use only Boyle’s (or Marriotte’s) law, that the 
elastic force of a gas varies as its density, or inversely as its vo- 
lume for a given mass. 

Using the ordinary notation, let 

p = the pressure on a unit of area, measuring the elastic force 
of the gas ; 

p = the density of the gas ; 

then by Boyle’s law, p=xp. 
Let p, p, V, be the corresponding pressure, density, and yo- 

lume of a portion of gas, and 27, the distance of the centres of 
two contiguous atoms. 

Also let p', p', V', 27’ be the like quantities after a change of 
volume. 

We must attribute the volumes (27,)° and (2r’)? to each atom 
in the respective cases, by virtue of the cubical arrangement, and 
we have 

or 
3 3 

pol PS RB, 
PP. 768 7B 

__ «.mass of an atom 
Br 

This is the law of the elastic force, in terms of the distance 
(2r') of the centres of the atoms, which is to be applied in inves- 
tigating the differential equation of the vibratory and undulatory 
motions in an elastic medium. 
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Supposing the disturbance to 
be wholly in the direction of the | 
waye motion, let 0 be the origin, | 
a, b,c the positions of three con- re | 
tiguous atoms when the fluid is 
at rest in the line of the disturb- 
ance, a, 6, y the same atoms 
after an interval of time ¢ after disturbance. 

Let 
Ob=2, OB=y 

ab or be=2r,, «B= 2r' 

Oe paar 

Now (2.6z)? being the area of the face of the cube attributed 
to the atom 4, then (2.dy)? will be that to be attributed to the 
atom §, with respect to which the elastic forces are to be con- 
sidered. 

If 7/ and y" are the ordinates of the nearer and further faces 
of the cube of 6 respectively, we have 

@y be" dy ye wetipe ee" Apa hat tage bu i? Tot &. 

Te gl at, d*y Sa? ay! —y= but Tap + &e; 

and forming the equation of motion for the particle 8, we have 

d*y _ pressure on nearer face of atom—pressure on further face 
dt? mass of an atom 

«mass of atom « mass of atom 
(2.8y)? ——gag—— — (2 dy)? 9,18 

‘K mass of atom 

_ by?.« f 1 1 
=n eae 
_ oy? K (#. d*y 8&2? )"-(@ GT aan 

5d (Ft Fh 5 + be Fd OR 
—4 

_y weed a (a ie ioe - 0272+ &e. } 

3 d = ne. Od = 5" 7,8 (% + &e. 

dx 

Neglecting the higher terms of the series, and putting g ou = 2 

ws kc. ) Ne 
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which we may do from the undetermined minuteness of the 
atoms of matter, we have -— 

dy 
BY 12 Besa? 
de 2" ayy? 

da: 

which differs from the ordinary differential equation of vibratory 

motion only in the coefficient “ Taking, on the usual conside- 
; d. ; 

rations, “ =1, we have the well-known integral 

y=F(a—at) + fle +at) 5 
and from the property of wave motion, the velocity of transmis- 

sion = H «, Since this is the value of a in the integral. 

Now if the above process be correct, we shall find the velocity 

of sound equal to 5h when we have in the ordinary method 

supplied the value of «=gH, as at the commencement of the 
paper. Taking the data given by Poisson, page 715, vol. ii. 
second edition of his Traité de Mécanique, at the temperature 15°-9 

Centigrade, we find 4 / : g -H=1122°2 English feet, velocity 

per second; whilst Poisson gives 340°89 metres, or 1118°4 feet 
per second as the result of the experiments of the ‘‘ Commissaires 
du Bureau des Longitudes.” 

Sir John Herschel, in his Treatise on Sound, says “we may, 
therefore, adopt 1090 feet without hesitation (as a whole number) 
as no doubt within a yard of the truth, and probably within a 
foot.” This is for the temperature of freezing ; and allowing for 
the 15°-9 Centigrade above freezing by his rule, “ that every ad- 
ditional degree of atmospheric temperature, on Fahrenheit’s 
scale, adds 1:14: foot to the velocity,” we find the velocity 1122°6 
feet per second, which is within half a foot of our theoretic value 
found above. 

The same method of procedure which is here followed, the 
author intends shortly to apply to the general equations of fluid 
motion for elastic media. 

London, December 28, 1850. 

a : cs 
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XIV. Phenomena of a Water-Jet. By Joun Tynpawy, Ph.D.* 

a. recent investigations of Professor Magnus on the motion 
of fluids+, have imparted an interest to some very common- 

place occurrences, and disclose among others the singular fact, 
that the bubbles formed by the pouring out of a glass of water— 
an occurrence of hourly observation all over the world—had up 
to the time of his inquiries remained without explanation. Ven- 
turi had endeavoured to account for them by assuming that the air 
adheres to the water and is carried by it downwards ; but a little 
attention to the experiment compels us to discard this notion, 
and to seek, as M. Magnus has done, an explanation elsewhere. 

If a funnel be taken capable of holding about a pint of water, 
and if a cork fixed upon one end of a narrow tube be fitted mto 
the funnel at the junction of the shank with the conical portion, 
so that the narrow tube shall pass downwards through the shank, 
we haye a convenient apparatus for making many experiments 
in connexion with this subject; by regulating the diameter of 
the tube, a jet of any required thickness may be obtained. 

The funnel thus arranged being placed at a convenient height 
above a beaker glass and charged, a clear vein of fluid will pass 
downwards into the glass. The upper part of the vein is steady 
and limpid, and presents the appearance of a solid glass rod ; the 
vein decreases in diameter as we descend, and after passing the 
section where its contraction is greatest}, its steadiness ceases 
and a quivering motion is exhibited. Savart has attributed this 
to the resolution of the vem into detached masses. Followmg 
the jet downwards, we find that these masses become more and 
more attenuated ; and were the height sufficient, they would 
finally appear as a kind of water-dust, an example of which on 
a large scale is furnished by the Stawb-bach near Lauterbrunnen 
in Switzerland. — Travellers usually attribute the breakmg up of 
the Staub-bach to atmospheric resistance, but the latter has com- 
paratively little to do in the matter; were the surrounding space 
a vacuum, the same would be exhibited. 

The acceleration of gravity appears sufficient to account for 
the contraction of the vein. The water in passing through the 
tube has to contend with capillary attraction and the friction of 
the sides ; on escaping into the air it is relieved from these, and 
obeys the common law of falling bodies. The velocity of the 
particles an inch below the end of the tube is greater than their 
velocity close to the end, so that the vein must either contract 
or be broken. The outline of the vein becomes thus a curve, to 
which its axis is an asymptote. From this it would follow, that 
if the action of gravity were annulled, the contraction ought not 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See p. 1 of the present volume of this Journal. 
t Throughout the memoir this is called the contracted section. 
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to appear. This is the case. Ifa jet be projected sideways, 
its horizontal portion exhibits no sensible contraction ; and if 
projected vertically upwards, the contraction becomes negative, 
or m other words, the jet expands. The Trafalgar Square foun- 
tains are an experiment in point, though probably no great dif- 
ference will in their case be discernible; for when the velocity 
with which the water leaves the orifice is considerable, the areas 
of its different sections become nearly alike. ~ 

To return to the bubbles. Venturi, as remarked before, ima- 
gines them to be carried downwards by adhesion to the jet. M. 
Magnus, if I understand him aright, refers their production to 
two simultaneous causes: first, to the cavity formed at the point 
where the jet and fluid meet; and secondly, to a motion of the 
surface of the latter, which throws a roof over the cavity and thus 
incloses the air. The true birthplace of the bubbles is undoubt- 
edly here indicated ; it will perhaps be permitted me to furnish 
one or two additional proofs of this, and to look a little nearer 
into their origin and phenomena. 

§ 1. 

A thin glass bottle was half-filled with water and corked air- 
tight. Through the cork a small tube passed downwards until 
its end dipped beneath the surface of the water ; the bottle being 
placed over a lamp, soon boiled; steam was generated, which, 
reacting upon the surface of the water, forced it to issue through 
the tube in a jet. The portion of the tube outside the bottle 
was so bent that the jet descended vertically*. According as 
the pressure increased, the contracted section receded from the 
end of the tube ; and when at a certain distance therefrom a vessel 
of water was so placed that its surface intersected the jet a little 
above the contracted section,—no bubbles entered. The lamp was 
now lowered; the tension of the steam being thus reduced, the 
contracted section, in consequence of the diminished pressure, 
approached nearer to the end of the tube, and finally appeared 
above the surface of the water. From this time forward bubbles 
were produced, and increased in number as the contracted section 
ascended. 

This experiment appears to disprove the notion of Venturi ; 
for were the bubbles due to adhesion, the greater the velocity of 
the jet the greater ought to be the quantity of air carried down ; 
but this is directly the reverse of the fact, the velocity in the above 
instance being greatest when no bubbles at all were produced. 
Nor was their absence at that time due to the tranquillity of the 
surface ; for even when the latter was stirred briskly with a glass 
rod, not a single bubble entered. 

* The end of the tube was drawn out, and the water before it left it had 
to pass through a uniform narrow bore about 4 inches in length. 
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A convenient way of making the above experiment is with a 
syringe-bottle, such as that used by chemists for washing out 
precipitates, the pressure of the breath being used mstead of the 
pressure of the steam. The experiment was also modified in the 
following manner :—A cylindrical tin vessel, about 10 inches in 
height, had a cireular hole punched through its bottom. When 
filled with water, the limpid portion of the vein which issued from 
it was of considerable length ; but this, beg a function of the 
pressure, became shorter as the latter, by the sinking of the water 
in the vessel, decreased. An arrangement similar to the former 
was made. When the vessel was full, a basin of water was 
brought underneath so that its surface cut the jet above its con- 
tracted section. As the pressure became less the latter ascended, 
and immediately after it had crossed the surface the bubbles 
commenced. In this case also the fluid was agitated, but with 
the same result as before. 

These experiments demonstrate that the entrance of the air is 
not due to adhesion, and also that a contemporaneous motion of 
the surface may take place without any bubbles being produced. 
They urge us to seek the cause of the latter in the structure of 
the jet on the lower side of its contracted section. Above this 
point the action of the jet against the water is nearly uniform, 
resembling in this respect a solid wire drawn quickly downwards 
through the fluid. The portion, however, below the contracted 
section is not represented by a wire, but by a string of beads ; 
the action here is not uniform, but the water opens and closes 
according as the diameter of a bead or the space between two 
beads coincides with the plane of the surface. In this manner 
the impact of each drop causes the fluid to recede on all sides, 
and creates an interval into which the air enters; partly by the 
return of the fluid, and partly by the descent of the succeeding 
drop, this interval is covered im and the bubble formed. Ifa 
smooth string be held between the finger and thumb to the bot- 
tom of a basin filled with water and then drawn quickly through, 
no bubbles are formed ; but if the same string be knotted, bubbles 
to any amount may be obtained, The direction of the force 
exercised by the jet above the contracted section is almost wholly 
vertical ; but below this point each drop furnishes a lateral com- 
ponent, which dashes the fluid aside and thus allows space for 
the air to enter. The same is exhibited when, for the drops of 
water, we substitute grains of shot. 

All these phenomena can be very prettily exhibited with oil. 
Looking through the side of the glass into which the vein de- 
scends, the bubbles are observed to describe ellipses: the same 
is the case with water, the eccentricity of the curves being, how- 
ever, greater. Looking downwards on the surface, the bubbles 
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approach the point where the jet enters from all sides, and are 
there swallowed up. Sometimes a single bubble will remain 

- dancing and quivering for nearly five minutes under the jet, thus 
exhibiting an imversion of the experiment seen in some of the 
filter-makers’ windows in London, where a little ball is supported 
by an ascending jet ; the ball is kept up in opposition to its gra- 
vity, and the bubble is kept down m opposition to its hghtness. If 
a layer of oil of proper thickness be poured upon water, and a jet 
of the former enter, underneath the jet a basin is formed m which 
the bubbles dance, while a billowy motion is imparted to the sur- 
face all round. 

§ 2. 
When asmall steady jet is intersected by the surface of the fluid 

into which it enters, on the funnel side of the contracted section 
there is no cavity formed, but the reverse ; the water climbs up 
the jet to a certain height, and thus forms a little conical emi- 
nence at the base of the descending column. ‘This is best ob- 
served by placing a small beaker full of water in a basin, and 
allowing the jet to enter it. When the eye is brought to a level 
with the surface of the water, the eminence is distinctly visible. 
This is manifestly due to capillary attraction, the jet behaving 
im this respect like a solid metallic wire. 

If the water imstead of passing through a rigid tube pass 
through a flexible one, the jet issuing therefrom is unsteady, even 
before it attains its maximum contraction ; and the same generally 
occurs when the water passes through a glass tube at a high ve- 
locity. In the latter case the water in contact with the sides of 
the tube is impeded by friction, and thus forms, as it were, a 
flexible canal through which the interior portion passes. A 
reference to this fact will perhaps explain the experiment adduced 
by M. Magnus im refutation of Venturi, where it was found, 
that, on bringing the tube-end within a millimetre or so of the 
surface of the water, bubbles still entered. 

§ 3. 

The entrance of the vein into the fluid may be observed in an 
indirect manner by the light of a candle, or better still, of a 
lamp with a flat wick, the edge being tuned towards the vein. 
If the water be contained in a white basin, the shadows of the 
bubbles are thrown upon the bottom; and any alteration that 
occurs at the point where the vein enters, is in this way rendered 
much more distinct than if viewed directly. If the vein be 
motionless, a defined shadow will be thrown upon the bottom of 
the basin, and the base of the shadow will rest upon a very beau- 
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tiful caustic figure*. It is so easily produced experimentally, 
that I forbear giving a drawing of it. The figure 1s due to the 
refraction of the light by the curved eminence on which the little 
pillar of water is based. If we set a rod of any kind, a lead 
pencil for instance, perpendicular in the water, we have the same 
phenomenon; the opake rod will appear cut in two by the 
figure; and when the rod is raised, the figure will appear bright- 
est immediately before it leaves the water. 

Sometimes a dark bag will appear suspended from the end of 
the shadow. The same is observed with the rod when it is dry, 
or when pushed downwards through the fluid. In this case, 
instead of capillary attraction, we have a recession of the fluid ; 
and a hollow, instead of an eminence, is formed. On drawing 
the rod upwards, the figure immediately starts mto existence. 
In the ease of the jet, whenever the bag makes its appearance, 
the contracted section is near the surface of the water; and the 
pulsations of the jet at this point are sufficient to beat away the 
eminence and to establish a cavity in its stead. This is the case 
which corresponds to the view of M. Magnus ; for were the sur- 
face now put in motion, bubbles would be formed. That the 
bubble is due to lateral motion, is rendered very clear by this 
mode of experiment : when no air enters, the surface is tranquil ; 
but whenever a bubble is formed, a shock occurs which spreads 
undulations all around. The bubbles which float on the surface 
exhibit caustic figures similar to that at the base of the veim’s 
shadow; when the water falls from a sufficient height, the flut- 
tering of the figures receding from it is exceedingly pretty, the 
vibration of the surface giving them all the appearance of yellow 
butterflies plying their expanded wings. 

Savart has ‘traced the breaking of the jet to an intermittent 
outflow, which probably has its origin in the vessel from which 
the jet issues; this will explain the word ‘pulsations’ as used 
above. To the same cause is probably due the rings which the 
solid portion of the vein presents sometimes in entering the water, 
and the little spiral thread which is observed quivermg along it. 
To the unassisted eye, the jet after it passes its contracted section 
appears by no means broken, but merely in a state of quick 
vibration. It is well known that the impression of an object 
remains upon the eye about the eighth part of a second. Sup- 
posing, therefore, the vein to be actually composed of drops, if 

* J may here draw attention to the beautiful series of these figures at 
present being published by Engel and Schellbach in Berlin. 

+ The light must not fall from above, but as nearly horizontal as possible. 
A conyenient way of producing the bubbles is simply to pour the water out 
of a teapot, at the same time moying the hand which holds the teapot over 
the surface. 
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the time which elapses between the passing of a certain pot by 
one drop and the passing of the same point by the following one, 
be less than the eighth of a second, the mass will appear conti- 
nuous. But, on the other hand, with regard to the self-same 
point, it may be observed that it ought never to appear ob- 
scured by the drops thus fallmg ; for the impression of it must 
remain upon the eye durmg the brief space occupied by the drop 
in passing it, and at every interval between two drops this is 
renewed. Hence if an object capable of making a strong im- 
pression be placed stationary behind the jet, the said impression 
ought to be constant. To ascertain if this were the case, I fixed a 
fine platinum wire between the poles of a battery composed of four 
of Bunsen’s cells, and shortened the wire until an mtense white 
heat was obtained. This was set in a dark room behind the jet 
and at right angles to it. When the portion above the contracted 
section came between the eye and the wire, the latter appeared 
intersected by a dark bar; but when the portion below the con- 
tracted section came into this position, the wire glowed with 
uninterrupted brightness from end to end, thus proving that the 
continuity of the mass had ceased. Were the jet illummmated by 
an instantaneous flash, we ought to see the thing as it actually 
is for the fraction of time above mentioned. This is effected by 
the electric spark, which at once disintegrates the jet and reduces 
it to a string of pellucid beads. 

§ 4. 

During these experiments a circumstance repeatedly suggested 
itself, which, although a matter of as common experience as the 
production of bubbles, has, so far as I am aware of, hitherto 
escaped notice; I mean the origin of the sotind of agitated 
water. When the smoke is projected from the lips of a tobaeco- 
smoker, a little explosion usually accompanies each puff; but 
the nature of this is in a great measure dependent on the state 
of the lips at the time, whether they be dry or moist. The 
sound appears to be chiefly due to the sudden bursting of the 
film which connects both lips. If an inflated bladder be jumped 
upon, it will emit an explosion as loud as a pistol-shot. Sound 
to some extent always accompanies the sudden liberation of eom- 
pressed air, and this fact is also exhibited in the deportment of 
our jet. If the surface of the fluid on which it falls intersect its 
limpid portion, the jet enters silently, and no bubbles, as before 
remarked, are produced. The moment, however, after the bub- 
bles make their appearance an audible rattle also commences, 
which becomes louder and louder as the mass of the jet is n- 
creased. The very nature of the sound pronounces its origm to 
be the bursting of the bubbles; and to the same cause the rips 
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pling of streams and the sound of breakers appear to be almost 
exclusively due. I have examined a stream or two, and in all 
cases where a ripple made itself heard I have discovered bubbles. 
The impact of water against water is a comparatively subordinate 
cause, and could never of itself occasion the murmur of a brook 
or the musical roar of the ocean. It is the same as regards 
waterfalls. Were Niagara continuous and without lateral vibra- 
tion, it would be as silent as a cataract of ice. It is possible, I 
believe, to get behind the descending water at one place ; and if 
the attention of travellers were directed to the subject, the mass 
might perhaps be seen through. For in all probability it also 
has its ‘contracted sections,’ after passing which it is broken 
into detached masses, which, plunging successively upon the air- 
bladders formed by their precursors, suddenly liberate their con- 
tents and thus create the thunder of the waterfall. 

XV. Description and Analysis of Gurolite, a new Mineral Species. 
By Tuomas Anverson, M.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Che- 
mistry, Edinburgh*, 

if Bate mineral described in the following pages I first saw in 
the hands of a mineral-dealer, who offered it for sale under 

the name of Herschelite. A very cursory examination enabled 
me to see that it was not that mineral, and led me to the con- 
clusion that it was either pectolite or a new species; and a few 
preliminary trials appeared rather to confirm the latter opinion, 
but my specimen was not sufficiently large to enable me to sub- 
mit it to accurate analysis. In the autumn of 1849, however, I 
paid a visit to Skye, where I found the mineral, not abundantly, 
but in sufficient quantity to enable me to examine and analyse 
it. I then found that what I had before seen were weathered 
and effloresced specimens ; and the result of my examination 
proved it to be a new and very distinct species, to which I give 
the name of Gurolite (from yupos, orbiculatus), from the peculiar ' 
form of its crystalline concretions. 

Gurolite oceurs at Storr, about nine miles from Portree, at the 
spot already so well known to mineralogists for the abundance 
and beauty of the specimens of apophyllite, stilbite, laumonite, 
and other zeolites found there. With these gurolite occurs 
associated, and it is sometimes found coating crystals of apo- 
phyllite. The best and finest specimens, however, are not found 
in immediate contact with these minerals, but are met with in a 
basalt of very different characters from that in which they are 

* Communicated by the Author, haying been read before the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh. 
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most abundant. The rock in which these minerals are princi- 
pally found may be described as a basaltic amygdaloid, very soft, 
and so vesicular that it is impossible to break even a small piece 
without finding it filled with drusy cavities, lined with rock 
crystal, stilbite and apophyllite. In this rock, gurolite is never 
found; but there occurs also another basalt, which I imagine to 
have been produced by a distinct eruption of basaltic matter, 
extremely compact and uniform in its texture, the drusy cavities 
smaller and much less frequent, rarely containing apophyllite, 
and almost never stilbite, but having these minerals replaced by 
eurolite. In this basalt traces of gurolite are by no means un- 
common, but fine or large specimens are decidedly rare; and 
the collector must spend a considerable time in finding them ; 
and when met with they can rarely be obtained uninjured, as 
the mineral is apt to fly to pieces in the attempt to dislodge it. 
During my visit to Skye, the weather was so extremely unfa- 
vourable that I had little opportunity of pursuing the search for 
it, but I have no doubt that it will be found pretty generally 
spread through the more compact basalts of the neighbourhood. 
I found traces of it at some distance from the point at which I 
collected my specimens; and an old wall which is passed in as- 
cending the Storr is built of a basalt containing small weathered 
specimens of the mineral. 

Gurolite occurs in small spherical concretions composed of thin 
plates radiating from a centre. The external surface of each 
concretion has an exceedingly beautiful striated appearance, 
owing to the plates of which it is formed rising to irregular di- 
stances above the surface. Colour white, lustre vitreous, passing 
into pearly when it has been exposed to the weather. In thin 
plates it is perfectly transparent. It cleaves readily parallel to 
the plates of which the concretions are composed. It is very 
tough, and cannot be reduced to powder without some labour. 
Hardness between 3 and 4. 

Before the blowpipe in the matrass it gives off water, swells 
up and separates into thin plates, which have a fine pearly or 
rather silvery lustre. On charcoal it swells up, splits into very 
thin lamine, and finally fuses with difficulty into an opake 
enamel. With borax it gives a transparent and colourless glass, 
and with soda it fuses with difficulty into an opake mass. With 
nitrate of cobalt it gives a feeble reaction of alumina. It is 
readily attacked by hydrochloric acid. Its analysis was very 
simple ; the only difficulty experienced being in the selection of 
portions which had not lost water by efflorescence, and the earlier 
experiments on this account gave a variable amount of water. 
The proportion of water was determined by igniting one quan- 
tity in a platinum crucible, and another portion was treated with 

ala 
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hydrochloric acid in the ordinary way for the separation of silicic 
acid: the alumina, lime and magnesia were determined as usual. 
The silicic acid was attacked by hydrofluoric acid and found to 
be pure. Oxygen. * 

Silicic acid . . . 50°70 26°86 6 
Alumina 22. 148 
Piet Ae ee ht.) Oren 9°49 2 
Maenesias | OS 
Waber vet ost bee eo 12°60 3 

99°78 
If we neglect the small quantity of alumina and magnesia as 

non-essential elements, we find the oxygen in the other three 
constituents to be nearly in the proportions of 6, 2 and 3, and 
the mineral is consequently a hydrated silicate of lime represented 
by the formula 2(CaO, Si0®) + 3HO. 

The analysis shows a slight excess in the amount of lime, and 
deficiency in the silicic acid and water required for the formula ; 
but the latter is probably due to partial efflorescence, as I have 
found that gurolite loses water with great facility. 11°201 grs. 
of it, dried in the water-bath, lost 0°495 gr., equal to 4°42 per 
cent. This corresponds to one equivalent of water, the calcula- 
tion of which gives 5:1 per cent.; so that gurolite dried at 212° 
is represented by the formula 2(CaO, Si0*) + 2HO,or more simply 
still, as a neutral silicate of lime with one equivalent of water. 

In its chemical constitution this new mineral stands in a very 
simple relation to the other silicates of lime, of which three are 
already known, one hydrated and two anhydrous. Their formule 
are— ; 

Wollastonite (tabular spar) . 3CaO, 2Si0%. 
“ Kalk-trisilicat ” of Gjellebick CaO, SiO*. 
Gurote eee ee. e(fca0,, S10") +-3HO, 
Dysclasite (Okenite) . . . 8CaO,48i10°+6HO. 

In gurolite, then, we have the same compound of silicic acid 
and lime as that existing in the Gjelleback mineral ; in the latter, 
however, it is anhydrous, while in the former two equivalents of 
the silicate are in combination with threc of water. Its relation 
to dysclasite is closer still; in fact, by doubling its formula, the 
difference is found to consist only in a single equivalent of lime. 
To the latter mineral gurolite approximates also in some of its 
physical characters, possessing the same toughness and difficulty 
of pulverization, although in a very inferior degree. _ Its crystal- 
lization in plates and not in needles, its high lustre, and the ease 
with which it loses water, distinguish it completely from dyscla- 
site, and render it an exceedingly distinct, well-marked, and cha- 
racteristic species. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1, No, 2. Feb, 1851. I 
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XVI. On the Constitution of Bebeerine. 
By Dr. A. von Pianta*. 

HE earliest observations on bebeerine were made by Dr. 
Rodie of Demerara, in the year 1834. He discovered it 

in the bark of a tree known in that colony by the name of Be- 
beeru, which has been since described by Sir R. Schomburgk, 
and named Nectandra Rodiei in honour of its discoverer. 

A more minute investigation, both of its chemical and medi- 
cinal properties, was published by Dr. Douglas Maclagan in the 
year 1843+. He established its basic properties, and described ’ 
its salts ; and at a subsequent period, in concert with Dr. Tilley}, 
analysed the base itself and its platmmum compound. 

Since then no further observations have been made on bebee- 
rine, although few bases possess more interest, both on account 
of its medicinal properties, which during the last few years have 
brought it into gradually imcreasing use as a substitute for the 
einchona alkaloids, and the fact that the analyses of Maclagan 
and Tilley give for it exactly the same formula as that of morphia. 
This constitution, however, requires confirmation; and I have 
accordingly undertaken the reinvestigation of bebeerine in the 
laboratory, and under the direction of Dr. Anderson of Edinburgh. 

As bebeerine occurs in commerce only in an extremely impure 
state, I was obliged myself to undertake the troublesome and 
laborious process of its purification. For this purpose I made 
use of the sulphate, which is met with in the shops in the form 
of dark brown uncrystalline scales, and I employed at first the 
same process as that pursued by Maclagan and Tilley for the 
preparation of the bebeerine analysed by them. This process is 
as follows :—The impure sulphate of bebeerine is dissolved in 
water, the bebeerine precipitated by ammonia, and, after being 
thoroughly washed, mixed, while still moist, with freshly preci- 
pitated hydrated oxide of lead. The mixture is then carefully 
dried in the water-bath, exhausted with ether and distilled, 
when the bebeerine is left in the form of a light brown resinous 
mass, which is dried and reduced to powder. By this process, 
however, I found it impossible to obtain a product which could 
be considered as pure. It invariably retained appreciable quan- 
tities of a substance resembling tannin, the presence of which 
was most characteristically indicated by the action of heat. If 
such bebeerine, which in powder is almost perfectly white, be 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh. 

+ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xv. Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal, No. 163. 
{ London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine, Ser. 3, vol. xxvii. p. 253, 
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introduced into the water-bath, it at first loses weight, but after 
a few hours begins to acquire a slight yellow colour, and by re- 
maining longer in the water-bath it passes gradually into a dark 
brown, and now in place of losing, gradually increases in weight 
as its colour becomes darker. This phenomenon was obviously 
dependent on a slowly advancing decomposition of the impurity 
still retained by the base, and rendered it necessary to seek for 
some other and better method of purification, such as might 
permit a more intimate contact between the oxide of lead and 
the matter which adheres with such obstinacy to the bebeerine. 
And nothing seemed more likely to answer the purpose than to 
mix both substances, bebeerine and oxide of lead, in solution, 
and then to precipitate them simultaneously from the fluid. 

To this end the already partially purified bebeerine was dis- 
solved in acetic acid, in which, however, it proved not to be en- 
tirely soluble, but left behind a not inconsiderable quantity of 
organic matter. [Pure bebeerine is easily and completely soluble 
in acetic acid.}| ‘The filtered solution was mixed with an excess 
of solution of acetate of lead, and caustic potash gradually added 
so long as a precipitate of bebeerine and oxide of lead was ob- 
tamed. The precipitate was thoroughly washed with cold water, 
extracted with absolute ther, and the extraction continued as 
long as the ether, on distillation, continued to give a residue of 
bebeerine in the form of a pale yellowish syrupy mass. The 
method used for bringing this mass into a state in which it could 
be easily washed and dried, was the same as that I had before 
successfully employed for the preparation of aconitine, and de- 
pends upon the behaviour of bebeerine with absolute alcohol, in 
which it dissolves easily, and cold water, in which it is almost 
totally insoluble. A concentrated solution of the syrupy mass 
in absolute alcohol was poured, drop by drop, into a sufficient 
quantity of water, which was kept in constant motion by stirring, 
so as to prevent the precipitated bebeerine from getting into 
lumps. In this way there is formed an abundant flocky preci- 
pitate, which, when collected on a filter, washed, dried and pul- 
verized, forms a perfectly white powder. If the process be re- 
versed, and water poured into the alcoholic solution of bebeerine, 
it is impossible to prevent its running into lumps, which prevents 
the thorough washing of the precipitate. 

Bebeerine prepared by this process is a perfectly colourless 
and inodorous powder, persistent in the air, and highly electrical. 
Heated on the platinum knife it melts easily, and yields a coal, 
which, though very difficultly combustible, at length disappears 
without leaving a residue. Heated in the oil-bath, it fuses at the 
temperature of 356° F. into a glassy mass, the weight of which is 
the same as that of the substance dried at 250°. It presents 

[2 
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with solvents and reagents the same characters as the unfused 
bebeerine. Heated above 356°, it decomposes without volatili- 
zing. Bebeerine has a distinctly alkaline reaction, and saturates 
the acids completely, forming salts which are best obtained by 
direct solution. Neither the pure bebeerine nor its salts are 
crystallizable. In water it is extremely insoluble; so much so, 
that when its alcoholic solution is mixed with water, scarcely a 
trace remains in solution. It is, however, soluble in almost 
every proportion in alcohol, less so in ether, and in both fluids 
its solubility increases with the temperature. Hydrochlorate of 
bebeerine presents the following reactions. 

Potash, ammonia and their carbonates, throw down bebeerine 
as a white flocky precipitate, which remains suspended in the 
fluid, and is not easily dissolved by excess of any of those re- 
agents, but rather more readily by the alkalies than by their 
carbonates. Bicarbonate and phosphate of soda give flocky white 
precipitates, of which the latter is easily soluble in hydrochloric 
acid. Bichloride of platinum gives a pale yellow, and terchlo- 
ride of gold a reddish-brown precipitate, both of which are almost 
insoluble in hydrochloric acid. Ividio-chloride of sodium and 
iodide of mercury and potassium give precipitates; the former 
ochre-coloured and insoluble in hydrochloric acid, the latter pale 
yellow and soluble. In sufficiently concentrated solutions of 
the base, sulphocyanide and iodide of potassium give white, tine- 
ture of iodine a kermes-brown, and carbazotic acid a yellow pre- 
cipitate. Corrosive sublimate gives a white precipitate, which 
becomes more abundant by the addition of small quantities of 
hydrochloric acid and chloride of ammonium, but is dissolved 
by a larger excess of both reagents, although more readily by 
hydrochloric acid. Infusion and tincture of galls give white 
precipitates, which become more abundant by addition of hydro- 
chloric acid, by excess of which they are not redissolved. Iodic 
acid produces in the cold a light reddish-brown colour, which 
soon becomes darker, and at length acquires a very deep red hue. 

The bebeerine employed for analysis was from two different 
preparations. It was dried at 250°, and burnt with chromate 
of lead. It was found to be very difficult of combustion. 

I. 4°629 grs. bebeerime gave 12°401 grs. carbonic acid and 
2°840 grs. water. 

II. 4°373 grs. bebeerine gave 11°682 grs. carbonic acid and 
2°761 grs. water. 

II. 3°743 grs. bebeerine gave 9997 grs. carbonic acid and 
2°330 water. 

Mee: nitrogen was determined by Varrentrap and Wills’s me- 
thod. 

ee 

oe 
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3°797 grs. bebeerine gave 2°740 grs. platinochloride of ammo- 
nium, corresponding to 4°53 per cent. platinum. 

I. Il. Il. 
Carbon . . . 73:06 72°85 72°82 
Hydrogen . . 6°80 6:99 6°89 
Nitrogen. . . 4°53 4°53 4°53 
Oxygen 

These results correspond with the formula— 
C38 H2! N 08, 

of which the following is the calculation compared with the mean 
of experiment*: — 

Calculation. 
Mean. - A—_——_, 

Carbon’... (72°91 73°31 css 228 
Hydrogen . . 6°89 6°75 He 21 
Nitrogen . . 4°53 4°50 N 14. 
Oxygen . . . 15°67 15°44 Of 48 

100:00 100-00 lek 

Drs. Maclagan and Tilley’s analyses, when recalculated with 
C=6, gave the followmg results :— 

Experiment. 
— =~ Calculation. 

I. Il. Ill. 7 
Carbon ... 71°63 71:74 «71-20 71:91 C® 210 
Hydrogen . 633 621 662 684 H”® 20 
Nitrogen . . 549 = 395 eee 479 N 14. 
Oxygen. «ows a «- 1646 Of 48 

100-00 292 

Of the double compounds of bebeerine with the soluble chlo- 
rides of the noble metals, I found only that with bichloride of 
platinum suited for analysis. The gold salt is rapidly decomposed 
by exposure to the air. 

The platinochloride of bebeerine is best obtained by pourmg 
a concentrated solution of hydrochlorate of bebeerine, drop by 
drop, into a dilute solution of bichloride of platinum, kept in 
continual agitation, by which means it is thrown down in a state 
which admits of its being easily washed. When dried and pul- 
verized, it has a pale orange-yellow colour, and, like the other 
salts of bebeerine, shows no traces of crystallization. 

* Want of material prevented me making a combustion with oxide of 
copper and oxygen gas. My earlier analyses of impure bebeerine gave— 

Carbon . . . 67°83 71°85 
Hydrogen . . 6°38 7°80 
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Dried at 250° and burnt with chromate of lead, it gave the 
following results :— 

I. 4°269 grs. platinochloride of bebeerine gave 6°890 grs. car- 
bonie acid and 1°735 grs. water. 

II. 6:665 ers. platinochloride gave 10°775 grs. carbonic acid 
and 2°752 grs. water. 

III. 9-020 grs. platmochloride gave 14°580 grs. carbonic acid 
and 3°584 grs. water. 

IV. 8-280 grs. platinochloride gave 13°477 grs. carbonic acid 
and 3°258 grs. water. 

I. 7°823 grs. of platinochloride, which had been precipitated 
from an alcoholic solution of bebeerine, gave 1:502 platinum. 

A platinum salt precipitated from an aqueous solution gave— 

II. 9°38 platinum salt gave 1-765 platinum. 
II. 8333 platinum salt gave 1°572 platinum. 

Experiment. 
Calculation. 

3 TET. SE hae = 
Carbon 43°82 4408 44°08 44°38 4408 C% 228 
Hydrogen 449 457 441 4°37 4°25 H*® 22 
Nitrogen 2°71. ase dvi eee w70% DN 14 
Oxygen ei te it ae 9:30 Of 48 
Chlorine Ses des age ve §=—6 20°59 CP 1065 
Platinum 19:10 1880 1880  ... 19°08 Pt 98:7 

10000172 
The formula of the platinochloride is consequently— 

C8 H®! N Of HCl, Pt Cl’. 

The equivalent of the platinum compound calculated from the 
above determinations of the platinum, gives in the first instance 
514°6, that of bebeerine itself 309°4; im the second, 524°5 and 
319°3; in the third, 523°2 and 318-0. 

Drs. Maclagan and Tilley obtained for the platinum salt the 
following numbers :— 

Experiment. 
Calculation. 

L. Bes 1k. poe 
Carbon . 42°42 ... she 4215 C® 210 
Hydrogen 4°21... eee 4°21 H# 2 
Nitrogen 2°53 = ov ass 281 N 14 
Oxygen ae oa Ae Per eh 9 48 
Chlorine us . Cl® 106°5 
Platinum 19:04 19°20 2024 198 Pt 98-7 

498°2 
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The analyses of the platinum salt, taken in conjunction with 

those of the base itself, leave no
 doubt that the formula C* H?!

 N O08 

is the correct representation of the constitution of bebeerine, and 

that the difference in the results obtained by Maclaga
n and Tilley 

must depend on the imperfect purification of the material em- 

ployed in their analyses. The formula which they have given is 

in itself improbable, although it was that adopted for morphia 

at the time they wrote. The more recent investigations of Lau- 

rent have given for that base the c
onstitution C*4 H!9 N 0%, which 

has been confirmed by the analyses of Mr. How in this labora- 

tory; and though Maclagan and Tilley’s analyses approximate 

to this formula also, the difference is too great to admit of its 

being received as the expression of their results. Although cer- 

tainly not impossible, ‘+ would have been very remarkable had 

two bases so opposite in their properties really possessed the 

same constitution. 

pian ions He eS 

XVII. An Enumeration of the Contacts of Lines and Surfaces of 

the Second Order. By J.J. SYLVESTER, M.A, F.R.S* 

T is well known that in general any two homogeneous qua- 

dratic functions of the same system of variables may be 

simultaneously transformed, so as to be expressed each of them 

as pure quadratic functions of a new system of variables equal in 

number and linearly connected with the original ones; a pure 

quadratic function meaning one in which only the squares of the 

variables are retained. 

Every homogeneous quadratic function may be treated as the 

characteristic+ of a locus of the second degree: if the function 

be of two letters, the locus is a binary system of points in a line 

wherein the distances of two fixed points from either point of the 

given system or eiven multiples of such distances correspond to 

the variables ; if of three letters, the locus is a conic, the distances 

or given multiples of the distances of every point in which from 

three given lines in the plane of the conic are represented by the 

variables; if of four letters, the locus is a surface of the second 

order, the coordinates being the distances or multiples of the 

distances of any point therein from four planes drawn in the 

space in which the surface is contained, and so on for loci of four 

and higher dimensions. 

I propose, however, im the present paper to restrict myself to 

* Communicated by the Author. 

+ According to the definition stated by me in a previous paper, the cha- 

racteristic of a locus is the function ee equated to zero, constitutes the 

equation thereto. 
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the theory of the contacts of loci not transcending the hmits of 
vulgar space, by which I mean the space cognizable through the 
senses*, and shall accordingly be almost exclusively concerned 
in determining the singular cases of conjugate systems of qua- 
dratic forms of two, three, and four letters respectively. 

In order that the reduction of any such system, say U and V, 
to a pure quadratic form may be possible (as it generally is), it 
is necessary that none of the roots of the complete determinant 
of U+XV shall be equal; if any relation of equality exist be- 
tween these roots, the general reduction is generally no longer 
possible ; under peculiar conditions, however, as will hereafter 
appear, in spite of the equality of certain of the roots, the irre- 
ducibility in its turn will cease, and the ordinary reduction be 
capable of being effected. It is easily seen, that to every relation 
of equality between the roots of the determinant of U+)V must 
correspond a particular species of contact between the loci which 
U and V characterize. But we should make a great mistake 
were we to suppose that every such relation of equality corre- 
sponded with but one species of contact; for mstance, the cha- 
racteristics of U and V of two conics are functions of three let- 
ters, and |" |(U+2YV) will be a cubic function of X. Such a 
function may have two roots, or all its roots equal: this would 
seem to give but two species of contact, whereas we well know 
that there are no less than four species of contact possible be- 
tween two conics. Accordingly we shall find, that, in order to 
determine the distinctive characters of each species of contact, we 
must look beyond the complete determinant, and examine into 
the relations (in themselves and to one another) of the several 
systems of minor determinants that can be formed from U+AV. 

By pursuing this method, we may assign @ priori all the 
possible species of contact between any two loci of the second 
degree. How important this method is will be apparent from 
the fact, that not only have the distinctive characters of the 
various contacts possible between surfaces of the second order 
never been determined, but their number and the nature of cer- 

* Tf the impressions of outward objects came only through the sight, and 
there were no sense of touch or resistance, would not space of three dimen- 
sions have been physically inconceivable? The geometry of three dimen- 
sions in ordinary parlance would then haye been called transcendental. But 
in very truth the distinction is vain and futile. Geometry, to be properly 
understood, must be studied under a universal point of view; every (even 
the most elementary proposition) must be regarded as a fact, and but as a 
single specimen of an infinite series of homologous facts. 

n this way only (discarding as but the transient outward form of a limited 
portion of an infinite system of ideas, all notion of extension as essential to 
the conception of geometry, however useful as a suggestive element) we 
may hope to see accomplished an organic and vital development of the 
science. 
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tain of them have remained until this hour unknown and un- 
suspected. 

The method which we shall pursue is an exhaustive one, and 
will conduct us by a natural order to a systematic arrangement 
of all the different modes and gradations of such contacts. 

In a paper in this Magazine for November 1850, I explained 
the decline of minor determinants, and stated a law, called the 
homaloidal law, concerning them. 

If U and V be characteristics of the two loci whose contacts 
are to be considered, U+2V will be the function, the properties 
of whose complete determinant, and of the minor systems of 
determinants belonging to it, will serve to specify the nature of 
the contact. 

It will be remembered, that, whatever be the number of vari- 
able letters in any quadratic function U, three of its first minor 
determinants being zero, make all the first minors zero; six of 
its second minors being zero, make all the second minors zero ; 
and so on for the third, fourth, &c. minor systems according to 
the progression of the triangular numbers. 

It is well known that whatever linear transformations be ap- 
plied to a quadratic function W, the complete determinant thereof 
will remain unaltered, except by a multiplier depending upon 
the coefficients introduced into the equations of transformation ; 
consequently the roots of in the equation obtained by making 
the determinant of U+)V zero remain unaffected by such trans- 
formation ; and any relation or relations of equality among the 
roots of the equation |" | (W +)V)=0 is an immutable property 
of the system U, V, which is unaffected by linear transformations. 
Another and more general kind of immutable property (com- 
prehending the above as a particular case), to which I shall have 
occasion to refer, is the following. 

Suppose all the minors of any order of W+)V have a factor 
X+€ in common ; this factor will continue common to the same 
system of minors when U and V are simultaneously transformed. 
This is a very important proposition, and easily demonstrated ; 
for if X+e be a common factor to all the rth mmors of U+AV, 
(U—eV) will have all its rth minors zero, and therefore, as ex- 
plained by me in the paper above referred to, U—eV will be 
degraded r orders below U or V. This is clearly a property in- 
dependent of minor transformation, consequently X + will re- 
main a factor of the transformed rth minors. 

In like manner it is demonstrable that any number of distinct 
factors V+ e€, X+€,.... common to the rth minors of one form 
of U+XV, will remain common factors of any other linearly 
derived form of the same. It is consequently necessary that 
each rth minor of one form of any quadratic function W shall 
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be a syzygetic* function of al/ the rth minors of any other form 
of the same; and consequently a function of » of any degree, 
whether all its factors be or be not distinct, which is common to 
the rth minors of one form of U+AYV, will remain so to the rth 
minors of any other form of the same. 

The law exhibiting the connexion of each rth minor of one 
form of W (any homogeneous quadratic function) with all the 
rth minors of any other form of W, will form the subject of a 
distinct communication. 

Finally, to fully comprehend the annexed discussion, the fol- 
lowing principle must be apprehended. 

If any factor K* enter into all the rth minors of W, and if K* 
be the highest power of K common to all the (r+1)th minors, 
then K™~* will be a common factor to all the (r—1)th minors, 

Let r be taken unity; it is easily proved+ that the complete 
determinant of any square matrix may be expressed by the dif- 
ference between two products t, each of two first minor determi- 
nants decided by a certain second minor determinant. The pro- 
portion is therefore demonstrated for this case, and thereby in 
fact implicitly for every case, inasmuch as the first minors of 

* If A=pL+gM+rN+&c., where p, g,7..do not any of them be- 
come infinite when L, M, N .. or any of them become zero, A may be termed 
a syzygetic function of L, M,N... 

In the theorem above alluded to, it will be shown (as might be expected) 
that the syzygy in the case concerned is of the simplest kind, 7. e. that each 
rth minor of a quadratic function of any number of letters is a homogeneous 
linear function of all the rth minors of the same quadratic function linearly 
transformed. 

+ This will appear in my promised paper on Determinants and Quadratic 
Functions. 

{ When the matrix is symmetrical about one of its diagonals (as it is in 
the case which we are concerned with), one of these products becomes a 
square. I may take this occasion of hinting, that the theory of quadratic 
functions merges in a larger theory of binary functions, consisting of the 
sum of the multiples of binary products formed by combining each of one 
set of quantities, 2, y, 2. . . with each of the same number of quantities of 
another set, as 2’, y', z'. . . For instance, 

axa'+bay'+caz! 

+a'ya!+b'yy'+clyz! 
taza! +b" zy"+e"z2" 

would be a binary function, and its determinant (no longer, as in a quadratic 
function, symmetrical about either diagonal) would correspond to the square 
matrix 

abe 

a’ b' ¢! 
q!' Bb" eo, 

Almost all the properties of quadratic apply, with slight modifications, to 
binary functions. 
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every 7th minor are (r+1)th minors of the original matrix, 
Hence it follows, that if any system of rth mimor determinants 
have a common factor e’, the complete determmant must contain 
at lowest the factor e+, and any system of (r—s)th minor 
determinants thereunto will contain at lowest the factor es*)*. 

I now proceed to apply these principles to the determimation 
of the relative forms of conjugate quadratic functions represent- 
ing geometrical loci of the second order. I shall begin with two 
binary systems of points in a right line. 

The general characteristic U and V of two such systems may 
be thrown under the form 

U _ a 4+ y? 

V=az? + yi 

When |_| (V+AU)=0 has its two roots equal, these sy- 
stems have a point in common. The above forms cease to be 
applicable, and convert into 

U=ay t 

Vaz? + bay 

where z=0 represents the common point. 
Let U and V now represent two conics. When there is no 

contact, we have as the types of their congress 
Usa? ty?+2? 

Vaz? + by? + cz”. 

The three roots of ~ | (V+AW)=0 are 

Am=—a A=—b A=—C, 

showing that there are three distinct pairs of limes in which the 
intersections of U and V are contained, the equations to three 

~ pairs being respectively 
(b—a)y? + (c—a)z?=0 

(e—b)z? + (a—b)z?=0 

(a—e)a®+ (6—c)y*=0 ; 
the four points of the intersection being defined by the equations 
corresponding to the proportions 

wiy:2::Vb—c:Vc—a: Va—b, 

Now let |" | (U+AV) have two equal roots ; the character- 
istics assume the form 

U=2?+y?+ 22 

V=aa? + by? +cuz*. 

* We may if we please make a=; for it may be shown that, the equa- 
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Two of the pairs of lines become identical, 7. e. two of the four 
points of intersection coincide. 

This may be termed “simple contact.” The tangent at the 
point of contact is z=0; this equation making U and V each 
become of only one order. 

The intersections are 
=O oyseOsnd TH tio, OA) oe, OY) 

EO Ne as ie ene Be oc 

Va—c.2+ V7b—c.y=0...2=0.. . (8.) 

Va—c.a— Vb—c.y=0...2=0.. . (4) 

These are obtained by making V—aU =0, which gives «=0 or 
e=0. 
x=0 gives y?=0, 7. e. y=0 twice over, and z=0 gives 

(a—c)a? + (b—c)y?=0. 

The number of conditions to be satisfied in this case is one only. 
Next let || (U+2V) have all its roots equal. This condition 

will be satisfied (still leaving U and V as general as they can 
remain consistent with these conditions) by making 

Usa? +yz+ye 

V=ax? + ayz+ byz. 

tions in their present forms, contain an arbitrarmess of 10 degrees; viz. 9 on 
account of 2, y, z being arbitrary linears of ¢, 7, 8; 2 on account of the ratios 
a:b:c; together11 reduced by one degree on account of x, y,z, changed into 
Ix, ly, lz, leaving U=0, V=0 unaffected. Now the degrees of arbitrariness in 
two conics, subject to satisfy only one condition, is 2X 5—1 or 9. Hence there 
is one degree of arbitrariness to spare. In fact, on making a=8, the axis z 
becomes the line joming the two points of intersection distinct from the 
point of contact; z remaining the tangent at the point of contact, and y, 
strange to say, still arbitrary, subject only to passmg through the point of 
contact ; if, however, y be made to pass through the point of contact, and 
either one of the distinct intersections, this form, 

U=a2?+y?+ az 

V=az?+ ay?+ caz, 

becomes no longer tenable, but gives place to 
U=y?4+ yet az 

V=ay?+ ayx+cuz, 

where z is the tangent at the point of contact, # the line joining the two 
intersections with one another, and x, x+y respectively the lines joming 
either of them with the point of contact ; if the multipher of yz in V in the 
above be made 0 instead of a, (x) remains the tangent as before, y becomes 
any line through the point of contact, and z any line through one of the 
distinct intersections. A systematic view of similar modulations of form 
and the study of the laws of arbitrariness connected with them, as appli- 
cable to the general subject-matter of this paper, must be deferred to a sub- 
sequent occasion. 
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Here only one distinct pair of lines can be drawn to contain 

the intersections, showing that three out of the four pomts come 

together. 
This may be termed “ Proximal Contact.” The number of 

affirmative conditions to be satisfied is two, and the contact is 

therefore entitled of the second degree. 
The tangent at the point of contact is y=0, and the four in- 

tersections become 
z=0 »=0 

z=0 y=0 

<=0' 7=0 

e=0) 2=0. 

These may be obtained from the equation V—aU=0, which 

gives y=0 or z=0; the former implying concurrently with 

itself 22=0, and the latter yz=0. 
Thus we obtain three systems, 

t=O y==0; 

and one 
2 

corresponding to three consecutive points and the single distinct 

one. 
The determinant of (U+2V) being only of the third degree 

in A, we have exhausted the singularities of the system U, V 

dependent on the form of the complete determmant of U+AV. 

Let now the first minors of U+2V have a factor in common ; 

this will indicate that U+-2V may be made to lose ¢wo orders 

by rightly assigning A, in other words, that the intersections of 

U and V are contained upon a pair of coincident lines. Here it 

is remarkable that the original forms of U and V reappear, but 

_ with a special relation of equality between the coefficients : we 

shall have, in fact, 
Unae2+y2+2 

V=ax? + ay? + bz. 

This gives the law for double, or, as I prefer to call it, diploidal 

contact*. By virtue of the Homaloidal law, we know that if 

* See my remarks on the conditions which express double contact in the 

Cambridge Journal, Nov. 1850. If n functions, being all zero, be the con- 

clusion of a fact, but r independent syzygetie equations admit of being 

formed between these functions, the number of affirmative conditions re- 

uired is not n, but (n—r); because the fact may be expressed by affirming 

ais equations and denying certain others. Thus if P=0, Q=0, R=0, 

S=0 express a fact, and 
PP’+QQ'+RR’+SS'’=0 
PP’+QQ"+RR"+SS’=0, 

the fact is expressible by affirming P=0, Q=0, and denying R'S'"—R'S'=0, 
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three first minors of U+AV be zero, all are zero; we have 
therefore to express that three quadratic functions of » have a 
root in common. ‘This implies the existence of two affirmative 
conditions ; the contact of the two conics taken collectively may 
therefore be still entitled of the second degree, although the 
contact at each of the two points where it takes place is simple, 
or of the first degree. . 

These points are evidently defined by the equation 

(e+ YW —l.y=0 z=0) 

(27— Vf —) y=0 z=) ; 

and the ordinary algebraical solution of the equations U=0, 
V=0 would naturally lead to the four systems 

a+7%+.y=0 z=0 

fe 7 —1.y=0 z=0 

2—-V—l.y=0 z=0 

xL— /—1.y=0 208 

the two tangents at the point of contact are 2+ “” —ly=0, 

x— “ —1ly=0, and the coincident pair of lines containing the 
intersections is 27=0. 

It may at first view appear strange, that whilst no condition 
is required in order that U and V may be simultaneously meta- 
morphosed into the forms of z?+y*+2*, av*+bz?+ cz, a, b 
and ¢ being all unequal, for this metamorphosis to be pos- 
sible when any two become equal, not one but two conditions 
must be satisfied. The reason of this is, that the coefficients of 
transformation, which, as well as a, b,c, are functions of the 
coefficients of the given quadratic functions, become infinite on 
constituting between the said coefficients such relations as are 
necessary for satisfying the equation a=d, or a=c, or b=c, ex- 
cept upon the assumption of some further particular relations 
between them over and above that implied in such equality. 

In the ordinary case of diploidal contact, the first minors 
having a factor in common, the complete determinant of U+AV, 
this factor will enter twice into the complete determinant of 
W-+AV; but it may enter three times: this will indicate, that 
not only do the four intersections lie on a coincident pair of 
lines, but furthermore, that there is but one pair of lines of any 
kind on which they lie. 

for then P=0, Q=0 will imply R=0, S=0; or, in like manner, by affirm- 
ing any other two out of the four necessary equations, and denying the other 
equations. Observe, however, that all the required equations may coexist in 
the absence of such right of denial, 
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In the ordinary case of diploidal contact, it will be observed 
that their latter condition does not obtain ; the four mtersections 
lie on a coincident pair of lines; but they lie also on a crossing 
pair, namely, in the two tangents at the points of contact. In 
this higher species of diploidal contact, it is clear that the two 
points of contact, which are ordinarily distinct, come together, 
and that all four itersections coincide. 

This I call confluent contact ; the forms of U and V corre- 
sponding thereto will be 

U=2?4+7?+ a2 

V=ay*+axz; 

the common tangent at the point of contact being z=0, and the 
four coincident points z?=0, y*=0. 

The number of affirmative conditions to be satisfied being 
three, the contact is to be entitled of the third degree. 

Observe, that it is of no use to descend below the first minors 
in this case ; because the second mimors, being mimor functions 
of X, could not have a factor in common, unless V : U becomes a 
numerical ratio, which would imply that the conics coincided*. 

Fortified by the successful application of our general prin- 
ciples to the preceding more familiar cases of contact, we are 
now in a condition to apply with greater confidence the same 
@ priori method to the exhaustion and characterization of all the 
varied species of contact possible between surfaces of the second 
order ; a portion of the subject comparatively unexplored, and 
never before thought susceptible of reduction to a systematic 
arrangement. 
When there is no contact, we may write 

Ua=2? 4742+? 

V=azx* + by? + cz* + dé’, 

and the intersection of the surfaces will lie im each of the four 
cones, 

(a—d)x?+ (b—d)y?+ (e—d)22= 

(a—c) a? + (b—e)y? + (d—e)P = 
(a—b) 2° + (c—b)2° + (d—b) 9 
(6—a)y? + (c—a) 2° + (d—a)? =0. 

Whenever the surfaces are in contact, certain of these cones 
will comeide with certain others, so that their number will be 
always less than four. Also, as we shall find in such event, 
they may degenerate into pairs of intersecting or coincident 
planes. 

in 

* No-contact and complete coincidence may be conceived as the two 
extreme cases in the scale of relative conjugate forms. 
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Let us begin with considering the cases of contact for which 
the first minor (and consequently @ fortiori the minors inferior 
to the first) have no factor in common. 

Here |_| (V+AU) is a biquadratic function. 
If X have all its roots unequal, we have U and V as above given. 
If two roots are equal, the characteristics assume the form 

U=2? +7? +2? +at } 

V =ax? + bz? + cz* + dat 

The touching plane is =0; the point of contact is e=0, y=0, 
z=0; the curve of intersection is one of the fourth degree, with 
a double point at the point of contact. 

There is but one condition to be satisfied, and the contact may 
be entitled “simple ” and of the first degree. 

Next let X have three equal values, the equations become 

Usa?+yz+P+ay 

V=2? + yz + al? + bay. 

The tangent plane at the point of contact y=0, and the point 
itself z=0, y=0, =0. The curve of imtersection is a curve of 
the fourth order, with a cusp at the pomt of contact. The 
number of affirmative conditions to be satisfied is two; the con- 
tact is of the second degree, and may be termed “ proximal ” or 
cuspidal. 

Next let [aaa (U+AV) have two pairs of equal roots, we shall 

find 
U=a2?+ ay + at 

V=ayz + bey + cat. 

The line z=0, z=0 will be common to both surfaces. The 
curve of intersection will therefore break up into a right line and © 
a line of the third order. 

The former will meet the latter in two pomts, which will be 
each of them pomts of contact. The contact is therefore di- 
ploidal ; but as there is another species of diploidal contact to 
which we shall presently come, it will be expedient to charac- 
terize each of them by the nature of the intersections of the two 
surfaces ; accordingly this may be termed unilinear-intersection 
contact, or more briefly, unilmear contact. 

The number of affirmative conditions to be satisfied being 2, it 
may be said to be collectively of the second degree, but (obvi- 
ously ?) the contact at each of the two points is of the nature of 
simple contact. 

Lastly, let us suppose that all four roots of U+2V are equal : 
we shall find, as the most simple expressions of the most general 
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forms of the two surfaces, 

U=a? + vytyzt+ct 

V =aay+ bz? + act. 
In this case the two points of intersection of the curve of the 

third degree, and the right line on which the surfaces intersect, 
‘come together, so that the right line becomes a tangent to the 
curve. The number of conditions to be satisfied is three: there 
is but one point of contact which may be considered as the union 
of two which have coalesced, and the species may be defined as 
confiuent-unilinear contact. 

If we throw the equations to the conoids having an unilinear 
contact into the form 

u(ety)+2t=0 

i ay+2(y+ ct) =0, 
we obtain 

(w+ y)(y+ et) —yt=0, 
which last equation is no longer satisfied by c=0, z=0, these 
systems of roots having been made to disappear by the process 
of elimination. 

The curve of the third degree, in which the two given conoids 
intersect, may thus be defined as their common intersection with 
the new conical surface defined by the third of the above equations. 

More generally, it is apparent that the three conoids, 
zu—yi=0 

yv—zu=0 

a —70=0 

in which 2, y, z, ¢, uv, v may any of them be considered as a ho- 
mogeneous linear function of four others, intersect in the same 

_ line of the third degree. Besides which, the first and second 
intersect in the right line y, wu; the second and third in z, v; 
the third and first in x, ¢; each of which lines it is evident is a 
chord of the common curve of intersection. For instance, y=0, 
=0 may be satisfied concurrently with all the above three equa- 

tions by satisfying the equation zt—av=0, which, as two linear 
relations exist originally between tke six letters, and two more 
have been thrown in, becomes a quadratic equation between any 
two of the letters. 

The only case of exception to this reasoning is, when y=0, 
u=0 can be satisfied concurrently with z=0, v=0, and with 
z=0, t=0; but in this case the surfaces all become cones ; and 
as there is no longer a curve of the third degree, “ Cadit queestio.” 
Even here, however, the mtersection of any two of the surfaces 
becomes a conic, and two coincident generating lines on the two 
cones ; so that if we take one of these and the conic to represent 

Phil. Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb, 1851, K 
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a degenerate form of a line of the third degree, the remaining 

straight line passes through a double pomt of such degenerate 

form, and the case passes into that of confluent unilinear contact. 

The two double points in the intersection of the two conoids 

U=a(e+y)+z2t=0 

V=ay+2(y+ ct) =0,. 

by which I mean the points of intersection of the conic with the 

right line common to them, is found by making «=0, z=0, 

and substituting in the derived equation 

(a+y)(y+et) —ty=0, 
which gives y=0, or y+(c—1)t=0; so that the two pomts 

required are 
#2=0» y=0 e—=0 

z=0 y=(1—c)t z=0. 

It appears also that the entire intersection is contamed in each 
of the two cones, 

U—V, 2. e. «+4 2((1—c)t—y) 

and 
cU—V, te. ca®+y((e—1)a—z), 

the respective vertices of which are at the points above deter- 
mined. 

The equations for confluent unilinear contact, 

a(x—y) +2(y+t) =0 
ay +2(cz+t)=0, 

give 
(w+y)(cz+t)—Yy+d)y=0; 

which, on making 2=0, z=0, is satisfied by y?=0; showing 
that the confluence takes place at the pomt 

2=0'°y=0 "20. 

The number of terms in the two equations for ordinary uni- 
linear contact being six, and in those given for confluent unili- 
nears seven, and the empirical rule in all other cases being that 
the terms tend to diminish and never increase in number as the 
degree of the contact (expressed by the number of conditions to 
be satisfied) rises, I am led to suspect that the conjugate system 
for the latter species of contact may admit of being reduced to 
some more simple form. 

I must state here once for all, that all the distinct systems of 
(at least consecutive) conjugate forms that have been, and will 
be given, are mutually untransformable. This it is which di- 
stinguishes singular from particular forms. 

A particular form is included in.its primitive; but a singular 
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form is one, which, while it responds to the same conditions as 
some other more general form, is incapable of being expressed as 
a particular case of the latter, on account of the additional con- 
dition or conditions which attach to it., 

I pass now to the singularities which arise from the first minor 
determinants of U+ 2V having a factor in common, the second 
minors being supposed to be still without a common factor. 

When this common factor is linear in respect to X, let it be 
supposed to enter not more than twice (twice, we know, by 
the general principle enunciated at the commencement of this 
paper, it must pass) into the complete determinant. 

Two of the cones containing the intersection of U and V then 
become coincident, and degenerate each into the same pair of 
crossing planes. This may be termed biplanar-contact. The 
characteristics of such contact are 

Uz=2?+7?4+24+F 

V=aa* + ay? + bz* +ct?; 
the pots of contact are two in number, being at the intersec- 
tion of the two plane conics into which the curve of intersection 
breaks up. The two planes in which these lie are given by the 
equation (b—a)z?+(c—a)t?=0; these mtersect im the right 
line z=0, t=0, which meets both surfaces in the same two 
points, Fray 

z=0 t=0 #4+VW—ly=0 

e=0 | (290.42— VW —ly=0; 

the two common tangent planes at these points being 

a+V¥—ly=0 #«—-V—ly=0 
respectively. 

This, then, is another species of double contact between two 
conoids, and, as far as I know, the only kind hitherto recognized 
as such, The number of conditions to be satisfied remains two, 
as in the former species. 

Next suppose that the common factor of the first mimor enters 
three times into the complete determinant imstead of twice only, 
as in the last case. 

The corresponding characteristics will be found to be 

Usa?+c2t+y?+2? . 

V=aa? + azt + by? + cz. 

The intersection of U, V still lies in two planes, 

(b— ay? + (c—a)z*=0; 
but the intersection of these two planes, © 

Poot) Soni 
K 2 
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meets the surfaces in the two comeident points, 

ya gal gay. 

This, therefore, I call confluent-biplanar contact; the two 
conics constituting the complete intersection, instead of cutting, 
touch and at their point of contact the two conoids have a con- 
tact of a superior order. . The conditions to be satisfied for this 
ease are three in number. 

Next suppose that the common factor of the first minors enters 
only twice ito the complete determinant, but that the remaining 
two factors became equal. 

Here the analytical characters of unilinear and biplanar con- 
tact are blended ; in fact, the intersection consists of a conic and 
a pair of right les meeting one another and the conic, The 
characteristics are 

U=a?+y?+2?+2t 

V=aa? + ay? + bz" + czt. 

The intersection is contained in the two planes 
z=0 (b6—a)z+(e—a)t=0, 

and consists of the two les z=0, 2*+7¥°=0, lyimg in the com- 
mon tangent plane z=0, and the conic 

(b—a)z—(c—a)t=0 } 

(a—c)2* + (a—c)y? + (b—c)2?=0 

There are three points of contact, viz. the pomt #=0, y=0, 
2=0, where the two right lines cut, and 2*+y?=0, t=0, z=0, 
where these lines meet the conic. This, then, is a case of triple 
contact. I distinguish it by the name of bilinear-contact. The 
number of conditions is still three. 

Now all else remaining as before, let the two pairs of equal 
roots in the complete determinant become identical, or, in other 
words, let the common factor of the first minors be continued 
four times in the complete determinant. The characteristics 
become 

U=az4+ai+y+2 

V=aaz + bat + by? +b2". 

The intersection becomes the two right lines 

2=0" 7?+2°=0, 
and the conic 

2onU. ge 0. 

All these meet in the same point, 

= Ooig=Or. 2035 

so that instead of contact in three points, the contact takes place 
about one only, in which the three may be conceived as merging. 
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This I call confluent-bilinear contact. It requires the satisfac- 
tion of four conditions. 

Next let us suppose that the two distinct factors are common 
to each of the first minors. This will imply the existence of 
four affirmative conditions. 

The complete determinant will of necessity contain each of 
these factors twice, so that no additional singularity can enter 
through this determinant. The characteristics assume the form 

UV=2?+74+24+? 

V=av? + ay? + be? + bt. 
The two surfaces will meet in four straight lines, forming a wry 
quadrilateral, whose equations are 

atf—) y=0 

z+ Y¥—1t=0. 

These intersect each other in the four points 

r=0 sy=0)o2?7-+?=0 

r= #=0-(17* py?=0, 

each of which will be a distinct pomt. This I term quadrilinear 
contact. 

Now let the two factors common to each of the first minors 
become identical ; so that a squared function, instead of an ordi- 
nary quadratic function of X, is now their common measure. 

The factor which enters twice into each of the first minors 
will enter four times into the complete determinant ; the number 
of conditions to be satisfied is one more than in the preceding 
case, namely five, and the characteristics become 

U=2? +7 +a2+yt 
V=ax? + by? + caz+ cyt. 

Here arises a singularity of form in the intersections utterly 
unlike anything which has been remarked in the preceding cases. 
For it will not fail to have been observed, that the intersection 
in the nine preceding cases was always a line or system of lines 
of the fourth degree, so as to be cut by any plane in four points. 

But in this case, the fact of the first minor having a factor in 
common, shows that the intersection is contaimed in two planes 
(which is of course to be viewed as a degenerate species of cone) ; 
and the fact of the complete determinant having all its roots 
equal, shows that there is but one system of a pair of planes in 
which the intersection is contained, and no more. 

So that the two pairs of planes, into which the wry quadrila- 
teral was divisible in the case immediately preceding, now become 
a single pair. This can only be explained by two of the opposite 
sides of the quadrilateral becoming indefinitely near to one 
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another, but still not comciding in the same planes ; so that the 

actual visible or quasi-visible* intersection will be in three right 

lines, of which the middle one meets each of the two others. 

This will further appear by proceeding regularly to solve the 

equations 
U0 shy 

V—cU=0 gives y= +Ka, where K= \/ = and therefore 

xvz+ket=0, or zz—kat=0; whence we see that the complete 
intersection is represented by the lmes 

(w=0 y=0); (e+kt=0 y—ke=0) 

(a=0 y=0); (e—kt=0 y+ke=0), 

showing that there are but three physically distinct lines, as 

already premised. 
This, then, may be considered as derived from the preceding 

case of a wry quadrilateral intersection, by conceiving two oppo- 
site sides of the quadrilateral to come indefinitely near, but 
without comeiding. 

Let these two lines be called P and P’; take any point in P 
and any two points in P! indefinitely near to one another and the 
point first taken, then this indefinitely small plane will be com- 
mon to both surfaces, and consequently they ought to touch 
along every point in the line P. This is again confirmed by the 
forms given to U and V. For at any poit where the coordi- 
nates are 0, 0, & 6 the equations to the tangent planes to the 
two surfaces respectively are 

be + @y=0 

cov +cby=0, 
that is to say, are identical. 

Whilst, therefore, certam grounds of geometrical, and still 
stronger grounds of analytical analogy, might seem to justify 
this species of contact taking the name of confluent quadrilinear, 
yet as, in fact, the intersection is trilinear, and as, moreover, the 
two indefinitely proximate lines must be considered, not‘as coin- 
cident, but as tuned away from one another through an indefi- 
nitely small angle and out of the same plane, I prefer to take 
advantage of this striking property of contact at every point along 
a line (a property entirely distinct from any that we have yet 
considered), and confer upon the species of contact we have been 
considering the designation of unilinear-indefinite contact. 

Where the line of indefinite contact meets the two other lines 
of the intersection, the contact is of course of a higher order ; 
thus offering a parallel to what takes place in ordimary unilinear 

* Luse the term quasi-visible, because the intersection may become in 
part or whole imaginary. 
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contact, in which there is no contact, except only at two points of 
the right line forming part of the complete intersection. 

I believe that this kind of contact, which forms a natural 
family with two others about to be described, and which will close 
the list, has never before been imagined, and would at first sight 
have been rejected as impossible. 

Having now exhausted the cases of the first class, nm which 
the minors have no factor in common, and the two sections of 
the second class, in which the second minors have no common 
factor, but the first minors of U +2V a linear or quadratic func- 
tion of X in common, I descend to the third class, in which the 
second minors, which are quadratic functions of X, are supposed 
to have a common factor. 

This common factor must enter twice into each of the first 
minors by virtue of the law previously indicated, and cannot enter 
more than twice, as otherwise the first mimor of U+ 2V could 
only differ from one another by a numerical multipler, which is 
obviously impossible, except when U + AV is of the form(k+2)U, 
i. e. when the two surfaces coincide. 

Again, the common factor of the first minor must enter three 
times into the complete determinant ; but there is no reason why 
it may not enter four times, and thus two cases arise. In the 
first, the characteristics take the form 

Us22t+y4+24+2 

V=ax’ + az? + az? + be. 
The second determinant haying a factor in common, shows that 
the intersection U, V is contained in a pair of coincident planes ; 
but the complete determinant, having two distinct factors, evi- 
dences that these plane intersections, viewed as indefinitely near 
but still distinct, lie in the same cone, which will be a cone en- 
veloping both the surfaces U and V all along their mutual inter- 
sections, This is also seen easily from the forms of U and V ; for 
we have V—a U=(b—a)?*, which proves that the imtersection 
lies in the coincident, or, to speak more strictly, consecutive 
plane ##=0; and at any pomt v=&, y=, z=G, the tangent 
plane to each surface becomes 

Ex + ny + &=0. 
As there are six independent, 7. e. non-necessarily co-evanes- 

cent second minors, that the second minor system shall all have 
a common factor, implies the satisfaction of five conditions. This 
species of contact I call curvilineo-indefinite ; it is, I believe, the 
only kind of indefinite contact between two surfaces of the second 
order hitherto taken account of. 

There is still, however, a higher species of contact, videliced, 
when all the four roots of the complete determinant of U+2XV 
are identical with the root common to each of its second minors. 
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Tn this case the common envelopmg cone becomes identical with 
the plane (considered as a comeident pair of planes) in which 
the surfaces intersect. 

The characteristics take the form 
U=a*?+ay+et 
v= avy tet. 

The intersection is contained completely in the common tan- 
gent plane 2=0, and consists of the éwo right lines, 

(ze ga) 

(2=0 5 ¢—-0); 

This, the highest and crowning species of contact, I call bih- 
neo-indefinite. It is defined by six conditions. 

At each point of the two lines of intersection of U and V there 
is contact, and a very peculiar species of contact at the intersec- 
tion of these two lines themselves. 

To form a distinct idea of this, let the physical. visible or 
quasi-visible intersection of U, V take place along the two lines 
L, M; the rational intersection must be conceived as made up 
of the wry quadrilateral, L, M; L’, M’, in which L is indefi- 
nitely near to L/, and M to M’. — It follows, therefore, that there 
is contact at the four angles of the quadrilateral ; but as there is 
nothing to fix the relative directions of the diagonal joiming the 
intersection of L and M to that of L! and M’, because there is 
nothing to restrict the position of the latter point, except that 
it shall he upon either surface*, it appears that not only is there 
contact at the junction of the two lines constituting the complete 
intersection of the two surfaces, but that these surfaces contmue 
to touch at consecutive points taken all round this first, and in- 
definitely near to it in any direction}. 

Bilneo-indefinite (the highest) contact for two conoids is 
strictly analogous to confluence, the highest species of* contact 
between conics. For this latter may be conceived as an inter- 
section made up of two coincident pairs of coincident points ; 
and the former, as an intersection made up of two coincident 
pairs of crossing right Imes; and a pair of crossing lines is to a 
plane locus of the second degree what a comeident pair of points 
is to a rectilinear locus of the same degree. 

In the subjoined table I have brought under one point of view 
the characters and algebraic forms which I call the condensed 
Jorms corresponding to each species of contact above detailed. 

* ‘This will be better seen by reference to the analogy presented by the 
case when the two conoids touch all along a curve. The rational intersee- 
tion is made up of this curve and another indefinitely near it. The two 
curves, whatever be the position of their node, will he m the same enve- 
loping cone, so that the position of the node is indeterminate. 

+ As the two surfaces jut one close into the other at this point, it would 
perhaps be not improper to designate the contact at such point as umbilical. 
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A. Quadratic loci in a right lne. 

Simple contact. | ZY 
One condition. f 42+ xy. 

B. Quadratic loci in a plane. 
Ist Class. 

Simple nani ty? +2? 
One condition. f aa? + by? + cy?. 

Proximal Eee +yet+y* 
Two conditions. { ax? + aya + byz. 

2nd Class. 

Diploidal contact. } xy? 2? 
Two conditions. { qa? + ay? + b2?. 

Confluent contact. } a+y?+ez 
Three conditions. { y?+ xz. 

C. Quadratic loci in space. 
lst Class. 

Simple = acm +y+2+at  ) 

One condition. f ax? + by? + cz? + dat Jt 

Proximal contact... @+y°+att+et 

Two conditions. f ga? + by? + cat +aat 

Unilinear contact. \ 
1st species of diploidal. 

Two conditions. 

Confluent-unilinear, irae 

or triple contact. % ne abiay atthe 

- Three conditions. az* + bay + bat 

2nd Class, 1st Section. 
Biplanar contact. Aa ange iS oll 

Qndspeciesofdiploidal. $* F% +? +! \ 

ax? + ay? + bz? + cl? 

a? + ay + at i 

ayz + bzy + czt 

Two conditions. 

Confluent-biplanar con- | «? + 2¢ +- y? 4-2? 
tact. Three conditions. { 224 qzt + by? + ez? 

Bilinear contact, 2? +y?+<?-+2t op 5 ety 
Three conditions. ve au? + ay” ot bz? + czt 1 axt + byz 

Confluent-bilinearcon- | ez—at + y+ 2? j 
tact. Four conditions. { gy24 bet + by? + bz? 

2nd Class, 2nd Section. 
Quadrilinear, or at qt ay Np 
quadruple contact. +“ mid yi tt hor oat 
Four conditions. aa? + ay? + be +- bt axy + bet 
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Unilmeo-indefinite con- spe +y?+a2+ yt i 
tact. Five conditions. { gz? + by? + caz + cyt 

3rd Class. 
Curvilineo-indefinite e+y+e4¢e 

contact. A + 5 2 
Five conditions. ax* + ay? + az" + bt 

Bilneo-indefinite a+ ay+et 
contact. 

Six conditions. wy rat 
Another (and, in a physical sense, more) natural mode of 

grouping the twelve species of conoidal contact, which, without 
observing the same lines of demarcation, leaves intact the se- 
quence of the species, is into the three families. The first, or 
definite-continuous, for which the surtaces touch in a single 
point, and intersect in an unbroken curve, comprises simple and 
cuspidal contact. 

The second definite-discontmuous, for which the surfaces 
touch in one, two, three or four points, but intersect in a curve 
more or less broken up into distinct parts, comprises all the 
species from the third to the ninth inclusive. The third natural 
family is that of definite contact, and comprises the three last 
species. It will of course be observed that there are five species 
of single contact, 7. e. contact at one point, viz. simple, cuspidal, 
and the three confluent species, two of double, one of treble, one 
of quadruple, and three of indefinite contact; the last being 
distmguishable inter se—limeo-indefinite as bemg special at two 
points, curvilineo-indefinite as havmg no speciality, and bilineo- 
indefinite as bemg special at one point only. 

I might now proceed to discuss more particularly the nature 
of the contact taken, not collectively, but with reference to each 
single pomt where it exists. This, however, must be reserved 
for a future communication ; as also, among other important 
and curious matter, the ascertainment of the singular forms of 
quadratic conjugate functions of five or more letters. At present 
I shall content myself with stating the following general propo- 
sition, which naturally suggests itself from a consideration of the 
cases already considered. 

In a conjugate quadratic system of any number of letters, the 
lowest and also the highest degree of singularity will be always 
uniqne ; the conditions to be satisfied in the former case being 

4 ; r—l 
only one in number, and in the latter r a where 7 denotes 

the number of the letters. The first part of this proposition is 
self-apparent, the latter part may be inferred from the homaloidal 
law ; for the (r—2)nd minors will be quadratie functions, and 
the highest degree of contact will correspond to those having 
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a factor in common, which would involve the satisfaction of 
r—1 

2 
complete determinant, instead of contaming this common factor, 
as it needs must, (7—1) times shall contain it 7 times : this gives 

r—l 

2 
The total number of different species of singularity for conju- 

gate functions of a given number of letters, can only be expressed. 
by aid of formule containing expressions for the number of va- 
rious ways in which numbers admit of being broken up into a 
given number of parts. 

The computation of this number in particular cases, upon the 
principle of the foregomg method, is attended with no difficulty. 

We have seen that this number for two, three and‘four letters, 
is respectively one, four, twelve. 

I have found that for fiye letters the number is twenty-four, 
for six letters fifty, for seyen letters a hundred, and (subject to 
further examination) for eight letters one hundred and ninety- 
three. The series, therefore, as far as I have yet traced it, is L, 
4, 12, 24, 56, 100, 193. The last number must not be relied 
upon at present. 

It will be observed, that the foregoing table for the contacts 
of surfaces of the second order contains no form corresponding 
to a complete intersection im two non-intersecting lines and an 
undegenerated conic. In fact, if two such lines form part of the 
intersection, at /east one other right line intersecting them both, 
must go to make up the remaining part. This is easily verified ; 
for it is readily seen that the most general representation of two 
conoids intersecting in two non-meeting lines will be 

Usay+at 

V=axy + bzt+ ext + cyz, 

where the two lines in question are 
(7—0 gy) 

(y=0,, ¢=0). 

Now it will be found that the first mimors of U+2V formed 
from the above equation will all contain the common factor 
(a+r)(6+r)—c?, showing that the contact is quadrilinear or 
linear-indefinite, ¢. ¢. bilinear, according as the roots of 

nN? + (a+b)rX+ab—ce=0 

are distinct or equal ; which explains how it is that only one 
species of bilinear contact (that is to say, the case corresponding 
to the two conoids agreeing in the two right lines in which each 
is cut by a common tangent plane) comes to find a place in the 
preceding enumeration. :, 

?. —1 conditions only ; but over and above this, that the 

one condition more, making up the entire number to r 
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It may not be uninteresting, under an euristic point of view, 
to state that the above theory, which, as well im what it ‘accom- 
plishes as inwhat it suggests (the author cannot but feel conscious), 
constitutes a substantial accession to analytical science, arose out 
of a theorem which occurred to him as likely to be true, in the 
act of reviewing for the press his paper “ On Certain Additions ” 
in the last November Number of this Magazine, and which he had 
only then time to throw into a foot-note as a probable conjecture. 

Wishing to subject it to an analytical test, he found it necessary 
to obtain the condensed forms which serve to characterize the 
confluent contact of conics. In this way he became aware of 
the great utility of these condensed forms, and of the desideratum 
to be supplied in obtaining a complete list of them applicable to 
all varieties of contact. The happy thought then occurred to him 
of inverting the process which he had applied in the treatment of 
the contacts of conics, in the November Number of the Cambridge 
and Dublin Mathematical Journal ; for whereas the nature of the 
contacts was there assumed and translated into the language of de- 
terminants, he soon discovered that it was the more easy and secure 
course to assume the relations of every possible wmutable kind 
that could exist between the complete and minor determinants 
corresponding to the characteristics, by aid of these relations to 
construct the characteristics, and from the characteristics so ob- 
tained, determine the geometrical character of each resulting 
species of contact. Thus he has been able to effect the very 
results stated by himself as desiderata at the close of the paper 
in this Magazine above referred to. 

Note.—It is proper to remark, that all the condensed forms 
given in this paper have actually been obtamed by the author in 
the way above pointed out. The limits imposed by the objects 
to which the Magazine is devoted have restricted him from ex- - 
hibiting the method at full; but any of his readers will be able 
without difficulty to make it out for himself. 

The process consists in finding U+)V by means of solving 
for each case a problem of position (a kind of chess-board. pro- 
blem) on a square table, containing three places in length and 
breadth for conics, four places by four for surfaces, and so on 
(if need be) according to the number of variable letters involved. 
U+2XV being thus determined in form, U and V become readity 
cognizable. It is right also to add, that some of the condensed 
forms here set forth have been incidentally noticed and employed 
by previous authors, as Pliicker and Mr. Cayley. 

The conditions in each case to which the position-problem is 
subject are immediately deducible from the laws which the com- 
plete determinant, and the successive minor systems of determi- 
nants of U+XV, are required to satisfy. 

[To be continued. | 
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XVIII. On the Meteorology of England and the South of Scotland 
during the Quarter ending December 31,1850. By James 
GuaIsHER, Esq., F.R.S., Secretary of the British Meteorolo- 
gical Society*. 

5 he mean daily temperatures of the air were below their 
average values till October 30, excepting the 17th, 18th 

and 19th days; the mean deficiency was 2°6. From October 31 
to November 12, the period was warm ; the average daily excess 
was 5°11; the 13th, 14th, and 15th days were cold; their ave- 
rage defect was 5°3. From November 16 to November 25, the 
average daily excess of temperature was 3°2; from November 26 
to December 3, the average defect was 4°°7. December 4 and 5 
were in excess to the amount of 6°3; from the 6th to the 11th 
was in defect to the amount of 4°°3 daily ; from the 11th to the 
16th the excess was 4°°7 ; from December 17 to December 23 
it was 4°-4 in defect ; and on December 24 a period of very 
warm weather set m ; and till the end of the year the daily ex- 
cess of temperature was 6°°3. The mean temperature of Decem- 
ber 31 was 50° nearly, and exceeding its average value by 13°. 

Durmg the whole quarter there has been an unusual amount 
of fog, it having been prevalent more or less on 69 days. 

The mean temperature of the av at Greenwich for the three 
months ending November, constitutmg the three autumnal 
months, was 50°, being 0°:7 above the average of the preceding 
seventy-nine autumns. 

For the month of October was 47°-0, being 2°-3 less than the 
average of seventy-nine years, and 2°8 /ess than that of nine 
ears. 
fi For the month of November was 46°5, exceeding the average 
of seventy-nine years by 4°1, and of the preceding nine years 

“by 2°]. 
Yi the month of December was 40°-6, exceeding the average 

of seventy-nine years by 1°8, and that of the preceding nine 
years by 0°2. 

The mean for the quarter was 44°°7, exceeding that of the ave- 
rage of seventy-nine quarters by 1°°2, and /ess than that of the 
preceding nine years by 02. 

The mean temperature of evaporation at Greenwich— 
For the month of October was 44°:4.; for November was 44°°5 ; 

and for December was 39°°6. These values are 3°°6 less, 194 
and 0°5 greater than those of the averages of the same months 
in the preceding nine years. 

The mean temperature of the dew-point at Greenwich— 
For the months of October, November and December, were 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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41°2, 42°-0, and 88°:3 respectively. These values are 4°°8 /ess, 
0°-7 and 1°38 greater than the averages of the same months in 
the preceding nine years. 

The mean elastic force of vapour at Greenwich for the quarter 
was 0°269 inch, being 0:013 /ess than the average from the pre- 
ceding nine years. 

The mean weight of water in a cubic foot of air for the quarter 
was 3°] grains, bemg 0:2 grain /ess than the average from the 
preceding nine years. 

The mean degree of humidity in October was 0°82, in November 
was 0°86, and in December was 0:92. The averages from the 
nine preceding years were 0°88, 0°99, and 0:90 respectively. 

The mean reading of the barometer at Greenwich in October 
was 29°681 inches, in November was 29'728, and in December 
was 29'914. These readings are 0:014, 0035, and 0:087 greater 
respectively than the averages of the same months in the prece- 
ding nine years. : 

The average weight of water in a cubic foot of air in the quarter 
was 5438 grains, exceeding that of the average from the preceding 
nine years by 1 grain. 

The rain fallen at Greenwich in October was 1*4: inch, in No- 
vember was 2°5 inches, and in December was 4°3 inches. The 
falls for these three months on an average of nine years, are 3°4 
inches, 2°6 and 1°6 respectively. 

The average daily ranges of the readings of the thermometer in 
air at the height of four feet above the soil, in October was 14°°2, 
in November was 11°°4, and in December was 8°°7. The ave- 
rages from the preceding nine years are 13°°9, 10°°4, and 9° 
respectively. 

The minimum readings of the thermometer on grass, with its bulb 
fully exposed to the sky, in October was at or below 32° on six- 
teen nights ; the lowest was 18°; between 32° and 40° on thir- 
teen nights, and above 40° on two nights; and the highest was 
41°. In November was at or below 32° on twelve nights; the 
lowest was 14°; between 32° and 40° on twelve nights, and 
above 40° on six nights; the highest was 46°. In December 
it was at or below 32° on nineteen nights; the lowest was 9° ; 
between 32° and 40° on ten nights, and above 40° on two nights ; 
and the highest was 43°°5. 

Thunder-storms occurred on October 1 at Uckfield and Not- 
tingham; on the 5th at Hartwell Rectory, Hartwell House, 
Stone, Thame and Liverpool; on the 8th at Cardington ; on the 
9th at Nottingham, Cardington, Manchester and Stonyhurst ; 
on the 11th at Hartwell House; and on the 28rd at Jersey. 
On November 4 at Wakefield, and on the 19th at Jersey. On 
December 14 at Jersey, Guernsey, Helston, Falmouth, Truro 
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and Southampton, accompanied at the last-mentioned place by a 
violent gale which lasted for half an hour. On the 15th at 
Guernsey, Helston, Uckfield, Thame, and Rose Hill near Oxford. 
On this day the lightning set fire to a barn situated about four 
miles to the south-west of the last-mentioned place, which was 
burnt notwithstanding the extreme fury of the storm, hail and 
melted snow falling all the time in torrents ; water to the depth 
of more than 0°5 inch fell; and the observer at Oxford says, that 
the lightning of this storm struck a rick-yard at Radley im this 
neighbourhood, and did considerable damage. On the 16th at 
Jersey, Falmouth, Helston, Truro and Uckfield; on the 17th at 
Helston and Uckfield; and on the 18th at Uckfield. 

Thunder was heard, but lightning was not seen, on October 3 
at Thame; on the 5th at Linslade and Trowbridge; on the 9th 
at Thame and Stonyhurst; and on the 10th at North Shields. 
On November 4 at North Shields, and on the 26th at Guern- 
sey and Manchester. 

Lightning was seen, but thunder was not heard, on October 5 
at Stone, Greenwich, Cambridge, Norwich, Nottingham, Ha- 
warden, Manchester and Whitehaven; on the 9th at Uckfield, 
Thame, Trowbridge, Hartwell House, Holkham and Manchester ; 
on the 10th and 31st at Hartwell House. 

On November 2 at Strokestown in Ireland, and at Dunino in 
Scotland; on the 5th at Hawarden; on the 9th at Hartwell 
House; on the 24th at Guernsey, Uckfield and Trowbridge ; and 
on the 25th at Guernsey. On December 5 at Guernsey ; on the 
13th at Helston ; and on the 14th at Uckfield. 

Aurore boreales were seen on October 1 at Stone, Hartwell 
House, Hartwell Rectory, Midhurst, Greenwich, Cambridge, 
Grantham, Cardington, Nottingham, Holkham, Liverpool, Man- 
ehester, Wakefield, Whitehaven, Stonyhurst, North Shields, Dur- 
ham and Dunino; on the 2nd and 3rd at Dunino; on the Sth 
at Rose Hill near Oxford ; on the 8th and 9th at Holkham; on 
the 10th at Rose Hill near Oxford ; on the 15th at Manchester ; 
and on the 29th at Stonyhurst and North Shields. On Novem- 
ber 2 at Midhurst; on the 8rd and 5th at Rose Hill near 
Oxford ; on the 9th and 10th at Jersey; on the 12th at Holk- 
ham; on the 18th at Dunino; onthe 21st at Cambridge; and on 
the 28th at Dunmo. On December 23 and 26 at Holkham; on 
the 27th at Hartwell Rectory, Midhurst, Holkham, Whitehaven 
and Dunino, 

Hail tell on October 1, 2 and 4, at Hartwell; on the 5th at 
Jersey, Hartwell, Whitehaven and North Shields; onthe 9th at 
Thame, Nottingham and Manchester; on the LOth at Jersey 
and North Shields; on the 11th at Jersey, Holkham, Durham 
and North Shields; on the 19th at Ucktield; on the 20th at 
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Cambridge and North Shields; on the 21st at Jersey, Rose Hill 
near Oxford, Thame, Cardington, Nottmgham and Durham; on 
the 23rd at Jersey, Truro, Rose Hill near Oxford, Liverpool and 
Hawarden; on the 24th at Durham ; on the 25th at Nottingham; 
and on the 26th at North Shields. On November 4 at North 
Shields ; on the 18th at Truro; on the 19th at Whitehaven; on 
the 24th at Truro and Hartwell Rectory ; on the 25th at Guern- 
sey, Liverpool and Stonyhurst ; and on the 27th at Durham and 
at North Shields. On December 14 at Guernsey, Helston and 
Falmouth ; on the 15th at Guernsey, Uckfield and Stonyhurst:; 
on the 16th at Jersey, Guernsey, Truro, Falmouth, Trowbridge, 
Uckfield and Hawarden ; on the 17th at. Truro, Helston, Liver- 
pool and Hawarden; on the 18th at Jersey, Truro, Uckfield and 
Trowbridge ; on the 19th at Rose Hill near Oxford; on the 20th 
at Linslade ; and on the 24th at Manchester. 

Rain.—On October 7 at Stonyhurst rain fell to the depth of 
0°82 inch, and on the 8th to the depth of O84inch. At Jersey 
it was mentioned that the falls of rain on October 22 and 23 
were remarkable, but the amounts were not given, At Guernsey 
on the 23rd the fall was 1°67 inch. On October 24 rain fell to 
the depth of 0°86 inch at Norwich, and of 1:0 mech at Hartwell 
Rectory. On Noyember 11 rain to the depth of 2-18 inches 
fell at Stonyhurst ; on the 14th at Midhurst, to the depth of 
0:71 mech ; on the 18th very heavy falls of ram occurred all over 
the British Isles; at Roscommon the fall amounted to 1°25 inch ; 
at Strokestown to 0°72 inch; at Longford to 0°66 inch ; at Car- 
rick-on-Shannon to 0°85 inch; and described as being remark- 
able at many places in England, as were the falls on November 19 
and 20; on the 23rd rain to the depth of 1:3 inch fell at Fal- 
mouth ; and on the 16th of 1:35 inch at Truro. 

‘og.—On October 1 at Norwich; on the 2nd at Plymouth, 
Kingstown, Dublin and Wakefield; on the 3rd at Stone, Hart- 
well Rectory, Cambridge, York, Sunderland and Leeds ; on the 
4th at Plymouth, Southampton, Midhurst, Linslade, Trowbridge, 
Hartwell, Gloucester, Shap, Hartlepool, Leeds and Stonyhurst ; 
on the 5th at Southampton, Plymouth, Midhurst, Greenwich, 
Yarmouth and Stonyhurst ; on the 10th at Crewe and Lancaster ; 
on the 12th at Cork and Glasgow; on the 13th at Thame and 
Greenwich ; on the 14th at Plymouth and Southampton ; on the 
15th at Thame, Southampton, Gloucester and Laneaster ; on the 
16th and 17th at Plymouth and Southampton ; on the 18th at 
Plymouth, Midhurst, Greenwich, Linslade, Thame, Stone, Hart- 
well, Oxford and Lancaster; on the 19th at Southampton; on 
the 22nd at Norwich; on the 24th at Southampton, Midhurst 
and Thame; on the 26th at Southampton and Oxford; on the 
27th at Stone; on the 28th at Southampton ; on the 29th at 
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Manchester ; on the 80th at Wakefield, Plymouth, Southampton, 
Poole and Whitehaven ; and on the 81st at Norwich. On No- 
vember 1 at Midhurst, Southampton and Bridgewater ; on the 
2nd at Southampton ; on the 6th at Midhurst; on the 7th at 
Midhurst and Reading; on the 8th at Norwich; on the 9th at 
Southampton, Plymouth, Midhurst, Whitehaven, Stonyhurst, 
Whitby, Youghal and Dundalk in Ireland; on the 11th at 
Whitehaven ; on the 12th at Southampton, Midhurst, Thame 
and Youghal; on the 13th at many places, and extending from 
the south of England to Scotland; on the 14th at Greenwich, 
Liverpool, Wakefield, Leeds, Manchester and Carlisle; on the 
15th it was general over England, and extended to Ireland and 
Scotland ; on the 16th at Southampton, Reading, Rugby, Thame, 
Norwich, Darlington and Dundee; on the 17th at Thame; on 
the 18th at Hawarden, Wakefield, Leeds and Lancaster; on the 
21st at Carlisle; on the 22nd at Cork, Poole, Portsmouth, 
Bristol, Basingstoke, Peterborough, Reading, Cardington, Leeds, 
Wakefield and Hawarden; on the 23rd at Poole; on the 26th 
at Thame, Linslade, Hartwell Rectory, Plymouth and Leeds ; on 
the 27th at Thame ; on the 28th at Bristol, Oxford, Manchester 
and Leeds ; and on the 29th and 30th it was general all over 
the country. On December 1 at Hartwell Rectory; on the 3rd 
at Southampton and Reading; from the 4th to the 13th fogs 
were general over the country, at some places continuing all the 
day, whilst at others portions of the day were free from fog ; on 
the 14th at Southampton ; on the 17th at Edinburgh; on the 
18th at Liverpool, Cambridge, Southampton, Oxford and Ba- 
singstoke ; on the 19th at Southampton ; on the 20th at Kings- 
town near Dublin; on the 21st at Plymouth and Poole ; on the 
22nd at Youghal, Kingstown, Leeds and Southampton ; on the 
23rd and 24th at many places; on the 25th at Kingstown, Ply- 
mouth and Southampton ; on the 26th at Southampton, Whitby 
and Rugby; on the 27th at Plymouth, Southampton, Whitby 
and Rugby ; on the 27th at Plymouth, Southampton and Cork ; 
on the 28th and 29th at Southampton; on the 30th at Ply- 
mouth, Southampton and Whitehaven ; and on the 31st at Shap 
and Lancaster. 

Snow fell on October 22 at Stone, and on the 24th at Hart- 
well Rectory. On November 15 at Nottingham, and on No- 
vember 27 at Thame and North Shields. On December 15 at 
Rose Hill near Oxford; on the 17th at Leicester, Holkham, 
Liverpool and Hawarden ; on the 18th at Leicester, Holkham 
and Rugby; on the 18th at Greenwich, Lewisham, Maidenstone 
Hill, Hartwell Rectory, Stone, Cardington, Linslade, Rose Hill 
near Oxford, Thame, Leicester and Nottingham ; on the 20th at 
Midhurst, Norwich and Holkham. 

Phil. Mag, 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 2, Feb. 1851, L 
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Solar halos were seen on October 7 and 15 at Stone; on the 
24th and 27th at Nottingham, and on the 28th at Stone. On 
November 7 at Nottingham. On December 12, 15 and 16, at 
Nottingham; on the 19th at Stone; and on the 21st at Not- 
tingham. 

Lunar halos were seen on October 15:at Maidenstone Hill, 
Stone and Manchester; on the 16th at Stone; on the 17th at 
Uckfield, Hartwell and Durham; on the 18th at Uckfield; on 
the 19th at Hartwell and Liverpool ; on the 20th at Greenwich, 
Maidenstone Hill, Hartwell Rectory, Hartwell, Thame, Rose 
Hill near Oxford, Linslade, Cardington, Nottingham and Stony- 
hurst. On November 12 at Durham; on the 13th at Norwich, 
Cardington and Nottingham ; on the 14th at North Shields ; on 
the 17th at Uckfield, Midhurst, Maidenstone Hill, Hartwell 
Rectory, Rose Hill near Oxford, Thame, Cardington and Liver- 
pool; on the 19th at Jersey, Maidenstone Hill, Linslade and 
Hartwell Rectory ; andon the 23rd at Thame. On December 12 
at Cardington, Manchester, Durham and Whitehaven ; on the 
13th at Maidenstone Hill; on the 14th at Liverpool; on the 
18th at Nottingham and Whitehaven; on the 19th at Notting- 
ham, Hawarden, Whitehaven and Durham; and on the 21st at 
Hartwell Rectory and Nottingham. 

Lunar corone were séen on October 14, 15 and 16, at Stone ; 
on the 17th at Hartwell; on the 18th and 19th at Cambridge ; 
on the 26th at Stone; and on November 17 at Norwich. 

Lunar rainbows were seen on October 21 at Hartwell Rectory 
and Stone; on November 13 at Grantham ; and on November 19 
at Greenwich, as récorded by Mr. J. F. Sanders. 

Meteors.—At Jersey, on November 29, at 115 30™ p.m., a 
bright meteor passed from Orion towards Polaris. 

At Hartwell Rectory, on October 5, at 105 15™ p.m., a small 
meteor passed from Andromeda to Cassiopeia; on October 7 a 
meteor passed from Cassiopeia to Capella ; and on December 12, 
at 6" p.m., a meteor with a long train of white light passed from 
B Ceti to Fomalhaut. 

At Highfield House near Nottingham, on October 1,at 9244™3s, 
a meteor equal in apparent size to Jupiter fell from ty Pegasi at 
an angle of 45° down towards 8S. to within 15° of horizon ; it 
was orange-coloured, and without any train of sparks: dura- 
tion 05. 

October 9, at 10 30™, in the S.W. a small meteor was seen ; 
at 10" 45™ another was seen in the E. ; and on the same night, 
at 11 10™, another small meteor was seen in the N. 

October 11, a small meteor was seen to the north ; on the 15th, 
at 115 5™, a meteor equal in size to a star of the second magni- 
tude, and in brightness to a star of the first magnitude, of a blue 
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colour, diffusing much light ; it moved from half-way between 
é Pegasi and 7 Sagitte, passed through y Sagitte, when it 
ascended again in a rapid curve, exploding about 6 Cygni ; its 
duration was 0°5 second. On November 1, at 7" 20™, a spark- 
meteor of a yellow colour moved in a nearly horizontal direction, 
inclining slightly downwards, and passing within half of a degree 
under a Pegasi, and passed over 10° of space in 1 second of time. 

On November 13 a fine meteor fell perpendicularly down from 
<a zenith of the N.W., and was seen at Beeston by J. Watson, 

Sq. 
On November 23, at 10" 55™, a meteor, in appearance three 

times larger than Saturn, being circular, with a well-defined 
disc, and having a slight train, moved rapidly from half-way be- 
tween 6 and e to D Ceti. 

On November 28, at 10" 10™, a meteor four times in apparent 
magnitude to Jupiter, and of the same colour, fell 30° perpendi- 
cularly down from Aldebaran. 

On November 29, at 84 43™, a meteor of the fourth magni- 
tude, of a yellow colour with a slight train, moved rapidly from 
y Draconis downwards towards N. at an angle of 60°. 

On December 5, at 11 30™, a blue meteor fell perpendicu- 
larly down in E.S.E.; it was circular, and its duration was 3 
seconds. Seen by 8. Watson, Esq. 

December 13, at 11 40™, a small orange-red spark meteor 
fell from between « and 8 Geminorum ; it fell perpendicularly 
down, inclining slightly to the N. It was accompanied by 
several sparks. 

On December 24, at 9" 30™, a yellow meteor of the second 
magnitude was seen without sparks ; it was star-like, and rose 
slowly from 20° above W. horizon, passed through the zenith 
through Gemini, and disappeared suddenly at 30° above the EK, 
horizon ; its duration was 4: seconds. 

On Dec. 26, at 9" 55™, a meteor was seen of the fourth mag- 
nitude; it moved rapidly from Ursa Major horizontally, ending 
midway between Castor and Pollux. It was of a blue colour, 
with a train of light. Its duration was 0°5 second. 

On December 26, at 104 30™, a small meteor fell rapidly and 
perpendicularly down in W. from an altitude of 45°. 

On December 26, at 10" 30™, two small meteors in the 8.W. 
were seen; on December 26, at 10" 31™, a small meteor in the 
S.W. fell from an altitude of 45°, and inclining towards S. 

On December 27, at 10% 40™, a meteor of the size of a star of 
the fifth magnitude, colourless, and of ill-defined shape, with a 
train of light, moved from y Urse Majoris to ¢ Urse Majoris. 
Its motion was very rapid, and its duration 0-1 second. 

On October 28, at 7 50™ oy John W, Kelly, Esq., saw a large 
2 
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meteor. He was travelling in the Galway mail coach, and within 
about eight statute miles of Limerick. The meteor was followed 
by a long tail of light, and apparently sparks of fire. It was 
visible for about three seconds ; was first observed near the 
zenith, moved slowly horizontal (with a slight dip, however,) in 
a north- easterly direction, was of a reddish colour, and became 
extinguished apparently a short distance eastward of Limerick. 

The following meteors were observed by John Graham, Esq. 
M.B.M.S.: 

At tiie on July 31, at 106 21™, a meteor was seen to 
the west of y Herculis. It ‘appeared like a star of the third 
magnitude, and disappeared immediately, and had no visible 
motion. 

At 10 22™, a meteor, like a star of the second magnitude, ap- 
peared near « Coton Borealis. It’ was visible during about half 
a second, and moved through 2°, and directly towards the horizon. 

At 105 25™, a meteor, similar to a star of the third magnitude, 
moved from a point near € Coronz Borealis, and passed a little 
to the north of @ Serpentarii. It moved through about 20° in 
about 2 seconds. 

On August 6, at 105 36™, a meteor, which equalled if not 
surpassed Arcturus in brightness, passed about 2° below a Coronze 
Borealis, and 3° below 6 Serpentarit. It left a brilliant train, 
which extended over about 15°; its path was convex towards 
those stars. It moved through about 30° in 4 seconds. 

At 10 38™, a meteor, like a star of the third magnitude, with 
a train, passed about 4° below « Corone Borealis and half-wa 
between # and 8 Serpentarii. It moyed through about 15° in 1 
second. 

At 105 52™ 308, a meteor, less bright than the last two, passed 
from o Ophiuchi, and passed between y Serpentari and 35 
Ophiuchi. Its motion was quick. 

At 10 56™ 308, a meteor, similar to a star of the fourth mag- 
nitude, passed above 0 Ophiuchi and through v Serpentarii, its 
path being parallel to that of the last. Its motion was quick. 

On the 13th, at 10 7™, a very small meteor, with a splendid 
train, passed about 13° above 7 Persei. Its path was nearly 
parallel, but tending a little towards the horizon. It passed 
through about 5° in | second. 

At 105 55™, a meteor, like a star of the third magnitude, 
passed at 3° above 6 Herculis, and parallel with 19 Herculis 
and the former star. It moved through about 10° in 1 second. 

At 105 57™, a meteor like the last passed from 70 Equulei 
to near 64 Capricorni. It moved through about 12° in 1] second. 

On the 14th, at 10" 24™, a meteor, like a star of the first 
magnitude, with a splendid train extending over about 15°, 
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passed about 30° north of « Herculis, and about 1° south of 

B Ophiuchi. It passed over about 20° in 4 seconds. 
At 108 28™, a meteor, like a star of the second magnitude, 

with a train a little less bright than the last, and extending over 

about 12°, passed through 6 Lyre and about 1° east of 8 Cygni. 

It passed through about 15° in 2 seconds. 
On the 18th, at 9 30™, a meteor, like a star of the third 

magnitude, passed from 15 Persei, and moyed nearly parallel 

with y and « Persei, being nearly perpendicular to the horizon. 

It passed through 10° in 1 second. 
On the 29th, at 94.55™, a meteor, like a star of the third 

magnitude, with a train, passed through 7 Andromedz, and 

about 1° north of ¢ Andromede. It moved through about 20° 

in 2 seconds, 
At 102 2™, a meteor, similar to a star of the second magnitude, 

with a magnificent train extending over fully 25°, passed through 

11 Muscz Borealis, a little above « Arictis, and about 1° below 

y Pegasi. It moved through about 45° in 8 seconds. As it 

moved along its path, an increase in its apparent altitude was 

evident. 
At 104 4™, a meteor like the last was seen, excepting that its 

train was rather more considerable (extending over at least 30°). 

It passed about 1° above e Arietis, and directly southward, in a 

line parallel with the horizon. It moved through about 40° in 

6 seconds, 
_ On September 4th, at 9% 33™, a meteor, like a star of the 

second magnitude, with a train extending oyer about 15°, moved 

from a point immediately below 13 Herculis, and passed about 

4° west of 8 Ophiuchi. It traversed a space of about 18° in 

3 seconds. 
On the 12th, at 8" 31™, a meteor, like a star of the second 

magnitude, with a train extending over about 7°, moved from a 

pant very near 3 Sérpentarii, and passed about midway between 

Ophiuchi and 7 Serpentarii. It moved through about La 

in 15 second. 
On the 15th, at 98 31™, a meteor, like a star of the first mag- 

nitude, moved from a point about 13° south of the « Lyre, and 

passed close to the north of € Herculis. It moved through 

about 25° in 4 seconds. 
On the 21st, at 10" 18™ 30s, a meteor, of unusual apparent 

magnitude and brightness, appeared. It moved from a point 

situated in a line perpendicular to the horizon, passing through 

the @ Urs Majoris and about 2° below this star. The meteor de- 

scended towards the horizon in a direction a little east of north. 

The line along which it passed subtended an angle of about 10°, 

with the line perpendicular to the horizon meeting that point of 

the meteor’s path from which it started. The diameter of the 
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dise of the meteor gradually increased, which just before it 
burst was estimated at 6’, and its brightness was much greater 
than that of Venus when she is brightest. This meteor shone 
with a bluish light, at first pale, but becoming gradually deeper 
in colour. It was accompanied by a train, which was not 
diverging, but consisted of a straight line of sparks, which it 
left in its track. Its disc tapered off to a point, where it jomed 
the train. It moved very slowly and rather irregularly ; and 
neglecting the brilliancy of the object, its appearance might be 
compared to a flying kite (inverted). This meteor moved over 
about 7° in 6 seconds. It threw off a quantity of sparks in 
bursting. 

On October 5, at 10" 28™, a meteor, like a star of the third 
magnitude, moved from a point near 49 Lyncis, and passed 
about 2° east of 6 Urs Majoris. It moved through about 10° 
in 1°5 second. 

At 10 40™, a meteor like the last moved from « Urse Ma- 
joris towards « Ursze Majoris. It passed over about 8° in 
1 second. 

On the 18th, at 98 45™, a meteor, like a star of the second 
magnitude, passed about 2° east of e Cygni, and 3° west of the 
cluster of stars in Delphinus. It passed over about 20° in 
3 seconds. 

On the 28th, at 9" 26™, a meteor, like a star of the third 
magnitude, passed through 27 Lyncis, and about 1° east of 
11 Lyncis. It moved through about 15° in 2 seconds. 

On Noy. 8, at 9" 35™, a meteor, like a star of the third mag- 
nitude, with a tail, moved from a point about half-way between 
p and yy Gemini, and passed about 2° below e Gemini. It moved 
through about 9° in 12 second. 

On Novy. 8, at 9557™, a meteor, like a star of the fourth 
magnitude, passed through the southern confines of Sagitta and 
towards ~ Aquile. It moved through about 10° in 1 second. 

On Noy. 9, at 10%, a meteor, like a star of the third magni- 
tude, with a tail, started from a point about 4° north of 6 Aquari, 
and passed through 3 Aquari. It moved through 6° in | second. 

On Noy. 10, at 95, an unusual appearance occurred, which 
may be described as follows :—The sky was entirely covered with 
clouds, when suddenly (at 9") a very luminous appearance pre- 
sented itself, which was seen through the clouds. The light was 
lenticular-shaped. Its base rested on the horizon a little east of 
south, the middle part being from 5° to 10° to the eastward of 
that point. Its breadth at the base was about 4°. The altitude 
of its apex (which appeared to be perpendicular to its base) was 
about 30°. The brightest part was the centre of the base, and 
the light shaded off gradually to the edges. The phenomenon 
was visible about 10 seconds, when it suddenly disappeared. 
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There appears to be no other way of accounting for this phzeno- 

menon than by supposing it to have been a very large meteor. 

On Nov. 28, at 9" 38™, a meteor, like a star of the fourth 

magnitude, passed through ¢ Tauri and towards 12 Tauri. It 

passed over about 6° in less than a second. 

On Nov. 28, at 98 43™, a meteor, like a star of the fifth mag- 

nitude, passed through # Tauri and about 1° south of m Tauri. 

It passed over about 10° in 1 second. 

On Nov. 28, at 98 47™, a meteor, hke a star of the third 

magnitude, with a tail extending over about 5°, proceeded from 

a point about 4° west of, and of the same altitude as « Ceti, and 

passed about half-way between Saturn and 7 Ceti. It passed 

over about 10° in 2 seconds. 

On December 4, at 98 55™, a meteor, like a star of the second 

magnitude, with a tail extending over fully 15°, passed through 

o 2 Orionis, 47 Tauri, and about 1° above « 2 Ceti. It passed 

over about 25° in 3 seconds. 

On December 12, at 95 20™, a meteor, like a star of the second 

magnitude, passed about 1° below ¢ and o Tauri, and about half 

way between « Ceti and « 2 Ceti. It passed over about 10° in 

1 second. 
On December 12, at 95 32™, a meteor like the last appeared 

near Sirius. Its path was nearly perpendicular to the horizon, 

but formed a somewhat greater angle with the horizon north than 

south. The meteor disappeared when it descended to within 

about 5° of the star; had it continued, it would have passed. 

about 3° E. of Sirius. It passed over about 6° in 3 seconds. 

On December 12, at 95 37™, a meteor, like a star of the third 

magnitude, passed through Orionis and above 7 Orionis, pass- 

ing the star at a distance of about 34°. It passed over about 9° 

-in 1°5 second. 
At Trowbridge, on October 26, several meteors were seen, one 

especially as large as the planet Venus; it shot from the con- 

stellation of Orion and disappeared in the west. 
On November 9 

several beautiful meteors were seen, and shooting in all directions 

from east to west. On November 28 two splendid meteors were 

seen; one passed from Ursa Major and disappeared in the 

constellation of Orion, leaving a long train of light behind it ; the 

other shot further north, near the Pole Star, and disappeared 

near the Pleiades, and which also left a train of light behind it. 

On December 3 a large meteor shot from the W. and disappeared 

near Arcturus. 
The series of observations of the directions of the wind at 9} 

a.M,, taken at the various railway stations, and published in the 

Daily News, with those furnished to myself and to the Astro- 

nomer Royal, have continued with regularity. The following 

tables have been formed from them :— 
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On the Meteorology of England and the South of Scotland. 155 

General Remarks on the preceding Tables. 

October.—1. Strong breeze; a heavy gale at Youghal. 2. 
Nearly a calm day. 3. A gale at Guernsey ; calm and fog at 
many places. 4. Calm and fog general. 5. Calm over the 
midland counties. 6. A gale at Guernsey. 7. A stormy day ; 
gales at many places. 8. Air in gentle motion. 9. Calm and 
fog to the south; a strong breeze to the north. 10. Air in 
gentle motion. 11. Hard wind general; gales at many places. 
12. A strong breeze round the coast. 13. Calm and fog at most 
places. 14, A hard wind to the north; calm to the south. 
15. Calm and fog at most places. 16. Strong breeze to the 
north ; calm to the south. 17. Strong breeze to the north ; 
calm to the south. 18. Calm at most places. 19. A strong 
breeze at most places. 20. Air in gentle motion. 21. Strong 
breeze at most places. 22. Varying from a calm to a high wind, 
23. Hard wind on the south coast. 24. Calm and fog at most 
places. 25. Air in gentle motion. 26, Gentle breeze and fog 
at many places. 27. Air im gentle motion; fog and frost. 
28. Air in gentle“motion ; squalls at Guernsey. 29. Frost and 
thick fog. 30. Calm and rain at many places. 31. Calm and 
fog at many places. 

November.—1. Calm at many places. 2. Air in gentle mo- 
tion ; rain at many places. 8. Calm and fog at many places, 
4, Storms and hard wind everywhere. 5. Storms and gales 
everywhere. 6. Air in gentle motion. 7. Strong breeze at 
many places; a storm at Lancaster. 8. A gale at Crewe. 9. Calm 
and fog at most places. 10. A storm at Edinburgh. 11. Air 
in gentle motion. 12. Calmeverywhere. 18. Calm and fog at 
most places. 14. Calm and frost at many places; fog. 15. Calm 
and fog at most places. 16, Calm and fog, 17, Calm and fog. 
18. Calm, fog and rain; a storm at Bridgetown. 19. Storms 
and gales in Ireland ; strong breeze everywhere. 20. Hard wind 
and gales in Ireland; a storm at Plymouth. 21. Air in gentle 
motion. 22. Calm, fog and rain. 28. Strong breeze to the 
south, and rain. 24. Storms and gales at many places. 25. A 
hard wind everywhere. 26. Calm at most places. 27. Calm, 
frost, rain and fog. 28. Calm, fog and frost. 29. Calm, fog 
and frost. 30. Calm, fog and frost. 

December,—2, A strong breeze at most places; rai general. 
3. Air in gentle motion, 4. Calm and rain general. 5. Calm 
and rain at most places. 6. Calm and fog at most places. 
7. Calm and fog at many places. 8. Calm and fog at most 
places. 9. Calm and fog at most places; stormy in Belgium. 
10. Calm and fog general ; stormy in Belgium, 11. Calm and 
fog at many places ; stormy in Belgium, 12, Calm, fog and 
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rain general ; stormy in Belgium. 18. Calm and foggy. 14. 
Air in gentle motion; stormy in Ireland. 15. Stormy on the 
south coast. 16. Hard wind general. 17. Snow at Shap. 
18. Variable in strength. 19. Calm and fog at many places. 
20. Frost general. 21. Calm and rain at some places. 22. Calm, 
fog and frost. 23. Calm and fog. 24. Calm, fog and rain at 
many places. 25. Variable in strength. 26. Calm. 27. Calm 
general; stormy in Belgium. 28. Air in gentle motion. 29. 
Calm and fog. 30. Calm and fog. 31. Variable in strength. 

The mean of the numbers in the first column of the adjoining 
Table is 29°652, and it represents that portion of the reading of 
the barometer due to the pressure of the air; the remaining por- 
tion, or that due to the pressure of water, is 0°271 inch ; the sum 
of those two numbers is 29-923 inches, and it represents the mean 
reading of the barometer for the quarter ending December31, 1850. 

XIX. On the alleged necessity for a new General Equation in 
Hydrodynamics. By G. G. Stoxus, M.A., Fellow of Pem- 
broke College, and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the 
University of Cambridge. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
Sees last Number of your Magazine contains a communica- 

tion from Professor Challis, which appears to be the com- 
mencement of a series of articles devoted to the establishment 
and application of a new general equation in hydrodynamics. It 
is now several years since Professor Challis first published this 
equation. I have hitherto refrained from entermg mto any con- 
troyersy on the subject, though, havmg had occasion to refer to 
Prof. Challis’s investigations in a report “On recent Researches in 
Hydrodynamics*,” I expressed my dissent from Prof. Challis’s 
views, as I felt bound to do, in consequence of the thorough convic- 
tion which I felt that the equation was admissible. The subject 
has recently been taken up by others, who have attacked the new 
equation, but I must confess that I have seen nothing in the 
replies of Professor Challis that has tended to shake my original 
conviction. 

The points on which I entertain an opinion more or less op- 
posed to that of Professor Challis are so various, that, were I to 
enter fully into them all, the controversy thence likely to ensue 
would ocoupy in your pages a space altogether unreasonable, and 
would probably come to nothing from its very unwieldiness. I 
intend therefore to conduct the controversy on which, with your 

* Report of the British Association for 1846, p. 3. 
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permission, I now enter, on the following plan: to notice only 
one important point at a time; and if a question should arise 
which Professor Challis and I both regard as of vital importance, 
but on which we cannot agree, to leave off the discussion. 

The form which Professor Challis has given to his last eom- 
munication, by commencing at the beginning of the subject, 
dispenses with the necessity of referring to previous publications 
or controversies, and I shall therefore proceed at once to the 
discussion. 

The first five propositions in Professor Challis’s paper contain 
only what is generally admitted by mathematicians, and which 
I admit among the number. On this part of the paper I will 
only make three remarks. First, that although the equality of 
pressure in all directions follows in a similar manner from the 
fundamental principle assumed in the ordinary theories of hy- 
drodynamics and hydrostatics, I do not conceive that the funda- 
mental principle is equally accurate, experimentally, in the two 
cases ; secondly, that I consider it clearer and more correct to 
regard the pressure as connected with the forces, &c. by three 
equations (partial differential equations of course), than by the 
single equation numbered (1.) in Professor Challis’s paper ; 
thirdly, that I conceive there is a slight, but not unimportant, 
omission in Professor Challis’s demonstration of the ordimary 
equation of continuity. I make these remarks merely to guard 
my statement in assenting to all that is contained in the first 
five propositions, and not with a view of exciting controversy, and 
therefore I do not support my opinions by any arguments. 

The point which I select for discussion in the present com- 
munication is the second axiom: “let it be granted that the di- 
rections of motion in each element of the fluid mass may at all 
times be cut at right angles by a continuous surface,” After 
enunciating this axiom, Professor Challis remarks, “by. satis- 
fying this geometrical condition, the motion of a continuous mass 
is distinguished from that of a collection of indefinitely small 
discrete atoms.” This assertion, which is altogether unsup- 
ported by any argument, I contend to be erroneous. I shall 
bring forward two arguments in support of my opinion; not 
because I conceive that either would not be abundantly sufficient 
by itself, but because, while the first is rather the simpler, the 
second will give rise to a remark of some importance. 

First arcuMENt. Let us consider the motion for which 

WES MY) VZEOR 5 | MH Oy +o.) 56119 Ele MO) 

where w and ¢ are constant. If the lines of motion admit of 
being cut at right angles by a system of surfaces, the differential 
equation to the system must be wda + vdy + wdz =0, and udx + &e. 
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must be integrable by a factor. But since the criterion 

(i) 4 6(# 8) u(t ®) a0. 0) 
"\de~ dy di de) t™ Lihue ay bed Bel arean 

is not satisfied, this is not the case ; and therefore, according to 
the axiom, the motion expressed by (a.) is such as could only 
belong to a set of indefinitely small discrete atoms. Yet it is 
simply a motion of rotation compounded with a motion of trans- 
lation ; a kind of motion which even a solid body may possess, 
and which is very nearly exhibited in the case of water revolving 
in a uniformly descending bucket, and might almost exactly be 
exhibited were it not for the friction against the sides and bot- 
tom of the bucket. 

Srconp arcumeEnt. It is plain that Professor Challis admits 
the possibility of the existence of motions in a fluid such that 
udz +vdy+wdz is integrable by a factor, though not by itself, 
so that on this point we are agreed. Let wu, v, w refer to sucha 
motion, which therefore must satisfy equation (b.). Compound 
this motion with a motion of translation for which the constants 
a, 6, c are the components of the velocity. If the resulting 
motion be such that the directions of motion may everywhere be 
cut at right angles by continuous surfaces, 

(u+a)dx+ (v+b)dy + (wt+e)dz 

must be integrable by a factor. Substituting im the equation 
which expresses the criterion of integrability, and taking account 
of (b.), we see that 

dv dw dw du du o) = i (2-2 +b a Eta we =0;. (¢.) 

and since a, 6, ¢ are arbitrary, an infinite number of systems of 
values of a, b, e may be assigned for which (c.) shall be violated, 
unless 

dv dw _o dw du _ dus dw 0 

dz dy ° de dz * dy de’ 
which is contrary to hypothesis, since udz + vdy + wdz is supposed. 
not to be an exact differential. Hence, if the second axiom be 
granted, we are obliged to suppose that a motion which may 
belong to a fluid changes its character so completely by mere 
composition with a uniform motion of translation, that the re- 
sulting motion can only belong to a set of discrete atoms. At 
this rate we could not tell whether a proposed motion, defined, 
we will suppose, relatively to the walls of a room, could or could 
not belong to a fluid, without knowing the motion of the solar 
system in space. 

Since a motion for which ud# + &e. is integrable by a factor, 
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though not by itself, by mere composition with a motion of 
translation may be made to pass into one for which udz+ Ke. is 
not integrable even by a factor, it follows that motions of the 
former kind do not possess any physical characteristic by which — 
to distinguish them from their fellows of the class for which udz + 
&e. is not an exact differential. This is the “remark” for the 
sake of which, partly, the second argument was introduced. 

I am prepared to maintain that, even if the second axiom were 
granted, the new equation would not follow; but I adhere to my 
plan of mentioning only one point at a time. 

I remain, Gentlemen, 
Yours sincerely, 

Pembroke College, G. G. StoxEs. 
Jan. 13, 1851. 

XX. Mineralogical Notices. 

EPHESITE. BY DR. J. LAWRENCE SMITH. 

[Sillmnan’s American Journal, January 1851, ] 

— silicate is found with the emery of Gumuch-dagh,, and 
occurs on specimens of magnetic oxide of iron... It is of, a 

pearly-white colour, and lamellar in structure ; cleavage difficult. 
It scratches glass easily, and has a specific gravity of from 3:15 to 
3°20. Heated before the blowpipe it becomes milk-white, but 
does not fuse. At first sight it might be taken for white dis- 
thene. It is decomposed with great difficulty by carbonate of 
soda even with the addition of a little caustic soda. The alkalies 
were separated by means of hydrofluoric acid. ; 

Silica east ogorlli4. jos? Aoidlr bh 80°04 
Alumina. | ./ -astA AWS 5788 56:45 
ime. ta os aa 5 ee ESO 211 
Protoxide of iron... 1:84 1:00 
Soda with a little potash bas 44] 
Watertiooesc: boosrhat oft yBle 3:06 

This corresponds very nearly to the formula— 

2RO, S10 +5(2Al? OF, Si0®) + 4H0. 

Atoms. Atomic weight. Percent. Oxygen ratio. 
Sodaoy 71: Psu, bg 781°6 7:08 
Siliea! nop 4.006 3400°2 80°77 9 

Alumina. . 10 6416°2 58:08 15 

Water io ficepo0A 450:0 4:07 2 

This mineral has been designated Ephesite from its occurrence 
at the emery locality near the ancient city of Ephesus. 
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Puoterite. By Dr. J. Lawrence Suita. 
{Silliman’s American Journal, January 1851.] 

This mineral, which resembles pholerite im composition, has 
been found with the emery of Naxos associated with emerylite. 
It is white, lamellar, and somewhat crystalline, sometimes gray. 
It is soft to the touch like steatite, infusible before the blowpipe, 
and when heated with nitrate of cobalt becomes strongly coloured 
blue. It is seratched with the nail, and has a specific gravity of 
2°564,. Its composition is identical with the pholerite of Guil- 
lemin, also with the mineral forming the gangue of the diaspore 
of Schemnitz. It was decomposed with carbonate of soda. It 
afforded — Pholerite of Gangue of diaspore 

Guillemin. of Schemnitz—Smith. 
Silica. 4. 44°41 42°93 42°45 
Alumina . . 41°20 42°07 42°81 
dani. ee ed ... race and mag. trace 
Water... wld 15:00 12-92 

This corresponds to the following formula, Al? O® Si03 + 2HO ; 
but it is a question whether or not we should consider the water 
as existing in any definite proportion, and whether or not they 
did not all contam more water when first taken from their loca- 
lities. These hydrated silicates of alumina are numerous, and 
bear various names, but it is doubtful if many of them are en- 
titled to much consideration as distinct species. 

XXI. On Electro-Magnetism as a Moving Power. 
By Prof. Cuas. G. Pacu*. 

Norre.—[As no description has yet been published by Prof. Page 
of his new electro-motive engine, we gladly avail ourselves of the 
following brief explanation which Prof. Silliman has given of its 
fundamental principle.—Eps. Phil. Mag. | 

"3 is well known that when a helix of suitable power is con- 
- nected with the poles of a battery in action, that an iron bar 

within it will remain held up by the induced magnetism although 
the helix be put in a yertical position: and if the bar be partly 
drawn out of the helix by the hand, it goes back with a spring 
when the hand lets go its hold. This power—the action of the 
helix upon the metallic bar within it,—is the power used in his 
engine. The power, when a single coil is used, has its points of 
greatest and weakest force, and in this condition is objectionable. 
But by making the coil to consist of a series of short independent 
helices, which are to be brought in action successively, the me- 
tallic rod is made to pass through the coil and back again with 

* From Silliman’s American Journal for November, 1850. 

Phil. Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1, No, 2, Feb, 1851, M 
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great rapidity and an equable motion. In all the engines 
hitherto used, there is a loss of power at the instant of the 
change of current, owing to the production of a secondary eur- 
rent moving in the opposite direction, and to this loss is owing 
the fact that these engines cannot be rendered available. Prof. 
Page had in view the obviating of this difficulty when he com- 
menced his recent investigations, and has full success in his new 
invention. 

The Secretary of the Navy on Tuesday sent to the Senate, in 
answer to their call for information, the following report from Pro- 
fessor Charles G. Page, being an outline only of his experiments in 
the application of electro-magnetism :— 

Washington, August 30, 1850. 

S1r,—In compliance with your request, I have the honour to report 

to you the progress made in my experiments, under the act of March 
3rd, 1849, appropriating S¥ 20,000 for “ testing the capacity and use- 
fulness of the electro-magnetic power as a mechanical agent for the 
purposes of locomotion and navigation, and the probable cost of using 
the same.” ; 

A schedule of expenditures incurred up to this date, amounting 
to 3¥12,667°28, is herewith annexed, by which it will appear that 
considerably more than one-third of the appropriation remains yet 
unexpended. Outstanding bills remain amounting to about 41000, 
most of which is charged at the Navy Yard for material, which, when 
deducted, will leave about one-third of the appropriation for further 
prosecution of the experiment. 

From the brief time allowed, it will be impossible for me to do 
more in this report than to give an outline of the experiments which 
I have repeated and recorded during the past year. Their full detail 
and explanation will form a volume replete with interesting scien- 
tific matter, and require much time and labour, 

The first principal experiments were made with a small trial en- 
gine, built expressly for the purpose, and with the utmost care in 
reference to mechanical accuracy. Attached to this -was a dyna- 
mometer of new construction, and admirably adapted to the purpose. 
This was invented by my principal engineer, and measured in a 
most satisfactory manner the dynamic power of the engine at any 
given velocity—a great desideratum in estimating this new power. 
With this trial engine the following important questions were 
tested :— 

1, The dynamic values of different qualities of soft iron. 
2. The dynamic values of steel—hard and soft. 
3. The dynamic value of cast iron. 
The statical values of all these varieties were tested by a separate 

apparatus constructed for the purpose, called the axial galvanometer, 
Twelve varieties in all were tested, and were in bars of uniform size, 
one foot in length, and one inch in diameter, and it was found that 
the statical and dynamic properties corresponded. 
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4. The proportions of the helices were approximately tested; 
though much remains unsettled yet upon this important point. 

5. The advantage of keeping up the magnetism in the axial bar 
was most satisfactorily tested. 

6. Various modes were tried of reversing the motion of the en- 
gine, and with success. 

7. Various kinds of cut-off (which is the most critical and im- 
portant point in the construction of the engine) were tried. 

8. The operation of closed circuits and secondary currents was 
tested by a number of experiments, requiring great care and ac- 
curacy. 

9. The best working velocity of this engine, and its absolute 
power with a given battery, was fully tested. 

10. The ratio of the increase of power, with an increase in the 

quantity of the current. 
11. The values of different kinds of metal in forming the cut-off. 
12. Various mechanical points of construction, supposed to have 

been incompatible with the exhibition of this power, were put to a 
practical test. 

Various other minor points also were the subject of experiment, 
which will be communicated hereafter. 

A second model, of small size and somewhat rude construction, 
was also made, with a view of testing a new arrangement of the 
axial bars. 

Experiments were then commenced upon a larger scale, with a 
view to determine whether the same proportion of power could be 
obtained from large as from small engines, this being the principal 
question in view at the time of the grant of the appropriation. 

With a view to facilitate the construction of helices of large size, 
a machine which had long been in contemplation was made at a 
considerable expense. The work was done at the Navy Yard ina 
creditable manner, and the machine performed its work well, turning 
out entire helices of copper wire, of large size, from straight bars. 
But before I had proceeded far, a discovery was made in reference 
to the helix which rendered the machine useless, for the present at 
least. 

A number of large helices were then constructed of various sizes, 
and suitable bars of soft iron prepared, corresponding to the helices. 
Hollow and solid bars were prepared, from two inches to eight 
inches in diameter, and generally three feet in length. Some bars 
of four and five feet in length were also prepared. ‘The bars were 
all worked at the Navy Yard, and at a considerable expense, as they 
were required to be of homogeneous metal, accurately turned and 
bored. 

With these bars and helices a multitude of experiments were per- 
formed and recorded, and these were kept up day after day for 
about two months. My official duties as Examiner in the Patent 
Office left me only the evening of each day for operation; and, 
under such circumstances, you will readily appreciate the difficulties 
and disadvantages under which I have laboured. My own zeal has 

M 2 
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led me beyond my strength; but I have been richly rewarded by the 
most flattering results. 

The experiments here were not such as could be performed upon 
the laboratory table; but were with large masses of iron, weigh- 
ing in some cases 300 pounds, and helices sometimes twice that 
weight. 

Adhering to the same size of battery through a long series of ex- 
periments, and varying the coils and bars, I found, to my great’ gra- 
tification, that as I increased the dimensions of each, a corresponding 
increase of power was exhibited, and the consumption of material, 
or cost of the power, in some proportion diminished. These results 
were encouraging and stimulating in the highest degree, and fully 
justified the undertaking at once of an engine upon a much larger 
scale than any hitherto tried. 

This engine, the framework of which was principally built at the 
Navy Yard. was an upright engine of two-feet stroke; and in order 
to have facilities for comparative trials and experiments, it was ne- 
cessary that a double engine should be made, the two parts exactly 
corresponding. ‘T'wo bars of soft iron, six inches diameter and three 
feet in length, were the prime movers, and these were balanced by 

means of connecting rods and cranks upon a fly-wheel shaft. ‘The 
balanee-wheel and shaft together weighed 600 pounds... When 
this engine was first tried, with the same battery which had before 
given me one-fifth of a horse power, with a smaller engine, it pro- 
duced only one-third of a horse power. By careful attention to the 
adjustments, and particularly to the cut-off, which was a very dif- 
ferent thing now from what it had been in smaller engines, the en- 
gine soon yielded one-horse power. Here was'a gain of eighty per 
cent. as measured merely by the size of the battery. But it» was 
much more; for the cost was found to be less for one-horse power 
than it had been before for one-fifth of a horse power in’ a smaller 
engine ; how much less has not yet been ascertained. 

A great variety of experiments were continued with this engine, 
to be hereafter detailed, each having a definite object; ‘and, Iam 
happy to say, each resulting advantageously ; so that finally, by little 
daily increments, I obtained from this engine, by a trifling addition 
of battery, a full two-horse power. 

By way of giving a practical character to the engine, it was geared 
to a circular saw ten inches in diameter, the turning lathe and grind- 
stone of the workshop; all of which it worked simultaneously, as 
witnessed by a number of visitors, and, if I mistake not, by your 
predecessor in office, in company with Lieut. Maury, of the Na- 
tional Observatory. 

After many satisfactory trials with this engine it was taken down, 
and all its available parts used in the construction of the single hori- 
zontal engine which I had the honour lately to exhibit before the 
Smithsonian Institution. This change was made for the purpose of 
dispensing with the dead weight of one of the driving-bars, and more 
particularly for introducing the important feature of keeping up the 
magnetism of the driying-bar. As soon as this new form was:com- 
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pleted and. tried, a gain of one-half horse power was at once realized, 
and by the addition of a few more feet of battery surface, the power 
was found to be above four horse, Further addition of battery 
would still augment the power, and I see no reason why ten-horse 
power might not. be obtained from this engine by the addition of 
more battery; but whether it would be ceconomical to increase 
power by this means alone, and. to ascertain the point, for this and 

every, other, engine, beyond which economy would cease, by in- 
creasing the battery alone, are matters to be determined by experi- 
ment, 

| The next most important point to be determined was the expense 
of this power. Much to my own surprise and gratification, the expense 
-was found to be less than the most expensive steam engines; al- 
though recently, in Europe, it has been decided by experimenters 
and men of science, and generally conceded, that it was fifty times 
the cost of the dearest steam-engines. It is still, however, consi- 
derably dearer than the cheaper sort of steam-engines; but this is 
no obstacle to its introduction, considering its immense advantages 
in other respects. . Moreover, if thus much has been done in the 
very inception of this undertaking, what may we reasonably expect 
from its further prosecution* ? 

Before it can be rendered available in practice much remains to 
be done with, the galvanic battery, to render its action regular and 
durable, and in other ways to establish a certainty of action, so that 

othe engines may be managed by persons not thoroughly skilled in 
the subjects of electricity and magnetism. 

It remains yet also,to be proved whether the power will increase 
in proportion to the size of the engines. This principle seems to be 
strongly indicated by past experiments, but yet it cannot be esta- 
blished by calculation or process of reasoning. Experiment upon 

»an extensive scale can alone determine this point. A part of the 
work preparatory to. building a locomotive engine has been done ; 
but it seems necessary to try further experiments before incurring 
»the expense of another large engine upon the plan above-mentioned. 

* Prof, Page stated in his remarks before the American Association, that 
one horse power for twenty-four hours would cost about 20 cents. Prof. 
W. R. Johnson observed that his estimate was based upon too high a cost 
for the zinc, and that 10 cents would be a nearer estimate. In either case, 
a very great advance is made upon all previous experiments. 

Prof. Page also observed, that the cost of electro-magnetic power was 
not to be reckoned in this comparison by the mere cost of zinc, nor the cost 
of steam by the pounds of coal consumed. The cost of human life, the 
sacrifice of millions of property, and risk of many millions more, and all 
the contingent advantages and disadvantages were to be taken into account. 

With regard to his mode of measuring the power of the engine, Prof. 
Page explained as follows after drawing a diagram of the fly-wheel. The 
brake was loaded to 620 lbs. The power required barely to keep the en- 
gine in motion under this load was 126 Ibs. The full power being on, the 
engine made eighty revolutions per minute under this load. The cireum- 
ference of the wheel being about four feet, it was easy for any one to com- 
pute the horse power from these data. 
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The rotary form of the engine has not yet been tested, although it 
possesses advantages not to be found in any form of the recipro- 
cating engine. There are some obvious disadvantages attending its 
construction; but it is hoped that they will be outweighed, more 
especially as this form of the engine will occupy less than one-half 
the room required for the reciprocating form *. 

It would seem very desirable that the investigation thus begun, 
and so far successfully conducted, should be carried at least beyond 
an uncertain issue, and that every important point should be settled, 

* The following notice of Prof. Page’s experiments is from the Daily 
National Intelligencer of September 11. 

Dr. Page’s method is peculiar and entirely new, and distinct from eyery 
other hitherto tried; and there les the source of his success. Instead 
of goimg upon beaten tracks, which, though seemingly fair, he was per- 
suaded would not reach the desired end, he marked out an entirely new 
one. One great difference between his and other plans, as I understand it 
to be, is this: In all former electro-magnetic machines, the power is made 
up of a series of impulses, while in this, which he styles an axial machine, 
or engine, the power is uniform and continuous; and it is just as easy to 
make a reciprocating engine of twenty-four feet stroke as one of two feet, 
like that already constructed and recently exhibited. 

I saw at the laboratory of Dr. Page, a rotary axial engine, which he 
thinks may, in many cases, supersede the reciprocating. It is really a 
curious machine ; and looking at this, and all his wonderful results, it ap- 
pears as if we had just entered upon a new era in science and art, promising 
revolutions in social life and husimess pursuits as miraculous to the people 
of the day as have been those effected by the steam-engine and the mag- 
netic telegraph. * * * 

In order to show that there was something like power, he loaded down 
the engine, placed the crank at half-stroke, and then a hook over the end 
of the crank, to which hook was attached a long rope. Three of the 
strongest men of the party then took hold of the rope, two of them havin 
their feet braced. The three men could not start the engine a hair’s 
breadth. Four of the men then took hold, and they moved the crank two 
inches, where it stuck fast. The power was then let on, and the engine 
started, and made a speed of ninety revolutions in a minute. By takin 
off fourteen pounds from the end of his friction-brake, the engine made 1] 
revolutions per minute. Professor Page stated that this was not testing 
the power of the engine, but it showed that what four men could but just 
move through two inches, the engine carried through one-fifth of a mile, 
and that, too, in.one minute. Understand that, from the change im the 
position of the crank, the power of four men could go no further than 
the two inches. 

Professor Page expects to make a trial upon a railroad soon. He has 
sufficient power now to make a demonstration, but is not satisfied with it. 
He would be glad to make the first trip with fifteen to twenty horse power. 
It is, however, in navigation that he expects the greatest benefits from this 
imvention, and I would like to see the project carried out of an engine and 
magnetic boat (not steam-boat) of 100 horse power. This would settle the 
question, and enable the world to enter upon the benefits of the discovery, 
or satisfy mankind that the power cannot be made available for ‘loco- 
motion or navigation ;”’ and thus arrest the further sacrifice of mind and 
means, in endeavours to find that which (if it cannot be secured by e 
present plan) does not probably exist. 
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and particularly that of its availability on an extensive scale. The 
power is peculiarly fitted for purposes of navigation, if it can be 
made subservient; and a trial upon a scale of 100 horse power 

seems to be the only mode of arriving at a definite conclusion upon 
this point. It is obvious that, preliminary to such an undertaking, 
a great many experiments will be absolutely necessary ; and such 
only as one quite familiar with the difficulties of entering upon an 
entirely new field of operation can properly appreciate*. 

I have the honour to be, most respectfully, 
Your obedient Servant, 

Hon. Wm. A. Graham, : Cuas. G. Pace. 
Secretary of the Navy. 

XXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 
[Continued from p. 75. ] 

May 30, M R. WELD communicated the following particulars 
1850. respecting the original model of the safety-lamp which 

was presented to the Society at this meeting by Joseph Hodgson, 
Esq., F.R.S. 

In November 1815, Sir Humphry Davy read a paper before the 
Royal Society ‘On the Fire damp of Coal Mines, and on Methods 
of fighting the Mines so as to prevent its Explosion.’ In this commu- 
nication he described a safe light. “ which became extinguished when 
introduced into very explosive mixtures of fire-damp:” but as this 
fell short of the philosopher’s wishes, he instituted a fresh series of 
experiments, which resulted in his invention of the safety-lamp, 
described in a paper read before the Society in January 1816. 
“ The invention,” he says, “consists in covering or surrounding the 
flame of a lamp or candle by a wire sieve ;” and he adds, “ when a 
lighted lamp or candle screwed into a ring soldered to a cylinder of 
wire gauze, having no apertures except those of the gauze, is intro- 
duced into the most explosive mixture of carburetted hydrogen and 
air, the cylinder becomes filled with a bright flame, and this flame 
continues to burn as long as the mixture is explosive.’ The model 
in the possession of the Royal Society answers in every respect to 
this description, and to the representation of the lamp which accom- 
panies the paper. It was made by Sir Humphry’s own hands, and 
given by him to Dr. Lee, now Lord Bishop of Manchester, whose 
father was Assistant Secretary to the Royal Society at the time of 
Dayy’s Presidency. The excessive simplicity of the contrivance is 
most remarkable ; but this is one of the greatest advantages which 
attended the invention. As the author remarks in the paper just 

* In a letter to the Editors of the American Journal of Science, dated 
October 14, 1850, Prof. Page states, ““ My engine has now reached 10 horse 

wer. The data are as follows :—LEngine, two-feet stroke ; fly-wheel, 13°29 
eet in circumference, 102 revolutions with 1900 pounds pressure upon its 
periphery.” 
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quoted, “ All that the miner requires to ensure security, are small 
wire cages to surround his candle or lamp, which may be made for 
a few pence, and of which various modifications may be adopted. 
And the application of this discovery will not. only preserve ,him 
from the fire-damp, but enable him to apply it to use and to destroy 
it at the same time that it gives him a useful light.” A month after 
the invention Sir Humphry informed the Society that his, cylinder 
lamps had been used in two of the most dangerous mines, near New- 
castle with perfect success. 

“On the Meteorology of the Lake District of Cumberland and 
Westmoreland, with a continuation of the results of experiments 
on the fall of Rain at various heights, up to 3166 feet above the 
Sea-Level.” By J. F. Miller, Esq., F.R.A.S. Communicated b 
Lieut.-Col. Sabine, R.A., For. Sec. R.S. ; 

In this communication are given the results of the observations of 
the quantity of rain which has fallen during the year 1849 at twenty 
stations in the valleys, and six mountain stations, varying in altitude 
above the sea from 500 feet to 3166 feet. There is also given a 
table of the temperature at Seathwaite in Borrowdale during the 
year 1849. ; 3 

With reference to the mountain gauges, the author observes that, 
on the whole, the results are similar to those of the three preceding 

years, but, as might be looked for in a dry year like the past, the 
quantities of rain deposited at the various stations are more nearly 
equal than usual. With respect to the temperature, he observes that 
the statement he made in his last communication, that “ the inhabit- 
ants of the Lake District valleys enjoyed a milder and more equable 
climate than the residents in the open country, and particularly in 
the winter months,” is confirmed by the thermometrical results of 
the present winter (1849-50). 

“On the relation of the Air and Evaporation. Temperatures 
to the Temperature of the Dew-Point, as determined by Mr. 
Glaisher’s, Hygrometrical. Tables founded on the factors deduced 
from the Six-hourly observations made at. the Royal Observatory, 
Greenwich.” By J: F. Miller, Esq. F,R.A.S, . Communicated, by 
Lieut.-Col: Sabine, R.A., For. Sec. R.S. 

After, pointing out the importance of the hygrometer, both ina 
scientific and a practical point, of view, the author goes into, the 
question of the advantages and disadvantages attending the use of 
Daniell’s. hygrometer, aud the relative merits of this instrument 
and the dry and wet-bulb thermometers. Although satisfied of the 
accuracy of Mr. Glaisher’s Tables (founded on the Greenwich Ob- 
servations), which show at once the relation of the temperature of 
evaporation to that of the dew-point, he was. unwilling to abandon 
the use of Daniell’s apparatus for that.of the wet and dry-bulb ther- 
mometers, slight as is the trouble of observing them, without personal 
experience of the correctness of the tables from which the dew-point 
was to be deduced. He therefore instituted a series of perfectly com- 
parable observations by the two methods, and in this communication 
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gives the ‘results obtained from them during a period of twenty 
months. “From a comparison of the dew-points determined by the 
two methods, he coneludes that the results show in a striking man- 
ner the extreme accuracy of Mr. Glaisher’s Tables, and afford ad- 

‘ditional testimony to the value of the Greenwich Hygrometrical 
Observations, and ‘the resulting formula on which those tables are 
founded. 

The author then refers’ to the subject of evaporation, and gives 
the results of his own observations at Whitehaven during six years, 
viz. from 1843, to 1848 inclusive. From these he states that the 
mean annual amount of evaporation is 30°011 inches; and the mean 
quantity of rain for the same period being 45°255 inches, the depth 
of the water precipitated exceeds that taken up by evaporation, on 
the coast in latitude 545°, by 15°244: inches. 

XXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF FRANCE. 

[X a former volume of the Philosophical Magazine* we recorded 
the award made by. this Society of its gold medal to Dr. Beke for 

his extensive exploration in Abessinia, in respect of which the gold 
medal of the Royal Geographical Society of London had. previously 
been conferred on him. We have now to announce that that tra- 

, Yeller, has returned the French medal under circumstances of a some- 
»what, peculiar. character. It is well known to the: scientific world 
that Dr., Beke has long entertained doubts as to the reality of a 
journey, alleged to.haye been performed by M. d’Abbadie. to the 

_country of Kaffa to discover the source of the Nile, and that he has 
recently published a pamphlet, under the title of ‘‘ An Inquiry into 
M. d’Abbadie’s Journey to Kaffa,’”’ in which he has adduced argu- 
ments and proofs intended to show that that journey could not pos- 

‘stoly have taken place. 
Previously, however, to the publication of this pamphlet, M. d’Ab- 

badie lad availed himself of the Bulletin of the Geographical Society 
of France to make repeated attacks on Dr. Beke ; and on the latter’s 
seeking to reply thereto in the same journal, he was not only denied 
that right, but the Society itself volunteered an adverse’ critique of 
a paper of his on the languages of Abessinia, printed a short time 

since in Berghaus’s Phystkalischer Atlas, which critique, from’ in- 
ternal evidence, is considered by Dr. Beke to have emanated from 
M. d’Abbadie himself. Under these circumstances, and seeing that 
the Society has conferred its gold medal on M. d’Abbadie for a 
journey which Dr. Beke believes to be a fabrication, he has returned 
the medal awarded to himself, and has given his reasons for so doing 

in a letter to M. de la Roquette, the General Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Society, which he has had printed for general distri- 

bution+. In this letter Dr. Beke says, ‘ When I now see the Society 
not merely refusing to do justice, but actually descending from the 

* Vol. xxix. p. 73. 3rd Series. 
+ Published by J. Madden, Leadenhall Street. 
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position of a judge to assume the character of a partisan and advo- 
cate, and when I also see it conferring a distinction, which, to be 
appreciated, ought only to be the reward of undoubted merit, on one 
who clearly does not possess that merit, I feel that it would ill be- 
come me to retain such a distinction any longer.” 

SINGULAR PROPERTY, AND EXTRAORDINARY SIZE AND LENGTH 

OF THE SECONDARY SPARK. BY PROF. CHAS. G. PAGE, M.D. 

In experimenting with my great magnet, a new property of the 
secondary spark has been discovered and some very interesting facts 
elicited. I will premise that the helix, nearly a foot in diameter 
each way, when charged by the battery, draws up within it ina 
vertical position a huge bar of iron weighing 3800 pounds through a 
distance of ten inches, presenting by far the most powerful magnet 
ever known. When the circuit with the helix is suddenly broken, 
a secondary spark is produced eight inches in length. 

The most interesting feature of this spark is the modification of 
its form and sound by the action of magnetism. When the spark is 
produced at a distance from the magnet, it is readily elongated to 
six or eight inches, and I presume might be obtained a foot or more 
in length if the wires were separated with the velocity of a cannon- 
ball, as suggested by my friend Mr. Lane. In this case there is 
little or no noise made by the spark; but as the spark is produced 
nearer to the magnetic pole, the sound increases, until at last, when 
close to the pole, each spark makes a report as loud as a pistol. 
The spark also diminishes in length, and is spread out as large as 
the palm of the hand. There is an effect here somewhat analogous 
to that produced by a magnet upon the arc of flame between charcoal 
points.—From Silliman’s American Journal for November 1850. 

ON THE EQUIVALENT OF MAGNESIUM. 

BY MM. R. F. MARCHAND AND TH. SCHEERER. 

The uncertainty which still exists as to the true chemical equiva- 
lent of magnesium, notwithstanding the numerous experiments on 
the subject, induced the authors to undertake fresh researches to 
settle the question. 

The process which these chemists adopted to determine this sub- 
ject, consists in ascertaining the quantity of carbonic acid contained 
in a given quantity of native carbonate of magnesia. ‘The mineral 
which principally served for these experiments is the magnesite of 
Frankenstein, of which very pure specimens were obtained. The 
numerous experiments which the authors performed show that the 
choice of the mineral is in nowise indifferent. When magnesite 
contains considerable quantities of silica, carbonate of iron, alumina, 

and especially water, which it is almost impossible to expel by drying 
without simultaneously disengaging small quantities of carbonic acid, 
it is unfit for the purpose of analysis. 

The magnesite of Frankenstein contains only 0°05 per cent. of 
foreign matter, of which an account is taken in the calculations. A 
certain quantity of this mineral, well-powdered, was introduced into a 
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glass tube, and was placed in a stove, the temperature of which could 

be raised at pleasure. By heating this stove to 300° C., and at the 

same time passing a current of dry air deprived of carbonic acid, all 

the water which the magnesite contained was removed with cer- 

tainty ; but at the same time carbonic acid was disengaged, which 

it was requisite to collect and estimate. For this purpose the cur- 

rent of air was directed, at its exit from the tube, into two vials con- 

taining perfectly transparent barytes water. The carbonate of barytes 

collected at the conclusion of the drying was estimated in the state 

of sulphate ; and the quantity of carbonic acid, which the weight of 

the sulphate represented, was added to that obtained by the follow- 

ing operation. 
The residue which remained in the tube, after being weighed, was 

calcined at a strong red heat; the loss of weight indicated almost 

the whole of the carbonic acid contained in the mineral; the cal- 

cined residue still contained a trace of it. To determine its amount, 

the authors dissolved the residue in hydrochloric acid, and passed 

over the hot solution a current of air, which removed some traces of 

carbonic acid, and which were deposited in perfectly clear barytes 

water. Thus the whole quantity of carbonic acid which a given 

weight of the magnesite contained, consisted of—1, the portion re- 

moved by drying at 300°; 2, that expelled by calcination; 38, the 

small portion which remained in the calcined residue. 

All these experiments were performed and considered with suffi- 

cient care, and gave satisfactory results. The eleven last determi- 

nations, which the authors deem most worthy of confidence, gave a 

mean of 250°34 as the equivalent of magnesium. 
As all the errors which may be committed in such delicate analyses 

tend rather to lower the real number, MM. Marchand and Scheerer 

are of opinion, that, neglecting the insignificant fraction of thirty- 

four hundredths, the round number 250 may be adopted as the equiva- 

lent of magnesium, that of oxygen being 100, or 20, taking the equi- 

valent of hydrogen as unity. According to this statement, 100 parts 

of magnesia consist of 60 magnesium and 40 oxygen ; and 100 parts 

of carbonate of magnesia are constituted of 47°619 carbonic acid and 

52°38 of magnesia. 
The researches of MM. Marchand and Scheerer place magnesium 

among the number of simple substances, the equivalents of which 

are multiples of that of hydrogen by a whole number.—Journ. de 

Pharm. et de Chim., Decembre 1850. 

ON A SPRIES OF ALKALOIDS HOMOLOGOUS WITH AMMONIA- 

METHYLAMINE. BY M. A. WURTZ. 

The process by which this base was obtained does not differ from 

that employed by chemists for preparing ammonia. ‘The hydrochlo- 
rate of methylamine, perfectly dried, is mixed with twice its weight 
of lime, and the mixture is introduced into a long tube closed at one 

end, so as to occupy one-half of it, the remaining half being filled 
with fragments of potash, A tube is adapted which is connected 
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with the mercurial trough. The tube is slightly heated, commencing 
at the closed end. The -methyliac gas displaced by the’ lime “is dis- 
engaged plentifully, and is received in the jar filled with mercury: 
The very simple apparatus described allows of very easy regulation 
of the evolution of the gas, which is never mixed,with much air, the 
tube being almost entirely filled with the mixture. 

Thus prepared, methylamine is a non-permanent gas. At some 
degrees below 0 C. it condenses into a very mobile liquid, which 
does not solidify in a mixture of solid carbonic acid and ether. 

In a very moist atmosphere, methyliac gas condenses the vapour 
of water. Its odour is strongly ammoniacal, and sometimes, when 
it is not perfectly pure, the smell of stale fish may be detected with it. 

The density of the vapour was determined in the laboratory of 
M. Regnault by M. Izarn. Taken at 43° C. it was 1-08 ; the theo- 
retic density is 1:0731 for 4 volumes. ’ 

Methyliac gas is the most soluble of gases hitherto known. At 
the temperature of 12°°5 C., 0°650 gr. of water contained in a small 
bulb and introduced into the gas dissolved 750 cubic centimetres. 
According to this experiment, 1 volume of water at 12°°5 would dis- 
solve 1153:9, or, in round numbers, 1150 volumes of methyliac gas. 
In another experiment made with a less pure gas, one volume of 
water took up only 1040 volumes of this gas. A higher temperature, 
as might be expected, diminishes its solubility : at 25° C. water takes 
up only 959 times its volume. 

Methyliac gas is strongly alkaline. Like ammonia, it restores the 
blue colour to reddened litmus, and gives thick white vapour when 
exposed to a rod moistened with hydrochloric acid.’ It absorbs a 
volume equal to its own of hydrochloric acid gas, and condenses with 
it into a white solid salt, which adheres, like sal-ammoniac, to the 
sides of the tube, and it deliquesces when in contact with moist air. 

Methyliac gas condenses with half its volume of dry carbonic acid 
into a white solid, analogous to anhydrous carbonate of ammonia. 
It is distinguished from ammonia by the following property : when 
exposed to a lighted taper, it takes fire and burns with a livid yel- 
lowish flame, like that of all combustible substances which contain 
nitrogen. In burning it gives rise to water, carbonic acid and ni- 
trogen; when the combustion is incomplete, these gases are mixed 
with a small quantity of cyanogen or prussic acid. 

The composition of methyliac gas is represented by C?H® N= 4 
volumes. 

To effect the analysis, the author employed three different methods, 
which yielded similar results. The first consisted in burning the 
gas in the eudiometer with excess of oxygen. In order that the 
combustion may be complete, it is best to mix the gas to be analysed 
with three times its volume of dry oxygen, and to add to the mix- 
ture, as advised by M. Regnault, a certain quantity of gas from’ the 
pile perfectly dried. By employing the preceding process, the author 
obtained, by using a common eudiometer, results which lead to the 
preceding formula; but these are far from possessing the degree of 
precision so readily obtained with M. Regnault’s instrument. 
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It is observed, in fact, that 4 volumes of methyliac gas absorb, for 

complete combustion, 9 volumes of oxygen, and produce 4 volumes 

of carbonic acid; as shown approximatively by the foll
owing figures :— 

I, IL. 

Methyliac gas .....--- ++ vil 23°83 26°5 

Oxygen sie deve ee ee eee ees 67°7 71-0 

Residue of combustion........ 49°0 51°8 

Carbonic acid J. ..-. ee. ses 23°2 26-0 

Nitrogen ..... 0.006 ce ee eee 12°5 14:5 

Oxygen absorbed..........+5 54:4 59°7 

An elegant and rapid method of analysis consists in heating the 

gas with potassium in a bent tube. Cyanide of potassium is formed, 

and pure hydrogen is disengaged. 

This reaction is represented by C? H® N +K=C?NK+H)°. The 

following are some of the results obtained by this process :— 

I, Viti 

Gas employed ....... 3775 31°5 

Hydrogen ......---- 99°0 815 

34 parts of this hydrogen burnt 44-8 parts of this hydrogen 

with oxygen absorbed 17 parts of burnt with oxygen absorbed 

it. 21°7 parts of it. 

In order to corroborate the results obtained by the aid of these 

two methods, a certain quantity of methyliac gas was dissolved in 

water ; the solution was saturated with hydrochloric acid, and the 

hydrochlorate precipitated by chloride of platina; there was obtained 

‘a double salt of methylamine and platina, the analysis of which gave 

results agreeing perfectly with the formula C2 H5 N.—dan, de Chim. 

et de Phys., Decembre 1850. 
————_ 

ON CAPROIC AND @NANTHYLIC ACIDS. 

BY MESSRS. BRAZIER AND GOSSLETH. 

Caproic acid, discovered by M. Chevreul in the course of his inter- 

esting researches on fatty bodies, has been met with in cocoa-nut 

oil by.M. Fehling, and prepared by MM. Kolbe. and Frankland by 

decomposing amydeyanhydric zether under the influence of potash 

Messrs. Brazier and Gossleth have employed this last process to pro- 

cure the caproic acid used in their researches. 

‘The rough acid which they thus obtained was mixed with a cer- 

tain quantity of amylcaproic ether, easily separable by means of a 

solution of carbonate of potash, According to MM. Brazier and 

Gossleth, this ether boils at gla lf Gh 

Caprone.— When caproate of barytes is subjected to distillation 

it melts, and is afterwards decomposed, leaving a residue of nearly 

pure carbonate of barytes. There condenses in the receiver a com- 

paratively small quantity of an oily liquid, and there is evolved du- 

ying the operation an inflammable gas, probably formed by a mixture 

of carburetted hydrogens Cnn 

The condensed liquid, which is a mixture of different products, 

contains principally the acetone of the caproic series, caprone, 
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This substance is a colourless mobile liquid, which is insoluble in 
water, but imparts a peculiar odour to it. It becomes coloured by 
exposure to the air, It is less dense than water. Its boiling-point 
is 165°. According to the authors its formula is C!! H!! O, and its 
formation may be explained by the annexed equation :— 

Ba, C? H"” O*=Ba CO8+C" H" O. 

Caprone is readily acted upon by nitric acid: When the product of 
the reaction is saturated by carbonate of potash, an oily liquid of a 
peculiar aromatic odour separates, while the potash combines with 

a particular acid, probably the nitrovaleric acid, C!° ice Of 

It will be observed that caprone acts under the influence of oxi- 
dizing reagents, like butyrone, The authors are of opinion, that, if 
this observation be confirmed, it will not be favourable to the ideas 

put forth by M. Chancel relative to the constitution of the acetones, 
In fact, if, as this chemist thinks, the acetones are conjugated com- 
binations of aldehyde with carburetted hydrogens, if butyrone and 
caprone ought to be considered, the first as butyral plus propylene 
(C* H* 0?=C* H* 0? + C° H'), and the second as capronal plus amy- 
lene (C” H” O0?=C” H” 0O?+C"” H"), the question is, what becomes, 
during the action of the nitric acid on these conjugated bodies, of 
the aldehydes so easily oxidized and converted into corresponding 
acids. As to what regards caprone, let it be added, that the experi- 
ments of the authors are not sufficiently complete to allow of the 
admission, that, during the action of nitric acid on this body, nitro- 
valeric acid only is formed. 

The authors also remark, that the boiling-points of caprone and 
caprylone do not agree with the theoretical views of M. Chancel. 
Caprone, which boils at 165°, ought not to boil lower than 232°; 
caprylone, which boils at 178°, ought not, according to theory, to 
boil below 320°. As a knowledge of the phenomena of ebullition 
is in general but little advanced, the authors add, that too great 

value should not be attached to considerations of this nature, espe- 
cially as the boiling-points of acetone and butyrone agree well with 
theory. 

Decomposition of Caproic Acid under the influence of the Voltaic 
Battery.— When a solution of caproate of potash is submitted to the 
action of the battery, an oily liquid separates from the liquor, and at 
the same time a gas is disengaged, formed principally of a mixture 
of hydrogen and carbonic acid. 

The oily liquid having been distilled with an alcoholic solution of 
potash, caproate of potash was formed. The alcoholic liquid con- 
densed in the receiver was mixed with water, which occasioned the 

separation of a light aromatic liquor, boiling at 155°, and possessing 
all the properties of the amyle of Mr. Frankland, It is well known 
that this compound, the composition of which is represented by the 
formula CH" (C” H*?), was first obtained by the action of zine 
upon amyliodhydric acid. 

Decomposition of Ginanthylic Acid by theVoltaic current.—The phe- 
nomena observed during the decomposition of cenanthylate of potash 
by the battery are exactly similar to those stated with respect to the 
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caproate of potash. An oily liquid separated, which was distilled 
with an alcoholic solution of potash, and it yielded to the alkalia 
certain quantity of cnanthylic acid. The alcoholic liquid yielded by 
distillation a fluid, which, when mixed with water, gave an oil con- 

taining caproyle C’ H™ (C* H™?), 
Caproyle is a colourless liquid which boils at 202°. It has but 

little tendency to be altered by reagents. Concentrated sulphuric 
acid and nitric acid of a moderate degree of concentration do not 
alter it. It is slowly oxidized by a mixture of these two acids, and 
is converted into caproic acid.—Journ. de Pharm, et de Chim., De- 
eembre 1850. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DEG. 1850. 
Chiswick.—December 1. Slight haze: overcast: drizzly rain. 2, 3. Overcast. 

4—6. Foggy. 7. Foggy: fine: dense fog. 8. Foggy. 9. Foggy: slight fog 
at night. 10. Foggy. 11. Foggy: overcast. 12. Rain: cloudy and fine: 
foggy. 13. Very dense fog: cloudy and fine. 14. Clear: boisterous, with rain. 
15. Overcast: slight rain: warmer at night than at noon. 16. Clear: overcast. 
squally. 17. Clear: rain, 18, Frosty: fine: rain. 19. Foggy : overcast: clear. 
20. Frosty: fine: frosty. 21. Frosty and foggy: slight rain at night. 22. Frosty: 
fine: foggy. 23. Frosty and foggy: hazy : foggy. 24, Hazy: foggy: overcast. 
25.*Clear and very fine. 26. Hazy. 27. Overcast: exceedingly fine: overcast. 
28. Clear: very fine. 29. Fine. 30. Fine: cloudy: overcast. 31. Overcast: 
rain: drizzly. 

Mean temperature of the month ..,.....4.,.000+ cavseccpstincp SOs 4? 
Mean temperature Of Dec. 1849 .......cseceeeceeceeseeeeceeeees 37°17 
Mean temperature of Dec. for the last twenty-four years ... 39 *85 
Average amount of rain in Dec. ......... Re itee serie «» 1°58 inch. 

Boston.—Dec. 1. Fine. 2, 3. Cloudy. 4. Cloudy: rain a.m. and p.m. 5. 
Cloudy. 6. Fine. 7,8. Cloudy. 9. Foggy. 10—12, Cloudy. 13. Foggy. 
14. Fine: rain and hail p.m. 15. Cloudy: rain r.m. 16,17. Fine: rain p.m. 
18, Fine, 19, Rain: rain a.m. 20—23. Fine. 24. Cloudy. 25. Fine. 26. 
Cloudy: rain A.M.andr.m. 27—31. Cloudy. 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.— Dec. 1. Frost, hard: cloudy r.m. 2. Rain 
and high winds all day. 3. Dull and moist: rain preceding night. 4. Mild: 
rain heavy a.m.: fog. 5. Wet, though not heavily, all day. 6. Fair and fine: 
moist p.m. 7. Frost a.m.: fog em. 8. Frost: fog all day, 9. Frost, hard: 
clear and sharp. 10. Frost hard: barometer falling. 11. Fair a.m.: rain at 
noon, 12. Fair andclear. 13. Heavy rain and high wind. 14. Heavy rain: 
boisterous. 15. Fair, but cloudy and threatening. 16. Occasional dropping. 
17. Moist: snowonthehills. 18, Frost keen: snow onthe hills, 19, 20. Frost 
hard. 21. Rain for twelve hours: cleared p.m. 22. Frost, raw: cloudy. 23. 
Fair, but cloudy: shower rm. 24. Rain: high wind r.m. 25, Fair and tem- 
perate: wind strong. 26. Fair: preceding night wet. 27. Fair a.m.: shower P.M. 
28. Fair and drying. 29. Driazling all day. 90. Rain very heavy. 31. Con- 
tinued rain and high wind. 

Mean temperature of the Month ......sssseccsesesseesserseeeeees SIMS 
Mean temperature of Dec. 1849 .11........0008- sevecetscecsesses OF “1 
Mean temperature of Dec. for twenty-eight years ......... ss. 38 -°3 
Rain:in Deci 1849 i.3.i,ccsessesocseseveeeet A aedb. cas STALLS 4°20 inches. 

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—Dec. 1. Clear: hazy. 2. Rain: clear: aurora, 
3,4, Clear, 5. Cloudy: rain, 6. Cloudy: clear: aurora. 7, Fine. 8. Fine: 
hoar-frost: fine: aurora. 9. Fog: clear. 10. Bright: drops. 11. Cloudy: 
drops. 12. Bright: showers. 13, Cloudy: clear. 14, Clear: cloudy. 15 
Bright : showers. 16, Showers: clear, 17. Sleet-showers. 18. Frost: clear 
frost. 19, Showers: clear: frost. 20. Frost: rain. 21, Showers. 22, Hazy. 
23. Hazy: damp. 24, Cloudy: fine: showers. 25, Showers: cloudy. 26. 
Drizzle. 27, 28. Sleet-showers. 29, Cloudy: damp. 30, Showers: clear 
showers, 31. Cloudy: showers. 
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~ XXIV. On the Theory of Magnetic Induction in Crystalline and 
 Non-crystalline Substances. By W1itit1aM THomson, Professor 
of Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow*. 

OISSON, in his mathematical theory of magnetic induction, 
founded on the hypothesis of “‘ magnetic fluids ” moveable 

~ within the infinitely small “magnetic elements” of which he 
~ assumes magnetizable matter to be constituted, does not overlook 

' the possibility of these magnetic elements bemg non-spherical 
and symmetrically arranged in crystalline matter; and he re- 

~ marks, that a finite spherical portion of such a substance would, 
when in the neighbourhood of a magnet, act differently according 

-_ to the different positions into which it might be turned with its 
centre held fixed. But “such a circumstance not having yet 

_~ been observed+,” he excludes the consideration of the structure 
which would lead to it from his researches, and confines himself 

~ in his theory of magnetic induction to the case of matter, consist- 
ing either of spherical magnetic elements, or of non-symmetri- 
cally disposed elements of any forms. It is easy to conceive the 

~ modification which he would have introduced imto his formulz 
to make them applicable to a crystalline structure such as he 
describes ; but, so far as I am aware, no writer has hitherto 

attempted to make this extension of Poisson’s mathematical 
theory of magnetic induction. Now, however, when a recent 

discovery of Pliicker’s has established the very circumstance, the 
observation of which was wanting to induce Poisson to enter 

- upon a full treatment of the subject, the importance of working 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the British 
Association, August 1850. 5 

+ “Mémoire sur le Magnétisme en Mouvement.” (Mén. de I’ Institut,1823, 
vol. vi. Paris, 1827.) For quotations from this and the two preceding 
memoirs of Poisson, showing his theoretical anticipation of the discovery 
of magnecrystallic action, see the Appendix to this article, 

Phil, Mag. 8, 4, Vol, 1. No. 3, March 1851. N 
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out a mathematical theory of magnetic induction is obvious. On 
the other hand, in the present state of science, no theory founded 
on Poisson’s hypothesis of “two magnetic fluids” moveable in 
the “magnetic elements ” could be satisfactory, as it is generally 
admitted that the truth of any such hypothesis is extremely 
improbable. Hence it is at present desirable that a com- 
plete theory of magnetic induction in erystalline or non-crystal- 
line matter should be established independently of any hypo- 
thesis of magnetic fluids, and, if possible, upon a purely experi- 
mental foundation. With this object, I have endeavoured to 
detach the hypothesis of magnetic fluids from Poisson’s theory, 
and to substitute elementary principles deducible from it as the 
foundation of a mathematical theory identical with Poisson’s in 
all substantial conclusions. In the present communication I 
shall state these principles, and point out what modifications of 
them may be required by a more complete experimental investi- 
gation of the subject than has yet been made; and, adopting 
them temporarily as axioms of magnetic induction, I shall give 
an account of some important practical conclusions deduced 
from them, by mathematical reasoning which I propose to pub- 
lish on a future occasion. 

Some explanations and definitions are prefixed to show the 
signification in which certain extremely convenient terms and 
expressions, occasionally employed by Faraday and other writers, 
will be used in what follows. 

Definition —The force at any point due to a magnet is the force 
which it would exert on the north pole of an infinitely thin, 
uniformly and longitudinally magnetized bar of unit strength 
placed at that pomt*, if it experienced no inductive action from 
the latter magnet. 

* “Tf two infinitely thin bars be equally, and each uniformly and longi- 
tudinally, magnetized, and if, when an end of one is placed at a unit of di- 
stance from an end of the other, the mutual force between these ends is unity, 
the magnetic strength of each is unity.” (Philosophical Magazine, Oct. 1850, 
pp: 241, 242.) The definition of magnetic force in the text will agree pre- 
cisely with the definition of “‘ magnetic force in absolute measure ” adopted 
by the Royal Society, im its Instructions for making observations on 
terrestrial magnetism, if, in the definition of a unit bar, the unit of length 
understood be one foot, and the unit of force, a force which, if acting 
on a grain of matter, would in one second of time generate one foot per 
second of velocity. (See Admiralty Manual of Scientific Inquiry, pp. 16, 

33, 37.) It may be remarked, that this unit of force will be the fraction — 

of the weight, im any locality, of one grain of matter, if g denote the velo- 
city acquired in one second by a falling body in that locality ; and that it is 

therefore very nearly 30 of the weight, in any part of Great Britain or 

Treland, of a grain. 
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Definition.—The total magnetic force at any point is the force 

which the north pole of a unit bar-magnet would experience from 

all magnets which exert any sensible action on it, if it produced 

no inductive action on any magnet or other body. Or, 

The total magnetic force at any point is the quotient obtained 

by dividing the force experienced by either pole, placed at that 

point, of an infinitely thin bar, uniformly and longitudinally 

magnetized to a finite degree of intensity, by the infinitely small 

numerical measure of the magnetic strength of the bar ; and its 

direction is that of the force experienced by the north pole of 

the bar. 
Definition.—Any space at every point of which there is a finite 

magnetic force is called “afield of magnetic force ;” or, magnetic 

being understood, simply “a field of force ;” or, sometimes, “a 

magnetic field.” 
Definition —A “line of force” is a lme drawn through a mag- 

netic field in the direction of the force at each point through 

which it passes; or a line touched at each point of itself by the 

direction of the magnetic force. 
Definition. —A “uniform field of magnetic force” is a space 

throughout which the lines of force are parallel straight lines, 

and the intensity of the force is uniform. 
Definition.—A substance magnetized so that the intensity and 

direction of magnetization at each point are represented by the 

diagonal of a parallelogram, of which the sides represent the 

intensities and directions at the same point in two other distri- 

butions, is said to possess a distribution of magnetism which is 

the resultant of these two superimposed, one on the other. 

It is demonstrated by Poisson, that the force at any pomt due 

to a resultant distribution of magnetism is the resultant of the 

forces that would be produced at the same point if the compo- 

nent distributions existed separately. 

Axioms of Magnetic Force. 

I. All mechanical action which a magnet experiences in virtue 

of its magnetism is due to other magnets*. 

II. The action between any two magnets is mutual. 

III. The whole action experienced by any magnet is the me- 

chanical resultant of the actions which it would experience from 

all the magnets in its neighbourhood, if each acted on it as if the 

others were removed, the distributions of magnetism in the two 

remaining unaltered. 

* This principle appears, from his discovery that the phenomena of ter- 

restrial magnetism are produced by the earth acting as a great magnet, to 

have been first recognised by tne 
2 
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Laws of Magnetic Induction according to Poisson’s Theory. 

I. When a given body, susceptible of inductive magnetization 
(whether it be ferromagnetic or diamagnetic), is placed in the 
neighbourhood of a magnet, it becomes magnetized in a manner 
dependent solely on the field of force which it is made to occupy. 

II. Superposition of Magnetic Inductions —Different magnets 
placed simultaneously in the neighbourhood of an inductively 
magnetizable (ferromagnetic or diamagnetic) body induce in it a 
distribution of magnetism which is the resultant of the different 
distributions that would be induced by the separate influences 
of the different magnets, each in its own position, with the others 
removed. 

The first of these two propositions merely implies that any 
magnet, whether an electro-magnet, or a magnet consisting of 
magnetized substance, which produces at each point of a certain 
space the same “force” as another magnet of any kind, would 
produce the same inductive effect on a magnetizable substance 
occupying that space. Hverything that is known of inductive 
action is consistent with it; and it is, I believe, universally ad- 
mitted as an axiomatic principle. 

The second proposition, which asserts the mutual imdepen- 
dence of superimposed magnetic inductions, is equivalent to an 
assertion that, if the force at every point of a magnetic field be 
altered in a certai ratio, the magnetization of a substance placed 
in it will be altered proportionately. This is undoubtedly not a 
principle of universal application. It is not applicable to steel, 
nor to the substances of which natural magnets are composed ; 
nor, in general, to substances possessing in any degree that pro- 
perty of resisting magnetization or demagnetization, called by 
Poisson “ coercive force,” in virtue of which they can perma- 
nently retain magnetism. Neither is it, as Joule’s experiments, 
and the more recent experiments of Gartenhauser and Miller 
demonstrate, applicable to soft iron, except as an approximate 
law of the magnetization when the magnetizing force does not 
exceed certain limits of intensity. But, that it is very approxi- 
mately, if not rigorously, fulfilled m the magnetization of all 
homogeneous substances of very feeble ductive capacity, and 
destitute of “ coercive force” (as all known diamagnetics and all 
ferromagnetics which contain no iron or nickel, or only very small 
proportions in chemical combination, appear to be), is, I think, 
extremely -probable. The foundation of a complete theory of 
magnetic induction requires an experimental investigation of the 
laws according to which the “ coercive force” acts in various 
substances, and of the variation of inductive capacity produced 
in soft iron, and it may be in other substances, by actual mag- 
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netization. The following conclusions, being mathematical de- 
ductions from the laws stated above, are liable to modification, 
according to the deviations from those laws which actual experi- 
ments may point out. 

1. The determination of the conditions of magnetic induction 
in a body of any kind in any circumstances may be made to 
depend on a knowledge of the state of magnetization induced in 
a homogeneous sphere of the same substance, placed in a uniform 
field of magnetic force. 

2. A homogeneous sphere of any substance placed in a uniform 
field of force becomes uniformly magnetized in parallel lines with 
an intensity which is independent of the radius of the sphere. 

3. If the sphere be of non-crystalline substance, the lmes of 
its magnetization are in the same direction as the lines of force 
in the field into which it is introduced, and the intensity of mag- 
netization is equal to the product of a constant (which may be 
called the inductive capacity of the substance) into the intensity of 
the magnetizing force. 

4. If the sphere be of crystalline substance, the lines of its 
magnetization may not in general be in the same direction as 
the lines of force of the field into which it is introduced; and 
they are not so if the sphere, when free to turn round its centre, 
is observed to be not in equilibrium. 

Definition. A _ principal axis of magnetic induction of a sub- 
stance is a line in it, such that a spherical portion when intro- 
duced with that line parallel to the lines of force into a uniform 
magnetic field, becomes magnetized in the direction of those lines. 

Definition.—A principal inductive capacity of a substance, or 
the inductive capacity of a substance with reference to a principal 
axis, is the coefficient by which the intensity of the magnetizing 
force must be multiplied to obtain the intensity of magnetization 
when a spherical portion is introduced into a uniform magnetic 
field, with a principal axis parallel to the lines of force. 

5. Any substance has through every point of it, three principal 
axes at right angles to one another; and if the inductive capa- 
cities with reference to three such axes be different, no other line 
through the same point is a principal axis*. 

6. If the inductive capacities with reference to two principal 
axes through any point of a homogeneous substance be equal, 
every line in the plane of these two, or parallel to it, is a prin- 

* Such, it may be expected, will be the magnetic circumstances in the 
case of any transparent substance which belongs to the optical class of 
*‘biaxal crystals ;”’ and its three principal axes of magnetic induction will 
be the three rectangular axes deduced by Sir David Brewster from the 
* optic axes,”’ and known in the undulatory theory as the principal axes of 
elasticity of the medium in which the undulations are propagated. 
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cipal axis, and the inductive capacities with reference to all these 
principal axes are equal. 

7. If the inductive capacities with reference to three principal 
axes through any point of a substance be equal, every line through 
the substance is a principal axis, and the inductive capacities 
with reference to all directions are equal; or the substance is 
destitute of magnecrystallic properties. 

8. A spherical portion of any homogeneous substance, sup- 
ported in a uniform magnetic field in such a manner that it can 
turn freely in any manner round its centre which is immoveable, 
cannot be in equilibrium unless a principal axis be in the diree- 
tion of the lines of force. If the three principal inductive capa- 
cities be unequal, the body will be in stable equilibrium with 
the principal axis of greatest inductive capacity, or in unstable 
equilibrium with either of the two other principal axes, in the di- 
rection of the lines of force. If the two less principal inductive 
capacities be equal to one another, the body will be im stable* 
equilibrium with the principal axis of greatest inductive capacity 
in the direction of the lines of force, or in unstable equilibrium 
with the same axis perpendicular to the lines of force. If the 
two greater principal inductive capacities be equal to one another, 
the body will be in stable+ equilibrium with the plane of the corre- 
sponding principal axes parallel to the lines of force, or in unstable 
equilibrium with that plane perpendicular to the lines of force. 

9. If a spherical portion, of volume o, of a substance of which 
the three principal inductive capacities are A, B and C, be held in 
a uniform magnetic field where the intensity of the force in abso- 
lute measure is F', with the three principal axes of induction in- 
clined to the direction of the force at angles of which the cosines are 
respectively /, m, n, it will receive a state of magnetization which 
is the resultant of three states of uniform magnetization ; one of 
intensity A. FV, in the direction of the first principal axis; a second 
of intensity B. Fm, in the direction of the second principal axis ; 
and a third, of intensity C. Fw, in the direction of the third prin- 
cipal axis ; and it will experience a turning action, of which the 
mechanical definition is a couple, of which the moment is 

oF? {m?n?(B—C)? + n?1?(C — A)? + ?m?(A— B)?} 4, 

in a plane of which the direction cosimes} with reference to the 

* Tn one respect the equilibrium might be said to be neutral rather than 
stable, since every position into which the body may be turned round the 
stable axis is a position of equilibrium. 

+ In two respects the equilibrium might be said to be neutral ; since every 
position into which the body may be turned round the direction of the lines 
of force is a position of equilibrium, and every position into which it may 
be turned in the plane of the stable principal axes is a position of equilibrium. 

+ Or the cosines of the inclinations of a perpendicular to the plane, to 
the three axes, 
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three principal axes are respectively 
mn(B—C) nl(C—A) lm(A—B) 

| sales DPAe pe"? 

where D denotes the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
numerators of these three fractions, or the third factor of the 
preceding expression. 

10. If the sphere be infinitely small, and if it be put into a 
uniform or non-uniform field of force, the entire action which it 
experiences, whether directive tendency or tendency to move from 
one part of the field to another, is defined by the following pro- 
position :— 

The quantity of mechanical work which is required to bring 
the body from a position where the intensity of the force is F, 
and its direction cosines with reference to the three principal in- 
ductive axes /, m, n, to a position where the intensity of the force 
is EF’, and its direction cosines with reference to the three prin- 
cipal inductive axes in their new positions /', m’', n', is equal to 

50 { (Al? + Br? + Cr!2)B°— (AP + Br? + Cr2)F2}. 

11. IfA=B=C, this expression becomes simply oA(F?—F?), 

and the proposition is equivalent to the mathematical expression 
of Faraday’s law regarding the tendency to places of stronger or 
of weaker force, of ferromagnetic or diamagnetic non-crystalline 
substances, on which some remarks are published in the Philoso- 
phical Magazine for October 1850. 

12. If, without moving its centre, the ball be turned so that 
its three principal axes shall successively be in the direction of 
the-lines of force (the field being non-uniform, but the body in- 
finitely small), it will in each position experience a force in the 
line of most rapid variation of the “ force of the field ;”” but the 
magnitude of the force will in general differ in the three positions, 
being proportional to A, B, and C respectively*. If each of these 

* Thus a ball cut out of a crystal of pure calcareous spar which tends to 
turn with its optic axis perpendicular to the lines of force, and which tends 
as a whole from places of stronger towards places of weaker force, would 
experience this latter tendency more strongly when the optic axis is perpen- 
dicular to the lines of force than when it is parallel to them; since, accord- 
ing to § 8 of the text, the crystal must have greatest inductive capacity, or (the 
language in the text being strictly algebraic when negative quantities are con- 
cerned) least capacity for diamagnetic induction perpendicular to the optic 
axis. I am not aware that this particular conclusion has been verified by any 
experimenter; but I am informed (Oct. 25, 1850) by Mr. Faraday, that he 
finds a piece of crystalline bismuth to experience a different “repulsion” 
according as it is held with its magnecrystallic axis along or perpendicular 
to the lines of force in a non-uniform field; the repulsion being less in 
the former case than in the latter, which agrees perfectly with the conclu- 
sions of the text, since, as a ball of bismuth would tend to place its magne~ 
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quantities be positive, the foree on the ball in each position will 
be in the direction in which the force of the field imereases; if 
any one of these quantities be negative, the force on the ball 
when the corresponding principal axis is in the direction of the 
lines of force, will be in the contrary direction, or that in which 
the force of the field decreases most rapidly. 

13. If A, B, and C be all positive, the body is called ferro- 
magnetic ; if they be all negative, it is called diamagnetic. No 
substance has as yet been found to have some of the quantities 
A, B, C positive, and others negative. 

14. If the inductive capacities be very small, all the preceding 
conclusions will be applicable to the actions experienced by bodies 
in air (ferro-magnetic), or in any magnetizable fluid of either 
ferromagnetic or diamagnetic inductive capacity, provided, stead 
of the absolute inductive capacities of the substance in each case, 
we use for A, B and C, or for the “ principal inductive capacities ”” 
in the verbal enunciations, the excesses of the absolute principal 
inductive capacities of the substance, above the inductive capacity 
of the fluid. 

Curious experiments might be made by means of a variable 
field of force occupied by a magnetizable fluid, and a ball of ery- 
stalline substance allowed to move freely in the line of most 
rapid variation of the force. If the inductive capacity (whether 
positive or negative) of the fluid be intermediate between the 
greatest and the least of the absolute principal imductive capaci- 
ties of the substance, the ball will be urged from places of weaker 
towards places of stronger force when its axis of greatest induc- 
tive capacity is placed along the lines of force, and in the con- 
trary direction when the axis of least inductive capacity is placed 
in the same direction. 

It would be easy to adjust the strength of a solution of sul- 

erystallic axis along the lines of force, that axis must, according to § 8, be 
the principal axis of greatest inductive capacity, or, bismuth being diamag- 
netic, the axis of least diamagnetic capacity. 

It is right to add, that what, according to the theory explained in the 
text, must be the correct explanation of the peculiar phenomena of mag- 
netic induction depending on magnecrystallic properties, was clearly stated 
in the form of a conjecture by Faraday in his 22nd Series (2588) in the 
following terms :—“ Or we might suppose that the crystal is a little more 
apt for magnetic induction, or a little less apt for diamagnetic induction, in 
the direction of the magnecrystallic axis than in other directions. But, if 
so, it should surely show * * in the case of diamagnetic bodies, as bismuth, 
a difference in the degree of repulsion when presented with the magne- 
erystallic axis parallel and perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force (2552); 
which it does not do.” [Read before the Royal Society, December 7, 1848. ] 
The failure of the first experiment (2552) to detect this differential action 
need not be wondered at, when we consider how minute it must probably 
be; and the conjecture, apparently abandoned at the time by the author 
for want of experimental support, may be considered as fully established by 
his own subsequent experimental researches. 
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phate of iron so as to satisfy this condition for a ferromagnetic 

crystalline substance ; but there might be great difficulty m de- 

monstrating by experiment the existence of the forces on account 

of their feebleness. 

APPENDIX. 

Quotations from Poisson regarding Magnecrystallic Action. 

_..... a forme des élémens pourra aussi influer sur cette 

intensité ; et cette influence aura cela de particulier, qu’elle ne 

sera pas la méme en des sens différens. Supposons, par exemple, 

que les élémens magnétiques sont des ellipsoides dont les axes 

ont la méme direction dans toute l’étendue d’un méme corps, et 

que ce corps est une sphére aimantée par influence, dans laquelle 

la force coercitive est nulle; les attractions ou répulsions qu’elle 

exercera au-dehors seront différentes dans le sens des axes de ses 

élémens et dans tout autre sens ; en sorte que, sil’on fait tourner 

cette sphére sur elle-méme, son action sur un méme point 

changera, en général, en grandeur et en direction : mais, si les 

élémens magnétiques sont des sphéres de diametres égaux ou 

inégaux, ou bien s’ils s’écartent de la forme sphérique, mais 

qwils soient disposés sans aucune régularité dans Vintérieur 

@un corps aimanté par influence, leurs formes nw influeront 

plus sur les resultats qui dependront seulement de la somme de 

leurs volumes, comparée au volume entier de ce corps, et qui 

seront alors les mémes en tout sens. Ce dernier cas est celui du 

fer forgé, et sans doute aussi des autres corps non cristallisés dans 

lesquels on a observé le magnétisme : mais il serait curieux de 

chercher si le premier cas n’aurait pas lieu lorsque ces substances 

sont cristalisées; on pourrait s’en assurer par l’expérience, soit 

en-approchant un cristal d’une aiguille aimanté, hbrement sus- 

pendue, soit en faisant osciller de petites aiguilles taillées dans 

des cristaux en toute sorte de sens et soumises a l’action d’un 

trés fort aimant.”—Pp. 258, 259, Mémoire sur la Théorie du 

Magnétisme, par M. Poisson. Lua VAcadémie des Sciences le 

2 Fevrier, 1824. Mém. de I’ Inst. 1821-22. Paris, 1826. 
ce 

“ec 

. 

_....la forme des élémens et leurs positions par rapport 

aux plans fixes des coordonnées 2, y, 2, peuvent influer sur l'état 

magnétique de A, et sur les attractions ou répulsions qu’il exerce 

au dehors. II pourrait méme arriver que cette influence ne fit 

pas la méme en tout sens, en sorte que, si A était une sphére 

homogeéne, et qu’on fit tourner ce corps sans déplacer son centre 

et sans rien changer aux forces extérieures ou a la fonction V, 

les actions magnétiques de A changeraient néanmoins en gran- 

deur et en direction. Ce cas singulier, que nous avons déja in- 

diqué dans le préambule de ce Mémoire, ne s’étant pas encore 

présenté 2 Vobservation, nous Vexclurons de nos recherches, 

quant a présent, et nous allons, en conséquence, déterminer les 
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relations qui doivent exister entre a', 6’, y'*, et les quantités 
a, 8), y,t, pour qu'il n’ait pas lieu.”—Ibid. p. 278. 

e following explanation may serve to give an idea of Pois- 
son’s mode of treating the subject of the last quotation, and to 
show the relation it bears to the theory of which an outline has 
been given above. . 

Let X, Y, Z be the components, parallel to three fixed rect- 
angular axes, of the magnetic force at any point in a uniform 
field of force. A sphere of any homogeneous magnetizable 
substance being placed in this field, let 7 be the intensity, and 
J, m, n the direction cosines of the magnetization which is in- 
duced in it. Poisson deduces, from his hypothesis of magnetic 
fluids, equations { which are equivalent to the following :— 

uw=AX+BY+4+CZ 

im=A'X+BY+C'Z \, 

in=A"X +BY + C"Z 

where A, B, &c. are coefficients depending solely on the nature 
of the substance. These equations are deducible from the 
axioms and the hypothetical principle of the superposition of 
magnetic inductions, stated above, without the necessity of refer- 
ring at all to the hypothesis of “fluids.” All that remains of 
Poisson’s theory is confined to the case of non-crystallie matter, 
with reference to which it is proved that A, B’, and C” must be 
equal to one another, and that each of the other six coefficients 
must vanish ; and there is nothing to indicate the possibility of 
establishing any relations among the nine coefficients which must 
hold for matter in general. [have found that the following rela 
tions,reducing the number of independent coefficients from nine to 
six, must be fulfilled, whatever be the nature of the substance :— 

1: at Oa 6 aw Pasa Ey 

the demonstration being founded on no uncertain or special 
hypothesis, but on the principle that a sphere of matter of any 
kind, placed in a uniform field of force, and set to turn round 
an axis fixed perpendicular to the lines of force, cannot be an 
inexhaustible source of mechanical effect. All the conclusions 
with reference to magnecrystallic action enunciated in the pre- 
ceding abstract are founded on these relations, 

* Component intensities of magnetization. 
+ Components of the magnetizing force. 
{ The products of the first members of Poisson’s three equations in 

p- 278 of his first Mémoire, into k, the ratio of the sum of the volumes of 
the magnetic elements to the whole volume of the body, are respectively 
equal to the three components of the intensity of magnetization (2, im, in) ; 
and if A, B, &c. be taken to denote the values of the products of k into Pois- 
son’s coefficients P, Q, &c. respectively, the equations in the text coincide 
with those of Poisson. 
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XXV. On the Geometrical Theory of Rotation. By W. F. 

Dongin, M.A. &c., Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the 

University of Oxford*. 

Bae ee two demonstrations+ have already appeared in 

this Journal of the triangle of rotations (to adopt Mr. Syl- 

vester’s convenient designation), I think it worth while to add 

the following, which, though not substantially different, exhibits 

the theorem in the simplest way, and under the most striking 

aspect. I shall also subjoin some further illustrations of its use 

in connexion with quaternions. Fig. 1. 
Let ABC, fig. 1, be 

any triangle on a sphere 
fixed in space, and «By 
a triangle on an equal 
and concentric sphere, 
moveable about its 
centre. The sides and 
angles of afr are equal 
to those of ABC, but 
differently arranged,one 
triangle being the in- 
verse or reflexion of the 
other. [In the figure 
straight lines are used 
for convenience to re- 
present arcs of great 
circles. | 

Now if the triangle «My be placed in the position 1, so that 

the sides containing the angle « may be in the same great circles 

with those containing A, it is obvious that it may slide along AB 

into the position 2, and then along BC into the position 3; into 

which last position it might also be brought by sliding along AC. 

Hence, denoting the rotations by ares on the fixed sphere, we 

have the following theorem :— 
I. Twice the rotation AB followed by twice the rotation BC 

produces the same displacement as twice the rotation AC. 

Or, denoting them by ares on the moving sphere,— 

Twice the rotation Ba followed by twice the rotation yB produces 

the same displacement as twice the rotation ye. 

Again, in fig. 2, if we denote the centre of the sphere by O, 

it is obvious that the pyramid whose intersection with the sur- 

face of the sphere is the triangle «Pry, might pass from position 1 

into position 2, by turning round OA through an angle 247—2A, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See Phil. Mag. for June and December 1850, and January 1851. 
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and then into position 3 by turning Fig. 2. 
round OB through an angle 277 —2B; 
into which position it might also have 
been brought from 1 by turning 
round OC (in the contrary direction) 
through an angle 27—2C. Hence 
we have what may be called, with 
reference to theorem I., the polar 
theorem; namely, as regards the fixed 
sphere,— 

Il. A positive rotation 2(m—A) 
round OA, followed by a positive rota- 
tion 2(7—B) round OB, produces the same displacement as a nega- 
tive rotation 2(7—C) round OC. 

The enunciation of the theorem is the same as regards the 
moving sphere, if aBy be put for ABC. But it must be carefully 
observed, that on the fixed sphere the arrangement of ABC is 
such that C is the positive pole of a rotation from CA to CB; 
whilst, on the moving sphere, y is the negative pole of a rotation 
from ya to yB. 

It is obvious that a perfectly similar demonstration may be 
employed in the case of a polygon. As regards fig. 2, this has 
been given by Mr. Sylvester. Also, if we take the moving 
polygon equilateral but not equiangular with the fixed polygon, 
and then diminish the sides indefinitely, we arrive, in the case of 
fig. 2, at Pomsot’s mode of representing the most general kind 
of rotatory motion ; whilst in the case of fig. 1, taking the poly- 
gons eqmangular but not equilateral, we obtain two cones, the 
reciprocals of Poinsot’s cones, one of which slides (without rolling) 
upon the other. Thus the two theorems given above are, in fact, 
particular cases of the general relations between the curvatures 
of these cones and the angular velocities of the body about the 
instantaneous axis, and of the instantaneous axis in the body or 
im space. 

In the Philosophical Magazine for June 1850, I showed that 
a comparison of the preceding theorems with the results of a 
particular mode of interpreting quaternions (explained in the 
July Number) enabled us to account, @ priori, for the connexion 
observed by Mr. Cayley between certain quaternion formule and 
those which occur in the theory of the rotation of solids. (Phil. 
Mag. Ser. 3. vol. xxxiii. p. 196.) 

In fact, since the quaternion cos 8+ sin A(i/ +jm-+ kn) may be 
considered to represent the rotation of a radius vector through 
an angle @ round an axis whose direction cosines are /, m,n; or, 
which comes to the same thing, the description of a correspond- 
ing are on the surface of a sphere; and since the descriptions 
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of arcs on the sphere correspond to and define the effect of rota- 

tions of a solid round the same axes, but through double the 

angles, it follows from these theorems that the quaternion 

(nae ee 
cos 5 + SIND (l+jm+kn). . . + (1) 

represents the positive rotation of a solid through an angle 0, 

round an axis whose direction cosines are /, m, ” referred to axes 

fixed in space ; whilst 
Gey Ah 1 

cos 5 — sin 5 (il-tymthn) . ae ie tla) 

may be interpreted similarly with reference to axes fixed in the 

body. 
Mr. Boole, in noticing the interpretation of the former of these 

expressions (Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 279), observes that a qua- 

ternion w+iz+jy+kz, whose constituents do not satisfy the 

condition w?+22+y?+27=1, is not directly interpretable in 

geometry. This, however, is certainly not true with reference 

to interpretation by means of the rotation of lines ; for in that 

case the quaternion ag (where ¢ does satisfy the above condition, 

and a is a numerical coefficient) represents (as I have shown) the 

rotation of a radius vector, combmed with an alteration of its 

length in the ratio of atol. And I think it not impossible that 

some corresponding interpretation of the coefficient may be dis- 

covered in the case of the solid. 

At present, however, I proceed to illustrate the subject by one 

or two additional examples. 

In all that follows, &7§ will refer to axes fixed in space, and 

axyz to axes fixed in the rotating body. 

Let p, q, 7 have their usual significations in the theory of ro- 

tation, and w®=p?+q?+7?. Also let the position of the body 

at any instant be defined by the values of A, 4, V ; where 

A=/ tan # p=m tan A y=ntany, 

and @ is the angle through which the body would have to turn 

round an axis whose direction cosines are /, m, n, in order to pass 

from the position in which the two sets of axes coincide, mto 

that in which it actually is at the instant considered. To adopt 

the names proposed by Mr. Cayley and Mr. Sylvester, Awy are 

the coordinates of the resultant rotation, and J, m, n are the direc- 

tion cosines of the axis of displacement. Lastly, let 

sec? : =14N+W?+V=k. 
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Let it be required to express p, g, 7 in terms of Awy and their 
differential coefficients. 

It is to be observed that /, m, n refer indifferently to either set 
of axes. Considering them to refer to z, y, z, we have the ex- 
pression (2.), namely, 

PD saint 0 we tates 10 |, 
cos 5 —sin 5 (+jm-+ kn), 

for the quaternion representative of the displacement. In the 
next instant dé, a rotation wdt takes place round an axis whose 

‘ i, =; which will be represented by direction cosines are 

the quaternion 

wat . wdt (i Pedi ol f, 
oe Sree —_ eae We ap Wan 5 ads ; 

or, neglecting quantities of the second order, by 

dt 
2 

And the displacement of the body in its new position may be 
represented either by the product 

as: | a EP ge 
(i- a (ip +iq+ hr) (coss — sing (i-+jm+kn) ), 

or by the quaternion 

l— = (p+yjqt+h). 

(beh, SPA | UPR Sate 
cosy — sins (il! +jm! + kn’), 

where 6’, //,... are put for 0+d0,/+di,... Equating these two 
expressions, and then applying each side of the equation as a 
multiplier to 

cos + sin a‘ (+jm-+kn), 

we get 
; I 

1— a (ip + j+ kr) =008 cos 4 (L—i —ju! —ky) (1+ ir +ju-+ by), 

of which the right side, developed (omitting terms of the second 
order, and observing that 2(AdX+pdu+vdyv)=dk), is easily 
found to be 

isa : 
1-— {i(dr + vdu—pdv) +7 (du +rAdv—vdr) + k(dv+pdr—Ddp) }, 
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which, compared with the expression on the left side, gives 

dr ye = 
bas =2(7 + "a tay 

with symmetrical expressions for g and r. 
For a deduction of these expressions by direct differentiation, 

see Mr. Cayley’s paper in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, 
vol, ui. p. 227. It is to be observed that the method employed 
above does not require a knowledge of the expressions for ), m4, v, 
or p, q, 7, in terms of the nine direction cosines of one set of 
axes referred to the other. 

Lastly, let it be required to find the relations between X, yu, v, 
and the $, ¢, of the ordinary theory. For convenience of de- 
scription, ‘let the earth be the body considered, the axes of # and. 
y being fixed in the plane of the equator, and that of z coinciding 
with the polar axis, whilst the axes of & and 7 are fixed in the 
plane of the ecliptic. Then $ is the inclination of the equator 
to the ecliptic ; ¢ is the mght ascension of the axis of #; and yis 
the longitude of the ascending node of the equator, reckoned 
from the axis of &. 

Now it is obvious that the earth might have been brought from 
the position in which the two sets of axes coincide, into that in 
which it actually is at any mstant, by three successive rotations ; 
namely, first, a rotation yr round the axis of z; second, a rota- 
tion $ round the axis of w; and third, a rotation ¢ round the 
axis of zg again. Hence the principles above established give the 
following equation : 

fay —h—jp—ky) = (cos - —ksin ) (cos —7sin =) 

np ap (cos ksin *), 

of which the second side developed and compared with the first, 
gives 

s + K=sec" 5: set ES 

PP ig sesh ea 
Amit 2 San 2 =tan = -—_____, » = tan> :-—____,, 

2 ete 2 th 05 -——= cos 
p) 2 

y= tan EEE, 

The inverse expressions are se obtained; thus we have 

an YS Ve a =4, tant? _,, 
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whence 
a us yh _ vA—- 

tan p= > tan @= AY ir 

and 

sigs x 
NT +p” 

) 
which may be verified by means of the values of 3, , yr, A, M, V 
in terms of the nine direction cosines. 

Oxford, Jan. 11, 1851. 

XXVI. On the Negative Wave of Translation. 
By "ALJ. Rosrrtson, Civil Hngineer*. 

i oe a paper on the Positive Wave of Translation, in the De- 
cember Number of this Magazine, it was shown that the 

distance the crest of the wave moves through, during the time 
that an elementary column makes a vertical oscillation from rest 

to rest, is L+ ¥ —the quantity ~ beimg half the absolute trans- 

lation of the particles in space,—and that in consequence the 

velocity of the wave is increased from W(a+h)g to 

Vv 

ada toy aah atk 
oe V(a+kjg= ees (a+2k)g. 

In the negative wave of translation, which is generated by the 
abstraction of a quantity of water from the Channel, and which 
is a hollow instead of a swell, the translation of the particles is 
in the direction contrary to the motion of the wave. Hence the 
crest of the wave moves, during the vertical oscillation of a 

column, through a space /ess than I. by a quantity bi 

Applying the same principles to the negative as to the positive 

5b Cc A 

wave, retaining the same symbols, and remembering that & is ne- 
gative, we obtain 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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een Mls 
ag a Ay ll TBE Vite. N/a y 

‘a 7 a—2k a 2&k—y 
and . 

aliny 2 yea 

a 
and for the velocity, 

ee ais Se 
= eo se ere The stay’ v= V(a—k).g a = (a—2k).g 
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In the following table the columns A, B and H, are the same 
as those of Table XI. given by Mr. Scott Russell in his second 

- report, where 
Column A is the depth of the fluid reckoned in inches from 

the lowest part of the wave. 
B the depth of the wave reckoned below the surface 

of repose. 
E the velocity observed 

F by the formula afi —— (a—2k)g i 
in feet per 

second. 

G the difference between E and F 

A B. E F G, No 

915 085 | 1:62 153 —'09 1 
925 075 1:53 1:55 +:02 2 
93 07 1:27 155 pty cle fod 
9385 | 065 1-66 1:56 -—10 | 4 
“96 04 1:33 1:59 so ell 5 
965 035 1:40 1:59 epg +} 6 
97 03 1-46 1-60 4-14 q 

3:3 8 2°65 2°83 +:18 8 
34 4 2:43 2:89 +46 | 9 
3-495 605 | 2:68 2°95 +32 10 
3603 ‘497 3 04 3°01 =03\, | 1l 
371 39 3:07 3-08 co) eee ae | 
3745 “355 2°85 3°10 +25 | 13 
3-77 33 '| 3°07 312 4:05 14 
4365 735 3-44 3:30 =—14 |. 
4°575 525 3°33 3-41 +08 | 16 
46 5 3°37 3-43 +:06 17 
4625 “475 2:66 344 +°78 18 
475 35 3°81 3°51 —'30 19 

+3:03 
— ‘66 

2°37 
Average....,. 124 

Phil, Mag, 8,4. Vol. 1, No. 8, March 1851, O 
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The average difference is therefore 0°124 (almost exactly the 
same as in the case of the positive waves); or leaving out the 
9th and 18th examples, which, from an inspection of the one 
above and below in each case, are evidently anomalous, the aye- 
rage sum is 0:065, or 4 of an inch per second. ; 

Hence we have for the velocity of waves of translation gene- 
rally the expression . 

van / TEX ia sang, a 

the positive or negative signs being taken according as the wave 
is positive or negative. 

XXVII, Reports on the Progress of the Physical Sciences. 
By Joun Tynpaut, Ph.D., Marburg. 

Recent Researches on Electro-magnetism. 
1. Ueher die Anker der Electromagnete, by Dr. J. Dub. Poggendorff’s 

Annalen, No. 8, 1848, Sept. 6, 1848. 
2. Ueber die Magnetisirung von Eisenstiiben durch den galvanischen 

Strom, by J. Miiller. Ibid. No. 3, 1850, April 12, 1850. 
3. Ueber die Magnetisirung von Hisenstiiben durch den galvanischen 

Strom, by Buff and Zamminmer. “Annalen der Chemie und Phar- 
macie for July 1850. 

¢ Bes years ago Lenz and Jacobi of St. Petersburg published 
their celebrated imvestigation on the action of electro- 

magnets. The thoroughness of that investigation seemed to 
leave little hope that future experimenters could add anything to 
its results, and this consideration appears to have repelled phy- 
sicists from engaging in the further working of what might be 
considered an exhausted mine. The subject, however, has lat- 
terly attracted considerable attention; and various facts have 
been observed, the tendeney of which is to unsettle some of the 
most important laws supposed to have been established by the 
two experimenters above mentioned. In the following paper an 
attempt is made to place before the readers of the Philosophical 
Magazine a brief sketch of the rise and progress of these diver- 
gences. 

About seven years ago a very curious series of experiments 
was made by Professor Hessel of this University, which demon- 
strate im a very striking manner the influence of mere shape on 
the lifting power of a magnet. It was found that when an 
iron nail of a certam construction was brought in contaet with 
two poles of unequal power, on pulling the magnets more widely 
asunder the nail did not cling uniformly to the stronger pole, 
but that the presentation of its point to the weaker pole was suf- 
ficient to give to the latter a complete predominance ; so that 
the cham formed by the two magnets and the nail always gave 
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way where the head of the nail joined the stronger magnet. In 
1848, M. Dub of Berlin instituted an inquiry into the lift- 
ing power of electro-magnets with reference to the form of the 
attracted mass. This inquiry proves that the term “lifting 
power ”’ can convey no definite idea, inasmuch as a mere change 
of form in the mass attracted will cause the energy with which 
the magnet grasps it to vary between the limits of 1 and 10, or 
perhaps between even wider limits. 

The apparatus used by Dub was a steelyard, from one end of 
which a bar of soft iron “ submagnet*” was suspended vertically, 
a weight being moved along the opposite arm until the bar was 
torn from the magnet underneath. As early as 1833, Dal Negro 
had asserted that the attraction of the magnet increased with 
the weight of the submagnet ; the first query which Dub applied 
himself to was, to ascertain whether, when the mass of the latter 
remains constant, the attraction remains constant also. Ten cylin- 
drical bars were chosen, all of the same weight, but varying from 
1 to 16 inches in length, and from 2 inches to 4 an inch in dia- 
meter ; a stream, the strength of which is expressed by the tan- 
gent of 25°, was sent round the magnet, and the weight neces- 
sary to separate each bar from the magnet was determined. The 
following table exhibits the results obtained, the weights being 
expressed in pounds and decimals of a pound :— 

1. 

Submag. No. 1. No.2. No.3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No.9, No. 10. 
1:8 1 sp pea ge ae AO ey A: § 9-7 10-3 

When a stream of 45° strength was sent round the magnet, the 
following weights were obtained :— 

Submag. No.1. No.2. No.3. No.4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. 
6:24 5:4 52 657 $813 1071 15°55 19:15 27:9 25-58 

We have in all these cases the same quantity of iron; but the 
mere peculiarity of form is sufficient to make the attraction of 
No. 9 upwards of five times that of No.3. But there is another 
circumstance worthy of notice. With a force of 45° the attrac- 
tion of the thick bar No. 1 is about three and a half times 
what it was with a force of 20°; the attraction of the thin bar 
No. 10 has not, however, increased in the same ratio; with a 
force of 45° it is only two and a half times what it was with a 
force of 20°. 

* This term, expressive of the mass of iron which is attracted by the 
magnet, and which, in its turn, attracts the magnet, is introduced here for 
the first time. ‘The word ‘ keeper’ suggests an idea which has no reference 
to the present case. The word ‘anchor,’ used in Germany, is also inappli- 
cable. As the mass of soft iron, when induced, is itself a magnet, the term 
introduced above seems to be appropriate. It suggests, not only the at- 
tractive property of the induced mass, but also its relation to the exciting 
magnet.—J. 

02 
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The above experiments show that the attractive force exerted 
on the submagnet increases with the length of the latter ; this, 
however, has its limit. To obtain a clear insight of the matter, 
Dub first of all chose a number of bars of the same diameter 
but of different lengths, and then a number of the same length 
but of different diameters. The former yaried from 2 to 24 
inches in length, and were all 1 inch thick. The attracting 
magnet was also an inch thick. When a stream of 20° was sent 
round the magnet, the following weights were found necessary 
to force it and the submagnet asunder :— 

Length of submag, 2” 3” 4” 5” 6”. 9”. 15” 18”, 21”. gay 
Attraction .,....... 1:23 1:73 238 3 3:27 443 4:89 518 6:34 5:96 

With a stream of 35° the following weights were obtained ;— 
Length of submag. 2” nga Dei OM Wp Gs MBA NAB! wena | 
Attraction ......... 296 45 608 7:56 888 13:8 16:4 188 22 175 

That the increase of attraction which accompanies the length- 
ening of the submagnet has a limit, is rendered clear from the fol- 
lowing table, wherein are exhibited the attractive forces exerted 
upon a numberof bars of ;4ths of an inch in diameter; the magnet, 
as in the former case, was an inch thick and 12 inches long :— 
Length of submag./ 2 <3 1415 G0 OY OM 5 SPs aa 
Stream 20°; attract. 1:7 2°86 3:39 3:88 4-916  6525:9 632 63 6:32 

SPORTED ZK 436 62 7:74.80 92 10:14 108 9:9 105 10:3 105 

We here see, that after the submagnet has attained a length 
of about 9 inches, its attraction remains constant ; that full 
15 inches might be cut away from the 24" bar without diminish- 
ing the action of the magnet upon it. Ifthe bars be thinner, 
the point of maximum attraction exhibits itself still sooner. The 
results contained in the following table express the action of the 
same magnet on bars ;3,ths of an inch in diameter :— 

Length of submagnet . 2! 4) 6 9! 12! 
Stream 20°; attraction -. 1°66 2°97 2°77 8:5 3°28 

PRIA HIG BISNIS 3°28 4:2) 42° 4°35 4°36 
ob Tt Tag Oa SOO 39 45 876 47 4°84 

We here see that from 4: inches upwards the increase is hardly 
worth notice: but we derive another significant conclusion from 
the table; and that is, that an addition toa strong stream effects 
less than a proportionate addition to a weak stream: for example, 
by increasing the stream from 20° to 35°, that is, by doubling 
it, the carrying power of the magnet in the case of the 2" bar 
is also doubled; but by increasmg the stream from 35° to 45°, 
that is, in the ratio of 7: 10, the carrying power is increased only 
in the ratio of 7: 8. 

These experiments are at variance with the law which affirms 
that the lifting power of an electro-magnet is proportional to the 
square of the magnetizing stream. Casting an eye on the attrac- 
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tion of the 12" bar in the last table, we see that with a ratio 
between the currents of nearly 1; 3 the carrying power increases 
only in the ratio of 2 : 3, whereas to fulfill the law it ought to be 
in the ratio of 2:18. 

The attractive force exerted upon a mass of iron is by no 
means proportional to its weight. With a current of 20°, a 
submagnet 6 inches long and 1 inch thick was attracted with a 
force of 3°27 pounds; while one of the same length, and ;3,ths 
of an inch thick, was attracted with a force of 4°91 pounds. 
With a stream of 25° the former was attracted with a force of 
6°8 pounds ; while the latter, which was only about the eleventh 
part of its weight, was attracted with a force of 8°24 pounds. 
In like manner it was found that— 

A submag. 9" long and 1" thick bore a weight of 4°43 pounds, and 
eee g! ees naa eee 6:00 eee ? 

Perhaps the most remarkable fact which these experiments 
establish is, that there is a point of saturation, so to speak, for 
soft iron, beyond which its receptivity for further magnetism 
ceases. The following table exhibits this in a very striking 
manner :— 

Attraction of submagnets 2 inches in length and of various diameters. 

Diameters. 

Strength of stream. 17, 2,/", x2". ts": 

20 tan 3'639 1-25 1:35 17 0-41 
25 ... 4663 1-75 2:04 2°56 0-4 
31... 6-009 2-43 2:97 3°57 0°44 
35... 7002 2-96 351 4:36 0:42 
39 .., 8:098 3°63 4:38 5°54 0:47 
45 ... 10: 4:68 58 6:86 0:5 

Here the first three bars exhibit a considerable increase of 
force, according as the stream strengthens, though still not suffi- 
cient to satisfy the law of Lenz and Jacobi. above quoted. A 
force of 20°, however, seems sufficient to saturate the last bar ; 
for by an increase of galvanic power, which, according to the 
said law, ought to make nearly nine times the attractive force, it 
can scarcely be said that there is any increase at all. The same 
occurred with bars 4, 6", 9”, and 12” in-length; in each case 
a force of 20° seemed to saturate the 4,” bar to the full extent 
of its receptivity. 

The above experiments, which appear to have been conducted 
with considerable care, seem to establish the principle of satu- 
ration. 'The manner of induction, however, is peculiar, this being 
effected by the direct action of a magnet upon a mass of iron, 
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The magnetism of the magnet, however, is in turn induced by 
the stream which encircles it; and the “question will naturally 
arise, whether by ¢his mode of induction a point of saturation 
may also be attained. 

The recent researches of M, Miller furnish us with a prompt 
affirmative reply to this question. In the investigation of Lenz 
and Jacobi, already referred to, it appeared to be established that 
the magnetic power evoked in the magnet was directly proportional 
to the stream which encircled it. M. Miller, however, proves that 
in those cases only where the diameter of the induced core is 
considerable does the law of the Russian physicists hold good,— 
that thin bars have a point of saturation, beyond which additional 
galvanic power does not materially increase the power of attra¢- 
tion. M. Miller experimented with four cores of different dia- 
meters ; it will, however, serve our present purpose to give the 
results arrived at with his thickest and his thinnest core; the 
former was 44 millims. thick, and the latter 9 millims. ; ‘both 
bars were 560 millims. long. 

Bar No. 1. 

v 322 | 44076! 16397 | 248 | 180 -| 0-2760| 1683 
v 28 2 | 37-534 | 13963 | 227 | 1733 | 02735 | 1959 
» 15 4 | 19278} 7110 | 120 | 13 41 | 0-2202 | 3097 
» 32 | 3913] 1456 16 | 3°41 | 0:2597 | 4100 
9 344 | 47-999 | 19555 | 130 | 16 44 | 02744! 1403 
9 155 | 19-411 | 7921 39 | 13 46 |°0-2337 | 2937 
9 416 | 62146 | 25356 | 149 | 1733 | 0-2845| 1122 
9 70 | 8596| 3507 18 | 8 6 | 01371 | 3909 

Bar No. 4 

c. a 8 ul u ped le mM — 

“ p 

v 33.1 | 45-633 | 16975 | 352 | 54-43 | 0-36381| 8041 
v 202 | 25-753 | 7580 | 145 | 3922 | O7898| 8244 
v 188 | 19810} 7369 | 122 | 31-44 | 0:5946| 8069 
» 120 | 14832] 5536 | 1 2 |. 95-44 | 0-4640| 8381 
v 74 | 9093] 3383 | 038 | 15:38 | 02730) 8129 
v 65 7-973 | 2946 | 034 | 14:30 | 02487} 8102 

In these experiments the current passed from a battery com- 
posed of six of Bunsen’s cells round a magnetic needle (No. 1) 
placed 50 feet distant, the tangent of the angle which the needle, 
when under the influence of the eurrent, makes with the mag- 
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netic meridian being, as is known, proportional to the mtensity 
of the stream; thence the stream passed onward to a copper 
helix, within which the core of soft iron was placed. The helix 
stood at right angles to the magnetic meridian, and the mag- 
netism of the bar within it was determined by its action on a 
freely suspended needle (No. 2) placed 88 centimetres eastward 
from the helix. A current which delivers 1 cubic centimetre of 
oxygen and hydrogen at 0° temp. and 760 millims. tension in 
one minute, was assumed as unit. To reduce the results given 
by the needle (No. 1) to this unit, the tangent of the angle must 
be multiplied by 70. 
We shall now explain the signs used in the foregoing “table. 

The letters v and g contained in column c¢ designate two distinct 
helices ; the former consisted of 372 windings, and the latter of 
482 windings of copper wire. 

The column headed a contains the angles which the needle 
(No. 1) made with the magnetic meridian; the column s con- 
tains the produats of the tangents of these angles and the factor 
70; the column p contains the magnetizing force, obtained by 
multiplymg the strength of the stream s by the number of wind- 
ings in the helix; w! is the angle which the helix alone, when 
the stream passes through it, causes the needle (No. 2) to make 
with the magnetic meridian ; and w is the angle caused by the 
united action of helix and core; tan w— tan wv! will therefore be the 
measure of the magnetism of the bar, and this is contained in 
the column headed m; the last column contams the quotient 
obtamed by dividing the magnetism of the bar by the force ne- 
cessary to evoke the said magnetism. 

Were the law that the magnetism of the bar is proportional 

to the strength of the current valid, the quotient 5 ought to be 
P 

constant ; a glance at the last column will, however, show that 
this is by no means the case with the bar No. 1. When 

a weak current is applied, = is greater than when a strong cur- 

rent is applied; the magnetism of the bar does not advance 
in the same ratio as the galvanic power, but in a much smaller 
ratio, which is quite analogous to the results obtained by Dub. 
The bar No. 4, however, which, as before stated, was 44 millims. 
thick, fulfills the law. It would appear from this, that a bar of 
soft iron, as regards its capacity for magnetism, may be roughly 
represented to the mind as a vessel of fixed dimensions capable 
of containing a certain quantity of fluid and no more. 

M. Miller expresses the relation between the magnetizing 
force, the magnetism thereby excited, and the diameter of the 
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bar, as exhibited in the foregoing table, by the formula 

2 m 
p=220d tan 0000052" 

If we call the strength of the stream a, and the corresponding 
magnetism y, then, were the law of the Russian physicists 
general, we should have 

y. = const. or y== const. v, 
av 

which is the equation of a straight line. Taking, however, the 
stength of the stream as given in the foregoing table as abscissa, 
and the magnetism excited as ordinate, and plotting both cor- 
rectly, we obtain im the ‘case of the thin bar a curve instead of 
a straight line ; and moreover, the portion of this curve which 
corresponds to high galvanic power runs nearly parallel to the 
abscissa, thus indicating that the point of saturation had been 
nearly attamed. 

On the other hand, we find MM. Buff and Zamminer of 
Giessen coming forward to defend the conclusions of Lenz and 
Jacobi. In a recent number of the Annalen der Chimie und 
Pharmacie, we find the following article bearing on the subject. 

Miller of Freiburg (write Buff and Zamminer) has lately 
published a series of experiments, and from them derived results, 
which, could they be regarded as the correct expression for the 
relation of the electro-magnetism to the strength of the exciting 
current, would completely dispel all notion of proportionality 
between both. In point of fact, this author rejects the law of 
Lenz and Jacobi, and derives from his experiments the eonelu- 
sion, that the ratio of the developed magnetism to the galvanic 
power expended exhibits a remarkable decrease when that power 
is considerable, and that for every soft iron core there is an actual 
electro-magnetic maximuni. 

This conclusion was the more unexpected by us, as having 
for some time occupied ourselves with the question, under what 
conditions does an electro-magnet attain its maximum action 
upon a small magnetic needle at very small distances. We had 
repeated opportunity of testing the correctness of the above law*. 
We were, however, mduced to submit the matter to a new trial, 
which should embrace the greatest possible variations of galvanic 
power. 

We have im no way altered the method of experiment. The 
stream was conducted round a copper ring, in the centre of 

* That the magnetism deyeloped is directly proportional to the strength 
of the exciting current. 

> a ae 

— a= @ ee & 
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which swung a magnetic needle* (tangent needle), and was sent 
thence through a wire which encircled an iron core. In the 
neighbourhood of the latter was a second magnetic needle sus- 
pended horizontally, so that the produced axis of the core struck 
the central poimt of the needle, and was at right angles to its 
meridian. Both needles were placed. sufficiently far apart to 
prevent any mutual action between them. . By means of Wheat- 
stone’s regulator, the strength of the current could be varied 
within wide limits, and was measured in all cases by the tangent 
instrument. Every alteration in the strength of the current 
ought to be accompanied by a corresponding alteration of the 
adjacent magnetic needle. If, now, these alterations were pro- 
portional to each other, and if the angle which the tangent 
needle, when acted upon by the stream circulating round it, 
makes with the magnetic meridian be called 4, and the angle 
which the excited core causes the other needle to make with the 

fab Pr ssloang 
tand 

same direction be called '; then must the quotient 

same series of experiments be a constant quantity. 
Miller assumes as unit for the galvanic power a stream which 

produces a cubic centimetre of gas in a minute. To reduce the 
angle given by the tangent instrument to this unit, the tangent 
of that angle must be multiplied by 70. His smallest strength 
of stream is 3:7, his greatest 63:5... The power which he applies 
varies therefore between the limits of the ratio of 1:17. 

His iron cores were 560 millimetres long, and were encircled 
by wire along their entire length. The number of windings on 
every 10 millims. of the cores amounted, during one part of the 
investigation, to 16; in most cases, however, it did not exceed 8. 

The magnetizing force stands nearly in the ratio compounded 
of the strength of the stream and the number of windings which 
act upon the same core. _ The greatest magnetizing force applied 
by Miller corresponded to the stream-strength 35:5, with 16 
windings to every 10 millims., and hence exceeded in no case 
the number 568. 

Tron cores of considerable length, such as those used by 
Miiller, are difficult to obtain free from coercive power. We 
have therefore given the preference to shorter ones. . The outer 
surface, which is generally rendered a little hard by hammering, 
was turned off, and, in short, no pains were spared to obtain good 
soft iron. Notwithstanding this, however, no core used by us 
showed itself entirely free from magnetism after it had been once 

* We shall refer to this in future as the tangent needle; and when taken 
in connexion with the surrounding ring and the graduated circle, as the 
tangent instrument. The ring of course stood perpendicular to the ho- 
rizon.—J, T. 
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excited. But the quantity that remained was very small; so 
small, indeed, that the magnetic needle, which was placed 600 
millims. distant, deviated under the influence of this remaining 
magnetism from the magnetic meridian scarcely one-tenth of a 
degree. 

The following are the dimensions of our iron cylinders :— 

No. 1. 108 millims. long and 55 millims. diameter. 
No. 2. 1381 eee 38 vee 
No. 3. 131 ees 19 oes 
No. 4, 200 eee 9 eee 

The spiral which belonged to No. 1 was 86 millims. in length, 
and consisted of 90 windings ; 8 windings found space on every 
10 millims. The thickness of the wire was 4 millims. 

For Nos. 2, 3 and 4, a spiral 110 millims. long and of 560 
windings was used. In this case, therefore, we have about 43 
windings to every 10 millims. of the core. The thickness of the 
wire was 2 millims. 

The tangent instrument had two rings. According as the 
greater or the less was used, the tangent of the angle which the 
current caused the needle to make with the magnetic meridian 
must be multiplied by 31:62, or by 63°24, to reduce it to the 
unit chosen by Miiller. 

Finally, to reduce the magnetizing force to the same unit, the 
force of the current must be multiplied by 8 or by 48, according 
as the bar No. 1, or one of the three remaining bars, was used. 

A glance at the following table will show that the magnetizing 
forces used by us, not only far exceed those of Miiller in absolute 
value, but that they were also more widely varied. Our weakest 
stream was 3'3, our strongest 231-6. 

The letters at the head of the table have the following signi- 
fications :— 

¢ expresses the angle which the tangent needle, when acted 
upon by the stream, makes with the magnetic meridian. 

¢', the angle which the small needle, acted upon by the mag- 
net, makes with the magnetic meridian. 

", the angle due to the action of the helix with no core 
within it. 

The numbers contained in the columns ¢! and ¢” are not those 
directly read off, but are the mean of the readings right and left 
of the needle’s position of equilibrium. 

K expresses the calculated magnetizing force. 
ar, the angle due to the action of the iron core alone. 

The rest is evident without further explanation. 
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Iron core No. 2. 43 windings on 10 millims. length. 

Distance of the forward end of the core from the needle = 780 

millims. 

| " - ib: 
Seer Og ges tam tan ¢ tan | —+—"____| pir 

, calculated.) —tany. | tang | Observed. |Calculated. 

6 143 | 4:3 «| °... | 0-01270| 0-06249| 0:59455) 3°55 3-25 |40°3 
7167 | 4:8 | ... | 0-01484| 0-06913| 056303, 3:95 | 375 |4+02 

10 | 239°7| 6-65) ... | 002131] 009528) 0:54047| 5-45 | 5-4  |40-05 
15 | 364-3 /10-15| ... | 0-03238| 0°14665 | 054731; 835 | $15 |402 
20 | 494 (133 | 2:5 | 0:04398| 0-19241) 0-52864| 10-9 11:0 —01 

25 | 634-1/17:1 |3-15) 005634) 0-25162 053961) 141 140 = =|40-1 

380 | 785 |20°5 | 4-0 | 0:06976 030446 | 0:52734 | 16:95 17-2 |—0:25 

35 | 952 24-4 | ... | 008461] 036936 | 052750) 20:25 20:55 |—0°3 

40 1141 28:9 5-95| 0:10139| 0:45064 | 0°53706| 24°25 244 |—02 

Mean ......=0°53542+ 
wg oy rs ve abn ood en tl en ee 

Iron core No. 8. 43 windings on 10 millims. length. 

Distance of the forward end of the core from the needle=600 

millims. 

48 1510 |29-8 | .. | 0:15629| 0-41642| 0°3749 | 22°6 22:0 |+-0°6 

40 |1141 23-05 | 6-8 | 0-11809| 0:30742| 0:3664 | 17:1 16:95 |+0:15 

30 | 785 |16-00/| 4-6 | 0-08125 | 0-20455 | 93543 | 11:55 11:85 |—03 

20 | 495 |10:3 | ... | 0°05122} 0°13051| 035855) 7:45 755 |—O1 

Iron core No. 4. 43 windings on 10 millims. length. 

Distance of the forward end of the core from the needle = 600 

millims. 

tan p. / 

tan ¢. Calculated. Tufiareneey 

4 1-85 0-4619 3-0 ~615 
7 36 05124 3-55 +.0:05 

16 8:5 0-5212 $3 40-2 
24 13-0 0:5185 127 40:3 
32 17-02 0:4898 17°6 058 
40 22-5 0:4937 23-05 —0-55 

oe, 0:5071¢ 

* The magnetizing force was calculated according to the formula 

K=43 . 31°62 . tan >. 

+ In taking the mean of the quotients, the two first are excluded. 

+ In taking the mean here, the first quotient is excluded, as there is evi- 

dently some error connected with the experiment. 
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It will not be necessary to give the full tabular statement of . 
the experiments which Buff and Zamminer have made with their 
thickest magnet, as the pith of the controversy lies in the results 
given in the last table. It will, however, be interesting to know 

tan yr 

tan 
agreement exists between the observed and calculated yalues of yr. 

how the quotients agree among themselves, and what 

Bar No, 4. 

tan ~ Sigil Meat de ANSE 

tan @ ; Observed. Calculated. 

6979 27°15 271 
’ 7080 26°45 261 

7149 25:3 24°8 
6935 22°4 22°55 
6966 180 18:0 

6950 11:8 11:85 
6740 6:4 6:55 

6654 66 6:45 
6740 6:4 6:2 
6565 59 5:85 
6425 Sil 3°15 
6121 2-0 2:15 

6399 1:35 1:35 
6806 0°65 0-6 

| 
i 

In the first seven of these experiments the power applied was 
very great ; it varied from 82°:25 to 59°. The power im the last 
seven experiments varied from 60° to 9°. In the, former case 
the full current was not allowed to pass round the tangent needle, 
but a branch current about the 19th part of the full one. 

The observed values of yy are found by subtracting tan o” 
from tan ¢, and ascertaining the corresponding angle in table 
of tangents. The calculated values of a are derived. on the 

tan 
kh is a constant quantity. The inconsider- 

able, or at least irregular, differences between the observed and 
calculated values of yy justify this assumption, and establish the 
law of Lenz and Jacobi, at least in those cases where the core 
consists of good. soft iron. 

Whence, then, (demand Buff and Zamminer) those remark- 
able divergences which have been observed by Miiller? ‘It is 
hardly possible to account for them satisfactorily so long as the 
details of his experiments, which are omitted in his memoir, 
remain undescribed. We believe, however, that we are justified 
in the conjecture, that the ground thereof lies partly in the defect 

assumption that 
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of his cores in regard to softness, and partly in the manner in 
which the experiments have been made. 

The writers support this conjecture by a number of experi- 
ments made with defective iron and unhardened steel, wherewith 
they are able to produce divergences quite similar to those ob- 
served by Miiller. | The latter, however, retorts that his cylinders 
were made of the best possible iron; and that the reason why 
Buff and Zamminer’s results differ from his is, that their greatest 
galvanic power was applied to their thick cores, a comparatively 
“modest” amount of force being expended on the thin ones. 
He contends that their results are quite in conformity with his 
formulz, and so the matter rests. 

XXVIII. On Hydrodynamics. By Professor Porrmr, 4.M.* 

LAGRANGE, in the tenth section of his Mécanique 
e Analytique, page 282, says, “ Mais ce n’est jamais par 

les routes les plus simples et les plus directes, que esprit humain 
parvient aux vérités, de quelque genre qu’elles soient, et la 
matiére que nous traitons en fournit un exemple frappant.” The 
subject of hydrodynamics which called forth this remark is no 
doubt one to which it emphatically applies, as is strikingly evi- 
dent from the history of the science, which he gives. I must, 
however, now venture to disagree with him when he says, “ et 
D’Alembert est le premier qui ait réduit les vrais lois de leur 
mouvement & des équations analytiques.” He says in another 
place, “c’est & Kuler qu’on doit les premiéres formules générales 
pour le mouvement des fluides, fondées sur les lois de leur équi- 
libre, et présentées avec la notation simple et lumineuse des dif- 
férences partielles.” If the doctrine of the atomic constitution 
of matter had been demonstrated in the days of these great men, 
the formule for fluid motion might not have required revision at 
the present day. 

The very definition of a fluid, that every particle is capable of 
motion on the application of the slightest force, shows us that 
when we admit the doctrine of ultimate atoms, we must consider 
the motion of a fluid as origmating in the motions of its consti- 
tuent atoms; and the dynamical principles must be applied in 
the first instance to the distinct atoms, and not to particles of 
fluid which may consist of either many atoms or of an imaginary 
fraction of an atom, which has been the case as far as the theories 
hitherto received are concerned. It is in this respect that I have 
long seen, as stated in my paper in the last Number of this pub- 
lication, that the equations of fluid motion must be rectified ; 
and haying found the correct differential equation for vibratory 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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motion in a fluid, I now proceed to discuss the equations for the 
general case, and maintain their accuracy on the following grounds 
in addition to the theoretical reasons given above :—first, the ordi- 
nary expressions which are deduced from the old theory, and 
admitted as accurate, arise on proper considerations from my 
equations ; and secondly, the properties of diverging streams of 
fluid and of vibratory motion, which could not be deduced from 
them, arise almost as simply as the others from my general 
formule. 

It is almost with regret that one sees the beautiful deductions 
from the equation of continuity to be unnecessary; and I had 
formerly thought that the ordinary equations required only the 
substitution of an equation of form in place of the equation of con- 
tinuity, which would have expressed the tendency in the atoms 
to resume the cubical arrangement after a displacement, in virtue 
of their mutual repulsions. No such equation would, however, 
render the theory correct in passing from the ordmary equations 
of equilibrium to those of motion. As far as the equtlibrium of 
fluids is concerned, there is no need to refer to their mtimate con- 
stitution, although with more complexity the same results might 
be obtained by considering the mutual pressures of the atoms. 

In hydrodynamics, however, we must commence with the cir- 
cumstances of the motion of the most elementary portion which 
is capable of separate motion, or with those of an ultimate atom. 
The mathematical expression for fluids m a state of equilibrium 
not being based on atomic considerations, the equations of fluid 
motion cannot be derived from them; but an especial application 
of D’Alembert’s principle must be made, and then the principle 
of virtual velocities becomes available. 

Proposition. Yo form the general equations of motion for an 
atom in a fluid. 

Let x, y, z be the coordinates of 0 x 
an atom M, whose mass is m. 

X, Y, Z the accelerating forces ‘ 
acting upon it parallel to the 
axes respectively. y .M 

u, v, w the velocities of M par- 
allel to the axes respectively. 

Let p be the pressure on a unit 
of area, if as at M, and 6p the dif- 
ference of the pressures from the z 
neighbouring atoms in the direc- 
tion of motion, so that the moving force on the atom from this 
cause is 

Sp x area of the face of the attributed cube of the atom. 
Let s be an are of the path of M, and dz, dy, dz the compo- 

nents of ds in the axes respectively. 

eet 
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Let 28s be the distance of contiguous atoms at M, so that ds 
is the distance of the nucleus or centre of an atom to the face of 
its attributed cube, of which the area is 46s?, and therefore 
46p .ds* is the moving force acting on the atom. 

By D’Alembert’s principle, the forces in the directions parallel 
to the axes which would make equilibrium, are respectively 

du dx 
mX +46p ee) pe 

: saat “dt 

dy dv 
di mY + 46p .8s os bat 

dz dw 
I pasagee S cae 8 mL + 46p.6s*. aa 7a 

and by the principle of virtual velocities, we have 

dz du di dv 
( mX + 48p.de. ve mt) de (mY +4ap.d?. “ —m 2) dy 

+ (ma +46p .8s°. a —m) de=0, 

or 
Snag du dv dw \ 5, _ (Kile + Yidy + Zde) +422. 352, ds— (ut 402 + w 2) ae=0. 

We have also by Boyle’s law, p=xp for elastic fluids ; and by 
Canton’s law for liquids, p,=p(1—ep), where c measures the 
compression under a unit of pressure ; and dp being formed from 
the conditions existing in any given case, these equations suffice 
for the solution of every problem, without any auxiliary equations 
like the equation of continuity. . 

If R be the impressed accelerating force acting in the direction 
of the motion, we have 

- Rds = Xdax + Ydy + Ldz ; 

also 
du dv dw _ 1ldu?+v*+w’) 

Wibhinth gore aif va 
ds\* 

2 dt 
and integrating, the above general equation becomes 

2 
Side af de. ds—5 >) =0. 

To apply this to particular cases, let s be vertical, and R=g 
= the force of gravity; also let the pressure be a simple fune- 
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tion of s, so that, stopping at the first terms of the expansion of 
(p+6p), we have 

d. 
and 

4 P., 9.0 4 53 a 

age 

: ~ ds? 
and the equation becomes 

Sor fe HEN a) ea). 

then for elastic fluids, 

dp _1(ds\? 
gs+K pi ONG lb 

and supposing when s=0, that p=p,, and the velocity =V, we 
ds 

dt 
P\ 1 y2_ yey — gps-+elog(2 5} (v?— V?) =0. 

have, putting v= 

For the case of liquids we must use the law of density p,=p 
(1—ep), and the equation is 

- 2 

or, taking the limits as before, 

get PEP (pep) —5 (V9) =0. 
1 

If we take c=0, bo equations coincide with those from the 
old theory for elastic and non-elastic fluids respectively. 

Proposition. To apply the general equation to the theory of 
sound. 

We have now R=0, and the pressure is a function of the or- 
dinate of the displaced atom. 

Let s be the ordinate of the atom at rest, and S that when 
displaced, at the time ¢: let p, and p, be the pressure and density 
before the disturbance, p and p their values at the time ¢. Then, 
as in the paper on Sound in the last Number A 

oe mass of an atom 

iia B(OS)eaes | 
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and Sp involves 6(88) the variation of (68) ; also 

dS 
ss= 7 és, 

and GS wn 
_ a .  __ 3K.m he 

dp= 7 os= 3 Hy 

with these substituted, the general equation becomes 

dS 
1186 dg > PB iy 

2 7S\? d2@ ” 
8s 

or 

7 oe ee). oe ee 
ds 

- as found in my last paper ; the negative sign indicating that the 
positive variation of the pressure corresponds to a decrement of 
the distance of the atoms. 

Proposition. To apply the expressions to the case of a dwerging 
stream of air in Roberts’s experiment (often called M. Clement’s 
experiment). 

This interesting case of a diverging stream of elastic fluid is 
discussed experimentally, and a popular explanation of the cause 
of the results given in a paper in the fifth volume of the new 
series of the Transactions of the Manchester Literary and Phi- 
losophical Society, by Mr. Hopkins. 

Mr. Hopkins shows that the rarefaction is a consequence of 
the first law of motion, by which every particle of air tends to 
move with a uniform velocity, and therefore in the divergence of 
the stream, the density must be diminished. 

Let the figures represent the experiment, where, in fig. 1, CD 
represents the section of the pipe through : 
which the air is forced, with its circular per- BRige1. 
forated plate EF attached; andabove which, H 
at some small distance, is a plane circular 
disc GH. ‘Then as the air issues from the F 
pipe, the dise causes it to diverge on all sides, 
and it immediately becomes rarefied. The 
rarefaction increases to some distance from 
the aperture and then diminishes again, until, 
at the edge of the plate, the density is the 
same as that of the atmosphere. 

Phil. Mag, 8. 4. Vol, 1, No, 3. March 1851. P 

5] 

os 

Qa +S 
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Let fig. 2 represent the circular plate Fig. 2. 
attached to the pipe; let OAPBB'P!A! be 
a circular sector, of which the arc BB! is 
on the edge of the plate, AA’ is on the 
edge of the aperture where the air enters, 
and PP! any other concentric are. 

Let 
OA=a;, OP=s OB=R: 

Then the fluid issuing uniformly from the 
pipe, the motion soon becomes steady ; and the mass (M) issuing 
in the indefinitely small time (8¢) from the pipe, is the same in 
amount which escapes from the edge in the same time, and the 
same also which passes over every concentric are. 

At A, let p, be the density, p, the pressure, and v, the velocity 
At P, ss p vee p eee v eee 

U U 
At B, eee p! eoe P eee Vv eee 

Let h be the height of the dise GH above the plate EF, fig. 1, 
then we have 

M=2rah.v,p,.0¢ 

=2arsh.vp. dt 

=27Rh.v'p’. dt; 

“. pus=pav,=p''R, 
and. 

p=Kp 
_ Kpyar, _ Kp R 

vs vs 

To form 6p for application in the general equation, we note 
that v bemg taken the velocity of the nucleus of an atom, 6p is 
to be taken only in respect of the variation of s from (s—6és) to 
(s+6és), and 

Kpl'R 
e z— (28s) ; 
Vs 

p= Es (28s) = — 

and the equation becomes, since there is no impressed accelera- 
ting force, 

7) v 
af. 6s*.ds— z =0; 

Wi pe 26s? 

AER ag shoe vs. 8pds? Qi 

= a ee 

or 

ds 
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Sut pu'R 
and substituting the value xp= , we have 

s 

gauft 
=C—x« log (s) ; 

and v becomes v’ when s becomes R, 

"e 5 (v?—v") =K log(=) : 

Substituting the value of v from this expression in that for p, 
we have 

_ KpvR 
EET OB 

xpl'R 
2 

s(v? +2« log = 5 

To find the position of the minimum pressure and density, we 
have 

ds ~°? 
which gives 

sae 3C-z)) 

In order to compare the results of experiment with these for- 
mul, we require to know the values of « and v!; and since p! 
at the edge is the pressure of the atmosphere, we have 

pl=xp'=go'H ; 

if H_ is the height of the homogeneous atmosphere, 

‘, #98; 
also 

a (B.BY 
Py & 

which gives / when p, the density of the air at passing the edge 
of the pipe is known. ; 

As we have considered the air to diverge from the centre of 
the disc, the pipe in experiments should be small compared with 
the size of the disc, in order to have the results of theory and 
experiment nearly agreeing ; and unfortunately Messrs. Hopkins 
and Roberts used a pipe with an aperture 2% inches diameter, 

P2 
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whilst the dise was only 6 inches diameter. | Results of caleula- 
tions accordingly approximate as closely to those of experiment 
as the circumstances warrant us to expect ; the rarefaction given 
by theory being much greater than that found from ‘experiment 
with the above-named proportions of aperture and disc, and with 
the position of minimum density further from the centre. | 

London, January 23, 1851. 

XXIX. On Apiine. By Dr. Avoten v. Pianta of Reichenau 
and Wiut1aM WALLACE*. » 

Pasi was discovered by M. Henry Braconnot, He found 
it while endeavouring to prepare for culinary purposes a 

volatile oil, or distilled water of parsley, as a substitute for the 
fresh plant at times when the latter is difficult to procure. — 

He called it apiine, from the Latin word api or apium.’ He 
gives its reactions and some of its characteristic properties, the 
most of which correspond with those described m this paper ; 
while others differ considerably, arising obviously from his not 
having prepared. the substance in a state of purity. aie: 

M. Braconnot’s experiments will be found described in detail 
in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, vol. ix. 3rd series, p. 250. 

The following experiments were undertaken with the view of 
ascertaining more perfectly and more extensively its properties, 
reactions and decompositions; and also, more particularly ‘for 
the purpose of establishing its composition and equivalent’ pro- 
portion. During our investigations, our attention was also espe- 
cially directed to the best and quickest method for its preparation 
in a state of purityt. | Best 

I. Preparation. barts 

The leaves of the Apium petroselinum, or common parsley, 
were extracted by boiling with water, and the solution ‘strained 
from the insoluble residue evaporated nearly to dryness in’ a water- 
bath. The residue was washed with cold water as long as ‘the 
washings left any residue on evaporation. The washed: floecu- 
lent powder was then completely dried at a very moderate tem- 
perature. Forty pounds of parsley leaves yielded about four 
ounces of this crude product. In this state it formed a rather 
coarse powder of a deep green colour, containing about) two- 
thirds of its weight of apime ; the other third: consisting of in- 
organic matter, chlorophyle, with the waxy matter which usually 

* Communicated by the Authors, having been read before the Philoso- 
phical Society of Glasgow, December 18, 1850. 
_ t These experiments were conducted at the laboratory of Professor Will 
in Giessen during the months of January, February, and March 1850, } 
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accompanies) this substance, and perhaps also small quantities 
of other organic bodies. 
The: following process for purifying the above crude product 

was, after numerous and. very tedious experiments, considered 
the best. » 

The erude substance was finely powdered and dissolved in 
alcohol of 75 per cent. by continued boiling, and the solu- 
tion filtered hot, on which nearly all the inorganic matters re- 
mained upon the filter. The solution was of a very intense 
green colour, and gelatinized with great consistency when cooled. 
The jelly was not, however, tremulous like animal gelatine, but 
was, capable of being cut with a blunt knife without yielding. 
Braconnot describes it as resembling pectic acid. The solution 
was. put into a large flask connected with a distillatory apparatus, 
and the spirit distilled off until the boiling-point of the residual 
solution was higher than that of water. As the solution evapo- 
rated, apne precipitated as a whitish powder of a flocculent or 
curdy appearance. A considerable quantity of boiling alcohol 
was then added to the contents of the flask, and the whole was 
well-shaken together and thrown upon a cloth filter. The solu- 
tion which came through contained nearly all the impurities, 
and also a yery:considerable quantity of apiine, the greater part 
of which, however, remained upon the cloth, the powder not 
being, readily soluble in alcohol unless boiled with it for a length- 
ened time... The corners of the cloth were now taken together, 
and the contents well-squeezed between the hands to express as 
much as. possible of the very impure liquid. Fresh boiling 
alcohol was, added to the contents of the cloth, and the above 
operation of filtration and squeezing repeated three or four times. 
The powder was finally squeezed as dry as possible, and trans- 
ferred to a flask, where it was boiled with successive portions of 
ether, in which it is nearly insoluble, until the last quantity 
remained perfectly colourless even after protracted boiling. The 
powder was now collected upon filters and dried, first under the 
exhausted receiyer of an air-pump oyer oil of vitriol, and finally 
in. the water-bath. 

Il. General Properties. 

Apiine, as prepared by the above process, is a very light floc- 
eulent powder, nearly colourless, haying only a faint primrose 
or yellowish-green tint, which probably arises from a very minute 
traee of chlorophyle adhering to it. It is perfectly inodorous 
and also tasteless. It feels quite impalpable between the fingers, 
and the structure of its particles is quite amorphous, having no 
trace of organization, The solutions of apiine in water and in 
aleohol are quite neutral to test-papers, and are scarcely adhe- 
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sive. In some of its properties it resembles pectine, but it also 
differs from that substance in many essential particulars. It 
seems to be peculiar to the umbelliferous tribe of plants. Bra- 
connot states that he has found small quantities of apie in the 
leaves and stalks of celery, and also in chervil. We have not 
yet had an opportunity of examining other plants for this sub- 
stance, but shall probably do so at a future period. 

Before going more minutely into its properties, it will be well 
to consider its composition. 

III. Composition. 

In the three following analyses, each was made upon a sepa- 
rate quantity of apiine prepared at different times, and by a 
slightly modified process. That employed in the third analysis 
was prepared exactly as above described. No preference is given 
to this analysis over the others, as the apiine in each case seemed 
equally pure, the process described above being only the quickest 
and most convenient. 

The ashes or inorganic matters of the three preparations were 
respectively 0°36 to 0°62, and 0:15 per cent. In each analysis 
the quantity of ash was deducted from the actual weight. 

1. :3308 grm. gave *1665 grm. water, and *6705 grm. carb.acid. 
2. *2855 e- 1410 eee ‘5764 vee 
3. °3325 wo CS tore Nes 6650 ces 
These numbers give on calculation the following composition ;— 

1% Il. il. Mean. 
Carbon . 55°25 55°05 54°55 54°95 
Hydrogen 5°59 5°49 5°60 5°56 
Oxygen . 39°16 39°46 39°85 39°49 

100-00 100-00 100:00 100:00 
~The composition of a quantity of apime dissolved in caustic 

potash and subsequently precipitated by an acid, may also be 
given here, as its properties do not seem to be at all altered by 
this treatment. 

4. 0°214 grm. gave 0°1105 grm. water, and 0:4305 grm. car- 
bonic acid ; or in 100 parts :— 

Carbon . . . 5487 
Hydrogen . . 5°74 
Oxygen . . . 89°39 

100-00 
It may be as well for us to state here, that all the combustions 

mentioned in this paper were made with chromate of lead; and 
when the per-centage amount of carbon was high, pure oxygen 
gas was passed through the apparatus at the end of the process. 
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IV. Equivalent Number. 

As apiine does not form salts nor stable combinations with 
bases or acids, the determination of its real atomic proportion 
cannot with certainty be performed. The combination formed 
with oxide of lead under particular circumstances is too irregular 
in its composition for any reliance to be placed on the equivalent 
which might be deduced from it. Indeed we question, from the 
mode of its formation, whether it is a mixture or acompound. We 
were therefore obliged to have recourse to the metamorphosed pro- 
ducts of apiine by acids and other agents; but as the resulting sub- 
stances are themselves in exactly the same relation to other forms 
of matter as apiine, the equivalent here given must be considered. 
only as one of conyenience and not the actual atomic weight. 

If the mean of the above results be divided by the equivalents 
of the respective elements, numbers are found which indicate 
roughly the comparative number of atoms arranged together. 
These numbers may be divided at will; and we have preferred. 
to take 24 atoms of carbon, in order that the equivalent may 
correspond with those of pectine, gum, starch, sugar, and similar 
substances. 

Mean of four analyses. 
Carbon . 54°93+6=916 or 92 or 24:0 or 24 equivalents. 
Hydrogen 5 60+1=560... 56... 146... 14 tes 
Oxygen . 39°47+8=493 ... 50... 130... 18 ai 

Thus apiine does not appear to be one of the water-carbon 
substances, like gum, starch and sugar ; and, unlike pectine also, 
there are more equivalents of hydrogen than of oxygen. Bra- 
connot made no analysis of apiine, but he expressed the opinion 
that it was intermediate in its composition between the gum 
series and the resins, an idea which is fully supported by these 
analyses. This formula, C4 H!4O!%, agrees very well with the 
analyses made, 

7 Found. 
—————_——_— 

I Il. Til. IV 
54, Carbon) |) 144) 5496 55-25 55-05 54:55 54-87 
14, Hydrogen 14 534 559 549 5:60 5°74 

13 Oxygen . 104 39°70 39°16 39-46 39:85 39°39 
262 100:00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 

V. Solubility and Gelatinizing Power. 

The characteristic property of apiine being its power of be- 

coming a jelly when a hot solution is cooled, its solubility im 
water and other menstrua is a subject of considerable importance ; 

we were therefore led to examine this point very carefully. 
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1. Jn cold water.—A. quantity of apime was dissolved in. boil- 
ing distilled water, and the solution allowed to cool to about 60° F. 
and filtered. 98 grms. of the filtrate were evaporated in. a'pla- 
tina basin, and the residue dried in the water-bath; there re- 
mained 0:012 grm. after deducting the ash. Therefore 100 parts 
of water at 60° dissolve 0:0122 parts of apiine, which is equivalent 
to 8500 times its weight of water at that temperature. 

2. In boiling water it dissolves very readily, The exact. quan- 
tity, however, which is dissolved at 212°, or at the boiling-point 
of the saturated solution, was not determined. The readmess 
with which the solution gelatinizes renders it difficult or impraec- 
ticable to determine this pot with accuracy... The hot solution 
is not adhesive. 

On cooling, it becomes a very stiff jelly, without. tenacity, as 
before explained, The jelly of impure apune has a somewhat 
greasy appearance, which is owing to the presence of a curious 
fatty substance which we had not time to examine... The jelly 
has also a dark green colour, from the presence of a small quan- 
tity of chlorophyle. Pure apime when gelatinized is nearly 
colourless, and is quite free from the fatty. substance above re- 
ferred to. When the hot solution is highly diluted, a precipitate 
forms of a light, alumina-like appearance, and this precipitation 
occurs whenever one part of apie is dissolved in Jess than 8500 
parts of hot water and the solution allowed to cool. The quan- 
tity necessary to form a perfect jelly with water could, not. be 
determined, as this depends very much upon the stillness with 
which the solution is kept while cooling, and other circumstances. 
One part, however, will form a stiff jelly with 500. of water. 
Again, when a concentrated hot solution m water is boiled down, 
the apie precipitates as a flocculent whitish powder. ori 

3. In cold alcohol apiine is more. soluble than in cold water, 
and this constitutes one of the remarkable differences between it 
and pectine. A quantity of apiine was dissolved in hot. alcohol 
of 75 per cént., and the solution allowed to cool to about 60° F. 
A considerable precipitate formed. 60 grms. of the filtered so- 
lution, on evaporation in a water-bath, left 0:1542 grm. .. There- 
fore 100 parts of alcohol of 75 per cent. dissolye 0:3 of apiine; or 
one part of the latter is soluble in 333 parts of spirit of wine 
at 60°. 

4. In boiling spirit, apie dissolves in. considerable. quantity, 
the boiling-pomt of a concentrated solution being appreciably 
above that of water. After drying at 212°, it requires protracted 
boiling for complete solution. This solution forms a stiff jelly 
or a gelatinous precipitate on cooling, according to the quantity 
dissolved. 

When the apiine is pure, the solution is colourless, or nearly 
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so, and has' the sanie odour as the spirit itself; when impure, it 
is of a green colour, and has a very offensive smell. 

During the evaporation of a concentrated solution in hot 
alcohol, the ‘apiine ‘separates as a curdy precipitate ; and when 
‘the evaporation is complete, it is left as a white powder. 

~ 5. In cold ether apie is quite soluble. ; 
6. In boiling ether the dried powder is also insoluble ; m a 

moist state, however, as recently evaporated from alcohol, ether 
dissolves a very minute quantity. The solution on cooling does 
not gelatinize, but the apiine separates as a very light gelatmous 
precipitate on cooling and standing for two or three days. The 
quantity dissolved therefore is very minute, probably not more 
than one part in several thousand of «ther. 

7. In caustie alkalies.—Apiine is readily dissolved by caustic 
alkalies in the cold if strong, or by the assistance of heat if weak. 
Braconnot states that ammonia and even lime-water also dissolve 
it.’ The apiine is precipitated on the addition of an acid, appa- 
rently unaltered in its properties, and certainly unchanged in its 
composition. In the analyses before-mentioned, the fourth was 
made with apiine which had been dissolved in caustic potash and 
then precipitated by hydrochloric acid. In its reactions, also, 
this substance was found to coincide precisely with those of apine, 
-and there is therefore no doubt whatever of their identity. This 
is another striking characteristic which distinguishes apine from 
pectine, which, whenever it comes in contact with an alkali, is 
‘transformed into pectic acid. In adding an acid to an alkaline 
solution of apiine, the latter generally appears as a curdy preci- 
pitate ; but in certaim circumstances a jelly is produced. Strong 
and hot caustie potash decomposes apiine, but the products have 
not been examined. 

8. In acids. —Concentrated oil of vitriol dissolves apiine in the 
cold, forming’ an orange-red solution. When this solution is 
slightly heated; it begins to blacken and decompose ; and by 
boiling, complete decomposition takes place. When the solution 
is poured into cold water, a bright yellow, curdy or flocculent 
precipitate falls. This appears to be apiine unaltered. The 
_ yao colour seems to be owing to the presence of an acid, for it 

disappears when the precipitate is washed tasteless with cold 
water. Alkalies also cause the same colour. Thus apiine does 
not become ‘altered by solution in concentrated sulphuric acid, 
like starch, lignine; &c. 

Concentrated hydrochloric acid dissolves apiine when warmed, 
forming an orange-coloured solution, which, when poured into 
cold water, gives a bright yellow precipitate, which is curdy or 
flocculent. When washed with water, it becomes colourless, or 
nearly ‘so. The apiine’ does not appear to be changed by this 
treatment. 
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Strong nitric acid dissolves apiine in the cold without decom- 
position, and it is precipitated unchanged by pouring the solu- 
tion into cold water. 

VI. Action of Heat. 

0°346 grm. of pure apiine was dried in a water-bath until no 
further loss of weight was observed. It then weighed 0:332 grm., 
giving a loss of 0°014 grm. It was now exposed to the air for 
several hours, when it was found to have regained its original 
weight exactly. 

From these and other experiments it appears that 100 parts 
of apie, dried at 212°, absorb from the atmosphere a determi- 
nate quantity of hygrometric moisture, amounting to 4°21 parts ; 
and further, that it does not lose any portion of this under the 
air-pump over sulphuric acid. 

For the purpose of determining its melting-point, 0°3322 erm. 
was heated in the air-bath to 110° C. (230° F.) for ten minutes ; 
after cooling, its weight was found to be the same. The same 
portion was then heated for ten minutes to 120° C. (248° F.), 
and the weight still remained unaltered. 

Raising the heat by slow degrees, it was found to melt at 
180° C. (356° F.). At 200°, or between that and 212° C., it 
began to decompose. When apiine is burnt on a platina knife, 
it emits an odour resembling that of charring sugar, but more 
pungent. 

When exposed to the flame of a spirit-lamp, it first melts, then 
becomes yellow, and subsequently brown, and after evolving 
some gaseous matters takes fire, and burns for a short time with 
a smoky flame, leaving a bulky residue of charcoal, which burns 
away with some difficulty. 

The following experiment was made in order to ascertain 
whether apiine could be fused without undergoing alteration, 

0:192 grm., previously dried in the water-bath, was heated in 
a shallow platinum capsule until completely fused. The pro- 
duct was clear and transparent like glass, and of an amber tint, 
On cooling, it cracked and split ike gum, It then weighed 
0:188 grm., haying lost 0:004 grm., which may be accounted 
for by a very slight incipient decomposition. Had it lost 1 equiv. 
of water, the decrease of weight would have amounted to about 
0-008 grm. 

This shows that apiine is capable of being fused without de- 
composition ; and further, that it cannot be made to give up any 
of its water, or rather the elements of water, by heat, without 
complete destruction of its identity, This is a somewhat cha- 
racteristie property, and serves to distinguish it from many other 
substances, 
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The mass obtamed as above dissolved very readily m boiling 
water, giving a perfectly clear and nearly colourless solution, 
which when cold gelatinized, and was not in any respect different 
from the original substance. 

VII. Transformations. 

1. Effect of long boiling with water. 
About 0°3 grm. of apime was dissolved im 4 or 5 oz. of hot 

water, and the solution was kept boiling during about six hours, 
the solution bemg made up with water from time to time as it 
eyaporated. The product, when carefully brought to dryness in 
a water-bath, was of a much darker colour than the pure apie, 
being of a light olive-brown tint; otherwise, it did not appear to 
be much altered, although the gelatinizing power was perhaps 
not so great. 

A combustion of this substance gave the following results :— 
0°158 grm. —0:002 ash (1:3 per cent.) =0°156 gave 0:0885 
water and 0:295 carbonic acid ; or by calculation— 

Carhan sdicr idined Sa etd Bdb? 
Hydrogen pein. re a) bb, HBO 
Oxygen wiesotiens bien oe 4Q8 

100-00 
These numbers give a formula which approximates closely to 

6% 16 O15, op — 
Found. 

74 Carbon »..... «44 51:43 51:57 
16 Hydrogen . . . . 16 5°71 6°30 
15 Oxygen’). 2. 120 42°86 42°18 

/ 280 100°00 100-00 
The result is a somewhat singular one; and, in order to con- 

firm it, another experiment of a different character was made. 
0:29 grm. dry apiine was boiled with water, as in the former 

case, and the solution was evaporated in a platina capsule. The 
residue, dried in a water-bath, weighed 0°3152 grm. The ash, 
amounting to 0°004 grm., subtracted from this, gives 0°3112 grm. 

0:29 ; 0°3112 :; 262 (equiv. of apiine) : 281:15. 
This makes the equivalent of this substance 281°15, instead 

of 280. 
It may therefore be regarded as apiine combined with 2 equivys. 

of water, or C4 H'* 08, 2HO. 
2. Action of boiling dilute sulphuric acid. 
When apiine is boiled dwring several hours with very dilute 

sulphuric acid, it is decomposed, a substance of a similar nature 
being produced, only differing from it in containing less hydro- 
gen and oxygen in the proportions necessary to form water. 
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Three different portions of apiitte were converted’ imto this 
substance at different’ times and under varied’ circumstances. 
The mode of operation in each case was nearly as follows :—. 

From 0°5 to 1 grm. of apiine was boiled from ‘two to five hours 
with several ounces of a mixture of one part sulphuric acid, and 
from ten to twenty parts of water, the bulk’ being oceasionally 
made up with water. The solution was then poured into cold 
water, on which a precipitate formed of a yellow colour!) This 
was collected on a filter, and washed perfectly tasteless with cold 
water; during which the yellow tint disappeared, and it assumed 
what may be called a dirty-white colour.’ The filter and its con- 
tents were dried thoroughly over sulphuric acid : the substance 
was then separated from the paper, powdered, and finally dried 
in the water-bath. It was then of an olive-brown colour, inodorous 
and tasteless, easily powdered, and quite soft between the fingers. 
It was soluble in hot water and in hot spirit of wine: the solu- 
tions were insensible to test-papers, and gelatinized on coolmg. 
Its reactions are similar to those of apiine. ; 

An analysis was made of each of the three above-mentioned 
preparations, which gave the following results respectively— 

1. 0'339 grm. gave 071343 grm. water, and 0°7915 grm. car- 
bonie aeid. 

2. 0°3455 grm. gave 0'1418 grm. water, and: 0°8024 carbonic 
acid. 

3. 0°3703—ash 0:0038=0:'3665 grm. gave 0°15 grm. water, 
and 0°8527 carbonic acid, Or,— 

I. II. III. Mean. 
Carbon .... 63°68 63°34. 63°45 63°49 
Hydrogen... 4°40 456... 455 4°50. 
Oxygen... 31°92 32°10 32°00 32:01 

100-00 10000. 100°00 100-00 

Taking the mean of these analyses, and dividing each element 
by its respective equiyalent, and taking 24 atoms of carbon, we 
arrive at an approximation to the formula C** H!° O%, thus :— 

; Found. 
Ie he een eh 

24 Carbon.... 144 63°71 63°68 63°34 63°45 63°49 

10 Hydrogen cre 10 44.2 44.0 456 4°55 450 

“I ~ 31°87 381'°92 32°10 32:00 32°01 

226 100°:00 100:00 100°00 100:00 100.00 

This substance may therefore be considered as apiine which 
has lost four equivalents of the elements of water, or C*4 H'4 O}8 
—4HO. This is a very smgular decomposition, as substances 
like gum, starch and Jignine, acquire water or its elements by a 

9 Oxygen... 
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sunilar treatment. It. only serves to prove more fully that apnne 
has no connexion with the water-carbon series. 

An ‘attempt was made to prove that grape-sugar was formed 
during the action just described, but without success, or at least 
the indications were so imperfect that no, reliance whatever could 
be placed, in them. The sulphate of copper test could not in 
this case be employed, since apiine itself acts like grape-sugar 
in reducing the oxide of copper to suboxide. 

3. Action of boiling dilute hydrochloric acid. 
Some apune was dissolved in warm concentrated hydrochloric 

acid, a large quantity of water added, and the whole boiled for 
some time. The solution was, poured into cold water, and. the 
eurdy precipitate which formed collected on a filter, washed 
tasteless and dried. The result was not much different im its 
appearance and in its reactions from pure apline, An analysis 
gave the following results ;— 

0:2765 grm. gave 0:1265 grm. water, and 0:5988 gm. carbonic 
acid. 

This gives on calculation, carbon 59:06 and hydrogen 5:08 
per-cent., which lead to the formula C* H!? QO! ;— 

Found. 
24 Carbon ..... 144 59°01 59:06 
12 Hydrogen ss. 12 4°91 5:08 
ie Oxgeenn.) . est 88 36:08 35°86 

244. 100-00" 10000 
It appears then that by this operation apime loses two 

equivalents of water, and this substance may be represented as 
C* F038 —2H0. 

Some apiine was boiled for several hours with hydrochloric 
acid, diluted with from ten to twenty times its bulk of water. 
By precipitation, washing and drying as before, a substance was 
obtaimed resembling that prepared by dilute sulphuric acid, A 
combustion gave the following results :— 

01975 grm, gave 0:0807 grm., water, and 0°466 erm. carbonic 
acid. 

This, by calculation, gives carbon 64°34 and hydrogen 4°54 
per cent,, numbers which agree tolerably well with the formula 
for the substance obtained by boiling apiine with dilute sulphu- 
rie acid, namely, C*4 H?° 09, 

Found. 
24 Carbon...) 144 63°71 64°35 
10 Hydrogen ... 10 44.2 454 
BRIS Y EU oon as vie 72 31°87 31-11 

89 226 100:00 — 100-00 

~ This substance had the general properties ascribed to. that 
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prepared by dilute sulphuric acid, and we have no doubt what- 
ever that the two are identical. Their reactions also correspond. 
Neither this preparation nor that immediately preceding it con- 
tained atiy chlorine. 

It may therefore be concluded that by boiling apiine with di- 
lute mineral acids, it loses four, and sometimes two equivalents 
of water. It certainly is singular and characteristic, that whereas 
it takes up water when boiled with that liquid, it loses water or 
its elements if a little sulphuric or hydrochlorie acid is added 
before boiling. 
We have not considered it necessary to name these substances, 

as they are unimportant, and have no very characteristic pro- 
perty. We have mentioned them merely as forming part of the 
chemical history of apiine. 

4. Action of nitric acid. 
A quantity of pure apiine was boiled for about half an hour 

with nitric acid, diluted with half its bulk of water. The de- 
composition and production of nitrous acid fumes proceeded very 
slowly, although the apiine dissolved readily in the acid. The 
liquid, after standing an hour or so, became quite colourless. 
The addition of water made it yellow, without however produ- 
cing a precipitate, and the same occurred on neutralizing with 
ammonia. On mixing with water, and nearly neutralizing with 
potash, a yellow colour was also manifested, the liquid remaining 
clear; but on being allowed to cool and stand for an hour, a 
small quantity of precipitate appeared, which seemed to be pure 
apime not yet decomposed. The solution supersaturated with 
ammonia did not produce the slightest turbidness with chloride 
of calcium, proving the absence of oxalic acid. It was also care- 
fully tested for carbazotic acid by means of a solution of chloride 
of atropine, but no indication of its presence was manifestéd. 
When however the solution was carefully evaporated to dryness, 
the matter which was left deflagrated slightly on being heated. 

Braconnot haying stated that the products of the decomposi- 
tion of apiine by nitric acid were oxalic and picric acids, an ex- 
periment conducted exactly as above was made on impure apiinie. 
In the solution was fond abundance of oxalic acid, and likewise 
some picri¢ acid, while the insoluble portion seemed to consist 
alinost entirely of the latter, or of some compound analogous to 
it, and which gave the reaction for carbazotic acid with a salt of 
atropine. When dried and subsequently heated on a platina- 
knife, it detonated, but not loudly. It is therefore probable that 
in this and in Braconnot’s experiments, the oxalic acid was pro- 
duced wholly from the impurities, and the picric acid principally, 
if not entirely from them. 

As with the pure apiine the dry residue deflagrated slightly, 
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yet did not give the reactions of carbazotic acid, it is probable 
that in this case the residue was merely apiine with some nitric 
acid, forming a weak combination like that of nitric acid with 
starch. The ultimate results of oxidation by means of nitric acid 
are probably carbonic acid and water. ; 

5 Action of peroxide of manganese and dilute sulphuric acid. 
Pure apiine was heated in a small distilling apparatus with 

peroxide of manganese and dilute sulphuric acid. A liquid and 
a gas were the products. 

e gas was conducted through lime-water, on which a tur- 
bidness instantly ensued, showing the presence of carbonic acid. 

The liquid which distilled over was clear and transparent, and 
had the odour of formic acid. Its reaction was imtensely acid. 
Mixed with solution of nitrate of silver and gently warmed, the 
oxide of silver was immediately reduced, a small quantity of gas 
at Ve same time escaping, indicating the presence of formic 
acid. 

A portion of the liquid was mixed with excess of oxide of lead, 
and digested for some time, after which the reaction of the clear 
liquid was decidedly and powerfully alkaline, showing the for- 
mation of a basic salt of lead, and being a probable indication of 
acetic acid. To render this more certain, a portion of the liquid 
was taken, in which the formic acid was completely decomposed 
by peroxide of mercury: it was then filtered, and the filtrate 
mixed with sulphuric acid and alcohol and boiled, when the 
characteristic odour of acetic ether was strongly manifested, 
proving beyond a doubt the presence of acetic acid. 

In explanation of the decomposition, the followmg formula 
may be given :— 

6 equivalents hydrated formic acid. . . . Cl H'? 0% 
2 rf sit neetie dcid OF SO SOs 
4 sai carbonicacid . . ... . C4 Oo? 

Apiine + 6 eq. water + 21 eq. oxygen=C™ H” 0” 

6. Action of chlorine on a solution of apiine. 
Chlorine gas was passed into a hot solution of apiine in water : 

a precipitate fell. When this was collected, washed and dried, 
and heated on a knife, the odour of hydrochloric acid was per- 
x pl Boiled with water some gas seemed to be eyolved, 
which was not chlorine; perhaps it was oxygen. 

Possibly this may be a feeble combination of apiine with chlo- 
rine, resembling the iodide and bromide of starch, which boiled. 
with water decomposes it, forming hydrochloric acid and libera- 
ting oxygen. Braconnot mentions this substatice, and states that 
picrie acid is formed during its production, We did not find it. 
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VIII. Compound with hydrochloric acid?) ho oo 

As apiine when dissolved in hydrochloric acid and precipitated 
by being thrown into cold water acquires a yellow colour, we 
thought it probable that a combination was eta which was 
decomposed by washing with water. eeerets 

There not bemg any definite compound of apie with a base 
by which its combining proportion could be determined, it was, 
considered of the highest importance that a combination with 
hydrochloric acid should, if possible, be effected. Some very 
careful experiments were therefore made, but without success, so 
far at least as the determination of the equivalent number is con- 
cerned. However, as the experiments were interesting, they 
will be given, and likewise, the equivalent which might be de- 
rived from them. . eee 

Pure and perfectly dry apime was put into a U-tube, and hy- 
drochloric acid gas, prepared from common salt and oil of yitriol, 
and dried by being passed through concentrated sulphuric acid, 
was conducted over it for from ten to fifteen minutes, . A con- 
siderable volume of air, dried by passage over chloride of calcium, 
was drawn through the apparatus, which was then corked. up, 
and reweighed. The apiine in this process, became of.a. bright 
golden yellow colour, just like when the solution in strong hy- 
drochloric acid was poured into cold water, Two experiments 
gave the following results :— 

I, 0:4030 grm. absorbed 0:0206 grm. hydrochloric acid,,, or, 
100=6;111; i 

II. 03602 grm, absorbed 0°0185 grm. hydrochloric acid, or 
100=5:133. 

This would make the equivalent of apiine 712, which would 
give its formula, as nearly as possible, C®° H°? 0%, or—., 

Found. - 

I; Il. Ill. IV. 
65 Carbon . . 3890 55:0 55:25 55°05 54°55 54°87 
39 Hydrogen . 39 5:5 5:59 5:49 5°60 5°74 
35 Oxygen . . 280 395 39°16 39:46 39°85 39°39 

709 100-0 100:00 100:00 100-00, 100-00 

On heating this compound (?), however, ina water-bath for a 
few minutes, it regained its original colour, and became indeed 
pure apie, containing not a trace of hydrochloric acid. Its in- 
stability was so great, that even when exposed to the air it 
emitted hydrochloric acid, which was quite, perceptible by its 
odour. 
We therefore consider this substance not.a combination, but 

as apiine holding hydrochloric acid hygrometrically, or, what is 
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more probable, as apne haymg its full amount of hygrometric 
moisture, namely 42 per cent., and having this water saturated 
with hydrochloric acid. This latter yiew accounts for the in- 
crease of weight im a very satisfactory manner; the hygrometrie 
moisture might be easily derived from the not absolutely anhy- 
drous gas. Again, this substance cannot exist in contact with 
water, even in the cold; so that, on the whole, although the 
formula C® H®? O* is probably as good as any other, yet these 
experiments do not warrant this conclusion, and it is preferable 
to employ the more simple one, C4 H!* O18, at first fixed upon. 

IX. Reactions. 

It only remains now to give the reactions of apiine with the 
various reagents. These are few in number; indeed there is 
only one which is highly characteristic, viz. that with a salt of 
iron. 

When a solution of apiine in water or in alcohol is mixed with 
a neutral solution of sulphate of iron, it becomes of a deep 
brownish-red colour; and this reaction is so delicate, that 1 grm. 
of apiine dissolved in 10 litres of water, or 1 part in 10,000, can 
be detected. The same effect is produced with perchloride of 
iron, provided the solution is not strongly acid. Apune is also 
a test for iron; 1 drop of solution of perchloride in a test-tube 
full of water is easily detected. Filtermg paper, contaming not 
more than two or three-tenths per cent. of ash, which is scarcely 
coloured by the iron it contains, becomes of a light reddish- 
brown tint when a hot solution of apiine is passed through it. 

Apiine gives no precipitate with solutions of chloride of barium, 
acetate of lead, nitrate of silver and ammonio-nitrate of silver. 
A flocculent yellow precipitate occurs with solution of basic ace- 
tate of lead. Solution of chloride of barium, to which ammonia 
has been added, also gives a yellow precipitate. 

Andersonian University Laboratory, 
Glasgow, 19th Dec. 1850. 

XXX. On Laplace’s Theory of Sound. By Witi1am Joun 
Macquorn Rankine, C.HL., F.RS.E., F.RS.S.A. &.* 

PM ing for the present attempting to criticise Professor 
Potter’s theory of the propagation of sound in air (Phi- 

losophical Magazine, February 1851), I beg leave to offer a few 
remarks on a passage in which it appears to me that he has (of 
course unintentionally) done injustice to Laplace, and to those 
who have adopted the views of that mathematician. 

The passage to which I refer is the following :— 
cia Laplace .... maintained that the sensible heat 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Phil, Mag, 8, 4, Vol. 1, No. 8, March 1851. Q 
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developed in the sudden condensation of air was sufficient to 
account for it.” [The excess of the actual velocity of sound 
above its value as calculated by Newton.] “The explanation of 
Laplace has been held to be untenable by many eminent mathe- 
maticians and physicists ; for it is correctly argued, that a wave 
of sound will commence with a rarefaction as often as with a 
condensation, and that on one side of a nodal line on a bell or 
vibrating plate, the wave commences with a rarefaction, while 
on the other side it commences with a condensation; so that La- 
place’s reasoning would have been equally available if the velocity 
of sound in air had proved one-sixth less than the theoretical velocity, 
instead of one-sixth more, by considering the cold produced by rare- 
faction.” 

I have caused a portion of the above quotation to be printed 
in italics, im order to indicate it as involving a representation of 
the theory of Laplace, to which every one must object who has 
read and understood his investigation of the question, or that of 
Poisson, which is substantially the same. 

The impression naturally produced by the statement of Pro- 
fessor Potter is, that, according to the theory of Laplace, the 
heat developed by a wave of compression in air accelerates its 
transmission, in the same manner as if the whole mass of air 
were heated by some external cause ; so that a wave of dilatation, 
cooling the air in a similar manner, must, according to the theory, 
be retarded. 

Were this the nature of Laplace’s theory, it could not stand 
for a moment; for as every wave must consist of a compressed 
and a dilated part, the different parts of a wave would travel with 
different velocities. 

But there can scarcely be a greater misconception of Laplace’s 
views. His investigation starts from the principle, known to be 
a fact, that when the density of a gas is changed, whether by 
compression or dilatation, its temperature changes also, and it 
does not assume a pressure proportional to the new density until 
it has had time to recover its original temperature. The mo- 
mentary variation of temperature being in the same direction 
with the variation of density, the momentary variation of pres- 
sure, whether positive or negative, is larger as compared with 
the origmal pressure than the variation of density as compared 
with the original density ; and this in a ratio which we may call 
ry, and whose value for atmospheric air is about 1°4, 

Now the velocity with which a disturbance of density is pro- 
pagated is proportional to the square root, not of the total pres- 
sure divided by the total density, but of the variation of pressure 
divided by the variation of density. It is therefore greater than 
the result of Newton’s calculation in the ratio “y:1; and this 
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whether the disturbance is a condensation or a dilatation, or 

compounded of both. 
To express these principles symbolically, let p be the original 

density, 7 the original temperature, measured from a point 274°°6 
Centigrade below the temperature of melting ice for a perfect 
gas, and 273° for air in its ordinary state; let p be the original 
pressure, and let dp, 57, Sp be momentary small variations of 
those quantities. Then 

Oe dp 
peaerd)— 

i _ ap, rb 
ip repo teres 

and the velocity of propagation 

JB aSy2 =Sz= ee 

This is the theory of Laplace and Poisson as to the propaga- 
tion of sound in gases. 1 cannot help believing that the objec- 
tions urged against it have arisen chiefly from its having been 
misunderstood, 

London, February 1851, 

XXXI. Deductions from Mr. Glaisher’s “ Meteorological Cor- 
rections.” By S, M, Dracu, Esq., F.R.A.S., B.M.S. &e.* 

i Bina empirical tables strikingly confirm my investigations 
in the Philosophical Magazine for June and July 1842, 

wherein I showed, that if the temperature, &c. for any time ¢ 
from the epoch be put equal to 
H+Asin¢+acos¢+B sin 2¢+4 cos 2¢+C sin 3¢+¢ cos 3¢ 

+E sin 4¢+e cos 4¢, 

that the average of four readings respectively a quarter day apart 
would give the mean =H +E sin 4¢+e cos 4¢, a nearly constant 
quantity if E and e be small. The second paper illustrated this 
conclusion by Sir D. Brewster’s Leith observations (Edin. Phil. 
Trans., vol. x.), and the annexed tabular Greenwich results cor- 

roborate it. 
- Thus the diurnal average temperature, &c. may be confidently 
deduced from the mean of four equidistant observations, whatever 
be the commencing hour; and thus one observer recording the 
instrument at 5 and 11 a.m., 5 and 11 p.m., will deduce the 
mean more accurately than at any fancy hours; all faetors of 
latitude and solar declination in the quantities A, a, &c. being 
eliminated, For mountain-height determinations these remarks 
are of some value. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Q 2 
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It also appears that the mean of Mr. Glaisher’s 24-hour cor- 

rections, instead of being zero, is a variable quantity. For if 

hourly observations be made and the mean taken, this would give 

the mean daily temperature; but if the former were corrected 

singly, there would result a mean daily temperature differing 

from the other by the last line in my results. The diwmal for- 

mul may comprehend M sin nt +m cos nt, wherem n=5, 7, &e., 
or any number not an aliquot part of 24 (hours). 

The mean temperature interval (Glaisher, p. 9) is for— 

h m h m h m h m 

Jan. 10 0 April 10 20 July 12 5 Oct. 10 0 
Feb. 9 10 May 11 5 Aug.11 0 Nov. 9 20 
Mar. 10 10 June 12 0 Sept. 10 25 Dec. 9 20 

Are these reducible to a formula dependent on the sun’s semi- 
diurnal arc ? 

For the barometer, the mean epochs of the midday and morn- 
ing means are— 

hk m h m h m h m 

December 0 45”.m.|7 40a.M.|Apr.+Aug.1 25~.M.\7 184.M. 
Jan. + Nov.0 10 8 10 May+July1 20 {6 33 
Feb. + Oct. 1 25 7 55 June 140 {4 20 
Mar. + Sept.1 25 7 32 Mean ofall1 12 {7 18 

For the midday mean the above sums are pretty nearly con- 
stant, excluding Jan. + Nov. The morning means indicate a 
regular progression, December excepted. 

Table VII. is nearly 1°9 cos (time from summer solstice, 

year =360°). 
A strict mathematical investigation would render it desirable 

to give each monthly mean a weight corresponding to the actual 
number of observations ; there being 26 or 27 observing days in 
January, 24 or 25 in February, &c.; and to take the averages of 
four years, when the sun returns to about the same poirit on the 
same day. The difference of declination of the odd 6 hours in 
a common year at the equinoxes (0° 6’) represents 3 or 4 days 
at the solstices; hence comparative weekly averages would be 
most serviceable, the average solar position corresponding to the 
declination on the Wednesday nights. 

Mr. Glaisher’s ‘ Sequel’ (Phil. Trans. part 2; 1850) gives the 
results for 79 years, fortunately including 4x 18 and 4x19 
years; i, e. a bissextile, apogeic, and nodal cycles of the moon 
for detecting her thermometrical influence if anywise appreciable, 

I conelude with repeating the suggestion, that an observer, 
provided with moderately good instruments, and observing them 
at the convenient hours of 5, 11, 5, 11, generally equidistant 
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from the mean and extreme epochs, would produce a faithful 

record of the mean diurnal state in any part of the globe. He 

could also thus ascertain the mean daily state at sea by observing 

at 5, 11, 5, 11, which might without much error be referred to 

the ship’s place midway between 8 a.m. and 8 p.M., or at the 

Jace about 2 p.m. If, moreover, observations were taken at 

6, 0; 6, 12, the horary velocity of increase or decrease would be 

ascertainable; and from a number of records of this nature we 

might eventually find the theoretical formulz for geographical 

position and season of the year in the open sea, where local in- 

fluences nearly vanish, and general laws are therefore sooner per- 

ceptible. 
23 Walpole Street, Chelsea; 

January 7, 1851. 

XXXII. On the Principles of Hydrodynamics : with a Reply to 

the Arguments of Professor Stokes. By the Rev. J. CHALLIS, 

M.A, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy and 

Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge. 

[Continued from p. 38.] 

Y the previous discussion it appeared, that in three instances 

in which the two ordinary general equations of hydrodyna- 

mics were used in the ordinary way, contradictory results were 

arrived at, which showed that a logical fault had been committed. 

I proceed now to point out the reason of these contradictions, and 

the course which the investigation ought to have taken. 

The principles maintained in the following argument may be 

thus expressed in general terms :— 

(1.) When a mass of fluid is disturbed in any manner, the 

motion at any point depends both on the immediate action of the 

disturbing cause on the fluid, and on the action of the parts of 

the fluid on each other. 
(2.) The law of the latter action is independent of the mode 

of disturbance, and must be ascertained previous to the conside- 

ration of particular cases of motion. 

(3.) To ascertain the law of the mutual action of the parts of 

a fluid on each other, the new general equation (3.), investigated 

in Proposition VI., is necessary. 

According to these views, the right course will be to endeavour 

to deduce froin the general equations the mode of action of the 

parts of the fluid on each other, prior to the application of the 

same equations to particular cases of motion. 

In commencing this inquiry, I remark, first, that since X(dyy) 

=ude +vdy+wdz, the right-hand side of this equality is an 

exact differential if © be a function of and ¢. This analytical 
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cireumstance, if it admits of interpretation with regard, to the 
motion independently of the consideration of particular instances 
of motion, must refer to the mode of action, of the parts,of the 
fluid on each other. I proceed, therefore, to use equation (3:) 
in the solution of the following problem. 

Proposition VII. Assuming 2 to be a function of and ¢, to 
determine whether this supposition corresponds to any general 
circumstance of the motion. 

Let or represent the ratio of the Increment dato tempore of 

the function yy to the corresponding increment ds of a line drawn 
constantly in the direction of the motion of the particles through 
which it passes, and terminating at the point xyz. Also, let 
V = the velocity at that point at the given time. Then, since 
generally, 

(dy) = ~ 5 et at dy + ih dz, 
dy ‘dz 

we have 

ip _ ae dee dy, ap de 
‘ds ~ de ds ' dy ds" dz ds 

_dpu dy v dy w 
~~ de Vit.dy VM. ode Ve 
we + +w? Vv 

ty) SE ey Or ee 
Hence v= mM 

But the general equation _ ), vi 

dyy* dy? 
tM Ee tae 2 +e) +x0= 

becomes by neater by i 

1 + V?+2.x(t) =0. 

Hence, substituting the Acernan value of V, 

d d 
FE +xl0)= 0... bodisay, 19.00%.) 

As 2X is by hypothesis a function of a and ¢, and as this equa- 
tion is consequently a partial differential equation of the first 
order between y, s and ¢, it follows that 1p is an arbitrary func- 
tion of sand ¢. Hence by the definition of the function a, the 
general equation of the surfaces cutting at right angles the direc- 
tions of motion is 

16,0) =0. 
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This result shows that the value of s does not change in pass- 
ing from one point to another of a given surface of displacement 
ata given'time. Hence if A and B be any two points, either at 
a finite, or indefinitely small distance from each other, on one of 
a series of surfaces of displacement of which the limes s are ortho- 
gonal trajectories, then the trajectories terminating at A and B 
are'equal to each other. So also the parts of the same two tra- 
jectories terminating at the points a and 6 of another surface of 
displacement are equal to each other. . Consequently the parts 
Aa and Bd between the two surfaces are equal. Now this cannot 
be the case for any two points A and B unless the surfaces be 
parallel and» the trajectories be rectilmear. | Consequently the 
lines 5 drawn-in the direction of the motion are at each instant 
rectilinear. 

We have thus arrived at a particular circumstance of the 
motion by assuming udv-+vdy+wdz to be integrable imdepen- 
dently of the nature of the disturbance. But the circumstances 
of the motion, which are independent of the disturbance, relate 
to the mode of action of the parts of the fluid on each other. 
We may therefore conclude, that the parts of the fluid act upon 
each other in such a manner that the orthogonal trajectories of 
the surfaces of displacement are either instantaneously or per- 
manently straight lines, if that action be such as to satisfy the 
condition of making udx + vdy + wdz integrable. But we have no 
right to say that the mutual action of the parts of the fluid on 
each other always satisfies that condition. 

To carry on the investigation of the law of the motion, so far 
as the motion is independent of the nature of the disturbance, it 
will next be required to solve the following problem. 

Proposition VIII. To obtain a general equation which shall 
express at once that the motion is consistent with the principle 
of constancy of mass, and that the directions of motion are nor- 
mals to continuous surfaces. 

This may be done in two ways ; either by independent ele- 
mentary considerations, or by means of the formulz already ob- 
tained, which, being perfectly general, ought to suffice for this 
purpose. For the sake of illustration I shall first make use of 
the former method. 

Conceive two surfaces of displacement to be drawn at a given 
instant indefinitely near each other, and so that one of them 
passes through a point P given in position. On this surface 
describe an indefinitely small rectangular area having P at its 
centre, and having its sides in planes of greatest and least cur- 
vature. Draw normals to the surface at the angular points of 
the area, and produce them to meet the other surface of displace- 
ment. By the property of continuous curve surfaces these nor- 
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mals will meet two and two in two focal lines, situated in planes 
of greatest and least curvature, and cutting the normals at right 
angles. Let the small area of which P is the centre be m?; and 
let r,7! be the distances of the focal lines from P. Then if dr 
be the given small interval between the surfaces, the area on the 
other surface formed by joining the points of its imtersection by 
the normals, is ultimately 

2. (+ 67) (7! + 67) 
rr 

But as the direction of motion through P is in general continu- 
ally changing, the position of the surface of displacement through 
that point will vary with the time. Hence the positions of the 
focal lines and the magnitudes of r and 7’ will change continually, 
whilst the area m? may be supposed to remain the same, Let r 
and r’ represent the values of the principal radu of curvature at 
the time ¢, and let a and § be the velocities of the focal lines 
resolved in the direction of the radii of curvature, and considered 
positive when the motion is towards P. Then at the time ¢+ 5¢ 
the values r and 7’ become r—adt and r’ = Rot; and the elemen- 
tary area on the second surface is 

mn? (r+ Or —a8t) (7! + 67 — Bt) 
; (r —adt) (7’ — B82) “ 

which, by omitting quantities of an order that may be neglected, 
is equal to i eh abe 8 

q (r+6r)(7' + or ( aot ")( t f) 
ane ae ET 1+ = ae 1+ 72) 

Hence by rejecting small quantities of the second order, 2 and 
8 disappear, and the result is the same as if the position of the 
focal lines had bee supposed fixed: If therefore V and p be 
the velocity and density of the fluid which passes the aréa m?, 
and V' and p! be the velocity and deétsity of the fluid which 
simultaneotisly passes the other area, and if these quaitities be 
supposed constaiit during the small interval 6¢, which is allowable, 
the increment of matter between the two areas it that interval is 

—m? sine p'V'5t + m?. pV8t. 
i r 

And this quantity must be equal to meee 8¢6r. Hence 

d ‘fd.pV 1 1 
m2 PBB +25 Br 4 f +eV(++ 5) b=0; 

or 

dp | d.pV (- oR 
tte HOV Gt par ew 
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Tt may be remarked, that this equation rests on the principle 
of constancy of mass, and on the axiom that the directions of 
motion are normals to continuous surfaces; but on account of 
the disappearance of « and 8 in the investigation, it does not 
involve the same consideration of continuity as that which con- 
ducted to equation (3.). 
The other mode of investigating equation (7.) is given by 

Professor Tardy in the Number of the Philosophical Magazine 
for March 1850, p. 173. It will only be necessary to exhibit 
here so much of the process as will conyey an idea of the prin- 
ciple of the reasoning. The equation 

dp 
u=X da. 

gives by differentiating with respect to 2, 

du _.dp | dr dp 
di" da® * da’ de" 

Putting, for the sake of brevity, 

aye | ay, ay a, 
a ( * dye ease ; 

we have y 

Ne 
and thence by differentiating, 

dV ede, yay O\6 bet ye tee 
de RB 4 RS : 

Hence, substituting for X and = 

a = ay the result is 

Cth aye dy 
ae OE TY OW. die? ea? 

Vd TRY apap ly — dpdp dy 
~ dx dy dady dx dz dudz 

Vy 

dy 
three together, and having regard to the known expression for 

- te in terms of partial differential coefficients of f, and to 

the equality 

in the above expression for S 

and observing that 

obtaining analogous expressions for — and . adding the § 8 Pp ds § 

dV w ,dVv,aV # 
_—— i 

de Vay Vv a ve 
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there results ; . foligs! 

du’ do dw \_ dV Ate Mw 
de dy * de® WV. +3); 

Hence equation (7.) readily follows by means of equation (2.). 
This demonstration has not required the use of equation (3.). 

It must, however, be observed, that we should not have been 

justified in reasoning with the unknown, function X, unless that 

equation had shown it to be a discoverable quantity ; nor could 

we have concluded from the above demonstration (what, is evi- 

dent from. the other demonstration), that the equation (7.) is 

perfectly general, if the general equation (3.) had not been pre- 
viously demonstrated. . 

The propositions hitherto proved apply both to compressible 
and incompressible fluids. Let us now suppose the fluid tobe 
incompressible. Then since p is constant, the equation (2.) 
becomes 

du dv dw 
ett ae 8 

Hence equation (7.) becomes 
V2 ofl 4 Pat gush erp aeOny antsih “nina 10) 

We are now prepared to solve the followig problem. 
Proposition IX, It is required to determine the law of action 

of the parts of an incompressible fluid on each other. 
By the proof of Prop. VII. it appeared, after satisfymg the 

condition of integrability of ude+vdy+wdz independently of 
any particular case of motion, that the orthogonal trajectories of 
the surfaces of displacement were at each instant straight lines. 
Let us therefore, in accordance with this result, substitute dr for 
ds in the equation (9.), and integrate along the trajectory. We 
shall thus obtain 

a ee (0) 

Hence the velocity at any point of the trajectory is given, if the 
velocity and radii of curvature of the surface of displacement at 
a given point of it be given. We have thus arrived at a definite law 
of variation of the velocity prior to the consideration of any case 
of disturbance, and may therefore conclude that equation (10.) 
expresses the law’ of action of the parts of an incompressible fluid 
on each other. 

If it be objected to this reasoning that it depends on the gra- 
tuitous assumption that \ is a function of a and ¢, I answer that 
the assumption, having no reference to any arbitrary case of dis- 
turbance, is precisely of the kind that the nature of the inves- 
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tigation requires ; that it is justified by conducting to a value of 
V, which clearly makes udz +-vdy +wdz integrable ; that it is also 
justified by conducting to a definite and unique law of action of 
the parts of the fluid on each other, for such, it may be presumed 
a priori, the law of that action must be. 

I propose now to exemplify the use of equation (10.) in a few 
simple instances. 

Example I. Let the arbitrary disturbance be a function of the 
distance from a fixed centre: it is required to determine the 
motion, the fluid being of indefinite extent. 

Let R be the distance at which the disturbance takes place, 
and let the arbitrary velocity V, at that distance be a function of 
the time; then since for this case r=7!, we have 

; (3 
V, = ay 

and 
V,R? 

V= 2 ; 

This is the same result that would have been obtained by merely 
using the equation (8.), and supposing the velocity to be a func- 
tion of the distance from a centre. Although that course, ac- 
cording to the argument here maintained, would be incorrect, it 
happens in this instance to lead to no contradiction lke that 
which was pointed out (p. 36) in the analogous problem for a 
compressible fluid. 

Example 11. Suppose a smooth sphere of given radius to move 
with its centre on a fixed straight line in a given manner in fluid 
of indefinite extent ; required the motion of the fluid. 

The sphere being smooth, impresses velocities on the fluid only 
in directions perpendicular to its surface. The velocity at any 
point not on the surface is derived from the velocity at the sur- 
face solely by the action of the parts of the fluid on each other. 
Hence, according to the general results already obtained, the 
orthogonal trajectories of the surfaces of displacement are at each 
instant straight lines, being in fact the prolongations of the radii 
of the sphere, and the velocity on any one of these lines varies 
inyersely as the square of the distance from the centre of the 
sphere. Also the surfaces of displacement are concentric sphe- 
rical surfaces, of which the centre of the sphere is the common 
centre. The motion is thus completely determined. It remains 
to show that this motion satisfies the equations (8.) and (3.). 

Let R be the radius of the sphere, « the distance of the centre 
from a fixed point in the line of the motion, and V, the velocity 
of the centre. Then if that point be the origin of rectangular 
coordinates, and the line of motion of the centre of the sphere 
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be the axis of 2, we have for the components of the yelocity at 
any distance 7 from the centre, 

VR? VR? 
w= 

oft * 

These yalues will be found to satisfy the equation (8,), 7? being 
equal to (72n—a)*+y?+2". 

Again, the general equation of the surfaces of displacement is 
(w—a)?+y? 4+ ge? ag?, 

a and a being constant in passing from one point to another of 
a given surface at a given time. Hence 

p=(z—a)?+y?+2—0", 

But we have already proved (p. 84) that the function y has not 
generally the same value for different elements. Hence a and a 
must be considered functions of ¢ depending on the position of 
a given element. Thus we haye 

oY = —2(0-e)(&) —20(%) 

Vi 
(a—a)*, v= (w—a)y, w= oF (w—a)e 

\dt) ~~ \dt 

WAP ap cal, we ii dnp _ 

han Gessade teh on L tollowa Aad 
VR? 

= ov (@— a) 

Since a particle in contact with the sphere remains in contact in 
successive instants, we have for such a particle 

da do 
a) 0, and (F =V,. 

Also, as the velocity at the distance a, in any radius of the sphere 
produced, is to the velocity at the pomt of intersection of the 
sphere by the radius as R? is to a?, it is clear that the motion of 
any element at the surface of displacement whose radius is @ is 
the same as if a solid sphere of that radius moved forward with 

2 

the velocity (nee Hence we have, generally, 

da dee R? 
(F)=0, and (F = View 

dp 2V,R? 
2 bey a 

These values of the partial differential coefficients of yf and the 

Consequently 

(a—a). 
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value of X will be found to satisfy equation (3.), supposing the 
arbitrary quantity y(t) to be zero. 

Example II. Let the motion be parallel to the plane of wy, 
and, as in the example of page 37, let u=mz and v= —my. 

These yalues of u and v were obtained (p. 37) by integrating 
the equation 

du | dv 

da * dy siti 
on the supposition that wdv+vdy is an exact differential, and 
then giving particular forms to the arbitrary functions contained 
in the integral. This is equivalent to assuming that the motion 
is of a certain kind consistent with the principle of constancy of 
mass; and the problem for solution is, to determine under what 
circumstances such motion can be produced. It may be readily 
shown that the surfaces of displacement in this case are cylin- 
drical surfaces, of which the general equation is «2 —y?=a?; and 
that their orthogonal trajectories are rectangular hyperbolas, of 
which the general equation is ay =c?. 

Assuming, for the reasons given in the preceding example, 
that a? is a certain function (T) of the time depending on the 
position of a given element, we have ; 

p=e—y—T 
dy _ dT dp ig tpg 

dp and since u=ma=) Tp = 7 Hence the equation (3.) be- 

comes 
dT Seg 

ea) +2m(a?+y?)+yx()=0.. . . (11) 

The equation which gives the pressure is 
"an 

p=hl)— + @+y’). 
Hence by combining these two equations, 

m dT p=f()+ F(x - |). 
This result gets rid of the contradiction arrived at in p. 88, It 

also shows, since e is given for each position of a given element, 

that the pressure at each position depends on arbitrary quantities, 
Again, since this is a case of steady motion, c? will be constant 

for a given element in the equation ezy=c%, Hence the values 
of # and y deduced from the combination of this equation with 
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the equation (11.) are the coordinates of the position of the’ ele- 

ment for a giyen value of = By substituting these values in 

the expressions for u and v, it will appear that the velocity ofa 
given element’ in each ‘position is a function of arbitrary quan- 
Witicw: Hence this is'a case of consfrained-motion, the law! of the 
action of the’ parts of the fluid/on each other ‘not--coming: under 
consideration. The fluid may be conceived to‘be compelled; to 
move between two vertical cylindrical surfaces; indefinitely ‘mear 
each other, the equations of which jare wy=c? andeay=(c 4-8e)?, 
the impressions atthe vertical boundaries of the fluid bemg given. 
Or, it may be conceived to move betweensa series: of) such: sur- 
faces ; in which case, if the pressures: at opposite) points of ‘the 
separating surfaces be made equal by properly adjusting the 
disturbances, the surfaces may be removed without affecting the 
motion ; and we shall thus have the case of a mass of fluidyam- 
pressed in a known manner so that the resulting motion at, any 
point is given by the equations w=ma, v= = myo) ‘t 

In the next communication Ipropose to apply to briguaibleite 
fluids considerations analogous: to: those:which have here _— 
-given to incompressible. I 

Cambridge Observatory, 
January 13,1851. 

{To be, continued. | 

The Article by Professor Stokes in the Jast Number.of. the 
Philosophical Magazine requires from, me,a few words of no- 
tice. I am quite willing to enter, upon) a‘discussion of any, of 
the new principles or propositions in, hydrodynamics of which I 
am the author, and [ approve of the course which Professor Stokes 
proposes to adopt, viz. to notice’ one, important, pomt, only at.a 
time, and to discontinue the discussion if it, be found umpossible 
to agree on a question of vital importance. 

Before proceeding to the consideration of the two, ar guments 
directed against my second axiom, I must. correct a, misappre- 
hension. into which’ Professor, Stokes has fallen, probably from 
want of explicitness on my part, with respect to the remark [ 
made after enunciating the axiom... The remark is unimportant, 
and forms no part of my argument. I meant to, say, that.a col- 
lection of mdefinitely small diserete atoms may moye.so that the 
lines of motion at a given point of space may intersect each other 
at finite angles of inclination, andat the same. time, the equation 
of constancy of mass be satisfied, but that the condition expressed 
by the axiom excludes such motion. It was not my intention to 
assert, that in cases to which the axiom did not apply, the mo- 
tion could only belong to a set of discrete atoms. 
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The “first argument” is merely a particular instance of the 
second, and does not require to be considered separately. 

The following is the “ second argument.” If the axiom that 
“the directions of motion in each element of the fluid mass may 
at all times be cut at right, angles by a continuous surface,” be 
admitted to be of general application, it will follow that. the 
quantity udex-+-edy +wdz is always integrable, either of itself or 
by a factor. But on combining motion for which that quantity 
is integrable only by a factor with a motion of translation of the 
whole-mass, so:that the components of the resulting motion are 
u-+a, v+6, w-+c, Prof. Stokes proves that (w-+a)de+(v--b)dy 
+(w-+c)dz is not integrable by a factor, and thus appears to 
controvert the position that the axiom is of general application. 
To this reasong an answer may readily be given. The result 
is arrived at by mtroducing a motion of translation of the whole 
mass, which 1s precisely the kind.of motion which it is wmeees- 
sary to include in the hydrodynamical equations. The motions 
we are concerned with m. hydrodynamics alter in some way the 
pressure, density, or mutual distances of the fluid particles ; but 
a motion of translation has no such effect, and does not. possess 
a single characteristic in common with the motion, proper toa 
fluid. In the expression above, the terms udx-+wdy+wdz have 
no relation whatever to the terms adx+bdy+cdz; and it is in 
perfect accordance with this cireumstance (which Professor Stokes 
appears to have entirely overlooked), that the sum of the two sets 
of terms does not admit of being made integrable by a factor. 
On account of the motion which alters the density, pressure, or 
mutual distances of the fluid particles being wholly independent 
of any motion of translation of the whole mass, it is a prelimi- 
nary step in any hydrodynamical problem to get rid of the latter, 
which may always be done either by conceiving the origin of 
coordinates to partake of the’ motion of translation, or by im- 
pressing it on the mass in a direction opposite to that in which 
it takes place. The residual motion, or the difference between 
the motions of the particles and the motion of the origin of co- 

" ordinates, is all that is considered'in hydrodynamics ; and if the 
axiom under discussion applies to this motion, it possesses the 
requisite degree of generality. Its not applying to the combi- 
nation of a motion of translation with the motions proper to 
hydrodynamics, is only a proof of its strictly hydrodynamical 
character. For these reasons I cannot admit that there is any 
force in Professor Stokes’s argument, nor can I attach any im- 
portance to the remark by which it is followed. 

Cambridge Observatory, 
February 4, 1851. 

Phil, Mag, 8, 4, Vol, 1, No. 3, March 1851. R 
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XXXII. Mineralogical Notices. 

CARMINE SPAR. BY F. SANDBERGER. 

[Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. Ixxx. p. 391.] 

ies mineral accompanies Beudantite at Horhausen; it 
occurs in tufts of slender needles; or in spherical masses 

with a radiated structure ; its crystalline form could not be de- 
termined. Colour carmine-red, passing into brick-red; it is 
highly translucent, with a vitreous lustre inclining to pearly. 
It is brittle, and appears to possess cleavages parallel with the 
faces of a rhombic prism. Hardness between calcareous spar 
and rock salt. Heated im a closed tube it experiences no altera- 
tion. Before the blowpipe it fuses readily upon charcoal into a 
gray scoria, diffusing copious arsenical fumes; with soda, glo- 
bules of lead are obtained ; and with borax, a strong reaction of 
oxide of iron. It dissolves readily in hydrochloric and nitric 
acids. 

The author was not able to obtain a quantity sufficient for a 
quantitative analysis; but his experiments appear to him to 
prove satisfactorily that the mineral is composed of the anhy- 
drous arseniates of lead and iron. 

DECHENITE. BY DR. C. BERGEMANN. 

[Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. Ixxx. p. 393.] 

This mineral was discovered by Dr. Krantz in veins of a lead 
ore containing galena, carbonate and phosphate of lead, at Lau- 
terthal m Rhenish Bavaria. It occurs in kidney-shaped erystal- 
line aggregations, or im small thin and curved plates. It was 
impossible to determine its crystallime form; there are, however, 
indications of cleavages which appear to belong to a rhombohe- 
dron. Its colour is dark red, passing sometimes into yellow ; 
in powder it is always yellow. It is translucent, and hasa fatty 
lustre; spec. grav. 5°81; hardness scarcely 4, equal to that of 
phosphate of lead. Before the blowpipe it fuses readily into a 
yellowish glass without decrepitation. It was found, on analy- 
sing the purest specimens, to consist solely of oxide of lead and 
vanadie acid in proportions corresponding to the simple formula 
PbO, VO%. The complete absence of chloride of lead distin- 
guishes it from all the compounds of vanadium and lead hitherto 
analysed. 

The analysis was made by dissolving the mineral in dilute 
nitric acid, which is easily effected, separating the lead by long 
digestion with sulphuric acid and subsequent addition of alcohol. 
The sulphate of lead proved perfectly free from vanadie acid. 
The sulphuric solution of the latter constituent was evaporated 
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to dryness and calcined; but it was found, contrary to the state- 
ment of Berzelius, that the whole of the sulphuric acid could not 
be expelled by heat ; it was therefore separated by nitrate of 
baryta, and the excess of baryta removed by a little gmmonia 
and carbonate of ammonia; the filtered liquid, evaporated and 
strongly calcined, left pure vanadic acid, which was weighed as 
such, the author finding the method of determining its weight 
from that of the hydrated oxide far less accurate. 

XXXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 
{Continued from p. 169.] 

December 5, 1850.—Lieut.-Col. Sabine, V.P. & Treas., in the Chair. 

PAPER was read, entitled “ Researches into the Structure of 
the Spinal Cord.” By Jacob Lockhart Clarke, Esq. Commu- 

nicated by Samuel Solly, Esq., F.R.S. Received October 15. 
The author having undertaken a series of observations with the 

view of determining, if possible, the relations which appear to sub- 
sist between the spinal nerves and the respiratory nervous centres, 
was led into a more extended inquiry than he at first contemplated, 
the results of which are communicated in this paper. After stating 
that the observations were made, by means of a microscope of the 
best construction, upon many thousand preparations of the spinal 
cord of Man, of the Calf, Sheep, Pig, Dog, Cat, Rabbit, Guinea-pig 
and Frog, he describes the methods adopted in making these prepara- 
tions. The following are the results of his observations. 

At the lower extremity of the spinal cord, the posterior gray sub- 
stance consists of a single mass, formed by the coalescence of the 
two posterior horns, and consequently the gelatinous substance ex- 
tends across the middle line. The anterior gray substance, however, 
is divided by the anterior columns into two distinct horns, which 
curve inwards and taper to a rounded point. The spinal canal is 
large and nearer the anterior surface of the cord. 

The nerve-vesicles are scattered irregularly through the gray sub- 
stance. 

The fibres of the gray substance are of the tubular kind, and of 
small average diameter. There are two classes with regard to di- 
rection, transverse and longitudinal. Of the transverse, there are 
two orders, the antero-posterior and latero-transverse. 

The antero-posterior are continuous with the posterior roots of the 
nerves, and probably with the anterior roots. The latero-transverse 
stretch between the opposite sides of the gray substance, forming its 
transverse commissure. 

Longitudinal Fibres-—Those of the gelatinous substance, have the 
characters of minute tubular fibres, presenting dark outlines and 

frequent varicosities. Their average diameter is the jaath of an 
inch. They have no nuclei as generally stated, and have no resem- 

R2 
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blance to the sympathetic fibres or caudate processes. These fibres 
are found through the rest of the gray substance; but in’ smaller 
numbers ; immediately below the gelatinous substance; ane 
they form a remarkably dense band. 

Changes in the form of the gray substance are observed ‘on ok: 
amining the cord from below upwards. The posterior mass is gra- 
dually divided into two, and the gelatinous substance is interrupted 
in the middle line. Two vesicular masses gradually appear at the 
sides of the spinal canal, traversed by fibres from’ the ‘posterior 
nerves, and from the transverse commissure. The anterior horns 
also undergo certain changes, become ‘club-shaped ‘in the’ lumbar 
region, mind contain large groups of caudate vesicles, In the middle 
of the dorsal region the posterior horns ‘have again coalesced, and 
the gelatinous substance again crosses the middle line.’ The ante- 
rior horns are straight aud narrow, and ‘their vesicles are scattered 
through them irregularly. In the cervical enlargement the posterior 
gray substance has become again ‘divided to! its greatest extent into 
two horns, and the gelatinous substance is again interrupted in “the 
middle. The two vesicular masses from the sides of the spinal canal 
are here, as in the lumbar’ enlargement, included in the posterior 
horns. Here also, and in the lumbar enlargement, the Eneeriel elie 
are nearly similar in’ appearance. 

The nucleus of vesicular substance, in which ‘the pinta sesso 
nerve may be seen to arise, has been’ traced by the’ author as ‘low 
down in the cord as the upper part of the lumbar enlargement. 

The grayish structure immediately surrounding the spinal canal, 
consists chiefly of fibro-cellular tissue, and is not to be regarded as 
a commissure, as maintained by’ Stilling and Foville: | The® spinal 
canal, as stated by the former observer, extends through the whole 
length of the cord: lon 

The vesicles of the cord are found chiefly in the Inatbisor horns, 
as usually stated, but occur also in’ the dark masses ‘sittiated ‘in’ the 
dorsal region at the sides of the spinal ¢anal; and ‘also/ more’ spa- 
ringly in the posterior horns as far as the’ gelatinous substance. The 
author has never been able to make out satisfactorily in mammialia, 
any connection between the nerve-vesicles and the tubular nerves, 
nor between the latter and the caudate processes. : 

The blood-vessels of the cord enter through the anterior Asia $i 
terior’ median fissures, through the’ smaller’ fisstres ‘in ‘the white 
columns, and at the roots of the ‘nerves. ‘They forma beautiful neét- 
work of loops along the whole periphery of the gray substance. 

Of the WhiteColumns of the Cord—The anterior columns have 
no proper transverse commissural fibres, but are crossed horizontally 
but chiefly obliquely, by tubular nerve-fibres’ ‘and blood-vessels, 
which proceed from the gray substance on each side ‘and deéussate 
in front of the spinal canal: nor are the posterior white ‘columns 
connected by any commissural fibres, the posterior fissuré reachig 
down to the gray substance. 

Origin of the Spinal Nerves.—The posterior Yoots are attached 
exclusively to the posterior columns. Their fibrils generally are 
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finer than’ those.of :the anterior roots..| ‘The, anterior roots, are, at- 
tached to: the anterior parts of the antero-lateral columns, which they 
traverse horizontally in straight bundles; till they reach the anterior 
horns, in which they break up,and form, a| complicated network. 
The;author-has not yet been able to determine whether any of the 
fibresiof:the spinal nerves ascend with the longitudinal white columns. 

e. ‘ December 12.—Sir Frederick Pollock, V.P., in the Chair. 

.o-Aypaper was-read, entitled, “On. the Action of Nitric Acid on 
various, Vegetables, witha more particular examination of Spartium 
scoparium; Linn. or{Common, Broom.” .By John, Stenhouse, Esq., 
PLR.S. ., Received November.18, 1850, 
»» This. paper, is, a, continuation, of a series of investigations intended 
to elucidate the nature of vegetables by.means of chemical reagents. 
A,:preceding paper contained, an, account of | the effects. produced 
by, the, action, of sulphuric and, hydrochloric, acids, on the matiére 
incrustante of several plants belonging to different great classes of 
vegetables... The effects of nitric acid, upon a. variety, of vegetable 
groups are now described; the researches having been undertaken 
in the hope that by means of this. powerful reagent some light might 
perhaps be thrown: on, peculiarities in their respective constitutions. 

The first plant experimented on with,this view, was, the Populus 

balsamifera; as representing the numerous family of the Poplars. A 
quantity, of the smaller. branches) of this tree, cut, into pieces, was 
exhausted, with, boiling water. The dark-coloured bitter-tasted liquid 
which jit,yielded was evaporated, to the state of an extract, which 
was, digested, for nearly twenty-four hours, with dilute nitric acid. 
| This. strongly.acid, solution was evaporated to dryness on the water 
bath, the dried.residue was dissolved ina considerable quantity of 
hot water, and the solution after cooling was carefully filtered. The 
clear liquid, after|concentration toa very moderate bulk, was exactly 
saturated, with carbonate of potash. A yellow crystalline sediment 
quickly appeared. It consisted of nitropicrate of potash, and the 
potash, salt of a new acid, to,which the author has given the name of 
nitropopulic acid.,,The mixed potash, salts were then collected on a 
filter, dried by pressure, and were treated witha cold. solution of 
dilute carbonate of. potash, which readily dissolved out, the nitro- 
populate of potash, while. it left the nitropicrate of that base unacted 
on. The two salts were then separated by filtration, the nitropi- 
crate remaining on the filter, while the nitropopulate was dissolved 
in the alkaline liquid, , Thesolution was next slightly supersaturated 
,with. hydrochloric acid, when the nitropopulate of potash precipi- 
tated as a compact.crystalline powder, which was purified by re- 
peated erystallizations out of hot water. When pure, the potash 
salt, which erystallizes in small lemon-yellow prisms, is boiled. with 
a considerable excess of hydrochloric acid, and, on the cooling of 
the solution, the nitropopulic acid is deposited in silky needles, 
forming concentric groups of a pale yellow colour, By digestion 
with animal. charcoal, the nitropopulic acid. is rendered perfectly 
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colourless. It is very soluble in water, and still more so in weak 
and strong spirits of wine. By digestion with strong nitric acid, 
it is rapidly converted into nitropierie acid. In several of its cha- 
racters nitropopulic acid bears a considerable resemblance to indi- 
gotic acid. When subjected to analysis, the formula of nitropopulic 
acid dried in the air, was found to be C,, H, N, O,, +HO+2Aqu; 
that of the acid dried at 212° F., C,, H, N, O,,+ HO. 

The potash, silver, soda and baryta salts were also analysed. 
The Populus nigra, when treated with nitric acid, was also found 

to yield nitropopulie acid, which appears therefore to be character- 
istic of the poplar tribe. 

An extract was also prepared from Salix russelliana, or the Bed- 
ford-willow, which, when it was digested with dilute nitric acid, 
yielded a great deal of oxalic and nitropicric, but no nitropo ulic 
acid. Extracts of the Cytisus laburnum, or the laburnum-tree; of 
the Swetenia mahogani, or the mahogany-tree; of the Pyrus malus, 
or the apple-tree ; of the Crategus oxyacantha, or the hawthorn ; 
of the Ribes nigrum, or the black currant bush ; of the Betula alnus, 
or the alder; of the Ulex europeus, or the furze ; of the Calluna 
vulgaris, or common heather ; of the root of the Curcuma longa, or 
turmeric; of the seeds of the Bixa orellana, or annotto; of the 
Sambucus nigra, or the elder ; of the Cytisus scoparius, the Spar- 
tium scoparium of Linn., or common broom, when treated with 
dilute nitric acid, also yielded oxalic and nitropicric acids. The ex- 
tracts of Quercus robur, or common oak, and of Betula alba, the 
birch-tree, when digested with nitric acid, only yielded oxalic acid, 
but no nitropicric or any analogous nitrogenated acid. 

The results of these experiments seem to indicate therefore that 
a far greater number of plants are capable of yielding nitropicrie 
acid than has generally been supposed, those which fail to do so’ 
constituting a very small minority. 

As the extract of broom, Spartiwm scoparium, besides yielding 
nitropicrie acid, exhibited some interesting peculiarities, it was sub- 
jected to a more minute examination. When an aqueous decoc- 
tion of broom was concentrated to about a tenth of its bulk, and 
set aside in a cool situation for twelve hours, it gelatinized into a 
greenish-brown coherent mass, which was thrown upon a filter 
and washed with a little cold water, It consisted chiefly of 
a yellow crystallizable colouring matter (scoparine, the diuretic 
principle of broom), which was at first contaminated with a con- 
siderable amount of chlorophyl. It also contained a small quan- 
tity of a volatile organic base (sparteine, the narcotic principle of 
broom), the greater portion of which however remained in the 
mother-liquors. 

The scoparine, when purified by repeated crystallizations out of 
hot water and spirits of wine, formed pale yellow prisms of a feeble 
acid character. Its formula was found to be C,, H,, O,,. Sco- 
parine acts as a powerful diuretic. 

The mother-liquor from the crude scoparine, after having been 
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concentrated to a very moderate bulk, was distilled along with a 
considerable excess of soda, when a colourless basic oil slowly col- 

lected at the bottom of the receiver. This oil was the volatile base 
sparteine. It has a strongly alkaline reaction, completely neutral- 
izing the most powerful acids. It is but slightly soluble in acids 
but readily dissolves both in alcohol and in ether. It boils at about 
550° F. The taste of its salts is very bitter. The formula of this 
base is C,, H,, N. The nitrate, sulphate and hydrochlorate of spar- 
teine are exceedingly soluble, and crystallize with great difficulty. 
The nitropicrate of sparteine forms long, slender brittle needles, un- 
distinguishable from nitropicrate of potash. Its formula is C,, H,, N, 
HO;-C,,'H, N, Oj: 

The double chloride of platinum and sparteine crystallizes in rect- 
angular prisms. This salt contains two equivalents of water, which 
it loses at 266° F. Its formula, when dried at 212° F., is C,; H,, N, 
HCl+ Pt Cl,4+2HO. 

The double mercurial salt crystallizes in large, right rhombic 
prisms, exhibiting the diamond lustre. Its formula is C,,; H,, N, 
HCl, Hg Cl. 

Sparteine appears to be a strong narcotic poison, though much 
inferior in this respect to either nicotine or coneine. 

It is plain, therefore, that in employing a decoction of broom-tops 
in dropsical affections, as has hitherto been the practice, the patient 
is subjected to the narcotic influence of the sparteine, as well as to 
the diuretic effects of the scoparine, a result which in general is not 
likely to be desirable. The author does not, however, think it is at 
all necessary to employ chemically pure scoparine for medical pur- 
poses. If a decoction of broom be evaporated to dryness on the 
water-bath, then treated with a little dilute hydrochloric acid, the 
mixture thrown upon a filter and washed with a small quantity of 
cold water, almost the whole of the sparteine will be removed, and 
the dark green gelatinous mass remaining on the filter will be found 
to possess the diuretic without the narcotic properties of the plant. 

December 19.—Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, Bart., V.P., in the Chair. 

Captain Lefroy, R.A., was admitted into the Society. 
The following communication received from Professor Hermann 

Schlagintweit was read :— 
* Results of Observations on the Distribution of Temperature in 

the Alps.” 
1. The greatest irregularities and the most considerable local in- 

flexions of isothermals are observed at the lower heights. 
2. Generally speaking, the depression of temperature is also very 

sensible at stations in the Alps when proceeding from south to north ; 
and the eastern parts are colder than the western. One degree of 
latitude produces in the plain of Lombardy a difference of tem- 

* perature amounting to 07 C. In the interior parts of the Alps the 
difference is 0°5 to 0°6 C. 

3. If we consider the isothermal lines on a longitudinal profile of 
the Alps, we find that their forms show some connexion with the 
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mean elevation of the different parts of the Alps. . The isothermals, 
vise where the mean elevation is greater; they sink at, the, borders 
and on smaller groups, This convexity of the isothermal, lines-in, the | 
centre of the Alps is still more considerable if we represent. by them | 
the temperature of the earth, since the latter is) still, move intimately 
connected with the mass. of the. mountains, with the insulation and 
radiation of the rocky substance; whilst for the temperature of \the:« 
air, differences of that kind are more eliminated by. its mobility. 

4.. The vertical distances, of two, isothermals are,the greatest near 
the base of the Alps, attain afterwards a minimum,-and become in 
the higher parts again. a little greater, The position of the minimum 
takes place in the Northern Alps and the group, of the St, Gothard 
at nearly 6000 French feet ; in the central parts, at nearly 7000); for 
the group of Mont Blane it.seems to, be at a,still greater elevation, 

5. The height corresponding toa depression of temperature’ of; 
1°.C. is in the mean 540. F, feet= 90 toises= 166,.metres, if we 
compare the lowest stations of continued .observation with) the 
highest stations ; but if we consider, the temperature of the highest 
summits, the depression becomes a little greater, (510 feet, for» thie 
Central Alps). 

6. The mean temperature of the air seems tobe, for the highest 
summits, from, —13° to,—15°.C. 

7. At the greater, elevations the, temperature, of single montha:is! 
generally altered in this manner :—The temperatures of a a 
and January, of August.and July, differ less, from.each other than 
they do at lower stations. 

8. The influence of the general form of the surface on the tem- 
perature is particularly evident when we. consider the mean/tempera- 
ture of the months, The valleys during, the winter, are, in, generab | 
colder than the mountains, the, cold.air,sinking down and being)aes«: 
cumulated in them; during ,the,,summer,they.are,;comparatively, | 
warmer, the heat being reflected and radiated by the,insulated, masses: | 
near, them, and circulation, produced, especially..in the -horizontal 
direction: their climate is: therefore subject to, greater) extremesy..: 
though in the annual mean it scarcely differs from the Alps,in general. 
The deeliyities during the winter are comparatively warmer, since the: 
air near the surface, after sinking down, inthe, valleys, is) replaced: / 
readily by less cold strata. During the, summer, particularly, ins 
southern exposures, and if the relative height.above the bottom of. 
the valley is not great, they are also a little warmer) since then 
they can partially be reached by the ascending current of air. But 
this inerease Of tempetature being smaller than that of winter, these. 
situations have a more constant climate than the valleys, The mean 
temperature of the year on declivities, particularly with southern 
exposures, is therefore.a) little higher/than the mean of the Alps i in 
general. 1d 10 MI8gs 

9. Summits and declivities, with an exposure to north and to north- 
east; show also’ the @haracter’ of ‘a constant climate; but the tem- 
perature of summer is) much lower; and consequently ahie aomual 
mean is also sensibly depressed. 

10, The depression of temperature with elevation is greater in 
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summer than in winter, amounting for example to 1° C. for 440 feet 
in July, and for 710 feet in January. ‘The cause of this is, that in 
the lower parts'‘of the mountains the differences between single 
months are’ greater than in the higher parts. 

11. The elevation of the point, near which on a vertical line the 
depression of temperature is the greatest, is a different one in every 
month.» It is the highest, when the Alps are covered with snow, in 
December and January; from March'to September this point is 
generally found near the limit of snow; in October and November 
it lies below the snow-line. 

12.:The height of ‘the snow-line in the months does not coincide 
always with the same’ isothermal... In January the snow-line and 
the isothermal of 0° are both ‘nearly on the base of the Alps; but 
from‘this time to’ July and August, the isothermal of zero moves 
quicker upwards than the snow-line, and from August to January 
quicker downwards. “The snow-line ‘therefore in the first period 
coincides with isothermals warmer than 0° C.; in July it is even 
at'+5° C. The snow-line, inthe’ usual sense, that Is to say its 
highest limits in summer; is, at the mean temperature of the year, 
—4° C, 

13. Over large masses of snow and glaciers there is remarked, 
particularly on fine days, a descending current of air (glacier-wind), 
which has a great influence on the general depression of temperature 
near the limits of snow. 

14. The absolute extremes of cold on single days are at the lower 
stations sometimes so great, that they are comparatively but little 
surpassed by those on the higher points. But the differences be- 
tween the higher and lower part ‘are much greater if we consider 
the:maxima of’ heat.’ The absolute maxima seem scarcely ever to 
exceed)5° or 6° C. on the highest summits of the Alps, On all days 
the decrease of temperature is greater at the time of the maximum 
thanat the minimum. ~ 

15. Compared therefore to the temperature of high latitudes, the 
summits of the Alps correspond nearly to 70° N. Lat. But the cli- — 
mate of the highest elevations on the Alps is much less severe than 
that of Northern Asia; and is more constant than that of Polar 
America,’ Their minima'of winter are much surpassed by nearly all 
stations ' in’ northern latitudes ; ‘but the maxima of summer are 
colder than those of nearly all points’ on high latitudes at little ele- 
vation ‘above the ‘sea.’ 

K Paper was also in part read, entitled “On the Exogenous Pro- 
cesses of th Vertebrz.” By Professor Owen, F.R,S, &c. Received 
November 8, 1850, 

The Society then-adjourned over the Christmas holidays, to meet 
again on the 9th of January, 1851. 

January 9, 1851.—Lieut.-Col,, Sabine, V.P. & 'Vreas:, in the Chair, 

The reading of Prof. Owen’s paper “On the Exogenous Processes 
of Vertebre”’ was resumed and concluded.’ 
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The author commences by a definition of these as contradistin- 
guished from the autogenous parts or ‘ elements’ of a vertebra, and 
exemplifies them by instances from Human and Comparative Ana- 
tomy, which show the necessity of a distinet substantive term for 
each of such parts and processes. The terms proposed are as 
follows :— 

Synonyms in Compara- Synonyms in Human Anatomy 
Nemaea, tive Anatomy (Cuvier). (Soemmering). 

( Centrum. Vertebral body. Corpus vertebre. 
B Neurapophysis. lamine. Arcus posterior vertebrae, seu radi- 
z ces arcus posteriores. 
2+ Pleurapophysis. rib, ceryical rib, Costa, seu pars ossea costa, pro- 
= hatchet-bone. cessus transversus vertebre cervi- 

calis. 
4 Hemapophysis. Sternal rib, chevron- _Cartilago coste. 

bone. 
Parapophysis. Inferior transverse pro- Radix prior seu antica processus 

cess. transversi vertebra cervicalis. 

{ Diapophysis. Superior transverse pro- Radix posticus processus transversi 
cess, vertebre cervicalis, processus 

transversus. 
g Zygapophysis. Articular or oblique Processus obliquus seu articularis 
s process. vertebre. 
o . . 

20 | Metapophysis. Prolongation of arti-]) Duo processus accessorii processui 
| - cular process. transverso et articulari superiori 

Anapophysis. Supplemental articu- interpositi. 
lar process. 

| Hypapophysis. Inferior spinous process. 
neural, Spinous process. Processus spinosus. 

Spine{ hemal, Inferior spinous process. 

The principal aim of the present communication was to point out 
the proportion of the vertebrate animals in which the metapophysis, 
anapophysis and hypapophysis were present, their principal modifica- 
tions, and their title to the distinct appellations bestowed upon them. 

The metapophysis is noticed by Monro, in 1726, as a small rising 
between the roots of the superior oblique and transverse processes ; 
and both this and the anapophysis appear to be defined in similar 
terms, as sometimes characterising the lumbar vertebra, by Soem- 
mering. The author of the present paper commences his compara- 
tive anatomy of both processes by describing them in the European, 
Polynesian and Australian varieties of the human race. He then 
passes to the Quadrumana, and traces their modifications and pro- 
gressive development in the Chimpanzee, Orang-utan and Gibbon, 
in the Cercopithecus ruber, Semnopithecus entellus, Macacus rhesus, 
Macacus niger, Macacus nemestrinus, Papio mormon, Ateles panis- 
cus, Ateles Beelzebuth, Cebus capucinus, Callithrix sciureus, Lemur 
nigrifrons, Lemur Catta, Lichanotus Indri, and Stenops gracilis. 

In the order Carnivora, the same processes are described in the 
Lion, Hyzna, Wolf, Fox, Civet, Genette, Otter, Sable, Kinkajou, 
Mydaus, Badger, Bear and Seal. The presence of anterior articular 
processes (pre-zygapophyses) is demonstrated in all these Carnivora, 
in the anterior dorsal vertebra ; and their apparently greater produc- 
tion in the succeeding vertebra is shown to be due to the gradual 
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transference of their articular surfaces upon the metapophyses, which 
are processes distinctly superadded. 

In the Rodent Order, the modifications of the metapophyses and 
anapophyses are described in the common and Malabar Squirrels, 
the Marmot, the Hydromys, the Rat, the Cape Jerboa, in which the 
anapophyses attain their maximum of relative size ; in the Beaver, 
the Porcupine, the Coypu, the Paca, the Capybara, and in the Hare. 
The distinction between the metapophyses and the pre-zygapophyses 
is particularly strongly marked in the Capybara. 

In the Insectivora, the Hedgehog is an instance in which metapo- 
physes are developed but not anapophyses. The modifications of 
both processes are traced, in the Marsupial Order, in the Thylacine, 
the Dasyure, the Wombat, the Perameles, and in two species of 
Kangaroo. The diapophyses being developed from the last as well 
as the antecedent dorsals in these marsupials, renders the homology 
of the transverse processes of the lumbar vertebra unmistakeable : 
but the diapophyses of those vertebre are lengthened out by anchy- 
losed pleurapophyses, of which those of the first lumbar vertebra in 
the Wombat, compared by the author, had not completely coalesced. 
In the Ornithorhynchus paradoxus the metapophyses are double in 
some of the anterior dorsal vertebra, but become single in the sixth 
dorsal, and gradually increase to the twelfth. The anapophyses are 
rudimental. 

In the Ruminant Order, the accessory processes are described in 
the Elk, the Giraffe, the Gnu, the Equine Antilope, the Ox, the 
Aurochs, the Camel, the Vicugna, the Memmina, and the Musk-deer. 
The anapophyses are rarely, and then only very feebly developed ; 
the metapophyses are constant; they appear as tubercles above the 
diapophyses in the anterior and middle dorsals, and pass upon the 
zygapophyses in the penultimate or last dorsal. The author records 
a peculiarity in the skeleton of a musk-deer (Moschus moschiferus). 
In the pair of ribs attached to the thirteenth dorsal vertebra the 
tubercle is wanting, and the diapophysis is obsolete, as in the last 
dorsal vertebra of other Moschide; but in the following vertebra, 
answering to the first lumbar in other Moschzda, the rib is developed 
with a head and a distinct tubercle, articulated to an equally distinct 
diapophysis. This plainly demonstrates the homology of the diapo- 
physis in the next vertebra, answering to the second lumbar in 
other Moschide. 

There are no anapophyses in the Hog-tribe and Hippopotamus : 
the metapophyses resemble those of the ruminant artiodactyles. 
The perissodactyle Ungulates manifest some peculiarities. In the 
Sumatran Tapir, e. g. the metapophysis is a very distinct process in 
the third dorsal, subsides in the four next dorsals, and reappears as 
a prominent process in those that follow, but does not attain the 
position upon the zygapophysis except in the last lumbar vertebra. 
In the Horse and Rhinoceros, as well as the Tapir, although there 
are no proper anapophyses, the diapophysis of the last lumbar de- 
velopes an articular surface on its back part which articulates with 
a corresponding surface on the sacrum. In the vertebrae of the 
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Elephant a peculiarity is pointed out which isnot adverted to by 
Cuvier or De Blainville, and appears to have escaped notice, Viz. an 
accessory pair of joints between the metapophysis and anapophysis, 
commencing between the seventeenth and eighteenth dorsals, ‘and 
continued to between the first and second lumbar vertebra.’ The 
metapophyses have been undescribed, also, in the Cetacéa, although 
they are represented in the plates of the *Ossemens Fossiles” di- 
stinctly from the anterior zyzapophyses, and exist in many vertebrae 
after these processes with their articular surfaces have wholly dis- 
appeared: the modifications of the métapophyses, and their mode 
and place of superseding the prezygapophyses, are described 'in the 
Delphinus Tursio and D. Delphis: their modifications are also 
pointed out in the Dugong. But the most remarkable development 
and complexity of the accessory exogenous’ processes is presented 
by certain members of the Order Bruta or Edentata of Cuvier, 
The author commences with a description of then: in the Sloths, 
and gives his reasons for considering the Jength of the neck in’ the 
three-toed species to be due to the superaddition of two cervicals 
between the dentata and eighth vertebra, which, from certain’ cha- 
racters of its complex transverse process, he regards as homologous 
with the sixth cervical vertebra of the two-toed species, 

In the Cape Ant-eater ( Orycteropus capensis), both metapophyses 
and anapophyses are present on the eighth dorsal vertebra; the 
former are continued to near the end of the tail, the latter subside 
in the last lumbar. In the armadillos the metapophyses commence 
abruptly about the middle of the back, and progressively increase 
until they equal the long neural spines in height: they develope two 
articular surfaces, one on the inner side of their base, another on 
the outer side: the latter articulates with the anapophysis, which is 
remarkable for its thickness, and developes a second inferior articular 
surface for the parapophysis, which, together with the diapophysis, 
is developed from all the lumbar vertebra. ‘These complex joints 
are illustrated by drawings taken from two species of Armadillo. ~ 

The exogenous processes present still greater complexity in the 
true Ant-eaters. The metapophyses commence in the cervical 
region, change their place from the zygapophyses to the diapophyses 
in the anterior dorsals, and back again to the zygapophyses in the 
posterior dorsal and lumbar vertebrae, where they supersede those 
processes ; and develope accessory articular surfaces for the anapo- 
physes. These not only present an upper articular surface for the 
metapophysis, and a lower one for the parapophysis, but de- 
velope a third outer one for a new articular surface upon the 
diapophysis; so that, were not the ordinary articular processes, 
or zygapophyses, obliterated in the posterior dorsal and lumbar 
vertebr, there would be not fewer than eighteen synovial joints, 
in addition to the intervertebral joints, in the ‘posterior lumbar 
vertebra of the Great Ant-eater. These processes and articula- 
tions are illustrated by figures taken’ from the Great Ant-eater ; 
and the necessity of the substantive names for the processés, and of 
adjectives to signify their added articular surfaces, was exemplified 
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in the explanation of those figures. The peculiar complexity of the 
vertebrae of the Edentata having been, previously to the investiga- 
tions, of the author, illustrated by a comparison with those of the 
Serpent tribe, he next enters upon the question of the precise nature 
and extent of this analogy, and shows that, although the complex 
joints, in both are comparable to the tenon-and-mortice joints in 
carpentry, they are produced, by different processes in the Mammal 
and the Reptile. The zygapophyses exist in both; to these, in the 
Mammal, are superadded the joints developed on metapophyses and 
anapophyses, which are be/ow the zygapophyses; but in the Serpents, 
the superadded joints are on parts which the author terms the ‘ zygo- 
sphene’ and ‘zygantrum,’ and are above the zygapophyses. Some 
characteristic differences are next pointed out in the Ophidian ge- 
nera Coluber, Hydrus, Naja, Crotalus, Python, and the extinet 
genus of large serpents from British eocene strata called Palzophis. 
The author also points out that the tenon-and-mortice joints are not, 
as was supposed, peculiar to the Ophidian reptiles, but exist in the 
Iguana, where they are likewise due to the superaddition of zygo- 
sphenal and zygantral articulations. 

The author finally enters upon the comparative anatomy of the 
‘hypapophysis,’ that name. being applied to the process, commonly 
exogenous, from the under or ventral surface of the centrum, rarely 
autogenous from the same aspect of the capsule of the notochord, 
The modifications of the hypapophysis are exemplified in the Hare 
and Rabbit, the Cape Jerboa, the Hydromys, the Phoca grenlandica 
and Leptony« serridens, in the Hippopotamus, the Megaceros, the 
Musk-deer, the Camel, the Giraffe, and other Ruminants. In the 
Ornithorhynchus the atlas is remarkable for a pair of hypapophyses, 
like the first vertebra in the Sudis or Arapaima gigas : but the most 
remarkable instances of the development and. modification of the 
hypapophysis are to be met with in the class of Birds. It is there 
weil-marked in the anterior cervical vertebra, especially in the den- 
tata, and reappears in the lower cervicals as a pair of processes, which 
defend and, sometimes encompass the carotid arteries, forming a 
quasi-hemal arch, as in the Pelican. The still more extraordinary 
developments of the hypapophysis,in the Aptenodytes and Sphenis- 
cus are specially feared and illustrated by figures. .The modifi- 
cations of the same process are pointed out in some extinct Reptilia, 
as e.g. the Crocodilus basifissus, the Mososaurus, the Igudnodon and 
the vo IAA in the latter the hypapophysis is exogenous in 
the neck, as in some Lizards, and forms the so-called ‘ wedge-bones :’ 
the part usually called ‘body of the atlas’ is serially homologous 
with these ; the true centrum of that vertebra being the so-called 
odontoid process... The memoir, concludes with a demonstration of 
the serial homology of the hamal arches of the tail, sometimes called 
chevron-bones, and the essential distinction of the hypapophyses from 
the hamapophyses, and at the same time from the parapophyses, with 
which the hypapophyses co-exist in the cervical and anterior thoracic 
regions of the Crocodile. 
Dp 
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The paper is illustrated with fifty-five drawings, of which detailed 
descriptions are appended to the memoir. 

A communication was read, entitled, “* Researches on the Distri- 
bution of Vegetables in the Alps compared with the Differences of 
Climate, and on the Periodical Development of Plants at different 
heights.” By Adolph Schlagintweit. 

January 16.—Lieut.-Col. Sabine, V.P. and Treasurer, in the Chair. 

The Chairman, by desire of the President, read the following 
letter :— 

“ Downing Street, Jan. 6, 1851. 

«“ My Lorp,—I beg to inform your Lordship, that I shall set 
apart One Thousand Pounds, from the fund for Special Service, to 
be applied by the Council of the Royal Society in the same manner 
as the grant made for Scientific purposes last year. 

‘“‘ | have the honour to be, 
“ Your Lordship’s obedient humble Servant, 

“ J. Russe.” 
“ The Earl of Rosse.” 

The following paper was then read :— 
“On the Results of Periodical Observations of the Positions 

and Distances of Nineteen of the Stars in Sir John Herschel’s Lists 
of Stars favourably situated for the investigation of Parallax con- 
tained in Part III. of the Phil. Trans. for 1826, and in Part I. for 
1827.” By Lord Wrottesley, F.R.S.&c. Received November 14, 
1850. 

In Sir John Herschel’s papers above referred to, he shows that if 
a double star occupy a certain position with respect to the ecliptie, 
and one of the components be supposed to be very much nearer to 
the earth than the others, a considerable periodical and _parallactic 
change will take place in their angle of position, and that the maxi- - 
mum. variations from the mean position will occur at two opposite 
seasons of the year, which indicate the best times of observation of 
the parallax of the star. Sir John gives a list of stars thus favour- 
ably situated, with the coefficients of the maximum parallactic yaria- 
tion of the angles of position, and the times of their occurrence 
subjoined.” 

Lord Wrottesley having erected at his seat in Staffordshire an 
observatory provided with a good equatorial, determined to devote 
the instrument to a good trial of the method, and the present paper 
contains the results of his observations and researches. 

The equatorial employed was that formerly belonging to, Mx. 
Beaumont. Its telescope is of 10 feet 9 inches focal length, and the 
object-glass is of 73 inches clear aperture, and a good glass of its 
size. The instrument is mounted according to the usual English 
method for a fixed observatory, viz. with a long polar axis resting 
in Y8 at each end. This polar axis is 14 feet 3 inches long, and 
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10 inches square in the middle, having pivots at the ends of hard 
bell-metal. The Y* above and below are attached to massive stone 
piers, supported by a very firm and large foundation of brick-work. 
The steadiness of the instrument is not satisfactory, compared with 
that of some recently-established equatorials. The observations were 
made with a parallel-wire micrometer, containing one fixed and two 
moveable wires, and the value of its scale was well determined both 
by Mr. Beaumont and Lord Wrottesley. The power usually em- 
ployed was 450. 

In the progress of the observations it was found that they were 
attended with considerable difficulties, chiefly arising from the im- 
practicability of obtaining a sufficient number of observations at both 
the proper periods of the year, and also from the circumstance that 
many stars require to be observed at an inconvenient hour in the 
early morning, when the observer, fatigued by night observing, is 
unequal to the task. The fact of the difficulty of the observations is 
evidenced by the paucity of the trustworthy results, after more than 
six years’ uninterrupted observing, viz. from February of 1843 to 
October of 1849. Of sixty-nine stars proposed for observation only 
forty-eight have been observed, and of them nineteen only have been 
observed at both periods of the year. The results of the obser- 
vations of these nineteen stars are given in the paper. 

Four tables are given, the first of which contains the separate 
results for each day’s observations of every star, both for distance 
and angle of position, with the probable error and weight of each, 
computed according to the ordinary formula of the calculus of pro- 
babilities, and also with the assigned arbitrary weight of each, esti- 
mated according to the judgment of the observers. It contains 
also estimations of the magnitudes and colours of the stars for each 
night. 

The second table gives the similar results combined for each 
period of observation, with the computed weights and probable 
errors. 

The third table gives the combined results of all the observations 
for the main epoch of observation, together with the approximate 
R.A. and N.P.D., and the whole number of observations. 

The fourth table gives the results for the separate epochs for those 
stars only which afford reasonable hope of the detection of parallax, 
four stars being omitted as evidently binary systems, and some others 
whose components were equal in magnitude, and the observations of 
which did not give any indication of parallax, being also omitted. 
The differences of the angles of position, as indicating parallax, are 
distinctly exhibited, first as resulting from such observations as were 
made at consecutive and opposite seasons, and secondly as resulting 
from the comparison of all the observations made at one period of 
the different years with all made at the other period. 

In discussing the final results, the author remarks that only three 
stars, viz. 118 Tauri, 100 Hercules, and Herschel 95, were observed 
satisfactorily at the opposite and consecutive seasons, and these 
exhibit such discordances in the partial differences, that it seems 
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necessary in all cases to depend only upon the average difference 
of position obtained by comparing all-the observations “at one 
period of the different-years; with all-at the other period» He finds 
that there are then only five stars in: the list, viz. 32 Eridani, 41 
Aurige, 6 Geminorum, an anonymous star in Cancer,and Herschel 95, 
which show differences in the proper direction, and so much greater 
than the probable errors as to. deserve much attention, as exhibiting 
parallaxes measurable by this method, and, of these, 8 Geminorum 
is subject to great doubt, from the smallness of the number of the 
observations at the late period of the year. 

The results however are entitled to rather more consideration ‘in 
this respect, that, with regard: to: the greater numbers of the stars 
that are physically unexceptionable (that is, omitting binary ‘stars, 
and those whose components are of equal magnitude), the directions 
of apparent change of position are favourable to the supposition of'a 
measurable parallax.. This is particularly the case with respect to 
32, Eridani‘and: Herschel 95, which the author in conclusion:recom- 
mends to the notice of astronomers provided with adequate instru- 
ments for observing them. 

XXXV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

POSTSCRIPT TO A PAPER “ON STRIATED ROCKS IN THE LAKE 

DISTRICT OF WESTMORELAND.” BY JAMES BRYCE, JUN., M.A. 
F.G.S. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
i TAKE the earliest opportunity afforded by your Journal to correct 

an error in my paper on striated rocks, which appeared in the Num- 
ber of the Philosophical Magazine for December last. . It is stated in 
the first paragraph, that ‘‘ striated rocks have not been before noticed 
in the lake district.” This isa mistake. In drawing up the account 
I overlooked a paper by Dr. Buckland, in which the existence of 
scratched rocks in Westmoreland is mentioned. To this paper my 
attention has been kindly directed by Mr. John Hudson of Kendal. 
It is contained in the Proceedings of the Geological Society _ of 
London; vol. iii. part 2; and is given under the dates November 
18th and December 2nd, 1840. The following is the only passage 
in which strie are referred to; it occurs on pp. 347-8. 

“ Dr. Buckland had no opportunity of seeking for polished and 
striated surfaces in the high mountain valleys of the lake district ; 
but he found them ona recently exposed surface of greywacke in Dr. 
Arnold’s garden at Fox Howe near Ambleside; likewise near the 
slate quarry at Rydal ; and on newly-bared rocks by. the side of the 
road ascending from Grasmere to the Pass of Wythburn ; -he is also 
of opinion that many of the round and mammillated rocks at the bot- 
tom of the valley leading from Helvellyn, by the above bpeliniete 
Windermere, owe their form to glacial action.” 
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Tm -addition:to this general notice there is nothing stated ; the sub- 
ject, however; has: now assumed such importance, that minute and 
careful ‘descriptions are desirable. It is important to know the di- 
rectionof the 'striz with reference, both to the points of the comyass, 
andthe: bedding: of the rock ;' whether they are parallel at remote 
points, or:divergent ; ‘and whether they coincide with or are trans- 
verse to; the course of the valleys, and the great dominant faults. 
The localities mentioned by Dr. Buckland are not embraced in my 
paper; they were not known: either' to Mr. Wakefield or myself. 
That of Fox Howe garden is of great interest owing to its peculiar 
position; sheltered: by: a high hill on ‘the west and north-west. 
»sLhope to obtain during the ensuing summer ‘a.series of minute 
and aceurate observations on the localities above-mentioned, as well 
as.on the valleys opening northward from the central group of moun- 
tains. 

Iam very faithfully yours, 

5’ Lansdowne Crescent, Glasgow, Jams Bryce, Jun. 
Feb.3,° 1851. 

ON SOME PROPERTIES OF BORACIC ACID, AND ESTIMATION OF 

ITS QUANTITY. BY PROF. H. ROSE. 
The quantitative determination of boracic acid is attended with 

difficulties which have hitherto defeated any method of immediately 
effecting it. When this acid is dissolved in water, it is well known 
that its total quantity cannot be ascertained by merely evaporating the 
water; moreover when the acid thus obtained is melted on a platina 
crucible,.its weight constantly diminishes, unless contact of the air 
be avoided. ‘This loss is still more considerable when the, heat is 
raised toredness; but it is reduced to a few millegrammes when the 
calcination is effected in an atmosphere which is not moist... If, on 
the other hand, the boracic acid obtained be moistened with a drop 
of water, and be again heated to redness, the loss of weight amounts 
to some centigrammes, and it is still greater if a few drops of 
alcohol he used. The best method of ayoiding loss during the fusion 
of boracic acid, is to pour onits surface a small quantity of carbonate 
of ammonia. 

It has been proposed to avoid the volatilization of boracic acid on 
evaporating its aqueous solutions by saturating them with ammonia 
before evaporation ; but the affinity of boracic acid for ammonia is 
so weak, that the latter escapes with the vapour of the water. 

The addition of chloride of ammonium to an aqueous solution of 
boracic acid does not prevent its volatilization. When, after adding 
this salt, the whole is evaporated, and the dry residue is calcined on 
a platina crucible till vapours of chloride of ammonium cease to arise, 
a residue is obtained, which, at the temperature when pure boracic 
acid fuses, cannot be made to do so. If the residue be treated with 
water, there remains nitruret of boron in the state of a grayish- white 
powder. The quantity of this substance varies, and sometimes even 
it is not produced. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 3. March 1851. S 
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Boracic acid cannot be estimated in the state of aqueous solution, 
by a method similar to that employed for arsenic and phosphoric 
acids; that is to say, by adding to the solution a weighed quantity 
of oxide of lead recently calcined, evaporating the whole, and heating 
the dried mass to redness. In fact, it is not possible to prevent the 
volatilization of the boracic acid by adding oxide of lead. The same 
happens when a solution of nitrate of lead’ is added instead of the 
oxide. 

Even when a weighed quantity of tribasie phosphate of soda (3NaO 
PO’) is added, no quantitative result is obtained; for this salt does 
not possess the property of preventing the volatilization of boracic 
acid from its aqueous solutions. 

A quantitative estimate of this acid in aqueous solutions can be 
obtained only by the addition of a known quantity of a fixed alka- 
line carbonate; but this method is not convenient, occupies much 
time, and requires besides the most rigorous precision. Carbonate 
of soda is preferred to carbonate of potash, because the former is 

more readily weighed with exactness. It is to be weighed after 
fusion, and about an equal or twice the weight of the boracic acid 

supposed to exist in the solution is to be employed ; it is to be dis- 
solved in the solution, and the whole is to be evaporated by a gentle 
heat. In the cold, carbonic acid is not extricated from alkaline car- 
bonates by boracic acid ; and when heated, so as to evaporate, the 
carbonic acid is expelled only in a very slight degree. It is only 
when the whole has been evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass 
begins to be heated and calcined, that the disengagement of carbonic 
acid takes place; it is then that the operation must be conducted 
with the most precaution. Atan intense heat the mass is very fluid ; 
it is soft when the heat is low, If the fusion be effected in a small 
platina crucible with the heat yielded by a spirit-lamp with a double 
current of air, the product obtained does not alter in weight when 
long kept. But it is a remarkable circumstance, that, if the crucible 
be only moderately heated, the weight increases a little, and it is not 
possible again to obtain a constant weight. The result, however, is 

the same whether the fusion of the mass be continued for a longer 
or a shorter time, and consequently whether a stronger or gentler 
heat be employed. 

The quantity of boracic acid contained in the fused mass is thus 
determined: deduct from its weight that of the soda contained in 
the carbonate employed, and also that of the carbonic acid disen- 
gaged during the experiment; the proportion of boracic acid will 
thus be obtained with precision. 
When carbonate of potash is employed, similar phenomena occur ; 

but the results obtained are rather less precise, for this carbonate in 
its anhydrous state cannot be weighed with the same accuracy as 
the carbonate of soda. 

The method above described for ascertaining the quantity of boracic 
acid in solution is but rarely applicable in practice, and only when 
the solutions contain no other matter. 
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The best and most certain method of separating boracic acid from 
bases, is that well known, of converting, by means of hydrofluoric 

and sulphuric acids, the boracic acid into fluoride of boron, in order 
to obtain the bases in the state of sulphates. By treating the bo- 
racic salt with sulphuric acid and alcohol, the boracic acid may like- 
wise be completely separated in the form of boracic «ther. 

This method is much inferior to that in which hydrofluoric acid is 
employed to effect the decomposition, and ought not to be employed, 
except when, for want of a platina retort, concentrated hydrofluoric 
acid is not obtainable. If, instead of sulphuric acid, hydrochloric 
acid be employed, as proposed long since by G. G. Gmelin, the 
boracic ether is not produced with so much facility as by sulphuric 
acid ; the boracic acid is slowly and imperfectly volatilized. 

As boracic acid does not form with any base a compound which is 
completely insoluble in water, no method for the direct estimation 

of boracic acid is at present known. The only combination by 
means of which boracie acid is completely separable is the fluo- 
boruret of potassium; this is not soluble in alcohol. Berzelius states 
that it is slightly soluble, but it amounts to nothing. It is more 
soluble in a solution of chloride of ammonium than in pure water. 

A great number of experiments have shown that it is impossible 
to estimate boracic acid in the state of fluoboruret of potassium. It 
often happens that it is contained in solution in the state of pure 
boracic acid uncombined with any base. If hydrofluoric acid be 
added to the solution, and then carbonate of lime to eliminate the 

excess of acid added, and lastly, acetic acid and alcohol to the filtered 
solution, fluoboruret of potassium is obtained, which always contains 
fluoboruret of calcium. But if the boracic acid is combined with a 
base, soda for example, and the operation be conducted as described, 
the results appear to be still more uncertain. 

As to what relates to the separation of boracic and phosphoric 
acids, M. de Kobell has proposed to operate by adding to the solu- 
tion of these two acids a solution of chloride of iron, and to precipi- 
tate the whole by an excess of carbonate of lime. 

The addition of a solution of chloride of iron is not necessary. If 
to a solution of a compound of boracie acid hydrochloric acid be 
added, and the mixture be treated cold with excess of carbonate of 
barytes, the insoluble portion contains no boracic acid, and consists 

entirely of carbonate of barytes. On the other hand, phosphoric 
acid, whether free or combined with bases, is completely precipitated 
cold by carbonate of barytes when a little hydrochloric acid is added 
to the solution. 

The separation of boracic and phosphoric acids may then be effected 
by carbonate of barytes; but the greatest degree of accuracy is not 
thus attained, because phosphate of barytes is not absolutely inso- 
luble in a concentrated solution of borax ; some time after the solu- 

tion has been filtered, traces both of barytes and phosphoric acid are 
obtained ; the latter is readily discovered by molybdate of ammonia. 

If a mixture of salts of boracic and phosphoric acids, after the ad- 
$2 
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dition of hydrochloric acid, be treated cold with excess of carbonate 
of barytes and frequently stirred, and the liquor be filtered after twenty- 
four hours, the washing water yields by evaporation a residue, which 
gives traces of phosphoric acid on the addition of molybdate of am- 
monia. If the insoluble residue be dissolved in hydrochloric acid, 
after washing for some time, and the undissolved barytes be elimi- 
nated, and if the phosphoric acid be precipitated in the state of am- 
moniaco-magnesian phosphate, and if, lastly, the proportion of phos- 
phoric acid be calculated from the calcined precipitate, a small loss 
of phosphoric acid is incurred, but the result is very nearly accurate. 
When ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate is digested in a cold con- 

centrated solution of borax, no phosphoric acid can be detected in 
the filtered solution. If, then, a solution contain boracic and phos- 

phoric acids, the latter may be separated from the former by preci- 
pitating it in the state of ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, especi- 
ally when the solution contains no substances which are precipitable 
by the addition of ammonia or magnesia. The precipitate contains 
only a very minute portion of boracic acid. By this method, there- 
fore, a little more phosphoric acid is obtained than ought to be; but 
this excess is about equal to the loss which results from the method 
of using carbonate of barytes. 

The quantitative estimation of fluorine, when boracic acid is present, 
is accompanied with insurmountable difficulties. If the solution be 
acidified with nitric acid, and excess of carbonate of lime be then 
added, and the mixture be heated and filtered, the undissolved por- 
tion does not contain the whole of the fluoride of calcium correspond- 
ing to the fluorine contained in the solution. A metallic fluoboruret 
is formed, which, when treated with carbonate of lime, is not de- 
composed, or only partially so. 

In insoluble combinations, boracic acid may be completely sepa- 
rated from bases by fusing them with an excess of an alkaline car- 
bonate. At least, by fusing borate of barytes and that of magnesia 
with soda, and treating the mass with water, the greater part of the 
base is obtained pure from boracic acid.— L’Jnstitdt, Janvier 8, 1851. 

PHOSPHORESCENCE OF CHALK LINES. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
The interesting paper of Professor Draper in this month’s Num- 

ber of your Magazine upon Phosphorescence, induces me to refer 
to a means of obtaining phosphorescence that is difficult to recon- 
cile with the Professor’s hypothesis. The following are the ordinary 
means of producing the phenomenon, which I have not seen noticed 
by other experimenters on that subject. Take a piece of chalk, 
whiting, and I believe several other substances that will make a visi- 
ble line, and draw a line upon a hot surface, such as a piece of iron 

eee 
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or tile, in the dark, and it shines for a few seconds’as a line drawn by 
a stick of phosphorus upon a wall. This is explained by Professor 
Draper’s hypothesis, in supposing that the chalk had once been at a 
higher temperature than when used for making the line, under the 
influence of, or exposed to light, the undulations of which become 
fixed by the cohesion of the molecules of the chalk consequent on 
cooling; and the light, thus fixed within or amongst the molecules, 

is set at liberty by the high temperature of the heated body on which 
the line is made, and by completing its undulations becomes visible 
for the time. But if we prepare some chalk artificially from a solu- 
tion of lime, by passing carbonic acid gas through it, in a dark 
room, and carefully exclude all approach of light from the chalk, 
lines made by this, will give a phosphorescent glow equal to ordinary 
chalk, and which I think cannot be explained upon the Professor’s 
hypothesis, but favours the idea long held, that heat is also a source 
of phosphorescence. 

The development of the phosphorescence of these lines varies in 
intensity and duration according to the heat of the body upon which 
they are made, the hotter the more immediate and brilliant the glow ; 
whether that has any relation to the quantity of matter abraded I 
have not determined. It seemed to me, when looking and thinking 
upon the phenomenon, as if the force or quantity of heat undulations 
were retarded and produced a glow of light, the same as when an 
electric current passing through*a bad conductor produces heat. 
This is simply an idea which the experiment suggested, not the result 
of inquiry. But if heat bea source of phosphorescence as well as 
light, instead of leading to confusion; as Professor Draper is afraid it 
will, it may rather serve as a further and an important illustration of 
the identity of the two forces, heat and light: 

Yours respectfully, 
198 Pitt Street, Glasgow, James NaApiER. 

Feb. 9, 1851. 

ANALYSIS OF TWO SAMPLES OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOLD. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

198 Pitt Street, Glasgow, 
GENTLEMEN, Jan. 29; 1851: 

The following extract from a letter I have received maybe ‘inter- 
esting to some of your readers. 

Yours respectfully, 
James Napirr. 

“The gold is found in little thin leaflets amidst cubical crystals of 
oxide of iron, which is partly mixed with it, so. that.it. cannot be freed 
entirely by mechanical means. One sample, freed/as much as_possi- 
ble by mechanical means of the oxide of iron, was of specific gravity 
14°68, and gave by analysis— 
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I Il. 
EOE tan. wisn lam aig teint san ilar 87°78 87°77 
BUC E 5.4. aim nbn tenesiGavee afte Eels 6°07 6°54 
Peroxide of iron by loss ...... 6°15 5°69 

100:00 100-00 

“The alloy obtained was of specific gravity 18°83, and gave by 
analysis— 

JP NE 
Gal 3 ie ited aes nV yal 93°53 93°06 
SOMMERS ans canines legs MES steel 6°47 6°94 

100-00 100:00 

« Another sample of the alloy submitted to analysis, gave— 

eld touteouiene 96-42 
Dilwer waivisietsh assis 3°58 

“ Patent Copper Works, Burra Burra, “ Anprew D. Tuomas. 
June 1850.” 

POLARIZATION BY CAOUTCHOUC AND GUTTA PERCHA. 

BY PROF. CHAS. G. PAGE, M.D. 

Gutta percha, when rolled into thin sheets or drawn into ropes, 
comports itself like a fibrous substance, which is not the case with 
caoutchouc. A strip cut from a thin sheet of gutta percha may be 
stretched considerably in one direction, that is, in a line with the 
fibre, but any attempt to stretch it across this line is followed at 
once by arupture. It is not so with a sheet of caoutchouc, which 
will stretch equally well in all directions. On examination of thin 
sheets of these two substances—so far believed to be isomerical—a 
marked difference of texture is at once perceived. The caoutchouc 
gives little or no change of colour, while the gutta percha exhibits 
a beautiful spectacle. It appears to be built up of prisms of every 
variety of hue, and, as it were, fused into each other. It resembles 

more nearly some specimens of ice which I have examined than 
anything else. The caoutchouc and gutta percha must be kept under 
considerable tension during the examination. 

There is one mode, however, in which I have produced some fine 
figures by means of caoutchouc. The caoutchouc is made into little 
balloons in the following manner :—A very thin sheet is tied over 
the end of a tube of one-half inch bore, and the caoutchouc blown 
out into a ball and firmly tied just beyond the end of the tube with 
a piece of silk, They can with a little practice be very conveniently 
made by the mouth. ‘The caoutchouc is drawn over the open mouth, 
and by strong suction it is forced in, filling the mouth, when the 
lips and teeth are compressed over the outer portions so as to forma 
neck, which is at once twisted up by the fingers and secured with a 

* Second analysis done by Mr. Frederick Walters. 
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string. The caoutchouc thus highly stretched becomes almost trans- 
parent; and when viewed by polarized light, it gives, when in this 
constrained condition, a definite system of colours not unlike the 
figures produced in a circular piece of tempered glass.—From Silli- 
man’s American Journal for January 1851. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR JAN. 1851. 
Chiswick.—January 1. Densely clouded : boisterous, with slight rain, 2, Over- 

cast: cloudy: densely overcast. 9. Hazy: heavy rair: overcast, 4. Hazy: 
clear. 5. Veryfine. 6. Dense fog. 7. Foggy: cloudy and fine. 8, 9. Very fine. 
10. Rain. 11. Fine: drizzly. 12. Densely overcast: drizzly. 13, Densely 
clouded. 14,15. Fine: cloudy. 16. Very fine. 17. Fine: heavy rain at night. 
18. Clear: very fine. 19. Fine: cloudy: overcast. 20. Densely overcast: 
boisterous, with rain. 21. Overcast: very fine: heavy rain at8r.m. 22, Clear: 
very fine. 23. Frosty: fine: clear and frosty. 24. Dense fog. 25. Cloudy: 
overcast. 26, Fine: overcast: rain. 27. Clear: very fine. 28. Very fine: rain. 
29. Overcast: boisterous, with rain at night. 30. Rain: fine: rainat night. 31. 
Sleet; rain. 

Mean temperature of the month ......... doasnsencecint seeeee 40°40 
Mean temperature of Jan. 1850  ....ssssseeceeseecaseereceees SS <11 
Mean temperature of Jan. for the last twenty-five years . 36 ‘60 
Average amount Of rain in Jan. .....-ceseeecereeeseeeescesees 1°60 inch. 

Boston.—Jan. 1. Cloudy: stormy p.m. 2. Cloudy: rain a.m. andp.m. 3. 
Cloudy: rain p.m. 4. Cloudy. 5. Cloudy: rainearly a.m. 6,7. Foggy. 8. Fine: 
rain p.m. 9. Fine. 10, Rain: raina.m.and p.m. 11—15. Cloudy. 16—19. 
Fine. 20, Fine: rain p.m. 21,22. Fine. 23, 24. Cloudy. 25. Cloudy: 
rainr.m. 26. Fine. 27,28, Fine: rain p.m. 29, 30. Cloudy: rain p.m. 
81. Fine. 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire—Jan. 1. Boisterous day of darkness, 
wind and rain. 2. Fearful night of wind and rain: calm a.m. S. Frost hard: 
thick fog allday. 4. Thaw: rain; high wind p.m. 5. Wetallday. 6. Frost 
preceding night: moist. 7. Frost: thaw: rain r.m. 8. Suow-shower: rain again. 
9. Frost: clear; fine. 10. Rain: fog: continued drizzle. 11. Rain all day. 
12. Rain heavy during night: day fine. 13, Drizzle all day: wind high, 14. 
Rain heavy: drizzle: flood. 15. Rain a.m.: rainagainp.m. 16. Rain and high 
wind, 17. Faira.m.: rain and wind e.m. 18, Frost slight a.m.: fine day. 19. 
Showers: dull and cloudy. 20. Rain heavy all day: flood. 21. Rain during 
night: fine a.m. 22. Frost slight: occasional showers. 23. Fair and mild all 
day. 24, Fair a.m.: rain again p.m. 25. Rain heavy night and morning. 26. 
Rain during night : fair noon: wetr.m. 27. Fair: calm: high wind p.m. 28. 
Fair a.m.: rain and wind p.m. 29. Rain nearly all day: flood. 30. Fair a.m. : 

Mean temperature of the month .........+ eee SRB Be Pas leek 
Mean temperature of Jan. 1850  ...ssesseeeeseeseenes dag ay aioe 30 ‘8 
Mean temperature of Jan. for the last twenty-nine years ... 34 °7 
Average rain in Jan. for twenty-four years .........+ bof 2°60 inches, 

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—Jan. 1. Showers. 2. Showers: sleet: showers. 3. 
Showers: clear. 4. Frost:cloudy. 5. Showers: clear. 6. Fine: clear : showers, 
7. Fine: frost: cloudy. 8. Bright: showers. 9. Showers: large halo. 10, Rain. 
11. Cloudy. 12. Rain: clear. 13, Rain: cloudy: clear. 14. Cloudy: rain : 
cloudy. 15. Cloudy: drizzle. 16. Clear: rain. 17. Clear: large halo, 18. 
Clear ; sleet-showers. 19. Cloudy: clear: aurora, 20. Cloudy: showers. 21. 
Bright: cloudy: showers. 22. Sleet-showers: showers: aurora. 23. Bright: 
cloudy: aurora. 24. Rain: cloudy. 25. Rain: cloudy. 26. Rain: clear: 
cloudy. 27—29, Rain: clear: aurora, 30. Showers: clear; hoar-frost. 31. 
Clear : frost: sleet-showers, 
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§ 1. 
+ hme subject of the present memoir is embraced by the fol- 

lowing four propositions :— 
1. To determine the general relation between the strength of an 

electro-magnet and the mutual attraction of the magnet und a mass 
of soft iron, when both are in contact. 

2. To determine the said relation when the magnet and the mass 
__ of soft iron are separated by a fixed distance. 

3. A constant force being applied to the mass of soft iron in a 
direction opposed to the pull of the magnet, to determine the con- 
ditions of equilibrium between this force and magnetism when the 
distance between the magnet and the mass varies. 

4. To determine the general relation between force and distance, 
that is to say, the law according to which the magnetic attraction 
decreases when the distance is increased. 

The first of these propositions has engaged the attention of 
physicists from time to time during a considerable number of 
ears. Experiments have been made and facts multiplied, which, 
owever, are so disunited and contradictory as to render any 

attempt to reduce them to a common law altogether hopeless. 
The most important experiments which have been made in 

connexion with this subject are those of Lenz and Jacobi. By 
these experiments it was established, that the attraction between 
two electro-magnets, or an electro-magnet and a mass of soft 
iron, is proportional to the square of the magnetizing stream. 
Here, however, an interval of about ;'5th of an inch separated 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. xlvii. p. 403, 

Phil, Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1851. T 
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the attracted mass from the magnet. The importance of this 
condition appears to have been overlooked by the discoverers of 
the law. It has been generally assumed, that if the defects inci- 
dental to the modes of experiment hitherto adopted could be 
avoided, the same law would pronounce itself in the case of im- 
mediate contact. Were this the case, our two first propositions 
would be identical, the solution of the one would necessarily 
imply the solution of the other ; it will be shown, however, that 
the laws in both cases are entirely different. 

Two principal causes are assigned by physicists as giving birth 
to the discrepancies alluded to—the incompleteness of contact, 
and the peculiar shape of the mass of iron attracted. The question 
naturally occurs, cannot these causes of divergence be removed ? 

1. To annul, as far as possible, the disturbances arising from 
mere form, a number of regularly-shaped masses of good soft 
iron were procured ; they included cubes, cylinders, and spheres 
of various diameters. It is easy to see the practical difficulty of 
experimenting with cubes and cylinders ; indeed, to render such 
experiments pure, conditions are required which it is almost im- 
possible to fulfill. Conceive the cube suspended by a wire 
attached to the middle of one of its faces, and laid with its op- 
posite face flat upon the polished end of the magnet ; let the wire 
ascend vertically, pass over a pulley, and be attached to a scale- 
pan at the other side ; on this scale-pan let weights be laid until 
the cube is separated from the magnet ; the weight which effects 
the separation expresses the sustainmg power. That the experi- 
ment, however, shall be faultless, it is necessary that all parts of 
the surface of the cube should give way at the same time, other- 
wise the mass will hold on by its edges and corners, and thus 
totally vitiate the experiment. To effect this, it would be neces- 
sary, first, that the production of the wire should go exactly 
through the centre of gravity of the cube; and secondly, that all 
portions of the surface should be equally in contact, or that any 
deviation from the one condition should be compensated by a de- 
viation from the other. The difficulty of complying with these 
requirements has compelled me to. abandon both cubes and ey- 
linders, and to resort to a body with which the smallness of the 
surface im contact reduces the irregularity hence arising to a 
minimum ; a body of symmetrical shape, and which is able to 
accommodate itself to the slight divergences of the wire. That 
body is the sphere. r 

2. The magnet used was that formerly applied by my friend 
Professor Knoblauch and myself in an imvestigation ‘On the 
Magneto-optic Properties of Crystals*.’ As then used, it consisted 
of two soft iron cylinders set upright in a glass case, and united 

* Phil, Mag., March 1850 and July 1850, 
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below by a crosspiece of iron. Round the cylinders were coiled 
360 feet of copper wire weighing nine pounds, and upon the top 
of the cylinders two finely polished parallelopipeds of iron were 

laid, between which the crystal was suspended. In the present 
case the crosspiece was removed, and the two cylinders were 
tightly screwed together—an arrangement provided for in their 
construction—and thus converted into a single powerful magnet, 
9 inches long, 1:3 inch thick, surrounded by a helix containing 
360 feet of copper wire. The magnet was made fast in a block of 
wood, and set vertically upright under one end of the beam of a 
fine balance ; from this end a ball of soft iron was suspended by a 
copper wire ; the length of the latter was so arranged, that, when 
stretched full, the ball resting on the end of the magnet, a whale- 
bone index pointing to a suitably graduated arch showed that 
the balance-beam was horizontal. From the other end of the 
beam a scale-pan was suspended which held the weights. Before 
the experiments, the weight of the ball and its attached wire was 
exactly counterbalanced ; so that when the magnetism was ex- 
cited, the attractive force exerted on the ball and measured by 
the weights was a purely magnetic force. 

After a few experiments a slight modification of the above 
arrangement was found necessary. The end of the iron core on 
which the ball rested had a little cavity in its centre, which re- 
sulted from its having been turned in a lathe. It being abso- 
lutely necessary that the ball should rest exactly upon the centre, 
one of the soft iron parallelopipeds before alluded to was placed 
upon the end of the magnet. The two diagonals were drawn 
upon one of its polished faces, and the sphere of soft iron always 
rested upon the point of intersection. 

3. During the investigation, the battery, the magnet, and the 
instrument used to measure the intensity of the current (Weber’s 
galvanometer of tangents), were in three different rooms. From 
the poles of the battery two long bands of sheet copper ran side by 
side, and passed thus under the door into the room which con- 
tained the magnet. After passing the door, they diverged; one 
went to the magnet, and the other to the galvanometer of tangents, 
with one foot of which it was connected; a similar band went from 
the other foot direct tothe magnet. These two feet were nothing 
more than the extremities of a ring of copper bent backwards ; 
the cylindrical bar of copper which composed the ring was ths 
of an inch thick, and formed a circle of a foot inner diameter ; 
this was fixed in a steady frame, and always stood vertical, 
Coincident with the vertical diameter of the ring a thread of 
cocoon silk was suspended, which supported a small magnetic 
needle; this swung horizontally in a circular box, the circum- 
ference of which was divided into degrees, the centre of the 

T2 
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needle coinciding with the centre of the rmg, . The instrument 
was so placed that the plane of the ring was parallel to the mag- 
netic meridian; or, in other words, so that needle and rmg were 
in the same plane. When a current was sent round the latter, 
the needle was deflected to the right or to the left, according to 
the direction of, the current, until a position of equilibrium be- 
tween the action of the latter and the earth’s magnetism was 
attained. The angle which the needle then made with the mag- 
netic meridian could be read off on the graduated circumference 
of the box, and it is easy to demonstrate that the tangent of this 
angle is directly proportional to the intensity of the current. To 
protect the needle from local disturbance by the stream, it was 
so arranged that the copper bands to and from the imstrument 
ran close side by side, and thus annulled each other’s action. 
The current thus proceeded from the battery to one leg of the 
tangent galvanometer, up this leg, round the ring, acting on the 
needle in its passage, own the other leg, thence to the magnet, 
from which it returned to the battery. 

In the course of the investigation, I found it conyemient to 
substitute for the tangent galvanometer above described another, 
for which I am indebted to. the kindness of Professor Bunsen. 
The ring of the latter is of 16 inches mner diameter, the dia- 
meter of the needle-box is 7 inches, and the limb is graduated to 
intervals of 10’., The needle is short, and carries at one end a 
straight fibre of glass, as fine as a hair, which pomts to the gra- 
duated circle. To avoid parallax, the fibre was: reflected from a 
metallic surface underneath ; in reading off, the fibre covered its 
image. The needle comes quickly to rest ; and, by means of a 
small eye-glass, the angle, can be read to 5! with the greatest ease. 

4, We have here the means of exciting the magnet and of 
measuring the power of the exciting current, but not yet the 
means of varying the latter. This was effected by a rheostat, 
which was, placed upon the same, bench with the magnet:; The 
instrument consisted of a stone cylinder capable of bemg turned 
by a handle, Round the cylinder a thm wire was. coiled, which 
offered a powerful resistance to the passage of the current. By 
turning the handle, any required length of, this wire could be 
thrown into the cireuit, and the power of the current thus varied 
at pleasure. 

5. The following is the method which was first pursued in the 
experiments, and is in substance the same as that usually adopted 
in cases of this nature :—The iron. ball being balanced in the 
manner before described, a current was sent round the magnet ; 
the ball was attracted, and came to rest on the centre of the sur- 
face presented to it... Weights were then laid wpon the opposite 
scale-pan until the ball was torn away, the weight necessary to 
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effect this being taken as the equivalent of the attracting force. 
Although every precaution was taken to secure accuracy, the 
results thus obtained were not so satisfactory as might be desired ; 
for even when the current remained constant, the weight necessary 
to separate the ball varied considerably in different experiments. 
This was also the case when fine shot was poured upon the scale- 
pan. In the laying on of weights or the pouring in of shot, it is 
scarcely possible to avoid a vibration cf the beam, which com- 
municates itself to the ball in a series of slight jerks directed 
upwards. The weight upon the opposite scale-pan is ever ready 
to take advantage of the slightest loosening of the ball occasioned 
by these little jerks, and hence a separation may take place which 
is not due to a fair overpowering of the magnet by gravity. 

6. A considerable number of experiments had been made in 
this manner, when the thought occurred to me that the above 
cause of disturbance might be removed by using a variable mag- 
net and fixed weight instead of a fixed magnet and a variable 
weight. Hitherto I had excited the magnet by a certain current, 
and added weights until the ball gave way. The method which 
now suggested itself was to lay a certain weight upon the scale- 
pan, and slowly to reduce the magnetic power until a separation 
should take place. By means of the rheostat I had this com- 
pletely in my power, anda few trials ‘sufficed to demonstrate the 
superiority of this mode of experiment over the former. 

The method of proceeding bemg thus determined, a friend in 
whose skill and fidelity I could rely* took charge of the reading 
of the tangent galvanometer. I took up my place before the 
magnet, weighted the balance, turned the rheostat, and observed 
the moment of separation ; at the same moment the turning of 
the rheostat ceased, and the angle of deflection was called out. 

$2. 

7. Proposrrron 1.—To0 determine the general relation between 
the strength of an clectro-magnet and ‘the mutual attraction of 
the magnet and a mass of soft iron, when both are in contact. 

It is necessary here to define what is meant by “the strength 
of an electro-magnet.” 

A magnetized needle set perpendicular to the magnetic meri- 
dian is solicited towards that meridian by the earth’s magnetism 
with a certain force, H. 

A magnetized needle set parallel to the magnetic meridian, 
operated on by a magnet set perpendicular thereto, and so that 
the axis of the magnet produced shall strike the centre of the 
needle, is solicited from the magnetic meridian by a certain force, h. 

When the earth and the magnet act together upon the needle, 

* Mr. Thomas Hirst. 
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it will take up a position oblique to the magnetic meridian. Let 
the angle which the needle makes with the latter be a. 

The effective portion of H which now tends to turn the needle is 

H sina. 

The portion of 4 which tends to turn the needle in the oppo- 
site direction 1s 

hcos a. 

These forces are now in equilibrium, and hence 

H sin e=h cos a, 
or 

A= Hi tan a. 

Supposing the power of the magnet to be changed, that it has 
become stronger or weaker, without however having its position 
changed. Let. 4’ be the force corresponding to / in the former 
case, and @! the angle corresponding to a, then we have 

A'=H tan a’, 
and hence 

h _ tana* 

ho tana” 

The quantities 4 and A! express the relative strengths of the 
magnet, these strengths being proportional to the tangent of the 
angle which the needle makes with the magnetic meridian. 

8. If the magnet be an electro-magnet, we have the means of 
measuring the intensity of the current which circulates m the 
surrounding helix. We know that this intensity is proportional 
to the tangent of the angle (@) which the needle of the tangent 
galvanometer, under the influence of the current, makes with the 
magnetic meridian. 

9. Lenz and Jacobi have proved, that for a double intensity 
tangent « is doubled, for a treble intensity it is trebled; in 
general, that the strength of the magnet is directly proportional 
to the intensity of the exciting currentt. But the latter, as we 
have said, is proportional to tangent 8; and hence, in the follow- 
ing investigation, dan B is assumed to express “the strength of 
the magnet.” 

M. Miller of Freiburg, as will be seen from a “‘ report” con- 
tained in the preceding Number of this Magazine, denies the 
universality of this law. But,a reference to the dimensions of 

* The same demonstration holds good for the tangent galvanometer, 
if instead of the magnet in its different states we substitute currents of 
different powers. The tendency of the latter bemg to set the needle at 
right angles to the magnetic meridian, their action is precisely similar to 
that of the magnet. 

+ Poggendortt’s Annalen, vol. xlvii. p. 244. 
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ow magnet will show, that, even supposing M. Miiller’s objec- 
tions to be well-grounded, they are not in the slightest degree 
applicable at present. In all cases the tangent of the aforesaid 
angle may be taken as the accurate expression of the magnetic 
force. 

10. Table I. contains the results obtained during one of the 
earliest trials of the new method of experiment. After balancing 
the ball, a weight of 300 grammes was laid upon the scale-pan, the 
rheostat being so arranged that very little wire was in the circuit. 
The magnet was excited and the ball attracted. By turning the 
handle of the rheostat, and thus slowly damping the current, a 
point was at length attained where the ball gave way; here the 
turning of the handle ceased, and the angle was read off. The 
rheostat was then turned backwards to its former position, a 
weight of 10 grammes was added to the 300, and the same pro- 
cess repeated. A series of equivalents for the magnetic attraction 
was thus found, increasing by a common difference 10. The 
angles and the weights corresponding to them are set side by side 
in the following table, the former being expressed in degrees and 
decimals of a degree. 

11. To ascertain the ratio of the weight to the corresponding 
magnetic force, the former ought, strictly speaking, to be divided 
by tan 8; but for the angles which here appear, the tangents are 
proportional to the ares, and hence the latter are, in the present 
instance, made use of as divisors. In all other tables throughout 
this memoir the angles are expressed in degrees and minutes ; 
and the tangents of the angles, instead of the arcs themselves, 
are made use of. 

Table I. 
WwW 

B. W. B 
° grms. 

8°5 300 35°3 
88 310 352 
9:12 320 35'°3 
9°5 330 34°8 
9-64 340 35°38 

10°00 350 350 
10°25 360 35°1 
10°5 370 35:0 
10°75 380 35°38 
11:0 890 35:4 

11°25 4.00 35°5 

115 ALO 35°6 
11°62 420 35°8 
12:0 430 35°38 
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The weights here applied vary only within navrow units. 
Another series of experiments, commencing with 300 grammes 
and ending with 900, follows...) Am addition of 100 grammes was, 
made at every) new deterthanbhiorn For the sake of | Sccnmesimeeh 
the weight is made!the divisor; and to ay oid decimals, tan is 
multiplied by 10000=q. 

Table II. 

qtanB 
W: Sp Wise Fe Tent 

300 6:35 383 
400 915 4-07, 
500...- 11,30 iow 46060 
600. 13.30 4:00 [+ vine: 
700 16.0 4:10 di 
800 > 17:58 48045 Hotorrriotar’s 

900 20,0, 44s ho 

Another series, in. which 150 erammes were added after each 
experiment, is here, introduced, 

Ww, B. iF wis” 

300 HY 6 “410 ye 
450, 1a Ee ey 

- 600 a ig: ame AS atthe 
750 17 25 4°19) (pene 
900 20.10 4°08. Peg 

In. Table I. we: observe that gaa constant) quantity, and 

in, the other tables we see that ob is constant... This leads, us 

to the following law :—The mutual attraction of an -electy aah net 
and a sphere of soft iron, when both are in'contact, is directly pro- 
portional to the strength ‘of the magnet. 

12. The helix which surrounded the core used by Lenz and 
Jacobi was composed of two separate wires. The two ends of 
one of these wires were connected with the poles of the battery, 
while the ends of the other were connected with a galvanometer. 
On sending a current through the former, an instanténeous 
stream was induced j im the latter , Which ran round the galvano- 
meter, imparting in its passage a shock to the magnetic needle 
of the instrument.’ Calling’ thé extréme angle attained by the 
needle in consequence of. this, shock dp, itis easy to prove 
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that the induced current is proportional to sin so But the 

magnetism of the core: is’ known to be proportional: to: the in- 
dueed current which it! is'able to:exeite*, and hence we have the 

strength of the magnet proportional to cin 5 ¢. The magnet 

with which I experimented was not furnished with two wires 
sueh as those described ; but)a,second helix happened to be at 
hand, into which a moveable core could be introduced. This’ 
helix was placed upon the end, of the magnet, and the core 
introduced, so that its axis was a continuation of the axis of the 
magnet. On exciting the latter the core was ‘also excited, and 
thus a current was aroused in the wire of the surrounding helix 
which was connected with an astatic galvanometer. It was ne- 
cessary that the'latter instrument should stand at a distance 
from the current} ‘and it was also necessary that'the current could 
be interrupted or re-established in an instant.) A glass with a 
quantity of mereuty was introduced into the citeuit ; two stout 
copper wires connected with the bands of sheet copper before- 
mentioiied dipped ‘into the’ glass ; one of these turned ‘on a kind 
of hinge, which permitted of its being lifted out of the mercury. 
To this wire a string was attached, which passed over a pulley 
placed above it and thence to the galvanometer. |’ Standing at a 
distance from the current, it was thus in the observer’s power to 
break it or establish it ina moment, By pulling the string, the 
wire left the mercury and the circuit was broken; by letting the 
string go, the wire fell into the mercury again and the circuit 
was closed. . 

13. In this way, not only the indications of the tangent galva- 
nometer, but also those of the astatic galvanometer were observed 
for each weight. The strength of the magnet being, as before ob- 

Of sin = 
served, proportional to sin 5% the quotient — ought to be 

a constant quantity, and hence i 
Pa id wsin's to 

Minisqae Wit % 
where n is a constant which expresses the ratio of tan 8 to 

sin soi 

In the following series, 2 is equal to 0°71 ;, both quotients, are 
multiplied by ¢ for the reason before assigned. 

* Poegendorff’s Annalen, vol. xlvii, p/ 230, 
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Table IIT. 

) aa | ¥y gtan Odd eR 

w. B. 5? Ww Ww 

B00, peas. . tl 46 4-83 4:83 
400 11 10 15 30 4°92 4-90 

500 18 25 19 45 4°78 4°80 

600 15 45 23 380 4-70 472 

700 18 00 27 30 Ar 6A 468 

800 20 00 32 00 455 4-69 

We thus see that the so-called ‘lifting power’ of the magnet, 
when the causes of disturbance which have hitherto hampered 
all inquiries on this subject are removed, and a delicate mode of 
experiment is adopted, obeys a law of extreme simplicity *. 

§.8: 

14. The order of the propositions at the commencement is 
that which I thought best calculated to convey an idea of the 
nature of the investigation. It will be shown, however, that the 
third and fourth propositions once solved, the second may be 
derived from them as a corollary; I shall therefore pass on to 
the consideration of— J 

Proposition II1.—A constant force being applied to a mass of 
soft iron in a direction opposed to the pull of the magnet, to deter- 
mine the conditions of equilibrium between this force and magnetism 
when the distance between the magnet and the mass varies. 

15. A sheet of very thin foreign post paper was cut into a 
number of small squares. By measurement with the sphereo- 
meter, the paper was found to be z>/55dth of an inch in thickness. 
One of these squares was laid upon the flat pole; the magnet 
was excited, and the iron ball brought down upon it. <A weight 
of 100 grammes was placed upon the opposite scale-pan, the 
handle of the rheostat was slowly turned till the ball gave way, 
and the angle of the tangent galvanometer was then read off. A 
second leaf was laid upon the former, the rheostat was brought 
back to its original position, the ball was brought down upon 
the paper, and exactly the same process was repeated. The 
weight on the scale-pan remained constant durimg the entire 

* The method of proving the strength of a magnet before the year 1780, 
when Coulomb published his researches, which method consisted simply in 
ascertaining how much the magnet was able to lift, appears from the above 
to be essentially correct. 
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series of experiments, viz. 100 grammes. Now it is easy to see, 
that the greater the distance which separates the ball from the 
magnet, the greater must the power of the latter be to counter- 
balance the force acting against it. We have thus the equation 

m= f(a), 
where m represents the magnetism of the core, and d the distance 
which separates ball and magnet. It will be proved immediately 
that this function possesses the form 

m=ny¥ d, 

where z is a constant. This expressed in words announces the 
remarkable law, that when the distance between the magnet and 
the sphere of soft iron varies, and a constant force opposed to the 
pull of the magnet is applied to the latter, to hold the ball in equi- 
librium the power of the magnet must vary as the square root of 
the distance. 

The quantity m is expressed by tan 8. The proof of the above 
law will therefore depend on the fulfilment of the equation 

In the following table the thickness of a leaf is taken as the 
unit of distance, and tan 8 is multiplied by 100=7. 

Table IV. 

rtanB 

Number of leaves. B. Vd 

1- 6 10 10:9 

2 8 45 10°9 
3 10 45 10°9 
4 12 00 10°6 

o 13 20 10°6 
6 14 25 10°5 

rh 15 50 10°7 
8 16 40 10°6 

9 17 45 ~ 10°7 

10 18 30 10°6 

In the following series the experiments are continued to 
greater distances. A constant weight of 200 grammes was here 
placed upon the scale-pan. 
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LBC rtan Bp’ EW Sit 

Number of leaves). 8. DiswaAdKy pUol16A old gaieriasd 

Al ; 93 45... > 0 Ap tue visisd asw 

12 24 45 mY} ponab ont! 
13 D1 ae Lprdied 
14 26,5 4135], 
15 27,10 13:2 
16 27,50 mkt) 
17 28 35 13-2 
18 29 00 Ist 
19 29 50 13°] 

20 30 15 13-0 
21 381l 0 13°3 if 

22 84°40 13°2 i 

23 32 25 13°2 

24. 33 10 13°3 

nates. CHELAS : <7 
We here observe that the condition Si const, is satisfied 

to a remarkable degree of exactitude. 
16. Considermg. the electro-magnet, in its* separate. states, 

during the above experiments, to represent a number of distinct 
magnets of different strengths, we see that if one magnet have 
twice the strength of another, and if the’ latter exercise a certain 
force at a certain distance, the former will exercise an equal force 
at four times this distance; if one magnet have: three times the 
strength of the other, the former will exercise an equal force at 
nine times the distance ; and so on. 

§ dui 
17. An apparently well-grounded doubt, however, may attach 

itself to all these experments. In damping ‘the current, we 
descended from a point at which the full power of the latter was 
exerted to that at which, the ball gaye way. Now it is well 
known that a‘soft iron core, when once excited, does not instantly 
lose’ its magnetism on the cessation of the current, but continues 
active for a short time afterwards... The question, ‘“may not, the 
magnetism /ag in the core during the descent above alluded to,” 
naturally suggests itself here. But if the decrease of the stream 
be not immediately accompanied by a proportionate fall of the 
magnetic power, the strength of the magnet at the moment the 
ball separated is not the true strength, due to, the ‘current, then, 
present, but a strength due to a greater current. It’ will be seen 
immediately that experiment seems to justify this doubt. ! evr 

18. To avoid everything of this-kind, it was only necessary to’ 
ascertain pretty nearly beforehand at what particular point in 
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the wire of the rheostat the ball gave way; and then, instead of 
turning the handle backwards until all the wire was exeluded, 
to turn it back so far as to permit the passage of a current which 
was barely sufficient to overcome ‘the weight upon the scale-pan. 
The descent from this point to that where the ball separated was 
so very short, that the fraction of magnetism remaining, if such 
remained at all, might be neglected. Applying this mode of 
experiment, the case of contact was first investigated with three 
smooth spheres of the following dimensions :— 

No. 1, diameter 0°95 of an inch, weight 65:25 grms, 
TD. 2, on imesr.0 AO os) pete a 
WO. 3, (osteo. c@'2o7 .)) ve coe «Go eee 

The arrangement of the following ‘table is similar to that of 
Table II. In each case the angle’ given is the mean of four ob- 
servations. 

Table V. 

19. In all these cases we observe.a gradual. decrease of. the 
7 t : 

quotient sist from top to bottom. The same discrepancy ex- 

hibits itself when we operate with the leaves, . This is shown by 
the following table, the arrangement of which is’ similar to that 
of Table IV. 
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Table VI. 

Ball No. 2. Weight | Ball No, 3. Weight 
Ball No. 1. Weight 100 grms. ML gone: rapes 

Number o rtan B rtan B rtan B. 

leaves. B. a . waren B. Va 

14 20 17 9:9 21 22 10-4 
15 20 47 9°8 22 00 10-4 
16 21 22 9°8 22 42 10-4 
17 21 41 9°6 23 17 10-4 
18 22 1 9°5 23 55 10-4 
19 22 34 9°5 24 34 10-4 
20 23 0 95 25 1 10-4 
21 23 22 9-4 25 40 10°4 
22 23 44 9-4 26 5 10-4 
23 24 10 9:3 26 31 10-4 
24 24 39 9-3 27 01 10-4 
25 24 52 93 27 25 10-4 
26 25 32 9-4 
27 25 57 9-4 
28 26 15 93 
29 26 34 9:3 
30 26 55 93 

20. The deviations here exhibited are such as might be sup- 
posed to occur, were the doubt mentioned at the commence- 
ment of this section well-grounded. For when the weights are 
small, as at the begining of the columns, if we commence at 
the top of the rheostat a long descent is necessary before the 
ball yields; and it seems reasonable to mfer, that, the longer 
the descent, the greater would be the amount of lagging mag- 
netism present in the core at the moment of separation. Two 
combined causes would thus operate to hold the ball; the mag- 
netism due to the current, and that which lingers behind the 
current. It is evident that were the latter removed, to hold the 
ball we must increase the former. Any mode of experiment, 
therefore, which does away with this lingermg portion of the 
force of the magnet ought to give us greater deflections than a 
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method which permits of its exhibition, the increase bemg most 
appreciable where the weights are small. This our last mode of 
experiment actually does. Were the angles at the top of the co- 
lumns in the last two tables a little smaller, the results would be 
the same as those in Tables I. IJ. and III. It seems, therefore, 
at first sight fair to attribute the extraordinary agreement among 
the earlier results, in part, to lagging magnetism, and hence to 
infer that the law is not so precise and simple as they would in- 
dicate. 

21. Plausible as this appears, I cannot accept it as the true 
explanation of the above divergences. If they be due to lagging 
magnetism, it is only necessary to give the magnet time to sub- 
side to cause this to disappear. The old method of experiment 
was again resorted to. A weight of 500 grammes was laid upon 
the scale-pan, and, commencing at the top of the rheostat, the 
handle was turned and the current damped until the ball gave 
way. This was found to occur as the handle of the instrument 
made its thirty-seventh revolution. A series of four descents were 
first made, slowly, but without pausing ; then four more, stopping 
for two minutes at the thirty-fifth revolution, and thus allowing 
the lagging magnetism, if such existed, to subside, Supposmg 
such to exist, then the deflections exhibited in the last four ex- 
periments must be greater than those exhibited in the first four ; 
for the subsidence of the laggmg magnetism must be compen- 
sated by an increase of current, the said increase being indicated 
by a greater angle. This conclusion, which necessarily flows from 
the above assumption, is, however, diametrically opposed to fact. 
The angles in the last four experiments, instead of being greater, 
are actually less than the others. They are as follows :— 

Weight 500 grammes. 
Pausing 2! at the 

Without pausing. 35th revolution. 

1 11 25 11 10 
2 11 15 11.10 
3 11 25 1l 0 
4 11 10 11,5 

It is thus proved that the deviations cannot be accounted for 
on the supposition that the magnetism lingers in the core after 
the current has fallen. Further on an attempt will be made to 
exhibit their true origin. 

22. From Table V. we derive a notion of the influence of 
size upon the attraction of the sphere. By selecting the weights 
common to all three balls, and comparing the corresponding 
magnetic powers, we learn, that, to swpport the same weight, the 
ball No. 2, when in contact, requires a current 2°4 times as 
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first’ balls: 
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strong as that required by, No, 1, and that, No. 3,requires a cur 
rent 3-4 times that required by No. 2. 
this multiplication by the factor 2-4 is carried out for the two 

In the following, table 

The first three’ figtires of’ the tangents ‘have! been 
taken’; !and as we’ have! ‘simply to do ‘with tating: ‘and not with 
absolute v values, these three figures are treated as whole nitmbers. 

Ball. No. 1. 
W. 
grms, 

250 
275 

825 
350 
375 
400 
425 
450, 
A475 
500 
525 
550 
575 
600 

tan; 

123 x 2°4=295 
rg Caw st as 
PAE tas OCD. 
PH eck ODD 
160"... = 04 
il se 
cos Mpa pai: 
193 vee 468 
208 iad 0 487: 
209 Ses 
218 men. O20 

(229... 099; ., 049); 
238 ata: DTA 
CALE ees. FOGG 

254. 609 

$5. 

501 © 

Ball No. Qi, 

tanjB.99 

296 
' 396 
346" 
a7" 

301 
"409 
430°" 
459 

23. Magnetic attraction, like the attraction of gravitation, is the; - 
The attraction of.a sphere of soft, 

iron depends, not only upon the magnetism of the magnet, but 
also upon that of the excited ball. 
product of both. 

result of a reciprocated force. 

which it is proportional. 

The attraction is equal to the., 
In operating with balls of different diameters, 

two things are to be’ taken’ mto account, which, in default of 
better terms, may for the present be ealled quantity and intensity ; 
the former depending upon the volume of the ball, though not,, 
proportional to it; the latter on the power of the magnet, to 

Accor ding to this view, the intensity 
of magnetism in a ball of a certain diameter, placed at a certain , 
distance from the magnet, is the same as that of a ball of twice _ 
or half the diameter placed at the same distance; but the quan- : 
tities of magnetism are very different. 
ball depends upon both quantity and intensity. ‘Thus the force, r 
with which the sphere reciprocates’ that) of ‘the magnet may be 
regarded as being made up of the two components ¢, and 4, the - 
former of which stands for the quantity, the latter for the inten- 

Let m be the magnetisin of the magnet, then the attrac- sity. 

The 2d tPA of the 
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tion of a sphere placed at a small distance™® wil be expressed by 
she: oe > ng. 

lt has been already jproved, that to holda rertifn weight) im 
equilibrium, the ball No.2, w hen, in contact, requires) 2° 4. times: 
the magnetic, power, that No, 1 requires. But‘ found this to 
vary a little when small intervals existed between the ball and 
magnet. Whena film of mica ;,',5dth of an inch m thickness 
was placed upon the pole, the above factor reduced itself to 2°3 ; 
at a leaf thickness, or sooodth of .an,ineh distant, it gras 2 2°20 $ 
at 545th of an inch distant it was 2:22; while at=)th of an 
inch distance it was nearly-the same as ‘in contact, For our 
present purpose, the number 2°25 is nearest the truth. At any 
given moment. let m be the magnetism of the magnet, and qo 
and iy the magnetic components “of the ball No. 1; then, as 
before observed, the attraction of the ball will be 

Mofforo- 
Let m,, % arahi i, represent-the corresponding quantities for the 
ball No. 2, its ‘attraction will be 

myqye i: 
But each of thse attractions is measured by the weight which it 
ean hold in equilibrium ; and if the same weight be used in both 
cases, we shall’ have 

Or RC el py | 

But for the same weight, as above remarked, we Saxe 
My= 2°25, 5 

and as the intensity is assumed proportional to the magnetism 
of the magnet, we have also 

gee 201;. 
Substituting these values mm equation (1.), we obtain 

Moog 2OMy Yo l 15 

OE Moforo =I", 

gt - Go=%- 
As the quantity depends solely upon size, the relatiye, quan- 

tities of two balls may be supposed to remain constant, whateyer 
be the power of the magnet. When, therefore, the same. mag- 
netic. power 1s applied to both balls, the difference between the 
forces exerted upon them will,depend solely on the factors gp 
and g,; for in this case we should have my=m, andip=t,,.. But 
it has been proyed that qo=5q, ;, hence, with the same magnetic 
power, the attraction of the large, ball ought to be five times that 
of the small one. A ‘remarkable coincidence with this deduction 
is exhibited in Table VI. At the top of the columns. the: mag- 
netic forces applied to both balls happen to be nearly alike, and 

* The 3 whee of this condition will appear further on. 
Phil, Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1, No. 4, April 1851. 
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the attraction of No. 1 is in those cases precisely five times that 
of No. 2. The same coincidence is exhibited in the following 
table :— $0, cartt 

Ball ‘No. 1. Ball No. 2. ibn 
W. tan f. tan B. W. 

t 0-141 0°138 “10 
100 0208 0197 20 
150 0-248 0-240 30 
200 0-287 0:280 40 
250 0322 0:314 50 
300 0:349 0-344 60 
350 0-377 0:372 70 
400 0:399 0396 80 
450 +424 0420 90 

During the latter experiments each ball was separated by a 
fixed distance of 1,th of an inch from the pole. We see that the 
corresponding magnetic powers are nearly equal throughout, but 
that the corresponding weights are in the constant ratio of 5:1. 

§ 6. 

Proposition [V.—To determine the general relation between 
force and distance, that is to say, the law according to which the 
magnetic attraction decreases when the distance is increased*, 

24. There was some little difficulty in applying our mode of 
experiment in the present case. Did we resort to the method of 
laymg on weights or of pourmg in shot, nothing could be appa- 
rently easier than to determine this law. We should simply 
have to preserve the magnetic power constant ; to place, by means 
of the interposed leaves, various intervals between the sphere and 
magnet, and to determine in each case the weight necessary to 
break the hold. We have, however, already stated our objec- 
tions to this method. The plan of proceeding will perhaps be 
rendered plainer by reference to a method sometimes adopted to 
determine the melting-pomt of wax or fatty matter. A little 
glass tube containing a portion of the matter is dipped into water 
of a known temperature—it does not melt. It is now dipped 
into water of a higher temperature—it melts. It is evident that 
the melting-point lies somewhere between these two temperatures, 
and that by approximating the temperatures_of the fluids, the 
exact melting-point can at length be obtained. Our proceeding 
with the magnet was precisely similar. A magnetic power due 

* Some little difficulty may be encountered in the attempt to separate 
the third proposition from the fourth. This will vanish when it is con- 
sidered, that in the former case a constant force (a weight) operated against 
the magnet, and the question was one between magnetism and distance ; im 
the latter case, the magnetism is preserved constant, and the question is 
one between weight and distance. 
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to a current of 25° was taken as a standard. A certain weight 
was laid’ upon the scale-pan, and a current somewhat greater 
than 25° was sent round the magnet. The ball was brought 
down upon the leaf or leaves which measured the distance from 
the pole, and the rheostat was slowly turned until the ball gave 
way. If this occurred at 25°, the night weight for the distance 
in question had been chosen. Suppose, however, that the ball 
preserved its hold till the current was damped to 23°; it is plain 
that the weight chosen was too small, and a little must be added. 
If the ball, with this addition to the weight, yielded before it 
reached 25°, then the weight added was too large. Thus by a 
method of approximation similar to that above described, the 
exact weight due to a certain distance. and to a magnetic power 
of 25° was obtained. From the deseription this will appear a 
cireuitous process, but it is not so practically. With a little ex- 
perience the proper weight can be ascertained with great dispatch. 

25. The following table contains a series of experiments made 
in this manner with ball No, 2 :— 

_ Table VII. 
Strength of current 25°. Paper 9/554th of an inch thick, 

Ball No, 2. 
No. of leaves. Weight supported. Wxd. 

grms. grms. 
2 150 300 
3 110 333 
a 87 348 
5 75 375 
7 56 392 
8 50 400 
9 45 405 

10 40 400 
i 37 407 
12 34 408 
13 314 409 
14 291 409 
15 27 405 
16 252 408 
17. 24 408 
18 23 414 
19 214 408 

se 20 201 405 
uu 21 194 406 

| 25 16} 406 
30 13: 405 
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"We here see, ‘that, after a distance of 735th of an itch! from 
the pole has been attained, the produet of the ‘weight and distande 
is constant, The divergences 4 in the, immediate, neighbourhood 
of the’ pole belong to the class/the discussion of which will be 
resumed further on. A slight correetion will cause them to vanish. 
Hence we have arriyed at the law, that the attractive force between 
the magnet and sphere varies inversely as the distance. 

26. M. Dub of Berlin has lately produced an’ ¢laborate memoir 
on the attraction of electro-magnets*. Though ‘he has operated 
with masses of soft dron of very divergent shapes; the above law 
is:found, on closer examination, ‘to, pronounce itself with more or 
less. distinctness throughout the whole of his experiments. I 
wall take the hberty, of copymg his first table. | 

Attraction of submagnetst+ 6 inches long e. WV, Seat, and Bil 
thick, by a magnet 12” long and 1" thick, and a “strength of 
current of 20°. 

lar ect) 

Contact. pebinas. u thick. Submag. 3". aos ag (hl, oat air 
b S / i} } } Abs: 

° 

BPFod anviloll Aid ost M6, re to vebebehib 
4 Biksh ond ts boeddepie (Midis ovr dondebid 
2 “ig-giniil 6 th lg oilt of o@ggovloeci9ig-gBlil 
at i Rats ac Meda he “0°85 © 
ai: SU euaxs ko 65% el our se ata 2 
R 0:38 It o (OBB) 555, “0:28 ivi vd O94. 

Li39dd cogs OBFeib to soroMQBodd occtnOIdh ot woivG kin 
a gata 1GcVO SELL O16> lorreQst bat to rowOnOB ces 

1B Od SUTIN GAPE OBS 1989 HOXPHIOBLT ir epEpMe-SexO IGE 
6" ‘oa 8 a rt 007° ong 

Hoitseitzoval Dan) MIO Bear v1 9-068, Or {. 
8 witty COBobrsecoT O0688 .¢ 10°Oy at bonistaos 

9 0-07 0-055. 0-04. ~: ewollot 
The numbers in the first column denote. the ae rida tebe 

the bar and the magnet, and the numbers 1 in the, columns ¢ opposite 
express, in iy the attraction of the re cal ais The 

a revo- 

z iB DAHMSsay Tas hae tO Tre 

# Poveskilente uo sin hs sect and, Ixxxih, aa pi ;195, ofthe pre- 
sent volume) of this Journal, 

+ This term is applied to the attracted mass of soft iron See Note at 
p. 195 of the preceding Number of this Journal, 
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«Multiplying the weights in each column pas their ie a 
ing, distances, we obtain, the following result : — 

Opistanee.” Subm: No! 1 ‘Subim. No/2 “Siibm. No. 8. ‘Sub, No. 4, 
od lig doidw (re nioizeozth OBleeslo odt OASu0ls xy Ord 

ng 0 ag Hw ror gage Haile LQ.a@ sorltist boguyg oe 0: 33. "fics larcal eatscapy alae pints ak ead een ee 

Hontokr sts10d Mr 60, Panty 0:65 af 0:48 ) O6 bateiRro cal sONGrod 0:72 0:46, 0:38 

sl o@de odt O-BIede t192190H69 0-45, 0°38 
10 SHO ug str Hgeiigio msromto‘y geg ON Heiter Ap, ae ives 

6 0:66 ~~ 0:60 0-42 0°30 
bay 0-66 310! 29456! 0 Peisorsp<gO 0°31 
8 064 050 5 aT 
94,21 0:63 0°50 

When we consider the disturbing action of the edges, and the 
difficulty of preserving perfect parallelism between magnet and 
submiagnet, we shall not be surprised at the deviations which ex- 
hibit themselvesclose to the poles. At a little distance the law 
of action expressed,above receives a good corroboration. 
The exper imental portion of this investigation had been already 

completed, when I learned that a series of. experiments was made 
in 1841 by M. Cramer, mechanician to the university in Kiel, 
with a view to determine the influence of distance upon the lift. 
ing power of the magnet. He experimented with steel magnets 
of the jhorse-shoe form, placing, in each case,the, unlike poles of 
two, magnets ofthe same size exactly opposite to each other. 
The distances between the poles | were measured, as in our case, 
by leaves of paper. The result of M. Cramier’s investigation, as 
contained in vol. ‘hi. p. 302 hid Pog Goonies Annalen, is as 
follows :— 
3 sf Within the taste of these experiments fhe magnetic attrac- 
: fen by. no means decreases in the inverse ratio of the square of 

e distance (sehr natiirlich, Pi, 
$5 “ When the various columns are compared, there is so little 
agreement, exhibited, and even the members of the same series 
- “decrease so, irres gularly, that it appears. impossible to refer them 

any, definite law, This lawlessness is to me as wnexpected as 
Mt is enigmatical, I cannot attribute it. to the 1 inaccuracy of the 
“nethod pursued, which in itself is simple, and in the carrying 
out of which I expended all possible care and pains.” 
” The irregularity of decrease mentioned by the author appears 
0 arise from his manner of viewing the subject. He begins his 
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experiments by placing one leaf between the poles, and deter- 
mining the weight necessary to separate the magnets: » A second 
leaf is then introduced, and the separating weight again’ deter- 
mined. The experiments are continued until /a distance of 46 
leaves is attained. The author then subtracts each weight from 
that next preceding, and in the column of numbers thus obtained 
he obseryes the irregularity complained of. M, Cramer’s expe- 
riments, however, seem to prove decisively, that the law above 
developed for a sphere of soft iron and a straight core, magnet- 
ized by induction, is also true for two steel magnets of the horse- 
shoe form. Commencing at the 5th leaf in Table II., and mul- 
tiplying the distances by the weights corresponding to them, we 
obtain the followmg series of numbers :— 

5 270 |101280 16. 276 21.) 281 
C270 “fAADe 275 17, 270 22 283 
7 ~ 280+) PAalR) 276 18: 274 23 284 
gm genet 15 968 |i. O78” lane 
9 279 ihe 15 R98 20. 280 46 299 

The products here may be regarded as constant, as the slight 
and irregular differences which they exhibit are evidently due to 
the mode of experiment. 

§ 7. 

27. Bodies capable of magnetization are divided mto two 
classes, in one of which the magnetic force is readily aroused, but 
as quickly lost again when the exciting cause is removed ; the 
other class, on the contrary, accepts the magnetic state with dif- 
ficulty, but retaims it when once excited. Soft iron is an example 
of the one class, steel is an example of the other: » When a piece 
of soft iron is acted upon by a magnet, it is’ said’ to be magnet- 
ized by influence. The magnet in this case is, so to speak, the 
creator of the force which responds to its attraction. ‘At’ the 
commencement of this inquiry we arrived at the notion of ‘the 
strength of a magnet from its action, upon a freely suspended 
magnetic needle. The motion of the needle is the result of 
reciprocal action ; but the foree with which the needle reacts 
upon the magnet, is not the gift of the latter, as in the case of 
soft iron. Adhering to the common notion of a magnetic fluid, 
in the case of soft iron the magnet decomposes and, disposes of 
this fluid so as to cause rivtane attraction. In the needle, the 
fluid is, so to speak, fitted by previous treatment for) the action. 
of the magnet. The steel, in the case- before us, resists mag- 
netization by influence ; and the magnet’ acts upon an indepen- 
dent fluid, without either increasing or diminishing the quantity 
thereof. Were this otherwise, tan « (7.) would not be a proper 
measure of magnetic power. Let us suppose the case of a little 
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ball of steel thus independently magnetized; and, to, make the 
matter easier, we will suppose it charged, with one of the fluids 
only,'say the north fluid... Let the force with which the south 
pole of a magnet attracts the ball when placed at. the unit of 
distance be a; then, according to the common law of magnetic 
attraction (where the pole is supposed to be contracted toa point), 

the force of attraction at any other distance, 7, would be = If ‘* 

the force with which the north pole of another magnet repels the 
ball at the unit of distance be a’, then at any other distance 7! 

! 
the repulsion will be ait Tf the two poles act simultaneously upon 

the ball from the same side of it, the ball will be in equilibrium 
when attraction and repulsion are equal, or when 

a al 

72 pie? 
from which we derive 

Lehi glk 8 Sa ae Vani 

that is to say, the distances between the point of equilibrium 
and the respective poles are directly proportional to the square 
roots of the strengths of the magnets. 

28. This is the law when the poles are points, and the mag- 
netism of the body operated upon is independent. But, im our 
case the poles are planes, and the magnetism of the body ope- 
rated upon is not independent, Let us conceive two flat poles, 
charged with opposite magnetisms, to be placed parallel, one 
underneath the other; the upper one, however, being supposed 
to offer no! obstruction to the passage of the force from the one 
beneath it. Let the force of attraction between the lower pole, 
acting by itself, and the sphere of soft iron at the unit of distance 
be A; the attraction of the same pole at any other distance, R, 
would, according to the law established in the last section, be 

- The attraction of the upper pole for the ball, when acting 

on it singly at the unit of distance, being A‘, its attraction at 
: ; A! 

any other distance R’ will ber. But when both act simulta- 

neousl upon’ the ball, that which causes attraction by the one 
will cause repulsion by the other ; and when these two forces are 
equal, the ball will be in equilibrium ; that is to say, when 

/ gan 

<i agtirtn 
or when 

Re ee er ee. Wome aay 

from which we might be disposed by analogy to infer that the 

: 
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distances of the position, of equilibrium, from the respective poles. 
are directly proportional to the strengths of the magnets. 

29.. This conclusion, however, would be altogether opposed to, 
the experimental, results detailed in. §.3.., The error lies im the 
tacit, assumption, thatthe forces exerted at the unit of distance 
are proportional, to, the strengths of the magnets. ‘With the 
theoretic, poles this, assumption, was correct, for there the mag- 
netism of the little steel, ball was constant, ‘and hence the attra¢- 
tions between, it\and the respective poles at the unit of distance 
were, the products of aconstant with the strengths of these Be 
these products being therefore m the ratio of te strengths. But 

With, the, sphere of, soft, iron every change in the’ magnet is ac- 
companied by;a corresponding change in the magnetisiy of the 

& E VOM A-UOW. TAR BOUELO STIS 
sphere, which circumstance puts the proportionality existing m 

; € Nike CaO hc bogestaxvs ULIOT &Ft ; 

the other, case entirely out of the question, 9 
30, It has heen already proved (16.), that if one magnet have 

twice the strength of another, and if the latter exercise ‘a certain 
force upon. the iron ball, ata certain distance*, the former will 
exercise the same force at four times the said distance. “Hence, 
adopting the disposition of the poles above, described, if the ball 
be placed at a Jeaf thickness distant from, the weaker pole, to be 
in equilibrium it must be four leaves distant from the stronger, 
wach is here supposed to be underneath the former; and in 
general, if m and m! be the strength of any two magnets, and d 
and d! the distancesiat' which they: exert «equal ativaetions upon 
the sphere, we have m oad " 

120 a a? 
OM icsitonp act oitelsohs dsm: Wrisicoven 3 to salsa st t04 
from'which we infersthat ihe distancesiof the powt of equilibrium 
of the sphere from the respective! poles ane directly proportional to 
the squares of the strengths of, the magnets. 

H ¥ 5i0g1 

Nom (IO ro § 8. lisd moowded sonsteG 

Provositi0n LL.+-o determine the relation between the strength 
of anelectro-magnet and the mutual-atinaction of the magnet and 
a mass of soft iron, when both are seperated by a fixed distance. 

3L. If we su ppose the space above the magnet to be interseeted 
by aitumber of infinitely thin horizontal planes} placed, say the 
thickness of one of our leayes asundet, each of these planes will 
denote a certain section of force. Let the foree‘on'the first'plane 
be called f; we know that, by doubling the strength of the mag- 
net, the force f will be exerted on the fourth plane; by trébling 
it, on the ninth plane, and’'so on. Supposing’the ball plated on 
the ninth plane with the magnetic force thus trebled ; let Us ask 

* It is scarcely necessary to xemark, that, the term distance, as here sed, 
refers to the interval between the Magnet and the nearest pot of thes i ere. 
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what will take place if it be removed from the ninth plane to the 
first plane, without altering the trebled power of the magnet. The 
law established in section 6 replies, that at‘one plane distant it 
will be attracted nine times as strongly as at nine planes distant. 
But at nine planes distant it is attracted with the same force by 
the treble power as at one plane distant by the’ single power. 
Hence upon the same plane three times the magnetic power will 
cause nine times the attraction; or, expressed generally, the 
mutual attraction of the magnet and the sphere of soft iron, when 
both are separated by a fixed distance, is directly proportional to 
the square of the strength of the magnet. 
We have thus arrived, by direct deduction ‘from established 

principles, at the well-known law of Lenz and Jacobi, which, 
expressed in their own words, runs as follows :-— 

The attraction between two electro-magnets, or between an electro- 
magnet and a mass of soft iron, is proportional to the square of the 
strength of the magnetizing stream. 

_ We shall now bring the deduction to the test of experiment. 
At the moment the ball gives way, the magnetic power, or, 
what is the same, the strength of the magnetizing stream, is 
expressed by tan. The weight upon the scale-pan is the mea- 
sure of the force with which the Dall is attracted ‘at the same 
moment, According to the above law, therefore, the quotient 

EF snuat be a constant quantity, and: hence also 

tan 8 

VW 
For the sake of convenience in the’ calculation, the quotient is 
introduced m the latter form in the following table, The angles, 
as in' the former ¢ases; are each the’ mean of four observations: 

Table VIII. 

Distance between balls and magnet 54,th of an inch. 

= const. 

Ball No.1. Ball Nov 2 
' ‘Pp tan B ntan 8 

TW 251 p. We W. \ny Be Jw 
0) germs, (Lot jorre fouls grms. ° 1 

)) 50 B Q54:; 2:0 10 7 50 437 
in FB 955 2:0, 20 lI, 10 44, 
100... 11,30 2°0 ; 30 13. 30 Avs 
_.,150 13,35, 2;0 40 15 40 ded, 
» 200 1G). fis 'O 0) 17,25 Ae, 
uo R50, 17, 50 2/0 60. 19, 0 4r 4, 
1,800 19,15 2:0 79. 20,25 And, 
B50 20 40 2°0 80 21 38 Arde 
AMO, 1) 421, 4D. 20 GOP CRAB io toegegh) 
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We here see that the experimental substantiation of the de- 
duction is as complete as could be desired: 

32. One important omission, which has been the source of 
considerable error, occurs in the first utterance of the law b 
its discoverers*. It is essential to its validity that a “jiwed 
distance’ shall separate the magnet from the attracted mass. 
Were the distance 0, we should have the case embraced by our 
first proposition, which, however, as we have seen, leads to a 
totally different law. The error, as observed at the commence- 
ment of this paper, hes in the assumption, that the law which 
was true for a fixed distance is also true for contact. Lenz and 
Jacobi observe a certain caution in expressing themselves on this 
subject, which would lead one to suppose that they also doubted 
the applicability of the law to the case of contact. In the course 
of their memoir the following significant remark occurs :— For 
the present, at least, we will grant the limitation, that the magnet 
and submagnet are not in immediate contact, but stand about ‘a 
line apart.” Physicists generally, however, appear to have 
assumed that the law was meant to be of universal application, 
M. Miiller, for example, in the memoir already alluded to, writes 
as follows :—“ Lenz and Jacobi assumed that the lifting power 
of the magnet must be proportional to the square of the deve- 
loped magnetism, which assumption is beyond all doubt correct.” 
Under the term ‘lifting power’ (Tragkraft) is here meant the 
attraction between the magnet and the submagnet when they 
are in contact; and for this particular case, as proved in § 2, 
the assumption is untenable. M. Miiller’s experiments on, lift- 
ing power were made with an electro-magnet of the horse-shoe 
form, . This is a point on which Lenz and Jacobi have expressed 
themselves very explicitly, as the followmg extract from, their 
memorr testifiest. ‘All our precautions, however, served only 
to prove, that when currents of equal power were applied, the 
results were tolerably comcident. But to the eapected result they 
did not lead us; and we could only arrive at the conclusion, 
that, by strong magnetizing, the lifting power—we do not say 
the law of attraction—of two electro-magnets, or of a horse-shoe 
magnet and its submagnet, is a pheenomenon far too complicated 
to be referred to any such simple law as the square of the strength 
of the current, or the strength itself.’ This very difficulty of 
arriving at anything like a safe result in the case of contact 
seems to have suggested the expedient of placmg a distance of 
zath of an inch between the submagnet and the magnet. 

33. Ifm be the strength of a magnetic pole referred to any unit, 
and m! the strength of a second pole referred to the same unit, 
the mutual action of the two poles at the unit of distance will 
be expressed by the product mm’, the said product bemg negative 

* Poggendorft’s Annalen, vol. xlvii. p. 403, + Ibid. p. 411. 
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or positive according as the two poles are of the same or of op- 
posite names. This may be called the fundamental law of mag- 
netism.. We have already assumed the magnetism of the soft 
iron sphere to be proportional to that of the magnet. By aid of 
this assumption, the law of Lenz and Jacobi can be immediately 
deduced from the aboye fundamental principle. Let m, be the 
magnetism of the magnet, and mp, the corresponding magnetism 
of the sphere at a given distance. The attraction will be 

mMyMo. 

Supposing the power of the magnet to be increased n times, the 
sphere will receive a proportionate increase, and the attraction 
will then be 

nm, X NiNg, 
or 

nM, Mo. 

In like manner, for any other multiple, n!, the attraction will be 

ni2m,ng ; 

hence the attraction in one case is to the attraction in the other as 

) n?mymy 2 n!?my No, 
or as 

ni nl?, 

which expresses the same as the law of Lenz and Jacobi. 
84. In (29.) it was asserted, that'the attraction of a soft iron 

ball at the unit of distance was not proportional to the strength 
of the magnet. We now learn that it is proportional to the square 
of the strength. Callmg A and A’ the attractions exerted by any 
two magnets of the strengths M and M! at the unit of distance, 
we haye 

1 bale ot: NSE Ue 

Substituting M? and M” for A and A! in equation (2.), we shall 
haye for the position of equilibrium 

ReRi=M? - Me, 

which is exactly the same result as that established in (30.) by 
direct experiment. 

§ 9. 

35, Table VILL. shows us that a distance of 545th of an inch 
between the ball and pole entirely changes the law of attraction. 
In contact, a double current will support a double weight ; but 
at gtpth of an inch distance, a double current will support, four 
times, the weight... Indeed, itis not until the ball is within 
yooudth of an inch of the pole that any remarkable, deviation 
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fromthe latter law oceurs. | From|this to absolute contact, the 
passage:from:one law. to the,otherdis graduake jo eegie od} bus 

36. To'demonstrate this gradual ;change, it, was necessary,to 
apply a film much thinner than the paper formerly/ used, jand te 
procure this ivas)a; matter of some) difficulty. , Goldjleaf,was .on 
many accounts unsuitable. The following expedient,oceurred to 
me on observing the extreme (tenuity of a gun-cotton balloon. 
It is well known that a solution of gun-cotton in sulphurie ether, 
when, spread thin and suffered to dry, forms a tough unyielding 
film. A layer.of such a solution, was laid, like a wash of water 
colour, with a, camel’s-hair pencil upon the smooth flat, pole. 
The layer. must, have been exccedingly thin, for when dry it ex- 
hibited the colours of thin plates with, great brillianey. The 
ball, was brought, down upon this, weights from 300 to 900 
grammes. were laid, upon ;the scale-pan, and the. corresponding 
magnetic, powers determined. This done, another wash of the 
solution was laid on, and the same process repeated. _ The result 
may. be thus stated :—Through the interval between the surface 
of the pole and the sixth layer no law is recognisable, , dé the 
lower limat of this space the attraction of the ball is.directly propor- 
tional to the magnetizing stream; at the upper limit, and beyond it, 
the.attractionis proportional to the square of the magnetizing stream. 

37. L will for the present, limit myself to an. observation or 
two,on this singular result, and defer the fuller discussion of the 
subject to afuture paper. In the case of contact the fundamental 
law, of magnetism is, to all appearance, contradicted—that law 
which affirms that the attraction is expressed by the product of the 
magnetism, of the magnet into that of the sphere, But this law 
supposes that opposite magnetic fluids act upon each other, In 
speaking of the attraction of a mass of soft iron by a magnet, it 
is usual to say that a north pole excites a south pole, and.a south 
pole. a.north pole, attraction being the consequence. _ A cylinder 
of soft iron, 1 inch thick and 6 inches, long was laid upon the 
end of the, excited, magnet, According to the notion generally 
entertained, two opposite poles embraced each other at the place 
of contact... This being the ease, we might infer, that on raising 
a magnetic needle from the centre of the magnet upwards, that 
end of the needle which was attracted below the place of contact 
ought, upon passing the latter, to be immediately repelled ; but 
there.is no, such action exhibited. From the centre of the mag- 
net to the top of the soft iron cylinder the same end of. the needle 
was attracted, the combination of magnet and cylinder behaving 
in all respects as if they were one continuous mass*. ‘To obtain 

* Sincé making the above experment, I have learned that the same has 
been observed by Prof. Poggendorff and M; Van Rees... See Poggendortf’s 
Annalen, vol. Ixxiv. pp. 213-230. 
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the opposite polarity implied by the fundamental law, the magnet 
and the mass of soft! iron 1mnust bea certain’ distance ‘asunder, 
The ‘ease of contact, in point of fact, reduces itself'to the attrac- 
tion whiely 'the ‘magnet exerts ‘pon’ itself, ‘and: this leads us to 
the threshold ‘of a subject! which will be better: discussed ima 
future memoirs >) © | | 
MOOUBC 1 ey) §:10. : 

~'38. I will now turn for a short time to the ‘consideration of 
the divergences which exhibited themselves on changing’ our 
mode of experiment (18.). "It has been satisfactorily shown (21.) 
that they cannot be accounted for on the supposition of ‘lagging 
magnetism.’ - Let us imagme the ball placed at the sixth layer 
of the gun-cotton solution. From ‘this downwards, as it ap- 
proaches the pole, we have a nearer and nearer approximation to 
the law of simple proportionality. ‘When a single layer separates 
the ball from the pole, the law is nearly fulfilled ; when this is 
removed, the approximation is still nearer; but'is the ball then 
in contact? Will not the unavoidable roughness which remains 
after rubbing with fine sand-paper and polishing with emery still 
make some difference? If we lay a plate of glass upon a convex 
lens of large radius, so as to produce Newton’s rings, a const- 

Oi 

| 89-'The imperfections: of) the surface. appear, |therefore, to 
‘throw the true pole, or attracting plane, some distance beneath 

* See Phil, Mag. for December 1850, p, 452. 
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that on which the ball rests; which circumstance, when uncom- 
pensated by pressure, exhibits itself im the results. This ‘being 
the case, a small constant would have to be added to the distances 
denoted by the leaves in those cases where the seeond mode of 
experiment was adopted ; that is to say, in’ Tables VI. and VIT. 
The alteration thus effected will exhibit itself most sensibly in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the poles, where alone the dis- 
crepancies occur ; indeed, its immediate effect will be to lessen 
these discrepancies; in Table VI. it will make the quotients at 
the top of the columns less, and in Table VIL. it will make’ the 
products at the top of the column greater; while at a distance 
from the poles the change caused by the addition will be scarcely 
appreciable. There is another slight correction to be made with 
regard to the paper. When a good many leaves, say fifteen or 
twenty, are upon the magnet, the space occupied by these is 
somewhat more than fifteen or twenty times the space occupied 
by one leaf. On trial with the sphereometer, it was found that 
fourteen leayes occupied nearly fifteen times the space of one 
leaf. Taking this into account, and supposing the true pole im 
the case of ball No. 2 to be about +;4;,dth of an inch beneath 
the surface, and for the large ball a little deeper—for it must 
be remembered, that the position of the pole depends as well 
upon the surface of the ball as upon the magnet—the discrepan- 
cies arising from the second mode of experiment will entirely 
disappear. 

40. Some of the laws expressed in the foregoing memoir will 
naturally be limited by the dimensions of the magneti¢ plane 
from which the attraction proceeds, and also by the size of the 
attracted ball. If the views of M. Miller, already adverted to, 
be correct, a poimt of saturation for very small balls must soon 
exhibit itself*, after which the law would be no longer applicable. 
As far as I am able to judge, the balls used in the present case, 
although of very different volumes, follow the same law ;' these, 
however, and other matters of a similar bearing, I hope to mak 
the subject of a future communication. 

* In stating the case, I have made use .of, those experiments 
merely which appeared best calculated to illustrate the several 
laws and the apparent deviations from them. To the latter, 
indeed, I have given the most prominent. place, as their expla- 
nation appeared to me to be most important. The’ experiments 
recorded constitute, however, but a small fraction of the number 
actually made. My aim has been to embrace in one investigation 
the whole of a subject whose separate details have occupied the 
attention of many experimenters. One law alone of those, ex- 

* Some interesting remarks on this subject occur in a paper by Professor 
W. Thomson, Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvii. p. 241. 
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pressed inthe foregoing pages has been heretofore established— 
that of Lenz and Jacobi; and this, as we have seen, forms a link 
in. a chain of laws, or rather a deduction, which flows @ priort 
from the combination of the 3rd and 4th propositions. The 
laws of magnetic action, at distances in comparison with which 
the thickness of the magnet vanishes, have been long-known, 
But the complementary portion of the subject, which embraces 
the laws of action at short distances where the thickness of the 
magnet comes fully into play, has, so far as I, am aware, 
hitherto eluded the grasp of experiment and formed a subject of 
mere, puzzling conjecture. The want here experienced it has 
been the object of the present inquiry to supply. 

The principal results may be summed up as follows :— 
1. The mutual attraction of a magnet anda sphere of soft 

iron, when both are in contact, is directly proportional to the 
strength of the magnet. 

2, The mutual attraction of a magnet anda sphere of. soft 
iron, when both are separated by a small fixed distance, is directly 
proportional to the square of the strength of the magnet. 
3, The mutual attraction of a magnet of constant strength and 

a sphere of soft iron is inversely proportional to the distance be- 
tween the magnet and the sphere. 

4. When the distance between the magnet and the sphere 
varies, and a constant force opposed to the pull of the magnet is 
applied to the latter; to hold this force in equilibrium, the 
strength of the magnet must vary as the square root of the 
distance. 

I haye, in conclusion, to express ny deep sense of the kind- 
ness of Professor Knoblauch, who, during this investigation, 
permitted me to occupy three of his rooms, and placed his ex- 
tensive and beautiful collection of apparatus entirely at my 
disposal, 

Marburg, January I851. 

XXXVII. On the Relation between the Minor Determinants of Ii- 
nearly Equivalent Quadratic Functions. By J. J. SYLVESTER, 

M-A., F.RS* 

SHOWED in the preliminary part of my paper on Contacts 
in the February Number of this Magazine, by @ priori rea- 

soning, that if a quadratic function (U) be lmearly converted 
into another (V), any minor determinant of any order of V must 
be a syzygetic function of all the minor determinants of U of 
the same order. 

The object of my present communication is to exhibit the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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syzygy in question, which, as I indicated, is lmeax,> by which I 
mean that a determmant of the: one ifiondtion i is equal to the sum 
of the pari-ordinal,determinants of the other affected respectively 
with multipliers formed exclusively out of the coefficients of the 
equations of transformation. In order that a clear enunciation 
of the theorem in view may be possible, it is necessary to premise 
a new but simple, and, asvexperience has proved to me, a most 
powerful, because ‘natural, method of notation applicable to all 
questions concerning determinants. . auate 

- Every determinant is obtained by operating, ‘pow ‘a square 
array of quantities, ‘which, according. to the ordinary ‘metho od, 
might be denoted as follows: — at 

a 0 ig vols Mais, BL ity 

9351 ae ye * Cahn 
Ayyg dye + OS \y 

. 

24 “INA od yy x s I), i AU A 
“nj & Bowe On ‘ght a: 

My method consists in AUN ge the same quis “nate! 
rally as meer nena) bavogmos oft istonog mt bith 

a,4, a5. ws r —— 
\ \ +) ml i“2 iS) a %n i) a) Dd -f 

gk, (Agha + Bs Ankn — ; JO" Garg 
ONE es Se ee 

WTONMSYD LL 

Ay, Anleg +s Unbtns 

where of course, ud AL desirable, instead of. th, ane op Pa nd 
yyy. + Ay, we may write simply a, 0. . J, and’a,0P ood re- 
spectively. Each, quantity, 1s, now 2 resented by two, letters ;. 
the letters themselves, taken separate , being symbols neither 
of quantity nor of operation, but mere vausfir ‘or ideal elements 
of quantitative symbols,, We have now a, means of representing 
the determinant; above given. in.a compact, form, ;, for this purpose, 
we need. but. to write one, setof umbrz over the other. as follows: i 

ee Pas sito re if we now wish tb obtain the algebriite wale 
Hy Og OH La). bys 

of this determinant, it is only necessary tortake. ai, a ors in) 
all its 1. 2.3..n different positions, and we shall have 

0) 

4 $2 re ey aan “6, Haste, Ube BREd:. pe 
dy hg os 

in which expression @,, gn a by, represents some ante of the 
numbers 1, 2... m, and the positive or negative sign is to be 
taken ‘accor ding to the ‘Well-known dichotomous lay? “Thus, for 
exainple, fisdLOGit art BIST = te ’ ; 

I Ab AOF BD ie W \S} 
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J loudly a 

) ote ee will brepresent Peeeleaees De 

; ag ; 4aBx by x ea i 
s(t fo ait yntso9 it TO legstioport 

pa + ay x ba x 08" Lio pais 

SAINISIG OF yIs2e (i as sacl 48. x bax ey ‘i F 

wom 6 .s0f ot beyotq esd sonorisgHaax bpx of} 

BAe OGsrlqgs | MOLsiom 10 Say xbBx ca) 4 
Although not necessary for our immediate: object, it may not 

he inopportune to observe how readily this notation lends itself 
to a further natural extension of its application, 

MOWMRIOOS eslo gw tedi 

4 ab ed will naturally denote 
a8 8 : 

ab cd ab cd | 

ap’ 8 yd a8 
2. e. 

(aexbB))  f (eyxd0)|_ f. (ayx8)] (ca.d8) 

{-(ae at L— (cd capt | fi (a8 x by) f ae (- es) 
And in general the compound determinant 

1 Ee ote RL oy lg oars iad} 
Be Bye hy PY ODM a, B.A, 

will denote 

wher ae as before, we have the disjunctive equation * 

6,, Oo, O,=1; 2 YorRPR TS 

~ Asan example of the power of this notation, I will Lonitent 
myself with stating the ‘following ‘remarkable theorem in com- 
pound determinants, one of the Tost prolific in results of any 
with which: Iam acquainted, but. which is derived from a more 
particular case of another vastly more general. The toca ig 
contained. in. the annexed equation. 
Niele Sy pie 2ortizor 39 a ee 

- ag ek is € a, r+ a, ag see a, Ay +2 ons ay, Ag. Ay ate 

hy by vi eie Oy Brey Oy be vie Ay! Bp io hy Ager edy Opry 

={% ae “N's , ne Bas tpt lene Grin c ality (l.) 

ie Be ess (Ra Genes see 8 

It is obvi ious, that, without the aid of my system, of wumbral, or 
biliteral notation, this important theorem could not be made. the, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4, Vol. 1, No. 4. April 1851, X 
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subject of statement without an enormous periphrasis, and could 
never have been made the object of distinct contemplation, or 
roof. 

: To return to the more immediate object of this communication, 
suppose that we have any binary function of two sets of quan- 
titles, 2%, %g.-+%n3 &, &--~.&n, of which the general term, will 
be of the form ¢,, , x @,.&,; according to the principles of notation 
above laid down, nothing can be more natural than to represent 
c,,s by the biliteral group a,a,; the function in question will 

then take the form 

Dae. 3) 

the z’s and &’s denoting quantities, but the a’s and a’s mere 
umbre. The function may then be thrown under the convenient 
symbolical form 

(Q,2,+Aqtg+ ... +4,.2,) 

X (4) E, +eoko+ ... +4,.€,)- 

So if we confine ourselves to quadratic functions, for which 
By, Lo». 2,3 Ey &...E, become respectively identical, the 
general symbolical representation of any such will be. 

(a,2,+dg%+ ... +4,2,)°. 

The complete determinant will be denoted by 

‘ts gis -'. “ab 

I SRE : 

and any minor determinant of the rth order by 

aps Gait. «ii t 

Up Mp,- >, : 

where @,, 0,...0, are some certain 7 distinct numbers taken 
out of the series 1, 2,3...7. Suppose now that we have 

U= (aja, Haga + a,z,)? 

linearly transformable into 

V= (dy + bata ts 0 +O Yn)” 
by means of the (n) equations (don 

@ = Ad, + bg Yates Fad Yn 

Wg=Aghy y+ Agha-Yot + 6 +400, Yn 3a TEE) 

Ee bY; + 0 0-Yok --» t4dpeys 

in which equations, be it observed, each coefficient, a,A, 18° 

single quantity, perfectly independent of the quantities, denoted 
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generally by a,a 4, 6,6, which enter into U and V. Our object 
is to be able to express the minor determinant 

by, big... ie 

by biys..b, 5! 

in which the one group of distinct numbers, Ay, kg. + ky Thay 
either differ wholly from, or agree Mes or in part ‘with ‘the 
other group of distinct numbers’ U, l,...4, under the form of 

z4 a9, + ee ‘¢ Qh. 

4, by. 

The paouar yalue of Q A to each double group, 

Paoita cons ”, may be denoted by ae Parorin Ay so that our 
$i b2-++ $1 $o-++ br Peace? 
problem consists in determining the value of Q |! 

$i ba-+- $e 
the equation 

bk, by... he s 5 gil 6. ate 46, ° ». 49 

by, by, +s ¢, ain My, My, ++ Ay, 

vue I enunciate that 

ue fe sel is etl: 

:. - be, bo, x bg.-- + Og, 

+f dy, . hx {ints iii at Pe Dian) 
be, be, oe. 

subject to one sole exception in the case of i @,... 6, being 
identical with $,, $....d,3; namely, that for the terms (for such 

case) of the form Q ry a a the value to be taken is not that 
1 

which the géneral rail sia me namely, 
2 9 {fh Ap, « et 

bo, 9, » 
but the half of this, 7, e. sige her square of 

{ th %, o\e'e Uy, \. 

| a9, 49, see App 

O, Were 
The value of Q |} ", it is obvious, contains only quan- 

$y Seis -p, 

tities of the form a,.),, which are coefficients in the equations of 
transformation, but none of the form a,.a, or b,.b,; showmg 

X 2 
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that the'syzygetic connexion between the minor determinants of 

U and V of the same order is linear, as has been already. antici- 

patively announced,» Deh et at y+ gh) 

The problem which I have treated above is only a particular 

case of a more general one, which’ may be stated’ as follows: 

given U=(a,2, +05. 2+). . .,.2,)%, and supposing m linear 

equations to be instituted between a, Za... %,, 80 that U may 

be made,a function of (n—m) letters only, to.express any minor 

determinant of the reduced form’ of U without performing: the 
process of elimination between, the giver equations. Let the 

L . COLILG | el I i {0 rottrt 

given equations; be written under the form a Par eee 

OG 4 LD, + Ag Vaio b bok +09. 24D ier109 Jat 
bones ; L198 9AF,1 12a. gottuloe ont 

AYO 968) + Ugly +2 +Bq + ae ot alin 3+ =O be 
hota 251 | 

e Sy . ; ane Sat Be for b:! mnod 

Qantm:?y Be Aolintm ba -F ee Fn Ont myn = rah ot bas 

and let it be ‘convened (which takes,nothing away fromthe ge- 
nerality of these equations), that» a44++dn4} shall signify: zero for 
all values of 2-and \s;concurrently greater, than! zerow:| Suppose 
that 24, 25)« | ..@,} being climinated, U, becomes of the formy 1.» 

horismpodisgr no Joaprvolsto odt otzroptaeqiest yr 10) 
Ss , (Bingr+®m+1 + On 9.@m-+9 Spee +n ®n) ae + sods 3 

and suppose that we wish to determine the value.of the complete 
determinant of this, last function, the answer willbe found to be 

; tel ie lsorrenio0SsS § TRSISore 
Da es oe A lg Ua es ie 

seid ish {[O+ 4 Gat) mr og 8eJpiniog 

Ti H | ; l/ > {i i/ | iC ee in) 
, Orit Dito 294 » Onn ¢ SOy Garis Gr Mn re +) Anh d TROT 

if As tK | val I doidw sormtston 
aay ay ay an poyolga : ' : sy 
or TO WE | domo slicow .oboonrmsbas Y to Jedi of 

Gn+14n+2+ < » Ans m 2 | Vf : ¥ rods oft sactriw somte 
the squared division, being, as is obyious,!'@ function  obly! ofi the 
coefficients of the transforming! equations, and depending for ats 
yalue upon the) particular (m) quazitities selected for’ elimmation. 
The dividend,)on the contrary, {is independent -of this: selection, 
but involves the coefficients of the) function: combined with the 
coefficients of| transformation. » ;'This is the! symboheal> represen- 
tation of the.theorem given| by me ini the-pestsempt to my paper 
in the Cambridgeand Mathematical Journal for' November 1850. 

Suppose, now, niore generally: that we wish to findlany- minor 
determinant. |The solution is given by, the equations +:)) 0) +n 

bem+1 Bom+2 ewes igen 

bom+1 bém+2 tee bém-+s 

oponnidsis 

* error 

: , ; F [desdans 2onr old aetliad : 
(wherein the two groups yy soft ans Sana Heed > Pings Pm-tas+Pmits 
are each of them (s), differing, or wholly orin part agreeing indi- 
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viduals: arbitrarily sselected outs of the (m—m), numbers m+ 1, 
mE Dj Yum). s (99d zac 2s ,reoru! 21 tobr0 T fyres i‘fTs 1 

. ag, 4, See 29m *O mr Wm +2 fey! 4Om'+s “pee ss 
iswomwteRs vido zi avods boeisoit oved 1 dordw im 

-gwollot 2 My, Ab. "3d gm; Ub rat Vom t2 y Tp Com tes OT 
ss [ 

[BSli § 

- } teil be p41 Unraie. Aydin > SIISIIS cat pri 
OMAN VOUS -2910x79,01 ) ot | ti ele. 

Bil a AROR GE AOE to? aN han eBoie ody Fo aarti 
values of either 7 or s, and dy_;4+,.=0 for all values of 7 and é 
iffering from one another, and for equal values ay_,.dy+0= —I, 

it will readily be seen that this last theory reduces to the one 
first considered ; andson-eareful inspection it will be found, that 
the solution given ofthe general question includes within it that 
presented for the particular case in question. Such inclusion, 
however, I ought in fairness to state is far from being obvious ; 
and to demonstraté it exactly, and in general terms, requires the 
aid of methods: which my readers would probably find to ‘exceed 
their existing degree of knowledge or familiarity with the subject: 
o- The theory above’ enunciated was ‘in ‘part suggested) in / the 
course'of a ¢onversation with Mr. Cayley (to whom I amimdebted 
for my restoration,to the enjoyment of mathematical life) on the 
subject of one of the preliminary theorems in my paper on Con- 
tacts thi’ Mapasines!t simistob of daw ow Isili seoqqure bas 
» Tt iswonderful’that’ a theory ‘so purely analytical should ori- 
ginate in a geometrical speculation, My friend M, Hermite has 
pointed out to me, that some faint indications of the same theory 
may be found in ‘the Recherches ‘Arithmétiques of Gauss. The 
notation which I have employed for determinants is very similar 
to that of Vandermonde, with which I have become acquainted 
since writing the above, in Mr. Spottiswoode’s valuable treatise 
On the Elementary Theorems of Determinants.””: Vandermonde 
was évidentlyjon the rightroady Lido not: hesitate’ to affirm, 
that the superiority of hisand my notation over that'im use in the 
ordinary methods is as ‘great and almost as important to the pro- 
gress/of analysis, as the superibrity of the notation of the differ- 
ential calculus over thatiof the fluxional system. Por what is the 
theory of determinants?! It is'an algebra upon algebra ; ‘a cal- 
eulus which enables ‘us''to| combine and foretell the results of 
algebraical operations; in the same'way as algebra itself enables 
us to dispense with the performance of the special operations of 
een All analysis must ultimately clothe itself under this 
orm*, 

* Perhaps the most remarkable indirect question to which, the method 
of determinants has been hitherto applied is Hesse’s probleni of rediicing 
a eubie function of 3 letters to atiother consisting only of 4 terths by Tear 
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I have in previous papers defined a “ Matrix” as a rectangular 
array of terms, out of which different systems of determinants 
may be engendered, as from the womb of a common parent 5 
these cognate determinants being by no means isolated in their 
relations to one another, but subject to certain simple laws of 
mutual dependence and simultaneous deperition. . The condensed 
representation of any such Matrix, accordmg to my improved 
Vandermondian notation, will be 

4% Gown: ue, 

Ay B.. Am 

To return to the theorems of the text. Theorem (2.) admits 
of being presented in a more convenient form for the purposes 
of analytical operation, so as to become relieved from all cases 
of exception appertaiming to particular terms. 

The limitation to the generality of the expression for Q arises 
from our treating 

fe d,s oT 
Mg, Mg, + +My, 

as identical with its equal, 
Up, Ug aes hae 

a6, M,- ++ Mp 

If, however, we now convene to treat these two forms as distinct, 
so that im theorem (2.) 

opt game) fr pal Or 
4 aoe " 2 

will contain { me 2 = LE dat =¥ terms, then we may - 

write simply 

Q 0, 0, ojele 0. = 44h Ax, - , My x 4% ai, ous te Ms 

d, ho eae p, bo, bo, soe bo, b4, by, eee by, 

which equation is subject to no exception for the case of the 6’s 
and ¢’s becoming identical. As regards this theorem, it will 

substitutions—a problem which appears to set at defiance all the processes 
and artifices of common algebra. I have succeeded in applying a method 
founded upon this calculus to the linear reduction of a biquadratic function 
of two letters to Cayley’s form a*++max*y?+y‘, and of a 5° function of two 
letters to the new form #+y'?+(av+by)*. This last reduction is effected 
by means of the properties of a certain other function of the 8th degree 
connected with the given function of the 5th degree. See a paper on this 
subject in the forthcoming May Number of the Cambridge and Dublin 
Mathematical Journal. 

aa 
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not fail to strike the reader that it ought to admit of verification ; 
for that U may be derived from V in the same manner as V from 
U if we express 7, Yo. +. Yn in terms of 2, #.+2p, by solving 
the system of equations (2.), which thereis no difficulty im doing. 
In fact, if we write 

Y= 4,B;%,+4,8,.¢,+ ... +4,8) a0, 

Yo = A321 + %98q.Lo+ 7 Horne Ln 

cade oe ee hag: 2, ? 

we shall obtain 

mY ye ie Bp «sorb sa Gnas ean.o' Sn Hea) Un a fel 

by bg... Os 1 O51 Os42- « Dy 

Accordingly we shall find 

Im, Um, + oe a0 te vi ir : Vy x (Oe Daf ss Dep ‘i 

®; ap, Mp2 vee » @; bu, Bag + - 5G 

and 
ah om am, 4mz++ + % apy ap, 0 Barc) t 

@) alice Buys + ae Bu, Bug: + «Bur 

“ae for the «’s and §’s their symbolical equivalents given 
aboye,and applying the theorem given below, we shall easily obtam 

Q vy, Wrage, = Qmyr+1 Amy+2°** *dm,, °) x Ay App +2 eee a) 

@, Was, Dbr+1 Dyigig eee bn Bop Bprae ++Bpn 

rf Ay Aner 

If, now, in fe expression 

Die, icy +00 webs ={( Ok, Uky » ext oe Ay ves ECS. i) 

bi, bi, « ie bas? Bis, Dy, szebg Ag, Apo 

-we resubstitute for 791, 742° *,:,r as its value in the form of 
py Abg++ + Abr 

2 {ats bee}, 
bg, bp. +» Bir 

| we shall obtain Ki Diy.» « Bip under the form of 
by Digs + » by, 

24 Ro at nada He Wars Remi 

vr, Wr. ‘ i, by, bp, : . bY, 
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and R ee at 3 lid must =0; ex
cept f for the case of 6 Fs : sara 

Prrour, mre ssc ‘ReentinaBinith iva pesakigalp basbiz 

1. Kasesk, 

for which’ ease’ Re “must be unity. T have gone through’ 
gees 

this*caleulation | waatiad verted the pestlt $i in oxder' to effect whi ch, 
however, the followmg important’ generalization of theorem (I. th 
ninst'De apprehended. . 
“Suppose two sets of umbrie, 

eon’ ob venkassly egaronSiA? Sie sone oq Seale 
23 £05 CODES Dy to Depscete bm 498" Vi actortelo Isis 

aitd let (*) be any number less than (7), ‘and Tet ily wae ary asap 
nation of the nm huribers 1; 2,3 ¢'m be expressed by “01, '40.+../8,, io peas an 

where 'g goes through all the valites “intermediate | between ne de 
axial ft) fe being se rah Hcy laphatenciebepteadd 

ae aie Ay Sea? ett hae 

Then I say, that the compound Hetecnanins 
= = a, 

M0 129) a9 ab tno TESS x “9. aig, ‘ MB», Oya fli 28 ‘omnesy) 
yok ko 

big - Pre, Dan: BuO Dien 9, Bag, “Bib dm Bsa cite 

av \ wnoerdcoy igronmoe owl 

G 2s mito ond Mogqu BD09-8 

1429 Liss Li 

Ot 2 ase 59 dna ti ae: esl Crdtn dl ceesr 7. 

i b / AADIE | tO MOUSHMBIGYS 

pa " 7 pacha Bint ike Dy i Bova. ‘“s ee telootee ate 

| i wit go axlrennno. 

i ever JZ ST fh 

19 Rant #1 hacoqque offi) 03 
, Par Orci ails) beni 5 ca bo. 104 ry i foo ont tsdt—ardt 

where. Tey adt o10to4 TELE TOC CLE te tsvolo op Be9erRS 

. Tipbiss (me A (mr) ne i ae 5 ‘i te BBEqo 10 

Am+1+ lyse Ree ' 

and [ot es 

when r Pal, wwe “have, the case. already eiven. in ‘theorem, (2. ¥ J, and. 
of course wis to be taken unity, 

This very general, theorem. is itself several degrees, nal aso 
froma my still unpublished, Fundamental | Th orem, “which, i 18, 53H ry 
theorem for, the expansion. of the products of Jetenmipants. Hedin: 
26 ‘Lincoln’ s-Inn-Fields,\ \.... t Ol d+ tedt .wod 

March 1851. to tuec (eitedaes ce on 10 | hB(IL 

Obs. The siielde upon foo any extension of the wauten. 
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mondian notation from simple to, compound’ determimants) is 
erdunded, would be better apprehended if the biliteralsyrabols of 
simple quantities were: written with the umbral elements disposed 

vertically, as,5, instead of horizontally, as ab ; which Jatter isthe 

method for the, purposes of typographical, uniformity, adopted. in, 
the text above... The, other mode. is, howeyer, much to be, pre- 
ferred, and is what I propose hereafter to adhere to... For my, 
two general umbre a, 6, Vandermonde uses,two numbers, one set 
a-cock upon the other, as 5*. The objection to the use of num- 
bers is apparent as soon as it becomes necessary to treat of the 
mutual relations of diverse systems of determinants, and his 
mode,of writmg,the, wmbree militates. against, the. perception of 
the,most valuable, algebraical analogies. .. The one important 
point in which Vandermonde Aas, anticipated me, consists in, ex+ 
pressing a simple determinant by two horizontal rows,of umbre 
one over the other. But the idea upon which this depends is so 
simple and natural, that it was sure to reappear in any well-con- 
structed system of notation. 

((HiTtii ; HOdUMOD O 

XXXVIII. An Examination of the possible effect of the Radiation 
of Heat on the Propagation of Sgund. . By Professor SroKEs*, 

oie appearance of an article by Professor Potter in a former 
Number.of.this Magazine,‘in which he:attacks the received 

explanation of the,excess ofthe obseryed velocity of sound over 
that calculated from Newton’s thedi'y, induces me to offer a few 
remarks on the subject. ipnborg -gaivvollot oxlt 

In the first place, T would observe that Professor Potter, seems 
to have supposed that Laplace’s explanation was equivalent to 
this—that the condensation produced in thé course of the motion 
causes an elevation of temperature, and that therefore the velocity: 
of propagation is inereaséd, inasmuch ‘as the velocity increases 
with the temperature! Such a view of the subject would be 
altogether erroneous. The actual explanation is simply as fol-) 
lows. In consequence ofthe heat and)cold produced by sudden 
condensation and rarefaction respectively, the pressure changes 
more rapidly with a change of density than it would do if it varied 
as thé'density!” The niathemati¢al calculation of the velocity of , 
sound, when account is taken of the change of temperature pro-. 
duced by Suddetr Condensation “and rarefaction, is very simple, 
and'is too well known to make it iecessary for me here to enter 
into it. The slightest examination of the process is sufficient to 
show, that the development of cold by sudden rarefaction is as 
much an essential part of Laplace’s explanation of the increase in 

“bie ( o0) 1% Gomnunicated by the Author. 4. 

; | 
rt IBODS - 
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the velocity of sound, as the development of heat by sudden'con- 
densation. 

Professor Potter’s objection to the received theory, on the 
ground that the velocity of sound is independent of its loudness 
and pitch, is, in fact, no objection at all, masmuch as this is a 
direct consequence of the theory in question. 

Inasmuch as Laplace’s formula is a rigorous deduction from 
the physical hypotheses adopted, there is no way of escaping 
from his result but by calling in question the hypotheses them- 
selves. Now the development of heat and cold by sudden con- 
densation and rarefaction is not merely a hypothetical cause, the 
only evidence of whose existence is that it explains the pheno- 
mena, but is a well-known physical fact, proved by direct expe- 
riment, That in the case of small sudden condensations (positive 
or negative) the increase of temperature 1s ultimately propor- 
tional, ceteris paribus, to. the condensation, will not, it is pre- 
sumed, be called in question. The only way, then, of escaping 
from the conclusion that the velocity of sound is really increased. 
by the cause assigned is, to suppose that the heat produced by 
condensation passes away so rapidly by radiation that the result 
is the same as though condensation and rarefaction were inca- 
pable of changing the temperature of air. This supposition has, 
m fact, already been made by Professor Challis. The main 
object of the present communication is to examine the con- 
sequences of such a supposition, in order to make out whether 
it be tenable or not. 

Let us take the case of an infinite mass of homogeneous elastic 
fluid, acted on by no external forces, and having throughout a 
uniform temperature, and consequently a uniform pressure, ex- 
cept in so far as the pressure, and consequently the temperature, 
are affected by small vibratory movements. Let the fluid. be 
referred to the rectangular axes of w, y, 2; let u, v, w be the 
components of the velocity, ¢ the time, p the pressure; p, the 
density in equilibrium, p(i-+s) the actual density, so that s is 
the condensation. The three ordinary equations of motion. and 
the equation of continuity become in this case, on neglecting as 
usual the squares of small quantities, 

dp. du dp. dv. pen dw 
pre hae ay ae? We. 6 Aen (1.) 

gs ge rea NS ee sade eae att de dy de 
Let 6, be the temperature in equilibrium, @,+0 the actual 

temperature. Then p=fyp(1+s)(1+49%)4-0). Putting & for 
Ko(1 + 49%), for ao(1+40,)—!, and neglecting the product of 
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s and 0, which are both small quantities of the first order, we get 
pHhkp(l+s+a8). Ra ay oo 

It remains’ to form the equation relating to the changes of 
temperature. Let 8s be the elevation of temperature produced 
by a sudden small condensation s.. The condensation which a 
given element of the fluid receives in the time dé is equal.to s'dt, 
where 

piods ds ds ds _ ds re 
s= ii ti Be ie ty d tists = WP nearly ; 

and the elevation of temperature due to this condensation is equal 
to Bs'dt. We know that heat radiates freely to great distances in 
air, and therefore, of the heat which radiates from the element 
considered, we may neglect the small portion which may be 
absorbed by the air in its neighbourhood, and consider only what 
goes to great distances. Hence the result will be sensibly the same 
as if the element radiated into a medium haying the constant tem- 
perature 9, which is the mean temperature of the whole. The 
quantity, then, which escapes from the element during the time 
dt, will be proportional to the small excess @ of the temperature 
of the element over the mean temperature of the medium; and 
the consequent depression of temperature may be expressed by 
g9dt, where qg is a constant which may be called the velocity of 
cooling referred to a difference of temperature unity. We have, 
therefore, 

dé ds 
dt = 6 ah. +90. . . . . . (4..) 

The six general equations (1.), (2.), (3:), (4.) serve, along with 
the equations of condition relating to any particular problem; to 
make known the six unknown quantities u, v, W, p, 8, 0. 

To simplify the question as much as possible, I shall take the 
case of plane waves. | Taking the axis of « perpendicular to the 
planes of the waves, we have vx=0, w=0, and w, Ps 8; @ will be 
functions of only w and ¢. The equations (1.) and (2.) become 

_Aabee att otk har peipr ryt 
and eliminating p and w from these equations and (3.), we get 

a] =i(S +a *4). 
dt? dx* da? 

Eliminating 0 between (4.) and (6.), we get 

d d?s d d?s : ED he Ce nd 

(6.) 
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vv This equation is satisfied\by 0) fel) (oo yies9 90 fiw 34 
(fis i} : sl Al awa tae: I 8 iy = ' t inal 

u Be i 11209 ‘(0 91g & VO DSC ISLS OC 

where A’ is an arbitrary, constant, real, or; imagimary,, and, yu/, 2! 
are two real or imaginary constants connected by, the equation, ; 

9 (al+g)n!?) x9 visoresou odd ‘(9,) 

kQ(V aR) +g} ou" aS ONE 

If we suppose w/ wholly imaginary, the formule will. refer to 
an infinite series of waves, the expressions for s, &¢c. mvol ing # 
under the circular functions sine and cosine. In this, case our 
formule would make known the mannér in which the motion 
alters with the time. Ifweé suppose ‘x’ wholly maginary,:the 
motion will be periodic as regards the time. In, this case we 
must not suppose the fluid unlinited, but bounded in one direc- 
tion by a vibratmg' plane which keeps up the ‘notion. T shall 
select thé ‘second’ cake ‘for ‘consideration, inasmuch as it is analo- 
sous to that of the vibrations propagated along a long tube from 
a sonorous body at one end of it, and ‘accordingly will bear on 
thé experiments by which M: Biot proved that the velocity of 
propagation of sound ih air iy imdépendeit ‘of'the'piteh, 7°” 

Let the origin be situated at’ the’ vibrating plane, arid Tet’ us 
consider the motion of the tuid situated at the ‘side of & posi ve. 

Let! mi be what 7 becomes when a! is Yeplaced by “—1n.' The 
equation (9.) furnishes two values of 7, corresponding ‘to two 
series of waves, which travel, one'in’ the positive, and. the other 
in'the negative direction. Of course we are only concerned with 
the former.” We get from (9.00 ; ee 

| Me me M(c0s Bye Ws Lisin Qapp)yr als 21. (OL) 

ml? = 

ior 

where, Fain aes ete to 

te Ar eaae ere Jeera “Oni i it a) 

“4aB)n BE a ca getaiees an Pte 
= 1 es tanec =1 bailvo(yat 

Qayr= tan 70 an ee tan iebtg Seb 

Choosing that, root of m? which corresponds to waves ‘travelling 
in the positive direction, we get: from'(10.)) oo oe 

=— V—Ty(cos br V—Tsiny). |, 

Substituting in, (8.),, mtroduemg another: :function' got» ‘by 
changing the sign! of /\— land taking'a new arbitrary constant, 
changing the arbitrary constants’ so as 'to get rid of the maginary 
quantities, and altering the origin‘of the time so‘as to get rid of 
one of the circular functions; we'get) 6 ON INIA 

oO motion 

p= Ae PSN woos (nt —p cosnee®)é jor + »(18.) 
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It will be easily seen that the expressions for6,)u, and plare 

of. the same form, that is .to:say; that they involve the same ex- 

ponential multiplied by a sine or cosine of the same angle. Had 
the actual expressions been required, it would have heen shorter 
to defer the’ substitution ‘of real for imaginary’ quantities until 
after the imaginary expressions for 0, v, and p had been obtained. 
“Now the formula (13.) shows, that unless sin yr be sensible, 

sound cannot be propagated to a distance, but must be stifled 
in the neighbourhood of the vibrating body by, which it is excited. 
Since ‘we know yery well that this is not the case, we are taught 
that Sin y is insensible, and therefore Y itself, since yr denotes 

an angle: lying between 0 and: ue The formula (13.) shows, that 

if V be the yelocity of propagation, V =~! sec yy, which, when 
is insensible, reduces itself to nu—'. Referring to (12.), we see 

that, in order that yr may be insensible, it is necessary to, sup- 
pose, either that g is incomparably greater, than », or that.n 1s 
incomparably greater thang. .On the former supposition, the 
formula (11.) gives V= 4//, which is, equivalent, to Newton's 
result. On the latter supposition we get V=4/ k(1+.¢8); which 
is equivalent to Laplace’s result, tsinti2 { 
. The reason why sound, would be, so rapidly stifled were g and 
n comparable with each other, may,be,easily seen.on taking a 
common-sense view of the subject... Conceive a mass of aircon- 
tained in a cylinder mm which, an, air-tight piston fits, which. is 
capable of moying without friction, and which. has its, outer, face 
exposed to a constant atmospheric pressure ;.and suppose, the 
air alternately compressed _and rarefied by the motion of the 
piston. - If the motion take place with extreme slowness, there 
will be no sensible change of temperature, and therefore the 
work done on the air during compression will be given out again 
by the air during expansion, imasmuch ‘as the pressure on the 
piston will be the same when the piston is at the same point of 
the! cylinder, whether it ‘be -moving’ forwards or backwards. 
Similarly, the work done in rarefying the air will be given out 
again by the atmosphere:as the piston returns towards its posi- 
tion of equilibrium, so that:the motion would go on without any 
permanent consumption of labouring force., Next, suppose the 
motion of the piston somewhat quicker, so that there is a sen- 
sible change ‘of temperature produced by condensation and rare- 
faction... As the piston moves forward in condensing the air, the 
temperature rises, and. therefore the piston: has to work against 
& pressure greater than if there had been no variation of tempe- 
rature. By the time the piston veturns, a good: portion of the 
heat developed by compression has passed off, and therefore the 
piston is not helped as much in its backward motion by the pres- 
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sure of the air in the cylinder as it had been opposed in its for- 
ward motion. Similarly, as the piston continues its backward 
motion, ravefying the air, the temperature falls, the pressure of 
the air in the cylinder is dimmished more than corresponds 
merely to the change of density, and therefore the piston 1s less 
helped in opposing the atmospheric pressure than it would have 
been had the temperature remained constant. But by the time 
the piston is returnmg towards its position of equilibrium, the 
cold has diminished in consequence of the supply of heat from 
the sides of the cylinder, and therefore the force urgmg the 
piston forward, arising, as it does, from the excess of the external 
over the internal pressure, is less than that which opposed the 
piston in moving from its position of equilibrium. Hence in 
this case the motion of the piston could not be kept up without 
a continual supply of labouring force. Lastly, suppose the pis. 
ton to oscillate with great rapidity, so that there is not time for 
any sensible quantity of heat to pass and repass between the air 
and the sides of the cylinder. In this case’the pressures would 
be equal when the piston was at a given point of the cylinder, 
whether it were going or returning, and consequently there would 
be no permanent consumption of labouring force. I do not 
speak of the disturbance of the external air, because I am not 
now taking into account the imertia of the air either within or 
without the cylinder. The third case, then, is similar to the first, 
so far as regards the permanence of the motion; but there is 
this difference ; that, in consequence of the heat produced by 
compression and the cold produced by rarefaction, the force 
urging the piston towards its position of equilibrium, on which- 
ever side of that position the piston may happen to be, is greater 
than it would have been had the temperature remained unaltered. 

Now the first case is analogous to that of the sonorous vibra- 
tions of air when the heat and cold produced by sudden conden- 
sation and rarefaction are supposed to pass away with great 
rapidity. For we are evidently concerned only with the relative 
rates at which the phase of vibration changes, and the heat 
causing the excess of temperature @ passes away, so that it is 
perfectly immaterial whether we suppose the change of motion 
to be very slow, or the cooling of heated air to be very rapid. 
The second case is analogous to that of sound, when we suppose 
the constants g and n comparable with each other ; and we thus 
see how it is, that, on such a supposition, labouring foree would 
be so rapidly consumed, and the sound so rapidly stifled. The 
third ease is analogous to that of sound when we make the usual 
supposition, that the alternations of condensation and rarefaction 
take place with too great rapidity to allow a given portion of air 
to acquire or lose any sensible portion of heat by radiation, The 
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imerease in the force of restitution of the piston, arising from the 
alternate elevation and depression of temperature, is analogous 
to the increase in the forces of restitution of the particles of air 
arising from the same cause, to which corresponds an increase 
in the velocity of propagation of sound. 

Another consequence follows from the formula (18.), which 
deserves to be noticed, We have already seen that this formula 
gives nu—' sec yr for the value of V, the velocity of propagation. 
Putting for shortness 

LAB RE, ishadyo-okt to ebiflad 

we get from (11.) and (12.), 

yoeyialilips MEd GI wort _zaivou 
Kré+@?+ 0 { (Ken? + 9?) (n? +97) } 

Hence if g be comparable with n, V, which is a function of the 
ratio of g to n, will change with n, and therefore the velocity of 
propagation will depend upon the pitch, which is contrary to 
observation. But if ¢ be either incomparably greater or incom- 
parably smaller than z, V will assume one or other of its limiting 
values /k, “kK; and the velocity of propagation will be inde- 
pendent of the pitch, as observation shows it to be.. We are thus 
led, by considering the velocity of propagation, to the same con- 
clusion as was deduced from the circumstance that sound is 
eapable of travelling to a distance. 

Since, then, we are driven to one or other of the alternatives 
aboye mentioned, it only remains to decide which we must choose. 
But before entering on this subject, it will be proper to consider 
whether the formula (13.) is of sufficient generality. 
In the first place we may observe, that the formula (18.) is 

only a particular integral of (7.). It is adapted to the case in 
which the motion is kept up by a vibrating plane, which agrees 
most nearly with the circumstances of ordinary. experiments ; 
but a particular law of disturbance as regards the time is assumed, 
namely, that. expressed by a single circular function. Now we 
know that any periodic function of the time, having 7 for its 
period, may be expressed by the sum of a finite or infinite number - 
of circular functions haying for their periods + and its submul- 
tiples ; and eyen a non-periodie function may be expressed by a 
definite integral, of which each element denotes a circular func- 
tion. So far, therefore, the formula (13.) is of sufficient gene- 
rality. 

the next place, the formula (13.) applies to motion in one 
dimenston only. But had we employed the general equations 
(1.), (2.), which relate to motion in three dimensions, we should 
have obtained the same partial differential equation as (7,), with 

(15.) 
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the exception that the last, term outside the brackets would haye 
been Balser by + ail the 

d?s Yoh oe as 3 
r . da? da?) 

Tf now we take'the case next’ in orderof simplicity, in hte the 
‘motion ‘is Symmetrical about a’ cetitre)and: put r forthe distarice 
lof any pomt from the centre, we shalbget:for the determination 
20f #8 the same partial : sdifferent ial: equation ax’ (7.)yiwiththe:ex- 
“eéption that*aowilb be replaced by:r. 9'Po cobtiam;itherefore;) the 
integral corresponding ‘to (13.), it will be sufficient tocreplace wx 
by r “and'divide the” second member by 7. This mtegral' would 
apply to the case of the disturbance produced by avibrating sphe- 
nical body, in which the motion is supposed to be’ symmetrical 
with respect to the centre. And in the more general case fia 
vibrating body of irregular form, or a nvusical instrument, or any 
other source of sound, the conclusions, would doubtless be the 
same.as to their leading features, . 

There remains a more important point ‘0 be Bretiontl before 
we apply the formula (13.) to the ‘vibrations of air’ within’a long 
tube.,,, At first sight it might seem ‘that the radiation of heat 
within a tube must take place in a manner altogether different 
from that/in which it would take place iim free air: | But. a little 
consideration will show, I think, that suchas not; the! casen, Of 
the heat tadiating-from any particle of air which hasbeen slightly 
‘heated by: condensation, any ‘particular: ray is ancident onthe 
“side of the ‘tube, where’ it is partly: absorbed; partly reflected, 
and, it may: be, partly scattered: ‘The reflected. tay, or any one 
ofthe seattered rays; ‘is:againcineident on’ the! side iof the tube, 
owhere!a good portion is absorbed, and! so: ons: | The small, .quan- 
tity of radiant ‘heat! which remains after thee or four: reflexions 
may be regarded! as’ insensibleio Now since>radiant, heat; ;tiavels 
with a velocity equal to; oratany vaté comparable with; that, of 
light; we may neglect'as altogether imsensible:the, time which 
any portion Of heat,-onve become: radiant, takés to besabsorbed. 
‘Moreover, we may neglect the small | portion ef; heat) reabsorbed 
“by the (air itself, because a ray of heat has/only to traverse) a 
length of air comparable with three ‘or four diameters of the tube 
before it is absorbed by the! tubes: Hence we thay, coneéive a 
small periodic flux of heat as/taking: place) across the. inner, sur- 

face of the tube. Now it follows from the: mathematical theory 
‘of heat, that when aperiodic flux of heat:takes:place at, the, sur- 
‘face ofa solid, the:corresponding variation) im the temperature of 
the solid near: the surface jis ‘very small/if)the; period be, very 
small. If we suppose, the :fluxsexpressed) by:the sine or cosine 
of an angle proportional to the time; the expression for the fluc- 
tuation of temperature will involve in) its coefficient | the square 
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root of the period. Tn the present’ case, the ‘period with which 
we have to deal is that of a sonorous ‘vibration! a’time which 
must be regarded as extremely small in ‘questions relating to the 
conduction of heat. Hentee, if +'be the’ period of vibration, the 
fluctuation of temperature: of the tube; will, be|.a, small, quantity 
ofithe!order4/7 compared with, the flux of, heat... Now if, HA 
be! the interior and exterior conductivities, va normal tothe inner 
surface'of the tube, drawn from the tube inwards, 6! the, excess 
of temperature of) the tube abovel the mean, temperature Ap ;) and 
if we suppose’ the’ surface to be plane, and to radiate into, an in- 
finitely»extended ‘medium at’ a temperature |0)+0, where. @ is 
supposed to be: constant) .as; regards, space, but. to, be a, periodic 
function: of the pay we must have, at the imner surface, ofthe 
ne 

ues es ae Bais 8) 20." } 
Now, according to Oe has been tinh debates Pisia stil 

quantity ofthe order. 7, compar red with = as 53 and it follows from 

‘the a above equation, that ders is edie "With 6, and therefore 

Otis a small quantity of at order A/T ‘compared with 0. ‘Henee, 
‘even in the!case above supposed, the fluctuation, of temperature 
vof ‘the “tube at ‘the ssurface would bes very!small. |) But. in. the 
‘actual case, the tube: radiates; not into, an) infinite medium, but 
‘merely ‘across the air contained within it, beyond which is situated 

» the opposite face of the tube, at»a:temperature equal:to the’ first 
face ; and therefore the fluctuation of temperature, of the inner 
strfadésof the tube will: be far!smaller than in the' case supposed 
above, so'as to be altogether imsensible. | Hence the \air radiates 
‘within’ ‘an envelope at a temperature 5, so; that, the, radiation 
‘takes place as if'the air heated by compression) radiated into an 
“infinite medium at'a temperature 0). -.Of course, the same rea- 
‘soning ‘will apply to the apparent radiation of cold. . Hence the 
formula (13.) may be applied without change to the vibration/of 
‘the air'within @ long tube, and:accor dingly i may be employed in 
‘eonsidering the experiments of M.\ Biot above alluded to, 
The preceding view: of the effect of radiation within a tube tis 

very different from: that taken! by M. Poisson, in) his; Zraité, de 
(Mécanique (vol) ii: art: 665).- The latter, however, is! contained 
‘ity a Mere passing remark offered by way of conjecture, and'pro- 
“bably written without much; consideration, and therefore ought 
(Hardly to be regarded as supported by Poisson’s authority. 
Let us now pass to numerical values, in order to ‘make, out, 
‘independently of any assumption respecting the true explanation 
“of the velocity of sound, whether g must: be regarded, as) very 

Phil. Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1. No. 4, April 1851. vs 
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great or very small compared) with m.:9 It follows from (18:) that 
the decrease of intensity mm goimg one waye’s length inthe direes 
tion of propagation is a maximum when tan ra and therefore 
vy, is a maximum. Now (12.) shows that wis a maximum 
when ; 

at maa" anay snollet i Hoith HON 
K being the quantity defined by (14.).'" For the above value of 
q we get from (11.) and (12.), | eta ae oe 

coienk EK Tyo Qa itan |) Kt tan TK53. joy (LZ) 

The velocity of propagation, which is equal to ipaethig wp, does 
not much differ from ‘nj~%, sinc’ yp, as will immediately appear, 
is not very large. Tt may ‘be observed, that the expression for 
no given ‘by the first’ of equations (79) is a geometric mean 
betweentithe velocities of propagation resulting from the theories 
of Newton and Laplace! 

The value of K; deduced from éxpetiments in whieh the theor mn 
of Sot Ais nt nesimied, is about 1'36*, whence 2r=8°'4 
If +7'be the index’ of in’ (13.) ‘when’ '# is’ equal to one waned 
length, we have BSinp .2—=L Weosrp.4= 2a, whence J= 2a tany, 
e?=0-6172';"'s0''that' the intensity, supposed ‘to’ vary as’ the 
square of the amplitude’ of vibration, would be ‘diminished in the 
ratio - 2°625 to: t.' "Stipposing the’ ‘period of ‘vibration to’ be 
the s4dth part ofa second, which ‘would correspond ’ to'a note’ 
of moderate: pitch, anid’ taking the velocity of propagation’ at'1100 
feet per'second) we’ Should’ have “44 inches forthe length of one 
wave, * Hence in travelling 20 yards; or 16-36 ‘wave-lengths, the 
intensity would be diminished in the ratio of (2: gape to 1,6 or 
about 7 millions to 1.’ A decrease of intensity Tike this is wttérl 
contrar y to ‘observation, and ther efore: we are really. ae 
suppose that the’ ratio of g ton is eithér' Very much “greater” or 
very much less than what has just been determined. Simeée iv 
the case supposed n=277-!=60077, we get from (16.) 

~goot98, .) oA=a2 ... (18) 
which, it is to be remembered, As Xeferred to a second as the 
unit’ oP time. TOUS 

Let us how, adopting “e ‘lind of 7, examine a little ‘at wha 
rate a small portion of heated air, situated ‘in Other air which ha’ 
not been’ heated, would cool ‘by radiation.” if 0 be the excess: bi 

# Poisson, Traité de Mécanique, vol. ii. fart, 637-1 ‘The value a eaanet 
from the observed velocity of sound is somewhat larger, and is more likely 
to be correct. - I have employed the value‘1°36 in order to avoid: arguing in 
a circle, because T am ‘reasoning as if the received meer y of ‘sound were not 
established. 
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the temperature of the heated air over that of the surrounding 
air, we should have, supposing 6 to be sufficiently small to allow 
us to:adopt Newton’s law of cooling, 

‘ do 
dt 

from which it follows that the excess of temperature would be 
diminished during the time ¢.in the ratio of e? to 1. It would 
follow from the numerical value of g above given, that, even in 
so short a time as the hundredth part of a second, the tempera- 
ture would be reduced in the ratio of about 3514 millions to 1. 
Such rapidity of cooling as this is utterly contrary to observation. 
Put a poker into the fire, and when it is hot look along it, and an 
ascendmg stream of heated air will be rendered visible by the 
distortion which it produces in objects seen through it, in con- 
sequence of the diminution of refractive, power, accompanyimg 
the rarefaction produced by heat. But were the rate of cooling 
anything like what has just, been determined, no such stream 
could exist... Yet we have seen that. the observed fact, that, sound 
is propagated to a distance, obliges us to suppose that the rate 
of cooling is either, immensely greater. or immensely less than 
corresponds to g=2198,. It, is needless now to say which alter- 
native we must choose. , Accordingly, no doubt whatever exists 
as to the correctness of Laplace’s explanation of the excess of the 
observed velocity, of sound over that calculated by, Newton. 

_ Now, that, it has, been, decided which of the two ratios n:q and 
g:n we must regard as extremely small, we may simplify the 
formula (13.) by, retaining only the first, power of the ratio in 
question, and we shall thus be the more readily enabled to see 
in what direction we must look for the first faint indications of 
the effect of radiation. Retaining only the first power of g, and 
putting n=Vp, w=27d—', where V= (kK), the velocity of 
propagation, we get from (11.), (12.) and (13.), 

=—¢0; 

g -—1\ 9# 

pee ae '2¥-cos 27 (Vi—2), s tose nls) s=A 

Hence it is to a diminution of intensity, rather than to an alteration, 
of yelocity corresponding to an alteration of pitch, that we, are 
to look for the effect of radiation, Now that the objection raised 
against, Laplace’s explanation of the velocity of sound has been 
answered, we may take 1:414 for the value of 4, this bemg the 
mean of the values quoted by Poisson in art. 664, which were 
deduced from the velocity of sound, and are probably nearer the 
truth than the somewhat smaller values determined by a different 
process. Putting K=1°414, V=1100, taking the square of the 

Y¥ 2 
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coefficient. as a measure of the intensity,.and, putting |N5jl.for 
the ratio in which the intensity isidiminished while; the ;sound 
travels, without divergence, over a length #,.we get ~ a to. 

Jor (N= 0000115694," 6 Dow (201) 

the, units of, time and. space to,which g and x, are xespectively 
referred being) a, second and _a foot. yan oF 

From the account of M., Biot’s.experiments given by Sir John 
Herschel in art. 24 of his. Treatise on Sound*, it would ;seem 
that the dimimution of intensity which we can by. any possibility 
refer to, radiation must ;be yery,small, especially when we _re- 
member that, in the. case, of these experiments, the intensity 
would be diminished by a sort of reflexion at. the bendings of the 
tube, as well as by the friction of the air against the sides of the 
tube, and the internal friction of the air itself. That the cause 
last mentioned would produce a small but not utterly insensible 
effect.in causing a diminution of intensity, | haye shown im the 
course; of a. paper ‘On, the effect of the, Internal Friction of 
Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums,” recently read before the 
Cambridge Philosophical: Society.» If we suppose, at\a ventare, 
that a diminution of intensity ~in'the ratio of 2 to listhe utmost 
which we ‘can attribute to radiation in the case of M.-Biot’s: ex+ 
perments, putting» N=2, and #=3120, the length of the tube 
in! feet, we eet from (20.)/q=0°834 for aisuperior limit of q.\ If 
we ‘suppose g=0°834, we get for the ratioan which: the: tempe- 
ratute of a small portion of slightly heated air would be dimi- 
nished inthe course of one second; Isto e727, or 1 to, 0:4348, or 
7'to 3nearly.' It is curious that it should, theoretically speaking; 
be possible to assign a superior limit to the velocity;of cooling 
of heated air’ by observations on ‘sound; but Imagine: that the 
real value of g is‘a good deal smaller than any limit: which at 
would be practically possible! to: assign in this way. Hols 

As the present communication is not exactly ;mtended to) be 
controversial, I vefram from criticising the strange process! by 
which Professor Potter ‘attempts: to: obtain anew value for the 
velocity of sound. r 

Pembroke College, Si 
Feb! 6, 1851. t eared 

P.S. | The above paper was written and forwarded to the editors 
before the publication of an article by Mr. Rankine, which has 
appeared in the March Number, otherwise I should have con- 
tented myself by simply referring to Mr. Rankine’s paper, so far 
as relates to the pomt there discussed. any 

I have supposed, as was already observed, that radiant heat is 

* Bneyclopedia Metropolittna; art: Sound. 
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capable of traversing great lengths of air before any considerable 
portion of itis absorbed. This is especially! the case: with: heat 
of such high refrangibility as to place it within the limits, of the 
visible spectrum ; whereas heat of low refrangibility, such as that 
which would emanate from slightly heated air, is absorbed more 
rapidly. Should the distance to which radiant heat ean proceed 
in air before a given fraction of it, such as one-half, is absorbed; 

~ not be extremely great’ compared with the length of a wave of 
sound, it may be seen after a little reflection that the general 
conclusions arrived at will be unchanged, though the numerical 
details would be somewhat ‘altered. I have not met with ‘any 
experiments relating to the absorption of non-luminous heat’ by 
air which could be made a foundation for numerical caleulation: 
“March 11, 18651. 

XXXIX. 4 Reply to the Observations of Mr. Rankine in’ the last 
Number of the Magazine. By Professor Porrer, 4.M.* 

N the last. Number of the Magazine; Mr. Rankine) says he 
thinks I have ‘misunderstood '‘ the theory of Laplace and 

Poisson as t6 the propagation of sound in, gases :”’ T-assure,him 
I have never so misunderstood that theory as :to think it to, be,a 
solution of the problem, but have always considered it as, begging 
the question. It does not appear sas if Poisson_looked upon. it 
at all in the light of a'strict solution, when he had first in 1807 f, 
put Laplace’s views ‘into aitangible mathematical form.; for he 
says, “En admettant ce résultat, qu’on ne peut vérifier par 
aucune expérience directe, on’ fera:disparaitre la, différence que 
Newton'a remarquée; le premier; entre la yitesse,du, son donnée 
par caleul, et celle qui résulte de observation.’ ., The amended 
calculations have; however, always’ been far from, close approxi- 
mations to the true velocity. 
vIn showing thepoint of failure in the solutions, I shall, refer 
to the simplest and most improved form, as given in. Poisson’s 
Traité de Mécanique, edition 1833, vol. i. p. 695, He, there 
puts gmh equal to the pressure in the gas before, disturbance, g 
being the force of gravity, m the density of mercury, and/h the 
height of the barometric column. In the state of motion, and 
néglecting ‘chanze ‘of temperature, the pressure (p) will be ‘re- 
presented by Ng | 
ral ’ gnl{l +58), 
1S : : 

where s represents the condensation.,positiye or negative, He 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See Journal: de? Heole Polytechnique, cahier XIV, pp. 363, 364. 
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then says, “ Nous supposerons done qu’on ait, en général, 

p=gmh(L+s-+o),; 

o désignant une quantité de méme signe que s, et qui ny 
une certaine fonction. A cause de la petitesse de s, on peut sup- 
poser cette quantité @ proportionelle a s, et faire 

oA Psy 

B étant un coefficient positif et indépendant de s.” g* 
Now the only condition which we have between ¢ and s Is, 

that they must be of the same sign; so that if we put 

o=f\s), 
and expand f(s) in a series ascending by integral powers of 5, we 
must have the index of the first term, an, odd integer; and also 
since s is small, we might neglect all terms but the first, and put 

a= Bs, or o=fs°; or = /Bs°, &e. ' 
: 

Now to take the first of these without any reason; more than the 
need to procure a solution of the problem under investigation, 1s 
a pure assumption; and the whole process fails, with any other 
power of s than the first, oy “4 
We are thus thrown back on the original, popular view, of 

Laplace in seeking for an explanation, . Sometimes it 1s so worded, 
as if the acceleration of the vibrations of the particles of the me- 
dium. by the heat, and, cold deyeloped, proyed necessarily, an ae- 
celeration of the velocity of the propagation. of the waye-motion ; 
although at the same time itis one of the acknowledged facts of 
sound, that the velocity of propagation is independent of the 
yelocity, and frequency, of the vibrations of the particles... 

The velocity of propagation, howeyer; varies, with the elasticity 
of the medium for the same vibrating mass ;,so, that the only 
way in, which Laplace’s view need be taken, is that. stated in. my 
paper,on Sound m the February Number, by considering, the 
heat, or cold developed by the first. pulse whichis transmitted ; 
and this leads to consequences, as there shown, which are con- 
trary to experience, ene 

Mr. Rankine is, however, in error when he supposes an, objec- 
tion would also hold, since, because ‘‘ every waye, must consist of 
a compressed and a dilated part, the different. parts of a, wave 
would travel with different velocities,” for this would only make 
the waves unsymmetrical in form, 

London, March 7, 1851. A pod 
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XL. On the Solution of the Problem of Sound transmitted through 
Liquids. By Professor\Porrmr, A.M.* 

a haghe ‘propagation of sound through liquids, it is well known, 
i ‘does not follow the same law as the propagation through 

the air; for on the old method of treating the problem of sound, 
it was found that the velocity.:of-transmission in air was given 
one-sixth part. too small by the theory, whilst.the velocity of 
sound through water was that which was given by theory ‘as 
nearly as could be expected ; the compressibility of water being 
slightly different in the results of the experiments and reductions 
as given by Canton, (Arsted,-and Colladon and Sturm. The 
explanation which has been giyen is this ;—so little heat is de- 
veloped in the’ compression of liquids, that there was not required 
the same correction as for gases.” | Ohl regs oye 
“The trite cause of the difference in the Taw of the propagation 
of. sound must.be sought in the, different constitutions of the 
fluids. The repulsive force between the atoms of gases, from the 
ealorie which belongs to each, does not exist in liquids; but, on 
the other hand, there is the ‘attraction of aggregation. We see 
this ‘attraction! tobe very’ considerable’ in ‘water, by allowing’ the 
water in a fine-pointed glass tube held Vertically to’ escapé im 
drops.’ Then) again, the law of elasticity is' essentially different, 
the’ density’ being’ proportional ‘to ‘the ‘pressure’ by Boyle’s law 
for’ guises’ ata constant temperature ; whéréas ‘liquids possess a 
définite density when the pressure is zéro, and ‘are very slightly 
compressed under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere. "The 
felative distance of the ‘centres of the atoms is’ also great in’ gases 
tompared with liquids.“ Thesé considerations assure’us that the 
equalization’ of density in every ‘direction ‘must be’ exceedingly 
‘rapid in gases’ compared ‘with what it isin’ liquids; and the ve- 
locity of sound being more 'than'four' times greater in water than 
in dir, we may readily believe that the equalization of density in 
évery direction which actompanies the fbn sihjaiaiO OE ‘a wave of 
‘sound im air, does not exist/in ‘the transmission of Such a Wwaye in 
OY OR ORS F190) GB BSSRO UPA I0g OPED Eo BE ams 
From the foregoing considerations, we must Clearly take the 

“eompression ‘aiid dilatatién’ attendant ‘on ‘the ‘paSsage ‘Of “sound 
‘through a liquid to be’ only in the direction’ of the Wwave motion. 
Let Vo bé a given volume of liquid, which becomes 7)" 
pee! OM) under a unit’of présstre, aid 

V under a pressure (p)' ona ‘init of area, 
Then by Canton’s law we have 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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=( 4) P= a) 88 

=*(1 W 
~~ ¢@ v, V6 

When we call the ordinary pressure ofthe atmosphere unity, we 
have c= 000046 for water according to Canton, and c= -0000461 
according to, Hirsted, when. freed, from.|air. > According to Col- 
ladon and Sturm, e='00004.95), for the: water of the lake’ of 
Geneva in_ its ordinary condition; and e=-0000513 when free» 
from air; but (Ersted, hasobjected to the method) of reducing” 
their results in allowing for the compression of the vessels»used. 

Let a, 6, ¢ represent three 
contiguous atoms in the liquid 
at rest, 

a, B, y their positions after ___ 0 Wee a8 Y 
displacement. ET, PR BIL 

Let Ob=s . ab=be=26s, 
OB=8, p= the pres- 

sure, at), and py the density. © e010 iw sp 
Then, 288 being the, distance of two! nat lina atoms after’a’’ 

disturbance, we have, considering the change of volume 'to take’ 
place only in the directioti of the wave motion, 

a Vi, 

Let, p, become.p' for the atoms ia say Band” forthe: spe 
8 and y, we have 

Vj 

nave ‘f 

p! apt, 285-4 Sarena LL \, 

id’ =p Pet Se 3 \ fA Moles tqzo 907 

and (2 Spyies af a A aes i 

also! 
, 

S=4 ae 83-+&e.; 5) 

2 i a ria 
| 

neglecting the higher terms of'the seriés.. | 
When there is no impressed force, the general equation, of fluid 

motion becomes, from my paper in the last Number, 

4ép.6s?* dS 
m dl? 
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or : 

8V,89 GS /PS _ 
cV, oV89,58 ae ie” 

or 

dS 1, V, 42S 

When the pressure of the atmosphere is called wnity, we have 
e=="0000461 according to Hirsted. Now putting p, the pressure 
of the atmosphere,\p, the density under that pressure, and /, the 
height of the column of water which. produces the same pressure, : 
we have: 

Pr=Ieyy, OF py= =i 

Las ghy git) ghy 
cp, Cp; 0000461 ’ 

since = =1—-0000461, we may call the value unity. 

To id h, when the barometer is 30 inches’ and the tempera- 
ture, 50° . Fahrenheit we have the ee gravity of mercury 
13: 62, and,,, 

30 x13: 62> 

12 

, =34-05. 

Taking g=32°1892:in: the latitude of London, we find with 
these 

Js =4876'0 feet velocity per second. 
1 

The expression Jz for the velocity of sound in liquids 

coincides with those inl, by Poisson and: Sir John Herschel 
when brought to the same.form. 

The velocity 4876 feet is the theoretical velocity for water 
deprived of air, and exceeds the velocity found from experiments 
in the lake of Geneva by Messrs. Colladon and Sturm. 

In Sir John Herschel’s treatise on Sound, it will be found that 
the theoretical velocity calculated from the data of Colladon and 
Sturm is 4685°6 feet per second, whilst,the velocity, from, thei» » 
experiments was found 4708 feet, per second, 

hy more experiments must, evidently be; tried, before the 
actual velocities of sound in lake and sea water are accurately 
determined. 

London, February 27, 1851. 

hy in feet = 
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XLI. Examinations of some Canadian Minerals,... By T. 8. 
Hunt, Chemist and Mineralogist to the Geological, Survey of 
Canada*. 

HE science of mineralogy in this province is much indebted 
to the labours of Dr. Holmes of Montreal, and Dr. Wilson 

of Perth, who_have devoted a good deal of time in exploring and 
bringing into notice many interesting mineral species. Among 
collections of those which were sent to Dr. Thomson of Glasgow, 
this gentleman recognized several things which he described as 
new species, but owing to an_unfortunate want of precision in 
his mineralogical descriptions, their identification has been diffi- 
cult, and mineralogical writers have been unwilling to admit 
their claims to the rank of distinct. species. Haying, through 
the. kindness of the two gentlemen. aboye named, been put in 
possession of well-authenticated specimens of. the minerals in 
question, I haye submitted them to careful analysis and obtained 
the results which are subjoimed. — or Fore bbe beret 

Felspars.—The ,first_ one of this genus which I shall notice 
is the mineral. described by Dr. ‘Thomson, under the name of 
Perthite}. , It is found in the township of Bathurst, and. mixed 
with quartz, forms an Eurite rock in which large cleavable masses 
of the felspar. are occasionally met, with, . Form, apparently 
monoclinic. , Hardness 6 (scale of Mohs.).. Specific gravity 
2:576-2'579. Of a darker coloured, fragment 2°583,. Lustre 
vitreous, inclining to pearly ; colour light flesh-red,. alternating 
with reddish or pinchbeck brown, the two colours forming bands 
from half a line to a line in width, coincident with one of the planes 
T, often however interrupted and intermingled one with another. 
The darker bands on the cleavage surface T exhibit, when viewed 
perpendicularly, a golden reflexion like the variety known as 
aventurine felspar. The colours .of the mineral become much 
darker on exposure to the, action of the weather. The results 
which follow were obtained from, freshly-broken light-coloured 
fragments, and the mineral reduced. to a fine powder by, elu- 
triation, was dried im one, analysis,at 300° F., and in another 
at the ordinary, temperature oyer sulphuric acid. The earthy 
constituents were determined, in the ordinary manner after 
fusion with carbonate of soda, and the alkalies by decomposing 
the mineral by, the-aid of fluor. spar. and sulphuric acid, ; 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil, Mag, 1843, xxii, p. 189, 
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i II. 
Serre oe. SCO ee ~ 66°50 
Alina: 0°) ron! Yeas : 
Peroxide of iron . 1:00 19°25 
Dare 2k e0 RIG) “67, 56. 4 _ 
Magnesia, 4; 4... 24. ate mh af 
Potaah . 34 46 (eal, Hoo OG, 6:18 
O08 Tovandtir Sartore DO 506 | 
Water (loss on ignition) . °40 “Ad. 

99:03 98:73 

It is evident from these analyses, that the composition of the 
mineral is precisely that of orthoclase, to which species it had 
already been provisionally referred by Shepard*, Dana‘, and 
myselft. The proportion of soda is larger than is generally met 
with in this species; but Domeyko found 4 per cent. of this 
alkali in an orthoclase from Chili, and Schnederman [0 per 
cent. in one from Vesuvius, while various other specimens have 
afforded 2 and 3. per cent.§ ; 

The second species to be mentioned is that described by Dr. 
Thomson under the name of Peristerite||, in allusion to the 
beautiful play of colours, resembling that of Labradorite, which 
it exhibits. : 
“The specimens furnished me by Dr. Wilson’ ‘as duplicates of 
those sent to Dr. Thomson, are composed of ‘a mixture of quartz 
gtains readily distinguishable by their lustre, greater hardness and 
want of cleavage, disseminated through a felspar, which still so 
‘far predominates as to give distinct cleavages to the mass.’ Spe- 
‘cimens furnished mé from the same locality exhibited the mineral 
in fine cleavable masses free’ from quartz, occasionally passing 
‘into the variety just described. ~~ 
~ Form triclinic ; the cleavage forms gave apparently the angles 
‘of those of albite, but did not admit of accurate measurement. 
Cleavage perfect parallel with P and M, less distinct with T, The 
surface P shows a fine play of colours like Labradorite, in which 
a delicate cerulean blue predominates, occasionally passing into 
light green and yellow. The face’M is often marked with strix 
dap to P. The same play of colours and striation on alter- 
te surfaces are distinguishable in the masses mixed with 
“quartz. 

Hardness 6. Specific gravity 2°625-2°627. Lustre vitreous, 

* See his “ System,” &e,, p, 134, 2nd Edition. 
Dana’s Mineralogy, Ed. 1844, p. 351. 

+ Annual Report of Geol. Survey, 1847-48, p. 135, 
§ See Dana, rd Edition, p. 326. 
|| Phil, Mag. 1843. xxii. p, 189, 

+ 
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incliningto pearly on P.'' Colour white: passing mto' ‘pearl-gray 
and ‘reddish white, or flesh-red in°the quartzose: ‘specimens ; 
translucent; fracture uneven.|' Before) the blowpipe very’ diffi- 
cultly fusible, colours'the flame pis aes the nua at of 
a pans specimen ‘gave—+ fe 

qx wit WISI 26 1: 
Silica a Be C5 66°80 —9789 67-2108 orig 
Atgming ties  21"O0. 
Sedat. . . PETS 7-00 
Potash  .. 2OE-0G. «58 ) 
Time. . . #821 2°52 2-03 
Magnesia . io. “20 rash 
Peroxide of iron, 30) ton’ 
Loss by ignition’ . ‘60 66 

99°80 a 

The results of these analyses, conjoined with its eee cha- 
racters, show this mineral to’ be an albite. The purity of the 
silica obtained was verified by subsequent examination; and it 
may be'remarked ‘that in the first ’analysis' the small poition! of 
silica ‘adhering ‘to the ‘alumina’ was’ not! separated. “'Thomson’s 
analysis gives a much larger portion of silica, but its evident, 
from’ the ‘deseription which he’ Jes “pes that’ he rp baa the 
quartzose aggregate. 

Shepard and Dania have hired the sainerat to orthoelase’s and 
Dana, in‘ his last edition, by a mistake says that I have confirmed 
the opinion, whereas I had only alluded to the apparently 
oblique ‘thomboidal form of ‘its’ cléavage, conjoined: with’ the 
beautiful opaleseence, and its resemblance to the Fredericksvarn 
opalescent felspar, which’ has evroncously been referred ‘to’ that 
species, as leading to’ the supposition that ‘it was! ‘Labradorite,' i 

Bytownite.—This species of Dr? Thonison, founded ‘ipon'spe= 
cimens from a boulder’ fond “in the'vicinity of Bytown*, has 
been ‘referred to a number of species! Shepard includes it under 
pyroxene+, and Dana; in his edition of 1844, réfers‘it to 'seapo+ 
lite,’ while m the last’ edition ‘of his) Miner alogy he seems to re- 
gard it as more nearly allied to Barsowitet. ‘The ‘specimen 
which Di Holmes’ kindly placed “in my hands was froma frag- 
merit ‘which! had’ ‘been’ pronounced “by Dr: ‘Thonison’ ‘to! be: ‘the 
species described by him ‘as Bytownites 0% <8! S00 tro) NV sbsasJ 

It is massive, granular, ‘strongly cleanent? “and, HELO Lhe ex: 
ception of occasional disseminated portions of black’ ge Sees 
1s quite homogeneous ; the’ goa a Ce seer ‘cleavages 

I & DSI 

* See Dr. Thomson’s Outlines, &e.; nie i. p. 379, qo yeTg-lis9q 
+ Mineralogy, Ed. 1844, p. 137. 
} Ed. 1844, p. 523; and Ed. 1850, p. 342. 
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~ and.indications of another, oblique to it, which \is less ‘apparent. 
Hardness. about: 6:5., Specific, gravity 2:732-2:733.), Lustre 
vitréous, approaching to peatly/upon, the cleavage faces; trans- 
lucent; colour greenish-white:, -The analysis! was| performed 
upon carefully selected grains, and the pulverized, mineral first 
dried at 212°'F. was afterwards exposed over the surface of sul- 
phuric acid:: It gave— 

Silica. -. . OON 47-40 47730 
Alumina. . 86. 30°45 ; 
Kime . . . SES 14°24 
Magnesia . 0G. 87 
Protoxide of iron). ‘80 
Sida... . 00. 2°82 

Potasht: rss ie 38 
Water... RTE 200 1:80 

4 98:96 

_, The water in, this; mineral..seems.to be chemically,.combined. 
Thomson! in his; analysis, gives, the same amount. of, silica and 
water,as above, hut, for the rest, differs.greatly as.to, the propor- 
tions of lime and, alkali,,.Its,composition distinguishes, it, at 
once from pyroxene, while from scapolite it differs,im its greater, 
hardness| and..its, deayage ;, from.these, latter, characteristics, as 
well.as from. its cheantical composition, it must I, think be! regar ded 
as, anorthite. , 

o/The, can aes the vicinity of Perth, rwhich, has heey 
generally. circulated, among) mineralogists under the, name. .of 
Bytownite, is finely granular, almost compact, and has a, smoky- 
blue.colour, with a,hardness of about,6,.and,a specific gravity of 
2:739,., When viewed under a magnifier, it is seen to be a mix- 
‘are of a light-coloured, translucent, granular mineral, apparently 
like the preceding, exhibiting cleavages with, a vitreous) lustre; 
and, imtermixed with mmute grains of | what. appears, to be black, 
hornblende. .The. present specimens exhibit-sucha mixture that 
its analysis, would be valueless. , 
_Labradorite.—This, species,is common) in boulders in the vi- 

cinity, of the crystalline rocks of the province, from Labrador to 
Canada West, but has not. yet,,been) found in, place. In, Drum- 
mond) C. W., large masses, of the, mineral, are met. with, some 

ions of which exhibit a, play, of colours equal to.that of La- 
bran The fragment) from. this locality, submutted to, analysis, 
ad a specific gravity of 2°697. Colour lavender-blue with a 

pearl-gray opalescence; it gave— 
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Silicairis .cogsaaqeaos .s add 470 
Avharhimas: odd crovt hiss 25 29°80: 
tamex yitcobiva .2sbixotarg Itz 

Peroxide of aron! oy .0). 36 
Magnesia gathaogzomoo .slutrace 
Sodaycios odd etasasiqox yotioD- 4c 
Potesie' A -orodelocomes il. 123; 
Waternraz bsdriszab esis: “40 

99°35 

From the invariable loss on ignition, even when every precau- 
tion has been observed in the desiccation ‘of the minerals, I am 
inclined ‘to believe with Delesse and Laurent, that) these small 
quantities ‘of water so generally met with m the felspars are 
not hygroscopic, but belong to the chemical composition of the 
minerals themselves. 

Raphilite.—This species was instituted’ some years since by 
Dr. Thomson from specimens from Lanarck'C.W.; sent: him 
by Dr. Holmes of Montreal, and is, according to ‘his analysis, an 
anhydrous ‘silicate ‘of lime, magnesia, alumina ‘and protoxide)of 
iron; with more than 10 per cent. of potash*: “ Dana; in the first: 
edition of his Mineralogy, suggested that it might be a fibrous 
hornblende analogous to Arfvedsonite, to which species Shepard 
also refers it’; while inchis‘last edition, Dana, in conformity with 
the suggestion contained in my report’ for 1847-48, regards it 
as ‘tremolite. Being furnished with undoubted specimens of'the 
mineral, [shave submitted it‘to-a careful examination, nd result 
ofiwhich confirms 'this opimion. 

It occurs in delicate fibrous masses sigtilly epee and 
often several inches‘in length; the ‘fibres’ are readily separable, 
brittle; -and' somewhat elastid!o: Hardness: 5; Thomson gives: 
3°75, but the fibres seratch deeply the surface of a crystal of 
apatite. Specific gravity in powder 2°845 (2°850 Thomson). 
Lustre vitreous)silky ; colour grayish or greenish white, becoming 
reddish on weathered surfaces ; translucent. . Analysis failed to 
detect more)than very small portions of alkalies, and gave— 

Oxygen ratio. 
Silica. gao-ay -. -. bb'80 28°7182=2 
ite 2) a. ree 37991 
Magnesia'2C . . 2260 8°7162 
Protoxide of iron . 6°30 13982 
Alumina O° 40 *1869 
Manganese... “traces. 
perpen St 125 0424 
ha Sere i “80 “2064 
Loss on ignition . “30 sasese 143492 =1 

99°31 
* Outlines, vol. i. p. 153. 
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The mineral ‘has thus a composition entirely different from 
that before assigned to it, and from the ratio between the oxygen 
of the silica and. the! protoxides, evidently pertains to the type 
Sit O°(M*) of Gerhardt, to which the hornblendes are by him 
referred. This formula, corresponding to» 28i0?,3MO in the 
Berzelian notation, better represents the composition of this spe- 
cies than the formula of Rammelsberg, R4Si? or Si9M8O}. 

Serpentines.—The species described some yeats since by Dr. 
Thomson under the name of Retinalite*, was founded upon a 
specimen, of serpentine sent, him by Dr.) Holmes, from the. vi- 
eimity of Grenyille im this proyinee, . Accordin& to his analysis, it 
was .a hydrated. silicate, of magnesia, and soda, containing silica 
40:55; magnesia 18°856,,soda,18°832, peroxide of iron and:alu- 
mina 920, and water, 20;000.. | This. composition ina, mineral 
having the sensible characters of serpentine seemed anomalous, 
and J, was therefore,desirous of submitting it to further exami- 
nation. Dr, Holmes:had still in his possession a portion broken 
from: the: specimen which he sent to Dr. Thomson, aid \this' he 
kindly placed in my hands. I, haye also, specimens collected by. 
myself at the original locality... It there fills seams, or is diffused 
though a white crystalline limestone in the vicinity of a dyke of 
trap, and-is most abundant) nearest) the intrusive rock... It is 
massive; without any: trace of: crystallization, and has) a: hardness 
of about.3°5 (3:75 Thomson), , Specific gravity 2:494-2:525; 
(2493 Thomson). | Other specimens of an oliye-green colour gave 
476, » Lustre resinous, shining, streak white, colour honey- 
yellow passing into oil-green and olive-green, translucent, fracture 
conchoidal., [deila eoezs ; 
The: first ‘analysis is from the original specimen, which was 
honey-yellow, the. second from |another specimen of)an)oil-ereen.! 
The’ pulverized mineral was dried over sulphuric acid, 
Amozmod! OC8'S) Cb8S 19 eg, YI If. 
BiiMmo3s0 Shen (4sm997g 10 LarysrgQiBnc 40-10 
97 ONS! Mapiesia SU 601, | 4802 4165 

°° Peroxidé of iron’ 0.00 1:80" 1:90 
pier aSodd., . ... ... traces. -90 
S=S8WVster . . . . . 9609 15-00 

99°25 99°55 

Another serpentine, closely resembling the retinalite, which is 
found in nodular masses with a calcareous nucleus, imbedded: in 
limestone at the Grand-Columet Island, has a specific grayity; of 
2362-2381, and a pale wax yellowcolour. Its analysis afforded 
me— CO) 

* Outlines, &e., voli. pp? 201, 
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aT Wilieazs viraretgolt) 9) ‘ash qeapd BO «QO JLT 

Magnesia apanh) Mo wa, 43°52 
Peroxide Of WON, vee oe “80 
Wet C cae. ae 15-40 

i raga vi 
ect janine + ii O2 ANOS j192tl0 aw: iH O2/ P| / teneei 

Vi 

mes each other and iy the poked of. iat ‘mann, but! ate 
from that in not bang, foliated. 

not we, think! be advisable 'to,/rétain we pnaliies which, is ) only; a 
eompact;marmolité, as a-distinct speeiesiy.. /fadoyy od) coe 

‘The presence of traces of alkali has not hitherto been genexally 

recognised! in; this class of minerals, but; Ficinus; hag observed 
from "50 to'1'33 per cent. of soda in the, dermatine of Breithaupt, 
‘and Sehmidt 1°98, ig centariit an asbaatifora, SPER, from 
Zoblita*. 

: Zircon~This\ raise is| ayer g in ‘oObsidet hie ‘Abmladanes: at 
Grenville, associated, with, tabular spar, cale-spar,,,sphene,, py- 
roxene and plumbago. The crystals are, often half an aneh)in 
-diameter and an ineh,,or more,in length; with. finely, modified 
terminations. |, Specific, :erayity, 4°602-4:625 ;,.colour brownish 
red, ne into Hleshried) hans icp ee , Its analysis, afforded 
me—" 1 o} botih ovomr ef emdtoY, 

{Silicach aha ooriee L-1e ree ite Hotstor 
or Ainebnes ccssorssia «lomdyre td (ol6ZB edt tip od 
iG roy fi to 7 iq tei 1010" tb povisedc 

VIS ros bit ot afdgy ik 

Then girconia: brclideatt a ian of oxide, oft iron, which was not 
separated. © 

There: are still among: ‘thie cecal Feral Th of the provinee, 
some imperfectly described species which I purpose, to examine, 
‘and ‘my results = Saar ear we aa anh) of another ¢om- 
munication. D ist O49 % 

, Montreal, rx 73 wiate Od Ou iftslire Hadi g maareseven 
sf ri , Tt [ ? tog 7iodeiodroin Risin 

oe) “Dana's Minette, ea. 19860, bas "2p 6021 29 Jeon oat 
bikie i nF oprasory 

ik VOUS sitol Say {snJjog iy + HgTe e ih 90 VRen 
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XLII. On Atmospheric Electricity, especially y in 1849. 
By M, QurrEever%,.«-), 

To Mr. R. Faylor. 
My pear SIR, 

| THINK M. Quetelet’s observations so important that I hope 
aoe you will publish them in the next Number of your J ournal, 
and I ‘doubt not they will have their due effect in inducing’ many 
a) Join the very small band of those who at present. observe, aind 

study the eae of atmospheric electricity, 
igen ; Very truly yours, 
7 ae . M. Farapay. 
r 22nd March 1851. 

“My first memoir on ‘the electricity of the air contained the 
Kleauites of four and a‘half years’ observations.’ I can mow add to 
‘them those of'1849, 1850, andthe beginning of 1851; you will 
see them, probably, not’withoub interest. They: coutfirin gene- 
‘rally the: principal ‘facts: deduced: from former obseryations ; 
‘jiéevertheless the year 1849 has presented-a very sensible:anomaly 
‘during the first seven months? theoelectricity'is then less: a 
‘Peinarkable degree than’ the ‘ordinary? proportion, as' you will 
perceive by the accompanying tables, which, besides the mean 
‘and ‘extrenie valties of ‘each “month observed: difeetly, contain 
also the montlily means ‘obtained in nee. the ee 
‘of each day to the sanie’ scale. 
‘ Batp far'as is permitted by the éonsideration of the years indi- 
Yidually, we iiicet again with the same law of continuity and the 
suilie differences between stimmier and winter ‘as’ before: 
Nothing is more fitted to make one appreciate the deficiency 

which still exists'in our relative knowledge ofthe electricity of 
the air, than the doubt which surrounds the anomalies 1 have 
observed during the first part cf the year 1849. I have been 
unable to find any observations which may serve to control my 
‘own: No observatory; at east as’ farias T-lmow, ‘has published 
up to this time regular daily observations of the electnieity, of 
the air; and this constitutes a deficiency most bnnoy ingle as we 
“Shall not be long in ‘perceiving. 
~OWhen a year is remarkable: by, aim abnormal imperaturs, by 
extreme rainy or dry periods, all meteorologists agvee im de- 
termining its irregularities in the district-where, they, are mani- 
fested ; unfortunately it is not the same here. I have consulted 
the most esteemed collections of obseryations, and. I have found 
nothing there which could satisfy my want. Consequently it 
may be demanded of me whether the deficiency in the electricity 

b ‘ne of a letter from M. Quetelet to Mr. Faraday, dated 20th March 
5 

Phil. Mag. §. 4. Vol. 1. No, 4, April 1851, Z 
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of the air is real ‘or only apparent ; whether the result is not 
due, for example, to a derangement of my instrument? or, sup- 
posing this weakening of the electricity well ascertained, was it 
local or not ? All these questions derive still higher importance 
from the fact that the anomaly remarked coincided very nearly 
with the return of that scourge which caused our population to 
suffer so cruelly. These difficulties have led me to search whether 
there were not means of rendering an electrometer comparable to 
itself at different tunes. . 

I have already shown in my first memoir that it is easy to 
compare two Peltier’s electrometers with each other, and to con- 
struct tables of equivalents for their indications ; but when a 
comparison has been made and the compared mstrument, has 
been carried into another country, or even without, after it has 
been employed for a certain time, it is important to be assured 
that its indications haye not yaried, but have preserved. their 
absolute values. 

This verification may be very easily made; it is enough to 
ascertain that the needle has preserved all its mobility, and that 
its directive power has remained unchanged. Now the directive 
force is given by the little magnetic needle attached to the indi- 
cating needle of the electrometer; it is sufficient therefore to 
submit this little needle to the ordinary processes employed to 
determine magnetic energy, that is to. say, to make it oscillate 
freely in a horizontal plane, and to ascertain that its magnetism 
has remained unaltered. It should be well understood that ac- 
count is kept of the ordinary corrections employed in such. cases 
for temperature, torsion of thread, variations of the horizontal 
intensity of the earth, &c. i eimeiiafs 

One can understand how by analogous processes we may also 
make the determinations of the absolute electric force of the earth 
depend on that of its absolute magnetism ; an important problem 
with which I cannot occupy myself at this moment. _ It is suffi- 
cient for me to establish, that by a very simple process we may 
ascertain whether a Peltier’s electrometer has remained com- 
parable with itself. The thing is so simple that I am astonished 
the precaution has not as yet been indicated. If the ideahad come 
into my mind of thus verifying the needle of my electrometer in 
1849 and at preceding and followmg epochs, I should not now 
have had to search out whether my instrument could undergo a 
temporary derangement, nor to look after foreign observations 
to control my own. L 

if you thik that these simple remarks may be of any service 
or induce other philosophers to undertake those series of electric 
observations so important to science, | beg you to make. such 
use of this letter as may seem to you expedient, &c. &e. 

(Signed); QuETELBT. 
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Degrees of Electricity for the different Months (Royal Observa- 
tory of Brussels). 

Mean of the degrees observed with the electrometer. 

1844.| 1845.) 1846.| 1847.| 1848.) 1849.) 1850.| 1551.| 1844-1850. 

cartes ta Phemuaae 50 50 63 50 39 49 52 50 
+p AE ea 55 45 45 44 36 38 52 44 
VERCETCED)). easy 44 | 26 47 | 386.) 27. | 36 31* 35 
Sea eee 27 23 30 |; 27 20 1 CH ee 24 
sede ade PR 26 19 21 18 16 et ae 20 

Bete Is| seatue 18 18 18 18 13 14 / WSs 17 

Bde PBB ES ed ole 21 14 18 22 14 UR ote aes 7 
28 27 22 6 24 21 1D ak ee 21 
29 29 23 17 24 24 fe ae a 25 

42 26 30 32 31 S6r | 48ir, 33 

Noyember ,..... 33 | 44 | 41 | 385 | 386 | 45 | 34 | ...... 38 
December ...... 46° 1. 581 oF se 48") 45° |, 38 |) SOs 48 

Weary Ley ih..0 36 [30 | ar | ar} 271 soolin., 31 

Mean of the proportional numbers. 

1844,| 1845. 1846. 1847. 1848.) 1849.| 1850.| 1851.) 1844-1850, 

January +...62...0 2000. 471 | 562 | 957 | 487 | 219 | 507 | 462 534 
February....... de] SEES 548 | 256 | 413 | 295 | 163 | 180 | 532 309 
Marvel 21.0 oc1| asanes 262.| 95 |, 282 | 164 | 90 | 194 | 125 173 
MP Grats enstee <2 5|'y<0%e0 Dor), 941 221.) 155. | 132)), 70]... 128 

Co BARR eas! 163'| 49 | 67 | 59 | 32 | 220} 4... 98 
SMe} Scopes ies. Ais . 84 51} 39.) 47°), 485). 27 | 24 39 
+ UGE aay Sl 58 | 33;|;, 43 |) 6h | 25 |. 21] ..:... 40 
August ......... 90}, 89) 57.) TW) 64) 92) 55)... 65 
September ...... 91'|' (95 | -62')° 89 | 63169 | 996 Jus. 74 
October ........- 110 |-299 | 98 | 107,{ 120} 122 } 172 }....... 147 
November ...... 127 | 334 | 274 | 160 | 152 | 364 | 155 | ....., 224 
December ....... 340 | 742 | 799 | 356 | 281 | 304 | 451] ...... 468 

Wearelt 20.) acca 267 | 202)| 225 | 162 | 187 | 179 |....:. 192 

49 | 44] 46) 39) 36) 41 

Maxima. 

1844,| 1845.) 1846.| 1847.| 1848.| 1849, 1850.| 1851.) 1844-1850. 

January spe Pe 74.| 75 71 
OTPAEY. 2.54500] eee hs 55 | 74 64 

Marehjsis..0N 208 66 58 
BOTA ssrbe press dodlitive- BD ovabeng 48 

re aasanthes| acces (ES RS 42 
ere erstce | ieee BBL nano de 35 
ME sar ee ecoes| »>- 5. 2571) 533 33 
August. ....... AA) | soopy 37 
peprenber ra DE) al savas 40 

GUODEr’ .:s..:006 fe ah eee 56 
November ...... i 35 é 5 Od) 12... 61 
December ...... é j AE AS 70 

incest tl cas ces 56 ane 51 

* Up to the 20th of March, im 

Z2 
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Santis Rehiavk’ son Pr sheesad mp GteaiNS Presi “y oy bund Bi vith 
Rev. Samurt Haventon, Fellow of Prinity Coleye Dublin® 

HE following brief remarks are intended more to stiggest 
another way of viewing the theory proposed by Professor 

Potter in the February Nudnber of this Jowrmal, than to form a 
complete discussion of the subject. Any theory which proposes 
to explain the deficient numerical value of Newton’s velocity of 
sound is worthy of attention ; but a theory which proposes to do, 
this without taking into aecount the, alteration of the ratio of 
pressure to density gécasioned by: change of density, by com- 
pression or expansion, must expect to meet this objection a priori. 
This change in the ratio ‘of pressure to density is a vera causa ; 
and, after, the) proposed theory: has: explained, or 1s:swpposéd ‘to! 
have explained, the deficient velocity, this change must!again ‘bes 
taken account of, and will disturb the conclusion of the ‘theor Ts 
Professor Potter’s view of Laplace’s theory: of sound lias heen/so 
completely proved erroneous by the remarks of Mr, Ranki = 
contained in the’ ta keh Number of the’ Philosophical 1 are 
that’ on’ this brinch of the: stibject there PR ao noth ning “left. 
unstated.” rend te 

T propose to show in the ‘cour se ot this ‘Communication that, 
Professor, Potter's theory (correctly interpreted) | does not ‘give 

3k. 
the Giieffickent > 

cient k; being thus fee in its result with the old- fashioned 
theory. 101229" ) ont mr 95 7 2ffld “Osis 7a 

Having established, this oat I haye then, stated, a, few, rea-,; 
sons for not adopting the new theory. | 

in the equation of sound, but simply the coeffi- 

rhed te 

mt odt ea dud 
** Communicated by the Author. ; ; 
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-Let_(a,-b,-c)-denote the centres of three atoms at vest,-and 
(a, 8, y) the corresponding positions of the centres of these atoms 
uae the enbes surrounding these centzesibeing of unequal 
dimensions in-the latter-case, 
Le v— bx, x; + 0x be ‘the @fdinates @ a, 0; ¢ sesper Ol? 

let y= F(x) he the ordinate,of 8, then, F(a—S2), F(z), Barbe) 
will be the ordinates of «, 8, y respectively: 

The pressures ‘at 4, 8, y are equal to the product of a constait 
ks into the mass of the atom, divided, peapegiay ely by the volumes 
of matter constituting each:atom. 

Professor Potter eres ide pressure on the unit of the lett 

face of the cube 8 to be and the “pr essure on the unit of ihe 
(4 ao 

right face of the cube 8 to'be a 

ming the unit pressure on the common face of two contiguous 
atomsito be dueto an attr buted enbe, whose mide is bias serbisuin 

of the sides, of the cubes;in.contact. 

’ This'is equiv ‘etié tO assu- 

_ Adopting. wh the moment) this hypothesis, we ‘find . la 
rod vd | dig il inl alate lad Fella (oz29to1 i va dy, } 7 ae tO a2 CLIOLLE 

§ M1ot OF PQ ity TSBIMIOO TL OF M1 OT 

2920qO01g Naw “eps dae bose a wale ag jb 93 lq 

to ainols y rain lo yoley [sorrorougy 310191 toh odd ocelazs 

and® it ageoqorg dontw yroodt 5 jud epee iO ¢ ISfO¥ . 

ee oltst onli Sl ONiiss JOOS 2ft 

moo yd .ytizn: atta gltibe 3 t+ o1eZ91g 

HOH HH £1 7 sored {os 39 II JO9GZS ss cbse scnqe: fO ff 

DAM) W6s‘s thenob of suse: LG ida: thes od os 

but ithe, eens hy ats from ‘the: be ara »° the bes cb 
pe dase gaia yo reo rid yJoloy tab 93 | : 

N2iiomoo 90 a4 

mk cars ; Cre em leftface ap « surface of) ri ight. i) (1, ) 

oy this point, of his i iny estigation/ Pr ofessor ‘Potter depar ts from. 
his previous hy pothesis, viz, that a, B, vy are of different dimen- 
sions, and tit ’g assumes that the surfaces of the left and right. 
faces of the cube B are fully pressed. throughout, the whole, of 
their extent, by i e “cubes a and Y. Lord 

ach of these surfaces is assumed by him to be equal | to 
-htso9 ht rhigertre tre DT Oe 

vonage iy «BORON gree YHOMNABTI-ADL | nuTty \ att mL & 1 HioI9 

By substituting this value im the re ession just g given, “it is, easy) 

to'find the deride! > Kovgul the differential equation. 

( 

| side 
But as the faces, of the, cube 8 can, only be pressed by the 
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adjoining cubes where they are in contact, and as we assumed the 
pressure on the unit of left face to be due to the attributed cube 
(#8)°, we must now assume the left face to have a surface repre- 
sented by (#8)?; and similarly, the right face of the cube B will 
be pressed by the cube y, through an extent represented by (Ay)?. 
This is the only supposition I can conceive which will save Prof. 
Potter’s theory from the mconsistency of first assuming the cubes 
a, 8, y to be unequal, and then tacitly assuming their equality. 
Introducing the above values for the left and right faces of the 
cube (8) pressed on by the cubes (#) and (y), we find the equa- 
tion of motion becomes 

d*y 1 1 
—— =k ee a rea ed be ‘ ° . : 2. ait (ea) > Bay) oe 

which, on introducing the values of (#8) and (Ary) above found, 
becomes d?y 

Fe ieatt Molen (3.) TE (uy . peasy wogal yen (Bs 

da 
This is the old equation of propagation of sound, from which 

the coefficient - has entirely disappeared. 

From the foregoing investigation, we are entitled to conclude 
that Professor Potter’s theory does not lead to the equation 

d*y 
dy 3k Gy? 

da: 
Although the theory which has been above discussed leads to 

equation (3.) as well as the common theory, yet it appears open 
to the following objections :— 

1. The cubical form of atoms assumed by this theory of gases 
is very unnatural, and by no means sanctioned by the chemical 
doctrine of atoms, which does not suppose the expansion or con- 
traction of individual atoms. 

2. It would follow from this cubical arrangement, that motion 
im a gas would be propagated according to the known law only 
in three directions perpendicular to the faces of the cubes.— 
N.B. If this be denied, then the atoms are not cubes but spheres. 

3. A disturbance of density im a gas would produce interstices 
throughout the mass, which are inconceivable.—N.B. If this be 
denied, then the atoms have changed their form, and aie no 
longer cubes. 

Trinity College, Dublin, 
March 22, 1851. 
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XLIV. On the Polarisation of Light reflected by Glass. 
By M. Ep, Dusatns*. 

ARAGO has demonstrated by experiment that in two 
e bundles of light reflected under angles differimg equally 

more or less from the angle of polarization of the reflecting body, 
the ratios of the quantities of light polarized to the total quan- 
tity are s€nsibly the same. 

For:the calculation of the numerical, value. of these ratios, 
cos*(i—r) — cos?(¢—7 

Fresnel has found the formula eee r ne ae 

the angle of incidence and r the angle of refraction. He has 
found that this formula was verified by the above law of M. 
Arago. 

The object which I have proposed to myself is to determine 
by observation these numerical values for various incidences of 
the ray upon glass; employing im the determination the photo- 
metric processes of M. Arago. 

I furnished myself with a pile of thirteen glasses, which I first 
graduated. For this purpose | used a tube, terminated at its 
two extremities by two collars, one of which contained a plate of 
quartz cut parallel to the axis, and the other the pile of glasses. 
Perpendicular upon the plate of quartz I caused a ray to fall 
which «was polarized ina plane inclined, at. an angle « to, its 
axis; the ratio between the polarized light and the total light of 
the transmitted ray was cosx?—singe’, according to the law of 
the square of the cosine, demonstrated experimentally by M. 
Arago ; and the plane of partial polarization of this ray coicided 
with the axis of the quartz, or was perpendicular thereto, accord- 
ing as « was greater or less than 45 degrees. 

The transmitted ray fell afterwards upon the pile of glasses, 
which were so disposed that the plane of meidence and the plane 
of polarization were coincident. I inclined the pile until it de- 
polarized the ray, and I measured the angle ¢ which this ray 
then made with a perpendicular to the pile. By causing « to 
vary I was able to arrange a table of graduation, containing in 
one column the ratio between the polarized light and the total 

light of different rays polarized partially, and in another column 
the angles which these rays made with the perpendicular to the 
pile when depolarized: 

The pile being thus graduated, I caused rays of unpolarized 
light to fall at different incidences,?, upon a dark glass; the rays 
reflected were received upon the pile, cave being always taken to 
make the plane of reflexion from the glass to coincide with the 

? being 

* Translated from Comptes Rendus, Nov. 1850, No, 20. 
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plane of incidence, upon the pile, ‘The latter, was inclined until, 
itedepolarized the light, and-then by means of the, table of gras, 
duation [found the ratios between the quantity oflightpolanzed; 
auld ‘the’ total: deus tity 7 Apress a Holloming sgt n-alae ont 

A 2 2 

h 
Angles of iuettecte Ae es of ineidence upon” SHauee fearon Oe igh poled toddbors 
‘upon-the dark’ | the piléwheh depolarization|( rion t i total te i 1s9V 1a : 
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a 
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Tn order EB nae the ratios: sought by the formula. ‘of 
Fresnel, I have adopted for the superficial index, of the dark. 
glass ie number 1:425. According to the law of Brew ister, this 
ntinber corresponds to ‘an ‘angle of polarization of 54°-56'. 29Cn 
determining directly the’ aarrele of ‘polatization” of the glass; 2 
found it to He 54°45), ft 
T had commenced this’ investigation at the’ ana! of last. ye eas 

without knowi ing | that M; Avago had resumed. his. idlaatniee in 
optics. -[ have since, finished it, but would not have published 
it, today, had, not.) hi Arago walling sougRtsaht to ine asin 
tien. ; 19 ays i | 
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| e(Continned from wolxxxviier ps 470.) 9 d3 exort awolloi 

Ni? VY, oO” thé! Matheinatical exposition ‘of ‘some’ Doctrines of 
1850. Political Renny: By! the’ Mest of bef a 

Memoir.’ Db ong 3 at 

The objéct of this‘memoir was ‘to point out some af mie idee oft in- 
ternational trade, taking into ‘account the’ effect’ of the import or ext 
port of'money, *. e, of inetallie currency." It' was stated that When'the 
balance 6f imports and exports is deranged" by’ the’ “import of Ca'new 
commodity, previously produced ‘at’ home! the ffeet Gg) 'to ' diminish 
the ‘annual’ import’ of ‘gold and silver’; thence; to lowér the’ scale of 
prices in’ general 5 ‘heiice, tO! incréase ‘the ‘exports, and thus; ‘to pro- 
duced a Hew eondition of “equilibrium > and the necessary’ supposi- 
tions being madé)*the amount’ of Gepres sion in “prices arising from 
such a cause was'ealetlated? 9) 2 \ J asotingien 

The Master of Trinity also made’ commitinication ‘rélative ot a 
new kind of coloured fringes. He stated that he, had, many years ago, 
remarked that if we holdsa candle before a dusty looking-glass at a 
distance of six or eight feet, so that the image of the candle'is near to 
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that of thé eyé; the image of the candle ‘is ‘seen inthe middle of a 

patéh of coloured bars, which are perpendicular:to the flame passing 

through the candle and ithe eye; normal to the looking+glass. «This, 

remark-was pcommunicdted to; M,, Quetelet, and} published ; by him, 

Attention has recently been drawn to this observation, at the Con- 

gress'of Swiss mem of science; held at Aarau, in August of the pre- 

sent year. M. Mousson of Zurich pointed out, at that meeting, the 

differences between the.stripes noticed by Dr. Whewell, and the 

rings on-specula observed by Fraunhofer Among these-differences 

are,—1st; Fraunhofer’s rings depend upon the first surface of the spe- 

culum, the stripes upon botlv; 2nd, the rings ave not produced except 

the dustbe particles of uniform size; the stripés are produced by dust 

of irregular and various particles ; 3rd, the rings depend for their size 

on the size of the particles of dust ; the stripes do not. 

Some discussion took place as to the manner in, which these stripes 

arise from the theory of interferences, and upon their relations to 

Newton's “colours of thick plates.” Lean Ta 

. Dec.:9.—Oni the effect; of, the, internal, friction, of Fluids onthe 

Motion of Pendulums.;,, By: Professor Stokes. || b we 

It has been acknowledged for some time that the results which 

follow from the common theory of fluid motion. relatiye to the effect 

of a fluid on the time of vibration of a pepdulum do not agree well 
with observation. The yolume of the. Philosophical Transactions for 

183% contains the results obtained experimentally by the late Mr. 

Baily relating to the’ effect of air in'altermg ‘the time ‘of vibration of 

a great variety of pendulums. The experimental results are exhibited 

by_the value of 2, the factor by which the correction for buoyancy 

must be multiplied in order to give the whole effect observed. With 

pendulums composed of spheres\suspendeéd by fine wires, Baily found 

n=: 1'864 for spheres a little less than 14 inch in diameter, and 

n=1-748 for spheres about 2 inches in diameter. ‘The result which 

follows from the comimon: theoryoison= LS,;,aswas first shown by 

Poisson..,,.Lhe, alue,1;864; was the, mean.of, 16 paix of experiments, 

giving a meanjerror,0:028, aud 4°748 was,the mean/of, 18 pair, w
hich 

gave a mean error 0-014, so that the difference between the two.re- 

sults, and, between either, of them, andthe common, theory, 1s far too 

large, to, be, attributed.to errors .of observation.) {.) of) i 

"Lhe chief object,.of this) paper was, to apply ;to the calculation, of 

the. motion, of a pendulum, the general equations of motion which,are 

arrived at when the internal, friction of .the fluid is t
aken into,account, 

and, to, compare, the, resulting formule with, the, experiments of Baily 

and, others.{; ‘Lhe general equations, simplified, firsé, by neglecting 

the, square, of the yelagity, secondly, by neglecting, the compressibi
lity, 

of the, fluid, the, effect of, which im the present instance. is in fact quite 

insignificant, thirdly, by omitting the external forces, the..effect, of 

which, maybe, taken,into, account, separately, are; i) yojen if oul! 

“ . — : S ee » ; 

Net Oe atta Ge yon higio wo xiato avast 
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The second and third of the general equations are not written down, 
because they may be supplied by symmetry. In these equations pis 
the density, p the mean of the normal pressures in the direction of any 
three rectangular planes passing through the point, of which a, -y, 2 
are the coordinates; w is the velocity in the direction of w, éthe time, 

and yw! a certain constant, depending upon the nature of the fluid, 
which the author proposes to call the index of friction. 

The author has succeeded in obtaining the solution of equations 
(1.) in the two cases of a sphere and of an infinite cylinder, |The 
latter may be applied to the case of a pendulum consisting of a long 
cylindrical rod, by treating each element of the rod as belonging to 
an infinite cylinder oscillating with the same linear velocity. ‘The 
following is the solution in the case of a sphere, so far as relates to 
the resultant action of the fluid on the sphere. 

Let £ be the abscissa of the centre of the sphere, measured in the 
direction of the motion, @ the radius of the sphere, 7 the time of vi- 

bration, M! the mass of the fluid displaced, F the resultant foree of 

the fluid on the sphere, so that —F is the resistance; then 

aE 1) Way UG * 
il PES pMoSo SMe SA cl rte silk ni boteixe ove BEA 

det T dt @) 

where 
ve Yea De oiNS ad fle Neat de 
kaa +5 oan J (£5) te Cn ae 

The effect of a fluid on the time of vibration depends on the term 
which involves k; the effect on the are of vibration depends on the 
term which involves #'. 

The expression for F has precisely the same form (2.) in the case 
of a cylinder, but & and #! are certain transcendental functions of 
(w! r)$a-! (a here denoting the radius of the cylinder), which the 
author has tabulated. 

The value of w! having been determined for air, or any given fluid, 
by one experiment giving the effect of the fluid either on the time of 
vibration, or on the arc of vibration, of any one pendulum consisting 
éither of a sphere suspended by a fine wire, or of a long cylindrical 
rod, or of a combination of a sphere and a rod, the formule which 

follow from (2.) ought to make known the effect of the fluid both on 
the time and on the arc of vibration of all pendulums of the above 
forms. The agreement of theory with the experiments of Baily re- 
lating to the effect of the air on the time of vibration of pendulums is 
remarkably close. Even the rate of diminution of the are of vibration, 
the observation of which held quite a subordinate place in Baily’s 
experiments, agreed with the rate calculated from theory as closely 

as could reasonably have been expected. 
The value of the index of friction of water was deduced by the au- 

thor from some experiments of Coulomb's on the decrement’ of the 
are of oscillation of discs which performed extremely slow oscilla- 
tions in their own plane by the force of torsion, | When this’ value 
was substituted in the expression for the time of vibration of a 
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sphere, the result was found to agree almost exactly with Bessel’s 

experiments on the time of vibration of a sphere swung in water. 

As a limiting case of the problem of a ball pendulum, the author 

has deduced the resistarice of a fluid to a sphere moving uniformly 

under such circumstances that the square of the velocity may be neg- 

lected. \ The resistance thus determined proves to be proportional, 

not to the surface, but to the radius of the sphere; and therefore 

the quotient of the resistance divided by the mass increases very ra- 

pidly as the radius decreases. Accordingly, the terminal velocity of 

a minute globule of water descending through the air depends almost 

wholly on the internal friction of air. Since the index of friction is 

known from Baily’s pendulum experiments, the terminal velocity can 

be calculated numerically for a globule of given diameter. The ve- 

locity thus calculated proves to be so small, in the case of globules 

such as’ those’ of which we may conceive the clouds to be formed, 

that the suspension of the clouds does not seem to offer any diffi- 

culty. Had the pressure been strictly equal in all directions in air in 

the state of motion, the terminal velocity of such globules would 

have been far larger, and consequently the quantity of water which 

could have existed in the air in the state’ of cloud would have been im- 

mensely diminished. It appears therefore that these small and hi- 

therto almost unrecognized forces, which depend on internal friction, 

are cea to the fertility of at least the tropical regions of the 

earth. 
The author has also applied the theory of internal friction to the 

éalculatio’ of the subsidence of a series of oscillatory waves. On 

substituting for the index of friction in the resulting formula the nu- 

merical value deduced from the experiments of Coulomb, it appears 

that in the long swell of the ocean the effect of friction is insignifi- 

catit, whereas’ in the case of the’ short ripples excited on a'small pool 

by @ puff of wind the subsidence due to friction is very rapid. Accord- 

ingly, short ripples of this kind quickly die away when the breeze 

that excited them ceases to blow. 
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Jan. 16,'1851:—-Magnetic Survey of the Eastern Archipelago. 

By Captain C. M. Elliot of the Madras Engineers. Communi- 

cated by Lieut.-Col. Sabine, VP. Treas. R.S, &e. Received Jan. 15, 

1851. 
In the year 1845, the Committee of Physics of the Royal Society 

having expressed a wish that a Magnetic Survey should be made 

of the East Indian Archipelago, Captain Elliot was ordered by the 

Court of Directors of the East India Company to undertake that 

duty, after the close of the Singapore Magnetic Observatory. | The 

observations at that observatory were discontinued at the end of the. 

year 1545, but the instruments were still allowed to remain, that 

the portable instruments might be oceasionally compared with them 

during the Survey. 
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The object.which the author proposed, to yhimself, was the: déter- 
mination of certain ;magnetie lines, within, the limits of the Surveys 
the lines, of no, dip,,and.of..the,, maxinium horizontal component: of 
the earth's force; the minimuny intensity,of the total magnetic foreés 
and, finally, the line of mo, declination.e He-was also,desinéus iof Oli 
serving the, variations of the magnetie ‘elemenis,.and of ascertaining 
whether the changes of, the; declination, of\inagnetic)intensity;iand 
of the, barometer, were uniformly similar, oyersodargevan areas 
The fixed. stations. for,this.latter, purpose were, sixteen;in number, 
and the. time; employed jat.each station, varied from ja fewedaysto 
several. months, They were spread over an area-of 26° of latitude; 
and more than; 40° in) longitude, viz. from 16°.latitude north to12° 
south; and, from; 80° to,125° longitude east. "This :part of theiglobe 
coincides very nearly with the position of minimuny total forces: /,Of 
the sixteen, stations, nine, were, to;the south.of this line, three to ithe 
north, and.four in, its,immediate vicinity.) Four stations weré fin the 
islands, adjacent, to, Singapore ; one,in, Borneo, one injthe island of 
Java; two in Sumatra; one in the island,of Mindanao); onesin Cex 
lebes ; one) ,at, the ,Coces;or Keeling Islands, whieh »was the most 
southern station to, which Capt: Elliot could venture ;,one iat Penang, 
and one in its.immediate vicinity; one at, Nicobar, an island in: the 
Bay. of, Bengal; one at /Moulmein; which, was the most northerly, 
and one at Madras, which was the extremewesterly, station. (The 
total number of, days employed \in observing, at then fixed stations 
amounted, to, 496.,,-The instruments employed jat the fixed stations 
were, forthe changes of declination; sometimes three, but never-less: 
than two, and, for,the changes; of the horizontal fonee, a bifilar mag 
netometer witha thermometer, for registering the temperature of the: 
enclosed magnet ;)a, barometer, either Newman’s standard jor.a por-' 
table, with their attached thermometers), a,dry,and wet bulb thers 
mometer for ,ascertaining the jhumidity of the atmosphere ;and a: 
standard thermometer.) The obseryations were usually, made under: 
canvas, and,,close to the sea-shore:,, There being usually but cone 
assistant, it was impossible to observe, during the whole twenty-four: 
hours,;, the hours.of observation selected; were, therefore from 3:a.Mh 
to 9.P.M. inclusive, -, In, Borneo, and)during the’ first four months in) 
Jaya, there were three assistants, and, observations were taken hourlys: 

As. these-observations were made,at the. different stations imdil-) 
ferent.seasos, it was necessary, to-haye ‘the observations of some’ 
station for upwards of a year, for the purpose of instituting acom- 
parison between.the changes of one station with another... This: was: 
more ,especially the case with the declination changes; :asthectimes: 
of extreme westerly variation are, continually altering.» The curves: 
of changes, of declination, at Singapore were therefore | projected) 
for each, month of the three, years) 1843, 1844 and)1845, during) 
which time, the, observations, had; been umade) hourly ;, and» likes: 
wise foreach of the, fowrseasons,;,by comparing, with» these’ theo 
observations made, during, the Survey,)the author) was) able toy dis» 
stinguish the changes due to geagraphical position, from aline dug: 
to the season of the year. 0 
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ob Singapore, the extreme westerly variation oecurs in December 
at 19:hours, or 7 Aint. in Jantiary at 20" s4in' February ‘at'21™ 3 in 
March; or'the month! in which the ‘sun’ passes’ the equator, there is a 
slight retrogression; in’ April the ‘extreme’ westerly variation’ is’ at 
21° join: Julyand Aueust at 23"; in September at' 22"; in October 
at: 21*%)and in November at 20 hours.’ In the winter the extreme 
westerly variation is/at 20‘hours $'\in’spring at 21’ hours ;/im summer 
ate23 hours,:andinautumn'at 2) hours; agreeing’ in’ this respect 
withthe spring eurves; but’ differing very materially as regards the 
progression of the needle eastward imthe afternoon.’ The oscillation 
has! much othe greatest ‘range daring the winter months ; autumn 
comes next, and! preserves’ an ‘alinost’ perfect ‘parallelism with the 
winters: 'The spring and suminer ‘curves preserve their parallelism 
during the afternoon, oe 
‘The mean curves of each of the three years have an almost perfect 

resemblance: There are two most decided maxima at 18" and at 3 
or 4 hours, and one minimum at 214, \'Phere’ are besides two other 
minima at 10" and'17", and‘another maximum at 14 hours, making 
inall three maxima‘and three minima. 'If-we turn ‘to’ the seasons, 
we find !in'the winter only one strongly defined maximum and mini- 
mum. Inispring two maxima, one mininium ; in summer and autumn 
two maxima’and two minima.’ The ‘amount of oscillation is greater 
in winterthan in'sunnfiers° The sun is’a longer time ‘to the ‘south 
of the line-of minimuny force than to the north of it.’ Singapore is 
in'north latitude 1°18", and ‘the lines' of no dip and minimum force 
eross! the meridian ‘of Singapore in latitude 8° north nearly, and 
therefore’ the: sun'is to the south ‘of these’ lines about’ 220 days of 
the year: If we compare tlie oscillations of the declination at the dif- 
foyent stations with the Singapore curves, Wwe ‘see that of tlie sixteen 
stations two do notagree; oné is doubtful, andthe’ other thirteen do 
agree with the march of the needle at Singapore. ' Of the three’ not 
in accordance; the-one that is doubtful is'in the-vieinity of the lines 
ofino dip and minimum foree, whilst the-two which do not agree, 
viz; Madras’and' Moulmein; are’ both to the north of the line of no 
dip, andvof the! line! of minimuny force: “The Moulmein observa- 
tions were made inthe! month of Aprib;'the hours of morning maxi- 
mum and minimum are 2} and noon, whereas at Singapore the hour 
of ‘morning! aivinimum is’ 21, whieh is that ‘of ‘the: maximum’ at 
Moulneins 0 Again, the’ Madras observations were’ taken ‘in ‘the 
autumn, the morning maximum ‘and minimum’ being at 20 hours 
‘andy at noon there is’ no ‘well:defined morning maximum at the 
same period at Singapore, but the morniig minimunt occurs at 21 
hours!) We see, therefore, that’ the statiots south of the line of no’ 
dip'and‘of minimuin force; withthe exception of Keenrah in the 
Celebes, all are'in perfect accordance with the march of the needle 
at Singapore. /| Sambooanga) ‘in’ the island of ‘Mindanao, is’ nearly 
om the line of no'dip, and agrees’ generally with ‘the Singapore 
cutve; butcit is’ to be observed; that as’ we proceed ‘northerly and 
approach’ the lines of no dipand‘of minimum foree, the similarity 
to the Singapore curve becomes much more faint, although agreeing 
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tolerably well. This may be seen on inspection of the Plates,” 
where the curves of Sumatra, Java and the Cocos, which are’ ex-' 
treme southerly stations, agree cori iaaly well with those at Sin- 
gapore. 

The next observations referred to are those of the horizontal 
foree at different seasons, As the observations at the different 
stations were made at different times of the year, it appeared ‘ne- 
cessary, as in the ease of the declination, to ascertain what changes 
might take place in the different seasons at a station where an un 
interrupted series had been observed for a considerable time.  Ae- 
cordingly, Singapore, where observations were made hourly during 
three years, was ehosen as the point to which all the stations of the 
Survey were referred. Unlike the declination, which changes its time 
of extreme western position, not only in every season, but in nearly 
every month of the year, the maximum horizontal foree at Singa- 
pore occurs with great regularity either at 22 or 23 hours, whilst 
the minimum at 9 or 10 hours is but very faintly defined: In 
other respects also the curves preserve a perfect parallelism, if we 
except only the greater range during the spring. 

In the curves representing the changes of the horizontal force 
at the different stations of the Survey a general similarity is per- 
ceptible ; a very decided maximum at noon, with a minimum very 
faintly marked. The irregularity, where observable, appears to be 
principally attributable to the short time during which the observa- 
tions were taken. At Moulmein, the large oscillation appears to’ be 
principally due to the very great change of temperature. The coefhi- 
cient of temperature of the magnet was determined at Moulmein, 
and yielding the same results at other stations, is considered satis- 
factory as regards accuracy. ‘The range of the thermometer at 
Moulmein was upwards of 35°; and in the middle of the day, in 
the tent, the heat was almost insupportable, being upwards of 105°. 
The oscillation of the horizontal ferce is much greater at Moulmein 
than at any other station, The minimum oscillation is at Singapore, 
and increases both northward and southward. During the Survey the 
portable bifilar was compared with the large Observatory bifilar, and 
the results are given. The angle of torsion employed was always 
the same, equal to 60°; and the threads by which the hollow eylin- 
drical magnet was suspended were the same during nearly the whole 
of the Survey, having been in use for wpwards of three years. 

The barometer was observed at every station. At the prineipal: 
stations the standard was in use, and at the others the portable, from ° 
the greater trouble and risk attending the landing the large baro- 
meter. The curve of the barometer, corrected to $2°, is exceedingly 
regular, the time of maximum and minimum being identical for 
every station on the Survey, viz. 21 or 22 hours for the maximum, 
and 3 or 4-hours for the minimum; the oscillation at every station 
amounting to about one-tenth of an inch. The curve of the ten- 
sion of vapour, as determined by the dry and wet bulb, is irre- 

gular, which is communicated to the barometrie eurve when ap- 
plied to it; but this irregularity may be owing to the very short 
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time the instruments were observed at some of the stations; and for the 
purpose of ascertaining whether this really was the case, the curves 
of the barometer, corrected to 32° of temperature, were projected 
at some of those stations where observations had been carried on for 
more than a month, and likewise, in addition, corrected for tension 
of vapour, thus giving the oscillation of the column of dry air. 
There is certainly not the same regularity perceptible as in the oscil- 
lation, of the barometer, yet there is considerable uniformity in the 
oscillation of the pressure of the column of dry air, the maximum 
generally occurring at 19 or 20 hours, and the minimum at 2, 3 or 4 
hours. The range is likewise considerably greater. 

The tension of vapour was generally a minimum at 18 hours, 
when it amounted to 0:8 of an inch. It then increased to 2 hours, 
when it might amount to 0°9 ofan inch, and then gradually dimi- 
nished, having but one maximum and one minimum in the 24 
hours... In the islands of the Archipelago the air is nearly saturated 
with moisture, and at Singapore the maximum difference between 
the dry and wet bulb at 1 or 2 p.m. amounted to not more than 7°, 
and then gradually and uniformly diminished till sunrise, when the 
difference was rarely more than a degree. There appears to be 
one maximum and one minimum of the dry and wet bulb thermo- 
meter, the former at noon or | p.m., the latter at 18 or 19 hours; 
the greatest and least differeuces between the two thermometers oc- 
curring, as has been observed, likewise at these hours. 

In addition to the above, a standard thermometer by Newman 
was observed ; one maximum and one minimum occur in the twenty- 
four hours, viz. at 2 and at 18 hours, . The oscillation varies consider- 
ably; the smallest oscillation being observable at Singapore, where the 
standard thermometer was placed inside the Observatory, and. ex- 
posed to a current of air passing through the building. The range 
was greatest at Moulmein and in Sumatra; but at these observa- 
tories, the instruments being under canvas, the direct influence of 
the sun’s rays was very great. In addition to these thermometrical 
obseryations, there was likewise in use a Solar Radiation Thermo- 
meter, the bulb of which was tinged of a dark purple colour, not 
absolutely black; this instrument was placed on a table outside the 
obserying tent, and the bulb beyond the edge of the table exposed 
tothe sun. This thermometer was read off from 19 hours to 4 or 
5 hours p.M., and the maximum of the day, with the time at which 
it was observed, recorded. The minimum thermometer (self-regi- 
stering ), was, placed at night, and in a similar manner, on the table 
outside the tent, and the minimum read off in the morning. These 
observations have been recorded in the Tables, but have not been 
deemed of sufficient importance to lay them down in curves. This 
completes that portion of the Survey which relates to the hourly 
changes of the magnetical and meteorological instruments. 

The. author next proceeds to the consideration of the absolute 
determinations, which formed the principal, object of the Survey, 
viz. Latitude, Longitude, Dip, Horizontal Force and Declination, 
The method adopted in making these observations was as follows. 
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On arrival at a station, the tent was pitched, and the instruments 
prepared. ‘Fhese were a six-inch dip» circle, a portable decli- 
nometer, an altitude and azimuth instrument by Robinson, and a 
chronometer which had been long in use, and was scarcely trust- 
worthy for a fixed rate. Commencing the following morning, the 
first instrument set up was the declinometer, and as the’ suspen- 
sion-thread was thicker than necessary; to obviate the necessity of 
frequent renewal, the brass weight for removing the torsion was 
allowed to swing fora couple of hours. During: this interval the 
observations for dip were completed, and by 9 a.m. the collimator 
magnet was in the box, the altitude and azimuth instrument in rear 
of it, and in adjustment with it. Sights were then taken with the 
sextant and artificial horizon for time; and with the altitude and 
azimuth instrument in connection with the collimator magnet for 
declination. From 10 a.m. to 1] A.M. observations of deflection at 
four different distances, and of vibration, were made with the port- 
able declinometer, and the telescope of the altitude and azimuth instru- 
ment, for the absolute value of the horizontal force. ‘At noon cireum- 
meridional altitudes were observed for latitude, and in the afternoon 
équal altitudes were taken to confirm the observations of the morning. 
The instrunients were then packed up and’sent off to the next sta- 
tion. ‘This was the system adopted whilst travelling ; but at the fixed 
stations a great number of additional observations were tnade of hori- 
zontal force, dip and declination. 

The method of grouping ‘the results at the different stations for 
the purpose of drawing the isoclinal, isodynamic and isogonie lines, 
is then described. For the isoclinal lines, four groups were formed : 
the first ‘consisting of forty stations in Singapore, Borneo and 
Java; the second of thirty stations in Sumatra ; the third of thirty 
stations at sea; and the fourth of thirty of the principal stations in 
the Archipelago. 

The first gave for the latitude of its central station 6°17! south ; 
longitude 108° 55’ east; ‘and 27°01'-5 south dip. These thirty sta- 
tions form so many equations of condition, and were combined by 
the method ‘of least squares, as-practised by Colonel Sabine in his 
Magnetic Survey of the British Isles: from the final equations it was 
found that the dip increased 1940 for each geographical mile per- 
pendicular to the’ isoclinal lines, and’that the direetion of the latter 
is from north 86° 06! east to south 86° 06" west. 

Inthe Sumatran group the latitude of the central station was 0° 08! 
south; longitude 100° 31! east; dip 16° 366 south’; the rate of in- 
crease of dip being ‘2'021 for each geographical mile perpendicular 
to the isoclinal Im: the direction of which is from north 83° 28! west 
to south 83° 28! east: 

In the third, or sea group, the latitude of the central station is 
2” 38"; longitude 110° 05! east; dip 9° 11"7 south ; the’ resulting 
equations give the isoclinal line running from north 87° 26' west to 
south 87° 26! east; and the dip in the line at right angles to it in- 
creases at the rate of 1"993 for each geographical mile. 

The last or general group of thirty of the principal stations 
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inthe, Magnetic), Survey give the resulting equations: dt varmean 
latitadesiof 09,09! north; mean longitude: 104°)44/-east, andsmean 
dip) 14° 40!-4 south,;!thesisoclinal line: ‘running from north :86° 39! 
West:to south$6°39 least ;oand:the dipsin the lineat tight angles to it 
increasing at; the rate.ofs 14953 foreach )geographical mile. 0 
- Nearly, the: same: method) has» been: pursued indaying down the 
lines; jof) equal; horizontal oforees--In one group ithis.dine :forms,an 
augle,of -northi6 72:48) west to south67°:48! seast| «with. the: ameri- 
dian,| and: the (line: 'perpendicular | to, | it) proceeds at, the rate. of 
“0008249. fon each, geographicak miles: theeentral station, being-in 
latitude )05;.38!:5;nortiy:iand) longitude; 102° 26! east; In, another 
group)jat the,central, station 3° 40! south,; and} 106° 33 ‘east, ) the 
line, of equal horizontal, force:forms an: angle ,of 60° 57/.with the 
meridian, and increases atithe rate of 10005855 for, ays eeogunph 
eal mile on, the perpendicular line. 

_ The. lines of declination, have heen laid a a swith nafesatice to 
the declination, at each) station’ individuall y,| the particular form of 
the lines rendening the method of grouping |inapplicables |i io} sucn 
Total force.—The total force was not, determined directly, but: by; 

the | formula f=/,..see, 6,.where h,is| the horizontal, intensity;, é, the 
dip, and f\ the; total) force;,and jas! the dip; changes, rapidly, but 
regularly,, whilst the horizontal. intensity changes:slowly,,but irregu- 
larly; it is,.evident - the Jines/of,total) force, will, followin some de- 
gree the regularity of the intervals betweenothe lines of dips: 

The, total; foree foreach station «was: determined hy. the aliove 
formula, and-equations, of ‘condition combined ,by,|,the method -of 
least, squares,, determined the, direction,-of, the, isodynamice line, | jin 
the, mean, latitude, of 32 05! south, longitude, 106°: 4:7!;, where the: 
mean totak,foree, was S TAS» 2 » The,angle which the, isodynamic Jine 
forms with the meridian is from, marth) 85° 36) iwest,to south: 85° 36" 
east, and increases southerly at the rate of 001073 for, each geograr) 
phical_.mile-, The, line.of least intensity,.\in, the space.over, which 
the Survey was garnien appears to agree almost,exactly with the line) 
of no dips..55 
To recapitulate, briedy respecting. the, aeons of the prineipal 

lines. The line, of no, dip, cuts tle ;meridian at an angle-approach- 
ing a right; angle, and, near, the parallelof Jatitude of 8° north,in the) 
longitude of Singapore ; the rate of progression, being almostjexactly, 
two miles of dip to one, mile of latitude, ).Theyline-of least, total 
force varies but. little from the;line of no, dip, forming indeed a 
somewhat, larger, angle, with: the meridian,» The direction) of | the. 
maximum, horizontal, force. forms |an, angle of nearly 65°, with. the, 
meridian fron, north-west to, south-east, .but neither) the maximum, 
horizontal nor the minimum total intensity appear to be; strictly 
speaking, lines., ,.In, taking two,stations haying the same, value, the 
one to. the, north and=the other, to, the south) of. \the position: of: 
greates| horizontal, intensity,,,and, dividing the distance between 
them, it might be supposed that this would be the position of the line 
of greatest horizontal intensity ; but.the maxinum horizontal intensity 
appears not.to bea line, but, a space or, belt extending for.a eonsi- 

Phil. Mag.§. 4. Vol. 1. No. 4. April 1851. 2A 
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derable distance; on, either side. of jthis:line;, the value in this:space 
being) $°20...," The. minimuni total fonce| was 81149 ; -the station being 
Madras, in latitude 13° 04/north,! longitude 80°16! east, dip 
7°, 34! north, horizontal, intensity, 8:078, and gaabenisann :0°:.56' 09" 
east. 

In, aficliticae: to. ab above, observation’ were, sed at sea; eonsist- 
ing of temperatures, of the air.and .sea; the dry aud wet bulb, the 
standard thermometer,.aud,, whenever practicable, of the dip with a 
Fox’s, Dip, Circle... The author remarks that, it,is impossible to over- 
estimate the practical; value of.this.instrument,at sea in low lati- 
tudes... The dip changes two .minutes for every mile/ of, latitude. 
The seas.are generally, smooth,,, When: astronomical, observations 
eannot be taken, the dip.circle becomes a truly, valuable latitude in- 
strument, and: in a few; minutes,. by, day.or by, night, the latitude of 
the ship,can be correctly. ascertained. 

The author coneludes, by remarking that he has rans Colonel 
Sabine’s, many works on magnetism of, considerable,use, more. espe- 
cially‘ Lloyd and. Sabine’s. s Magnetic Suryey,.of Great Britela and 
Treland.’ 3 

rt 

OS! 

eo MDVI: se San ee and: Miscellaneous Articles: 

ON, THE SULPHURET OF, NITROGEN. BY MM, FORDOS AND GELIS. 

M SOUBEIRAN has given to sulphuret of: nitrogen the formula 
e SN; and it is chiefly on the | action which water exerts on 

this compound, at'a boiling heat, that he has sup ported this formula. 
In this reaction, ‘then, fifree equivalents of water must be fixed ; no- 
thing is disengaged, and there must result from” this fixation a ‘salt, 
the formula of which must be SO°, NHS, Aq, that is to say, a sesqui- 
hyposulphite of ammonia.’ This assertion was sufficient to cause the 
authors to doubt the correctness of the observation ; ‘for at present, 
neutral hyposulphites only, the formula of which 1 is S 62, MO, are 
known ; and it is thought useful to state, that in all cases in which 
hyposulphites of 'a different formula were. Supposed to exist, a more 
precisé examination has always led MM. Fordos | and Gelis to the 
discovery of errors in experimenting.’ 

It appeared, therefore, immediately that the ‘study of the action 
of ‘water on sulphuret of nitrogen ought to be renewed; and the 
authors state that they were occupied with this research when M. 
A. Laurent published in the Revue Scientifique his ideas on the con- 
stitution ‘of ammoniacal ‘compounds. In this’ memoir he states, as 
his’ opinion, that ‘the formula’ of’ the substance known under the 
name of sulphuret of nitrogen ought to be altered, and that it must 
contain hydrogen, and be represented by S* IN, and consequently 
that it is not a sulphuret of nitrogen. 

The results obtained by 'MM. Fordos and’ Gelis, though quite dif- 
ferent from those of M. Soubeiran, do not admit of their adopting 
the new formula; as, however, the assertions of M. Laurent were 
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supported by some experiments, the authors thought proper to repeat 
their experiments ; and remaining certain of the correctness of Bhi 
first results, they decide ‘to’ publish them. 
When ammoniacal gas is made to react on perchloride of sulphur, 

these substances undergo a series of transformations, respecting 
which the authors'state that want of space prevents dilating: there 
is eventually obtained @ powder of ‘a ‘pure yellow colour, which M. 
Soubeiran’ erroneously ‘considered asa ‘peculiar substance, and which 
he described ander the name ‘of biammoniacal chloride’ of sulphur. 

From this powder, ‘thé ‘authors ‘state, that, by means of solvents, 
they were able ‘to separate five substatices | when it is treated with 
sulphuret of carbon, it yields sulphur, and’a product of a fine orange- 
yellow colour. When it ‘is ‘repeatedly washed cold, with small 
quantities of sulphuret of carbon; all’ the sulphur is dissolved ; and 
on treating the residual mass, thus freed from sulphur, with boiling 
sulphuret of carbon fill it ceases tobe coloured, all the orange matter 
is removed, which the solution by evaporation deposits in the form 
of crystals. ‘It'is evidently this’ substance, more or less impure, 
which has been examined by M. Soubeiran under the name of sul- 
phuret of nitrogen, for it possesses the greater number of the proper- 
ties which he indicates. 

Sulphuret of nitrogen in a pure statechas the form of transparent 
rhombic prisms, the powder of which is of a very bright golden colour ; 
but this\powder must not ‘be prepared‘ without ‘certain’ precautions, 
for a slight blow of this powder on a hard substanee is sufficient to 
occasion strone explosion, Fiye centigrammes of sulphuret.of ni- 
trogen, put into an agate mortar, and_ struck with the pestle, occa- 
sioned a report as loud as that of a musket, and the pestle and mortar 
were broken into many pieces, 
When sulphuret of, nitrogen is touched with an ignited body, it 

melts without detonating, Heated in an oil-bath, in a tube closed at 
one end, it is destroyed at about, 157° C., yielding, nitrogen and, sul- 
phur, with traces of the substance undecomposed. 

Sulphuret of nitrogen when reduced to powder has a slight odour, 
and it acquires by friction the property, of adhering to “glass and 
paper in a high degree. Its. action on the mucous ~ membranes. is 
extremely irritating. Water moistens it with difficulty, and. does 
not dissolye it ; alcohol, ether, pyroxylic spirit and oil of turpentine, 
dissolve it in small quantity; but.sulphuret of, carbon is, the best 
solvent. 

Sulphuret of nitrogen is not, entirely without action, on sulphuret 
of carbon; it takes place, howev er, slowly, and requires.a long period, 
for its completion, and the action is very remarkable. , The ‘authors, 
have observed the solutions of sulphuret of nitrogen in sulphuret of, 
carbon become completely colourless in some months; and among the 
products they found sulphur, sulphohydrecyanic acid, anda deposit. 
of a golden yellow coloun, which had the appearance of the substance 
imperfectly known and called by chemists-sulphocyanogen, or oxy-, 
sulphuret of cyanogen, 

The analysis of this substance made by the authors does not lead 
to any of the formule attributed to it; but as we do not possess any 

2 A 2 
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positive statement as to the composition of sulphocyanogen, MM. 
Fordos and Gelis propose to make a comparative examination of the 
two bodies, as soon as they can obtain them in sufficient, quantity. 

Analysis of the sulphuret of nitrogen.—Every means was taken in 
searching for hydrogen, and. in) all,the experiments. considerable 
quantities of the matter were employed, in order to diminish as much 
as possible the chances of error. 

First experiment: 0°5 gr. of sulphuret of nitrogen gave 0°015 gr. 
of water. 

Second experiment: 0°5 gr. of sulphuret of nitrogen gave 0°045 
gr. of water. 

Third experiment: 1-0 gr. of sulphuret of nitrogen gave 0-004 gr. 
of water. 

These results, and especially the-last, sufficiently prove that the 
substance examined contains no hydrogen, and consequently that 
the formula given by M. Aug, Laurent ought to be rejected. 

The authors add that the formula S* NH, which had been pro- 
posed by this chemist for sulphuret of nitrogen, appears to belong to 
another substance ; it being proved that the compound in question 
contains no hydrogen, and consequently that) it is a sulphuret of 
nitrogen, it is easy to show that it has not the composition indicated 
by M. Soubeiran’; the formula’which he proposes would give 77°32 
of sulphur and 22°68-of nitrogen. 

The numbers obtained by MM. Fordos' and Gelis) are far from 
being the same}; they correspond ‘to S* N, or 

Caleula- Expexi+ Expeni- Experi; Experi- 
tion. ment, ment. ment. ment. 

Sulphur... . 69°56 69:47 68°83 69°95 69:06 

Nitrogen ..., -30°44 30°36 31:01 30:50 ie 

100-00 

These results were confirmed by the examination which was made 
by the action of water and the alkalies on this substance. According 
to M. Soubeiran, cold water acts slowly upon sulphuret of nitrogen, 
converting it into hyposulphite of ammonia, and the salt contains 
one proportion of ammonia and one-and a half proportion of hypo- 
sulphurous acid; according to the: same chemist, alkaline solutions 
accelerate the transformation of sulphuret of nitrogen into ammonia 
and hyposulphurous acid ; these»statements are inadmissible; for 
the decomposition of water, as indicated by M. Soubeiran, would be 
represented by the formula S*N+4HO=8'.0*%, NH’, HO; there- 
fore, in the reaction, on the supposition that the) formula for sul- 
phuret' of nitrogen ‘S* N is:exact, which it is not, no gas: would be 
disengaged ; whereas it'is very easy to prove, that during this re- 
action ammonia is’ evolved.-\:It is also: to|be proved: that the liquor 
possesses’ all the characters) ofa mixture of hyposulphurous acid and 
an acid of the thionie series. 

The analyses of the products proved that the redetion of water on 
the sulphuret of nitrogen must be represented s the following 
equation— 
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4(S?N)+9(HO) + Agq=8?.02, NH®, Aq +(2S° 03, H?N, Aq) 
+H? N. 

This formula explains all ‘the observed phzenomena, and its aceus 
racy is rendered unquestionable by the ‘reaction of potash on) the 
sulphuret of nitrogen, which may be represented by é 

2(S?N)+3(KO)+ 6(HO)=S? 02, KO+2(SO%, KO) + 2(NH?). 

There are formed a hyposulphite. and a sulphite in such propor- 
tions that each of the two salts contains an equal quantity of sulphur. 
These products are evidently due to two reactions; to that of water 
on the sulphuret of nitrogen, and that of potash on the. trithionic 
acid derived. from the first, reaction,, It is well. known that this 
acid is resolved by the alkalies into sulphite and hyposulphite,— 

2(S° 03) +5(KO)=82 0? KO+4802 KO. 
Comptes Rendus, Novembre 18, 1850. 

—————— 

ON THE CYANIC AMIDIDES, 

BY, MESSRS,, L.. CLOEZ AND CANNIZZARO, 

On bringing gaseous’ chloride, of, cyanogen and ammoniacal gas 
into the presence: of each other; M.\Bineau obtained a solid com- 
pound, to which he gaye the name. of, chlorocyanate, of ammonia, 
representing its composition by the formula CyCl, 2(NH3). 

On attempting to form with the; new bases.of M..Wurtz and the 
chloride of cyanogen the compounds, corresponding to those of am- 
monia, the results obtained were such as to lead us to re-examine 
the compounds described’ by M. Bineau ; and wesoon became con- 
vinced that the chlorocyanate of animonia was'a mixture of the hy- 
drochlorate of ammonia and a species of amide, which we have iso- 
lated, and the composition of which may be represented, according 
to our analyses, by one of the equivalent formule— 

Cy, NH? N ((,) C2 He N&e> 

We have named. this substance cyanamide; the following equa- 
tion will exhibit its formation :— 

CyCl4+-2NH3=NH3, HCl+ Cy, NH?. 
The best method of preparing ‘cyanamide consists. in) passing» a 

current of perfectly dry chloride of cyanogen through a-solution of 
ammoniacal gas in anhydrous ether. Hydrochlorate of ammonia 
is deposited, which is separated by filtration; aud) on. distilling the 
ztherial solution ina water-bath, the .esidue consists ‘of perfeetly 
pure cyanamide. ot 

Cyanamide ‘is a: white :crystallizable: substance,» which, melts! -at 
104° F., but remains: in: the liquid state-atia far dower temperature. 
We retained a certain quantity of this substance in the liquid state 
for twenty-four hours, inoa room! where the, temperature was not 
above 54°; but on touching the substance with a pointed ‘piece of 
glass, it instantly became solid;,, At) about 302°, cyanamide exhi- 
bits a very’ remarkable phenomenon ; it-suddenly solidifies, with 
disengagement of a large quantity of heat. The composition of the 
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substance thus produced is the»same'as that of cyanamide, but its 
properties are different; it has.all the characters of melamine, which 
ought, according to this new mode of origin, to be regarded as the 
amide of eyanurie acid, and called: eyanuramide or cyanuramine, ad- 
mitting that it results from the tripling of the molecule of cyanamide. 
Cyanamide does not alter in idry air; it dissolves readily in water ; 
but: on, evaporating the -solution, a ‘residue :is obtained, which is 
nearly. insoluble in water,and-which we suppose to ‘be eyanuramine. 
Anhydrous aleoholand zther dissolve it without altering it; alkalies 
decompose, it. It furnishes with some acids, nitric acid* among 

others, crystalline compounds, -which we intend examining. 
The volatile bases of M, Wurtz, anda large number, of organic 

alkalies behave in. the same manner as. ammonia towards the chlo- 
ride.of cyanogen;,in general a hydrochlorate of the base and a cor- 
responding cyanic amide are produced. \ We have already obtained 
several of these compounds, but as yet have examined only those 
which result from. the action of chloride of cyanogen on methylia, 
ethylia and.amylia, viz. eyanomethylumide, cyanethylamide and 
cyanamylamide.. All these bodies are members’ of ‘the series of 
which cyanamide is the first term, as the following table will show :— 

Cyanamide ....... Cy,. NH? = (Esse He N? 

Cyanomethylamide Cy, C2? Ht N= Gf Cy NRG H+ N2 

Cyanethylamide:.... .Cy,,-C+ Hé N=Ci(( Nao Hé N23 

‘CYariamylamids © {2°°CyS Co ihe N=00('G, Nace Hi? Na 
In certain cases, the chloride of cyanogen, in acting upon a base, 

may give rise to a new alkali, as. observed. by M..Hofmann in regard 
to aniline, . The constitution:of the bases thus obtained*may be re- 
presented by the cyanamide*of the base acted’ upon conjoined with 
the’base itself. On this view, the melaniline of M. Hofmann might 
be represented by the formuja— 

CHIN,” C2 (Bi). 3 His Ne. 
Cy. ; 

Aniline. Cyanilide. Melaniline. 
The bromide,and the:iodide of cyanogen produce with ammonia 

and the volatile alkalies mixtures of the hydrobromate or hydriodate 
of the alkali. acted upon and the corresponding ‘eyanie amide— 
Comptes Rendus, Jan. 13; 1851. 

OCCURRENCE OF GADOLINITE IN IRELAND. 
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
GENTLEMEN, Dublin, Jan. 29, 1851. 

The occurrence of gadolinite in Ireland, where it has not been 
before ‘discovered, is possibly worth notice. in.,your pages, it being 
a mineral of considerable rarity in. any-locality. 

* Nitric acid, added in small quantity to an xtherial solution of cyanamide, 
produces nitrate of urea. 
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It was found: lately in: the:trap rock:\which exists in the neighbour- 

hood of -the:town ‘of Galway; and which also abounds’ in epidote, 

and some other: rare minerals. | 

The single specimen which Iyhave| examined is amorphously im- 

bedded inthe trap) cand is easily recognized as gadolinite by its 

black colour, peculiar lustre: and: fracture, hardness nearly equal to 

that of rock crystal, -infusibility: before the blowpipe (intumescing, 

however, into -cauliflower-like’ masées),‘:and’ its (gelatinizing | with 

muriatie acid. I remain; Sir, Yours, &c:, 
J: Wiiiram MAnrer. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR FEB. 1851. 

Chiswick.— February’ 1\' Overcast’: fine : clear at night. 2. Rain : hazy; slight 

fog: frosty, 3. Frosty and foggy :ocloudy. © 4: Clear: cloudy and fine: clear 

and frosty. .5,Drizzly. ..6.,Clear and fine.» ;7- Rain. » 8. Fine: heavy clouds: 

clear. 9. Cloudy and fine. 10. Hazy. 11, Clear... 12. Very fine., 13. Hazy: 

cloudy : slight fog. 14. Dense fog: hazy. 15. Foggy : exceedingly fine: frosty, 

16. Sharp frost: clear and very fine: frosty. — 17. Frosty, with fog: clear: 

cloudy. 18. Cloudy:and fine: 19; Densely ¢louded. © 20.' Very fine: rain at 

night. 21. Hazy? fine:,slight fogy «22. Dense-fog: very fine: clear at night. 

93. Clear and fine, , 24. Cloudy: foggy. 25. Foggy... 26. Fine: clear ; frosty. 

27. Slight shower of sleet : dense dark clouds, 28. Cloudy and cold. 

Mean temperature of the month ...ss.scseeVretesenereeeseenes 38°35 

Mean temperaturé of Feb. 1850  .....+ssseseesseereree seeseee 42 °60 

Mean temperature of Feb. for the last twenty-five years. 39 56 

Average amount of rain in Feb. Me eecPWsececkcvestackecw’ ea 1 OF MICH, 

Boston.—Feb. 1. Fines; 2. Cloudy. 3. Cloudy: raine.m. 4, Fine. —5. 

Cloudy : tain B.m.= “6. Fine, 7+ Cloudy: rain A.M. and ‘pat,’ 8—T0. “Fine. 

11—14. Cloudy. 15. Foggy. 16—18. Fine. 19, 20. Cloudy. 21. Fine. 

22. Foggy. 23. Fine. 24. Fine: raine.M. 25. Foggy: rain at. 26, Fine. 

27, Fine: rain a.m; and p.m.) 28. Fine. ~~ io 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire—Feb. 1, Frost :_ snow. melting,.)..2., Frost 

gentle : louring rat. S$. Rain in the night: drizzly day. 4. Frost rather hard : 

(ne: clear 5.) Rain heavy : high wind: flood. 6. Rain in the night : fair day. 

7, Rain all day: high| wind:;) flood. <8.) Fair and fine a.a. Ya few drops P.M. 

9. Fog: hoar-frost : cleared p,m 010, Fair 4.me: rainipems oll, 12. Dripping 

day. 13. Fair throughout. 14, Fair early a.m.;,slight;drizale, 15, 16. Shower 

during night’ fine day. 17. Rain a.m.: cleared at noon. 18, 19. Storm of wind 

and rain. 20. Fair and fine: a few drops r.m.|- 21. Frost: fine: butterfly seen. 

929. Frost harder: barometer falling. . 23.| Frost mild ; barometer falling. 24. 

Frost slight: fine and clear. ~25. No frost, fine: cold p.m. 26. Frost gentle: 

cloudy. 27. No frost: but ungenial. 28. Frost: clear and fine.—During this 

month the spring flowers'were earlier by three or four weeks than usual: snow~ 

drops, crocuses; hepaticas; polyanthuses, daffodils, in full bloom. 

Mean temperature of! the MON” 1.0.2. siéecseccesocseeeseseeee Pvt) eta 

Mean temperature of FReb.18500)¥.. 445. .0seaee-th eee LW. 51K we 4l 70 

Mean temperature of Feb. for the last twenty-nine yeats ... 36,190: 

Average rain in Feb, ......++ssseeeserreeseesseeeres Paacaaatanaes tess 2°14 inches, 

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—Feb..1., Clear: frost: elear: aurora.) 2. Bright: 

frost: cloudy. $. Bright: clear. 4, Bright; clear: cloudy, . 5. Cloudy: rain. 

6. Sleet-showers: showers, "7. Rain: showers, 8. Bright: clear. 9. Cloudy: 

fine: rain, 10. Showers: clear: showers. 11. Bright: showers: 12. Snow- 

showers: clear: frost. 13, Clear; frost. 14, Drops :, showers, 15. Clear : 

drizzle. 16. Drizzle: clear, 17. Drops; cloudy. 18, Rain: cloudy ; aurora, - 

19, Showers; cloudy :'aurora/| 20, Showers: sleet-showers. 21. Bright: showers. 

29, Clear: aurora. 23. Clear: hoarsfrost: ‘fine: aurora. 24. Clear: frost: 

clear: aurora, 25. Clear: frost; fine; aurora... 26.,Cloudy:: fine » cloudy. 

27, Hoar-frost: cloudy. 28. Showers ; cloudy. oy 
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XLVIL. On certain Questions relating to the Theory of Probabi- 
lities. By W. FP. Donkin, M.A., F-R.S., F.RAS., Savilian 
Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford*. 

ITHIN the last year three papers have been published on 
subjects connected with the theory of probabilities, all 

discussing or suggesting questions of more or less importance 
and difficulty ; namely, an article in the Edinburgh Review for 
July 1850; remarks on certain parts of this article by Mr. R. L, 
Ellis, in the last November Number of this Journal ; and a paper 
by Prof. J. D. Forbes in the December Number of the same. In 
what follows, I am not going to attempt anything like a detailed 
examination of any of these papers, but merely to offer some 
considerations which may, Thope, contribute something, however 
little, towards a settlement of the questions treated im them, so 
far as they involve matters of doubt or controversy. How far 
there may be any originality, either of substance or form, in 
anything that I shall say, I hope I may be allowed to leaye the 
reader to settle for himself, if he care about it ; though of course 
I shall not intentionally make unacknowledged use of the labours 
of others, unless in so far as their results may be considered to 
have become common property. 

1, It will, I suppose, be generally admitted, and has often been 
more or less explicitly stated, that the subject-matter of calcula- 
tion in the mathematical theory of probabilities is quantity of 
belief. Kvery problem with which the theory is concerned is of the 
followmg kind. A certain number of hypotheses ave presented to 
the mind, along with a certain quantity of information relating to 
them: In what way ought belief to be distributed among them ? 
And the law which must always be made the foundation of the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Phil. Mag. 8.4. Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1851, 2B 
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whole theory is the following :—/Vhen several hypotheses are pre- 
sented to our mind, which we believe to be mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive, but about which we know nothing further, we distribute 
our belief equally amongst them. I mean by these expressions to 
imply, that the hypotheses not only exhaust the whole range of 
possibility, but also that they exclude one another, so that one 
must be true and all the rest false. If be the number of such 

hypotheses, and entire belief be denoted by unity, then 2 is the 

quantity of belief we give to each of them. Moreover, if we 
select a group of m hypotheses out of these n, the quantity of 
belief which we give to the complex hypothesis that some one of 
these m is true, is the sum of the quantities which we give to 

each of them, namely = 

2. This being admitted as an account of the way in which we 
actually do distribute our belief in simple cases, the whole of the 
subsequent theory follows as a deduction of the way in which 
we must distribute it in complex cases, if we would be consistent. 
And as equal distribution is the only possible (because the only 
intelligible) Jaw in the case of hypotheses about which we have 
no information, so the laws which are deduced from it as appli- 
cable to the cases in which we have some information (which con- 
stitute the complex cases occurring in practice), are also, in those 
cases, the only possible Jaws; since any other mode of distribu-* 
tion would be found, when completely analysed, to rest upon a 
random preference of one hypothesis to another about which we 
are equally ignorant. We must therefore either accept the theory 
of probabilities with all its developments, or we must abandon 
the idea of getting a rational belief at all im any case where ab- 
solute knowledge is unattainable. And every attempt to acquire 
such a rational (as distinct from a random) belief, is an attempt, 
however unconscious, rude and imperfect, to apply the princi- 
ples of the mathematical theory. 

3. Several important remarks suggest themselves in reference 
to what has just been said. And first, 1 do not see on what 
ground it can be doubted-that every definite state of belief con- 
cerning a proposed hypothesis is in itself capable of being repre- 
sented by a numerical expression, however difficult or impracti- 
cable it may be to ascertain its actual value. It would be ve 
difficult to estimate in numbers the vis viva of all the particles 
of a human body at any instant; but no one doubts that it is 
capable of numerical expression. I mention this point, because 
I am not sure that Professor Forbes has distinguished the diffi- 
culty of ascertaining numbers in certain cases from a supposed 
difficulty of eapression by means of numbers, The former diffi- 
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culty is real, but merely relative to our knowledge and skill; 
the latter, if real, would be absolute, and inherent in the subject- 
matter, which I conceive to be not the case. (See the paper in 
the Philosophical Magazine for December 1850, arts. 6, 17, 18.) 

4, Secondly, it is of course familiar to all who have thought 
or read modern works on the subject, that the “ probability” 
which is estimated numerically means merely “quantity of 
belief,” and is nothing inherent in the hypothesis to which it 
refers. It is therefore always relative to a particular state of 
knowledge or ignorance ; but it must be observed that it 1s ab- 
solute in the sense of not being relative to any individual mind ; 
since, the same information being presupposed, all minds ought 
to distribute their belief in the same way. It is to be regretted 
that the usual terminology of the subject makes it almost neces- 
sary to repeat this otherwise superfluous remark at the beginning 
of every discussion. Thus it is usual to say that “ certainty is 
represented by 1 ;” where what is (or ought to be) meant is that 
“entire belief” is represented by 1. The word “certainty ” 
naturally suggests the idea of the absolute truth of the thing 
believed ; whereas people very often “entirely believe” what is 
not true ; and this state of belief is represented (as to its quan- 
tity) by 1, just as correctly as where the thing believed is abso- 
lutely true. 

5. Thirdly, it is to be observed that the whole theory may be 
truly described, in a certain sense, as “ knowledge founded upon 
ignorance ;” but I think it might be more adequately designated 
as “a method of avoiding the erection of belief upon ignorance.” 
I make this observation with reference to a remark of Mr. Ellis’s 
(Philosophical Magazine for November 1850, p. 825), concerning 
which I shall have more to say hereafter. At present it will not 
be out of place to notice briefly the nature of the argument com- 
monly called the “ sufficient reason,” the true character of which 
appears to be often misconceived. Its force in all cases depends 
(as it seems to me) upon a previous assumption that an intelligible 
law exists concerning the matter in question. If this assumption 
be admitted, and if it can be shown that there is only one intel- 
ligible law, then that must be the actual law. Thus we may 
argue that the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal 
(not because there is no reason why one should be greater than 
the other, but), because, if not, no intelligible statement could be 
given of which is the greater. And in like manner, a person who 
should dispute the propriety of dividing our belief equally 
amongst hypotheses about which we are equally ignorant, ought 
to be refuted by asking him to state which is to be preferred. 
He must either admit the proposed law, or maintain that there 
is no law at all. 

2B2 
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6. For convenience, as well as to avoid the responsibility of 
introducing new terms, the ordinary language will be generally 
used in the rest of this paper; it being understood that by the 
probability” of a hypothesis is meant the quantity of belief 

which ought to be given to it by a person in a determinate state 
of information respecting it. The word hypothesis is used to 
denote anything, or rather any proposition, which can be believed 
or disbelieved ; including, of course, even wnmeaning propositions, 
which can be truly believed or disbelieved by a mind which 
believes that they have, or may have, a meaning. 

7. The solutions of the ordinary direct problems of probabi- 
lities must always be made to depend, more or less explicitly, 
upon the theory of combinations; and the ordinary processes 
are sufficiently satisfactory m such cases. But im the treatment 
of inverse problems, which are by far the most important and 
frequent in practice, 1 think that considerable advantage might 
be gained by the introduction of the following preliminary 
theorem, which, if it ought not rather to be called:am axiom, is 
certainly as evident before as after any proof which can be given 
of it. A’ 

Theorem.—If there be any number of mutually exclusive hy- 
potheses, /,, hj, h3..., of which the probabilities relative to a 
particular state of information are pj, Po, p3.-., and if new in- 
formation be gained which changes the probabilities of some of 
them, suppose of #,,4, and all that follow, without having other- 
wise any reference to the rest, then the probabilities of these latter 
have the same ratios to one another, after the new information, 
that they had before ; that is, hig 

Gt oP AR 7 aR LH 7 Nr | RR SS ig ae ay 2 ae 
where the accented letters denote the values after the new infor- 
mation has been acquired. 

The most important*case of this theorem is the followmg :— 
If there be n hypotheses Ay, hg, .../n, which in a certain state 

of information are believed to be exhaustive, and of which the 
probabilities are then p,, po,..-p,; and if it is afterwards dis- 
covered either that some of them must be rejected or that others 
must be admitted, or both, without any further information as 
to those of the original set which are retained, then these latter 
have the same mutual ratios after the new information that they 
had before. 

By means of these theorems, 1 think that we may not, only 
shorten processes*, and ayoid the necessity of constructions by 

* The following may be taken as an example. Let there be two hypo- 
theses A, B, which are believed to be entirely independent, and of which 
the probabilities relative to this state of information are a, 6, It is after- 
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means of balls, dice, &c., but also are enabled to keep more 

clearly in view the connexion between first principles and the 

forms of solution in complex cases. I propose now to illustrate 

their use by deducing from them what may be called the three 

fundamental propositions of the science. 
8. Tuxorum L.—If P be the probability of a hypothesis U1, and 

p the probability that if H be true another hypothesis h ts true ; 

then the probability that H. and h are true is Pp. 
For the whole quantity of belief which we give to the truth of 

H is made up of the quantities given to the two combinations 

H true and & true, H true and / false. The sum of the two 

latter quantities is therefore P, and their ratio is the same as it 

would be if H were discovered to be true, namely, p:1—p. 
Hence their values are Pp and P(1—p). 

This obviously includes the case in which H and / are entirely 

independent, and P, p their respective probabilities. 

TuroreM II.—Let H,, H,,...H, be mutually exclusive and 

exhaustive hypotheses, whose probabilities (relative to a certain state 

of information) are P,,P.,..-P,. And let p, be the probability 

that another hypothesis h is true if H, betrue. If it be afterwards 

discovered that h is true, the probability of HU, becomes 

EP; 
=(P;p,) 

For before the discovery of the truth of 4, the quantities of 

belief which we give to the combinations (Hj, /), (H.,4),... 

(H,,,) ave P\py1, Pops,-.-Pp,. After the discovery, all other 

combinations are excluded ; and the probabilities of these com- 

binations retain the same ratios as before, but their sum becomes 

wards discovered that they cannot be both true, no other knowledge being 

gained about either of them, What are their new probabilities ? 

Before the discovery, the probabilities of the four (exclusive and exhaust- 

ive) hypotheses, A true and B false, A false and B true, both false, both 

true, were respectively a(1—d), b(1—a), ( 1—a)(1—b), ab. After the dis- 

covery, the last hypothesis is excluded, and the new probabilities (say 2, y, 2) 

of the other three are proportional to their former values; but their sum 

being now =1, we have 

wr y: i a Y 4G pes 
ai—b) b—a) ~ (l—a)(1—d) 1—ab’ 

where « and y are obviously the new probabilities of A and B. If it were 

further discovered that A and B could not be both false, we should then 

have 
Sistis oe bart 

)” a+b—2ab’ 
dae 

al—b) ba 

(Compare Prof. De Morgan’s paper referred to below, p. 27) 
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equal to 1; whence the expression given above follows imme- 
diately. 

TueorEM III.—Zet H,, Ho,... Hy be mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive hypotheses, of which the probabilities relative to a cer- 
tain state of information are Pj, Pa,...P,. Jf new and indepen- 
dent information be obtained, in consequence of which their proba- 
bilities would have become p,, Po- ++ Py» Supposing them to have 
been all equal at first, then the probability of H, actually becomes 

Pipi 

=(P;p;) 

For first suppose the new information to have reference to an 
independent set of hypotheses K,, K,,...K, with @ prior? equal 
probabilities. Then the probability of K; becomes p,, and the 
probabilities of the combinations (H,, K,), (Hg, K,).... become 
Pp, Popo,-.-P,p. Now the ratios of these probabilities 

would not be affected by the discovery that (for all values of 7) 
H, and K, mutually imply one another, so as to amount to the 
same hypothesis; but then, all other combinations being ex- 
cluded, the swm of the probabilities in question would become 1, 
whence the theorem follows immediately. 

A slight consideration of the form of the expression thus 
arrived at will suffice to establish a more general theorem, which 
may be thus stated :— 

Turorem 1V.—Zet H,, H,,...H, be mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive hypotheses, of which the & priori probabilities are equal. 
If information be obtained from several independent sources, which, 
considered separately, would give respectively p., qi, ... Vi; for the 
probability of H,, then the actual probability of H, is 

Pides® Voy 
=(p; 9; +++ %) 

9. The theorems just established have their most important 
applications in the theory of the combination of observations, 
and generally in the solution of problems respecting the infer- 
ences drawn from phenomena. [ shall proceed to discuss a few 
miscellaneous examples, chosen with a view to exhibit the accord- 
ance between the results of the theory and the conclusions of 

* The reasoning in the text may be compared with that employed by 
Prof. De Morgan in his paper “‘On the Structure of the Syllogism,” &e. 
(Camb. Phil. Trans., vol. viii. part 3.) See particularly pp. 26,27. With 
respect to whatever correspondence may be considered to exist between 
that paper and the present essay, it will I think be sufficient to say, that 
the above mode of treating the subject was fumiliar to me before I saw the 
memo. in question. 
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“common sense.” This accordance is nowhere more conspicuous 
than in those cases in which a numerical result cannot be obtained 
with certainty, from the difficulty of assigning the actual values 
of the quantities which appear in the formule. It becomes 
apparent in such instances from a consideration of the forms of 
the expressions, and of the effects of supposed variation in the 
quantities involved in them, and particularly from an examination 
of extreme cases. And the comparative conclusions which can 
be thus arrived at are probably quite as useful and instructive 
as any absolute result would be, supposing it attainable. 

10. Let us first observe, that though there is no such thing 
as chance, that is, occurrence of events without any cause, there 
is such a thing as accident, that is, occurrence of events from causes 
not connected with some supposed plan or design. If I arrange 
my books with reference solely to their size, their arrangement 
as to subjeets will be accidental. Not that it will be determined 
without cause; but, on the contrary, by a complex system and 
sequence of causes. Since, however, we have no means of tra- 
cing this sequence, we give up the attempt as hopeless, and look 
upon the supposed occurrence of all the possible arrangements 
as exhaustive hypotheses about which we know nothing more, 
so long as we do not know what the actual arrangement is. 

11. Now suppose I go into a room and see a number of balls 
laid on a table, and disposed in some regular figure, say a circle. 
Somebody must have put them there. But was it part of his 
intention to place them in a circle, or did he merely mean to lay 
them on the table, without intending any particular arrangement ? 
In the latter case the circular disposition would be accidental. 
“Common sense,’ however, suggests an irresistible conviction 
that it was intentional, What is the account of this conviction ? 
Is it enough to say that the mind is “impatient of causeless 
phenomena?” I thik not; because the mind is surely quite 
as impatient of an irregular or complex causeless phenomenon, 
as of a regular or simple one. It would be truer to say that the 
mind refers a simple phenomenon to a simple cause (such as 
design), and a complex phenomenon to a complex system of 
causes (such as accident) ; and this would perhaps bea sufficient 
“cominon sense” explanation. Let us see how far it is in ac- 
cordance with the mathematical theory. 

Let a be the @ priori probability that the observed arrange- 
ment would occur by accident. This is of course the same, 
whether that arrangement be regular or not. Let d be the 
a priori probability that the person who placed the balls on the 
table designed some arrangement ; and let + be the probability 
that if he did, he would design some regular arrangement. 
Finally, let p be the probability that if he designed a regular 
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arrangement, he would choose that particular arrangement. which 
is observed. Then if we put D for the @ posteriori probability 
(resulting from the observed phenomenon) that the arrangement 
was designed, we haye, by Theorem IL., i 

drp 
d=: 

drp+(1—d)a 

(It is as well to observe that the two ways in which, the pheno- 
menon might be produced have for their & priori probabilities 
drp, (1—d)a; and the three ways in which it might fail, d:(1.-—p), 
d(l—r), (l—dj(1—@) ; and. the sum of, these five expressions 
is 1, as it ought to be.) 

12. In examining the above expression for D, let us. first 
assign a value tod, If we haye no knowledge beforehand as to 
whether the person who placed the balls would be likely to intend 

l 
some arrangement or not, then d= 5, and the value of D may be 

written 
1 

p=. - sys 
a hats sy 

: eb BS : 
in which we observe that the ratio — is necessarily) very small. Fs ) 

For, 7 bemg the probability that a person designing some arrange- 
ment would choose ayregu/ar one, must, be, taken to be nearly 1, 

or at all events greater than 5. And p, the’ probability ‘of his 
a t ; foTtip 

choosing a given regular arrangement out of all possible regular 
arrangements, is greater than a in the same ratio that the whole 
number of possible arrangements is greater than the whole num- 
ber of regular arrangements ; a ratio of which  both.the, terms 
are infinite, but which must. certainly be very great, if not atself 
mfinite. Ifit were absolutely infinite, we should, have D=1 ; 
and it is unquestionably great enough to make) the value of D 
sensibly equal to 1... Thus the mathematical investigation leads, 
equally with common sense, to a moral certainty that the arrange- 
ment was designed. 

13. The solution of such problems as that which we have just 
considered, always involves, in its expression, the values of @ priori 
probabilities ; that is, probabilities derived from information 
which we possess antecedently to the observation of the pheeno- 
menon considered: Now since every hypothesis has a determi- 
nate probability corresponding to a determinate state of imfor- 
mation, and since I must be in a determinate state of information 
with respect to any proposed hypothesis, it follows that the values 
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of these @ priori probabilities must be, for me, determmate ; and 
that the’ solution of the problem obtained as in art. 11 is, for 
me, the true solution. But then the question arises, What isthe 
meaning of the well-known processes which are applied on the 
supposition of one or more of tlie values in question being wholly 
or partially unknown ?, It cannot, or at least ought not, to be 
implied, that any hypothesis has an inherent & priori probability 
which can be ‘conceived to be known with different degrees of 
precision. ‘But it is tobe observed, that a quantity, though de- 
terminate, may be unknown to a person who either has not per- 
formed, or has not skill enough to perform, the calculations 
necessary for ascertaining its value. And in this ease his know- 
ledge of it admits of all degrees, from absolute inability to give 
a preference to any one of its possible values over any other, to an 
approximation accompanied by any amount of belief as to its pre- 
cision, We haye, then, this intelligible answer to the question sug- 
gested above ; namely, that in employing the methods alluded to, 
we meet the case in which the &@ prior? probabilities involved in the 
problem have not been actually calculated, by introducing the 
expression of our belief as to the result of the calculation, sup- 
posing it performed. But there is also another intelligible 
answer which I conceive applies to some cases. Although the 
value of a, probability relative to my particular state of informa- 
tion may be not only determinate (as it always is), but known (as 
it often is not), I may wish to introduce into the solution of the 
problem the value which it would have if I were in some other 
state of information ; and this value may he the subject of belief 
differmg, as in the former case, in any degree from precise 
knowledge. 
14; With reference to the first of the two cases just men- 

tioned, it must be noticed that the admission that a hypothesis 
may be presented to: my mind, without my- therefore calculating 
(or being able to calculate) its probability, by no means amounts 
to am admission that [am not put into a definite state of belief 
respecting it.’ Take, ‘for instance, the extreme case in which I 
cannot even guess at what the result of the calculation would be : 
then the probability that it would tarn out to lie between p and 

dp 

ia 
the hypothesis, proposed would in that, case be p, it follows, that 
the quantity of belief which I give to the compound. supposition, 
that the result of the caleulation would be as above, and that the 
proposed hypothesis is time, is represented. by pdp; and. there- 
fore the whole belief which I give to the truth of the hypothesis 

pAdpis that is, simply dp; and since the probability of 

Paty. ] be tty - 
is if pdp= 5, which completely agrees with common sense. In 

ww 
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hke manner, if I am able to assign an approximate value py of p, 
with a belief, as to the precision of my approximation, expressed 
by $(p); where $(p) is a maximum for p=po, and ¢$(p)dp is 
my belief that the true value would twn out to lie between p 

and p + dp, $(p) satisfying of course the condition ae b( p)dp=1; 

then the belief which I actually give to the truth of the hypo- 

thesis is hi ‘po p)dp. This might be called its provisional proba- 

bility. It expresses also, according to a well-known use of the 
term, my expectation of the value of p (as distinguished from its 
most probable value, which is my original approximation p). 
Similar considerations apply to the second case mentioned m 
art. 13, which it would be useless to repeat in detail, after what 
has just been said. 

15. Let us, for distinction, call the “ definitive” value of a 
probability, relative to a particular state of imformation, that 
value which would be obtained if all the necessary calculations 
were actually performed ; while any value adopted, as explained 
in the last article, without the performance of these calculations, 
may be called a “provisional” value. It is obvious that the 
“ definitive ” value of an @ priori probability cannot be altered 
by any fresh information, or even by the discovery of the truth 
or falsehood of the hypothesis to which it refers. For the new 
probability so obtained has reference to a new state of information, 
and has nothing to do with the quantity of belief appropriate to 

‘the former state. But the provisional value may be altered by 
new information ; that is, the knowledge which we gain in a new 
state of information may alter our estimate of what would have 
turned out to be the quantity of belief appropriate to a former 
state, if the calculation had been performed. And it is to be 
remembered that the employment of new information to improve 
our provisional estimate of the @ priori probability of a hypothesis, 
is a totally different thing from the employment of it to obtain 
an @ posteriori probability of the same hypothesis. These di- 
stinctions are very important; and as I am not sure that they 
are so generally understood as it appears to me that they ought 
to be, I shall illustrate them by an example which will suffi- 
ciently represent any problem of the class now considered. 

16. An event E has been observed, which can only have re- 
sulted from some one or other of the causes C, C’,... of which 
any one would necessarily produce it, and no two could coexist. 
It is required to assign the probability that it has resulted from 
C ; it being known that the probability (before the event) that 
C existed, would be a if a certain hypothesis H were érue, and 6 
if it were false ; whilst the probability that some one of the other 
causes existed would be « if H were true, and # if it were false. 
Let p be the @ priori probability of H ; then the required @ pos- 
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teriori probability of the existence of C is 

peel de Padiatr a AED 
plata) + (1—-p)(0+8) 

Let us suppose that a, b, «, 8 are definitively known. Then 
if p were definitively known, this expression would be the com- 
plete solution of the problem. But if p be not definitively 
known, it only informs us what would be the solution, supposing 
any proposed value of p were the true one. 

17. Now if we have obtained, no matter how*, so much know- 

ledge of p, that 6(p)dp expresses the quantity of our belief that 
its definitive value is between p and p+dp, then (14.) our “ pro- 

. »” . 1 : : 
visional ” value of p is S. pd(p)dp, which we will denote by a. 

Hence, writing the expression (P), as we obviously may, in the 

form oe (where k, /, m are given quantities), we may substi- 

tute the provisional value @ for p, and obtain 

koa+tl % 

as the solution of the problem. 
But, on the other hand, we may reason as follows :—The 

product 
kp +1 

wine oP 
expresses the quantity of our belief that the value of p is between 
p and p+dp, and that C was the cause of the event E. Hence 

A spy T S, $60) Pe ® - sitinsth lt :Aestbde) 

expresses our whole belief in the existence of C, and is the solu- 
tion of the problem. 

It is by no means obvious at first sight which of these expres- 
sions (I.), (IL.) ought to be preferred, or what is the difference 
of principle involved in the processes by which they were ob- 
tained. But a little consideration will show that (I1.) expresses 
a real provisional solution; that is, it expresses owr belief in the 
existence of C, influenced by the consideration that we do not possess 
a definitive knowledge of p. Whereas (I.) expresses a solution 
obtained by ¢reating a provisional value of p as if it were definitive ; 
or it is what would be the definitive solution of the problem to 

* The reader will not suppose that I omit any discussion of the possibi- 
lity or mode of assigning the form of the function ¢ because I consider it 
a subject not requiring discussion, but it would be irrelevant to my imme- 
diate purpose. 
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a person whose state of information (antecedently to the event BE) 
was such that @ was to him the definitive & priori probability of 
H. Thus it is the expression (IL) which is right im principle, 
though it happens, remarkably, that (L.) ‘is right i in result, as we 
shall see immediately. 

18. For it must be observed that both processes ‘are defective 
in this respect, that they do not make use of the observed event Ki 
to improve our provisional value of p; that is, to get a better ap- 
proximation to the true value of p, calculated antecedently to the 
event. In order to do this we observe that (p)dp expressmg 
our antecedent belief that the value in question lies between’ p 
and p+dp, the antecedent probability that it does he with 
those limits and that the event will happen is 

{p(a+e)+(1—=p)(O+8)} bp); 
whence the probability after the event the true! value of p lies 
between p and p+ dp is this expression divided bythe sum of its 
values for all values of p (between 0 and 1) separated hy inter- 
vals equal to gp. The integration gives (17) 

o(a+a)+{1—a)()+A); 
plate) + (Lp) (b+8) 

, 

walarkee)Ho(h-ie\(EcriB) 
ee OM, 

is the expression of our belief, influenced by the event, that the 
value of p, calculated before the event, would have turned out: to 
lie between p and p+dp. We might from this expression obtain 
a new provisional value of p corrected by the- event. Bat if we 
proceeded to substitute this for p in (P.), art. 16, we should again 
commit the fallacy of treating a provisional value'as if it'were 
definitive. Instead of this, ther éfore, we take the dione of = ) 
and (P.), namely, 

ApetUsp)s} dla) 
o(a+a)+(1-2)(b+8) 

which is the expression of our belief, after the event, that thie 
true value of p, antecedently to the event, was between p and 
p+dp, and that the cause C exists; and integratine this from 
p=O0 to p=1, we get the éxpression of our whole [pen tt 
belief that C exists, namely, 

aa+(l—a)b it kate. 
@(a+a)+(1—a)(b+ 8) a+m’ 

and this is the best solution of which the problem admits, so 
long as we do not calculate the definitive value of p.| Moreover, 
since it is obtained by taking the sum of the values of (P.), each 

and thus 

(®.) 
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multiplied respectively by the quantity of our actual belief that 
it is the right value, the above expression may also be called our 
expectation. of the. value of (P;). And since we see, as_ before 
remarked, that it coincides with the expression (I.), art. 17, we 
get this theorem; that our expectation of the yalue of (P.), cor- 
rected by the influence of the event upon the form of the func- 
tion ¢, 1s the same as the de/initive value of (P.) would be if our 
uncorrected expectation @ of the value of p were its definitive 
value. This theorem, which could not, I conceive, be assumed 
a, priori, might be used.to abridge many processes ; and it might 
probably be shown that an analogous theorem subsists for every 
problem inyolying @ priori probabilities among its data. 

19. In order, however, to illustrate still further the subject 
under discussion, let us return to the suppositions of art. 16, 
and inquire what is the @ posteriori value of p; in other words, 
what is our belief, after the event, that the hypothesis H is true. 
If we represent) by p, as before, the definitive @ priori value of 
the probability that H is. true, then the d@ posterior probability 
in question is easily seen to be 

pla+e) 
plate) +(1—p)(6+8)’ 

but if we do not. possess a definitive value of p, we may apply 
exactly the same reasoning as in the former case, and the solution 
of the problem will be obtained by substituting @ for p in the 
expression just written. I have introduced this addition to the 
problem of art. 16, for the sake of pointing out the fallacy of a 
process which might, at first sight, appear as legitimate as that 
which has, just been, employed. It might seem, namely, that 
we are at liberty to introduce in the expression (P.), art. 16, the 
value obtained in this article for the probability of H, as an im- 
proved value of p. But this would be to confound an @ priori 
with an @ posteriori probability, and would obviously be arguing 
in acirele. (In fact, if the substitution were allowable at all, it 
might be made successively an indefinite number of times, which 
is easily shown to lead to an absurd result.) It confounds our 
belief, after the event, of the truth of H, with our belief, after 
the event, of what would have been our belief of Hi before the 
event, if certain, calculations had been completely made which 
have not been completely made. These are two totally different 
probabilities, though both are affected by the event ; the former 
necessarily, the latter only because of the defect of calculation. 

20. I trust I may be excused for devoting so much space to 
the discussion of processes so well known, on the ground that 
there may possibly be readers to whom processes are more fami- 
liar than principles; and that so long as any shadow of obscu- 
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rity is allowed to rest upon principles, there can be little hope of 
a settlement of any controverted question. I now proceed briefly 
to examine one or two other problems suggested by Professor 
Forbes’s paper. And first let us see what account the mathe- 
matical theory can give of the impression which would be made 
on a person’s mind by seeing several pieces placed in a particular 
situation on a chess-board. 

21. We will state the problem as follows:—A person who 
understands the game sees a certain number of pieces placed in 
a particular situation on the board. What are to him the respect- 
ive probabilities,—(1), that the situation was actually produced 
by a game; (2), that it was produced by some one who (ignorant 
of the game) designed that situation; or (3), that the situation 
was accidental (that is, that the person who placed the. pieces 
on the board did not intend to produce any particular arrangement 
of them)? Let it be supposed, for simplicity, that only two hy- 
potheses are admissible; namely, that a game has been (wholl 
or partly) played, and the pieces left undisturbed; or that the 
pieces were placed by some one who could have no reference to 
the rules of the game in placing them, say by a child playing 
with them. Then let g be the a priori probability that a game 
would be played; and (omitting the words @ priorz) let p be the 
probability that im any one game the observed situation would 
oceur. 

Further, let us suppose that the situation is not one of check- 
mate, and that nothmg but an accidental interruption would 
have caused the game to stop short. And let 7 be the probability 
that an interruption would occur at any specified move. Also let 
e be the probability that a ch/d would play with the pieces and 
place them on the board. 

5 the probability that, if so, he would design some arrangement. 
s the probability that m that case he would choose the ob- 

served situation and number of the pieces. 
athe probability that if he did not design any situation he 

would have chosen the observed number of pieces, and that the 
situation would result from accident. Then if we put G, D, A 
for the @ posteriori probabilities of the hypotheses (1.), (2.), (3.) 
above mentioned, we have 

— pt _ 088 _ ol =s)a G= s D= SE A= sc 

where 

S=ypitc(6s+ (1 —8)a). 

22. It will be sufficient to examine one of these expressions, 
say the first of them. The values of g and ¢ would depend upon 
the knowledge possessed by the person supposed, as to the inha- 
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bitants of the house in which the chess-board was seen, and their 
habits. Suppose him wholly ignorant of these particulars, then 

we may put y= 5 and c= 5. Weill also assume i With 

respect to 7, a person ignorant of the circumstances of the house- 
hold must use his belief, derived from general experience, that 
an interruption will occur within any specified period equal to 
the average duration of a move at chess; recollecting to avoid the 
fallacy of substituting for this his @ posteriori belief that an in- 
terruption did occur in this case. The value of 7 will then cer- 
taimly be small. 

His estimate of p depends upon his knowledge of the game ; 
if all possible situations were equally probable, it would hardly be 
impracticable to assign its numerical value. s will depend upon 

the character of the observed arrangement ; and the ratio - will 

be very large if the arrangement be symmetrical or in any way 
remarkable, but will approach to unity if the arrangement be 
irregular. Then we have 

2pr 
and we observe that if the arrangement be an irregular one, but 
much more likely to have occurred in a game than to have resulted 

from either choice or accident, then © and = are both very small, 

and the value of G will differ little from unity, unless 7 be a 
quantity of the same order as these ratios. This agrees entirely 
with common sense; for our judgement must depend upon a 
comparison of the situation with the credibility of an interruption 
oceurrmg. If we take the extreme case, and suppose an inter- 
ruption impossible, then i=0 and G=O; that is, the situation 
not being checkmate, the probability of its occurrence ina game 
would have no effect in making us believe that a game had been 
played. 

On the other hand, if we suppose the situation such as could 
not occur in a game, then p=0 and G=0. UI, again, the situa- 

tion be symmetrical, and unlikely to occur in a game, then * is 

large, and G is nearly equal to 0, as it ought to be. 
23. If we suppose the situation to be checkmate, then the ex- 

pression for G becomes 
1-7 
», a+s” 

1-2 + Dp 

in which 7’ represents the @ priori probability that the players 
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would be interrupted at, some moye before the end of the, game. 
It would oceupy too-much ‘space, to, investigate (as we easily, 
might) the connexion between,/’ and 7. It is enough to say that 

ort 

though it can never|=0...If the arrangement. be, wreyular, but: 
a conimon case of cheekmate,.then, a, being always, small, we, haye 

~ also small, and G very neatly =1.° Tf the atrangement ‘be 

symmetrical, or remarkable in any way, and at the same'time an; 
/ roger } Sti. { ; | i> aa ; Lwvlorh 

uncommon checkmate, then — is large and G,is small: ~ 
? ry if ti | , ) Pe be BO! il’ Be 

24. We might pursue this problem much further ito detail ; 
but T hope it ‘has sufficiéntly appeared that “the science of num-! 
bers’? does not refase ‘its aid to estimate the arithmetical ‘force: 
of such arguments,” if the assertion’ of such refusal’ be mbant=to 
imply either an maptitude in nutnbers to express’ the quantity of 
our belief, or an’ inaptitude “im symbolical ‘forms to:express the: 
laws according to whieh our belief is:deterntmed by phenomena. 
I must defer to a future occasion some further illustration of 'the: 
agreement between the mathematical theory: of probabilities and 
common sense, together with an ‘examination of the mode of aps 
plying the preceding principles to the question of the grouping 
of stars ; ‘to which 1 hope to add a-bricf inquiry into the validity: 
of the method of least squares): At present [ will only addin: 
conclusion, that the most important general result of the inves- 
tigation, ‘so far as it has been here carried, is this: that the pro-! 
babilities of causes, estimated a posteriori; ‘will alway depend), 
not upon the wbsolute values of & priori: probabilities, but wpon: 
their comparative values; or the ‘ratios’ which they ‘bear to: one 
another ; which ratios may be finite ‘and determinate, although 
their terms, taken separately; may be infinitely small.i0 9 o)o1901) 

Oxford, Jan. 23, 1851. | gies 
; 
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XLVILL: On the Chemical Action of Light. .By Jous~ W.DRAPER,, 
M.D:,; Professor of Chemistry. and Physiology aithe University: 
of New: York®: ) edd >ibal sale 

¢ hus general discussion of the problem of the chemical action 
of a ray of light involves the following considerations :— ” 

1, In what manner does the ray act, and what are the changes’ 
it undergoes ? RinCSth ear eas Apa 8 ep 

* Communicated by the Author. star weed 

i 
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2. What is the nature of the impression made on the material 
group, the decomposition of which ensues ? 

These queries are of course connected with our theoretical 
views of the nature of light, and of radiations generally. 

There are many facts, such as those to which attention has 
been directed’ in the Philosophical Magazine (February 1848), 
which justify the supposition that the parts of all material sub- 
stances ‘are ina state of incessant vibration. To each particular 
thermometrie degree there belongs a particular frequency of vi- 
bration. As ‘soon as these motions approach four hundred bil- 
lions in a second, a red light is emitted, and the temperature is 
near 1000° F. As the frequency increases, rays of a higher 
refrangibility are in succession evolved, and the temperature cor- 
respondingly rises. On the other hand, when these oscillatory 
movements decline, the temperature of the body falls. 

These principles lead to a ready explanation of the nature of 
the exchanges of heat, and the cause of the equilibrium of tem- 
perature. The vibratory molecular motions are necessarily pro- 
pagated to the ther, through which medium they are again 
transferred to the particles of other bodies, on which the ethereal 
waves impinge ; as a vibrating string excites undulations in the 
air, and these in their turn can give birth to) analogous motions 

in other strings at a distance. : 
' There is an analogy between the relations of a hot and cold 
body and. those of two strings, one of which is emitting a musical 

sound, and conipelling the other to execute synchronous move- 
ments. The zther in one case, and the air in the other, are the 
media through which these motions pass. 
-Equilibrium of temperature takes place when the molecules of 

the substances concerned are in synchronous and equal vibration. 
A hot body, in presence of a cold one, compels the latter to hasten 
its rate of motion, its own rate all the time declining; and this 
continues until both have the same frequency ; then equilibrium 
of temperature results. |The theory of the exchanges of heat is 
therefore only an expression for the exchange of vibrations through 
the ether. 

But temperature in thermotics is the equivalent term for bril- 
liancy in optics. Both refer to compound qualities, depending 
not only on frequency of vibration, but also on its amplitude. As 
the degree of heat of a mass rises, it expands; the increase in its 
volume indicating, that not only do the parts vibrate more swiftly, 
but also that thew individual excursions are increased. It fol- 
lows, therefore, that every mass will have a determinate volume 
for every degree of heat, a volume increasing as the temperature 
rises. On this view, the explanation of the expansion of bodies 
by heat is, that these parts are not only vibrating more quickly, 
but also that the individual excursions ave greater. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4. Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1851. 2C 
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The atoms of the chemical elements differ in weight. We 
should not therefore expect that the ethereal vibrations would 
throw them into movement with equal facility, but some would 
yield more readily than others, Is not this what we express in 
chemistry by the term specific heat? a body the capacity of 
which is great, requirmg a prolonged application of «ethereal 
pulses before a consentaneous motion is reached, and in its tun 
impressing on the ther during cooling a correspondingly  pro- 
longed series of motions, And is not this the cause of that 
remarkable relation between the atomic weights of elementary 
bodies and their specific heats, discovered by Dulong and Petit ? 

These considerations may lead us to inquire whether the ge- 
neral cause of the decomposition of compound bodies by radia- 
tion is due to the circumstance, that all the atoms: of which 
their molecules are composed take on the vibratory motion with 
unequal faality. Thus, if a certain compound molecule be sub- 
mitted to the influence of an intense radiation, some of its con- 
stituent particles may vibrate consentaneously at once, and the 
others more tardily. Under these cireumstances, the continued 
existence of the group may become impossible, and decomposition 
ensue in the necessity of the case. 

Tn entering upon the experimental analysis of the action of a 
ay upon a decomposable body, there are three different poimts 
to be considered, so far as the ray itself is concerned:—Ist, ‘To 
what extent, and in what manner, is the result affected by the 
intensity of the vay, or by the amplitude of the vibrating exeur- 
sions? 2nd, How is it affected by the frequency of the pulsatory 
impressions ? and 3rd, How by the direetion in which the yibra- 
tions are made, as involved in the idea of polarization? I shall 
now examine these in succession. i 

Ist. Zo what extent, and in what manner, is the decomposition 
of a composite body affected by the intensity of a ray, or the am- 
plitude of the vibrating excursions? r 

If the different facility with which atoms receive the impres- 
sion of zthereal vibrations be the true cause of decomposition by 
hight, we should expect that many such changes would become 
possible under the imfluence of a burning lens which are not so 
in the direct rays of the sun. 

This idea is fayoured by what we find in the case of heat. 
The burning-lens has long had celebrity in that respect, and in 
former times was the most powerful means of reaching a high 
temperature. i 

The action of the lens is due to the rapidity with which it can 
supply caloric, contrasted with the loss by conduction, radiation, 
&ce. ‘Thus an object of any kind exposed to the sun receives heat 
at a certain rate. But it is simultaneously experiencing a loss 
by conduction, radiation, and currents in the air. Exposed to 
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the focus of a lens, the supply becomes in a given time greater 
than before, and, the temperature rising, great effects are the 
necessary result. 

But changes brought about by light are in a different predi- 
cament. Here conduction is entirely absent, as is also loss by 
currents in the air. The cumulative effects of a long exposure 
give the same action as a highly concentrated ray furnishes in a 
brief period of time. In this case, therefore, everything will 
depend on the absorptive power of the substance. 

When a piece of polished silver is placed in the focus of a 
burning-lens, it remains quite cold, because of its high reflecting 
power; but if it be blackened, it fuses im an imstant. And so 
with these chemical changes. A body, which, like chlorine, can 
exert an absorptive action on the ray, becomes modified, and. in- 
duces changes ; but if it has not that property, it will, like oxygen, 
remain indifferent, and unaffected by the most intense radiation. 

Considering, however, that the calorific effects of the converged 
solar rays are so striking, we may reasonably inquire whether in 
like manner the chemical action can be increased. There is a 
very general impression that the intense radiation of tropical 
climates accomplishes changes which cannot be imitated by the 
feebler light of higher latitudes; and perhaps decompositions 
may be brought about by a large convex lens, which the direct 
rays of the sun are wholly inadequate to produce. 
We must bear im mind the essential difference just pointed 

out between the heating effect of such an optical contrivance and 
its chemical action. When an object is exposed to the focus, it 
is' continually losing its heat by radiation, conduction, and eur- 
rents in the air. . The amount of heat rendered available is also 
directly as the absorptive, and inversely as the reflective power. 
In. the instance to which allusion has been made, no matter how 
large a lens may be, a bead of polished silver never melts in its 
focus, the whole supply of heat being reflected at once; and in 
the case of a dark unpolished body, the temperature reached will 
not alone depend on the size of the lens, but on the radiating, 
conducting, and absorbent power, as well as on the rapidity of 
currents in the air, which, sweeping past it, tend to lower its hea 

But with the chemical effects it is altogether different. In 
these there is no such thing as conduction, and eurrents in the 
air exert no action. If, therefore, a lens imereases the sun’s 
brilliancy sixty times, it ought to produce the same effect by one 
minute’s action that could be given by an exposure of one hour 
to the naked solar rays; for there being no cause to abate the 
effect, the action becomes essentially cumulative ; and the office 
of the lens is merely to produce the same effect in a shorter 
period of time. 

2C 2 
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~ But as with heat, so with light; there are two distinct 'qua- 
lities to be considered quantity and intensity. A yery brillant 
beam may possibly break up a given combmation, which ‘a far 
greater quantity of light, acting through’ a long period, might be 
inadequate to ‘touch. | “Phere ‘ate’ tases’ bf the kind’ on record 4 
thus Sir R. Kane states, that he with M: Dumas ‘could remove 
two atoms of hydrogen from acetone by the action of chlorine 1 in 
the sunshine at Pak is, but in Dublin only one. 

I have endeayoured to collect a series of facts which might set 
this part of the question in its true light. My first experiments 
were inade with a lens of very fine and thin French plate-glass, 
twelve inches in diameter, the goodness of which is ‘such, ‘that 
on a fine day platinum may be melted in its focus. It was 
mounted on a suitable support, but required to be guided by the 
hand as the sun moved. he use of it was therefore attended 
with considerable risk to the eyés, on account of the excessive 
brilliancy of the focus. Screens and dark spéctacles were ‘found 
to be very unsatisfactory ; and an illness which I consequently 
contracted admonished me’ either ‘to abandon the subject or 
pursue it in some other way. . 

The following experiments were made with’ a ‘smaller adda 
consisting of two lenses, the diameter being five inches, wii the 
focal distance eight. It is fixed upon a polar axis, and by the 
aid of a clock, follows the motions of the sun with such accuracy, 
that when once set in the morning, an object may be exposed to 
its focus, if desirable, for a whole day. ' There is a contrivance on 
the frame which carries the lens for supporting small crucibles, 
glass matrasses, charcoal supports, &c. at the proper point, 
which may be either at the focus, or at any other distance from 
the lens, as the circumstances of the experiment may require. 

The lens being five inches in diameter, and the’ space ‘covered 
by the solar image, owing to want of achromaticity and’aberration, 
one-fifth of an inch; the multiplying effect would be 625 times if 
the glass were perfectly transparent, and there were no loss by re- 
flexion from its surfaces. On a summer’s day of average bright- 
ness, with the thermometer at 68° in the shade, and, thé bulb 
not bemg blackened, at 108° in the sun, the lens will fuse copper 
instantly, the bead oxidizing only superficially, and cutting readily 
after fusion. "Black oxide of copper, in a little crucible of pla- 
tinwin foil, melts into a slaty-looking substance at once. Wrought 
iron does not melt alone; but if exposed on a charcoal ‘support 
in a globule of microcosmic salt previously fused by the’ lens, it 
gives a clear round bead, which readily extends when beaten 
upon the anvil. The globule of flux turns black. The specimen 
employed was ent forma piece of good iron wire; and though 
it might be thought that exposure on the charcoal would tend 'to 
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turn it into east. iron, its subsequent complete malleability seems 

to disprove this. Spongy platmum, did not melt alone, nor even 

if enclosed in, a, globule of fused microcosmic salt. We may 

therefore estimate the working power of this lens on a substance 

placed in. its focus as being somewhat above the point of fusion 

of wrought iron, but lower than the point of fusion,of platinum. 

. It, willbe understood that this estimate refers to. temperature 

only. The power.of the lens as to hight must be enormously 

greater... The calorific effect, as. we have already seen, is de- 

pressed, by many different causes,—conduction by the support, 

radiation, &c:., These actually bring it down to less than one- 

sixth of its true, amount. But for the light no such effect is 

exerted ; and the lens, if it were perfectly transparent, and there 

was no loss, by xeflexion from its surfaces, would produce its full 

multiplying effect. ) 

With. these: preliminary, remarks, we may now proceed to 

examine the chemical effects producedby this lens, , 

Two. small glass matrasses, the bulbs of which were about 

half.an. inch. in. diameter, were filled with chlorme-water ; the 

one being exposed to the direct rays of the sun, and the other 

to. the converging vays.of the lens... Decomposition, of the water 

occured in, both, but with far, more activity in. that placed im 

the focal point... The difference was, at once so striking to the 

eye, that, | made,no attempt to measure it. Itis plain that the 

greater the. quantity of incident light, the more rapid the decom- 

position ;. though, after the first moment of decomposition, the 

solutions. bemg no longer the same in constitution, the quantities 

of gas disengaged. will not, be in, the same proportion as the mei- 

dent, light. ; 
There is no difficulty in effecting the decomposition of water 

by chlorine, under the influence of the sun ; but under the same 

circumstances, iodine and bromine are, madequate to produce 

such. an effect, No change takes place in an aqueous solution 

of those bodies, even though the exposure should continue for 

many, days. 
A solution of bromine, in water was prepared, the, water bemg 

first boiled to expel the air, dissolyed.in it. , It was, placed in a 

half-inch, matrass, and exposed to the focus, of the lens. As 

the. temperature rose rapidly, the water was depressed in the 

bulb by the steam and bromine yapour which occupied the wpper 

part, the bulb being placed uppermost, and the tube dipping in 

a small phial which served asa reservoir. After the exposure had 

continued for two hours and a half, the, matrass was removed 

and. suffered to cool. There remained, uncondensed a little 

bubble, which measured about, +55 cubic meh ;, but this was pro- 

bably, nothing more than, the atmospherie air, which had found 
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access to the water; for on submitting the same specimen to 
another exposure in the focus for three hours, after the gas had 
been decanted from it, a little bubble, the diameter of which was 
estimated at -.th of an inch, was all that could be procured. 

In like manner I endeavoured to decompose water by iodine, 
and with the same negative result, even when the exposure to 
the foeal point lasted for four hours. ‘When proper care had 
been taken to remove from the solution all traces of mr, no gas 
was evolved. 

To reduce the heating effect of the lens, and allow the more 
refrangible rays to act, there was interposed between the lens 
and its focns a stratum of a solution of sulphate of copper and 
ammonia, one-third of an inch thick, and included between two 
flat plates of glass suitably arranged, and carried along with the 
other parts by the movement of the clock. The cone of solar 
rays now passed through this absorbing medium. . 

In the focus of blue light thus formed, there was exposed for 
22 hours (from 7% to 104 a.m., June 13, 1848) an inverted half- 
inch bulb, containing iodine water, with a few particles of iodine. 
Temperature in the shade 64°, in the sun 86°. At the end of 
that time there was found an insignificant bubble of air, estimated 
at =1,th of an inch in diameter. It could of course be nothing 
but atmospheric air. 

The absorbing medium was now removed, and the full rays of 
the sun permitted to converge on the matrass. The tempera- 
ture of the water quickly ran up to the boiling-point, atid the 
bulb was filled with steam and the purple vapour of iodine. 
Everything seemed favourable for the decomposition of the water 
to take place, if the iodine could accomplish it under so intense 
arvadiation. At first I thought that the experiment had suc- 
ceeded; for the colour of the bulb became paler, a result that 
ought to have ensued if hydriodic acid was forming, and oxygen 
bemg eliminated. The action was therefore kept up for four 
hows; but as soon as the sun was screened from the lens, and 
the bulb began to cool, the water returned and filled it almost 
entirely, proving that it was nothing but steam that had filled 
it, the iodine having been expelled into the air by the high tem- 
perature. When everything was quite cold, an imsignificant 
bubble of gas remained. 

This, therefore, shows that, under a most mtense luminous 
radiation, iodine cannot decompose water. 

Some water was boiled until the air was thoroughly expelled 
from it ; when cool, it was saturated with bromiie. At 104 a.m., 
July 6, 1848, it was exposed to the focus, and kept there ‘till 
lem. About ~4, cubic inch of air was collected. 

100 

By gently inclining the matrass this gas was decanted, ‘the — 
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bulb being again exposed to the focus, and kept there for three 
hours. However, the sun had become less powerful, and clouds 
were from time to time crossing. A mere trace of gas was col- 
lected, a little bubble, perhaps not more than =jth of an inch in 
diameter. 

Considering the intensity of the light in this case, it would 
seem that bromine cannot effect the decomposition of water. 

Some chloride of silver, recently prepared, and washed from 
all adhering traces of nitrate, was exposed (June 24, 1848) to 
the focus of the lens, in a little crucible of platinum foil so in- 
clined that the rays could come in at its mouth. In this experi- 
ment the absorbing trough was not used. Although the sun- 
rays were not brilliant, the chloride at once entered into fusion, 
forming a reddish-looking liquid: it was kept in that condition 
all day. When cooled, it proved to be in the state of hornsilver, 
easily cut by a knife, and having a gray appearance. It should 
be remarked, that when the rays first fell on it, a fume was dis- 
engaged, due probably to the escape of the vapour of water, but 
presently all became quiet. From this we should gather, that 
chloride of silver, when perfectly dry, is not decomposable by 
the rays of the sun, though it is so sensitive at common tempe- 
ratures when moist. 

Under similar circumstances, protoxide of copper underwent 
immediate fusion; but no further change was effected, though 
the exposure continued three hours. 

Bichromate of potash, exposed in like manner for two hours 
and a half, underwent no further change after the first fusion. 
This substance is, however, known to be readily changeable, when 
a piece of paper which has been soaked in its solution is exposed 
to the sun. 

Cyanide of mercury, exposed on a platinum spoon in the inte- 
rior of a glass globe one inch m diameter, volatilizes and con- 
denses on the cooler parts of the glass. 

A solution of peroxalate of iron was placed in a matrass about 
one inch in diameter, and exposed to the focus. The moment 
the rays fell on it, a violent ebullition occurred from the escape 
of carbonic acid, and a yellow incrustation was formed on the 
glass,—a dise of about a quarter of an inch in diameter, corre- 
sponding to the size of the section of the cone. This, by the 
partial opacity it occasioned, reduced the mtense action of the 
light. By turning the matrass a little round, a second spot was 
formed, and in like manner a third. The liquid was, however, 
kept in constant agitation by the escaping bubbles of gas. After 
four hours and a half the experiment was closed, but in the result 
it seemed to differ in no respect from an exposure to the ordinary 
unconyerged rays. After the liquid had become pertfeetly colour- 
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less and transparent, the, focal, point. was made. to. fall, om the: 

yellow protoxalate at the, bottom ;) but, the decomposition, could : 

not. be carried any further,, the;yellow precipitate merely tumed 

darker, and recovered its tint as soon.as the rays were withdrawn. 

This, therefore, would show that. a.very brilhant, ray cannot 

carry the decomposition, further than,a,feeble one actmg,for a 
correspondingly longer period of time. yes 

The following experiments were made im, March.1842, oncon- 
secutive days, so selected that a thermometer, the bulb, of which 
was blackened when exposed, to thesunj stood at from, 92° \to 
94°. The intensity of the light is supposed. to have: been nearly 

uniform. They show the behaviour, of the, substances: referred) 

to in the focus of the Jens;and with a view.in someinstances) 

of cutting off the calorific effect.as far as,might, be;,and\limiting, : 
the action to the more refrangible, rays, the glass, trough jwas' 
filled with a saturated solution, of sulphate of copper, as described: 
before. This, however, did, not, remove) all the heat; for apiece 

of brown paper placed in the focus instantly, scorched, » For 
the sake of brevity, I shall call the focus when, the. sulphate of | 

copper was used, the blue focus ; and where no absorbing medium 
had been employed, the white focus. istone ont « 

Red lead, in the white, focus, fused into a, yellow, mass ;, butan - 
the blue focus there was. merely a, yellow/dot; occupying the: 
centre of the focal poimt... This is, an. interesting, experiment 
fot it shows, that though the oxides of lead are so easily reducible, 
the utmost force of the solar ray, cannot, remoye.the last atom of 
oxygen, though it so readily removes the rest. ‘7 

Puce-coloured deutovide of lead gave precisely the same results, 
the deoxidation stopping at.the same pomt..o) soy borg ily 

Red oxide of copper turns gray-black in the white focus, the 
same action ensuing whether the, rays; haye,come ‘through the 
blue solution or not., This.effect is undoubtedly dueto increased. 
oxidation taking place at the expense of the air; forif this oxide © 
be put at the bottom of a,vessel, of, water and, the foeus be eon 
verged on it, it exhibits no, change, the, atmospheric oxygen’ 
having now no access to it. ad (1 Htog 

Red oxide of mercury, in. the white, focus, turns; yellow;»and 
quickly volatilizes ; in the,blue focusit exhibits.no change. 

Tungstic acid, exposed to the white focus, from a yellow turns 
to a whitish-gray, undergoing the same changes, more: slowly, ) 
but in the same manner in the blue focus. } Beneath water it: | 
exhibits no change. rd havo: 

Realgar turns brown. and. then. yolatilizes., on M100q? 
Chromate of mercury, a the white focus, is decomposed with 

production of green oxide of chromium, vas 
Deutoxide of tin turns gray-yellow mm the white focus;:an the 

ry 1it) 
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blue it'undergoes nochange. ‘The action seems to be the same 
as is‘caused inthis substance by ignition. — 
»Protoaide of manganese absorbs oxygen, and becomes of a 

ruddy ‘black ; in’ the blue focus it turns black. 
“Green oxide of chromium is wholly unchanged. 
» Black: sulphuret of mercury mstantly volatilizes with a hissing 

noise. 
Prussian ‘blue becomes of a reddish-brown in either focus. 
On reviewing these experiments, it appears that, with the ex- 

ception of the case of the cyanide of mercury, all the effects are 
suchas we’ should’ expect from a high temperature; nor does 
the light seem 'to exert any special action, though concentrated 
to so'enormous’a degree. © Even allowing for the high tempera- 
ture which must necessarily be reached, it must not be forgotten 
that the heat is‘all the time ‘acting at a disadvantage. Cooling 
causes are in operation, so that the actual calorific effect is not 
one-sixth ‘of what it should be; but the lumimous agent encoun- 
ters no such reduction: ‘If, then, the increase of intensity of the 
light facilitated chemical decomposition, we might certainly expect 
to see oxides of all kinds completely reduced, or instantly brought 
to the metallic state. We might/also expect that compound sub- 
stances which could resist: the’ force of the ordinary ray would 
be: broken down by the intense illumination of the focal point of 
the burning lens, and’ that that instrument would do, under 
proper regulation, what the voltaic pile has done,—effect decom- 
positions which have never been effected before. | 

The case of the cyanide of mércury is perhaps an apparent 
rather than ‘areal exception ;’ for a sharp heat, suddenly applied, 
will often produce results different from those given by a more 
moderate temperature. 

To reduce the ‘calorific effect’ as far as possible, and give every 
advantage to 'the condensed luminous focus, I received the cone 
of rays coming from'a large burning-lens on a glass globe, six 
inches in diameter, filled with water. This increased the con- 
vergency of the rays, and brought them more quickly to a focal 
point. Then, through the neck of the globe, was introduced to 
the focus the instrument containing the substance experimented 
upon, a small matrass, spoon, &c. The cooling effect of so 
large a mass of water kept the temperature of the substance 
down; and:in some’ cases, where a prolonged exposure was re- 
quired, by means’ of tubes suitably bent, the hot water was re- 
moved by an aspirator, and cold water introduced below. A 
spoon could be used where powders were employed of so great 
a specific gravity as not to drift too high from the focus im the 
ascending current of hot water. ner 

The result of all these investigations is, however, the same. 
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Putting aside those cases in which the change is obviously 
brought about by the high temperature, I have not found that 
the focus of the burfing-lens can cause any change which the 
unconverged sun-rays alone are incompetent to produce. Its 
action is merely to hasten the effect. 

As everything shows that the activity of a ray in causing de- 
composition depends on the absorption exerted by the changing 
medium, I investigated the circumstances particularly in the case 
of a solution of the peroxalate of iron, a substance remarkably 
well-suited for such inquiries. 

In a tube half an inch in diameter, solution of peroxalate of 
iron was confined over mercury, and surrounded on all sides by 
another portion contamed in a wider tube, so that no ray could 
reach the former except after having traversed the latter, under- 
going its absorptive action. I found that no decomposition oc- 
curred in the inner tube until the surroundig liquid was so 
far advanced in change as to be sensibly passing into the colour- 
less state. 

This therefore proves, that when a solution of peroxalate of 
iron is submitted to the stn, commencing with the exterior, it is 
acted upon in succession to the centre, and that a ray which has 
suffered absorption can no longer bring about change. 

In reality, it does not require a special experiment like the 
foregoing to satisfy us of the truth of this’ statement; we have 
only to observe in a solution of this peroxalate the part from 
which bubbles of carbonic acid escape. This will be found to be 
uniformly on the side nearest to the light, and the parts further 
back are affected in due succession. 

Whatever can increase the absorptive power of a body will 
increase the action of a ray upon it. It is for this reason that 
the peroxalate of iron decomposes more freely when its tempera- 
ture is raised. The solution then turns brown, and a greater 
absorbent action on the imeident ray is exerted ; or, if the heat 
declines, and the liquid becomes paler, the lowering of its tint 
is at once accompanied with a dimmution in the action of the 
light, and a correspondingly smaller quantity of carbonic acid is 
set free. 

Admixture with other substances which can change the tint 
gives rise to results of the same kind. Thus, when the peroxa+ 
late is rendered acid by mixture with oxalic acid, its colowr from 
being brown-yellow becomes grass-green. If a comparative trial 
be made of such a sample, it will be found that with loss of 
depth of tint there has been a corresponding diminution of sen- 
sitiveness, and much less carbonic acid is set free from the pale 
acid solution, than from that the tint of which is deep. 

This principle seems to be of general application in all cases 
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of decomposition by radiation. Thus a ray which has impinged 
on a Daguerreotype plate can no longer impress any change on 
the surface of a second such plate, to which it may be reflected. 
In bringing about a change in the ponderable medium, the ray 
itself undergoes a change. The same is observed when a ray 
has passed through a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen (Phil. 
Mag:; July 1844); it loses the power of acting on a second 
portion of the same substance. So, too, one which has passed 
through a solution of bichromate of potash can no longer change 
a piece of paper made sensitive by being soaked in the same 
solution. And such instances might be indefinitely multiplied. 

To show that the ray absorbed 1s in reality the active ray, I 
made an examination by the prism in the case of the peroxalate. 
of iron. For this purpose the rays absorbed by the solution 
were first determined, and then those bringing about decompo- 
sition were ascertained. They were found to be identical. 

In whatever manner we interfere with the absorptive quality 
of a body, we also interfere with its tendency to decomposition, 
increasing or diminishing its sensitiveness to the light. Thus 
the rays which change the iodide of silver are included between 
the fixed lines F and Q. But in the Daguerreotype plate the 
absorptive power is under complete control ; and we can have 
the iodide of almost any colour, yellow, blue, rose-red, steel-gray, 
&e., by regulating the exposure to the vapour of iodine, and 
thereby changing the thickness of the film. As is well known 
to those who are familiar with the process, the film when of a 
yellow colour is most sensitive to the light, becoming less so 
when its tint is blue, and very sluggish indeed when it is brought 
to a steel-gray. A little consideration shows that all this is 
owing to our modifying the reflecting power, and thereby the 
absorption ; and that the yellow film is more sensitive, because 
it absorbs the indigo rays, which are the active ones, and reflects 
the yellow, which are without action; and that the steel-gray 
film is tardy to change, because its optical relations are such, 
that it reflects indiscriminately the incident light of all kinds, 
and the active indigo ray is but little absorbed. 

From these and many other such facts it may be inferred, 
that whenever a substance changes on eaposure to light, rays of a 
certain refranyibility have been absorbed, and that without absorp- 
tion no such chemical change can take place. 

But what is it we mean by the term absorption of a ray? If 
light consists of a vibratory movement propagated in the ether, 
and if bodies have a certain temperature, or even become luminous 
only because their molecules are executing vibrations of a certain 
amplitude and frequency, what mechanical ideas are we to attach 
to the term absorption ? 
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Tf a hot body, a, be placed in presence of a cold body, 4; the 
theory of the exchange of heat teaches that the temperature, of 
the latter will steadily rise: until, equilibrium. takes. place.,)The 
molecules of @ communicate their vibratory motion.to the ether, 
and this nits turn imparts an analogous movement to. the. mo-; 
lecules of b.. . For, as the ethereal medium is of vastly less, dent 
sity than the vibrating molecules, each of their oscillations will 
produce in it a: determinate wave, which is propagated through 
it according to the ordinary laws ‘of, undulations, im such) a way 
that the «ther would be in repose after the wave had passed were 
it not for the continuing vibration: of the molecules. At-each 
vibration the molecules of a lose a part. of their’ vis. viva, by the 
quantity they have communicated to the ethereal. wave, the in- 
tensity or amplitude of the wave beeoming gradually less and 
less as this abstraction of force is going on. But the ether 
being of wniform density and elasticity throughout, each, of , its 
particles, communicates the whole vis viva it has received to. the 
next adjacent, and would instantly come to rest|wereit not agai; 
disturbed. by the vibrations of the material molecules, 5 Of ei 

These elementary considerations:show how it is that.a wave of 
sound passes through the air, and of light through, the ether; 
and. the particles of those media instantly come, to rest; but; a 
hot body or a vibrating string persists m its motions, which only; 
undergo a gradual decline... If the vibrating molecule was in a 
medium of the same density, it would impart to it all its motion 
at once;.and in the same way that a heavy molecule gradually 
communicates a consentaneousness of motion to, the zther, so.in 
its turn does the ether to other systems of heavy molecules. 

When. therefore\a ray of light falls, for example, on the, per- 
oxalate of iron, it compels the compound, molecules: thereof, to 
execute’ a vibratory motion.».Kach, atom, of carbon, of iron, of 
oxygen, commences to vibrate ‘for itself ;, and. if, under the cir- 
cumstances of the case, these movements do not changethe rela~ 
tion of the constituents of the whole group, it continues to exist 
unimpaired ; but if among these motions there be any which, by 
veason of their peculiar frequency, amplitude, or other affections, 
compel the constituent, atoms to enter on.motions which are dis- 
cordant with one another, or to arrange themselves im new, posi- 
tions with respect to each other, the group, can no longer exist 
as it was, it must break up, and decomposition ensue. In the 
case before us it breaks up into carbonic acid and protoxalate of 
iron, bodies which are unaffected by the action of ight.. ty. 

But this breaking up, of the arrangement, and, constitution. of 
the group is perhaps the work ofa single ray,-+a ray of definite 
refrangibility.. ‘The simple, fact, that;,‘the molecule, which.,is 
breaking up: cannot, vibrate in unison. witli the impinging ray, 1s 
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the’ cause of the extinction of the latter, or, as we term it, ab- 
sorption: That species of motion which, as respects frequency, 
appertains to it, cannot be propagated through the medium, 
because the group cannot'take it on. Its atoms are’ dislocated 
in'the attempt ; and as that kind of motion cannot pass through 
the medium, the ray in question is absent when we examine the 
issuing beam. 

Decomposition; which under these cireumstances is but an- 
other term for re-arrangement; is only the incidental, and not 
necessary result of absorption. Many causes’ may mtervene ‘to 
prevent such re-arrangement taking place ; for example, cohesion, 
as determining the solid state. 
“If we compare the mode of action of a ray as respects its heat- 

ing effect and chemical ‘action, a very striking difference 1s de- 
tected. The’ calorific effect wpon a ponderable mass passes from. 
point to point, one series or group of molecules bemg affected 
after another by conduction, as it is termed. But m the chemical 
action of light there is nothing equivalent to conduction, there 
is no propagation of effect. It is this principle that: gives per- 
fection’ to’ the photographie art; the Daguerreotype plate pre- 
sents with’ marvellous accuracy every dot ‘or line; there is no 
lateral spreading, nothing analogous to conduction ; the change 
which one atom of iodide of silver undergoes has no influence on 
the adjacent ones: ‘The cause of this difference is explaimed by 
the facts now before us; a rise of temperature is due to an m- 
creased rapidity or intensity of the oscillations of the groups of 
vibrating molecules; but ‘chemical decomposition is due to the 
dislocation of ther parts. \ A-system of vibrating molecules will 
solicit an adjacent ‘one to execute similar motions, through the 
medium of the intervening ether ; but it of course by no means 
follows, that when a compound molecule is undergoing entire dis- 
ruption; those that are ‘in the neighbourhood should be compelled 
to pass into a similar state. For, the very reason that chemical 
decomposition takes place is, because the group which receives 
the provoking ray cannot vibrate consentancously with it ; and 
if that group cannot assume the motion in question, how is it 
possible it should transmit it to any other ? 

Upon the whole, we may therefore conclude, that it is not the 
intensity of a beain which determines its decomposing power, 
and that we cannot produce greater effects by the action of con- 
verging mirrors and lenses than we can by the application of the 
simple sunbeam, continued for an’ equivalent period of time. 
Nor can such optical contrivances effect the decomposition of 
substances on which a feeble beam has no action. It is not on 
the quality of intensity that the chemical action of a ray depends ; 
for a feeble ray, if applied sufficiently long, will at last equal the 
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brief action of a more powerful, one, no matter how intense: it 
may have beeg. But though the fact of a decomposition depends 
on some other quality of a ray than its intensity, the rate of de- 
composition is directly proportional, thereto, a brilliant beam 
being more efficient than a feeble one, 

The acting ray is the absorbed ray ; and whatever can inevease 
absorption will imerease the energy of effect... A changeable 
medium may have its absorbent quality so reduced by dilution 
with water, or admixture with other bodies, that eyen a feeble 
ray can pass through it, losing but little and bringing about little 
change. But if the medium be concentrated, so that its absorpt- 
ive power is at a maximum, the first layers will completely absorb 
from a beam its acting rays, and the amount of decomposition 
will now depend on the intensity of the ray ; for the more bril- 
lant it is, the deeper it can penetrate before losing by absorption 
all its power. 

Tn estimating the influence of light on different solutions, we 
should constantly bear in mind that the maximum of effect is 
never produced unless complete absorption has taken place, 
When the colour of a solution is pale, it may require considerable 
thickness before complete absorption is accomplished. Thus if 
two equal tubes, containmg equal quantities of a solution of 
chlorme in water, are exposed to the rays, they will evolve equal 
quantities of oxygen gas; but if behind one of them a piece of 
looking-glass is placed, the effect is immediately increased. The 
ray which has passed the solution and produced its effect is com- 
pelled to cross it agai, and thus act once more.. The following 
ulustrations are examples of the kind. 

Two small matrasses of equal size, containing shicninniaiiats 
were exposed to the rays of the sun ; behind one of them a con- 
cave hemispherical metallie mirror was placed, so that the light 
which had crossed the solution was compelled to cross it again : 
the amount of oxygen set free in this matrass was about one- 
fourth greater than in the other. 

The same was repeated, the exposure being to the sky-light 
instead of the sun-rays, and the quantity of oxygen set free in 
the two matrasses was as 18 to 55. ; 

It might be supposed that a part of this mereased. effect. is 
due to the rise of temperature from the mirror obstructing ra- 
diation. To exert a cooling action, the following modification 
was therefore tried. . In aglass jar filled quite full of quicksilver, 
a half-inch bulb containing chlorme-water was placed in such a 
way, that a small portion of its surface, about one-sixth of anineh 
in diameter, projected above the surface of the liquid metal., On 
this part the solar focus from a lens was thrown. The rays 
therefore gained access to the interior of the bulb, and were 
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thrown about in all directions, crossing and recrossing the liquid 
in every way by the numerous reflexions they underwent,—the 
mercury; as it applied itself to the outer surface of the glass, 
acting like a spherical concave mirror, and from its mass and 
high conducting power effectually keeping the temperature down. 
The quantity of oxygen emitted in a given time was then mea- 
sured. The same experiment was repeated with the bulb re- 
moved from the mercury, and the light being sensibly equable 
after the close of the same period of time; on measuring the 
oxygen set free, it was found that the reflecting action of the 
mercury had nearly tripled the effect, 

The power of an incident ray thus depending on the degree 
of absorption exerted upon it, I was led to inquire whether, by 
admixture with other suitable substances in a solution under- 
going decomposition, the effect could be mereased. Chlorine- 
water decomposes more rapidly as its yellow tint is deeper. Four 
equal matrasses were therefore taken: a, contaimmg chlorine- 
water; b, the same deepened with chloride of gold ; ¢, chlorine- 
water with commercial muriatic acid of a yellow tint ; d, chlorme- 
water with tincture of iodine, These were exposed altogether to 
the sun. It was at once obvious that a was giving most oxygen ; 
and eventually it was found that ) yielded a much smaller quan- 
tity, and ¢ and d none at all. The presence of all these bodies, 
therefore, exerted a prejudicial effect. 

Any artificial coloration, by the addition of extraneous bodies, 
does not increase the rate of decomposition, but retards it. This 
is precisely what ought to be expected. A compound atom has 
its grouping destroyed by the action of hght upon its own parts, 
and is in no manner concerned in what is takmg place in other 
atoms around, ‘They therefore cannot increase the effect on it, 
But, on the contrary, they may greatly dimimish the action on 
the mass by exerting a special absorption themselves, Thus the 
chloride of gold retards the decomposition of chlorine-water when 
mixed therewith, in the same manner as if it were placed in a 
trough in front of the water and intercepted the impinging 
beam. 

Experiments similar to the foregoing were made with a solu- 
tion of peroxalate of iron mixed with alcohol, ammonio-citrate of 
iron, tincture of turmeric, chloride of sodium, &c. In every 
instance it was clear that the action of the light was strictly 
molecular, that it is impressed on the group of atoms affected 
and not on the mass; and that when various bodies are conjomtly 
exposed to the sun, each one undergoes its own specific change, 
independently of, and unaffected by, all the rest. 

Ten years ago I made many attempts to merease the sensi- 
tiveness of ordinary photographic paper formed of chloride of 
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silver, by exposing it in’ an ‘atmosphere ‘of hydrogen: These 
were all failures, for the reason that is now obvious. 

The observations here made apply only to the case in which 
the substarice mixed leaves the original body unaffected. “Thus, 
if ‘a solution of oxalic’ acid be mixed with peroxalate of iron, it 
unites at once therewith, an’ entirely néw'body of a different 
colour and of a different absorptive power arises, and the expe- 
riments are no longer comparable. 

T now pass to the second point of inquiry. a 
2. To what extent, and in what manner, is the decomposition of 

a compound body affected by the frequency of vibration of a ray? 
From the beginning of optical chemistry, investigations have 

been made for the purpose of determining the action of rays of 
different refrangibilities. Wollaston, Ritter and Scheele, recog- 
nised the action of the more refrangible rays, even those which 
are extra-spectral. To these the designation of deoxidizing rays 
was given. Almost a hundred years ago it had been shown, in 
special cases, that there is an antagonism between the opposite 
ends of the spectrum; thus the phosphorescence excited in Can- 
ton’s preparation by the violet end of the spectrum is extin- 
guished by the red. As respects coloured compounds, Grotthuss 
showed that the active ray is very commonly of the complemen- 
tary tint. ) ag 

This branch of the subject has more recently been examined 
~ to a great extent, and the behayiour of all kinds of substances 

in the solar spectrum made known. From these inquiries it 
would appear, that in general the rays of higher refrangibility, 
and therefore of more frequent vibration, betray the greatest 
activity ; though the cases are quite common in which all the 
other rays exhibit an effect. asia a 
We have already seen that amplitude of vibration has nothing 

to do with the chemical effect of a ray, beyond determining the 
rapidity of its action; but it is very different, with frequency. 
On this, the number of umpulses it can communicate in a given 
period of time, depends its power of destroying the. constitution 
of any group of atoms. We might readily suppose that a com- 
pound which could resist a slow recurring motion may be unable 
to maintain itself when the impulses increase in frequency ; and 
in this we probably have a general explanation of the greater 
efficiency of the more refrangible rays ; as it is said that there 
have been singers who, by gradually raising their voice from a 
low note, could cause vessels of glass to fly to pieces. , 

If the decomposition of bodies, arises from their molecules 
bemg thrown into vibration by the impulses of the ray, so that 
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their equilibrium is, overset, it follows that whenever the, cireum- 
stances of the experiment change, the chemical effect should be 
increased, diminished, or altogether. put, an end. to... Two; rays 
may;be so placed in relation to one.another, that thei motions 
may conspire. or antagonize; and as one or other of these con- 
ditions ensues, the; chemical result should correspond. 
Our investigation therefore commences with a, case.of, this 

kind. Out of many that might, be selected I take. the instance 
of the Daguerreotype plate, a surface which can always be pro- 
duced uniform and pure. It is essential that the substance used 
in such an inquiry should always haye an identical constitution. 
For this reason the plate is not to be rendered. more sensitive by 
exposure to bromine, or other. preparations, but the vapour. of 
iodine alone is to be used. It gives a surface of uniform che- 
mical constitution, sufficiently sensitive for such purposes. 

Those who are familiar with the process know, that when a 
polished silver plate is exposed to the fumes of iodine, the surface 
presently tarnishes, and passing through various shades of lemon- 
and orange-yellow, turns gradually red and. blue, then recovers 
an uncoloured metallic lustre, somewhat approaching its original 
aspect. _ If the exposure be prolonged, a second series of colours 
succeeds, commencing as before with a yellow. These different 
tints arise as the film becomes of different thickness. 
~~ There is no difficulty in obtaining on the same piece of polished 
silver spaces or bands of these different tints, by screening its 
surface in a suitable manner while it is exposed to the iodine 
vapour. Having therefore provided a plate of silver, I found 
upon its surface transyerse bands of different tints, yellow, red, 
blue, gray, yellow, &c. The plate might therefore be regarded 
as presenting an uniform surface of pure iodide of silver, but of 
a different thickness in the different bands, the second yellow 
having twice the thickness of the first. 

The production of the colour undoubtedly arises from the in- 
terference of the incident ray with the ray reflected from, the 
metal at the back of the film. 
“If now the plate, thus crossed with its tranverse bands of dif- 
ferent tints, be exposed to an uniform light, it changes, and the 
effect may be subsequently brought out by exposure to the vapour 
of merewry. “But it at once appears that there has been a great 
difference of action upon the different coloured bands; that the 
two yellow spaces have been powerfully affected, the blue less, 
and the metallic gray portion scarcely at all. It is the same 
iodide of silver all over, and’ yet it’ presents this difference of 
result. In what other’ way can the experiment be explained 
than by admitting, that, in those bands that have been unacted 
wpon, the ¢fféct of the incident ray has ‘been ‘destroyed, or re- 
Phil. Mag. 8.4, VO. Y. No.5, May 1851. 2D 
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versed by the effect of the ray reflected from the back. of; the 
film ; and in those parts where the chemical effect is at a maxi~ 
mum, the incident and reflected rays have conspired ? rbso1 

If any proof were required that the maxima or minima, of 
chemical effect arise from the superposition of similar or contrary 
motions, it is found in the relative thickness of the bands which 
have been acted or unacted upon. The. second yellow film has 
a thickness compared with the first as 2:1, the metallic gray 
film which intervenes having a thickness of 14. 

But the experiment may be varied by employing a film of 
iodide of silver of uniform thickness, and simultaneously permit- 
ting rays of different refrangibilities to act upon it, This 
amounts, in point of fact, to the exposure of the sensitive surface 
to the solar spectrum. Here, however, it is necessary to remark, 
that the numerous experiments which have been made by the 
aid of a spectrum formed by a glass prism lead only to deceptive 
results. Even if due care has been taken to haye the colours 
sufficiently pure, by causing the intromitted light to pass through 
a fissure not wider than 4th of an inch before it falls on ‘the 
prism, we cannot compare the intensity of effect in one of) the 
coloured spaces with that of another. For as we approach, the 
more refrangible region, the colours are unduly spread out; and 
with the extension of the space over which they are spread, their 
chemical power must be correspondingly diminished. | The diffi- 
culty can only be avoided by the employment of a. grating or 
lines drawn with the point of a diamond. upon glass, which gives 
a spectrum in which the colours are placed side by side, in the 
order of their wave lengths, and without any distortion. 

Attaching due weight to the remark just made,we may, however, 
determine many facts in the case by the use of the prism, though 
there is but little difficulty in obtaiming photographic impres- 
sions of the spectrum formed by a grating, as I have heretofore 
shown (Phil. Mag., June 1845). When a Daguerreotype plate, 
iodized to the yellow, receives a prismatic spectrum, no other 
hght simultaneously acting upon it, it is impressed differently in 
its different parts, and five well-marked regions may be pointed 
out :—Ist. In the region of maximum heat, beneath the red ray, 
there is no action whatever. 2nd. In the red ray itself there.1s 
action ; for if the plate be subsequently exposed to the vapour of 
mercury, it whitens at that part. 3rd. In the yellow space the 
action again ceases. 4th. It reappears in the indigo, and indeed 
is there at a maximum. 5th. It disappears in the extra-spectral 
violet. / 

The terms ‘inaction, or ‘want of action,’ can, however, be 
scarcely used with propriety, for in reality it is a negative action. 
It might be said, why should we expect at the ends of the spec- 
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trum to haye a positive result ? the want of effect may arise from 
the intrinsic feebleness of the light, which on these points is just 
ready to die away. That there is no weight in such a criticism 
is very easily shown, by slightly modifying the conditions of the 
experiment, and admitting a feeble daylight or skylight to act 
on the plate while the solar spectrum is at work, the action 
being kept up long enough to permit such a light to stain the 
plate uniformly all over. After submitting it to the action of 
mercury, it will be seen that there are three points; the extreme 
red, the centre of the yellow, and the extreme violet, which have 
wholly held the daylight in check ; and two intervening, where 
the actions haye conspired. On the former, the plate is in the 
same condition as though it had never been exposed to the light, 
and they are therefore represented as black in the impression ; 
on the latter, the mercurial vapour readily condenses, and they 
are therefore white or even blue. 

It thus appears that rays, the times of vibration of which are 
1, 2, aid the daylight; but those whose times of vibration are 
3, 14, 24, intertere with it and destroy its effect. 

A slight modification of the foregomg experiment leads to a 
yery important result. Instead of having the daylight and the 
sunlight act together, let us first expose the plate to a feeble 
daylight, and then throw upon it the solar spectrum. The result 
comes out essentially the same in all particulars as the foregoing, 
but the conclusion is established that it is not necessary for the 
two rays to act simultaneously ; they may work in succession ; 
and the effect of one, as the case may be, will be destroyed or 
increased by the other. 

It is to be understood, that the actions here spoken of as ne- 
gative and positive are not of equal intensity in the different 
points. The positive action in the indigo is far greater than that 
im the red. On inspecting the curve of the effects, its ordinates 
will be found negative before reaching the red, become positive 
through that space, are negative again in the yellow, positive 
again in the indigo and violet, and negative beyond. They differ 
not only in sign, but also in value ; bemg shorter in the red than 
in the indigo when positive, and at the two extremes than in the 
yellow when negative. 

One of the most striking instances of this positive and negative 
action which rays can impress on a substance is exhibited by the 
effect of an electric spark. I discovered the facts three years 
ago, in investigating the intensity of the Leyden spark as it 
asses between metallic balls. Some have supposed that its 
rightness varies at different points of the path, the general idea 

being that it is feeblest at the middle pomt. On causing its 
image to be formed by a lens on a Daguerreotype plate, there 

2) 2 
“~ ~ 
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was no difficulty in obtaining an impression ;a proof not only 
of the great sensitiveness of that surface, but also ‘of the extreme 
brilliancy of the light ; which lasting, it is said, scarcely more 
than the millionth of a second, can impress so clear and perma- 
nent a trace of its passage. I may observe, though at scarcely 
belongs to the subject here under investigation, that the stain is 
of uniform whiteness, and the spark ‘therefore throughout: its 
whole path of uniform brilliancy: \’ sq tdeu 4 df 

But to describe the singular ‘fact ‘here alluded to.» Let:there 
be placed over'a sensitive Daguerreotype plate two metal: balls 
connected respectively with the insidevand outside of av Leyden 
phial, in such a way that the discharge may pass from -one of 
the balls at about half'an inch distance to the: sensitive: plate, 
and from the sensitive plate to the other ' ball:at about the same 
distance. It is to be understood that the balls ‘overhang ‘the 
sensitive surface, and are about two inches apart. © One spark-is 
quite sufficient to produce the effect. » The experiment should be 
made in ‘a dark room. olds yd Io 

The plate having been mercurialized:in the usual way, then 
presents the following appearances. On that part of:it -which 
received ‘the spark*there ‘is ‘a solarized ‘blue-white: spot, about 
goth of an inch in diameter. ~ Immediately round «this’ is!an 
annular space about =4,th ofan inch in diameter, which as per- 
fectly black, the rays from the spark having there had no action; 
then follows a white ring about 3th of an inch wide, and then 
another black. Finally succeeds a whitish staim ofan indistmet 
circular form, which can be traced by inclining the plate as ‘having 
a diameter of about’ 1 inch. : } 289 Bebsootg sft Of 28 
On that part of the plate from which the spark escaped tothe 
other ball the same phenomena are’ repeated ;\.a ‘central bluish- 
white dot, surrounded by alternate black and:white ‘rings }''the 
last white ring degenerating into a hazy stain, which, when the 
balls have not been*more than’ two ‘inches apart, encounters the 
other: stain, and becoming confounded with it, forms a mark 
somewhat resembling the figure 8. 28 2ORtit'p 

That the Leyden spark is of sufficient brilliancy to decompose 
the sensitive surface has already been proved ; the mere’staining 
the plate m the instance before us is therefore nothing extraor- 
dinary. But how shall we aceount for the ‘production ‘of these 
alternate white and black spaces, rings of action and of inaction’? 
Some may at first be led to’ suppose that this is only an‘interest- 
ing form of Priestley’s experiment of “the fairy rmgs,” formed 
by receiving the shock of a battery on a polished: steel surface, 
when, by the oxidation that ensues, a film is formed of variable 
thickness, and ‘giving therefore the colours of'thin plates:!) But 
a little consideration will show’ that) it~is impossible that this 
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should, be the case ;, and. the fact is only to be explained on the 

principles of interference here dwelt upon, 
iy 

» -Thenext point’ of imquiry is— 
+: Brd: In'what manner isthe decomposition of a compound body 

affected: by the condition of polarization of the disturbing ray? 

A beam of light passing through a circular aperture, one inch 

im diameter, into a dark room, was received on the achromatic 

lens of a camera-obscura, and then fell, on a doubly. refracting 

prism, so placed: as to give on the ground glass two circular 

images of the aperture, rd of an inch in chameter, and overlap- 

ping each otherto a/small-extent. In these images the light 

was ofcourse polarized atiright angles respectively. 

When'a paper: rendered sensitive by being washed with per- 

‘oxalate of ivon was placed so as to receive them, the light per- 

mitted to'act nine mintites, and its effect, subsequently brought 

out by chloride of gold, both images were found of equal. black- 

ness, and the lenticular space formed by their overlapping of 

greater depth. : 29911 
This'was repeated with several different compounds, and always 

with the same result.) It shows that plane-polarized light acts 

precisely like common light, and with a rapidity proportional to 

itsyintensity::) oo" id [+ cero 

«Next, a sdisc of quartz was placed.immediately behind: the 

double ‘refracting spar; so\as to give two images of. circularly- 

polarized light-on the:sensitive surface, but the result, came out 

as in the preceding cases. It does not therefore appear that the 

direction of the vibrating! motion of a: ray exerts: any action on 

the decémposition.’ Whether it be in all directions, as in common 

light; or in onevas:in plane-polarized, or circular, the result is 

the same. oy oi 
Whilst thus attempting to detect’ a difference m the decom- 

posing action of common, and. polarized. hight, I made some in- 

quiries as to the possibility of polarizmg light by a magnet. 

Some of these may here be introduced. 

»«(Avgreab many experiments have been made at different times 

for the purpose of; producing disturbance on a ray of light. by 

magnets. There) are, ‘two methods which may be resorted to. 

The one hitherto followed: has been to intercept the ray a tts 

course, and submit it\to the magnetic action ; but the principle 

on which my attempts have. been. founded has been to attack it 

at its origin, and/attempt to produce an impression on the shi- 

ning body. These methods are essentially distinet. There would 

bea difference in trying to modify a sound on its passage through 

the air, and by exerting some influence on the sounding body. 
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So though all experiments have failed to disturb a ray of light 
by magnetism, some change may perhaps be brought about by 
compelling the oscillating particles of the shining body to move 
in a new path. F 

When Bancolari’s experiment on the mfluence of the poles of 
a powerful magnet on a flame was first published, I repeated it 
at once, expecting that the oscillations of the shining particles 
were constrained to take place in one plane by the magnetism, 
and that the light emitted should be polarized. The result, 
however, did not seem to prove this. 

A similar experiment was then made with the electric spark 
from the prime conductor of a machine. It was compelled to 
cross between the poles of a powerful electro-magnet. But when 
the magnetism was on, it could not be proved that the light was 
polarized. 

M. De la Rive has shown, that the voltaic are of flame between 
charcoal points is greatly disturbed when it passes between the 
poles of a powerful electro-magnet. In the hope that this would 
produce the expected disturbance, I examined an are formed 
between points of copper, platinum, and gas carbon; but though 
the sounds emitted were strong, resembling the sudden tearing 
of a piece of cloth, I failed to prove that the light was polarized. 

In like manner the induction spark from a contact breaker, 
and the phosphorescent light from fluor spar, were tried without 
success. 

I still expect, however, that with more powerful means than 
those here employed the experiment would succeed, and hope it 
will be attempted by those who have adequate instruments at 
thew command. 

At the commencement of this memoir it was stated, that we 
should discuss,—Ist, the manner in which a ray of light acts in 
bringing about decomposition, and the changes it undergoes ; 
2nd, the nature of the impression made on the material group, 
the decomposition of which ensues. The observations I propose 
offermg in relation to the former of these points are completed ; 
I now pass to some remarks respecting the last. 

An examination of many cases of the decomposition of bodies 
by light has led me to the,conclusion, that its cause is to be attri- 
buted to the inability of the. group of molecules affected to with- 
stand the periodic impulses communicated to them. Of those 
molecules, some perhaps take on a vibratory movement more 
readily than the others; and the continuance of a given group 
becomes impossible, and a re-arrangement ensues. 

But in other cases, the mechanism of decomposition is wn- 
doubtedly different ; a change is impressed in one of the ele- 
ments acted upon, which weakens its affinity for the others. 
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Thus, under the influence of the sunshine, plants can decompose 
many bodies, such as carbonic, sulphuric and phosphoric acids. 

The nature of these changes may be best illustrated by tracing 
the complete course through which any one of these substances 
passes.. The chief facts are best seen in the case of phosphorus. 
This, substance, when freshly made, commonly exhibits a white 
Waxy appearance ; but when exposed to the sunshine, it turns of 
a deep, mahogany-red. If the exposure has been long continued, 
or the effect hastened by the action of a burning-lens, the change 
of aspect is very striking. It is analogous to that which sulphur 
exhibits when heated to 400° or 500°. I have a specimen which 
has been kept for many years in an atmosphere of dry carbonic 
acid; the sides of the vessel are incrusted with crystals which 
haye slowly sublimed from it, and which in colour resemble the 
ferridcyanide of potassium. 

The chemical properties of these two varieties of phosphorus 
are wholly different. Indeed there is scarcely a point in which 
they may not be said to be unlike. The common kind shines in 
the dark, the red does not; the common is soluble in a variety 
of menstrua, which do not act on the other: thus one of the 
best methods of preparing red phosphorus is to expose a solution 
of the common in sulphuric ether to the light; a red powder, 
the substance in question, precipitates. Contrasted together, 
the one displays a range of affinity which the other does not ; 
nor do these properties seem to leave them when they are united 
with other bodies. Thus, the active or white phosphorus, when 
united with hydrogen, yields a gas which is spontaneously com- 
bustible in the air; the red, or passive variety, yields a hydrogen 
compound of the same constitution, but devoid of the property 
of spontaneous combustibility. 

It should be understood, that though other agents, as a high 
temperature, can impress this remarkable change upon phos- 
phorus, none do it with more energy or more completely than 
the solar rays. I found by exposing a stick of white, or active 
phosphorus, to the prismatic spectrum, that it is the more refran- 
gible rays which are the most effective, those rays which were 
formerly termed deoxidating, Thus the rays which are most 
efficient in setting oxygen free from the bodies with which it is 
united, have also the quality of impressmg such a change on 
those bodies that they oxidize subsequently with great difficulty. 
It follows, that the true cause of such decompositions is the im- 
pression which the light makes on the elementary substance : 
thus if phosphoric acid is decomposed by the solar rays, the de- 
composition is owing to the phosphorus being thrown into the 
red or passive state, a state in which its affinity for oxygen has 
almost entirely disappeared. 
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These considerations enable us to explain what takes place in 
the ceconomy of plants. . The water of the soil 1s always charged 
with carbonic acid, which communicates to it the quality, of dis- 
solving bone-earth ; the solution passing through the spongioles 
goes to the leaves as ascending sap. Here it is exposed to the light, 
the effect of which is, aided by the cell-growth there taking place, 
to set the phosphoric acid free, and turn. its phosphorus mto, the 
passive state. Its continued union with oxygen as an acid com- 
pound thus becomes impossible, and it is now associated with the 
proteine and oily bodies forming in the plant, Nor does it again, 
unite with oxygen until it has passed into the systems of animals 
as a constituent of their nervous and muscular tissues,, . At, the 
moment of activity of these, and especially of the former, it 1s 
oxidized ; the change bemg apparently an immediate consequence, 
of that activity, and reverting to the acid state, it is finally dis- 
missed from the ceconomy under the form of phosphate of soda 
and ammonia. 

In the same manner may be explamed the~ decomposition of 
carbonic acid by plants in, the, sunshine; for,carbon, like phos- 
phorus, and indeed like. all other elementary, bodies, has its active 
and passive states, as is exemplified in the contrast between dia- 
mond and lamp-black. The sunlight enables the leaves of plants 
to bring the carbon into ‘the’ inactive state, and decomposition 
ensues as a secondary result. The resulting carbon’ compounds 
form the food of various ‘animals ;) nor does this element recover 
its active state until it has given ‘rise'to the processes of life, 
when it suddenly unites with oxygen | brought’ by’ the‘ arterial 
blood, and-the carbonic acid and cyanate of ammonia are dis-) 
missed from the system by the lings and kidneys’ conjoimtly.’»~ 

At first sight it might appear that’ the mechanism of decom- 
position by simple ‘vibratory: movement’ is’ essentially different 
from that by:these allotropic changes. But this’ is’ not neces- 
sarily so. Thus the passage of iron from the active to the’ pas- 
sive state is probably connected with the equivalency of :two- 
atoms of it to one of the chlorme group, ‘so that’a pair of atoms: 
may replace a solitary one: The association of similar atoms in 
pairs is a natural consequence of the establishment ‘of vibratory’ 
motions ima given group. 9 ue 

In conclusion it: may be observed, that’ I have endeavoured to 
investigate inthis memoir how far the decomposing action of a 
ray is dependent on the amplitude, or frequency, or direction of 
its vibrations. ‘The result arrived at 1s;'that decompositions are 
not determined by amplitude; since a faint light continued long ’ 
enough can produce precisely the, same effect as the more con- 
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centrated ray of a burning-lens applied for a shorter time. Nor 
does the direction of motion, as involved in the idea of polariza- 
tion, whether plane or circular, exert any effect ; but it is the 
frequency of the periodic impulses that is the sole determining 
eause. And the phenomena of interference, from the superpo- 
sition of such small motions, occur exactly as might haye been 
predicted. 
~The immediate cause assigned for such decompositions is, that 
a ray foremg the material particles on which it falls into a state 
of rapid vibration, it comes to pass in many compound molecules 
that their constituent atoms can no longer exist together as the 
same group, because of the impossibility of their bemg animated 
by consentaneous or conspiring motions; and dislocation, re- 
arrangement, or decomposition is the result. 
‘University, New York, 

January 1, 185). 

XLIX. Onthe Principles of Hydrodynamics, in Reply to Professor 
ia Challis. By Professor Stoxrs*. 

Af TER. briefly referring to my arguments contained in a 
{4% former paper, Professor Challis remarks :—‘ To this reason- 
ing an, answer may readily be given. The result is arrived at by 
introducing a motion of translation. of the whole mass; which is . 
precisely the kind of motion which it-is unnecessary to include 
in, the hydrodynamical equations.” By the use of the term un- 
necessary, it. might have. been supposed that Professor Challis 
admitted that, it was, allowable to clude such a motion, which 
is all that my argument requires... However, a few lines further 
on werfind ; |‘ On. account. of the motion which alters the den- 
sity, pressure, or mutual distances of the fluid particles being 
wholly independent. of any motion of translation of the whole 
mass, it is a preliminary step in any hydrodynamical problem to 
get rid of the latter, which may always be done either by con- 
ceiving the origin of coordinates to partake of the motion of 
translation, or by impressing it on the mass in a direction oppo- 
site to that in which it takes place. The residual motion, or 
the difference between the motions of the particles and the motion 
of the origin of coordinates, is all that is considered in hydro- 
dynamics ;,and if the axiom|under discussion applies to this 
motion, it, possesses the requisite degree of generality.” I con- 
fess this is the first I have heard. of the necessity of any such 
“prelimimary step,” so far at least as the received equations are 
concerned, As the statement, here alluded to is unsupported, I 

 * Communicated by the Author. 
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can only reply that I defy Professor Challis to pomt out any 
step of the reasoning by which the received equations are esta- 
blished which requires the “ preliminary step”? above mentioned 
to be previously taken, in other words, which would be imyalid 
did u, v, w mean the components of the whole velocity parallel 
to the coordinate axes. With respect to the new axiom, Professor 
Challis has of course a right to use his own words in his own 
sense, and he may restrict it to the residual motion. But then 
the enunciation is faulty, and it ought to be :—Let it be granted 
that the directions of re/ative motion in each element of the fluid 
mass may at all times be cut at right angles by a continuous 
surface, the relative motion here spoken of being understood to 
mean the resultant of the actual motion, and of a motion of 
translation equal and opposite to that of the particle, which, at 
the instant considered, is situated at that point of space which 
has been chosen for origin of coordinates. If I have rghtly'in- 
terpreted the somewhat vague statement of Professor Challis, I 
can only say that the axiom under discussion does not apply to 
this motion. To take a simple instance of failure, let w= —ay, 
v=ox, w=f(r)—f(0), where r= V (a? +y?).. It will be easily 
found that in this case udx+vdy+wdz is not integrable by a 
factor, except for two particular forms of the function f, a fune- 
tion which is not supposed to be restricted to any particular 
form. 

Pembroke College, 
March 11, 185]. 

L. On the Interpretation of the Product of a Line and a Force. 
By the Rev. M. O’Brien, M.A., late Fellow of Caius College, 
Cambridge, and Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astro- 
nomy, King’s College, London*. 

6 le following interpretation of the meaning of a product 
when one factor is a line and the other force, appears to 

me to be one of considerable importance, and well deserving the 
attention of mathematicians, for the following reasons. First, at 
is an interpretation of great simplicity, based upon and imme- 
diately deducible from the first principles of symbolical, algebra, 
assuming nothing more, in fact, than the well-known generali- 
zation of the sign + which makes AB+ BC=AC, whether AB 
and BC be lines drawn in the same direction or not. Secondly, 
the results deducible from this interpretation are of great inter- 
est in reference to geometry, mechanics, physical optics, astro- 
nomy. Some of these results I gave in a paper read before the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Cambridge Philosophical Society, Noy. 1846, and published in 
vol. viii. part 4. of the Transactions. Other results were pub- 
lished in subsequent papers. But I employed a new notation 
to express these results, and so far obscured their meaning. I 
am now able to put them all into the ordinary notation of algebra 
without introducing anything novel in principle, or assuming 
any but the simplest symbolical laws. 

The nature of the proposed interpretation may be thus 
briefly stated. If w denote the magnitude and direction of a 
right le AB drawn from a given origin A, and U the magni- 
tude and direction of a force supposed to act at A, then (1+u)U 
denotes the force U acting at B, and uwU denotes the couple com- 
posed of the forces U and —U acting at B and A respectively. — 

A similar interpretation holds with reference to velocities, or 
mere lines instead of forces. 

By this mode of interpretation, the various statical propositions 
which constitute the theory of couples and the conditions of 
equilibrium of a rigid body may be proved with extraordinary 
facility. The same may be said of the equations of motion of a 
rigid body about a point. 

In what follows I shall very briefly explain the interpretation, 
and exhibit its application to Statics. 

(I.) If U be the symbol of the foree AP (fig. 1), and w the 
symbol of the line AB, it may be shown, as follows, that the 
product wU represents the translation of the point of application 
of the force from A to B, the magnitude and direction being 
unchanged. 

Let f(u, U) denote that, whatever 
it be, which effects this translation ; 
then the translation from A to any 
third point © is the same thing as 
the translation from A to B, together 
with the translation from B to C; 
also, if we assume a to be the symbol 
of BC, u+u! will be the symbol of 
AC; hence 

f{(u+u!), U}=flu, U) +flu, U). 
Again, it may be easily proved that 

Stu (U +0} =flu, UV) +flu, U’). 
Hence it follows, according to the first principles of symbolical 

algebra, that 
flu, U) =u. 

It appears therefore that the product wU denotes that, what- 
ever it be, which translates the point of application of the force 
U from one extremity of the line w to the other. 

N.B. Nothing here is determined as regards the order of the 
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factors in the product wU, and we are at liberty to assume’ that 
uU = Uu if we please. It will not be found necessary, however, 
to settle anything as regards this point. 

(I1.) If AP” and BP (fig. 2)'be li Miakoek it. Saad 
two forces each parallel and equal’ |” Ripe: - 

to P, it is immediately . obviot¥/2 1380 41 1sups O18 a501gp INO! 

that, the couple P’P" being applied 6 10 2aqie oot erols Jos bas 

as in the figure, the ee AP’ is 7 (2ONITiD gIlaog qo t 

thereby translated to BP’: the ISS 99 nsLedzr Bi 

couple P’P"is therefore that which) )) 7)" Ul sloiss 

translates the point of application ‘| 'P-~* 
of the force U from A to B. Hence’ AM , 
we have the followmg important synibilicdl result, viz! the 
symbol of a couple is the product wWU, where wdenotes the line AB, 
U one of the forces of the. couple supposed to, act.at,.B, and, -U 
the other force supposed to act at A. 

(IIL.) If we suppose that all the forces we may be concerned 
with act on the same rigid body, and this I shall’ always ‘do eX- 
cept the contrary be specified, then, since a force may be sup- 
posed to act at any point of its line of direction, nothing is re- 
quired to translate the point of application when wand U coin- 
cide in direction... In this. case;therefore we have wU=0 ; that 
is, the product of u and.U vanishes when u and U cbinvide an 
direction. 

(IV.) Using the sign pint full generality, and assuming that 
the force U acts at the origin (which we shall suppose to’ bd A), 
it follows that U+uU is the symbol fot the force U stipposed'to 
act at the point B, w' being the symbol of AB.» Hence we obtain 
another important symbolical result, namely, the symbol’ which 
denotes a force U, when its point of application is ata se gop u 
from the origin, is U UU, or we may writert’ (YF u)Ur ! 

(V:) ‘Hence, if'U; U', Ul, &e. be'a’set of forees which act’ on 
a rigid body at es whose ‘distaneés from the: origin are’ re- 
spectively uw, w', u", &e., it follows that the combined. effect of 
these forces is veprésented by the symbol ; 

=(Ui+uU), 

(VI.) Let a, 8, y denote three lines, each a unit of nent 
drawn parallel to three rectangular axes; also let A, B,C denote 
three forces, each a unit of magnitude, acting parallel | to ‘the 
same axes respectively. Let x, y, 2 be the projections’ (expressed 
numerically) of the line w on the 'three| axes, and X; Y,"Z the 
components (expressed numerically) of the’ force U parallel to the 
three axes. Then we have by the fir st principles of symbolical 
algebra, usaaty 8 zc fs 

U=XA+ YB+ZC. 
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. In fig. 3, « andy are. repre- , . 
bathe from the ae O, Fig. 3. 
A and C act at the extremities. of 
the lines a and y, and —A and 
—C act attheorigin. Now these 
four forces are equal in magnitude, 
and act along the sides of a square 
in opposing directions; they there- 
forecbalance each other. But. by 
article II.,yA represents the couple 
A and —A, and aC the-couple C 
and —C: therefore yA+aC=0. 
Hence it is obvious that 

f yAm—al;\2Bs- BA; BC = —9B. 

' Also from artiele TIT. it follows that 
_ @A=0, _BB=0,” yC=0: 

_(VIL.), By articles V..and VI. the symbol of the combined 
effect.of the forces U, U', U", &e., acting the points u, u!, ul’, &e. 
on a rigid body, is... , " 

(Bt (b+ wat yB-2y) (XA+YB+ ZC)}; 

which, by the results in ‘article VI; immediately becomes 
aac) , ASX + BY 4 C3Z 

oly nth @BE (OY —yX) + BCX (YL —2Y) + yAS (eX — a2). 
_/ Now, here, A,B, C. are units of force acting at the. origin 
parallel to the three axes ; also (by article II.) «B, BC, yA are 
couples, each.ajunit; of, moment, acting in, the three coordinate 
planes: zy, yz,.2a respectiyely,,.. Hence we. obtain the well-known 
statical result, that, the set, of forces, U, U',,U", &c. are equivalent 
to the three forces, >X, ZY, =Z, acting at the origin along the 
axes, y,z respectiyely, together with the three couples =(wY —yX), 
=(yZ—zY), >(¢X—aZ) acting in the planes of ay, yz, za re- 
spectively... 

These results’ are“ sufficient to show the meaning and use of 
the proposed interpretation of the product of a line and a force. 
In a paper just presented to the Royal Society I have explained 
the method of symbolizing, the effect. produced by the translation 
of any directed magnitude, such as a, force, velocity, traced line, or 
any of those magnitudes which we represent on paper by arrows. 
If U, denote any magnitude of this kind, and u any line, I have 
shown that the, effect produced by, the translation of U along u 
may, under certain restrictions, be denoted by the product of wu 
and U; and I have pointed out the statical appheations of the 
method, of which the result just given in art. VII. is an example. 

[To be continued. ] 
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LI. On the Deportment of Vapour during its Expansion winder 
different circumstances. By R. Ciausrus*. 

OT long ago, Mr. Rankine} and myself{ gave. utterance 
almost contemporaneously to the proposition,—that when 

the saturated vapour of water, contained in a vessel impervious 
to heat, is subjected to compression, it does not remain saturated, 
but can part with a certain quantity of heat without being pre- 
cipitated ; and conversely, when, under the same eircumstanees, 
the vapour is suffered to expand, to preserve it from precipitation 
a certain amount of heat must be imparted from without. 

In connexion with this proposition, Mr. W. Thomson, in a 
letter to Mr. Joule, refers to the fact “that the hand may be 
held with impunity in a current of steam issuing from the safety- 
valve of a high-pressure boiler§.” From this he concludes, that 
the stream of vapour carries no water along with it, and holds 
that this conclusion must contradict. the above proposition, if 
the existence of a source of heat from which the vapour shall 
receive a quantity sufficient to preserve it from precipitation 
cannot be established. This source he finds in the friction which 
takes place during the issue of the steam from the orifice. 

Although Mr. Thomson himself observes, in the course of his 
letter, that, according to the mechanical theory of heat, different 
states of the vapour are induced by different methods of expan- 
sion, still in making the remark cited above he does not appear 
to have taken this circumstance into account. He, in fact, ap- 
plies the proposition to a case, to which, according to its deve- 
lopment, it is altogether inapplicable. For vapour escaping 
from a boiler into the air the theory would give a totally different 
result, which result may with ease be deduced. 

From the innumerable modifications to which the expansion 
of the steam may be subjected, I will choose three which may 
be considered the most important, and in which the essential 
differences exhibit themselves with peculiar clearness. 
We will consider the matter as subjected successively to the 

two following conditions :—first, that the vapour during its ex+ 
pansion has to overcome a resistance which corresponds to its 
entire expansive power; and secondly, that it escapes into the 
open air, m which case the pressure of the atmosphere alone is 
opposed to it. We will further consider the two cases coibraped 

* Translated from Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. lxxxii. p. 263. 
+ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xx. part 1. p. 147; 

and in extract, Pogg. Ann., vol. Ixxxi. p. 172. 
t Pogg. Ann., vol. Ixxix. pp: 368 and 500. [A translation of this valu- 

able paper is in type, and will appear as soon as we can possibly find room 
for it.—Eps. | 

§ Phil. Mag., vol. xxxvii. p. 387; and Pogg. Ann., vol. Ixxxi. p. 477. 
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by the last condition ; namely, that in which the vapour is sepa- 
rated from water and left to itself to expand, and that in which 
the vessel which contains the vapour contains water also, which 
by its evaporation always replaces the quantity of vapour which 
escapes. 

First, then, suppose a unit of weight of vapour at its maxi- 
mum density to be contained in a vessel separated from water*, 
and let the vapour expand itself by pushing back a piston for 
instance. Let us suppose that the vapour in each stage of its 
expansion exerts against the piston the enéire expansive force due 
to that stage. To effect this, it is only necessary that the piston 
should recede so slowly, that the vapour which follows it can 
always adjust its expansive force to that of the vapour in the 
remaining portion of the vessel. Durimg the expansion so much 
heat is to be communicated to the vapour, or abstracted from it, 
as is necessary to its preservation in the saturated gaseous state. 
The question is, what quantity of heat is here necessary. 

To this case the proposition expressed by Mr. Rankine and 
myself applies. The work executed by the yapour in this m- 
stance, and the quantity of heat consumed in its production, are 
so considerable, that, were this heat supplied from the vapour 
itself, the latter would be cooled to an extent that would render 
the retention of the gaseous condition impossible. It will there- 
fore be necessary to communicate heat to it from without. 

The quantity of heat to be communicated, which corresponds 
to an alteration of temperature dt, I have expressed in my former 
memoir by /dt, where / is a negative quantity ; so that the pro- 
duct /Adt for increasmg temperatures is negative, and for de- 
creasing temperatures is positive. The value of / in the case of 
water I have expressed as a function of the temperature ¢ in 
equation (33.) +, thus: . 

606-5 —0-695t —0-00002¢? — 0:000000328 
h=0°305 — 7341 

Tf, therefore, the quantity of heat necessary to be communicated 
to the unit of steam when its temperature changes from 7, to f, 
be called Q,, we have 

Q= fi “rat, pian ata ca a Meg 
i 

and from this we can readily calculate the value of Q, for each 
particular case. For example, let the tension of the vapour at 
the beginning be 5 or 10 atmospheres, and let the expansion be 

* For the sake of breyity I will always speak of water, although the same 
holds substantially true for all other fluids. 

+ In the place cited, p. 521. 
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carried on until the tension sinks to 1 atmosphere, According 
to Regnault’s determination, we must set ¢, = 152°2 or =180°3, 
and ¢,=100° ; from this we obtain the values 

Q,=52°1 or =74°9 units of heat. . . *. (I) 

As second case, we will again assume that a unit of weight of 
saturated vapour at the temperature ¢, above 100° is enclosed in 
a vessel separated from water, and that an orifice is made in the 
vessel through which the vapour can issue into the atmosphere. 
We will follow it at the other side of the orifice until a distance 
is attained where its expansive force is exactly equal to the atmo- 
spheric pressure, the vapour being supposed to remain unmixed 
with air, and inquire how much heat must be imparted to the 
entire mass of vapour during its passage, so that it may remain 
throughout gaseous and saturated. 

The interior work which the vapour has to execute during this 
expansion is exactly the same as in the first case; for here the 
state of the vapour at the commencement and at the end is the 
same as there. The exterior work, on the contrary, is much less ; 
for while, in the first case, the resistance at the commencement 
was equal to the tension which corresponds to the temperature 
t;, and decreased slowly to one atmosphere, in the present in- 
stance the resistance is only one atmosphere from beginning to 
end. The amount of heat converted into work is therefore in 
the present case less, and hence a much smaller quantity is 
required from without to preserve the vapour gaseous. 

That this difference in regard to the quantity of heat con- 
sumed actually occurs, is already established with complete di- 
stinctness by the experiments of Joule with atmospheric air*. 
He found that by pumping air into a rigid vessel, the mode of 
compression here being analogous to the first of the above two 
cases, much more heat was developed than disappeared when the 
compressed air was permitted to stream into a space where the 
pressure of one atmosphere was exerted, the process here being 
analogous to our second case. These two quantities were nearly 
in the ratio of the quantities of work calculated according to the 
foregoing principles. 

In order to carry out the calculation in our case, we must, in 
reality, besides the resistance of the atmosphere, take two other 
quantities into account ; namely, the resistance due to the fric- 
tion of the vapour as it issues, and the work which musi be ex- 
pended to communicate to the vapour the motion which it still 
possesses at the point where its tension is equal to the pressure 
of the atmosphere. To overcome the friction, a certain quantity 

* On the Changes of Temperature produced by the Rarefaction and 
Condensation of Air, by J. P. Joule. Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p, 369, 
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of heat must be consumed ; by the friction, however, heat will 
be again developed; and although a portion of this is conducted 
away by the surrounding mass, still the remaining portion com- 
municates itself to the vapour. It is here, however, evident that 
the effect of friction does not, as Mr. Thomson supposes, exhibit 
itself in a gain of heat, but, on the contrary, in a loss of heat ; 
the latter, however, not corresponding to the entire quantity of 
work expended in overcoming the friction, but only to a portion 
thereof. We will neglect this, and also the loss arising from the 
second circumstance alluded to, which is undoubtedly incon- 
siderable,—in this way the calculation is rendered very simple. 

It is here necessary to subtract from the amount of heat 
ty . . 

Bs ‘hdt found in the former case, the heat which corresponds to 
I 

the difference of the quantities of exterior work produced in both 
cases. Let p be the tension of the vapour for the temperature ¢, 
and s the volume of the unit of weight belonging to this tempe- 
rature. Further, let p, and p, be the values of p, and s, and s, 
the values of s at the commencement and at the end of the ope- 
ration, p, being, according to our assumption, the pressure of 
one atmosphere ; the exterior work then is— 

in the first case = vA ” nds, 
ae 8) 

: 52 
in the second case =f. Pods. 

a1 

The corresponding amounts of heat are obtained by multi- 
plying these quantities by the equivalent of heat for the unit of 
work, which equivalent I have formerly denoted by A. If Q, 
express the quantity of heat sought, which is required by the 
unit of vapour as it issues, we must set 

Qa fr nd —A pase 3 f pats...) 
It is, however, evident that 

8. 

ve * pols =pa(sq- 81), 

and 
*82 D3 JS, pts=pse—2) =r, —2) = f-"(e—2)dp 

t d =p.ls—2)—p,(1—0) — f, “(e—2) dt, 
where o is an arbitrary constant ; for this we will set the volume 
of a unit of weight of water, the alteration of which with the 

Phil. Mag, 8. 4, Vol. 1. No. 5. May 1851. 2E 
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change of temperature may be so much the more neglected, in- 
asmuch as the entire volume of the water is scarcely deserving 
of notice. This expression introduced into (2.) gives 

i 2 dj x 

asf | i+ domo) Jars Apieoy(1— 2"), (3:) 

The sum 4+ A(s—c) = is, according to equation (III.) of my 

ie +c; and this sum again, according to 
dt 

the determinations of Regnault, is nearly a constant quantity, 
viz. 0305. Equation (3.) thus passes into 

g== — 0°305(t, —¢,) +Ap(o—o)(14 22), » (4) 

The only unknown quantity here is Ap,(s;—o), and this can be 
expressed as a function of the temperature at the commencement 
by means of equation (26.) of my former memoir}; so that for 
every commencing pressure and the corresponding commencing 
temperature the value of Q, may be calculated. Supposing, for 
example, the pressure at the commencement, as in the former 
case, to be five or ten atmospheres, we obtain 

Q,=19°5 or =17:0 units of heat. . . (IL) 

As Q, is a positive quantity, it follows that im this case also heat 
must not be withdrawn, but on the contrary communicated, to 
preserve the vapour from partial precipitation, which, however, 
would take place not only at the orifice, but also within the 
vessel. The quantity of vapour thus precipitated would be 
smaller than in the former case, inasmuch as Q, is less than Q). 

It may appear singular that the equation (II.) gives for a 
commencing pressure of five atmospheres a greater quantity of 
heat than for ten atmospheres. This is explained by the fact, 
that under a pressure of five atmospheres the volume of the 
vapour is already so small, and under ten atmospheres is only 
reduced to one-half the volume, that the inerease of work thus 
rendered necessary during the issue of the vapour is more than 
compensated by the excess of the sensible heat in the one state 
over that in the other, the vapour being heated in one case to 
180°-3, and in the other case to 15272. 

This second case which we have just considered can be applied 
with some degree of approximation to the case of vapour issuing 
without expansion from the cylinder of a high-pressure engine 

former memoir*, = 

* Lec. p. 389. + L. ¢. p. 544. 
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after the completion of work, if we assume that the vapour, as 
long as it remains in connexion with the boiler, is completely 
gaseous and at the same time completely saturated. In engines 
where the eapansive principle is applied, the first case becomes 
applicable from the moment when the steam is shut off and the 
piston is driven by expansion alone. Strictly speaking, the case 
applies to those engines only in which the expansion continues 
until the pressure within is equal to that of the atmosphere ; and 
even here the correspondence would not be perfectly exact, inas- 
much as the heat developed by the friction of the piston must 
certainly be considerable*. 
We will finally apply ourselves to the 

consideration of the third case, that is 
to say, to the case to which the remark 
of Mr. Thomson refers. Let the vessel 
ABCD (see the accompanying figure) 
be supposed to be filled with water to 
EF, and from here upwards to be filled 
with steam. Let GJ be the orifice, 
connected with which is a neck GJKM, 
which widens slowly and renders the 
expansion of the vapour more regular. 
This is not essential, but is merely as- 
sumed to render the conception of the 
matter easier. By the application of 
a proper source of heat, let the water be preserved at the con- 
stant temperature ¢, so that the vapour which escapes shall be 
continually replaced by the newly developed, the state of things 
as regards the issue of the vapour being thus preserved stationary. 

Let GHJ represent a surface in which the vapour which passes 
has throughout the expansive force p,, the temperature ¢,, and 
the volume v,, which exist within the vessel, and with which the 
new vapour is developed. Let KLM, on the other hand, repre- 
sent a surface in which the vapour which passes has throughout 
the expansive force pg, that is, of one atmosphere, the vapour 
being supposed to be unmixed with air. During the passage of 
the vapour from GHJ to KLM let heat be continually with- 

- * Remark.—Iu connexion with the proposition which applies to the first 
ease, I cited in my former memoir the experiment made by Pambour with 
the steam proceeding from a high-pressure engine after the completion of 
work. I deemed it sufficient to notice the fact, that Pambour did not find 
a higher temperature than that which corresponded to the pressure observed 
at the saine time, although according to the common theory he must have 
done so. ‘To require from such observations that they shall exhibit the 
exact quantity of witer mixed with the vapour which the theory gives, 
would, for the reasons given aboye, and on account of many other simulta- 
neous causes of disturbance, be unjustifiable. 

2E 
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drawn or communicated, so that the vapour may remain com- 
pletely gaseous and quite saturated, and hence at the surface 
KLM shall have the exact temperature ¢,==100°, and the corre- 
sponding volume s;. The question is, what quantity of heat 
Q,, must be imparted to, or withdrawn from, the issuing steam so 
that this condition shall be fulfilled. 

The interior work performed by the vapour during its issue 
the present instance 1s exactly the same as in the other cases. 
With regard to the exterior work, however, an entirely new cir- 
cumstance enters into the consideration, which renders this 
case essentially different from the former ones. 

Let us examine the quantity of work produced at both the 
surfaces GHJ and KLM. Through the surface GHJ the vapour 
is driven with the volume s, and the pressure p,, it therefore 
produces the work 

Psy. 

This work proceeds from the vapour within the vessel, and more- 
over only from that portion of it which, during the time of issue, 
is developed anew. ‘To obtain room for itself, this presses the 
neighbouring stratum forwards, this the next, and so on. The 
intervening layers thus serve merely to transmit the force from 
the surface of the water to the orifice. The quantity of heat 
consumed in the production of this work is contained in the 
latent heat of the developed steam, and need not in the present 
consideration be further taken into account. 

If now in the surface KLM exactly the same work be pro- 
duced as in GHJ, then in the interval between both surfaces no 
proper work is produced, inasmuch as in this case there would 
be merely a transmission of work from one surface to the other. 
If, on the contrary, the work accomplished at the surface KLM 
be different from that produced at GHJ, the difference must be 
referred to the said interval. But through KLM the unit of 
weight of steam with the volume s, and the pressure pg is driven, 
and hence produces the work 

Dax8a: 

The work performed in the intervening space is then 

P9°39-— PS) 
which is a negative quantity. This shows, that, during the 
passage from surface to surface, a portion of the exterior work 
already completed is again lost. 

The quantity p..ss—p,s,; must be treated as the quantity 
So 

if “pods in the second case; in this way we obtain the following 
1 

equation, which corresponds to equation (2.) : 
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a . 
; 

Q= fide —A hs Pe ca, Soa mee aOR 

Subjecting this equation to the same process as that applied in 
the deduction of equation (4.) from equation (2.), and neglecting 
the members which contain the factor ¢, we obtain 

Qi 510;305(ttetg hin vebww nearer ri't(6.) 

Calculating from this the numerical value of Q, for a commen- 

cing pressure of five or ten atmospheres, we obtain 

Q,= —15°9 or = —24*5 units of heat. . . (IIL) 

The value of Q, being negative, it follows that im this case 
heat is not to be communicated, but, on the contrary, must be 
withdrawn, the quantity bemg the same as that found by apply- 
ing the common theory of heat. If this withdrawal up to the 
place under consideration be not sufficiently effected, then the 
vapour at this place will have a temperature which exceeds 100° ; 
and hence, if water be not mechanically carried along with the 
vapour, the latter must be completely dry. 

It is thus shown that the friction is not necessary to the ex- 
planation of the fact adduced by Mr. Thomson ; the effect of this 
friction, as already mentioned, being exactly opposite to what he 
supposes it to be. The loss of heat arising from this cause is 
not reckoned above. In such cases as the issuing of steam from 
the safety-valve of a high-pressure engine, this loss is by no 
means capable of effecting the consumption of the quantity of 
heat found by equation (6.). 

LIL. On the Theory of the Velocity of Sound. 
By Professor CHALtIs. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
As’ my name has been mentioned in connexion with the dis- 

cussion now going on in your Journal respecting the theo- 
retical velocity of sound, and as I have already ventured to call 
in question the usual method of accounting for the excess of the 
observed velocity above the Newtonian value, I beg to be allowed 
to say a few words in explanation of my views on this subject. 

The course of reasoning which led me to a different theory of 
the velocity of sound from that usually adopted, may be stated in 
general terms as follows. In the treatment of hydrodynamical 
problems according to the received principles, contradictions of 
a peculiar nature are met with, which indicate that those prin- 
ciples are either erroneous or defective. In communications 
made from time to time to the Philosophical Magazine, I have 
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distinctly pointed out such contradictions. In the prosecution 
of my hydrodynamical researches, I discovered, that in addition 
to the recognized principles of hydrodynamics, another not previ- 
ously noticed is equally necessary, viz. that the directions of motion 
in each element in successive instants must be normals to conti- 
nuous surfaces. The introduction of this principle gives the means 
of treating hydrodynamical questions man entirely new manner, 
and gets rid of the above-mentioned contradictions. By making 
use of it, I have ascertained, prior to the consideration of any case 
of disturbance of the fluid, that the general hydrodynamical equa- 
tions admit of a particular and unique solution which inyolves 
no arbitrary functions, and that from such solution all the cir- 
cumstances of the motion which are not under our control, and 
therefore not expressed by arbitrary functions, are to be deduced. 
It may readily be conceived that this particular solution satisfies 
the hydrodynamical equations at the same time that they may 
be satisfied in an infinite variety of ways by solutions involving 
arbitrary functions, just as a common differential equation is 
simultaneously satisfied by a particular solution and the general 
integral, the former not containing, and the latter contaiming, 
arbitrary quantities. 

The above principles applied to a compressible fluid conducted 
4 : 

me to the expression @ 1+ 3 for the velocity of sound, 

which agrees nearly with observation, a beg the Newtonian 
value. I recognized also that this result differed from that 
hitherto obtained on hydrodynamical principles, solely on account 
of its bemg deduced prior to the consideration of any case of 
motion, the determination of the velocity of propagation in the 
usual method being made to depend on an assumed case of 
motion. The particulars of the reasoning by which the above 
result was obtained are scattered over different Numbers of the 
Philosophical Magazine, and on this account it may be difficult 
to trace them. I propose in the continuation of the réswmé of 
my hydrodynamical researches which I have commenced in this 
Journal, to present in detail the course of reasoning which I have 
here indicated only im general terms. 

From the above statement it will appear, that the method 
which I advocate determines the velocity of sound exclusively on 
hydrodynamical principles. The received method of accounting 
for the difference between the Newtonian and the observed value 
rests on hypotheses. Now as it is contrary to sound philosophy 
to explain by an hypothesis what may be explamed without an 
hypothesis, I am compelled by my reasoning to conclude that 
those hypotheses are inadmissible. To reconcile this conclusion 
with what is observed respecting the effect of heat developed by 
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sudden condensation of the air, I suggested that as experiment 

only showed that the effect is to raise the temperature when the 

developed heat acts on a very limited portion of air, we are not 

justified in supposing the same effect to take place when the air 

is unlimited; and that the developed heat, being in the first 

moment of its generation in the state of radiant heat, and being 

allowed to radiate indefinitely, does not sensibly change the tem- 

perature of the air at the position where it is generated. This 

4s the supposition which Professor Stokes alludes to in the April 

Number of the Philosophical Magazine, p. 306. 

As some advocates of Laplace’s theory are of opinion that that 

theory assigns a vera causa for the excess of the velocity of sound 

above Newton’s value, in refutation of that opinion I appeal to 

Laplace’s exposition of his own views. It is clear that he thought 

it necessary to establish the theory upon certain laws of the 

action of caloric on the atoms of matter, of the atoms of caloric 

on each other, and of the relations of free and latent heat. But 

in the existing state of our knowledge of the theory of heat, these 

laws can only be regarded as hypothetical. The supporters, 

however, of Laplace’s theory, instead of referring to these views, 

liave substituted hypotheses of a different kind, leading to the 

same results. In the article by Professor Stokes already referred 

to (p. 306), these hypotheses are introduced in the followmg 

terms: “That in the case of small sudden condensations (positive 

or negative) the increase of temperature is ultimately propor- 

tional, ceteris paribus, to the condensation, will not,it is presumed, 

be called in question.” In this sentence there are involved. 

three distinct and unsupported hypotheses: first, that there is 

increase of temperature in fluid of unlimited extent, experiment 

only proving that this is the case when the fluid is confined 

within narrow limits; secondly, that this increment of temperature 

is in exact proportion to the increment of density ; thirdly, that 

the increments of temperature are simultaneous with the gene- 

ration of the increments of heat by which they are produced, 

whereas all analogy would lead us to expect that time must elapse 

between the effect and the generation of the cause producing the 

effect. For these reasons I assert that Laplace’s theory, in what- 

ever way it be viewed, rests on hypotheses. 

It is unnecessary for me to make any remark on the investi- 

gation by which Professor Stokes determines the effect of the 

radiation of heat on the propagation of sound, because that in- 

vestigation proceeds on the hypothesis of that very increase of 

temperature, the reality of which it-has been the purport of the 

foregoing observations to call in question, and the object of it is 

to calculate the effect of radiation due to such increase of tem- 

perature. 
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I may be permitted to add, that Professor Potter’s determi- 
nation of the velocity of sound is also hypothetical. Supposing 
his method to apply to a continuous fluid, such as the air is con- 
sidered to be when treated hydrodynamically, it amounts to assu- 
ming, that, together with a motion of the fluid along a fixed 
axis, there is a motion transverse to that axis. By a certain rela- 
tion between these two motions, an elementary portion of the 
fluid situated on the axis may remain of a cubical form in two 
successive instants, while it changes its size. But an unlimited 
number of such relations may be arbitrarily assumed, each of 
which corresponds to a certain. change of form of the element 
and a certain velocity of propagation. How, then, is that par- 
ticular relation to be selected which gives the actual velocity of 
propagation? The hydrodynamical researches of which I have 
spoken above, conduct to the general result, that vibratory motion 
of a compressible fluid, so far as it is independent of any arbi- 
trary disturbance, consists of motion partly along, or parallel to, 
an axis, and partly transverse to the axis, and determine a rela- 
tion between the two motions, such that the resulting velocity 
of sound is that of which I have already given the expression. 

I am, Gentlemen, { 
Your obedient Servant, 

Cambridge Observatory, J. CHALLIS. 
April 17, 1851. 

LIT. A Reply to the Objections advanced against the paper on 
Sound, in the February Number. By Professor Porter, 4.M.* 

I WAS much surprised to find so complete a misapprehension, 
of what is meant by the atomic constitution of bodies, could 

be entertained by the Rev. Mr. Haughton, as is shown in his 
paper in the last Number of the Magazine. 

The contraction of bodies in volume under the greatest de- 
grees of cold which are known, shows that the ponderable parts 
of bodies cannot be considered to be in contact, but must be 
surrounded by imponderable atmospheres. The only philoso- 
phical view which can be taken of the actual state of bodies is 
that of equilibrium under the action of opposing forces. In 
solids and liquids we have the attractions of the ponderable 
atoms for each other balanced by the repulsion of the caloric, 
which, though not affecting its mass or weight, must be consi- 
dered as an essential portion of the body in its actual state. In 
gases, the repulsive force due to the caloric requires an external 
pressure in order to produce equilibrium. We hence have no 
means of judging of the actual form of the ponderable part, 
mass, or nucleus of an ultimate atom, as Mr. Haughton seems 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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to think when he speaks of a cubical or spherical form, as the 
actual form of an atom. By the laws of mechanics, however, in 
the case of such balancing forces as we have considered, we know 
that when the atoms have freedom of motion, as in liquids and 
gases, the only arrangement for equilibrium must be one of 
symmetry, or what is meant by a cubical arrangement of the 
atoms. The supposition of equilibrium is, however, only ap- 
proximate, because bodies are perpetually changing their tem- 
perature, and hence, also, the relative positions of the atoms are 
perpetually changing in hquids and gases, although their relative 
distances change only in such a degree as not to affect largely, 
in general, the result of other impressed actions in the fluid. 
Mr. Haughton has omitted to see that, in using the words “ cube 
attributed to the atom,’ I meant what I have explained above, 
expecting that any reader of the Philosophical Magazine who had 
studied natural philosophy would be familiar with what is meant 
by the “atomic constitution of bodies.” . 

Now in solving any problem, we are. at liberty to take the 
simplest mode of solution ; and to take it for any possible case ; 
when necessary, making the corrections upon it afterwards if 
they are only small. Thus in finding the expression for the 
pressure acting in any direction upon an atom invibratory motion, 
I was evidently at liberty to consider contiguous atoms as situated 
in the line of that direction ; but I was not at liberty to consider 
the fluid as reduced to such a line of atoms in discussing the 
equation of motion for that atom, unless the result could be 
shown to be the same as for a mass of fluid. 

Mr. Haughton’s mathematical investigations in the last Num- 
ber of the Magazine are for a line of atoms only, and are what I 
arrived at myself in my preliminary investigations, when I ac- 
cordingly thought, as he still does, that the imtroduction of the 
doctrine of atoms made no change in the solution of the problem 
of sound. I soon, however, saw that it was not a legitimate 
method, but that the atom must be considered one in a mass of 
fluid, and not one in a line of atoms. This showed me, that, in 
deducing the pressure actimg upon an atom from that upon a 
unit of area in a fluid, a definite area must belong to that atom 
in whatever direction the pressure were considered; the law of 
the equalization of density being involved m the expressions 
always hitherto used for gases. This value of the area for pres- 
sure, considered as the face of a cube or otherwise, is consequently 
correctly put (26y)? in my paper on Sound in the February 
Number, and my result is the true one. 

As to Mr. Stokes’s objection to my using Boyle’s law, it is 
based on Poisson’s assumption discussed by me in the last Num- 
ber, and its value is to be taken accordingly, 

London, April 10, 1851. 
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LIV. On Poisson’s investigation of the Theory of Sound. 
ByW.J. Macquorn Ranxine, C.E., FLR.S.E., F.RS.S.A. &e.* 

ROFESSOR POTTER} conceives that he has found a defect 
in the reasoning of Poisson’s investigation of the velocity of 

sound in air, in the following respect. 
Poisson supposes, that when the density of a gas is changed 

in the ratio 
l+s, 

s being a yery small fraction, the pressure is changed im the ratio 

l+s+oa; 

and remarks, “ A* cause de la petitesse de s, on peut supposer 
cette quantité o proportionelle & s, et faire 

o=Bs; 
8 étant un coefficient positif et indépendant de s.” 

The proportionality of o to s is considered by Professor Potter 
to be a pure assumption. Poisson, however, gives a reason for 
it, viz. a cause de la petitesse de s;” and this reason is a suffi- 
cient one. 

For let pg and py be the pressure and density in their undis- 
turbed state, and 

P=Po+ Sp, p=Potp 
those in the disturbed state, and let ; 

p= 4p. 
Then by Taylor’s theorem, 

1 
p= $'po- 8p + 5° b"Po- Sp" + Ke. ; 

or, in the notation adopted by Lee 

ston t= bP. s+ 5008 Po Ho t+ &e., 

which, “a cause de la errs de ws is sensibly equal to 

= PO cee sta= — +S, Do $'po 

and Po ba, which is equivalent to 14+ in Poisson’s notation, 

is a Coefficient independent of s, whatsoeyer may be the form of @p. 
With reference to the concluding remark of Professor Potter’s 

paper, I have to state, that my reason for considering any theory 
of sound objectionable, according to which different portions of 
the same wave trayel with different velocities, is, that sounds 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Page 318, 
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transmitted in that manner would alter in character with the 
distance of transmission to an extent inconsistent with obseryed 
facts. 

I am gratified to find, that the account which I have given of 
Laplace’s theory of sound is approved of by Professor Stokes and 
by Mr. Haughton. 

London, April 2, 1851. 

LV. Mineralogical Notices. 

ENARGITE. BY MM, BREITHAUPT AND PLATTNER. 

[Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. Ixxx. p. 383.] 

fhe mineral constitutes a very abundant ore of copper, which 
is worked at Morococha, district of Jouli, mn the Cordilleras of 

Peru. It occurs there in general m compact masses, containing 
sometimes crystalline druses, and forming a vein in a erystalline 
limestone accompanied by Tennantite and copper and iron pyvites. 
This mineral has rather a lively metallic lustve analogous to that 
of oxide of manganese (acerdese or manganite) ; its colour is black, 
and likewise its powder. Its crystalline form appears to belong 
to the right rhombic prism; the crystals have generally the 
primary prism based and truncated upon the vertical edges 
parallel to the diagonal planes. The angle of the prism could 
be accurately measured ; it is 98° 11’. M. Breithaupt observes, 
that such a prism might be derived in a very simple manner 
from a prism of 120°; it would then have the formula 3a: 20; 
this, howeyer, is merely accidental, as the erystals do not exhibit 
the conditions of symmetry which would pertain to a regular 
hexagonal prism. 

Enargite exhibits two perfect cleavages parallel to the faces of 
the primary prism; there are likewise distinct cleavages in the 
direction of the diagonal planes, and an indistinct cleavage in 
the direction of the base. The fracture is uneven; it is brittle 
and easily pulverized ; hardness exactly equal to that of calcareous 
spar ; specific grayity 4°430 to 4-445. It is readily distinguished, 
according to M. Breithaupt, by the perfect nature of its two pris- 
matic cleavages, and by their angle which may be measured with 
the greatest precision with the reflective goniometer. 

Heated in a closed tube, this mineral decrepitates violently, 
furnishes a sublimate of sulphur, then fuses into a globule below 
a red heat and loses more sulphur, accompaniéd by sulphuret of 
arsenic. Heated in an open tube, it gives off sulphurous acid 
and oxide of antimony. On charcoal it disengages sulphuret of 
arseni¢, and forms a deposit of arsenious acid, oxide of antimony, 
and oxide of zinc. After being roasted, it gives with borax the 
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reactions of copper and iron. M. Plattner obtained on analysis 
the following results :— 

Sulphur . . . . . 82:222 
Arsenie +. os { sent 17:599 
Arthimony ») 2's cee Ole 
Copper... |e Staple OS. US 
Tron ‘yj ehoss ial aes 0565 
ZAC) 5- osc cake eee as oe Oe 
Silver “2 qd Uida.go) Sas es, 

99°449 

This mineral is therefore essentially composed of a sulpho- 
arseniuret of copper, in which the relation of the equivalents of 
sulphur, arsenic and copper, is almost exactly as 8: 1:6. Such 
a relation, supposing the arsenic to be in the state of trisulphuret, 
requires the rather complicated formula 8CuS, As S°+2Cu?S, 
As S*; but supposing the arsenic to exist in the state of penta- 
sulphuret, we have the more simple formula 3Cu?S + As 8°. 

EMERYLITE. BY DR. J. LAWRENCE SMITH. 

[Silliman’s American Journal, January 1851.) 

This mineral, which belongs to the family of micas, is lamellar 
like mica; the plates are easily separated, and possess a little 
elasticity. Sometimes it is in the form of a mass composed of 
very small pearly scales, which are very friable, resembling some 
species of tale. The plates are commonly convex and concave, 
grouped in such a manner as to form a triangular prism. It is 
also found massive with a micaceous structure, but with an irre- 
gular fracture ; the aspect of this variety is waxy: it comes from 
Gumuch-dagh. The crystalline form is difficnlt to determine ; 
but to judge from the streaks on the surface, and the imperfect 
cleavage in two directions, it would appear to belong to an 
oblique rhombic prism. 

Its colour is white and lustre silvery ; the hardness taken on 
a specimen from the Island of Nicaria is from 4 to 45. The 
specific gravity taken on ten specimens varies from 2°80 to 3°09 ; 
this difference is not remarkable in a lamellated mineral. It is 
not attacked by acids; heated before the blowpipe it emits a 
bright light, and melts with great difficulty on the edges, which 
assume a blue colour if touched with the nitrate of cobalt and 
reheated. Heated in a tube it furnishes water, frequently having 
an acid reaction due to fluoric acid. 

The composition of several specimens subjected to analysis is 
as follows :— 
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Localities. Silica. | Alu- Lime. | OXide of} Mag- | Potash | water, 
mina, iron. nesia, | and soda, 

Gumuch-dagh...... 29-66) 50°88) 13:56 1:78 0-50 1:50 3°41 /Smith. 
Island of Nicaria...| 80°22) 49°67| 11:57 1:33 trace | 2:31 5:12 Smith. 
Island of Nicaria...| 29°87) 48°68) 10:84 1-63 trace | 2°86 4-32 Smith. 
Island of Naxos ...| 30°02) 49°52) 10-82 1-65 0-48 1-25 5°55 Smith. 

92. ‘ ; , not esti- |not esti- 5 ‘ 
Island of Naxos ...| 28-90) 48°53] 11:92 0 87] mated wanted 5-08 |Smith. 

Island of Naxos ...| 30:10, 50-08 10-80 { neeE New ae 4-52 Smith. 
Gumuch-dagh ...... 30:90! 48°21; 9-53 OT El cece lcceeees 461 |Smith. 
Gumuch-dagh ...... 31-93, 48°50) 9-41 1:50 r 2°31 3°62 Smith. 

Siberia 0S 28-50 5102/1205 | 1-78 | ...... Wee bs-o4 Smith. 
Village Green, U.S,| 32:31) 49°24) 10°66 | ...... 0:30 2-21 5:27 |Craw. 
Village Green, U.S.| 31:06) 51:20) 9-24 | ...... 0-28 | 2:97 5:27 Craw. 
Village Green, U.S.) 31-26) 51°60) 10-15 | ...... 0-50 1:22 4:27 'Craw 
Village Green, U.S.| 30°18) 51-40) 10°87 | ...... 0-92 277 452 Craw 
Unionville, U.S. ...} 29-99) 50°57; 11-31 | ...... 0:72 247 BEA 

Unionville, U.S. ...] 32°15) 54-28 11-36 | trace | 0-05 geri 0:50 Hartshorne. 

Buncombe Co.,U.S.| 29-17; 48°40; 9°87 | ...... 1-24 6:15 3:99 |Silliman,Jun. 
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The oxide of iron may be regarded as an impurity which exists 
between the plates of the mineral. 
lite is represented by the formula— 

The composition of emery- 

2RO, SiO? + 2(2Al? 0%, Si0%) + 2HO. 

The most beautiful specimens of emerylite come from Naxos ; 
and as the blocks of emery from this island frequently contain 
it, there will be no difficulty in procuring specimens for cabinets. 
It is often mixed with diaspore. 

LVI. On the Solution of Three Simultaneous Quadratics of the 
Fifth Order. By Jamus Cocke, Esq., M.A., of Trinity Col-— 
lege, Cambridge ; Barrister-at-Law*. 

Apa eubic solution of three simultaneous quadratics is a sub- 
ject to which I alluded towards the conclusion of the second 

part of my Analysis of the Theory of Equations (see Phil. Mag. 
S. 3. vol. xxxvu. p. 509, art. 33). And I cannot refer to that 
Analysis without adverting to the but yet recent death of him 
to whom it was addressed, the illustrious geometer Thomas 
Stephens Davies. To Nature’s gifts, of commanding intellect 
and expansive genius, his vast capacity and industry had super- 
added high acquirements and profound learning. And these 
accomplishments were attained in the face of obstacle wpon ob- 
stacle piled in his path by the accidents of life, by ill health, and 

* Communicated by Dr, Cockle, Fellow of the College of Surgeons. 
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by bodily suffering. ~ Yet all failed to arrest that brilliant course, 
which was only to end with his life. Judged by what he has 
given to the world, he has established a title to the respect and 
admiration of after times, Still it is to be hoped that that world, 
which he in life so instructed and adorned, will, now that he is 
no more, yet have such further advantage from his labours as is 
to be derived from the publication of those which he may have 
left recorded. But, even with that advantage, neither posterity 
nor his contemporaries—except those who had the happiness and 
the honour of his friendship—can judge of the grandeur and 
force of the conceptions which teemed in the fertile chambers of 
his mind, and of the fine qualities which, in the minds of that 
favoured group, must ever encircle his memory with an enduring 
halo of affectionate admiration. Considering how iniperfectly 
developed many of his views were, and the little hope that éxists 
of any one fully following out the same career of inquiry, I regard 
his loss as irreparable. I hope to be pardoned for this digression, 
and I now proceed. 

Let U=0, V=0, W=0, be three simultaneous quadratics 
involving the five unknowns 0, w, vw, y, z. Let X, u,v, p be four 
disposable multiphers, and let 

U-EXV4e pw =X j 

U+iV=yY; 

U+pW=Z. 

The expression X is in general of the form 

X=aa?+Be+y; : 

and # is a linear function of v, w, y and z. Let X! be what X 
becomes when @=0, and let v be eliminated from vy by means of 
tliat linear equation. We may then make 

X! a0? 4 aly? + Bly +4). 

By means of 8’=0 (which is a linear equation in w and 2) let 
w be eliminated from y’, which is a quadratic function of w and 
z; eall the result 9, and make 

X" a0? + aly". shed 

Now, X/=0 can be satisfied without determining either x or 
y. For, we may determine X and p so as to make @ and a! 
vanish simultaneously, and we have then only to solve y/"=0, 
which is, in my nomenclature, a simple quadratic (in 2 alone). 

By means of @=0, 6’=0, and y/'=0, let v, w, and z be re- 
spectively eliminated from Y and Z. Call the results Y' and Z/, 
then we shall have 

Y'=62?4+ Av+B, and Z’=62?+Ale+ Bi. 

Determine y so as to render 5=0, and p so as to make &’ =0, 
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and let Y' and Z! respectively become Y" and Z". Eliminate « 
between Y"=0 and Z''=0, and the result is 

AB'—A'B=0, 

a simple cubic in y, whence y is known. And @ is then given 
linearly either by Y"=0, or by Z!' =0, and w by 6’ =0, and finally 
v by B=0. It would not be difficult to show that when X”=Y" 
=Z"—=0, we also (for the same values of the unknowns) have 
U=V=W=0. Hence the given system is solved without the 
occurrence of an equation higher than a cubic. 

Trinity College, Cambridge, 
January 28, 1851. 

LVII. Note on Quadratic Functions and Hyperdeterminants. 
By J. J. Sytvester, M.A., PRLS. 

To Richard Taylor, Esq. 
Dear Sir, 

pet me to correct an error of transcription in the MS. 
of my paper “On Linearly Equivalent Quadratic Func- 

tions ” in the last Number of the Magazine. The theorem given 
at pages 300, 301, and marked (3.), should read as follows :— 

0m+1 5Om+2+++ ie we 

bom+1 bém+-2 nae bém+s 

om UP «ee Am. WOm4r LOm-+-2 one @m+s OAn+i1-Un+g-+- ae 

a, ag one an Vom+1 Lom +2 ore Ugm+e An+1 Anta oe An+m 

1 Ge besne Om } 

An¥i Onis 22+ Gnim 1 

I may take this opportunity of mentioning, that by extending 
to algebraical functions generally a multiliteral system of uimbral 
notation, analogous to the biliteral system exp!amed in the paper 
above referred to as applicable to quadratic functions, I have sué- 
éeeded in reducing to a mechanical method of compound per- 
mutation the process for the discovery of those memorable forms 
inyented by Mr, Cayley, and named by him hypperdeterminants, 
which have attracted the notice and just admiration of analysts 
all over Europe, and which will remain a perpetual memorial, as 
long as the name of algebra survives, of the penetration and 
sagacity of their author. 

I ain, dear Sir, 
Yours very truly, 

Lincoln’s-Inn-=Fields, J. J. SYLVESTER. 
April 1851, 
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LVIII. Notices respecting New Books. 

Réclamation Patriotique. Belle Invention Francaise. Ponts a cla- 
veaux de voute en fer ou en fonte, systeme inventé par M. Jules 
Guyot: Protestation contre les Ponts Tubulaires sans Tube de 
Conway et de Menai, Par M.VAbbé Moieno, Paris, 1850. 

5 Dots abject of this pamphlet is to deny the claims of the English 
engineers to the invention of the principle of construction em- 

ployed in the Conway and Menai bridges, and to ascribe it to Dr. 
Guyot. It appears that this gentleman constructed a model of a 
wrought iron bridge, on a new plan, in 1844 and 1845, or about 
the time when Mr. Stephenson first suggested the idea of a tubular 
bridge. ‘This model has no resemblance in its general form to the 
Conway and Menai bridges, but at the same time it must be con- 
ceded, that it embodies, in a modified form, a principle, that of cel- 
lular structure, which constitutes the grand feature and peculiar 
element of strength of these gigantic bridges. However, there can 
be no doubt that the French and English inventions were not only 
distinct and independent in their origin, but that they are also in 
many respects dissimilar in the mode in which the elements of re- 
sistance to rupture are distributed, so as to maintain the stability of 
the structure. 

The accompanying drawings will give an adequate idea of Dr. 
Guyot’s bridge. 

ivan 

. L One: 
H HL 5 

i 5 TH 
ai F 

s 5 § eat 

a= 
Fig. 1 represents a general view of the bridge. ABC is an arch 

composed of hollow voussoirs of iron; CE, AD, &c.are pillars standing 
upon the arch, and connected at the top with a series of hollow rect- 
angular parallelopipeds bolted together, forming the horizontal line 
DE of the bridge; FG is the roadway passing over the top of the 
bridge. 

Fig. 2 represents in detail the form of the voussoirs, where the 
twelve edges are composed of iron bars. 
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Fig. 3 represents the Pig. 3. 
manner in which the 
cells at the top, DE, are 

constructed. This part 
of the structure is ana- | 

— al 

TUN 

logous to the rectan- 
gular cells employed in 
the construction of the ||i\jj} Ag i 
Conway and Menai iS | ( 
bridges. In the En- | — Ke 
glish invention, thin Ulli hie 
wrought iron plates are arranged in the form of cells to resist the 
tendency which such plates have to crumple when subjected to a 
compressive force; and in the French invention, comparatively thick 
bars are arranged in the form of parallelopipeds, to resist the ten- 
dency which long bars have to bend under a compressive force. 

In mechanical structures generally, it is not surprising that some 
common principle, in itself scarcely containing the element of no- 
velty, should be adopted by different persons about the same time. 
In such cases the merit of invention chiefly consists in the mode in 
which the parts of the structure are arranged and combined so as to 
bring the common principle into a greater or less degree of effi- 
ciency. Now the principle of cellular structure, taken in connexion 
with that of the distribution of material for maximum effect, which 
the French and English inventions have in common with each other, 
is not in itselfnew. Mathematicians have long known that the con- 
dition of maximum strength, in a beam undergoing transverse strain, 

Phil. Mag. 8, 4, Vol. 1, No, 5, May 1851. 2F 
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is secured by having the material in the section accumulated, as far 
as practicable, at the greatest distances from the neutral axis; and 
as regards the cellular structure in the French invention especially, 
Grubenmann erected a bridge at Wettingen, about the middle of the 
last century, in which the timbers composing the roof of the bridge 
were made to form the material resisting the force of compression. 
We shall now proceed to show, that the manner in which these prin- 
ciples are employed in the English and French inventions is, in cer- 
tain respects, so decidedly different, as to lead us to regard them as 
independent discoveries. 

1. The inventions were independent in their origin.—The English en- 
gineers sought to determine the best form of a tude for resisting trans- 
verse strain, composed of sheet iron. Dr. Guyot formed the conception 
of an arched bridge constructed of iron bars. Mr. Fairbairn, by a series 
of the most elaborate experiments perhaps ever made on the strength 
of materials, discovered by induction the best form of these tubes. On 
the contrary, Dr. Guyot, by a combination of principles already 
known, and without any preliminary experiments, seems at once to 
have constructed his model. _ It will be instructive, as well as bearing 
upon the controversy, to trace the origin of the cellular structure in 
the English tubular beams. It was not derived from abstract rea- 
soning; on the contrary, it was entirely due to the results of experi- 
ment: after Mr. Fairbairn had experimented upon the cylindrical, 
elliptical, and rectangular beams having a uniform thickness, he 
observed that the thin plates on the upper side invariably crumpled 
up from the force of compression; he then hit upon the fortunate 
conception of bending a piece of sheet iron over that part, thereby 
forming a cell, or, as he called it, a fin, at the upper side of the tube ; 
the experiments showed that this mode of construction gave a con- 
siderable additional strength to the beam. ‘This principle was next 
combined with the rectangular form, and a model rectangular beam 
with a cellular corrugated top was constructed; and the experiments 
on this beam showed that this form of construction gave nearly 
double the strength of the cylindrical or elliptical forms when com- 
posed of plates of uniform thickness. Finally, on account of sim- 
plicity of construction, the model beam of the Conway Bridge was 
made with rectangular cells at the top to resist the crushing force, 
and with simple plates at the bottom to resist the force of extension. 
It is therefore not true, as Dr. Guyot insinuates in his letter to 
Monsieur Maire, that the plan of the Conway model tube was formed 
suddenly and without any previous recognition of principles. It 
may be further worthy of observation, that Mr. Fairbairn never heard 
of Dr. Guyot’s model bridge until very recently. 

2. The two modes of construction differ in their general form.—The 
Conway and Menai bridges are straight tubes, or at least practically 
so, composed of sheet iron connected together by rivets and angle- 
irons, through which railway trains pass. On the other hand, Dr. 
Guyot’s model is an arched bridge, composed of iron bars chiefly 
bolted together, over the top of which the line of railway is supposed 
to pass. In the English invention, the cells are composed of conié- 
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nuous surfaces of sheet iron; whereas in the French invention they 
are formed of iron bars taking the shape of a series of parallelopipeds. 
The top and bottom parts of Dr. Guyot’s bridge are connected 
together by a series of pillars, so that the roadway seems to be 
standing upon, and supported by, the arch beneath; whereas in the 
English bridges, an unbroken surface of sheet iron connects the top 
and bottom parts so perfectly as to render them portions of an in- 
tegral structure. 

3. The leading elements of strength in the two structures are not the 
same.—In the French invention, the arched structure at the bottom, 

composed of regular voussoirs, constitutes the main element of 
strength, the top and sides being subsidiary parts of the construction ; 
and hence the forces of resistance to rupture mainly depend upon the 
principle of the arch. In fact, owing to the imperfect connexion be- 

tween the voussoirs at the bottom and the rectangular parallelopipeds 

at the top, as well as from the want of a complete cooperation in the 
forces of resistance at the top and bottom parts, these forces seem to 
be acting, to a certain extent, independently of each other. Now 

in Mr. Fairbairn’s model tube, the top cells constitute the distin- 
guishing feature of the construction; and the side plates, forming 
a perfect connexion between these top cells and the plates at the 

bottom, transform the whole structure into a perfect hollow beam, 

subject to the ordinary laws of compression and extension. Here 

the resistance of the cells at the top to compression, and the re- 

distance of the bottom plates to extension, were found alone suffi- 

cient, without the aid of any subsidiary or auxiliary force, to ensure 
the stability of the structure. In Dr. Guyot’s bridge, therefore, the 
cellular structure at the bottom forms the essential part of the con- 

trivance, Whereas in the tubular beams the bottom part may be com- 

posed of simple plates *. 
4. The English tubular bridge has been for some time constructed 

ona scale of surprising magnitude; its powers of resistance have 

been fully tested, and in all respects it has fully realized the most 

sanguine expectations of its projectors, and it will no doubt stand 

for a future age to contemplate, as a proud and enduring monument 

of the genius and practical skill of British engineers. The French 

scheme has yet to undergo the ordeal of actual construction on a 

scale sufficiently large to test its efficiency ; and we may fairly ob- 

serve, that it is still problematical whether it will prove itself to be 
so perfect a structure as the English tubular bridge. 

* The bottom part of the model tube of the Conway and Menai bridges 

had no cellular structure, 

2F2 
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LIX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 

{Continued from p. 346.] 

Jan. 30, 1851.—Sir Roderick Impey Murchison, V.P., in the Chair. 

The following papers were read :— 
Rat QO* the Oxidation of Ammonia in the Human Body, with 

some remarks on Nitrification.” By Henry Bence Jones, 

M.D., F.R.S. &e. 
The author having shown, in a paper lately communicated to the 

Royal Society, that the effect of tartrate of ammonia on the acidity 
of the urine was totally different from that of tartrate of potash, and 
that carbonate of ammonia, taken in very large quantities, did not 
produce any alkaline reaction of the urine, but that, on the con- 
trary, the acidity was rather increased than diminished by such 
doses, repeated the experiments with carbonate of ammonia, hoping 
to obtain more decided results. Although, from these experiments, 
it was again apparent that no diminution of the acid reaction re- 
sulted from taking’ carbonate of ammonia, yet the fact of any great 
increase in the acidity of the urine could not be determined. In his 
former paper, the author suggested that an inquiry into the occur- 
rence of nitric acid in the urine would probably give the solution of 
this unexpected effect of carbonate of ammonia: and he was led to 
undertake the experiments described in the present paper with the 
view of detecting the presence of that acid under particular cireum- 
stances. 

The indigo test for nitric acid being more delicate than the pro- 
tosulphate of iron test, it was chiefly employed; but a mixture of 
starch with a drop or two of hydriodate of potash and hydrochloric 
acid was found to be a far more delicate test than either. Begin- 
ning with 10 grs. of nitrate of potash added to 10 oz. of urine, it 

was found at last that as little as 1 gr. of nitre to 10 oz. of urine 
could be detected with the greatest certainty and clearness when the 
starch test was used; but this quantity could not be detected as 
surely by the indigo test. 

Experiments are described in which carbonate of ammonia was 
given, in doses varying from 40 grs. to 7 grs., to a healthy man in 
whose urine no nitric acid could previously be detected ; and the 
urine was tested at intervals of several hours after each dose. From 
these it appears that 10 grs. was the smallest quantity that gave de- 
cided evidence of nitric acid by both tests. 

Having satisfied himself that when carbonate of ammonia was 
taken small quantities of nitric acid passed off in the urine, the 
author made similar experiments with tartrate of ammonia, admi- 

nistered in doses of 60 and 40 grs.; and in each case the starch test 
gave evidence of the presence of nitric acid in the urine some hours 
after. Similar experiments with the muriate of ammonia are next 
described; and in these the presence of nitric acid in the urine was 
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readily detected three hours after the administration of the dose, 
even when it was so small as 10 grs. 

From an experiment described in the paper, it was shown, that by 
a simple combustion of ammonia out of the body, as well as in the 

body, nitric acid was produced. From other experiments it appears 
that urea, also, by oxidation, whether in the body or out of the body, 
gives rise to nitric acid. 

Having found that nitric acid was produced more readily and fre- 
quently than had been supposed to be the case, the author was led 
to try whether combustions in the atmosphere without ammonia 
could not give nitric acid. The presence of this acid was, in con- 
sequence, detected in the products of the combustion of alcohol, of 
coal, of a wax candle, and of hydregen. 

As this led to the supposition that nitric acid might exist in rain- 
water at all times, experiments were made on the rain-water col- 
lected on wet days in London, and the presence of nitric acid was 
discovered by the starch and also by the indigo test. 

The conclusions the author comes to from his experiments are :— 
1. That the action of oxygen takes place in the body, not only on 

hydrogen, carbon, sulphur and phosphorus, but also on nitrogen. 
2. That in all cases of combustion, out of the body and in the 

body, if ammonia be present, it will be converted partly into nitric 
acid. 

3. That the nitrogen of the air is not indifferent in ordinary cases 
of combustion, but that it gives rise to minute quantities of nitric 
acid. 

He further remarks, that the production of nitric acid from am- 
monia in the body adds another to the many instances of the action 
of oxygen in man; and that the detection of nitric acid in the urine 
may lead to the conclusion, that the blood is being freed from am- 
monia, or from substances closely related to it, as urea, or possibly 
pati and other alkaloids. 

“Description of a Muscle of the striped variety, situated at 
thie posterior part of the choroid coat of the Eye in Mammals, with 
an explanation of its mode of action in adapting the Eye to distinct 
vision at different distances.” By George Rainey, Esq., M.R.C.S. 

Communicated by Joseph H. Green, Esq., F.R.S. Received De- 
cember 24, 1850. 

Respecting this muscle, the author observes that it occupies about 
the posterior two-thirds of the choroid coat, its fibres lying in dif- 
ferent planes, the most superficial being immediately beneath the 
membrana pigmenti, the deepest extending almost as far as the vasa 
vorticosa; that these fibres pass in different directions, some going 
from before to behind, and others intersecting these at various an- 
gles: altogether they receive the pigment membrane, the retina and 
the vitreous humour as into a cup. 

From the connection of these fibres with the choroid coat, the 
author calls them the choroid muscle. He has not been able to trace 
them nearer to the ciliary ligament than about two-thirds of the di- 
stance from the centre of the choroid to the border of the cornea, 
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in which situation the fasciculi become broken up, and gradually 
degenerate into filamentous tissue. No striped fibres can be de- 
tected in the so-called ciliary muscle or ligament. These the author 
considers to be merely for the purpose of connecting the sclerotic 
and choroid anteriorly, as these tunics are also connected by cellu- 
lar tissue posteriorly, but very loosely in their middle, 

The author next describes the manner in which these fibres may 
be most easily displayed, and, as the sheep’s eye answers best for 
this purpose, his description is given in reference to it. The poste- 
rior two-thirds of the eye of the sheep being turned inside out, and 
all the retina washed away, a very thin portion of the tapetum is 
raised and floated upon a glass slide, and a thin glass cover is then 
placed upon it, without making the least pressure, which would, by 
crushing the very soft primary fasciculi, render the transverse striz 
irregular and confused. If in this state it be examined by the mi- 
croscope, the muscular fibres, in consequence of their transparency, 
and being covered by the membrana pigmenti, and some of the iri- 
descent fibres of the tapetum, will be very indistinct and scareely 
distinguishable; but if a small portion of acetic acid, or some aque- 
ous solution of chlorine, be brought in contact with it, the membrana 
pigmenti, and especially the iridescent fibres, will instantly shrink, 
and, becoming transparent, disappear, and the fasciculi of the cho- 
roid muscle will come into view. Should the acetic acid have been 
too strong, the transverse marking will be very faint and seareely 
discernible ; but if the acid be washed away with water, or, what is 
better, a weak solution of any saline substance, such as chloride of 
potassium or sodium, iodide of potassium, &c., the transverse mark- 
ing will become very distinct; should the solution be strong, the 
colour of the iridescent fibres will be reproduced. In the eye of 
those animals whose tapetum is scaly, as in the Cat, or where the 
whole of the choroid is lined by black pigment, as in the human 
subject, the acetic acid is of no use, and the muscle is displayed 
with much greater difficulty; the author, however, states that he 
has succeeded in displaying this muscle in the choroid of the Horse, 
the Cat, and in that of the human eye*. 

The author next considers the action of the choroid muscle. This, 
from the manner in which the muscle embraces the vitreous humour, 
is, in his opinion, to compress this humour and carry the lens for- 
wards. But this, he observes, considering how the capsule of the 
lens and the ciliary processes fill up the posterior chamber of the 
aqueous humour, cannot be effected without displacing some of the 
Huid in that chamber; and he concludes that the aqueous humour 
in the posterior chamber being pressed by the capsule of the lens 
(forced forwards by the action of the choroid muscle) against the 
ciliary processes, forces the blood out of their vessels into the cho- 
roid veins, and thus enlarges this chamber at its circumference, 
whilst it diminishes it from behind forwards, or, in other words, 

* The author has found, since the paper was read, that a solution of citric acid, 
one drachm of acid to the ounce of water, is the best substance for rendering the 
iridescent fibre transparent. 
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moves the lens forwards. The author then observes, that, as the 

effect of the action of the choroid muscle is to separate the choroid 

coat from the sclerotic, all pressure is taken off the choroid veins at 

the time it is made upon the ciliary processes, and therefore that 

every facility possible is afforded for the emptying of the vessels of 

these processes. He hence infers that the office of these processes 

is to allow of the displacement of fluid when the lens is carried for- 

wards; and when the choroid muscle ceases to act, by the re-disten- 

sion of their capillaries, to carry the lens back into its place. The 

author then enters into a mathematical examination of the data fur- 

nished by these facts, to show how exactly they fulfill the conditions 

necessary for adapting the eye, viewed as an optical instrument, to 

distinct vision at different distances. The author considers that 

there is no analogy either in structure or function between those 

fibres in mammals occupying a situation similar to that occupied by 

a true muscle in Birds (the ciliary muscle), but that the true ana- 

logue of the ciliary muscle in birds is the choroid muscle in mam- 

mals, the chief difference between them being in situation. In the 

Pigeon, he finds that the ciliary muscle is inserted into the choroid 

coat, along which it can be traced as far back as about jth of an 

inch behind the iris, so that its action would be to draw the choroid 

tense upon the vitreous humour, and thus to compress it similarly to 

the choroid muscle in the mammal. Besides, in the Bird he finds 

no muscular fibres at the posterior part of the choroid. ‘The ciliary 

muscle is more distinct, and appears to be stronger than the choroid, 

but this the author attributes to the fibres of the one being much 

more collected, and therefore limited to a much smaller space than 

those of the other. 

February 6.—George Rennie, Esq-, V-P., in the Chair. 

A paper was read, entitled “On the Supply of Water from the 

Chalk Stratum in the neighbourhood of London.” By John 

Dickinson, Esq., F.R.S. Received January 6, 1851. 

The object of this paper is to explain and illustrate the supply of 

subterranean water which is always found at certain depths in the 

chalk strata; the circumstances that influence its natural outflow 

by springs and rivers; the practicability of draining off that water 

by an artificial mode of exhaustion; and the changes that would 

be produced by carrying such an operation into effect on a large 

scale. 
It is stated, that numerous perennial streams issue from the ele- 

vated ridges of the chalk strata, those in Kent and Surrey flowing 

from south to north, and those in Buckinghamshire, Herts and 

Essex, flowing from north to south; and that in each case the dip of 

the strata corresponds with the fall of the country and the direction 

of the streams. These rivers are considered to be the natural out- 

flow of the rain-water imbibed by the chalk, the accumulation of 

which, as explained by Dr. Buckland, is in a subterranean reservoir ; 

and according to the periodical filling and exhaustion of this, the 

springs and streams alternately decrease and are augmented. The 
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circumstances regulating this change, which have been observed and 
experimented upon by the author during the last forty years, are 
explained in the paper. In the year 1835, he adopted a method of 
ascertaining the supply of subterranean water, by the use of a very 
simple but effective instrument, contrived and used by the late 
Dr. Dalton for that purpose: and he has supplied a series of 
monthly observations, extending over fourteen years, both of the 

rain falling on the surface, and of that which is found to percolate 
through to a lower level for the supply of springs and rivers. 

From his observations— 
inches. 

The annual average of rain in the north-western part of 
Hettayisanin atthiis. hd Tes eneet > aD, ¥ Goce 25°92 

The average fall of rain in the first six mouths of the yearis 11°12 
The average from July to December inclusive .......... 14°80 
The average in six months, from April to September inclusive 12°17 
The average percolation through the Dalton gauge, from 

April to September inclusive, is............ 0200-05. 0°62 
And from October to the following March inclusive...... 961 
Total average annual amount of percolation .......... ws A O:23, 
The rivers and springs supplied from the chalk are generally found 
to be in fullest How about June, and to be most reduced in Decem- 
ber; and the cause of this variation is considered to be the time 
that the descending rain requires to percolate through the crevices 
and fissures of the lofty chalk hills, and to spread laterally in the 
reservoirs till it reaches the outlet springs. 

The variation in the quantity of rain is found to range from 21°10 
inches to 32°10 inches. The variation in the amount of percolation 
is found to be far greater, viz. from 3°10 inches to 19°28 inches. 
Consequently there is a variation in the springs, and in the flow of 
the rivers, much greater than in proportion to the fall of rain. The 
author shows that the season of the rain falling is the main incident in 
the supply of these perennial springs; and that their outflow is pro- 
portional to the percolation which takes place during winter into 
the lower beds, the summer rains being evaporated or taken up by 
vegetation. 

He gives it as his opinion, that it is possible to drain off, by arti- 
ficial means, great part of any river flowing out of the chalk; such 
rivers being truly the natural drain and outlet of the subterranean 
reservoir therein. He shows, by precise measurements and care- 
fully recorded observations, that the subterranean water has a move- 
ment, with a declivity of 13 feet 6 inches to the mile, in the direc- 
tion of the dip of the strata and of the fall of the streams; and he 
states that the crevices or water-channels in the chalk are larger in 
the neighbourhood of a stream. He therefore assumes that if a 
large and deep well were sunk in any such locality, and the water 
in it, by being pumped off by steam-power, were brought down to 
and kept at a lower Jevel, a deep-seated artificial vent being thus 
formed, the water would be so drained off from the reservoir that 
the springs would be dried up, and the river be partially or entirely 
deprived of its flow of water. 
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February 13.—Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, Bart., V.P., in the Chair. 

A paper was read, entitled, “On Rubian and its Products of 
Decomposition.” By Edward Schunck, Esq., F.R.S. Received 
January 9, 1851. 

After adverting to the obscurity in which the inquiry concerning 
the state in which the colouring matter of Madder originally exists 
in this root is involved, the author refers to the change which takes 
place in the root, especially if in a state of powder, during the lapse 
of time, and to the little light which has been thrown by chemical 
investigations on the nature of the process by which the change is 
effected. He states that it has been suspected by several chemists 
that there exists originally some substance in madder, which, by 
the action of fermentation, or oxidation, is decomposed, and gives 
rise by its decomposition to the various substances endowed either 
with a red or yellow colour, which have been discovered during the 
chemical investigations of this root. In his papers on the colouring 
matter of madder, he has described four substances derived from 
madder, only one of which is a true colouring matter, but all of 

them capable under certain circumstances, as for instance in com- 

bination with alkalies, of developing red or purple colours of various 
intensity. After referring to the opinions of M. Persoz and the in- 
vestigations of Mr. Higgin relative to xanthine and alizarine, the 
author observes that, by adding a variety of substances to an extract 
of madder with cold water, he was enabled to ascertain under what 
circumstances and by what means the tinctorial power of the liquid 
is destroyed, and consequently what is the general character of the 
substance or substances to which it is due. He found that by adding 
sulphuric, or muriatic acid to the extract, and heating, the liquid, 
after neutralization of the acid, was no longer capable of dyeing. 
The tinctorial power was also destroyed by the addition of hydrate 
of alumina, magnesia, protoxide of tin, and various metallic oxides, 
but not by carbonate of lime, or carbonate of lead. In all cases in 
which the property of dyeing in the extract was destroyed, he inva- 
riably found that its bitter taste and bright yellow colour were de- 
stroyed. Having shown, in his former papers on this subject, that 
the intensely bitter taste of madder and its extracts is due to a pe- 
culiar substance to which he has given the name of rubian; and as 
it appeared from these preliminary experiments that this substance, 
though itself no colouring matter, is in some way concerned in the 
changes whereby a formation of colouring matter is induced in 
aqueous extracts of madder, he proposed to himself to examine its 
properties and products of decomposition more in detail than he had 
hitherto done. 

After numerous experiments, undertaken with the view of ob- 
taining pure rubian in quantities sufficiently large for the purposes 
of examination, he discovered a property of that substance, by which 
he was enabled to obtain it in a state of purity, namely the remark- 
able attraction manifested by it towards all substances of a porous 
or finely-divided nature, which is perhaps more characteristic of it 
than any other. The method he finally adopted, and which, he 
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states, surpasses all others in facility and certainty of execution, is 
fully detailed. 

Rubian, when prepared according to this method, is a hard, dry, 
brittle, shining, perfectly uncrystalline substance, similar to gum or 
dried varnish. It is not in the least deliquescent, as xanthine is 
described to be. In thin layers it is perfectly transparent, and of a 
beautiful dark yellow colour; in large masses it appears dark brown. 
It is very soluble in water and in alcohol, more so in the former 
than in the latter; but insoluble in ether, which precipitates it in 
brown drops from its alcoholic solution. Its solutions haye an in- 
tensely bitter taste. When it is pure, its solution in water gives no 
precipitates with the mineral or organic acids, nor with salts of the 
alkalies or alkaline earths. Basic acetate of lead, however, gives a 
copious light red precipitate in a solution of pure rubian, the solu- 
tion becoming colourless; but this is the only definite compound of 
rubian with which the author is acquainted. He states that rubian 
cannot be considered as a colouring matter in the ordinary sense of 
the word. It is decomposed by acids, alkalies, chlorine, heat and 
ferments. The formula for rubian appears to be C5° H34 O39, 

The action of sulphuric and of muriatic acid on rubian is stated 
to be precisely the same. The products of the decomposition by 
those acids are,—Ist, Alizarine ; 2nd, the substance which the author 
formerly termed Beta-resin, but which he now calls Verantine; 3rd, 
the substance which the author in former papers has called Alpha- 
resin, but to which he now prefers giving the name of Rubiretine; 
4th, a body which has not hitherto been observed, and which he 
denominates Rubianine; and 5th, a sugar obtained from the acid 
liquid after the complete decomposition of the rubian. 

1. The alizarine obtained from the decomposition of rubian ex- 
hibits all the usual properties of this well-known substance. Its 
colour is dark yellow, without any tinge of brown or red. The 
erystals possess a lustre which the author has never seen equalled in 
this substance. The analysis gave the formula C't H® O*. Thus by 
simply losing 14 equivs. of water, | equiv. of rubian is converted 
into 4: equivs. of alizarine. 

2. Verantine, in most of its properties, coincides with the substance 
to which the author formerly gave the name of Beta resin of madder. 
When prepared according to the method described in the paper, it 
is obtained in the form of a reddish-brown powder. When heated 
on platinum foil, it melts, and then burns away without leaving any 
residue. It dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, with a brown 
colour, and is reprecipitated by water in brown flocks. On heating 
the solution in concentrated sulphuric acid, it becomes black, sul- 
phurous acid is disengaged, and the substance is decomposed. Con- 
centrated nitric acid dissolves it on boiling, with a disengagement of 
nitrous acid, forming a yellow liquid, from which nothing separates 
on cooling. It is almost insoluble in boiling water, but readily 
soluble in boiling alcohol, and is again deposited, on the alcohol 
cooling, as a brown powder, which is its most characteristic property. 

From an experiment described in the paper, the author is inclined 
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to conclude that alizarine and verantine are capable of forming a 
double compound with alumina soluble in boiling water, and that a 
mixture of the two in the proportion in which they exist in this 
compound constitutes what has been called purpurine. 

Although the difficulty of obtaining pure verantine in sufficient 
quantity for the purposes of analysis prevented the author from de- 
termining its composition with the requisite accuracy, he obtained 
approximations sufficiently near to remove almost all doubts on the 
question. The formula deduced from four experiments is C!* H® O5 ; 
so that it appears that verantine differs from alizarine by containing 
1 equiv. more of oxygen. 

3. Rubiretine is identical with the substance which the author 
formerly called Alpha-resin of madder. He endeavoured in vain to 
determine the atomic weight of this substance ; but states that there 
is only one formula which is in-accordance with his analyses, and at 
the same time satisfactorily explains its formation. This formula is 
C'+ H6 O*; so that 2 equivs. of verantine and 2 equivs. of rubiretine 
with 12 equivs. of water give 1 equiv. of rubian. 

4. Rubianine greatly resembles rubiacine in its appearance and 
many of its properties. It may however easily be distinguished by 
seyeral characteristics, and above all by its composition, It is ob- 
tained from a solution in boiling alcohol in the form of bright lemon- 
yellow silky needles, which when dry form an interwoven mass. It 
is Jess soluble in alcohol, but more so in boiling water, than any of 
the preceding substances. On the solution in boiling water cooling, 
it crystallizes out again in yellow silky needles. Its colour is lighter 
than that of rubiacine. When heated on platinum foil, it melts to a 
brown liquid ; then burns, leaving a carbonaceous residue, which on 
further heating disappears entirely. It is soluble in concentrated 
sulphuric acid, with a yellow colour; the solution on boiling be- 
comes black, and gives off sulphurous acid. It is not affected either 
by dilute or concentrated nitric acid even on boiling; it merely dis- 
solves in them, and, on the acid cooling, crystallizes out again as 
from boiling water. 

There are three formule, all of which give for 100 parts of this 
substance numbers not widely differing from those deduced from the 
analyses, viz. C2* H!7 0'3, Cs? H'9 O01, C++ H24 O°, but the last is 
that with which they best agree. 

5. The sugar is always obtained in the form of a transparent 
yellow syrup, which neither crystallizes, however long its solution 
may be left to stand, nor becomes dry unless heated to 100° C. 
There are two formule, C!* H'4O!* and C!? H!20!2, both of which 
agree with the analyses of this substance, and explain its formation. 
The author states the views to which each of these formule gives 
rise, and the reasons for adopting the latter. 

Although five substances are produced by the action of acids on 
rubian, the author does not consider that these substances are all 
formed together, or in other words, that one atom of rubian, by its 

decomposition, gives rise to all five at the same time; but that, from 
the composition of these substances as compared with that of rubian, 
it follows, that the decomposition affects three separate atoms of ru- 
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bian. One of these atoms loses 14 atoms of water, and is converted into 
alizarine. The second loses 12 atoms of water, and then splits up 
into verantine and rubiretine. The third takes up the elements of 
water, and then splits up into rubianine and sugar. Whether it 
would be possible to confine the decomposition of rubian entirely 
to one of these processes, or whether all three are essential, he con- 
siders is a question of the highest importance, not so much it a 
theoretical as in a practical point of view; and that should any che- 
mist succeed in changing rubian entirely into alizarine, he would 
be the means of giving a great stimulus to many branches »f manu- 
facture and adding largely to the national wealth. 

pe a 

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

March 28, 1851.—On the Connexion of Chemical Forces with the 
Polarization of Light. By Nevil Story Maskelyne, Esq., M.A. 

Any facts which can throw light upon the ultimate molecular 
structure and condition of chemical compounds, cannot fail of pos- 
sessing interest of a high character, as well for those whose thoughts 
only casually dwell upon questions of physical science, as for the 
mathematician and the chemist. To the mathematician, indeed, 
they would, if completely unfolded, supply the data for him to under- 
take the resolution of the questions of chemical combination and 
chemical change, by treating them as problems involving the action 
of mechanical laws. ‘To the chemist, the acquisition of such know- 
ledge would be the removal of some of the profoundest difficulties 
of his philosophy ; but such knowledge is only to be sought in the 
most difficult paths of the whole range of science. ‘The question of 
the connexion of chemical type with crystalline form, the fruitful 
cause of so much contention among mineralogists as to the questions 
of mineral species, is one on which we have no complete and sure 

knowledge ; for the facts of dimorphism show, that implicated with 
this question are the actions of other forces, such as electric condition, 
and above all the mysterious molecular alterations induced by heat. 
Another direction in which such inquiries have been pursued, has 
been in tracing the phenomena resulting from the property possessed 
by many bodies, of modifying a plane-polarized ray of light, by what 
is termed circular-polarization. This property, from its being proved 
to be, in a large number of cases, an expression of the molecular 
structure of the substance, and as such inseparable in many cases 
from its chemical existence, may be taken, whenever this can be 
shown to be the case, as an evidence of its individuality, and may be 

used to determine the question of the permanency or transitory 
character of the molecular type of the substance. ‘The information 
thus gained may be but vaguely defined, and the truth but darkly 

seen, yet does it nevertheless afford a valuable and interesting point 
of view for studying the molecular nature of bodies. 

M. Biot has been for forty years enriching chemico-physical science 
by a series of memoirs detailing the results of his study of these phe- 
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nomena. He has there shown the value of this means of tracing 

changes in chemico-molecular constitution. 

M. Pasteur has carried forward this inquiry into a new channel by 

tracing a connexion between this property in substances, of circularly 

polarizing light, and their crystalline character. 

But as it would be impossible to explain the nature of his investi- 

gations, or their results, without a preliminary knowledge of the 

meaning of the terms “ circular polarization” and “ hemihedrism,” 

it was necessary first to enter a little upon the explanation of them. 

Accordingly a ray was explained as being a direction of light, 

having no relations to space which differed from each other in direc- 

tions perpendicular to its length. Thus without complicating the 

subject, by using the language of the beautiful wave-theory, a ray 

might be imagined as a cylinder of minutest diameter, but indefinite 

length. When such a ray is reflected at a certain angle from glass 

or such like substance it is split into two; one going into, and 

through the glass if it be not opake, the other being reflected from 

it. These two rays no longer possess the same ‘‘ absence of sides ” 

as the original ray. For the one has been as it were flattened down 

to a ‘‘strip,” while the other has also been flattened similarly into 

a “strip,” but the latter strip is at right angles in regard to its 

“flattened plane” to what the other is. A similar bifurcation of 

the ray is produced in the interior of what are called doubly refract- 

ing crystals. This bifurcation and flattening of the ray is termed 

“plane polarization” of it; and it is so far a true instance of po- 

larity, as that the two rays have equal and similar properties in 

opposed directions. 
This was exhibited by the Lime Light. The double image of a 

small round hole formed by a crystal of Iceland spar was thrown on 

a screen, and each beam shown to be most capable of reflexion ina 

plane in which the other was incapable of being reflected at all. The 

action of the tourmaline as a doubly refracting crystal which absorbs 

one of the rays was then explained; and it was shown that the po- 

sition of the tourmaline in which it intercepted one ray entirely, was 

exactly the position in which it gave the other ray free passage. 

The optic axis of a crystal was then defined to be a direction in it 

along which the light could pass through the crystal without under- 

going any change whatever. The central ray of a polarized beam 

of hght, traversing a piece of cale-spar along its optic axis, was shown 

to be intercepted or transmitted by a tourmaline, precisely as if the 

section of the crystal of calc-spar were away. 

An exception was however stated to exist to this law of the neu- 

trality of the optic axis. When a section of quartz, cut so that the 

beam could career along its optic axis, was put in the path of the 

polarized ray, it was found that instead of permitting the ray to be 

eclipsed by the tourmaline when this was placed in the position to 

eclipse it, that ray on the contrary fell on the screen endowed with 

beautiful colour; and furthermore that the revolution of the tourma- 

line induced the most brilliant succession of colours, in the order, in 

the instance exhibited, of red, plum-colour, blue, green, orange, red. 
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It was shown, however, that another specimen exhibited these colours 
in the reverse order of red, orange, green, blue; plum-colour, red ; 
in which order the former specimen of quartz produced these colours 
when the tourmaline was turned in the opposite direction. Hence 
these are termed right- and left-handed polarizations. The whole of 
these phenomena were attributed to a complicated set of movements 
of the light within the crystal, the resudiant of which was practically 
a rotation of the plane in which the ray was capable of being re- 
flected, so that the thicker the crystal, the further round the tour- 

maline had to be turned tu permit the ray to pass it, or to be eclipsed, 
as the case might be. The opposite order of the colours was ex- 
plained by the fiction of supposing the one to be the effect of a left- 
handed thread to the screw and the other of a right-handed thread 

_ characterizing the spiral in which the plane of polarization was sup- 
posed to rotate. Of course this was only a popular way of explain- 
ing the phenomenon, it being really due to a more complicated series 
of movements which were explained by Fresnel in the most trium- 
phant manner by the wave-theory. 

The colour was accounted for by the idea of the red following a 
longer spiral (having a coarser thread to the screw) than that of the 
orange, this than the yellow, and so on up to the violet. Without 
the tourmaline in front all would emerge and form white light; but 
the tourmaline only allows such rays to pass it as are capable of 
passing it in its particular position ; 7. e. only such, the rotation of 
whose plane has brought them round to the position of the plane in 
which the tourmaline lets the light through. 

The singular fact of amethyst being a combination of alternate 
layers of right- and left-handed quartz was then exhibited, both by 
throwing the image of the alternate layers on the screen, and after- 
wards by showing that the general effect of a traversing polarizing 
beam was to produce a neutrality of action. Other substances, 
however, produce phenomena of circular polarization. Uncerystal- 
lized, fused tartaric acid, and barley-sugar, &c. produce them ; and 
these bodies when dissolved, and many more in the form of liquids 
also, do so, some of which were exhibited. But thie silica of which 
quartz consists entirely loses this property when divested of its cry- 
stalline character, whether artificially or in its natural state as chal- 

cedony, opal, &c. All other bodies retain it so long as their chemis 

cal molecule retains its individuality of character. 
The next point to be made clear, was the meaning of that form 

of crystallographic development called ‘‘ hemihedrism.” Haiiy’s 
great law was, that similar edges or angles were always similarly 
modified. The nature of similarity in edges or angles was then 
pointed out, and the general idea of many crystallographers of a sort 
of nucleus or primitive form existing on which the crystal was formed, 
was explained, as also the nature of the development of such a cry- 
stal by the modifications placed on the edges and angles according 
to the law before mentioned. But the exception to that law was 
not less remarkable for its generality of character than the law itself. 
This exception consists in the fact that very often crystals are found 
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in which not every similar edge or angle was modified, but where 
every alternate similar edge or alternate similar angle was so. ‘This 
circumstance was then illustrated by the actual truncation of some 
models; and it was shown that such alternately developed or hemi- 
hedral crystals may be right and /eft, the upper terminal modification 
being to the right in the one case, and the corresponding and similar 
lower terminal modification bejng then to the left, while in the other 

case they are exactly the converse. Hence, one crystal is, as Pasteur 
describes it, ‘‘ non-superposable” to the other; the one is as the 
image of the other reflected in a mirror, as the right-hand is com- 
pared to the left. J 

A beautiful connexion was then pointed out, as established long 
ago by the acute observation of Sir J. Herschel, that the plagihedral 
facettes of quartz indicated, by their relative positions on the crystal, _ 
the direction in which the crystal would rotate the plane of polari- 
zation. The crystallographic character of these facettes was then 
pointed out, and their connexion shown with this hemihedrism. 
But the most beautiful instance of the connexion of hemihedrism in 
crystals with the direction of the rotatory power of the substance of 
which they are composed is afforded by the recent discoveries of 
Pasteur, which may now be almost traced to a law, enunciated thus : 
that where a substance is hemihedric when crystallized, and possesses 
the rotating character, the direction of the rotation is indicated by 
the nature of the hemihedrism. 

Paratartaric acid was then introduced. It was described as ex- 
tremely like tartaric acid in its chemical reactions and identical with 
it in composition. It was similarly formed to the latter, and was 

found only one year in the cream of tartar of the wine of the Vosges. 
Pasteur separated the crystals of the paratartrate of soda and ammo- 
nia into two several sets: the one set he showed to be hemihedric 
to the right, the other set to the left. The former proved to be the 
salt of an acid rotating to the right, the latter of one rotating to the 
left. On examining these acids they were found in every single 
property, but this rotation, identical with one another and with tar- 
taric acid. Yet when mixed they formed again the paratartaric 
acid, which, like the amethyst, is without any, action of a rotatory 
character, and the difference of which from the other two acids was 
then exhibited by the precipitation by the latter of a salt of lime 
which did not render either of the former turbid. 

Mr. Maskelyne then detailed the experiments of M. Pasteur on 
malic and aspartic acids and asparagine, and showed how all of these 
could be understood to contain chemically a molecular unit common 
to all these and perhaps to tartaric acid, and only modified a little 

by the superposition as it were of other substances, in combination 
with it, upon the extremities of its molecule. 

He also dwelt on the possibility of the paratartaric acid being a 
quadribasic as the tartaric acid is a bibasic acid; it being on this 
view a conjugate acid consisting of the two united tartaric acids. 
He then invited attention to the interesting nature of M. Biot’s in- 
vestigation of the action of tartaric acid in solution in water, and he 
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showed that here the acid must be supposed capable of combining 
with an indefinite or indeed an infinite amount of water, while in 
other cases again, bodies (such as sugar for instance) exercise no 
effect upon the water and do not seem to combine with, but only to 
be dissolved in it. The former is an instance of a continuous and not 
intermittent sort of combination ; and though we need not anticipate 
a recurrence of the controversy of Berthollet and Proust, yet this 
shows us that the actions of quantity or mass so dwelt on by the 
former are not without a great significance ; and that the power that 
can thus enable us to determine such important points in chemical 
statics, is well worthy of the attention of the philosophic mind. 

LX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles, 

ON THE PHOSPHORESCENCE OF CHALK STREAKS. 

NHE phosphorescence of streaks made with chalk upon a warm 
tile is brought forward by Mr. Napier, in the March Number of 

the Philosophical Magazine, as opposed to the views recently published 
by Dr. Draper. It seems, however, to originate in a totally foreign 
cause. If the tile be placed on the cap of a gold-leaf electroscope, 
the leaves diverge as soon as the streak is made. All writers on 
phosphorescence have carefully distinguished between the emission 
of light by phosphorescence and by electricity. Thus, as Dr. Dra- 
per’s paper states, a diamond rubbed on gold will emit light, but it 
will also shine after exposure to the sun. In the former case, it will 
attract a hair or other light body; in the latter it will not. When- 
ever friction is required for luminosity, we may reasonably suspect 
electrical disturbance. Thus two pieces of quartz or sugar, rubbed 
together, shine; and the electroscope shows one to be positive and 
the other negative. Quicksilver in an exhausted tube will emit a 
milky glow on the slightest motion, an experiment formerly described 
by Homberg as a phosphorus. Pieces of mica suddenly split asunder, 
a stick of sealing-wax snapped across, dry paper torn, or an air-gun 
diseharged in the dark, produce light; but none of these are cases 
of what is meant by phosphorescence. Mr. Napier’s experiment 
belongs to the same class, and does not seem in any manner to bear 
on the views of Dr. Draper. 

OBSERVATIONS ON NITROUS ACID AND THE SOLUTION OF NITRO- 

SULPHURIC ACID. BY M. GUINON. 

In searching for the cause of an accident which happened to silk 
coloured rose by ammoniacal cochineal, and by which it was sud- 
denly decolorized, this was found to have been due to the presence 
of nitrous acid in the sulphuric acid employed. _M. Guinon states, 
that he was certain that, if the sulphuric acid had been pure, it would 
not have altered the ammoniacal cochineal, even after several days 
of contact ; he had made the experiment frequently. The nitrous 
acid itself merely turns the colour of an orange-red, without destroy- 
ing it, The reaction observed could then be attributed only to the 
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nitrous acid, which is sometimes met with in the sulphuric acid of 
commerce ; and to verify this opinion, the author proceeded synthe- 
tically. 

Sulphuric acid was made to absorb nitrous vapours by direct 
action and thus produced nitrosulphuric acid [acide azotosulfu- 
rique], which exerted upon cochineal the immediate decolorizing 
action, which had been accidentally remarked. It is evident that in 

this reaction it is by the nitrous acid which is formed that the mixed 
nitrosulphuric acid acts. The slight stability of this acid, its ten- 
dency to yield oxygen, comparable to that of oxygenated water, 
renders it eminently fit for altering and destroying organic substances. 

Independently of what he had observed with respect to cochineal, 
the author extended his experiments to the action of sulphuric, nitric, 

and solution of nitrosulphuric acid, on various salts and colouring 
matters. The results are given in the following table :— 

Dilute solutions of colouring} Sulphuric |Nitric acid. Solution of nitrosulphurie acid. 
matters and salts. acid, 

Ammoniacal cochineal..|No effect.|No effect. Decoloration. 
iSarthamus)/s. 2 ..225-.. 02 dee ta yf meatscas Decoloration. 

Bepiwoossnpmbehion| bolaixe po. \pe Decoloration. 
TICCTOL till arse 5-20 ane 

Hogwood: with eal Santeay UIP tseeees Decoloration. 
TIA Of ti. cease 

MPWEIMETIC <ceces: scasese- sea) cesses sees |Decoloration. 
PAM OUHOLE bless =seeVesccesc| Uaiveeees « ++. |Decoloration. 

Formation of persulphate of iron, 
Protosulphate of iron...) ..... | « ae | absorption of nitric oxide, with 

a brown colour. 
Winloride of tim *cisele.cc}? Seeces |! Sere Formation of perchloride of tin. 
Ferrocyanide of potas- Production of the red cyanide, and 
es } cee ssin Ile eres instantaneous disengagement 0 
SES. cok ate 

VENICE OF ICOM Sascuses>|, cverse,. |) srecer Great increase of intensity of colour. 
Greenish colour, formation of sul- 

Bichromate of potash...) ...... | seer. phate of potash and nitrate of, 
chromium. 

It was found during these experiments, that the solution of nitrous 
acid in sulphuric acid might be very much diluted with water without 
losing its properties. Water in sufficient quantity is even requisite to 
prevent the production of nitric oxide, or to limit it to minute quan- 
tities, by keeping the liquid at a low temperature when the two acids 
are mixed. 

The nitrosulphuric acid possesses in a very high degree decolori- 
zing power by the action of the nitrous acid to which it gives rise, 
and which it contains, so to speak, in a latent state. It yields in 

small bulk one of the most active decolorizing reagents. It bleaches 
silk almost instantaneously, even when the solution is cold and very 

dilute; and what allows of its advantageous employment for this 
purpose, is the successive reproduction of the nitrous acid in contact 
with the air. 

The author remarks, that this solution may be very ceconomically 
prepared by passing into sulphuric acid the nitrous vapours disengaged 
during the solution ef various metals, as copper, tin, mercury, &c. in 
nitric acid, or still more simply, the gas which results from oxalic acid. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4, Vol. 1, No. 5, May 1851. 2G 
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The author states that this solution serves not only as a decolo- 
rizer, but to superoxidize several metals, especially iron. 

Ammoniacal cochineal may be employed to detect 3j;;dth of 
nitrous acid in a solution by its immediate decoloration. It is a 
more special and certain reagent than the sulphate of iron.—Comptes 
Rendus, Fevrier 1851. 

ON THE COMPOSITION OF NULLIPORES AND SOME CORALLINES. 

BY M. DAMOUR. 
The author submits to the Academy the result of researches which 

he commenced last year on the composition of certain marine orga- 
nized bodies, known by the name of Nullipores. ‘These marine pro- 
ductions, now classed with the Alge, at first sight resemble mineral 

concretions. ‘They assume various forms ; sometimes that of coral- 
loid branches, cauliflowers, lichen, &c. They possess nearly the 
colour, hardness, and tenacity of calcareous matter. They are 
easily pulverized. When immersed in a weak acid, all the earthy 
matter which they contain dissolves with effervescence ; there remains 
a skeleton of organic vegetable matter, retaining precisely the form of 
the original specimen, and presenting the cellular tissue peculiar to 
the marine alge. This organic matter exhales the peculiar allia- 
ceous odour which characterizes marine vegetables. It is spongy 
and nearly transparent, and is reduced to a very small bulk by drying. 
Treated with solution of potash or soda, it does not dissolve either cold 

or hot, but it becomes more transparent, and thus behaves like most ve- 

getable tissues. It burns with flame, and usually leaves very little ash. 
The author states his obligation to MM. Deshayes and Michelin 

for the first specimens which served for this examination. Lately 
M. Decaisne supplied him with more, from the collection of the 
Museum of Natural History, belonging to well-known species. 

The following table exhibits the results of the analyses of various 
species :— 

die 2. ay 4, 5. 6. 
Millepora| Litho- | Melobesia,| 4 p35, Haljiteda|Galadeura 
cervicornis | phyllum new te lente ba fragilis 

Sa iat tt aiesays (Antilles), | (Red Sea).| (Antilles). 
(Manche). 

Carbonate of lime ...| 87°82 77°36 72-78 | 70°83 86:17 72°56 
Carbonate ofmagnesia) 851 11°32 12°32 | 16:99 0-56 0:86 
SadtireS fons eauacent ts 0-45 0:55 1-75 0:89 1-13 0-73 
Potaslisesconess seca 0:34 0:27 0-65 0°39 0:54 1:02 
Peroxide of iron ...... 0°55 0:08 0:20 

(ESIC : : Y L undeter- /undeter- Sulphuric acid......... 0-89) 095 | 125 | 0931 |"mea| mined 
ee er . ' ‘ : undeter- jundeter- Phosphoric acid ...... 023°} 032 | 038 | 0-27 { nretars (HNO ets 

F undeter- ‘ ¢ : ; " Chlorine sesssesesees { shies } o60.| 034} 053 | O84], 117 
Sulphiateofdime .232..PUGIA |B NEB POI. 0-20 0°55 1:80 
Organic matter ..:... 0°35 4:70 3°95 6:40 8-30 17:50 
MO ISU Le freee nthnp= es 0-64 1:46 1-40 138 0:90 0:95 
SibCh 2... see nee cial ceo oaie || aa Secon’ hance eka 2-20 
Mixed siliceous sand 0-63 1:36 4°28 

99-9] 98:97 99:30 | 98-81 98-99 98°79 
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The number 1, obtained on the coast of Bréhat (Manche), forms 
considerable ridges, which are worked for obtaining hydraulic lime. 
The specimen employed for analysis was slightly disintegrated on 
the surface, and, as it were, fossilized. It is to this circumstance 
that the author attributes its containing so little organic matter. 
No. 3 was obtained by M. Deshayes on the coast of Algeria. ‘This 
species is developed in great abundance on a vast extent of this 
coast, and precisely on those places where the shock of the waves is 
felt most strongly. The numbers 4 and 5, from the collection of the 
Museum, were sent to the author by M. Decaisne. It is to be re- 
marked, that the two last contain mere traces of carbonate of mag- 
nesia, whilst the four others contain from 84 to 17 per cent. of this 
carbonate. In fact, the numbers 5 and 6 belong to families which 
are very distinct from the preceding. ‘The earthy matter which 
covers them does not penetrate to the interior of the plant. The 
numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, are intimately penetrated with calcareous 
and magnesian matter. 

The foregoing analyses seem to indicate that the groups of Coral- 
linacez act the same part in the vegetable kingdom that the Polypi 
and the greater part of the Mollusks do in the animal kingdom. By 
means of their organization, these plants have the faculty of decom- 
posing the water of the ocean, and to extract, secrete, and incorpo- 
rate principally lime and magnesia converted into carbonate. The 
development of these vegetables on certain coasts and in low lands, 
and consequently the deposits of magnesian limestone which they 
must occasion, seem also deserving of consideration in the study of 
geological formations. —Comptes Rendus, Fevrier 1851. 

ON SULPHURET OF NITROGEN, AND ON SULPHUR INSOLUBLE IN 

SULPHURET OF CARBON. BY MM. FORDOS AND GELIS. 

In Graham’s ‘Manual of Chemistry’ there is a compound de- 
scribed by the name of Gregory’s sulphuret of nitrogen, which is 
said to be formed of 12 equivs. sulphur and 1 of nitrogen. We have 
attempted to reproduce this singular substance, but the results ob- 
tained have led us not to admit its existence. We nevertheless fol- 
lowed the directions of Dr. Gregory. We treated the chloride of 
sulphur with liquid ammonia; and after having observed all the 
peculiarities which accompany the reaction, and which have been 
described with the greatest care by M. Soubeiran, we obtained a 
yellow substance, possessing all the characters assigned by Dr. 
Gregory to the sulphuret of nitrogen, and especially that of fur- 
nishing an amethyst-red liquor when treated with alcohol containing 
a little potash. ‘This coloration however quickly disappears. 

As this property likewise belongs to a mixture of sulphuret of 
nitrogen and sulphur, it appeared probable that it was due to these 
two substances; and we had recourse to sulphuret of carbon to 
ascertain their presence. This liquid dissolved the greater portion 

262 
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of the mass. On evaporating the solution, it left a residue consisting 
of numerous octahedra of sulphur, coated with a small quantity of 
the ordinary sulphuret of nitrogen, and in some cases with traces of 
a golden yellow substance, sparingly soluble in sulphuret of carbon, 
and which proved to be a compound of chloride of sulphur with 
sulphuret of nitrogen. Whenever this happened, the residue re- 
quired to be frequently treated with sulphuret of carbon in order to 
exhaust it; and the property of being coloured amethyst-red by an 
alcoholic solution of potash persisted for a long time ; for the com- 
bination in question possesses this property, as well as the mixture 
of sulphur and sulphuret of nitrogen. 

The residue insoluble in the sulphuret of carbon was dried, then 
reduced to powder and washed with hot distilled water, in order to 
remove a small quantity of muriate of ammonia which it still con- 
tained. We then found by analysis that it contained no nitrogen, 
water, hydrogen or chlorine; it then occurred to us that it might 
be an oxide of sulphur. To test the accuracy of this hypothesis, 
we treated a certain quantity of the substance with fuming nitric 
acid, in order to estimate the sulphur; the weight of the sulphate of 
baryta obtained showed that it consisted entirely of sulphur. But 
we have stated above that it was insoluble in sulphuret of carbon; 
it was therefore not ordinary, but a modified sulphur, analogous to 
the amorphous modification of phosphorus examined by M.Schreetter. 

M. Deville published in 1848, in connexion with several important 
observations on sulphur, the remarkable fact, that sulphur which 
has experienced sudden cooling leaves, when treated with sulphuret 
of carbon, an appreciable residue, varying from 0°11 to 0°35 of the 
original weight. It was evident that the insoluble sulphur which we 
had found in trying to prepare Dr. Gregory’s sulphuret of nitrogen, 
was the sulphur discovered by M. Deville in the flowers of sulphur 
and the soft sulphur. M. Deville however attributes this modifica- 
tion of the sulphur to sudden cooling; but this explanation, which 
applied to the peculiar circumstances under which he observed it, 
cannot be admitted in the case we have described, as no heat was 
employed. 

This production by the humid way of modified sulphur inso- 
luble in sulphuret of carbon, led us to think it might be obtained 
under other circumstances; and we soon found that it occurs in 
very large quantity in the deposit produced by treating the chlo- 
rides of sulphur with water. This result clearly proves that in Dr. 
Gregory’s experiment the ammonia merely gives rise to various 
compounds, which mix with the sulphur and alter its properties. 
We have also met with this modification of sulphur in the deposit 

resulting from the action of hydrochloric acid upon solutions of the 
hyposulphates, and likewise in considerable quantity in the precipi- 
tate produced by the action of sulphurous upon hydrosulphuric acid 
in the presence of water. The sulphur obtained by treating the 
polysulphurets with acids contains but a trace. The crystallized 
native sulphur, that which is deposited by sulphureous springs, &c., 
and that arising from the slow oxidation of a solution of sulphuretted 
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hydrogen, are, on the contrary, soluble without residue in sulphuret 
of carbon. 

Whenever chemists have detected the production of different iso- 
meric states of sulphur, they have always been obtained by the ac- 
tion of heat; and no one had previously indicated the possibility of 
the formation of one of these modifications under water. 

The sulphur insolutle in sulphuret of carbon is likewise so in 
water, alcohol and ether; it may be boiled in distilled water for a 
long time without losing its property. When heated in an oil-bath 
to about 220° in a glass tube, in which has been placed for compari- 
son a piece of ordinary sulphur, it remains solid for some time after 
the ordinary sulphur has melted; but if the temperature be main- 
tained between 220° and 248°, it is gradually modified, and fuses, 
and now dissolves without residue in sulphuret of carbon.— Comptes 
Rendus, March 17, 1851. 

CORRECTIONS IN MR. DRACH’S PAPER, MARCH 1851. 

Table. |Mon.hr.| Read | All 24". | Table. |Mon.hr.| Read | All 24), 

Peo Past RONABe POMDONT & IV. | May 1.| —-125 | —-058 
June 1. | +125 | +:088 July 3.) —075 | —:050 

IL. April 5. | + +:033 Oct. 24. ))9 2225. — 004 
May 12. |} +7125 | +-042 Noy! 2. pe- 200 byvtAsha 
Aug. 2. |+°050 | +:242 Dec. 1.} —:075 |. —-021 

Ill. | Jan. 3. | +°0375 | +:0096 V. |March5.| —:100 | —-046 
Feb. 2. | + +:0454 May 12.) +-250 
Mar. 12. OLOFa IRIS May 5.| +°100 | +:137 
Mar. 1. | + +-0283 Sept. 3.) +100 | +-008 

*| Apr. 12. | +:0725 | +-0200 VI. | Jan. 12.) —-025 | —-004 
June 24. |... +:0492 March2.| +°050 | +0138 
July 1. | —-0275 | —-0229 May 2.| +:025 | —-004 
Aug.24.] 0.0... +:1246 June 12.) + 
Sept. 4. | +°1225 | ww... June 4, 0 
Sept. 5. | +0600 | +°1263 June 5.| +:025 
Oct.12. |+°1100 | _...... July, 245\.. owen —:083 
Oct. 2. | +°1825 | +°1679 Oct. 12.) — 075 | —-042 
Nov. 2. |} +°0050| ...... 
Nov. 3. | +:1100 | +:0718 In Table ITI. insert one 0 after all 
Dec. 2. | +°1225 | +0792 the decimal points. 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
The following method of preparing positive photographic paper, 

which I have not seen published in England, I have pursued with 
considerable success; its simplicity and efficacy appear to me to 
render it worthy of notice, 
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To the albumen of two fresh eggs add three drachms of saturated 
solution of chloride of sodium, beat it up with a wooden fork into a 
very thick froth, let it stand for twelve hours. Pour the liquor upon 
a flat dish, and let one surface of the paper remain in contact with 
the liquor for forty or fifty seconds; then lift the paper carefully and 
with an even motion, and pin up by one corner to dry for several 
hours. When perfectly dry, place it between two sheets of writing- 
paper, and pass four or five times over it very quickly an iron, as 
hot as may be without scorching the paper. When cool, putit upon 
a solution of nitrate’ of silver (two drachms to an ounce of distilled 
water) spread upon a glass plate, and let it rest there four or five 
minutes; then hang up to dry. When the impression is taken, fix 
in the usual way. 
By this method the picture becomes varnished ; anda force, sharp- 

ness, and brilliancy are produced not easily obtainable by other 
means. 

I remain, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

Woking, Surrey, W. R. Derre SAtmon. 
April 21, 1851. 

GOVERNMENT MANUFACTURE AND PUBLICATION OF SCHOOL 

BOOKS AND ELEMENTARY WORKS OF SCIENCE. 

We would direct the attention of our readers to the correspondence 
between Lord John Russell and Messrs. Longman and Co. and 
Mr. Murray, as recently published by them, copies of which we 
append to our present Number. 

The attempt to establish under the patronage of Goverrfment a 
monopoly of school-books to be produced at the public expense, is 
reprehensible, not merely as regards the just principles of trade, but 
as being entirely hostile to the interests of science, whether we con- 
sider the means. of its advancement and diffusion, or the benefit of 
those who are engaged in their promotion. 

The production of elementary works of the best kind, adapted to 
the continually progressive state of the sciences, must ever be an 

object of great importance, and should freely be left in the hands of 
those men of science who are best able to supply them, and of whose 
competence the scientific public are the best judges. 

The measure complained of tends directly to the establishment of 
a monopoly, fostered by the irresponsible favoritism of some Board 
or Commission (probably, as in many instances of late, under the 
influence of forward quacks and pretenders who easily impose them- 
selves on members of the Government); and such favoritism and 
adventitious aid must evidently tend to the discouragement and 
eventual prohibition of works, however superior, which cannot con- 
tend against such unfair advantages. 

Nor must it be overlooked, that the public money thus to be ex- 
pended is in part leyied upon those who come unaided into the field 
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of competition with a heavy duty on paper and other imposts to 
contend with. 

As might be expected, some of the participators of this govern- 
ment patronage have had no scruple in appropriating the labours of 
others; and Government has actually had to pay 600/. of public 
money to compromise a case of piracy perpetrated under its sanction. 

Ricwarp Taytor. 
————— 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR MARCH 1851. 

Chiswick.—March 1. Clear: cloudy. 2. Clear: dark clouds : clear and frosty. 
3. Overcast: sharp frost at night. 4, Cloudy and fine. 5. Densely overcast : 
rain. 6. Clear: cloudy and cold, 7. Overcast. 8. Foggy: overcast. 9. Fine: 
drizzly. 10. Cold rain. 11. Clear: cloudy: clear and frosty. 12. Rain. 13. 
Fine. 14. Frosty, with slight fog: fine: hazy. 15. Constant rain. 16. Clear 
and fine. 17. Foggy: rain. 18. Hazy and damp: rain. 19. Overeast: rain. 
20,21. Fine. 22, Heavy rain. 3. Densely clouded: rain. 24. Cloudy. 
25. Overcast: rain. 26. Rain. 27. Slightshowers. 28. Fine. 29. Boisterous, 
with heavy showers, 30, Fine. $1. Cioudy and fine. 

Mean temperature of the month ............. scaggboce cccccegaeper tk 02 
Mean temperature of March 1850 ..........eseeeees Rea eet -» 37 *71 
Mean temperature of March for the last twenty-five years... 42 °55 
AVerazeramount Of Tain WcVaArCH’ .caratcesteoasdeecsateess coos 1:36 inch. 

Boston.—March 1, Fine: snowand sleet early a.m. 2,3. Cloudy. 4. Fine: 
rain A.M.and p.m. 5. Rain. 6, 7. Cloudy. 8. Cloudy: rain p.m. 9. Cloudy : 
rain A.M.and p.m. 10, Rain. 11, Fine. 12, 13. Cloudy: rain p.m. 14. Fine: 
rain p.m, 15. Foggy: rain a.m. and ym. 16. Foggy. 17—20. Cloudy: 
rain p.m, 21, Fine: rain p.m. 22. Cloudy: rain a.m. and p.m. 23. Rain: 
rain a.M. and p.m. 24, Fine. 25, Cloudy: rainy. 26. Rain: rain a.m. 
27. Cloudy: rainr.m, 28. Fine. 29, 30. Cloudy: rain p.m. 31. Fine; rainr.M. 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire—March 1. Gray morning: cleared p.m. 
2. Gray morning: dull and cloudy p.m. 3. Gray morning: chill. 4. Gray 
morning a.Mm.: slight drizzle p.w. 5. Fine: rain preceding night. 6. Clear and 
cold: bright sun: frosty p.m. 7. Frost hard: threatening change p.m. 8. No 
frost : rain: moist all day. 9, Rainall day. 10. Keenand cold: snow on hills, 
11. Frost hard: clear: cloudy p.m, 12. Rain a.m : cleared: rain and hail Pp... 
13. Fair a.m.: shower at noon and p.m. 14, Fair a.m,: shower: wind rising. 
15. Showers heavy during night. 16. Frosty: fine day: mildp.m. 17. Frosty 
and keen: fair all day. 18. Cloudy a.m.: rain. 19. Fair till six p.m.: rain and 
wind, 20. Fair till seven ».m,: rain and wind. 21. Variable: showers frequent 
and heavy. 22. Pair a.m.: slight drizzle p.m, 23. Rainy morning: cleared and 
fine. 24. Fine: clear: drying. 25. Gray and cold: shower p.m. 26. Very 
lieavy rain: flood. 27. Dry a.M.: shower p.m.: snow on hills. 28. Heavy rain: 
hail, 29. Fine: a few drops rain e.m. 30. Clear and fair: a few drops p.m. 
31. Rain p.m. 

Mean temperature of the Month  .,....ss.ceecesseceesssssseesvens, 40°9 
Mean temperature of March 1850_.......... sebsecrs devesecenrer 140.°S 
Mean temperature of March for twenty-nine years ......+ . 89 °°6 
Average rain in March for twenty-four years ..........sssee0s 2°22 inches, 

Sandwich Manse, Orkney.— March 1, Cloudy: aurora, 2. Cloudy. 3. Cloudy : 
fine. 4. Rain: fine. 5. Snow-showers. 6. Snow-showers : cloudy. 7. Cloudy : 
clear, 8. Fine: clear: drops. 9, Cloudy :drops. 10, Clear: showers. 11. 
Clear: drops. 12, Rain; clear. 13. Bright: cloudy. 14, Fine. 15, 16. Fine: 
hoar frost: fine. 17. Kine: hoar frost. 18. Fine; hoar frost: sleet-showers, 
19. Bright: fine. 20. Cloudy: clear, 21. Rain, 22. Damp: clear: aurora. 
28, Rain. 24. Damp: cloudy. 25, 26, Cloudy. 27. Drizzle: showers. 28. 
Showers. 29. Showers: rain: aurora. 90, Bright: showers.’ $1. Showers: 
clear. 
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LXI. On the Vibrations of Plane-Polarized Light. 
By W. J. Macquorn Ranxine, C.E., F.RS.E.,F.RS.S.A. &0.* 

i; 2 yer important question, whether the direction of vibration _ 
in plane-polarized light is normal or parallel to the plane 

of polarization, is equivalent to this :—whether the velocity of 
propagation of a rectilinear transverse vibratory movement in the 
medium which transmits light in crystallized bodies is a function 
of the direction of vibration only, or of the position of the plane 
which includes the direction of vibration and the direction of trans- 
mission. 

The former of these views was adopted by Fresnel, as being 
necessary to explain the phenomena of polarization by reflexion ; 
and in Mr. Green’s investigation of the laws of these phenomena, 
in which the conclusions of Fresnel are shown to agree either 
exactly or approximately with the consequences of strictly mecha- 
nical principles, the same supposition is adopted. 

But if we follow the generally received theory, that the differ- 
ent velocities of differently polarized rays in crystalline bodies 
are due solely to the different degrees of elasticity possessed by 
the vibrating medium in different directions, Fresnel’s supposition 
must be abandoned and the opposite one adopted. For if there 
is any proposition more certain than others respecting the laws 
of elasticity, it is this :—that the transverse elasticity of amedium, 
or the elasticity which resists distortion of the particles, depends 
upon the position of the plane of distortion, being the same for 
all directions of distortion in a given plane. This law is impli- 
citly involved im the researches of Poisson, of M. Cauchy, of 
Mr. Green, and others on elasticity; and in a memor read to 
the British Association at Edinburgh in 1850, and published in 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read to the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh, December 2, 1850. 

Phil. Mag, 8. 4, Vol, 1. No. 6, June 1851, 2H 
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the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal for February 
1851, I have shown that it is true independently of all hypo- 
theses respecting the constitution of matter, being a necessary 
consequence of the conception of an elastic medium. Nowa 
wave of plane-polarized light is a wave of distortion: the plane 
of distortion is the plane which includes the direction of trans- 
mission and the direction of vibration: the elasticity called ito 
play depends on the position of this plane ; therefore, if the velo- 
city of propagation depends upon elasticity alone, the plane of 
distortion must be the plane of polarization ; and if a normal be 
drawn to that plane, the velocity of propagation will be a func- 
tion of the position of that normal, and not, as supposed by 
Fresnel, of the direction of vibration itself. 

2. Up to a very recent period, no experimental data existed 
adequate to determine which of these suppositions is supported 
by facts; for the phenomena of double refraction are consistent 
with either; and the theory of polarization by reflexion is not 
regarded as sufficiently certain to afford the means of deciding 
this question. At length, however, the ewperimentum crucis has 
been made by Professor Stokes, and the result is conclusive in 
favour of the supposition of Fresnel. 

In his paper on Diffraction (Cambridge Transactions, vol. ix. 
part 1), Professor Stokes has shown, that on any conceivable 
theory of the propagation of undulations of light, vibrations 
normal to the plane of diffraction must be transmitted round the 
edge of an opake body with less diminution of intensity than 
vibrations im that plane. Therefore, when light of which the 
vibrations are oblique to the plane of diffraction 1s so transmitted, 
the plane of vibration will be more nearly perpendicular to the 
plane of diffraction in the diffracted ray than im the incident ray. 
He has found by experiment, that when light of which the plane 
of polarization is oblique to the plane of diffraction is transmitted 
round the edge of an opake body, the plane of polarization is 
more nearly parallel to the plane of diffraction in the diffracted 
than in the incident ray. The necessary conclusion is, that the 
direction of vibration in plane-polarized light is normal to the 
plane of polarization ; in other words, that the velocity of light 
an erystallized media depends on the direction of vibration, as con- 
jectured, by Fresnel. 

This result of experiment is at variance with the necessary 
consequences of the supposition, that the velocity of light depends 
on elasticity alone; therefore that supposition is madequate to 
explain the phenomena of polarized light, | 

3. Having considered what modifications must be introduced 
into our hypothetical conceptions of the nature of the medium 
which transmits light to make them adequate to explain the 
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facts which have thus been established, I now offer the following 
suggestions. 

In a paper read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and pub- 
lished in their Transactions, vol. xx. part 1, I proposed as a 
foundation for the theory of heat, and of the elasticity of gases 
and vapours, an hypothesis called that of molecular vortices ; 
and in a subsequent paper, already referred to, I deduced from 
the same hypothesis some principles relative to the elasticity of 
solids. I shall now show that Fresnel’s conjecture as to the 
direction of vibration in plane-polarized light is a natural con- 
sequence of that hypothesis. 

The fundamental suppositions of the hypothesis of molecular 
vortices are the following :— 

First. That each atom of matter consists of a nucleus or cen- 
tral physical point enveloped by an elastic atmosphere, which is 
retained round it by attraction; so that the elasticity of bodies 
is made up of two parts; one arising from the diffused portion 
of the atmospheres, and resisting change of volume only; the 
other arising from the mutual actions of the nuclei, and of the 
portions of atmosphere condensed round them, and resisting not 
only change of volume but also change of figure. 

Secondly. That the changes of elasticity due to heat arise from 
the centrifugal force of revolutions. or: oscillations among the 
particles of the atomic atmospheres, diffusing them to a greater 
distance from their nuclei, and thus increasing the elasticity 
which resists change of volume only, at the expense of that 
which resists change of figure also. 

Thirdly. That the medium which transmits light and radiant 
heat consists of the nuclei of the atoms, vibrating independently, 
or almost independently, of their atmospheres; absorption being 
the transference of motion from the nuclei to the atmospheres, 
and emission its transference from the atmospheres to the nuclei. 

This last supposition is peculiar to my own researches, the 
first two having more or less resemblance to ideas previously 
entertained by others. 

If an indefinitely extended vibrating medium, equally elastic 
in all directions, consist of a system of atomic nuclei, tending to 
preserve a certain configuration in consequence of their mutual 
attractions and repulsions, it is well known that such a medium 
is capable of transmitting two sorts of vibrations only, longitudinal 
and transverse ; the latter alone being supposed to be concerned 
im the phenomena of light. It is also well known, that the 
square of the velocity of propagation of transverse vibrations is 
directly proportional to a quantity called the transyerse elasticity 
of the medium, arising from the mutual actions of the nuclei, 
and inversely proportional to its density, that is, to the sum of 
the masses of all the nuclei contained in unity of volume. To 

2H 2 
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account for the immense velocity of light, the masses of the 

atomic nuclei must be supposed to be very small as compared 

with the mutual forces exerted by them. 
In stating the third supposition of the hypothesis, the nuclei 

are said to vibrate independently, or almost independently, of their 

atmospheres ; for the absolute independence of their vibrations 

is probably an ideal case, not realized im nature, though ap- 

proached very nearly in the celestial space, where the atomic 

atmospheres must be inconceivably rarefied. 
As a pendulum is known to be accompanied in its oscillations 

by a portion of the air in which it swings, so the nuclei pro- 
bably in all cases carry along with them im thei vibrations a 
small portion of their atmospheres, which acts asa /oad, increasing 
the vibrating mass without increasing in the same proportion 
the elasticity, and consequently retarding the velocity of ‘trans- 
mission. The amount of this load must depend on the density 
of the atomic atmosphere; and accordingly we find that, gene- 
rally speaking, the most dense substances are those in which 
the velocity of light is least. 

Now if we assume, what is extremely probable, that im crystal- 
lized media the atomic atmospheres are not similarly diffused in 
all directions round their nuclei, but are more dense in certain 
directions than in others, we must at once conclude that in such 
media the velocity of propagation of vibratory movement depends 
on the direction of vibration; for upon that direction depends 
the load of atmosphere which each nucleus carries along with it. 

4. Having thus shown that the conjecture of Fresnel; which 
has been confirmed by the experiments of Professor Stokes, is a 
natural consequence of the hypothesis of molecular vortices, I 
shall now proye that that hypothesis leads to those mathematical 
laws of the transmission of light in crystalline. media which 
Fresnel discovered. R 

Considering it desirable in this paper to avoid lengthened 
algebraical analysis, I shall with that view state m the first place 
certain known geometrical properties of the ellipsoid, to which 
it will be necessary for me to refer, ) 

I. If a curved surface be described about a centre, such that the 
sum of the reciprocals of the squares of any three orthogonal 
diameters is a constant quantity, that surface, if no diameter is 
infinite, is an ellipsoid. 

II. Every function of direction round a centre, whose variation 
from a given amount varies as the reciprocal of the square of the’ 
diameter of an ellipsoid deseribed about that centre, is itself pro- 
portional to the reciprocal of the square of the diameter of an- 
other ellipsoid described about the same centre with the first, 
and having the directions of its axes the same. 

III. It follows from the last proposition, that if there be a 
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function of direction round a centre which is proportional to the 
reciprocal of the square of the diameter of an ellipsoid of small 
excentricities, so that the range of variation of the function is 
small: as compared with its amount, then any function of that 
function, whose range of variation is small also, may be repre- 
sented approximately by the reciprocal of the square of the dia- 
meter of another ellipsoid, having its centre and the directions 
of its axes the same with those of the first. 

The square of the velocity of propagation of transverse vibra- 
tions is proportional to the transverse elasticity of the medium 
divided by the mean density ; that is, by the sum of all the 
vibrating masses in unity of volune. That sum is the sum of 
the masses of the nuclei, added to the masses of atmosphere with 
which they are loaded. The atmospheric load of each nucleus 
depends on, or is a function of, the density of the atmosphere 
adjoining the nucleus along the line in which the latter vibrates. 
The mode of distribution of the atmospheres depends on the 
attraction of the nuclei upon them, and therefore on the mode 
of arrangement of the nuclei. The mode of arrangement of the 
nuclei, when it is symmetrical and uniform, may be expressed by 
means of their mean intervals. 

The mean interval of the nuclei is a function of direction, of 
such a nature that its three values for any three orthogonal 
directions being multiplied together give a constant result, viz. 
the space occupied (not filled) by one nucleus, or the quotient 
of a given space by the number of nuclei contamed init. Hence 
the sum of the values of the logarithm of the mean imterval for 
any three orthogonal directions is a constant quantity; and that 
logarithm, therefore, is proportional to the reciprocal of the 
square of the diameter of an ellipsoid, whose three axes may be 
called the axes of atomic distribution. Therefore the mean in- 
terval, the atmospheric load of the nuclei, and the square of the 
velocity of propagation, for a given direction of transverse vibra- 
tion, are all functions of the reciprocal of the square of the dia- 
meter of an ellipsoid, and have maxima and minima corresponding 
to its three axes, which are those of atomic distribution. 

Now in all known crystalline media the range of variation of 
these quantities for different directions is very small compared 
with their amount. Therefore each of them may be approat- 
mately represented by the reciprocal of the square of the diameter 
of an ellipsoid whose axes are parallel to those of atomie distri- 
bution. 

If, then, the directions of vibration in a given crystal which 
correspond to the greatest and least velocities of transmission 
are known, let these directions (which are at right angles to each 
other), and a third direction at right angles to them both, be 
taken for the axes of an ellipsoid, the lengths of those axes being 
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inversely proportional to the corresponding velocities of trans- 
mission. Then will the velocity of transmission of any trans- 
verse vibratory movement be sensibly proportional to the reci- 
procal of a diameter of that ellipsoid, drawn parallel to the 
direction of vibration. And if a plane be drawn through the 
centre of the ellipsoid parallel to a series of plane-waves, the two 
axes of the elliptic section so made will represent in magnitude 
the reciprocals of the greatest and least normal velocities of 
transmission of waves parallel to that plane, and in direction, the 
corresponding directions of vibration. 

This agrees exactly with the construction given by Fresnel, 
on which his entire theory of double refraction is founded. 

The degree of symmetry and uniformity of arrangement of 
the atoms which is necessary in order that the mean interval 
may have a definite value, and that three axes of distribution 
may exist, is the same which is necessary to the existence of 
rectangular axes of elasticity in a solid body. It must extend, 
round each point, throughout a space which is large as compared 
with the sphere of appreciable molecular action. 

The experiments of Sir David Brewster and of Fresnel on the 
action of compressed glass on polarized light, show that rays 
polarized in a plane normal to the direction of compression, that 
is to say, vibrations parallel to that direction, are accelerated. 
This indicates that the atmospheric load on each vibrating nucleus 
in that direction is diminished, probably by the displacement of 
a portion of the atmosphere out of that line. 

5. Though I have assumed in the course of this investigation 
that the luminiferous medium is equally elastic in all directions, 
I by no means intend to assert that it is necessarily so in all 
substances; but merely that, in most known crystalline media, 
an atmospheric load on the vibrating nuclei is the predominant 
cause of variation in the velocity of transmission with the direc- 
tion of transverse vibration. 

It is remarkable that Fresnel, in his theory of the tensity of 
reflected and refracted light, speaks of the particles of the lumi- 
niferous medium as being more or less /oaded in substances of 
greater or less refractive power. He did not, however, apply 
this idea to double refraction, although he adopted a theory, 
which, as we have seen, results from it. 

The principles laid down in this paper are not compatible with 
the prevalent idea of a luminiferous ether enveloping ponderable 
particles. The fundamental idea from which they spring is the 
converse: that the luminiferous medium is a system of atomic 
nuclei or centres of force, whose office it is to give form to matter; 
while the atmospheres by which they are surrounded giye, of 
themselves, merely extension. 

Glasgow, August 1850. 
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LXII. On the Magnetic Aces of Crystals, and their relation to 
- Crystalline Form and to the Optic Aves. By Prof. PLucxer 
and Dr, BrEr*. 

Introduction. 

: Shy the discovery of Faraday, that the magnet acts upon 
all bodies in nature, attaches itself the new fact, that 

this action is modified im a peculiar manner when the body is 
crystalline. 

2. According to Faraday, bodies range themselves in two 
great classes, the magnetic and the diamagnetic. I regard the 
diamagnetic phenomena originally described by him just as I 
do the magnetic, as being produced by induction, with this dif- 
ference only, that by the induction of magnetic substances the 
north pole excites a south pole, and the south pole a north pole ; 
whereas by the induction of diamagnetic substances the north 
pole excites a north pole, and the south pole a south pole. In 
the language of the theory of Ampére, the meaning of this would 
be, that in magnetic substances molecular currents are excited 
which have the same direction as the inducing stream, whereas 
in diamagnetic substances the molecular currents have an opposite 
direction. Could we succeed in rendering the induced currents 
in diamagnetic bodies permanent, as in the case of magnetic steel, 
such a permanent diamagnet could in no way be distinguished 
from a permanent magnet: magnetism and diamagnetism are 
identical. The development only of both is different: magnetic 
and diamagnetic induction are opposite. I have followed u 
this view in a memoir presented to the Royal Society of the Ne- 
therlands (December 1849), in which the existence of diamag- 
netic polarity, already proved by MM. Reich, Weber, Poggendorff 
and myself, is established by new and various experiments. 

3. In the same memoir experiments are adduced in proof of 
the opinion, that the coercive force, which varies considerably in 
different magnetic substances, must also be exhibited in cases of 
diamagnetic induction, and that it is comparatively greater here 
than in cases of magnetic induction. The coercive force mani- 
fests itself particularly therein, that the polarity once conferred 
does not vanish with the inducing stream. I have proved this 
with bismuth. The coercive force manifests itself also by the 
fact, that when a body possesses it in a high degree, to attain a 
certain amount of magnetic or diamagnetic power the said body 
must be brought to a stronger pole, or nearer to the same pole 
than a body of less coercive foree. And in this way the law 
established otherwise by experiment, that the magnetic induction 
decreases more slowly with the strength of the poles, and con- 

* From Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol, Ixxxi. p, 115. 
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sequently also with the distance from them, than the diamagnetic 
induction, is readily explained; a law whose validity, receives, 
manifold support from the experiments detailed further on., 

4, With regard to the modification of magnetic and diamag- 
netic induction brought about by crystallization, I must: refer 
back to the question as it stood on the publication of the. pro- 
gramme of this university, August 3, 1849, a complete transla- 
tion of which has found a place in the Annales de Chimie et de. 
Physique. It is there stated, that in crystals which belong to 
the tesseral system, the common magnetic and diamagnetic action 
is not modified ; that in crystals with one optic axis, the latter 
is attracted or repelled according as the crystal is positive or 
negative, and that in crystals possessing two optic axes, the 
attraction or repulsion extends to both. Not without caution 
was the last assertion written down, I was quite conscious that 
a foreign admixture of iron might have been present im some of. 
the experiments from which I had made deductions ; and again, 
a theoretic difficulty presented itself in the fact, that the division 
of crystals with two axes into positive and negative is not an 
essential one, the difference disappearing in those crystals whose 
axes, as im the case of sulphate of iron, are at right angles to 
each other. In the place of the former hypothesis I then tried 
to substitute another, that an action on Fresnel’s three axes of 
elasticity takes place. I will here cite the words of the pro- 
gramme itself :— 

“ Rejecta aliquamdiu hypothesi a nobis de actione magnetis 
in axes opticos posita (namque si invenire velis, ne anxius inter- 
pretationem jam a te inventa explicantem retineas, vide) nobis 
problema proposuimus annon, pro illa hypothesi, phenomena 
explicari possent e sola etheris in crystallis distributione a Fresnel 
exposita. Ktenim illa linea media im crystallis positivis, in quibus 
attrahitur, minime, atque in negativis, in quibus repellitur, 
maxim elasticitatis est axis. Corpus fingamus inter polos ita 
suspensum, ut circum grayitatis centrum ei libere rotandi data 
sit facultas, atque circum idem centrum notam illam ellipsoi- 
dicam superficiem descriptam, cujus radii vectores elasticitatum 
quadratis sunt equi. Nonne, fortasse queeris, tale corpus ita diri- 
gitur ut minimus ellipsoidis axis cum linea coneidat polos conjun- 
gente? Nonne, si circum yerticalem tantum axem torqueri 
potest, eum situm petit, quo elasticitatis minoris directiones ante 
ceteras polis adverse sunt....? Itaque hee hypothesis est 
relinquenda.” (P. 21.) 

Further experience since that time pronounces it a vain attempt 
to endeavour to refer the difference of magnetic action in different 
directions through the crystal to the different density of the 
eether in these directions, I felt at that time the necessity of 
undertaking the former observations anew, and of applying all 
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the means which an increased acquaintance with the subject 
placed at my disposal. It was necessary that the facts which 
led to my hypothesis should be multiplied, and by new optic and 
magnetic experiments rendered irrefragable. 

5. Beforehand, however, it was necessaryto ascertain with greater 
accuracy the nature of the force to which the phenomena were 
due. I have stated the question with perfect distinctness in the 
programme, but had not at the time an answer to it. Whence 
does it arise, that a prism of tourmaline suspended horizontally 
between the pointed poles is attracted when the latter are near 
each other, but recedes from them when the poles are removed 
to a greater distance, the mass of the crystal being, however, 
still attracted? The centre of gravity of each half retires as far 
as possible from the poles when the tourmaline is suspended 
from its middle ; and when hung so as to be able to rotate round 
one end, the centre of gravity of the eutire mass recedes from 
the nearer and more strongly attracting pole. 

6. We have therefore first of all an attraction of the mass of 
the crystal and repulsion of a certain direction through the same. 
This is the expression which describes the phenomena as they 
exhibit themselves. ‘Quite identical therewith is the statement 
that the crystal is differently attracted in different directions ; 
as such an action can be mechanically resolved into a uniform 
attraction of the entire mass, and an attraction or repulsion of a 
certain direction. Not an iota more is explamed by the latter 
assumption as long as we do not enter upon the nature of the 
active forces. 

Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch, who have published their 
investigations on the deportment of crystalline bodies both in 
these Annals and in two memoirs in the Philosophical Magazine, 
consider that this difference of attraction contradicts the expla- 
nation which I have given. I, however, on my side, had before 
expressed the same modified conception in the programme :— 

“ Quo modo enim phenomena explicare vis? Non displiceret 
nobis ponere, in zthere gyros Ampericos inductione, una aut 
altera directione, circum axes facilius et validiores nasci, aut 
quod idem, crystallum inductione magneticum, polos secundum 
axium opticorum directionem adipisci: nisi hee nova videndi 
ratio etiam attractionem aut repulsionem masse posceret, solo 
axium situ mutatam. Qu actio diversa non observatur.” 

7. The last assertion refers to direct experiments which seemed 
to speak against the assumption of an attraction which varied 
with the direction. I quote these experiments from the above 
memoir of December 1849, in which they have been more lately 
inserted :— 

“From a very beautiful crystal of sulphate of iron I cut a 
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cube, the side of which measured 1] millims. The magnetic 
axis of the crystal, that is, the middle line between the two optic 
axes which enclosed an angle of 75° with the plane of most emi- 
nent cleavage, was perpendicular to opposite sides A and B of the 
cube. The other surfaces were marked with the letters C, D, 
Eand F. The cube could be fixed in a cork with a square 
opening, the cork being fastened in a brass ring and suspended 
from one arm of a balance. The large half-anchors were laid 
upon the large electro-magnets; and to obtain the strongest 
action, their rounded edges were brought within a few muilli- 
metres of each other. Close over these adjacent edges the crystal 
of sulphate of iron was equilibrated and then the magnetism 
excited. The weight necessary to raise the cube was obtained 
by shaking sand upon the opposite scale-pan until the attraction 
was overcome, and weighing the sand afterwards. The different 
surfaces (with the exception of A) were in this manner one after 
the other separated from the adjacent half-anchors. The follow- 
ing table contains the amount of attractive force exerted in each 
particular case, and expressed in grammes :— 

Surface in contact. Attraction. 

5°37 

4°78 

4°80 

5°40 

5:43 

4:90 

5:44, 

ay tes 5°46 

Wor lt eiates sick tach atinekcee 

“The last experiment is a repetition of the first, by which it 
was proved that the action of the circuit was constant. The 
double determinations made with the same surfaces resting on the 
magnet show, by their coincidence, the accuracy of the method 
of weighing. The deviations consequent on changing one sur- 

' face for another are not so much to be attributed to the imper- 
fection of the cube, as to the fact of its setting itself differently 
upon the anchors, which was a consequence of the action of the 
magnetic axis. The mean attraction parallel to the latter amounts, 
according to this, to 

gHsaee aw 

5395 grms., 

and the mean attraction perpendicular thereto, to 

5°17 grms., 

which shows a balance of nearly 4, in favour of the axis. 
“A second series of experiments gave an exactly similar result. 
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In both the stream was produced by four cells of Grove’s con- 
struction. 

“The reflection that the polarity excited while the cube rested 
on both the half-anchors must be of a very complicated nature, 
induced me, notwithstanding the great diminution of attraction, 
to set the cube upon one pole only at that pomt where the force 
is strongest. The attraction here amounted to 

0°187 grm. ; 

it mattered not on which side the cube was placed, a difference 
was not perceptible, and certainly did not amount to 

0:01 grm. 
“Tf a difference in the attraction of the erystal dependent on 

the direction im which it approaches a pole of the magnet exist 
—a question which I will not here decide—it is at all events so 
small that the strong action exhibited by sulphate of iron cannot 
be referred to it.” 

8. I shall return to the consideration of these results, which 
certainly stood in the way of the development of my theoretic 
views, and merely draw attention to the fact, that we derive little 
assistance from the assumption of an attraction or repulsion de- 
pendent upon the direction, which acts at a distance from the 
poles, but disappears in their immediate vicinity. 

9. Before I proceed further, I must caution against a false 
interpretation of my earlier views on this subject, the fault of 
which, however, does not rest with me. When I spoke of the 
attraction or repulsion of the optic axis, I had as little notion of 
ascribing a mechanical action to an ideal direction, or of assuming 
a mechanical action which was exerted on such an ideal direction, 
as for instance M. Biot, when he says a ray is attracted by the 
axis of rock-crystal and repelled by the axis of calcareous spar. 
The expression I have used is rationally capable of this interpre- 
tation only, that the mechanical action on the crystal furnishes a 
resultant which coincides with the direction of the optic axis; 
and if a doubt should still remain on this subject, a glance over 
the last quotation from the programme will completely disperse it. 

10. With regard to the connexion between the common mag- 
netic and diamagnetic forces with those which act upon the axes 
of the crystals, I have not as yet uttered an opinion. I was 
unable at the time to decide the mechanical question here im- 
pending. When I used the expression, the action on the optic 
axis of the erystal decreases more slowly than the common action 
on the mass, I meant thereby to express a fact merely. The 
former could thus be only a modification of the latter, which 
exhibited itself at greater distances. Quite otherwise was it with 
regard to the coal and the mixed bodies, which exhibited appa- 
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rently the same deportment as the tourmaline. The mechanical 
question in this case was soon brought to a decision ; it was a 
conflict between two opposite forces, between the diamagnetic 
repulsion and magnetic attraction of the mass, the one or'the 
other of which triumphed according to the distance. 

11. The explanation of the magnetic action upon the axes 
concentrated itself for me more and more upon the question 
expressed in (5):—The crystal is attracted, but its centre 
of gravity recedes :” generally understood, this is im open con- 
tradiction with the laws of mechanics. There is no force, what- 
ever form it may assume, which can afford an explanation here. 
And if, notwithstanding this, our experiments seemed to exhibit 
the above action, we have merely to do with a mechanical paradox. 
In the case before us, a full explanation is furnished by the fact 
that the crystal was not completely free, but compelled to rotate 
round a fixed vertical axis. A bar swinging horizontally, with 
a magnetic needle laid perpendicularly across its middle, sets 
itself in relation to the poles of the earth exactly as a prism of 
tourmaline between the poles of the magnet. The following out 
of the above view, including its experimental proof, particularly 
the imitation of the phenomena which are observed in ‘crystals 
of one and of two optic axes, will be found in the appendix to the 
memoir of December 1849 above alluded to; not long after, a 
memoir containing further mathematical developments, under the 
title of Théorie Mathématique de l Action des Aimants sur les 
Crystaux non appartenant au Systeme Tesséral, was sent to 
M. Crelle, and will find a place in his journal. I must here 
limit myself to this citation and to the few remarks which follow. 

12. Under the inductive action of a magnetic pole, each of the 
ultimate particles of the crystal will be either polar magnetic ‘or 
polar diamagnetic. The polarity, however, as in the case of 
common induction, does not manifest itself in a variable direction 
determined merely by the position with regard to the poles, but 
in one or more than one fixed direction according to the form of 
the crystal. Such directions as are thus given by the form, 1 
have named the magnetic axes of the crystal. An ultimate par- 
ticle which assumes polarity in a certain direction, and is free 
to rotate round a fixed axis, either recedes from the pole or ap- 
proaches it according as its distance from the pole is more or 
less. We stand here on a mathematical foundation ; and all 
phenomena heretofore observed can be completely explained by 
calculation. 

13. An immediate consequence of the action here supposed 
is, that in the same crystallization, by which are meant the same 
cohesion and a similar position of the optic axes, the magnetic 
axes also correspond. When the substance of the crystal at one 
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time is homogeneous and essentially (not by accidental mixture) 
magnetic, at another time homogeneous and diamagnetic, the 
attraction of the axis must be changed into repulsion, and vice 
versa. 

14, As both ends of a thin iron bar become poles, we are 
hereby furnished with a simple means of representing the de- 
portment of the crystals in the magnetic field. A prism of 
tourmaline will be imitated m this way by an indifferent bar of 
brass at right angles, to which a number of little magnetic bars 
are fixed... A prism of staurolite will be completely imitated 
by fixing the little magnetic bars so that they shall be equally 
inclined to the axis of the brass bar ; the directions of the former 
indicate the two magnetic axes of the crystal. 

15, The mathematical theory assumes a different attraction of 
the mass of the crystal in different directions; and hence the 
experiments communicated in (7), which show no perceptible 
difference in this respect, present at. first sight a difficulty. But 
it is easy to see that in the neighbourhood of the poles the rela- 
tive. difference may be weaker or may even disappear, while at 
greater distances it may decidedly exhibit itself. Holding fast 
by the way of representing the matter given in the last paragraph, 
if we suppose the little magnetic bars shortened until their dimen- 
sion in the direction of the axis exceeds but little the dimension 
perpendicular thereto, in the crystal thus imitated the magnetic 
induction will be im the direction of the axes, but near the poles 
the common magnetic induction will take place. 

16. Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch, in the memoirs referred 
to, of later date, have arrived at results very nearly similar to 
those mentioned in (12)and(13). Their reasonmg would naturally 
have been different had my memoir of December 1849 been 
known to them. _ In consequence of my new way of viewing the 
subject, many of my old opinions must be modified. This point, 
however, will be more suitably treated after the communication 
of the experimental investigations which myself and Dr, Beer 
have made together. 

While in many respects the views of the above-named phy- 
sicists agree with mine, their fundamental view is different. The 
theory of Faraday, who first observed the attraction of the mag- 
netic axes, and defined these axes (magnecrystallic axes) as stand- 
ing perpendicular to the surfaces of cleavage (in bismuth, anti- 
mony, arsenic, sulphate of iron, and sulphate of nickel), has been 
also adopted by them ; being merely thereby modified, that they 
introduce the opposite deportment of magnetic and diamagnetic 
crystals as a new portion of the subject. To decide how far the 
phzenomena coincide with this view, belongs to the discussion of 
the experiments. From the first, however, it would appear that 
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the peculiarity of crystallization does not rest alone im the clea- 
vages, but in the entire relations of cohesion ; for were the former 
admitted, we must expect cleavages where they do not appear. 
And these are the causes which, acting together, determine the 
position and relative magnitude of the three axes of elasticity of 
Fresnel, which produce the modification suffered by the light in 
its passage, and also, I am convinced, the modification of mag- 
netic induction, 

17. Here, however, we are met by the important question, 
whether every ultimate particle as mass is magnetic, as stated by 
the above-named physicists, or whether the same ether whose 
oscillations produce light can produce magnetism and electricity 
when otherwise excited, By the latter assumption the all-pene- 
trating ether would transmit the action of both in the same 
manner as it transmits light. This second notion was the spur 
by which I was particularly driven to try my strength in this 
field. 

18. The beautiful experiments of M, Wiedemann, which have 
been corroborated by the later experiments of Senarmont, prove, 
as regards the spreading over the surface, that the electric con- 
duction is different in different directions, and seem to establish 
a relation between it and the axes of elasticity. The conductive 
power may in this way be determined ; likewise the mean con- 
ductive power in a circular stream, which, as it would be inde- 
pendent of its dimension, might be immediately applied to the 
molecular currents of Ampére, that is to say, to magnetism. In 
this way the position of the magnetic axes, as well as of the optic 
axes, might be mathematically determined. 

19. I am not, however, ignorant of the uncertainty which attends 
the carrying out of such theories, for which the necessary expe- 
rimental data are wanting. In the memoir appearmg im Crelle’s 
journal, I have therefore confined myself to crystals with a single 
magnetic axis, and for the present added only one independent 
paper, which is to serve as foundation for further mathematical 
development. On the other hand, in connexion with Dr, Beer, I 
have turned my attention to experimental investigations, the 
principal object of which is to determine the nature of the mag- 
netic axes, and their position as regards the ecrystallme form. 
The first series of experiments which here follows embraces 
crystals belonging to all systems. We have placed together the 
results which for the present we regard as closed. The latest 
memoir of Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch, in the Philosophical 
Magazine, reached us too late to permit of its beg noticed in 
the present paper,—PLUCcKER. 

The authors then proceed to examine crystals of various 
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systems, and commence with those which have as fundamental 
form the rhombohedron or regular hexagonal prism, the first in 
the series being tourmaline. The examples experimented with 
were magnetic ; the crystal is negative, and its optical axis was 
repelled. Calcareous spar comes next; and as the experiments 
with this crystal bear upon the points of difference discussed by 
M. Pliicker in his introduction, we give them entire. 

“ Iceland spar exhibits the action of the magnetie axis in a very 
decided manner. A fragment of any form, the dimensions of 
which are not too great in comparison with the distance of the 
pointed poles from each other, sets itself always so that its optic 
axis falls in the equatoreal plane. A plate cut perpendicular to 
the axis, the diameter of which is’ three or four times greater 
than its thickness, when hung between the polar points so as to 
be able barely to swing between them, sets itself like a diamag- 
netic body; by raising the plate a little, or by increasing the 
distance which separates the poles, the plate turns as if its optic 
axis were repelled. This result is always the same if the spar 
be chemically pure; with impure crystals other circumstances 
come into play. 

“ During the former experiments a crystal was found which was 
magnetic, but whose axis, notwithstanding, was repelled in the 
same manner as the transparent spar. And this fact was one of 
those which led to the opmion, that the magnetic action which 
caused the optic axis to recede was independent of the magnetism 
or diamagnetism of the mass of the erystal. 

Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch assert, on the contrary, that 
the magnetic spar sets itself between the poles as if its optic axis 
were attracted; and base upon this their fundamental notion, 
that the deportment of the crystal between the poles when the 
mass is magnetic is the reverse of that exhibited when the erystal 
is diamagnetic. The same idea had been already expressed in 
the mechanical theory of erystalline deportment mentioned in 
the introduction. For the explanation of the matter, we obtained, 
through the kindness of Dr. Krantz, crystals of the spar of 
various forms and from different localities. 

“ The very first crystal which we examined was an opake homo- 
geneous mass readily cleavable, and obtained from New York; 
it was diamagnetic, and behaved itself correspondingly between 
the poles. A little raised, however, it turned and set its axis in 
the plane of the meridian. A plate cut perpendicular to the 
axis corroborated this attraction of the axis. 
The same deportment was exhibited by a semitransparent 

specimen taken from a solid mass obtained at Prague. 
“One of the remaining erystals, a regular hexagonal prism from 

Andreasberg, exhibited the deportment above alluded to as being 
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observed during the earlier experiments. It was magnetic, and 
its optic axis was repelled. The crystal was broken off at one 
end, and the other was bounded by the base of the hexagonal 
prism. It was of a white colour, but with a transparent) layer 
in the middle, which, however, was.so thin, that even if. we 
regard it as diamagnetic, it would not be sufficient to. bring 
about the position of the crystal. 

“The deportment observed by Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch 
was exhibited by a solid milk-white crystal. It was magnetic, 
and its axis was attracted. Three other crystals were afterwards 
found which acted in a similar manner. The first was from 
Prezbram, the second from Zillerfeld. The third was a trans- 
parent hexagonal prism, which, contrary to all expectation, proved 
to be decidedly magnetic. This prism, 14 millims. long, 7 mil- 
lims. and 4 millims. in diameter, set itself when raised 150 mil- 
lims, always axial. A plate 5 millims. thick, cut perpendicular to 
the axis, when hung so that the said axis could swing horizon- 
tally, set itself with the latter axial. A. tolerably transparent 
crystal from Brilon behaved in a similar manner, It showed.a 
good ring-system, and proved, like all. transparent. crystals. of 
the spar, in optical respects negative. 

“Tf we sum up the foregoing, we find that there are both dia- 
magnetic and magnetic specimens of this crystal which have their 
axes repelled by the poles of a magnet ; and, on the other hand, 
magnetic and diamagnetic specimens which have their optic axes 
attracted; and hence we may presume that there are crystals 
which exhibit no action whatever in this respect. The different 
deportment of calcareous spar has been justly brought to bear, 
by Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch, against the notion that the 
attraction and repulsion of the axis is due to the optical nature 
of the crystal alone. It can, however, with equal justice be ad- 
duced against the conclusion, that the position of the optic axis 
is determined by the magnetism or diamagnetism of the mass, 

«To explain this diversity of action in calcareous spar, the ques- 
tion must first be answered, whether in all cases where the dia- 
magnetic spar is rendered impure by a mixture of iron, the latter 
exists under the form of isomorphous carbonate of iron, or is 
merely deposited in layers along the cleavages. Above all, how- 
ever, must be taken into account the difference of the laws of 
magnetic attraction and diamagnetic repulsion, or in other words, 
the different coercive force of magnetic and diamagnetic sub- 
stances. If we limit ourselves to chemically pure calcareous 
spar, we obtain the undeniable result, that the crystal is negative 
and that its optic axis is repelled.” 

The next crystals examined are nitrate of soda, which is nega- 
tive, diamagnetic, and has its axis repelled; carbonate of lime 
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and magnesia, the axis of which is attracted, as in the case of the 
impure spar examined first by Messrs. Tyndall and Knoblauch ; 
‘oxide of iron, strongly magnetic, axis attracted; beryl, magnetic, 
negative, axis repelled ; arseniuret of lead, axis repelled ; diop- 
tase, negative, axis repelled; bismuth, optic axis strongly 
attracted ; antimony, the optic axis stands as in bismuth, per- 
pendicular to the plane of most eminent cleavage, and was for- 
merly found to be repelled: the authors now suppose that the 
repulsion was due toa slight admixture of iron; arsenic, optic 
axis attracted ; the specimens formerly experimented with con- 
tained iron ; ice, optic axis attracted, crystal positive; quartz, 
with a battery of ten of Grove’s cells, showed no action ; the action 
formerly observed was due to the contact of an iron hammer. 

The second class of crystals examined are those whose funda- 
mental form is the rectangular prism. 

Sulphate of nickel was found to be negative, optic axis re- 
pelled; molybdate of lead, vesuvian: and arseniate of potash 
also negative, optic axes repelled; zircon, positive, optic axis 
attracted ; yellow ferrocyanide of potassium shows no action ; 
acetate of copper and lime positive, optic axis attracted; uranite, 
negative, optic axis attracted, perhaps analogous to the case of 
antimony ; one specimen of scapolite had its optic axis attracted, 
a second specimen showed no action; the crystal according to 
Brewster is negative. 

Crystals possessing two optic axes were next examined, com- 
mencing with those whose fundamental form is a right rhombic 
prism. ‘The deportment of these crystals cannot be referred to 
a single magnetic axis, as in the cases above described. If a 
erystal with one axis be suspended with the said axis vertical, 
all directive action disappears: not so in the case of erystals with 
two axes; the plane of these axes sets itself always either axial or 
equatoreal. The crystals were examined in the following order : 
citric acid, negative, the magnetic axes, which coincide with 
the optic axes, are repelled ; arragonite, a negative crystal, shows 
the same deportment ; tartrate of potash and soda is positive, 
and its magnetic axes are attracted ; anhydrite is in optical re- 
spects positive, in magnetical negative ; in the case of topaz, with 
a battery of ten cells, the authors were unable to detect any 
action, the former results were due to a mixture of iron ; protosul- 
phate of iron has one magnetic axis, which coincides with the axis 
of maximum elasticity, and is attracted ; succinic acid has a single 
magnetic axis, which is repelled; ferrideyanide of potasstum 
and diopside are both in optical respects positive, in magnetical 
negative ; the plane of the axis sets equatoreal. 

Phil, Mag, 8, 4, Vol, 1, No. 6, June 1851, 2] 
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LXIII, On certain Questions relating to the Theory of Probabili- 
ties.—Part Il. By W.F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., 
Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford. 

h 1 ie a former paper I gave a brief sketch of the general 
principles of the theory of probabilities considered under 

the aspect which seemed most advantageous with reference to 
its practical applications. I also discussed some problems with a 
view to exhibit the accordance between the results of the theory 
and the conclusions of common sense. In continuing the sub- 
ject, I will begin by noticing the important distinction, to which 
Professor Forbes has drawn attention, between what may be 
called improbability and incredibility ; that is, between the diffi- 
culty of believing beforehand that an assigned event will happen, 
and the difficulty of believing afterwards that a recorded event 
has happened. The distinction is perfectly well known, and. re- 
cognized in the mathematical theory ; but there are some points 
connected with it which it is worth while to examine a little in 
detail. Professor Forbes’s experiment with the grains of rice 
will furnish an illustration*. 

2. Let us suppose that grains are thrown into a box divided 
imto m equal compartments. Also let n be a multiple of m (sup- 
pose n=rm), so that an equal distribution amongst the eompart- 
ments is possible. Leta,b, c,...a, 8, y,... be whole numbers 
such that a+b+e+ ...=m, and 

aa+bB+ey+...=n. 

What is the antecedent probability that there will be a compart- 
ments containing @ grains each, 6 compartments containing 8 
grains each, &c.? The antecedent probability of any given dis- 
tribution in which each individual grain should be assigned to 
a determinate compartment, is m~”. The number of ways in 
which the n grains ean be divided into a+b+¢+4.,.. parcels, 
whereof a parcels shall contain « grains each, b parcels shall 
contain 8 grains each, &e, is 

Li.2..38%. 42 yh 

(Cs Bt epee)? (LR OB)? od Sy (ee pee ores ? 

and the number of ways in which the parcels can be arranged in 
the m compartments is m(m—1)(m—2)...(m—s+1), where 
s=a+b+e+... Hence the probability required is found by 

m(m—1)...(m—s+1) 
multiplying ae by the expression (A.).. It 

* J] write without the opportunity of consulting Professor Forbes’s paper 
in the Philosophical Magazine; my references to it will therefore be from 
memory. 
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represents the quantity of our belief beforehand that the grains 
will be distributed in the proposed way. As a numerical ex- 
ample, suppose six grains thrown into a box divided into three 
compartments; the seven possible modes of distribution are 
6;0,0;°1,5,0; 2,4,0; 3,3,0; 1,1,4; 1,2,3; 2,2,23 and 
their respective probabilities are fractions whose common deno- 
minator is 243, and numerators 1, 12, 30, 20, 30, 120,30. In 
the general case, the probability of equal distribution, or of each 

1.2.3...0 
m”.(1.2.3...r)™ 

3. Now it would of course be a gross fallacy in principle, 
though it may often happen to produce small numerical errors, 
to confound these @ priori probabilities with the @ posteriori pro- 
babilities which are the subjects of investigation in cases where 
a particular distribution is known to exist, or is asserted to have 
happened. And nothing can be objected to Professor Forbes’s 
remarks on this head, except that he appears to think that 
mathematicians are in the habit of committing the fallacy in 
question, and even to doubt the possibility of treating such pro- 
blems mathematically at all. On this part of the subject so 
much was said in the former paper that little need be here added. 
There are two questions, however, which deserve further discus- 
sion, especially as one of them involves an apparent difficulty. 

4. The first question is, what is the account of our surprise 
when we know, or believe, that a symmetrical event (such as the 
equal distribution of the grains of rice) has happened accidentally ? 
It is certainly not accounted for by a comparison of the @ prior 
probabilities of the possible symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
events ; because, although in the case supposed an equal distri- 
bution is really less probable @ priori than many other possible 
distributions, it is easy to conceive other cases m which all the 
& priori probabilities are equal, but in which our surprise at a 
symmetrical event would be quite as great. For stance, suppose 
100 counters marked 1, 2, 8, &c. thrown into a box containing 
100 compartments similarly numbered. The probability that 
each counter will fall into the compartment marked with the 
corresponding number, is beforehand exactly the same as the 
probability of any other determinate event. Yet if we had reason 
to believe that such a distribution, or any other followmg a 
simple /aw, had really happened, we should be very much sur- 
prised ; whereas any irregular distribution would excite no sur- 

" prise at all. 
5. The most obvious answer to this question at first sight 

would be, that we mentally divide all the possible events into 
two parcels ; one containing all the regular or symmetrical events, 
and the other all the irregular events ; and that the former parcel 

212 

compartment containing 7 grains, 1s 
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being much smaller than the latter, it is @ priort much more 
likely that some irregular event will happen than some regular 
one. But it is immediately seen that this explanation is unsatis- 
factory, because the division into parcels is perfectly arbitrary. 
We might just as well divide the events into a small and a large 
parcel on any other principle, and then be surprised at the oc- 
currence of an event belonging to the smaller parcel. In fact, 
if this account of the matter were admitted, it would merely 
prove that the surprise felt on such occasions results from a fal- 
lacy, and that a well-instructed person ought not to be surprised 
at all; a conclusion repugnant to experience and common sense. 
Nor is the difficulty removed by the supposition, that in the case 
of a regular event we involuntarily consider it as having been 
predicted, or at least singled out and contemplated beforehand. 
For the probability of an event is in no way altered by the fact 
of its having been predicted; so that if it happen after being 
predicted, there is no more reason for surprise, so far as @ priori 
probabilities only are concerned, than there would have been 
without the prediction. . 

6. I conceive that the true answer to this question is, that in 
such cases we compare, not the @ priori probabilities of different 
events considered as accidental, but the @ priori probabilities 
of the same event considered on the one hand as resulting 
from accident, and on the other from design, or some other 
simple cause. A symmetrical phenomenon suggests a simple 
cause, because such causes commonly produce such phenomena ; 
an irregular phenomenon suggests a complex combination of 
causes, for a similar reason. When we see a symmetrical phe- 
nomenon, without knowing how it was produced, we therefore 
immediately refer it to some simple cause, with a conviction of 
which the intensity depends upon a comparison between the 
facilities with which the phenomenon might have been produced 
by such a cause or by other supposable complex causes. [It was 
shown in the former paper that there is no difficulty of principle 
in estimating the force of such conclusions mathematiecally.| If, 
then, we see a symmetrical phenomenon, and. know, or have 
reason to believe, that it was really produced by accident, we are 
surprised, because we see an effect resulting from the less likely 
of two causes capable of producing it. . Vrom this follows of course, 
what is obviously true in fact, that our surprise depends entirely, 
upon our knowledge of the causes which might have been. sup- 
posed to produce the phenomenon, and of the relative, facilities 
with which they might have produced it... If a person who can 
read were to draw letters out of a bag and produce his own 
name, he would be very much surprised ; whereas, if he could 
not read, he would not be surprised at all, The @ priort pro- 
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bability of the phenomenon would be the same in both cases. 
But.in one case he would know that other causes might have 
produced it much more easily than accident; in the other, he 
would not know this, It is to be observed, however, that in 
fact, however strong the @ priori evidence might be of the 
absence of any cause but accident, it would be outweighed by the 
evidence afforded by a certain degree of symmetry, of the mter- 
ference of some regulating cause. So that the surprise could 
never go beyond a certain point, at which it would be superseded 
by a conyiction that the phenomenon was not accidental. : 

7. [haye thought it worth while to say so much upon. this 
question, because it, seems to involve something more like a real 
difficulty than any other connected with the subject. The above 
explanation appears to me to be perfectly satisfactory, and to be 
equally in accordance with the mathematical theory and with 
common sense, I am far from supposing that there is anything 
original in it, though I am not able to refer to any place where 
the difficulty is explicitly mentioned and discussed. 

The second question alluded to above is little more than the 
conyerse of that.which has just been examined. Why do we so 
easily believe recorded eyents, which beforehand would have an 
enormous @ priori improbability ? such, for instance, as any par- 
ticular unsymmetrical distribution of the counters. So far as 
general explanation goes, what has been said above will suggest 
a sufficient answer. But it will hardly be superfluous to notice 
the mathematical solution. 

8, Let p be the @ priori probability of an event which a witness 
has asserted to have happened. And let the @ priori probabilities 
that he would choose to assert it be v on the supposition of its 
bemg true, and w on the supposition of its being false. Then 
after his assertion, the probability that it really happened is 

Vike ¢ 
pot (l—p)w’ 

and we see that, however small p may be, the value of this frac- 
tion may approach indefinitely to unity, provided that w be much 
less than »; that is, in common language, provided that the fact 
of the assertion having been made may be much more easily ac- 
counted for by the hypothesis of its truth than of its falsehood. 
Thus also we see how @ priori improbability may even increase 
a posteriori probability, and vice versd, in cases where the witness, 
supposing him to lie, would be more likely to choose a probable 
than an improbable lie; the smallness of p being more than 
compensated by the smallness of w, and the converse. 

It would be irrelevant, however interesting, to consider this 
subject further, because enough has been said to illustrate the 
real meaning and use of these @ priori probabilities, and the way 
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in which they enter into the solution of @ posteriori problems ; 
an illustration which I should have thought unnecessary, if it 
had not appeared that misconception on the subject is probably 
not uncommon. 

9. It was observed above (art. 3), that the fallacy of confound- 
ing @ priori with @ posteriori probabilities may happen im par- 
ticular cases to produce very trifling numerical errors. For 
example, let p be the @ priori probability of an observed pheno- 
menon, on the supposition of the existence of a cause A; and 
let it be supposed that if another cause B existed, which could 
not coexist with A, the phenomenon would certainly result. 
Also suppose the @ priori probabilities of the existence of these 

two causes to be each = “ Then the @ posteriori probability of 

Ve 
: l+p 

very small. Possibly some consideration of this sort, together 
with the great complexity of the rigorous application of the 
theory to the question of the grouping of stars, may have led 
Sir J. Herschel to mention the subject in a way which seems to 
countenance the fallacy alluded to. (Outlines of Astronomy, 
p: 565.) 
10. I shall now proceed briefly to consider this problem, and 

shall endeavour to show how a numerical estimate of the true 
& posteriori probabilities, which ought to be substituted for Mit- 
chell’s results, could be obtained supposing all mere difficulties 
of calculation overcome. In order to make the problem at all 
practicable, it is necessary to simplify it as much as is consistent 
with retaining a tolerable similarity to the facts of nature. 

Let us suppose that there are n visible stars of a certain class, 
such that if any two of them were within certain limits of an- 
gular distance, no conclusion could be drawn from their apparent 
brightness as to whether they formed a true binary system, or 
were merely optically double. And let us further suppose that 
there are actually m pairs of stars within these limits of angular 
distance, the remaining n—2m stars being all distinctly smgle. 
The principal question will be, what is the probability, arising 
from these phenomena, that ~ out of the m pairs of stars are 
real binary systems? w being any.assigned number. 

11. Let the word system stand indifferently for single star or 
binary system, and let p be the a priori probability that a pro- 
posed system would be binary. We will suppose all systems but 
single and binary excluded, so that 1 —p will then be the a priori 
probability that a proposed system would be single. The mean- 
ing of p may be explained as follows. Suppose a person to be 
perfectly acquainted with the mode in which stars are produced ; 
he would be able, setting aside difficulties of calculation, to assign 

the existence of A is , which is sensibly equal to p, if p be 
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the probability that a system about to be produced would turn 
out to be binary, and this would be the value of p. Just asa 
perfect physiologist and mathematician would be able to assign - 
the probability that an expected birth would be of a given sex. 
The same value would be obtained for p by taking the actual 
ratio of the number of binary systems to the whole number of 
systems, supposing an infinite number of instances could be 
known. Now if we are to put aside all prepossessions and all 
information drawn from other sources as to the mode of produc- 
tion of stars, the value of p is, before observation of the phe- 
nomena, wholly unknown, and may be anythmg from 0 to 1; 
so that within these limits dp is the probability (before observa- 
tion) that the true value of p is between p and p+ dp. 

12. Let P?* be the @ priori probability that in a number of 
systems comprising altogether n stars, there would be 7 binar 
systems. This will be a function of x, 7 and p, and is calculable 
without difficulty, as we shall see afterwards, supposing p to be 
known. 

Let Q* be the @ priori probability that out of s single stars, 
whose configurations were accidental, there would be r pairs 
optically double. The calculation of Q; is a problem involving 
only analytical difficulties. 

Then supposing a determinate value for p, the @ priori proba- 
bility of the observed phenomenon, on the supposition that « 
out of the m double stars are binary, is Pig t. Let 

a An —2\ _ 
= (PQ p=? 

the summation being made with respect to », from ~=0 to p=. 

Then putting bs 'Ddp=a, the & posteriori probability that the 

ip 
a 

Hence the @ posteriori probability that p lies between these 
limits, and that out of the m double stars are binary, 1s 

ik Sa Pi Qin Qa = Pa Qe Qi dp 
GS re) coy 

value of p is between p and p+dp is 

and therefore the whole a posteriori probability that ~ are binary is 

di ion 2 
=f PLQn_ ih dp. dirk se! Vahl eae 

_* Thave thought it unnecessary to indicate by any peculiarity of nota- 
tion, that the ujsper indices in this and the following expressions are not 
exponents of powers. 
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The integral » 

SP 
(in which Q*: , not containing p, may be put outside the sign 

of integration) is a function of w and given quantities, suppose 
(u), and @ is the sum of the values of $() from zp =0 top=m; 
so that the above expression may be written in the form 

$() 
=P(u)- 

If we were able to calculate the value of this for any proposed 
value of 4, we could solve any of the obvious problems connected 
with the subject ; such as to find the probability that not Jess 
than 2 out of the m pairs of stars are bmary ; or that a proposed 
pai is binary, &e. 

13. It remains to indicate the processes which would have to 
be performed in order to obtain numerical results from the pre- 
ceding expressions. And first let us consider P”, (see art. 12), 

If we knew that k systems were about to be produced, the pro- 
bability beforehand that « of them would be binary and the rest 
single, would be the term containing p!g*— in the development 
of (p+q)*, where g=1—p. 

If, then, we know that 2 stars have been produced, without 
knowing the way in which they are divided into systems, the 
required probability Pi will be proportional, for all values of p,,. 

to the term containing p'q”—7" in (p+q)"—#; and its actual 
value for an assigned value of w will be found by dividing this 
term by the sum of all such terms corresponding to all the pos-, 
sible values of yw; that is, it will be a fraction whose numerator is 

1.2.3... (a—p) 
1.2... ¢x1.2... (n—2y) . 

and denominator the sum of the values of this expression from 

pw=0 to p= > or = 

14. The meaning of the expression P”, just found, may per- 

pent, 

according as ” is even or odd. 

haps be made clearer by the following problem, of which it would 
be the solution. A bag contains a number of balls, some of 
which are single, and some joined together in couples ; the pro- 
portion of couples to single balls being such that p is the pro- 
bability of drawing a couple im one trial. An unknown number 
of trials has been made (each drawmg being replaced), but it is 
known that the whole number of dad/s drawn is n. What is the 
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probability that the number of couples drawn was ? mw being 

any assigned number not greater than a 

With reference to the astronomical problem, it must not be 

forgotten that a binary system cannot have been formed acciden- 

tally out of two single systems, at least if we limit the term to 

the case of two stars describing elliptic orbits of moderate dimen- 

sions about their common centre of gravity ; since it is dynami- 

cally impossible that two stars, acted on only by their mutual 

attraction, could be brought into such a relation with one another 
if they had ever been separated by an interval greater than the 
aphelion distance of the relative orbit. We are therefore not de- 

parting much from the facts of the case in assuming that a 

binary system must have been originally produced as such. We 

neglect only the possibility of two single systems having been 
united into a bmary system by some distinct interfermg cause. 
It is true, however, that we have neglected a circumstance, less 
important in. principle, though probably more so as affecting 
numerical. results, namely, the possible or actual existence of 

multiple systems. But to take account of this would have intro- 
duced extreme complexity, without adding anything to the com- 
pleteness of the investigation so far as illustration of principles 

is concerned. 
15. Let us now retwn to the expression () art. 12, and con- 

sider the function Q*. 
The a priori probability that two given stars, whose positions 

were accidental, would be within a given angular distance @ of 
ban 50 é i ; 

one another, is sin? oy About this there is no difficulty or dis- 

pute; and the expression is independent of any hypothesis as 
to their respective distances from the eye. From this it is theo- 
retically possible to calculate the @ priori probability that s single 
stars would be accidentally so grouped that there would be r 
such pairs, and that with these exceptions no two stars would be 
within a given angular distance ¢. But the problem is, in its 
rigorous form, very difficult, if not entirely impracticable. It 
becomes comparatively simple, however, if we admit, as a suffi- 
cient approximation, the representation of it given (or suggested) 
by Protessor Forbes. 

Suppose s dice, each having ¢ faces, where ¢ is the whole 

number nearest to , the faces being numbered from 1 to ¢. 
- 9 V 

sin 5) 

: ya, Ov, “al ; 
Then sin’ 5 is the probability of throwing doublets with a given 

pair of dice; and the approximation in question consists in 
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putting for Q;, the probability of throwing, in one trial with the 
s dice, r different doublets, and s—2r numbers not repeated. 
Now the calculation of this probability is easily seen to be merely 
the problem of art. 2 inf a different form. In general, the pro- 
bability of throwing @ single numbers, 4 doublets, ¢ triplets, &e. 
in one trial, will be 

t(t—1)(t—2) ... (t-—a—b—e—... +1) 
hd 

i ee 
58 AOA Ee pee ee EP ee) et eS 

(1v2)P bv 2s8)F i) Dd Dye vib ad .Qrsedens 

(where s must not be confounded with the s of art. 2). In the 
case of r doublets and s—2r single numbers, the denominator 
of the second factor becomes 

(1.2)71.2.5....7.1.2.95...(s—2r). 

16. Having thus obtained an expression for Q;, we are in 
possession of all the elements necessary for the approximate 
solution of the general problem. But | should consider it a 
ereat waste of time and labour to attempt anythmg like a nu- 
merical result in the actual case. All that I have aimed at is to 
show that there is no real difficulty of principle in applymg the 
theory of probabilities to this and similar questions, however 
impracticable it may be to obtain a complete numerical solution, 
If it be said that such a conclusion is vague and unsatisfactory, 
I reply that the same thing happens in every branch of applied 
mathematics. The theory of dynamics can hardly furnish the 
exact numerical solution of a single problem suggested by actu- 
ally existing cases of motion; still less do the mathematical 
processes employed in hydrodynamics, the theory of heat, &., 
correspond to the facts of nature. But in all these cases the 
consideration of principles is not the less interesting and instruct- 
ive ; and the discussion of problems dependmg upon data more 
or less fictitious, may be, and often is, of the highest. practical 
importance. 

April 14, 1851. 

LXIV. On the Rotary Power which the Essence of Turpentine 
and Saccharine Solutions exercise on Heat. By MM. ¥F. Dr 
LA Provostaye and P. Desatns*. 

M. BIOT and Melloni have demonstrated in a memoir 
printed in the Comptes Rendus, vol. u1., that quartz, cut 

perpendicular to its axis, exercises a similar rotary action upon 
polarized heat to that which it exercises upon polarized light. 

* Translated from the Annales de Chimie et de Physique for Nov. 1850. 
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Since then, in a new investigation imserted in the Annales de 
Chimie et de Physique, 3rd series, vol. xi. p. 109, M. Biot adds, 
“Tt has not yet been investigated whether the same property of 
modifying calorific rays be possessed by those liquids which 
exercise a rotary power on polarized light ; and it would be of 
much interest to establish the identity or the dissimilarity of 
action in this case, where it is purely molecular.” We have un- 
dertaken the solution of this question, and now propose to exhibit 
the results to which our inquiries have conducted us. 

In all our experiments we have operated with polarized solar 
heat, simplified as much as possible by refraction. To obtain it 
in this state, we dispersed, by means of a very pure prism, a solar 
pencil transmitted. successively through a narrow chink and a 
crystal of Iceland spar. The spectrum thus obtained was sufli- 
ciently clear to exhibit the lines of Fraunhofer. In isolatig in 
this spectrum the rays of a determinate colour, it was easy to 
satisfy ourselves that the polarization was complete. For this 
purpose it was sufficient to receive the rays on asecond analysing 
prism, where they became bifurcated, and gave two images, one 
of which disappeared when the principal section was parallel or 
perpendicular to that of the polarizing prism. 

During the rotation of the analyser one of these images re- 
mained fixed, and passing through a conveniently situated open- 
ing, fell upon the a of the thermic apparatus. We have assured 
ourselves by frequent repetitions, that, when the analysing prism 
is turned, the intensity of the calorific effect, produced by the 
action of this image upon the apparatus, varies exactly accordmg 
to the law of Malus. As the methods which we have adopted 
to measure the rotations presuppose this law, we will first cite 
some numbers obtained in the preliminary experiments. A con- 
firmation of the results which we obtained last year in operating 
with the heat which accompanied white solar light, is im this 
ease exhibited. 

Experiments made with the heat which accompanies the extreme 
red rays. 

Position of the principal section of the analyser. Deviations. Ratio. 
Parallel to the plane of primitive polari- 
PAO Spies: oN AR Gh he cree 22°00 ) 

At 45 degrees to the right or to the ig eet *D 
of the plane of polarization 

Parallel to the plane of polarization . . 165 Vone 
At 30 degrees to the right or left . . 12°75 

Parallel to the plane of polarization . . 15°9 Lor 
At 45 degrees to the right or left  . . 7:9 

Parallel to the plane of polarization . . 15°7 0-732 
At 30 degrees to the right or left =. . 115 
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These verifications are not the only ones that we have made. 
We have several times assured ourselves that the sum, of the 
intensities obtained for two rectangular positions of the aBlysing 
spar is constant, whatever these positions may be. + ts 

Donen 
fe 5 to the right of the zero 44.4, 

Principal section at of the limb. . ; i 
VANS te ei TC alana tte Si iA «> 

Sum . 18:6 

Principal section at eo : 5 to the or of zero UGS 
to the left epi pep te | 2 

Sait icccar aetatiepetelee elie 

The sums, as we see, differ very little. In these cases, the 
principal sections of the two spars were parallel when that of 
the analyser was about 20 degrees to the left of zero. 

All the precautions which we have indicated being taken, and 
the analyser being fixed in such a position that the image which 
fell upon the pile was extinguished, the calorific action being at 
the same time equal 0, a tube of glass, terminated by two parallel 
glass plates and filled with an active liquid, the essence of tur- 
pentine, for example, or a syrup of sugar, was placed in the path 
of the rays. The luminous image immediately reappeared, and 
with it the thermoscopie action. But both of them could be 
again rendered 0 by a proper rotation of the analyser. 

In support of this assertion, we will cite some of the numbers 
obtained by observing the rotation impressed upon the heat 
which accompanies the green rays during their passage through 
a tube 0°15 millim. in length, and filled with the essence of tur- 
pentine. The plane of primitive polarization being vertical, and 
the line 0°—180° of the limb which measured the rotation of 
the analyser being also vertical, ‘all calorific action was extin- 
guished before the interposition of the active fluid when the 
principal section of the analyser was at 90 degrees. 

After the interposition of the hquid, a deviation of 14°-5 Was 
obtained for the same position of the prism, whereas when the 
Runepel section was at the zero of the division, only a deviation 
of 5°5 was obtained. The luminous image and the. calorific 
action disappeared completely when the said section was at. —32 
degrees. 

These facts prove incontestably, that the plane of polarization 
of the calorific rays, when transmitted across an optically active 
liquid, experiences a rotation of the same kind and in the same 
sense as that experienced by the luminous rays. With regard 
to the absolute magnitude of this rotation, some difficulty lay in 
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the way of its exact determination ; for the thermoscopic appa- 
ratus, notwithstanding its delicacy, is ever less sensible than the 
eye. To make the thing plain, we will observe in the first place, 
that the magnitude of the observed deviations never exceeded 
25 divisions under the most favourable circumstances, that is to 
say, when the principal section of the analyser was parallel to 
the plane of polarization of the ray. At 85 and at 95 degrees 
from this position, we ought, according to the law of Malus, to 
observe a deviation equal to 25° x cos? 85, or 0°18 div., and it is 
scarcely possible to appreciate so small a deviation. It would 
not be attended with greater certainty to seek, by simple galva- 
nometric observations, the position to be given to the analyser 
so as to obtain the maximum effect. 

We have had recourse to other methods, which we will describe 
in their order. 

If it be not easy to find the position of the analyser by which 
the maximum deviation is obtained, the magnitude of the latter 
may be determined without ambiguity. To obtain it, it is only 
necessary to observe the effects which correspond to two rectan- 
gular positions of the spar. According to the law of Malus, 
their sum is equal to the maximum effect. In dividing by this 
maximum deviation that which corresponds to any determinate 
direction. whatever of the principal section, we obtain the square 
of the cosine of the angle which this direction makes with the 
changed plane of polarization, and thus the magnitude of the 
rotation is found. When this ocewrs between 30 and 60 degrees, 
it is convenient to observe the deviations for the positions 0. and 
90 degrees of the analysing spar. The square of the cosine of 
the sought rotation is obtaimed immediately by dividing the 
effect. obtained at zero by the sum of this effect and that obtaimed. 
at 90 degrees. 

When the rotation is less than 30 degrees or greater than 60 
degrees, the galvanometric deviation observed at zero, or that 
which corresponds to 90 degrees, is too feeble to give a certain 
result ; two other rectangular positions should be chosen which 
are more convenient. 
We will now give the results obtained by experimenting in the 

manner indicated. 

Heat of the green portion of the spectrum; the line 0°—180° of 
the limb of the analyser being vertical and coincident with the 
plane of primitive polarization. 

Length of the tube filled with essence of turpentine, 0°15 millim. 
Deviations. . 

Spar at Odegrees . . 4:4 
iO eves evonimel Bal Rotation 58° 54. 
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Same conditions ; length of tube 0-1 millim. 

Deviations. 
Spar at O degrees . . 10° eae Rotation 39° 22!. 

eee 90 eee . . 

Another series. Same conditions ; tube 0'1 millim. long. 

siarber?  worhineice rae Rotation 40° 12’. 

Tube 0°15 millim. long. 

i) iG alg 13: 38 fe Botalien 59° 13/. 

These numbers satisfy the law of lengths. Further, the ob- 
servation of the optic rotation, obtained for the same light and 
with the same tubes, shows that its absolute value was the same 
as that of the calorific rotation. 

We have also determmed the rotary action of a column of 
turpentine 0:05 millim. in length; but the smallness of the 
effect obtained at 90 degrees, that is to say, when the principal 
section of the analyser was perpendicular to the plane of primi- 
tive polarization, compelled us to choose two other rectangular 
positions. 

Tube 0:05 mallim. long. 

sya 
Spar at —65 degrees. 3 

geil Se energaenl 12°F eS Rotation: 20%, 
These experiments prove that the altered plane of polarization 

was at —20°; they therefore differ very little from the preceding 
experiments, which, according to the law of lengths, would place 
the rotation at 19° 45'. 

Same conditions ; tube 0°1 millim. long. 

d Deyiations. 

Spar at + 5 degrees . 825 

se —85 : ; se6°f" Rotation —40°. 

The altered plane of polarization is here 40 degrees from zero. 
The rotation is therefore double of that produced by the pre- 
ceding tube with the same heat. 

These experiments were repeated with the heat which accom- 
panies the extreme red of the solar spectrum, the essence of tur- 
pentine being still employed as the active liqmd. The results 
were as follows :— 
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Tube 0°05 millim. long. 
Deviations. 

Spar at +32 degrees . 6:1 Rotation —10° 26! 
eee Fa | 58 eee . 5 F 1 . 

Same conditions ; tube 0-1 millim. long. 
137 Oo, 5 

Rar, at is Sa , . site Rotation —20° 25/, 

Same conditions ; tube 0°15 millim. long. 

ted at ee deere ; “ining Rotation +32° 33/, 

The law of lengths exhibits itself here also; and we observe, 
as in the case of light, that the absolute magnitude of the rota- 
tion increases with the refrangibility. 

The diminution is the same as long as we do not operate on 
the rays immediately bordering upon the obscure portion of the 
spectrum. Near this limit an apparent difference is exhibited, 
which, however, is easy to be cue The calorific rotation 
appears notably less than the optic rotation ; in some experiments 
with a column of turpentine 0:05 millim. long, the rotations of 
light and heat have differed more than two degrees. 

This fact can also be proved inthe followmg manner :— 
With a column of the essence 0°15 millim. long it was neces- 

sary, in order to extinguish the red image as effectually as pos- 
sible, to turn the analyser to +40 degrees from its primitive 
position. In this position the thermoscopic apparatus indicated 
a deviation of 0°6. It was necessary to turn the spar to about 
57 degrees before the galvanometer ceased to be affected ; at 
this point, however, the luminous image was yery visible. 

It appears to us that this difference may be accounted for in 
the following manner, 

The bundle of calorific rays on which we operated haying a 
certam width, was formed in the case under consideration partly 
by the extreme and yisible red rays, and partly by the obscure 
rays. When the rotation of the heat was determined, the 
obscure portion, on account of its intensity, was predominant, 
and the angle corresponding to this portion wasfound. For the 
rotation of the luminous portion, on the contrary, that of the 
visible rays of the image was necessarily found; the latter there- 
fore ought to be the greater of the two; since, according to the 
law established by M, Biot, the red rays have a greater refran- 
gibility than the obscure rays, 

In our experiments, we have in some instances pursued a 
method somewhat different from that which has been just ex- 
plained, 
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The analyser bemg always at: zero: after the imterposition of 
the active liquid, by a suitable rotation of the polarizing prism 
we caused the lumimous image to disappear ; turning the’ ana- 
lyser successively to +45° and —45°, we observed the galvano- 
metric deviations, »-If:the rotation be the! samevas:for the light, 
these ‘effects will be equal. If not, let S be their sum; and D 
the smallest, which we will suppose to be that corresponding to 
+45° for instance, we haye evidently 

z equal to cos? (45°+ 2), 

and 

sa equal to cos? (45°—z), 

zx being the difference between the rotation of the ray of hi 
and the angle to which the polarizing prism must be turned, to 
cause the luminous image to disappear. 

These details suffice to explain the manner in which the fol- 
lowing results have been arrived at :— 

Optic rotation of the red 14° 0! 
Essence of turpentine, luminous ray. 

tube 0:05 millim. long. ) Rotation of the calorific 11° 26! 
ray which accompanies it } 

Optic rotation of the ex- | 9g0 oy 
Essence of turpentine treme red ra. tha p 2 y 

tube 0°1 millim. long. Rotation of the» calorific 93° 30! 
ray which accompanies it 

We have also examined the rotary action of cane-sugar. For 
this purpose we have made use’of a very concentrated solution, 
filling therewith the tube 0°05 millim. in length. 

For the extreme red, the rotation of the luminous ray was 25 
degrees ; that of the calorific ray 22° 36). 
We then divided the syrup into two parts exactly equal, and 

replacing one of them m the tube, we filled it up with distilled 
water. The rotation was then— 

POE OG hence he OU, 
PGP tC Meo. ett tone om cre eee 

We remark here, what has been before expressed, that, for 
both sugar and essence, the calorific rotation was in the same 
direction as the luminous rotation ; consequently tothe right in 
the one case, and to the left in the other. 

Finally, we were aware that, according to the imdications of 
M. Biot, a liquid formed by dissolving 31. parts of camphor im 
69 parts of the essence of turpentine, causes almost the same 
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amount of rotation with rays of different refrangibilities. We 
filled a tube 0°10 millim. in length with a solution prepared in 
this manner. The green and the red polarized rays experienced 
in passing through it an equal rotation from right to left of 
nearly 63 degrees. The rotation of the calorific rays which 
accompanied them was also the same, as may be seen from the 
following uumbers :— 

Heat which accompanies the green light. 

Deviations. 
Spar at +40 degrees . . 5:1 

coe = — DS nee Bhs ae 
vow $40 one ee AS 

It follows from this, that the deviations are the same at +40 
degrees and at —53 degrees, and that thus the maximum devia- 
tion had been observed at —6° 30’. 

Heat which accompanies the red light. 

Spar at +40 degrees . . 48 
pee) = BB. o) sa nn 4 

Another trial with a more intense bundle. 

Spar at +40 degrees . . 91 
eee —53 eee . . 9°3 

Another trial. 

Spar at +40 degrees . . 10°6 
eo = 5B sit-in LORS 
eee HAO. noes aye ee By 
eee —53 aes . 11:3 

The laws of the phenomenon are therefore the same for both 
agents, and the identity throughout the details is most minute. 
Thus, with regard to the rotary power, that which is true for a 
ray of the luminous spectrum is also true for the calorific ray 
which accompanies it. Now, according to the researches of 
M. Biot, the rotations are nearly inversely proportional to the 
squares of the access, or to the length of the undulations ; so that 
knowing the rotations experienced by two different rays in tra- 
versing the same column of active liquid, and the wave-length 
of one of them, that of the other can be found. In applying 
this law to the rays of heat, we hope to be able to determine the 
lengths of such and such rays of the obscure portion of the 
spectrum. 

It is true that, according to the measurements of M. Broch, 
(Repertorium der Physik, vol. vii. p. 115), the law of M. Biot is 
not quite exact; it will give, however, a first approximation. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 4, Vol. 1, No. 6, June 1851. K 
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Further, by applying the same procedure to heat proceeding 
from different sources, we shall have a new method of ascertain- 
ing whether the differences in the reflexion of those rays from 
the same metallic mirror are, or are not, a consequence of a cor- 
responding difference in the lengths of the undulations. 

The authors have also proved, that the relative quantities of 
solar heat reflected from different mirrors, both glass and me- 
tallic, correspond with the relative quantities of solar light re- 
flected from the same mirrors; and that the formule developed 
by Fresnel for glass, and by M. Cauchy for metallic mirrors, 
apply equally to the calorific and to the luminous phenomena, 

LXV. Note on the Effect of Fluid Friction in drying Steam which 
issues from a High-pressure Boiler through a small Orifice into 
the open Air, By Prof. W. Toomson*. 

| te a letter to Mr. Joule written last October, and since pub- 
lished in the Philosophical Magazine+t, I pomted out that 

the remarkable discovery (made independently by Messrs. Ran- 
kine and Clausius), that steam allowed to expand requires heat 
to be added to it to prevent any part of it from becoming lique- 
fied, can only be reconciled with the known fact of the dryness 
of steam issuing into the open air from a high-pressure boiler 
through a small aperture, by taking into account the heat deve- 
loped by the fluid friction in the neighbourhood of the aperture. 
I may add, that the immediate mechanical effect of the work 
done by the steam in pressing out, is the generation of wis viva 
in the fluid; and all of this vis viva, except the very small pro- 
portion of it retamed by the steam after leaving the rapids, is 
lost in friction before the fluid reaches the locality where its 
pressure is equal sensibly to that of the atmosphere; that is, is 
converted into thermal ws viva or heat. M, Clausiusf, im an in- 
vestigation of the circumstances of this case of expanding steam, 
points out distinctly that work is done, but overlooks the me- 
chanical effect produced ; and im consequence arrives at the con- 
clusion that my proposition, that the steam when it has ex- 
panded till its pressure is equal to that of the atmosphere could 
not be dry without the heat, or some of the heat, it gets from 
fluid friction, is false. These remarks are, I trust, sufficient to 
show that M. Clausius’s objections to my reasoning are groundless. 

London, May 10, 1851. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Vol. xxxvii. p. 387, December 1850. 
{ In an article recently published in Poggendorff’s Annalen, and repub- 

lished in the last Number May) of the Philosophical Magazine. 
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LXVI. A Reply to Remarks connected with the Solution of the 
Problem of Sound. By Professor Porrer, A.M.* ' 

ROFESSOR CHALLIS, in the last Number of the Maga- 
zine, shows how certain hypotheses have been advanced in 

order to obtain a solution of the problem of sound, and also 
states what he conceives to be the hypothesis on which my so- 
lution is founded ; from which, however, I dissent. 

Professor Challis misunderstands, I conceive, the effect of in- 
troducing the atomic theory into hydrodynamics when he says, “ it 
amounts to assuming, that, together with a motion of the fluid 
along a fixed axis, there is a motion transverse to that axis.” 
This relates to my considering the condensations and rarefactions 
to take place in all directions, which is however implied when- 
ever Boyle’s hydrostatical law is used, and no solution of the 
problem of sound can be attempted without it, As to Boyle’s 
law involving a motion of the atoms sensibly transverse to the 
waye direction, I do not conceive the view to be tenable. The 
condensations and rarefactions cannot be considered to arise by 
the contraction or expansion of definite sheets or shells of atoms, 
perpendicular to the waye direction ; but by the atoms situated 
variously on the arrival of a waye, re-arranging themselves in 
accordance with the varying pressure, and continuing to vibrate 
so as to fulfill the law. 

Now from the undefined and exceeding minuteness of the 
ultimate atoms of matter, the lateral motion of any atom may be 
almost indefinitely small compared with the breadth of a wave, 
and even with the displacement of the atom from its original 
position, although this latter is considered small; and by this 
intermingling or re-arrangement of the atoms, the requirements 
of Boyle’s law will be fulfilled. There can be nothing like a 
regular formation of shells or sheets of atoms which do not 
change their relative positions ; for such sheets of atoms would 
be incompatible with the extreme fluidity of gases, and the per- 
petual intestine motion within them, such as is seen by means 
of the particles of dust in a sun-beam on passing through a still 
room. The condensations and rarefactions taking place, accord- 
ing to Professor Challis’s method, by a regular transverse motion 
to or from a fixed axis in such an unstable fluid as air, is evi- 
dently inconceivable. 

In addition to the received law of Boyle and doctrine of atoms 
of Dalton, I believe I have proposed no other hypothesis than 
this—that the equations of motion must be formed for distinct 
atoms, and the correct methods of forming and employing those 

equations on the atomic constitution of fluids must be the means of 
discovering the solutions of hydrodynamical problems, Whether 

* Communicated by the Author, 
2K 2 
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I have discovered these correct methods is open to discussion. 
I believe that my solution of the interesting case of diverging 
streams of air has no competitor which can approximate to an. 
explanation of the facts. In regard to the numerical velocity of 
sound it is otherwise; and I have to acknowledge avery great 
oversight in the computations on which the close agreement with 
the true velocity, stated at the end of my first paper on sound, 
was based. The error is this : using Poisson’s numbers in cal- 
culation, I omitted to see that the ratio of the density of mer- 
cury to the density of the air there given was for the temperature 
of freezing, and of course the velocity of sound calculated theres 
from should have been compared with the experimental velocity 
at the freezing-poimt. My theoretical velocity with these data 
comes out thirty-two feet per second more than the experimental 
result. ; Ms fe 

Mr. Rankine, in his paper in the last Number, appears still to 
misunderstand the bearing of the method on which Poisson’s 
solution of the problem of sound is obtained, Aik ah 
We have o an unknown function of s, and of the same, sign 

with it, s being small; these are their only known_ relations. 
What is in reality a physical law, is attempted to be determined 
by mathematical reasoning from these imperfect data, 

Supposing the unknown function o=f(s) to be expanded in 
a series ascending by integral powers of s, we have the form 

oma-+Bs+rys* +6s3 + €s4 + 9° + &e., 

where a=0; but to say “a cause de la petitesse de s,” that. 6 
is a finite quantity is a non sequitur, since the conditions will be 
satisfied if either 5, ¢, or other coefficient of an odd: power, be 
the first coefficient which does not vanish. foal 

Mr. Rankine takes the form p=¢p, or the pressure-m the 
general disturbed state an unknown function of the density, and 
uses in Taylor’s theorem the first derived function $'po, which is 
of course also unknown. His expansion, s being small, gives 
for o this value, 

= { Po #lop—1 bs +e. 
Po 

Now it is a pure assumption to take the coefficient 

. $'po—1=B8, 

a finite quantity ; physical laws being something beyond. alge- 
braie expansions. 

As to his reference to a former argument, he should have told 
us what observed facts are inconsistent, with unsymmetrical 
waves ; he did not mean perhaps the sounds arising from the 
super-imposed vibrations im musical strings. 

London, May 10, 1851. 
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LXVIL, Further Discussion of the Principles of Hydrodynamics, 
_ in. Reply to Professor Stokes, By Professor Cuauis*. 

. the general proposition that ude+vdy+wdz is 

“A.” intégrable by a factor, Professor Stokes brought the ob- 

jection that the proposition is not true if w; v, w include a motion 

of translation of the whole fluid mass. I replied (in the March 
Number) that’ the objection has no force, because such a motion 
of translation may be, and usually is, left out of consideration in 
hydrodynamics. The motion of translation of the solar system, 

for instance, is not taken into account, not being accurately 

known either in magnitude or direction; and as this motion of 

translation is of necessity eliminated, so we may eliminate a 

motion of translation mm any case. Professor Stokes is under a 

misapprehension in supposing that I have asserted the climina- 

tion of the motion of translation to be necessarily a preliminary 

step. I made no such assertion. When that motion takes place 

under known circumstances, it may be included in the values of 

u,v, w. But at the same time that this is done, the principle 

must be recognized, that the motion of translation of the whole 

mass, which the mass might receive if it were solid, and the 

residual motion, which exclusively belongs to it as a fluid, are 

independent of each other. ‘If this principle be attended to, the 

terms relating to the motion of translation separate themselves 

by the course of the reasoning from those relating to the remain- 

ing motion, and the result is the same as if the motion of trans- 

lation were in the first instance eliminated. 
The new argument brought forward. by Professor Stokes in 

the May Number is little else than a reproduction of the former 

argument in another form. The instance of motion adduced is 

that of a mass of fluid revolving with a given angular motion 

about a fixed axis. According to the principle of the separability 

of the parts of a fluid without assignable force, the fluid in this 

very particular case of motion may be conceived to be separated 

by indefinitely thin cylindrical partitions into an unlimited num- 

ber of cylindrical shells having for common axis the axis of rota- 

tion. An arbitrary motion of translation parallel to the axis may 

be given to any one of these shells, without affecting its motion 

of rotation, and quite independently of any arbitrary motions of 

translation parallel to the same axis, which may be given to the 

contiguous shells. “Hence for this instance uda + vdy + wadz can- 

not be made integrable by a factor, because the quantity w, 

which expresses the motion of translation of any one of the 

cylindrical shells, is altogether an arbitrary quantity, and is not 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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even necessarily a function of the distance from the axis. As 

this isa singular case of motion requiring peculiar considerations, 

and as the motion of translation parallel to the axis is arbitrary 
and independent of the motion about the axis, I do not admit 

that this one instance invalidates the general proposition that 
udz + vdy + wdz is integrable by a factor. 

Cambridge Observatory, 
May 12, 1851. 

LXVIII. Description of the Dynactinometer, an Instrument for 
measuring the Intensity of the Photogenic Rays and comparing 
the Power of Object-Glasses ; with Observations on the differ- 
ence between the Visual and Photogenic Foci, and their constant 
variation. By A. F. J. CLauper*. 

[With a Plate.] 

a Bt: various processes of photography are dependent on the 
same acting principle; and this principle, one of the ema- 

nations of all luminous bodies, is the agent of a chemical action 
by which certain compounds undergo some modifications and 
acquire new properties. It has received the name of actinism, 
to distinguish it from light, because it can manifest itself in an 
insulate state, and without reference to the degree of intensity 
of light. Still the actinic rays are subject to the same laws of 
transmission, reflexion, refraction and polarization. 

When a camera obscura is placed before an object impinged 
upon by the luminous rays, these rays are refracted by the lens, 
and converge to the focus of the camera, forming there an image 
exactly similar to that represented upon the retina. , 

But as the luminous rays are generally accompanied with ac- 
tinic rays, these last form another image, which, although not 
apparent to our senses, still will subsequently manifest its exist- 
ence when we substitute for the screen of the camera a surface 
coated with certain chemical compounds, which, by the modifi- 
cation they experience under the action of the actinic rays, pro- 
duce an image differing from the visual image in two important 
respects, viz. the visual image does not last longer than the re- 
flexion, and being produced by all the rays reflected from the 
object, it is composed of the natural colours, while the actinic 
image, when once developed, continues permanent; but being 
entirely produced by a uniform action of the actinic rays alone, 
the lights of the picture can be expressed only by one tint and 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the British 
Association the 7th of August 1850, in the Section of Mathematical and 
Physical Sciences. 
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the shadows by another, consequently no colours are repre- 
sented. 

The luminous rays being endowed with various degrees of 
refrangibility, are, on an average, considerably less refracted than 
the actinic rays. Hence the difficulty, by means of the process 
of achromatism, to bring them all to the same focus. An object- 
glass, although perfectly achromatic for the luminous rays, may 
give a visual image at a focus which does not coincide with the 
focus of the actinic rays. 

For a long time it was supposed that achromatic lenses repre- 
sented the visual image at the same focus as the actinic image ; 
and this supposition was a continual source of error in the 
result of photographic operations. 

In the year 1844, I was induced to investigate this question 
on account of the difficulty I had continually experienced, since 
the beginning of photography, to obtain well-defined photo- 
graphic pictures with the best achromatic lenses giving the most 
perfect images on the ground glass. 

After a long series of experiments, I discovered that in achro- 
matic lenses generally the photographie focus does not coincide 
with the visual focus. I communicated a paper on this subject 
to the Royal Society, arid to the Académie des Sciences. 

I had at first much difficulty to convince opticians and photo- 
eraphers that there was such a difference in achromatic lenses. 
But M. Lerebours of Paris, at my suggestion, having investigated 
that question, acknowledged the correctness of the fact, explained 
the cause of the difference, and indicated the means of avoiding 
it, or correcting the lenses subject to it. 

This point seenis now well established ; and opticians, by new 
formule, have changed the curvatures of their lenses, in order to 
construct object-glasses having their two foci coincident. They 
nearly all announce that the lenses they now produce are exempt 
from any difference, and that they can correct those they had con- 
structed before my discovery. A few others, rightly considering 
that there is no practical advantage im lenses having their foci 
coincident, in order to correct the difference, mark the sli- 
ding tube of the object-glasses with small divisions, to which, 
after having set the focus on the ground glass, it is necessary to 
pull in or out the tube according to the distance of the object. 
Although this mode of correction is not exact in all cireum- 
stances, as I shall hereafter explain, still by it they fully acknow- 
ledge the truth of the fact which had escaped them before. 

But I have lately discovered another fact, as important and 
as extraordinary, viz. that, by some causes which cannot yet be 
explained in a satisfactory manner, there is a constant variation 
in the difference between these two foci. I have indicated the 
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means of ascertaining the true position of both. in all) cireum- 
stances; so that photographers may now depend on a well-de- 
fined image with any lenses, and with those which before were on 
that account quite imperfect. and. useless. 

The new and unexpected phenomenon of the variation of; the 
distance separating the two foci has been received with the same 
doubts as was at first the fact of their non-coincidence ;, because 
the effect cannot be explained by any of the properties which 
are known to affect the refraction and. dispersion of the various 
rays of the spectrum, when they are refracted from the atmo- 
sphere through object-glasses. 
We reason too much as if in photography there were nothing 

more than the theory of the light which. affects, our vision, the 
theory by which telescopes, and. other. instruments destined to 
form a visual image, are generally constructed. But, we must 
abandon that theory, and study the new laws of photography, 
which alone will afford us the means of producing. a perfect: pho- 
tographic apparatus, and explaining a fact. purely photogenic. 

By means of my focimeter, an instrument I have contrived, 
and which every photographer can construct himself (see figs, 4 
and 5, Plate III., and description in Phil. Mag. for. Nov. 1849), 
onlya fewseries of experiments are required to decide the question. 
Let us hope that such an important fact will not remain long in 
that state of doubt, which is not satisfactory either in a philoso- 
phical or in a practical point of view. 

T shall now examine the question of the coincidence announced 
by opticians to exist in their object-glasses.. It is not correct to 
say ina general way, that lenses can be constructed. haying their 
two foci comeident ; it would be more so.to say, that. an optician 
can produce lenses in which on an average, for a given distance, 
but for that distance only, the two foci may be practically less 
separated, or even may agree, strictly speaking... In fact, there are 
no tolerably good lenses in which the two foci do not coincide for 
one distance. But is it desirable to adopt curvatures which render 
the two foci comeident ? In domg so, is not the optician exposed 
sometimes to sacrifice other important conditions, such as the 
curvatures which correct the spherical aberration in the most 
perfect manner? And, moreover, in concentrating all the rays 
to the same focus, does he not. very often render his lenses slower 
for the development of the photogenic action? I shall leave the 
first point for the investigation and decision of mathematicians, 
and content myself with examining the question of the influence 
.of antagonistic rays, which may in. certain circumstances, as I 
shall hereafter expla, counteract the action, of the photogenic 
rays when they are all concentrated. on the same points. 

It had always appeared to me that. the lenses generally the 
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most: active were those in which the two foci were the most sepa- 
rated.» Such a result seems obvious when it is corroborated by 
the followmg facts and observations :— 

Sir John Herschel, from the commencement of the discovery 
of photography, had expressed the opinion, that when lenses 
were not achromatic, they had a greater photogenic power than 
when achromatic, for the reason that in the former the photo- 
genie rays were separated from the red, orange and yellow rays, 
endowed with an antagonistic action. 

M. Lerebours of Paris has proved, that, in throwing red, 
orange or yellow rays on the photogenic part of the spectrum 
formed on a Daguerreotype plate, the action was entirely im- 
peded or less rapid than when these last were insulated. 

I have myself demonstrated, by a long series of experiments 
published in former memoirs, the antagonism of the red, orange 
and yellow rays; and I must not omit to mention, that Dr. 
Draper of New York, andMessrs. Fizeau and Foucault of Paris, 
have ‘proved the same fact by some very conclusive experiments. 

All these observations tended to the conclusion, that the most 
‘active lenses were those in which the photogenic, focus was the 
most separated from the visual focus; but we had no demon- 
strable proof that the effect was a consequence of such a theory. 
‘This has induced me to endeavour to find some means by which 
the power ‘of lenses having their foci separated could be com- 
pared with those in which they coincide; and I have contrived 
‘an instrument which appears completely to fulfill this purpose, 
‘and several others not less useful. 

I shall now proceed to describe the instrument which I call a 
‘Dynactinometer (see fig. 3), its object being generally to measure 
the actinic power resulting both from the intensity of the luminous 
radiation and from the construction of lenses. It consists of a 
thin metallic disc, perfectly black, having a slit extending from 
its centre to the circumference, fixed on an axis revolving through 
a fixed metallic disc, perfectly white. The white disc has also a 
slit from its centre of the exact length of the radius of the black 
dise ; and by means of these two slits, and of their spiral sur- 
faces, the black disc can intersect the white disc, and by re- 
volving, gradually cover the whole white area. The space of the 
white surface on which the black disc can be superposed forms 
itself a sort of dial, which is divided into any number of equal 
segments, all numbered. I have adopted the number of twenty 
segments for a large circle inscribed on the dial, and of eight 
segments for a smaller circle inscribed in the first. The first 
twenty segments are numbered m simple arithmetical progression, 
and the eight segments in geometrical progression, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, 32, 64. The object of these two kinds of progression will 
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presently be explained ; but the second is more appropriate to 
the object in view. 

The black disc may be made to revolve in such a manner that 
it shall cover a newsegment of the large circle during each second, 
or any other equal fraction of time. By that means the last seg- 
ment will have received twenty times more light than the first, 
and all the others in arithmetical progression. 

Having remarked, in the description I have given of the pho- 
tographometer, that the difference of photogenic intensities are 
hardly observable when they follow the arithmetical progression, 
for which reason the instrument was so constructed that it indi- 
eated the intensities in the geometrical progression, I have for 
the same reason adapted to the dynactinometer another circle 
divided into eight segments. The first segment remains always 
covered, in order to be represented black on the Daguerreotype 
plate and mark the zero of intensity ; the second is exposed to’ 
light during 1", the third during 2”, the fourth during 4”, the 
fifth during 8", the sixth during 16", the seventh during 32", 
and the eighth during 64”. This series, which could be ex- 
tended by dividing the circle into a greater number of segments, 
is quite sufficient for all observations intended for practically 
measuring the intensity of the photogenic light, and for eom- 
paring the power of object-glasses. 

The instrument is made to move by applying the hand on a 
handle fixed on the back at the extremity of the axis on which 
the dise revolves. An operator accustomed to count seconds 
by memory or by following a seconds’ beater, can perform the ex- 
periment with sufficient regularity ; but in order to render the 
instrument more exact and more complete, it can be made to 
revolve by clock-work, which gives it at will either the arithme- 
tical or the geometrical progression. This last movement pre- 
sented some difficulty ; but I have been able to obtain it without 
much complication in the machinery, and the apparatus is within 
the reach of the greater number of operators having establish- 
ments on a complete footing. 

For the instrument moving by hand, it is necessary that a 
second person should open and shut the object-glass at a given 
signal. But in adapting before the object-glass a flap connected 
with a cord and pulley, the operator, holding the cord in the left- 
hand, can open the flap at the moment that with the right-hand 
he makes the disc revolve, and shut the apparatus when the revo- 
lution is complete. 

When the instrument acts by clock-work, the object-glass net 
be open and shut by the same means, at the signal given by a bell 
Hird: strikes at the commencement and at the end of the revo- 
ution. 
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If a Daguerreotype plate receive the image of the dynactimo- 
meter during its revolution, it is obvious that each segment in- 
dicates an effect in proportion to the intensity of hght and to 
the time that it has remained uncovered ; also that the. number 
of seconds marked on the first segment visible is the measure of 
the intensity of light at the moment of the experiment; the 
effect of each segment being in reality the degree of intensity 
which can be obtained during the corresponding time. 

When we want to compare two object-glasses, they are adapted 
to two camerz obscure placed before the dynactinometer. After 
having set the focus of the two apparatus, they are charged each 
with a Daguerreotype plate or a photogenic paper. When all is 
ready, the flaps are opened at the moment that the dynactino- 
meter commences its revolution, and they are shut when it is 
completed. The plates are removed and the images brought out. 
In comparing the result produced on each, it is easy to see which 
object-glass is the most rapid, and in what proportion. For 
instance, if the arithmetical progression has been followed, 
and on one of the plates or papers the number 4 of the great 
circle is the first visible, the conclusion is that it has been 
necessary for the intensity of the light at that moment to operate 
during four seconds in order to produce an effect in the camera 
obscura; and if, on the other plate or paper, the first seven seg- 
ments have remained black, and the eighth segment is the 
first upon which the light has operated, the conclusion will be 
that the object-glass which has produced the effect on the first 
plate or paper has double the photogenic power of the other. 

But if the geometrical progression has been followed, the same 
experiment will show the image of the segment No. 3 repre- 
sented on one plate, and that of the segment No. 4 on the other, 
as having each the first degree of intensity ; and we have to draw 
the same conclusion as regards the power of each object-glass. 

However, this conclusion would be exact only on the supposi- 
tion that the two plates were endowed with the same degree of 
sensitiveness ; for if they had not been prepared identically in 
the same manner, we could not have the exact measure of the 
comparative power of the two object-glasses. The difference 
might be due, not to any difference in the power of the object- 
glasses, but to the inequality in the sensitiveness of the two 
plates; although, in repeating the experiment several times, the 
mean result might be sufficiently conclusive. But this difficulty 
has not escaped me, and I have tried to avoid it., Being able, 
by means of my photographometer (see its description, Phil. 
Mag. for Noy. 1848), to compare the sensitiveness of two plates 
under the action of the same intensity of light and during the 
same space of time, I avail myself of this instrument to deter- 
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mine beforehand the comparative sensitiveness of the plates which 
are to be used in the experiment with the dynactinometer., -By 
this means I can try beforehand several, couples of plates; and 
keep them as it were stamped with their degree of sensitiveness 
until I want to apply them to test'the power of two lenses. The’ 
impression is made on one-half of the: plate, leaving the other 
half for the image of the dynactinometer,: (fsirh 

After having operated in the two camer obscure, each sup- 
plied with the lenses the power of which I wish to compare, I 
submit the two plates, each impressed with both the photogra- 
phometer and dynactinometer, to the vapour of mercury, which 
developes the two images on each plate. ion 

The number of spots given by the photographometer wall in- 
dicate the sensitiveness of the plate; and im comparing the two 
images given by the dynactinometer, accounting for the differ- 
ence of sensitiveness of each plate, if there is any, I am able at 
once to determine the comparative power of the two lenses. 

During a great number of experiments, I haye observed. that 
the power of the two lenses is not always in the same ratio, | It 
appears: that some kind of light. affects one lens more than 
another; so that two different. object-glasses, compared» at 
yarious times, do not always indicate the same proportion m 
thew power. 

A similar and as extraordinary an anomaly is observed in com- 
paring the power of different parts of the same lens) through 
equal. apertures. Generally, a given aperture on any extreme 
zone of a lens has a greater photogenic power than the same 
aperture on the centre or near it; and the power of these two 
different parts is not always in the same ratio, although each 
will give a visual image of the same intensity. 

Before I had ascertained this fact, I had observed that the 
use of diaphragms reducing the aperture, say to 3, 4, or 4%, did 
not always reduce the photogenic power in the same proportion. 
Sometimes, if I was able to obtain an impression in ten seconds 
with the whole aperture of the lens, I had no effect in twenty 
seconds when using a diaphragm reducing the aperture exactly 
one-half. 

Having mentioned this fact to several photographers, and 
particularly to Mr. Malone, who in his photographic operations 
is a most attentive observer, they have stated to me that they 
had often met with the same anomaly in the Daguerreotype as 
well as in the Talbotype processes. I have been struck with the 
analogy existing between these various facts and my experiments 
on the variation in the distance separating the two foci, and 
from them I am tempted to risk an hypothesis for the explana- 
tion of the cause of that variation, 
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In comparing the difference between the two foci given by 
rays refracted by several points of any object-glass, I have found 
that the difference is greater for the parts of the object-glass the 
most distant from the centre. This must be due to the imper- 
fection of the chromatic correction, which imperfection is greater 
for the most oblique pencils than for those which become gra- 
dually more parallel, as they are refracted from parts nearer 
the centre of the lens. 

There is a certain proportion of all the rays of the spectrum, 
which, when combined, possess as great a photogenic power as 
the pure insulated photogenic rays. This condition happens 
when the atmosphere is pure and the light perfectly white. 

In these circumstances, the proportion of yellow rays is in its 
minimum compared with the emission of photogenic rays ; and 
the concentration of all the rays on the same point gives as great a 
photogenic power as the pure photogenic raysalone. In this case 
the centre of the lens will operate as much as any distant point, 
where the photogenic rays are more dispersed from the yellow, 

Then the two foci will appear the most separated, because the 
whole aperture will contribute to the formation of the photogenic 
as well as the visual image ; the photogenic action being produced 
by the greatest proportion of the more refrangible rays, which, 
by the over-correction, have become less refracted than the visual 
rays. 
These phenomena will be better understood if we consider, 

that the photogenic space of the spectrum extends from ‘the 
green ray and considerably beyond the violet, and that the same 
photogenic space is longer or shorter in proportion to the purity 
of the atmosphere.» Any absorbmg: causes, at all events those 
which obscure the atmosphere, begin first to neutralize the most 
refrangible extremity ; and as these causes increase in intensity, 
the photogenic space is gradually reduced in following the dimi- 
nution of refrangibility, im such a manner that the violet rays 
are absorbed before the indigo rays, and these last before the 
blue.’ But none are absorbed all at once; they are gradually 
extinguished as the absorbing medium becomes thicker. The 
photogenic rays are subject to the same law; the most refran- 
gible part disappears the first. During this process of absorp- 
tion, the mean refrangibility of the photogenic space so reduced 
approaches nearer and nearer the mean refrangibility of the visual 
rays; so that the achromatism of the whole spectrum becomes 
more and more perfect as its length diminishes. This effect is 
not very conspicuous when the visual rays only are in question ; 
but when three-fourths of the long photogenic space have been 
absorbed, it is evident that the conditions of achromatism must 
have experienced a considerable modification. 
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The extraordinary length of the photogenic spectrum, and its 
various degrees of refrangibility, which render the achromatism 
of the whole very difficult, are proved by anomalous effects 
taking place in the formation of the photogenic image. All 
photographers must have observed, that when the exposure in 
the camera-obscura has been too long, if the whole aperture of 
the lens has been employed, the image produced is rarely very 
well defined. The reason of it is, that the extreme photogenic 
rays, which are the weakest, have been brought into action, and 
these have produced a confusion by their dispersion ; but had the 
exposure been shorter, these extreme rays would have remained 
inactive, and the definition would haye been more perfect. 

But when the yellow rays predomimate, owing to media 
absorbing a proportion of the most refrangible rays, then the’ 
central part of the lens, from which the yellow rays are more con- 
densed with the photogenic rays, will have less power on account 
of the neutralizing action of the excess of yellow rays. In this 
case the centre will operate less or not at all, and the foci will 
be the less distant, because the visual image will be formed, as 
before, by the less refracted rays from the whole aperture, and 
the photogenic image by a smaller proportion of the most refran- 
gible, which would have become less refracted than the visual 
rays by the same over-correction, and consequently the conyer- 
gence of the whole will be more parallel. All absorbing causes 
contract the length of the spectrum or reduce the dispersion of 
the rays. 

In lenses having their photogenic focus longer than the visual 
focus, it is obyious that this effect is produced by an over-corree- 
tion of the photogenic rays, and the greater or less separation of 
the two foci must follow the law I have just described. But for 
lenses in which the over-correction has not taken place, and with 
their photogenic focus shorter than the visual focus, the same 
circumstances which separate more and more the two foci in the 
former case must render them more coincident in the second, 
Other circumstances are capable of modifying that phenomenon 
in several ways. 

In some lenses, owing to their degree of chromatic correction 
different on the seyeral points of their curvatures, the same 
conditions of light will produce different effects; and this ex- 
plains the anomaly I had observed in my first memoir, that 
the separation of the two foci follows different and even contrary 
laws in different lenses, and in lenses apparently similar, The 
colour of the glass itself may occasion in one lens a greater 
absorption of certain rays than in another, If the glass of one 
lens absorb more or less photogenic rays than the other, and 
by its colour produce more or less yellow rays, these last will 
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neutralize the photogenic action in the centre of the lens in a 
different proportion. 

Therefore two different lenses of the same curvatures, and of 
the same density and dispersion, may not manifest the same 
degree of chromatic correction ; and moreover, the chromatic 
correction may comport differently in each glass according to the 
variation in the colour of the light combined with the colour or 
other properties of the glass itself*. 

_ From the preceding observations it follows, that the colour of 
the glasses, the degree of their chromatic aberration in the 
several points of the lens, may produce the same result ; for 
according to the chromatic correction of these various points, 
more or less yellow rays and more or less photogenic rays may 
be concentrated from the centre to the circumference, and the 
neutralizing action of the yellow rays may consequently be 
greater in the centre of one lens than in the centre of another. 
Then the separation of the two foci, in two object-glasses, may, 
by the influence of the same light, undergo a change in an ano- 
malous direction, : 

The general colour of light in different climates may also , 
modify the achromatism of the photogenic rays; and for this 
reason the two foci may be more or less separated in Vienna or 
Paris than in London, and a great difference may be observed 
in using the same lenses in Europe or in America. We should 
therefore be exposed to great errors if we were to be guided by 
the fixed mode of compensation indicated beforehand on the tube 
of the object-glass; and it is impossible to dispense with ascer- 
taining frequently the exact position of the photogenic focus by 
means of the focimeter. 

It is important to consider that the mathematical focus exists 
only for one plane; nevertheless the objects placed beyond and 
within that plane in a moderate limit can be represented with 
sufficient correctness. It is therefore possible to obtain a pass- 
able image at some distance from the mathematical focus, but that 
distance must not be too great, In taking portraits, the object- 
glass must represent at the same time parts situated in various 
planes, in an interyal of at least two feet. It is impossible to 
haye an exact focus for all these parts; but none must be too 

* Eyery one must have observed that very often it is impossible with the 
best object-glasses to obtain on the ground glass a well-defined image ; and 
that at other times, under different conditions of light, a perfect image is 
easily obtained. It is so with the photogenic image ; sometimes eyery seg- 
ment of the focimeter appears well-defined, and at others they appear 
all confused ; consequently there are some days when it is impossible to 
obtain satisfactory results, and others when we succeed every time. It is 
therefore evident that the achromatism of object-glasses experiences inces- 
sant variations. : 
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far from that point. _ If the mouth, or eyes are, at. the; mathe- 
matical focus, the parts before and, behind. this, plane will. not 
have the same degree of definition, but the effect will be.tolerably, 
good for all, But if, without altering the focus of the object-. 
glass, we move the sitter forward or backward in. such a manner, 
that the mouth and eyes will be in the. plane where the hands 
were at first, or in the plane where the ears and arms were 
before, we shall still have the face pretty well defined but in. 
the first case the hands, and.in the second the ears, and arms, 
will have lost their correct forms... The nearer the apparatus is 
to the object, the more conspicuous are these errors... When we 
operate. with very long focus object-glasses, the differences are 
small, because the rays converge to the focus im angles less open, 
With these object-glasses we can to a.certain degree. lose the 
mathematical focus without any sensible difference, and for this 
reason they are preferable when the intensity of light. or the 
sensitiveness of the surface permits of them bemg used... 

From the preceding. observations, it 1s obyious that the. ope- 
rator must always know the mathematical focus in order to direet 
it on the most important part. of the object, but not too far from 
the extreme points. Brdose basrnion 

I have hesitated a long time to offer any. hypothesis. on. the 
cause of the variation between the two foci.. I was im hopes that 
some opticians, or persons more versed than I am in the mathe- 
matics of the science of optics, would take up the subject, imves- 
tigate it, and explain the cause of the phenomenon. , But, this 
subject being chiefly interesting to photographers, whose. atten, 
tion is constantly bent in observing facts of the most. puzzling 
kind continually interfering with the success of thew difficult 
operations, none but a practical photographer im the course of 
his daily occupations can have the time and. opportunity for in+ 
vestigating the question. 

Philosophers cannot form theories without, facts ; and they are 
generally little disposed to receive those upon which, they have 
not experimented themselves. In such a state of things science 
is stopped im its progress, and no improvements are possible; 
This is my excuse for venturing to start a theory, which | thraw 
out more with a view to inyite a useful and. necessary contro- 
versy, than to decide the point in a positive manner. The subject 
belongs particularly to opticians, who have to construct: lenses 
for photographie purposes ; and itis for them to study the laws 
of the new principle they have to deal with. . Untilnow they have 
employed all thei abilities and skill in forming. perfect instru- 
ments free from spherical and chromatic’ aberrations, as if they 
had to construct telescopes. They have now another task» to 
perform: a good telescope might produce a very bad photo- 
graphic camera, and a good camera a very bad telescope. 
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For the telescope, the question is, knowing the density and 
dispersion of two glasses of different indices of refraction, to 
combine them so that all the rays producing white light shall 
converge to the same point. But the same two glasses have a 
dispersion more considerable for the photogenic rays than for 
any others ; the indices of refraction of these photogenic rays are 
much greater than any rays forming white light. Therefore, in 
the construction of object-glasses, opticians must determine the 
curvatures of the two glasses according to the refraction and 
dispersion only of the photogenic rays, without regard to the 
refraction and dispersion of the luminous rays. Lenses made by 
this plan will probably be subject to a considerable chromatic 
aberration for the visual rays; they may not give a very well- 
defined image on the ground-glass, but certainly they will pro- 
duce the most perfect pictures on the photographic surface ; 
and this is the only important point for a photographer. 

Before I conclude, I shall call the attention of physicists to 
the influence which may be exercised on the achromatism of 
photographie object-glasses by the polarization of light. 
When we consider that light, which is always more or less 

polarized according to the state of the atmosphere, is first reflected 
at various angles on the first surface of the lens, and from thence 
is to be refracted through four different thicknesses of glasses 
more or less tempered in all their parts, that this refraction takes 
place ‘at different angles for every point of the surface, it may 
be allowed to suppose, that, according to the common laws of 
polarization, certain rays will be extinguished, sometimes for the 
points distant from the centre, which must modify the colour of 
the light given by these various points, and consequently exer- 
cise a certain influence on their achromatism. Then the two 
foci may be more or less separated, for the same reasons which I 
have given before. 

Not having yet been able to experiment on these facts suffi- 
ciently, I now offer only a suggestion which appears to me to 
deserve serious investigation, and which must be constantly in 
the mind of the observer, as well as all the other phenomena 
referring to hight, I have been induced to believe that the polari- 
zation of light exercises a certain influence on the achromatism 
of object-glasses, from the fact that when I use a prism or mirror 
for reinverting the image, it often happens that the two foci are 
more or less separated than when I operate with the same light 
without reflecting the image of the object. 

I must add another observation. Several photographers, par- 
ticularly amateurs, who generally take views or architectural 
pictures, think that their object-glasses are not subject to any 
separation of the two foci, and consequently to no variation. 

Phil. Mag. 8, 4. Vol. 1. No. 6. June 1851. 21 
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This is true when they operate, as they do, considerably reducing 
the aperture of their object-glasses by very small diaphragms, 
because in this case all the rays are nearly parallel, and the small 
difference which can exist is imperceptible; but let them operate 
without diaphragms upon near objects, and they will soon find 
that their jes biaanaa cannot give very distinct images without 
having regard to the question of the photogenic focus. 

It may be clearly demonstrated, by an easy experiment well 
known in optics, that the adaptation of diaphragms before the 
aperture of object-glasses, by intercepting oblique rays, has the 
effect of representing objects situated in various planes with as 
much distinctness as if they were in the plane giving the mathe- 
matical focus. 

If we make a pin-hole in a card, both short- and long-sighted 
persons can through this hole read distinctly a book placed at 
an equal distance from their eyes ; arid they can move the book 
backwards and forwards from the point of their vision without 
losing the correet form of the types. This sort of diaphragm does 
not change the focus which nature has given them; but it ex- 
tends it by only allowing parallel rays to proceed to the retina. 

It is so with regard to object-glasses, the chromatic aberration 
of which is destroyed, or rather rendered imperceptible, by the 
use of diaphragms of very small apertures. For this reason, a 
camera obscura, one of a common description, can at once, with 
equal distinctness, represent objects situated in near and distant 
planes. This effect is well illustrated in those beautiful views 
taken on plates or paper by all kinds of object-glasses, such 
as those produced in Paris from the house of M. Lerebours on 
the Pont Neuf, in which the statue of Henry IV., situated as 
near as twenty or thirty paces from the house, is as clear and 
distinct as the long palace of the Tuileries, all the bridges in suc- 
cession on the Seine, and all the buildings which for a eonsider- 
able length cover the two opposite quays. 

If all the visual foci can coincide for distances so considerable, 
it is not surprising that the photogenic foci themselves should 
coicide with the visual foci. Therefore, if all photographic 
operations could be performed with object-glasses having their 
apertures sufficiently reduced, the problem of the two foci would 
be resolved, and we need not trouble ourselves about the question 
relating to their coincidence or separation. But the case is very 
different when we have to take portraits. For this operation we 
require the greatest rapidity ; and as the power of objeet-glasses 
is in ratio of their surtace, the optician has to adopt curvatures 
which allow the greatest apertures possible to be employed. It 
is then that the differences between the two foci and thew con- 
stant variations are manifested in the highest degree. 
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LXIX. On Symbolical Statics. By the Rev. M. O’Brien, M.A., 
Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy, King’s Col- 
lege, London, late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge*. 

Various applications of the notation ((L+u)U) which represents 
a force U acting at the point u of a rigid body. 

(I.) ae principles upon which this notation is founded have 
been briefly stated in the former paper. U is supposed 

to represent, in magnitude and direction, any force acting upon 
a rigid body at a certain point (O), which is chosen as origin of 
distances ; u denotes, in magnitude and direction, the distance 
of any other point P of the rigid body from O; and it has been 
shown, that the symbol of the force U acting at P is 

(1+u)U: 

which expression consists of two parts, namely, U and wU; the 
former denoting the mechanical effect which the force U acting 
at O produces on the rigid body, and the latter the effect pro- 
duced by translating U, without alteration of magnitude or direc- 
tion, from O to P. In fact uU denotes the couple consisting of 
the forces, —U acting at O, and U acting at P. 

(IL.) The application which I made of the notation (1+ u)U in 
the former paper manifestly assumes that parallel and equal 
translations of parallel and equal forces are mechanically equiva- 

- lent; that is, that if the lime AB andthe 
force U be respectively parallel and equal 
to the line A’B! and the force U’, then the vig 
translation of U! from A! to B! produces B 
the same mechanical effect as the transla- 4°~-—----3¢_f gr 
tion of U from Ato B, It is easy to see an 
that this amounts to assuming, that two 
equal parallel forces produce the same 
effect on a rigid body as their sum acting midway between them. 
For, let C be the intersection of AB! and A/B; then, if U be 
translated from A to B, we shall have U at B and U! at A’, which 
produce the same effect as U+ U! at C: again, if instead of U 
we translate U’ in a similar way, that is, from A! to B!, we shall 
have U at A, and U! at B', which produce the same effect as 
U+U! at C. It appears, therefore, that the translation of U 
from A to B and that of U!’ from A! to B! produce the same 
effect, because in both eases the change produced is equivalent 
to making the two forces act at C. 

(11I.) The following is a mode of proving the truth of the sym 
bolization (1 -+~)U, without introducing the idea of translation. 

Assuming that U represents a force acting at the origin, and 

* Communicated by the Author. 
212 
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d(aU) @ parallel and equal force acting at a point whose distance 
from the origin isu, it is required to determine the form of the 
function ¢. In what follows I attach the usual signification to 
u+u', and by $(uU) + (WU I mean the mechanical effect which 
is produced upon the rigid body by the simultaneous actionjof 
the forces U and U! acting at)the y U 
points w andw' respectively. U,+ U! ot ee or he J 
means the resultant of U,and U’, we Pica ae \ 

SA 

or the mechanical effect produced, ¢ Re ees ae x 
by U and U! acting at the. sane, sane | eer AGE cfr 
point, ti cen Ate be ee eee - et + 

It is immediately obvious that \ ca x re ie 
¢ $ (WW) +. $(uU) =O(u, UF U), 

Hence ¢ is distributive as pom U, and we may therefore put, 

)= (blu) JU. 
Again, suppose aio two, pee. and equal:forces UU re ait at 

B and C respectively, O. being the origin; OB=u, OC =u!; then 
it is clear that these two forces produce, the same,effect- as,U at 
D and U at O (BD and CD being parallel. to OC and Ehe 
hence, expressing this by the nasianed notation, we find, 

((u) )U + (p(w) ))U= Cy (uu) PULAU epic 

blu) + hal) = Pou bey eI 
{d(u)—1} + {$v lf =fo ea padyuea ye 

Whence it appears that the funetion p(w) lis Salas ae 
therefore, by properly assuming the units, we, may put, - 

o(u) -l=u, or p(u) =1+u
. 

Bisa 

o(wU) = (1+ u)
U; 

or the mechanical effect produced by a force U acting at the 
point w is represented by the symbol (I+ u)U. 

(IV.) Hence, if « and PB be twounits of. 
length, and A and B twa units, of force. 
acting at the origin (O):in the, same. di- . ; 
rections as those of « and 8, we may show 
that 

a @ “dD tA=0,. puss e. 

therefore 

or 

Hence 

and 
BA=—aB. 

For, let OQ=a,, OP=8, and complete the bhai ce 
OPRQ: then, since’ A may be supposed to act at Q instead of O, 
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Wes iaahelte 208 
AL acting at Q = A gots at, 0 i ni 

er, symbole, n 
soos a +0A= ah; 

wheaiies 
ah=05 

and ia like manner we é’may show that BB=0. 
Again, the resultant of the equal’ forces A and B acts along 

the line bisecting the angle POQ, that is, along the line joining 
Oand R; therefore we may suppose A and B to act at R instead 
of O, or, “what i is the\same thing, we may suppose B to act at Q, 
and A. at B: hence... 

A acting at P+B acting at Q=A and B acting at O,” 

“a +A)A+(1+-4)B= A+B, 
whence 
B3o8 oF U vo BA+aB=0, or BA=—aB. 

oe } Symbotical Proof of the Sorat at a of Firebs.” 
: tet XA}YB, and ZC be . 
three forces acting ‘at O and 
balancing’ each ‘other,’ ABC 
being units of: force acting: in 
these three directions, and 
XYZ mere numbers: ‘let 4, 
8, y be three units of length 
respectively, parallel to,.A, B, 
and C respectively, and za, yB, oY the sides of a triangle 
‘formed by ‘lines ‘drawn’ parallel to ‘these’ three’ directions, ‘wyz 
being meré ‘numbers : then, sinee yC=0 (by IV.), we have” 

(zy)(ZC)=2Z(yC)=0; 

or. 

but 
wa +yB + 2y=0; and ov 2y=—(za+ yP) 

XA YB420= =0, aia ea care hb AP 

Hence the equation (zty)(ZC)=0. ee 

(wap y8)(XA+YB)= 

Whee, since aA =0, BB=0, and aB= ite (by IV. ) , we find 
(2¥ —yX)aB= 0, 

and 

and ) 
*, a@Y—yX=0, or X:Y::a:y. 

In this way hy is clear that ) 

Mert My: Ores Ue Ys ay 
ghich 3 is virtually the parallelogram of forces, 
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(Vi.) It is important to observe, that the sign + between two 
lines has quite a different signification from the same sign be- 
tween two forces. w+uw represents the change of position pro- 
duced in a tracing point by causing it to describe the lines u and 
u! in succession, while ULU! means the mechanical effect pro- 
duced by the two forces U and U! acting simultaneously at the 
same point. u+u! may be called a geometrical sum, and U + U! 
a mechanical sum. It is easy to see that the parallelogram of 
forces amounts to this, viz. that, if vw and wu! represent U and U! 
respectively, w-+u! will represent U+U!. Hence the parallelo- 
gram of forces is a theorem which identifies the results of geo- 
metrical and mechanical addition. This suggests the necessity 
of caution in attempting to prove the parallelogram of forees 
symbolically ; for it is clear that the proof must be vitiated by 
any tacit assumption of the equivalence of geometrical and me- 
chanical addition. IfI mistake not, an error of this kind appears 
to exist in some symbolical proofs which have been given of this 
theorem. 

(VII.) To find the resultant of two parallel forces symbolically. 
Let XA be one of the forces acting at O, and X’A the other 
acting at P, OP being denoted by ~; then the mechanical effect 
of the two forces is 

XA+(1+u)X/A, 
or 

(i = )A+x!A) + X> x! Uu F 

Now this represents a force XA+X’A acting at the point 
Xx! 
xx" that is, a parallel force equal to the sum of the two 

forces acting at a point of the line w which divides it in the in- 
verse ratio of X to X!. 

(VIII.) To find the resultant of any set of parallel forces symbo- 
lically. 

Let XA, X/A, X"A, &c. be the parallel forces, and u, u!, w'!, 
&c. the distances of their respective points of application from 
the origin; then the mechanical effect of these forces is 

(l+u)XA+ (1+u'/)X'A +4 (14 u")X"A + &e., 
or 

(a at Xu+ Xu! + X"ul' + &e, 
X+X'+ X"+ &e. 

Hence the resultant is a foree XA acting at the point whose 
distance from the origin is 

>Xu 
=X * 

yea +X/A+ X"A+ &e. 
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This expression includes the ordinary formule for the centre 
of parallel forces; for if we put for wits value ve+yB+2y, and 
similar values for u’, wu, &c., we find 

Xu LXer DXy aXz 
ab) ano D alle 1. Or 

whence the coordinates of the point of application of the result- 
ant are manifestly those given by the ordinary formule for the 
centre of parallel forces. 

King’s ate 
May 7, 1851. 

(To be continued. | 

LXX. On the Rotation caused by Electricity developed by Friction. 
By H. F. Aveust*. 

\ N HEN a freely suspended magnetic needle is brought near 
the revolving disc of an electric machine the needle vi- 

brates, and after a few oscillations to and fro commences to rotate. 
Instead of the magnetic needle, a needle of anyconducting material 
may be used with the same result. The rotary motion of the needle 
is opposed to that of the disc, that is to say, the point of the 
needle moves in a direction opposite to that of the adjacent par- 
ticles of the dise. Hence the rotation above the axis is the re- 
verse of that below it, At the same height as the axis of the 
disc no rotation occurs at either side of it, and when the needle 
on being raised upward passes this position, its preyious mo- 
tion is arrested, and a motion in the opposite direction is esta- 
blished. 

The results thus described exhibit themselves with a machine 
provided with one rubber at the same height as the axis round 
which the vertical dise turns. They appear with most regularity 
when the conductor is removed, but vanish altogether if the 
rubber also be taken away. The experiment succeeds better 
when the needle is isolated. With other arrangements of the 
machine divergent results are obtained, which, however, are easily 
explained by reference to the origin of the phenomena. 

We have here to do with the electric attraction of the dise 
alone. This attraction is not greatest in the direction of the 
perpendicular from the centre of the needle upon the dise, but 
in an oblique direction,which pomts towards the advancing por- 
tions of the disc. These portions have quitted the rubber later, 
and therefore possess a more lively electricity than the parts im- 
mediately opposite to the end of the needle. Hence during the 
revolution of the disc we have an electric pull directed obliquely 
against the surface, which becomes stronger as we approach the 

* Translated from Poggendorff’s Annalen, vol. Ixxxi. p. 315. 
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latter ; in this manner the above-mentioned rotation follows with 
the, same. necessity as the rotation »of «a wheel immersed ima 
stream which flows more strongly below than-above. 9 °°° "0% 

That this is the correct explanation is proved by observinig 
the phenomena in the dark: An meomplete luminous circle is 
then exhibited, which consists of two equal and opposite arches. 
One’ of these arches is caused by the light which accompanies 
the outflow of negative electricity. In consequence of the rapid 
motion of the disc, the luminous red point appears. as a con- 
tinuous luminous are... The opposite point, which.at: the same 
time gives off positive electricity with a yellowish, diffusive light, 
originates the. other arch in a similar manner; -the latter appear- 
ing. duller and wider, than the former. The: line which goes 
through the middle of both arches and the centre: of the needle 
is not perpendicular to the disc, but obliquely inclined towards 
its advancing particles. This line denotes the direction of inax- 
imum attraction. 

The experiments succeed best when the disc has been tranqu, 
for some time previous, and the surrounding air not too eae 
electrified by the rapid motion. That a violent motion. of the 
disc should cause an irregular friction, and thereby an irregular 
distribution of electricity over the surface, which: in its turn 
might affect the purity of the experiment, is easily conceivable. 
The most. suitable distance of the needle must be determined by 
experiment. . By. observing these conditions the’ rotation may 
be exhibited at: any time without difficulty. “The same pheno- 
menon can be exhibited with a cylindrical conductor, at the 
extreme end of which the outflow of electricity by pi is 
effected. 

LXXI. Notices respecting New Books. 

An Introduction to the Atomic Theory. By Cuartes Dauseny, M.D., 
F.R.S., &¢., Professor of Chemistry and Botany in the University oF 
Oxford. 

CEE Ne the vast. importance of the doctrine of definite 
proportions, very commonly termed, as in the present work, 

the Atomic Theory, fewer publications directly and exclusively expla- 
natory of the subject have appeared than might have been expected ; 
and Dr. Daubeny has laid, not merely the tyro in chemistry under 
obligation, but many well acquainted with the leading facts of che- 
mical science, by presenting them with this publication. 

In his dedication of the work to the memory of John Dalton, the 
author has accurately described the doctrine in question as ‘‘ a theory 
with respect to the mode of combination between bodies, which stands 
foremost among the discoveries of the present age for the universality 
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of its:applications, and the importance of its practicalresults.”” Dr. 
Daubeny commences his work with detailing the opinions of the most 
renowned of the,ancient philosophers with respect to the constitution 
of matter, and he traces: back these opinions to the Egyptians and 
Indians; the epicurean doctrines are next deseribed at some length 
under the name of ‘the atomic philosophy of Epicurus”’ in a quo- 
tation from Dr. Good; the system of Anaxagoras follows, and after- 
wards the notions of the Pythagoreans, Plato and Aristotle: 
~~ Dr. Daubeny concludes the sketch which he has drawn, but which 
our limited space will not allow us to quote, with observing that 
**the brief outline of the dogmas entertained by the philosophers of 
antiquity on the constitution of matter may be sufticient to convince 
us how complete a division of opinion existed on the subject; and 
if without heeding the authority of names, we regard only the argu- 
ments alleged in support: of either side, we shall find: perhaps an 
equal, difficulty in arriving at any decision.” 
_, Omitting for the present to notice the subjects treated of in Dr. 
Daubeny’s second and third chapters, we shall briefly notice some 
statements contained in the fourth chapter.‘ On the Existence of 
Atoms;” he observes, that ‘‘if matter were infinitely divisible, it would 
seem that a substance could not be made up of particles at all times 
the same in point of size and figure;” and further, ‘‘if matter be 
infinitely divisible, no reason can be assigned why bodies should 
unite in certain proportions and not in others; we should rather 
expect, that, as their smallest conceivable portions differ in quantity 
only,,and not in quality, from the largest, they should all possess 
the same affinities’; and that consequently the number of combina- 
tions taking place between different substances should be as infinite 
as are the parts into which they themselves admit of being separated.” 
_ “Such, indeed,” continues, Dr. Daubeny, ‘* was the opinion of 
Berthollet, who contended that bodies have in reality an equal ten- 
dency to combine in any proportions whatever.” This allusion to 
Berthollet, and-his-doctrine- of compounds of unlimited quantities, 
recalls an observation which struck us in reading Dr. Dauheny’s 
history of the contributions to the atomic theory, which is, that he 

does not allude to the name and labours of Proust, who strenuously 
contended with Berthollet that combinations are limited in the pro- 
portions of their constituents. In justice to the memory and labours 
of Proust, we shall make a quotation from Dr. Thomson’s History 
of Chemistry, and Berzelius’s Chemistry. 

‘* Another opinion brought forward by Berthollet in his work was 
of a startling nature, and occasioned a controversy between him and 
Proust which was carried on for some years with great spirit, but 
with perfect decorum and good manners on both sides. Berthollet 
affirmed that bodies were capable of uniting with each other in all 
possible proportions, and that there is no such thing as a definite 
compound, unless it has been produced by sume accidental circum- 
stances, as insolubility; volatility, &c. Thus every metal is capable 
of uniting with all possible doses of oxygen. So that instead of one 
or two oxides of every metal, an infinite number of oxides of each 
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metal exist. Proust affirmed that all compounds are definite. Iron, 
says he, unites with oxygen only in two proportions; we have either 
a compound of 3°5 iron and 1 oxygen, or 3°5 iron and 1°5 oxygen. 
The first constitutes the black, and the second the red oxide of iron ; 
and beside there is no other. Every one is now satisfied that Proust’s 
view of the subject was correct, and Berthollet’s erroneous.’’—Vol. ii. 
p- 162. The following is quoted from Berzelius (vol. iv. p. 491) :— 
“Proust démontra que les métaux ne produisent, avec le soufre 

comme avec l’oxygéne, qu’une ou deux combinaisons dans des pro- 
portions fixes et invariables, tous les degrés intermédiaires qu’on avait 
cru observer n’étant en effet que des melanges de deux combinaisons 
a proportions fixes. Proust observa que le passage d’un degré d’oxy- 
dation a l'autre se fait par des sauts déterminés d’une quantité d’oxy- 
gene a l’autre; il essaya, pour quelques oxydes, d’en évaluer la 
grandeur, et s’il avait pu alors exécuter des analyses bien exactes, 
le rapport des multiples ne lui aurait pas échappé.” 

While on the subject of priority of discovery, we will notice a case 
in which Dr. Daubeny does not seem to be aware who was the ori- 
ginal propounder of the doctrine, that «ther is an oxide of ethyle. 
It was first suggested by Sir R. Kane in January 1833, and he gave 
the supposed organic radical the name of ethereum; a similar view 
was soon afterwards promulgated by Berzelius. 

It was our intention to have made some further extracts from the 
work now under consideration, and to have accompanied them with 
observations in illustration of its utility; the length, however, to 
which our remarks have already extended precludes any considerable 
addition to what we have already stated, except that we cordially 
recommend the work as a lucid exposition of the atomic theory and 
its various ramifications, and as calculated to impart clear ideas on 
a subject, the intricacy of which is equalled only by its importance. 

LXXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

ROYAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from p. 428.] 

Feb. 27, 1851.—Sir Frederick Pollock, V.P., in the Chair. 

hie ae SABINE’S paper, entitled “‘ On Periodical 
Laws discoverable in the mean effects of the larger Magnetic 

Disturbances,” commenced at the previous meeting (Feb, 20), was 
concluded. 

In a discussion of the two-hourly observations of the magnetic 
declination, made in 1841 and [842 at the observatories of Toronto 
and Hobarton, published in 1843 and 1845, the author expressed an 
opinion that the magnetic disturbances, of large amountand apparently 
irregular occurrence, commonly called magnetic storms or shocks, 
would be found, when studied in their mean effects on the magnetic 
direction and force extending over a sufficient period of time, to be 
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subject to periodical laws, connecting them with the seasons of the 
year and the hours of the day at the particular stations. 

In preparing for the press the hourly observations of the declina- 
tion in the years 1845, 1844 and 1845, at the same two stations, the 
author found his previous opinions strongly confirmed; and be- 
lieving that the evidence thus obtained of periodical laws is far too 
systematic, and rests on a series of too long duration to make it pro- 
bable that it will be otherwise than confirmed by the coutinuation of 
the observations in subsequent years, he has been induced to make it 
the subject of a communication to the Royal Society ; although it is 
probable that the exact periods, and the mean numerical values of 
the effects produced, or their proportions to each other in the dif- 
ferent seasons and at the different hours, may hereafter receive 
modifications. 

The disturbances which are the subject of this investigation 
have two leading characteristics,—Ist, the irregularity of their 
occurrence, many days together frequently passing without any 
trace of them being discoverable; and 2nd, the large amount of 
deviation from a mean or normal’ position, to which the needle is 
subject during their continuance. It is this last feature which has 
led to their general recognition, and to the establishment of the fact, 
that when they take place their influence usually extends simul- 
taneously, or nearly so, over all parts of the globe at which observa- 
tions have been made. The same feature still affords their best and 
most convenient distinguishing mark. 

Availing himself of this characteristic, the author separated from 
the whole mass of hourly observations in the three years at both 
stations a sufficient portion of disturbed observations to form an 
adequate basis for investigation. The portion thus separated con- 
sisted at Toronto of the 1650 largest deviations of the declination 
magnet from its mean position ; the whole number of hourly observa- 
tions in the same period being 22,376, and the proportion therefore 
being 1 in 13:6; and at Hobarton of the 1479 largest deviations, 
the whole number being 21,436, and the proportion 1 in 14¢5. Of 
the 1650 disturbed observations at Toronto, 472 were in 1843, 612 
in 1844, and 566 in 1845. Of the 1479 disturbed observations at 
Hobarton, 415 were in 1843, 562 in 1844, and 502 in 1845. Whence 
it appears, that at both stations, situated as they are in opposite 
hemispheres and nearly at opposite points of the globe, 1843 was 
the least disturbed year of the three, and 1844 the most so, Taking 
the number in 1845 as unity, the numerical proportions at each 
station are as follows :— 

Toronto. Hobarton. 

1843........ 0°84 0°83 

$8445 22a 1:08 }o49 

1B4G5 i ules 1:00 1:00 

This accordance, and the fact that the separated disturbed observa- 
tions in these years occurred for the most part on the same days at 
the two stations, are noticed as corroborating the conclusions, de- 
rived from former investigations, of the character of these disturb- 
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ances as egies? piece Fein sie the most distant ieee Pane 
globe. NIEV 

Several tables are given’ containing the distribution’ of ‘the’ sepa- 
rated observations;—1st, into the several months, and 2nd,°into the 
several hours, of their occurrence; the hours being dhosttbie “J6eal 
time. This’ is done, first, in regard to the number of disturbed ob- 
servations in the several months and hours';'a separate account being 
taken of those which ave easterly, and of those whieh are westerly 
deflections; and second, in regard to the mean numerical values of 
the deflections at the different hours, distinguishing -easterly and 
westerly, and taken on a daily average throughout the year. The 
results of this analysis are carefully stated’; and are conclusive, in 
the author's opinion, in manifesting the existence of periodical laws 
in the times of occurrence and in the effects of the larger disturb- 
ances ;, these laws having points of remarkable analogy, at, both 
stations, and showing a causal connexion to subsist between, the 
disturbances on the one hand, and the seasons of the year and hours 
of the day on the other. 

The author remarks on the. practical bearing which the cotablaht 
ment. of such laws. must have on the researches, which;have, been 
recently brought before the Royal Society by one ofits most) distin- 
guished members, into the, physical. causes of the periodical varia- 
tions of terrestrial magnetism, particularly of the diurnal magnetic 
variation. The present investigation shows that the latter pheno- 
menon must now be regarded as consisting of two periodical, varia- 
tions, superimposed. upon. each other, having extremely dissimilar 
laws, and probably, therefore different immediate causes, These 
constituent parts of the variation will bear different proportions to 
each other in different parts of the globe, and in many parts of the 
globe it will be necessary, in the author’s. opinion, to. separate the 
whole diurnal variation into its constituents in order to study their 
respective physical causes, At Toronto and Hobarton the diurnal 
variation occasioned by the disturbances forms a clearly recognizable 
part of the whole diurnal variation; the greater, part, if not the 
whole of that remarkable phenomenon, which Mr. Faraday. has 
termed_the “ nocturnal episode,” appearing to be attributable to this 
cause, 

The author concludes by remarking, that the investigation high 
forms the subject of this paper cannot be regarded as complete, until 
the influence of the larger disturbances on the phenomena..of the 
magnetic inclination and Jorce have undergone a similar examina- 
tion... This he hopes to have a future opportunity of submitting, to 
the Society. 

March 6.—George Rennie, Esq., V.P., in the Chair. 

a following papers were read :— 
1. “On the Explanation of the so-called « Mysterious Circles.” 

By the Rev. Robert H. Atherton... Communicated by the Earl of 
Rosse, P.R.S. &ce. Received November 28, 1850. 

The author refers to explanations which have been given of the 
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phenomenon, of, which he proposes to give a new one, and points 
out various courses which the propelled air may be supposed. to 
to. take with reference to the cards. He then. offers, what he con- 
siders to |be the true.explanation of the phenomenon... He |con- 
siders that.no sooner has the air struck upou the loose-eard, than it 

is reflected, spreading partly, if uot entirely,-over its surface, and 
then,ascends, carrying with it the interposing atmosphere, and ex- 
cluding, the. surrounding air. This, he submits, is analogous to ordi- 
nary,suction, and, by this means the loose card, is at, once drawn 
up,and fixed. . He considers that the. reflected air, thus rising and 
driven out by the descending current, will have additional power 
when the fixed card is considerably larger than the other. 

“2. “On the relation of the Direction of the Wind to the Age of 
the Moon, as inferred from observations at the Royal Observatory, 

Greenwich, from 1840’ November to 1847 December.” By G. B. 
Airy, Esq., F.R:S. &c., Astronomer Royal. Received January 9, 
1851. 

The author states, that in a voyage to Shetland, in the year 1849, 
he heard allusions to the belief entertained generally by Norwegian 
seamen, that a northerly wind may always be expected about the 
time of néw moon. The expression of this belief was so positive, 
and the implication of the interests of the persons entertaining it 
was 80 distinct, that it appeared to him extremely probable that 
there was some physical foundation for it. At the first convenient 
opportunity he therefore took measures for discussing, with refer- 
ence to this question, the directions of the wind at the Royal Ob- 
servatory, during a period of rather more than seven years, as ascer- 
tained from the records of Osler’s self-registering anemometer. 
He extended the research so far as to enable any one to judge 
whether there is any probable relation between any direction of 
wind and any age of the moon. 
*'The collection ahd summation of the numbers was effected under 
the immediate superintendence of Mr. Glaisher; and great pains 
were taken to establish such checks on the operation that error is 
considered to be almost impossible. 

The general result is contained ina table subjoined to the paper. 
This exhibits the number of hours during which the wind blew in 
each of sixteen equal divisions of the azimuthal circle, and also the 
number of hours of sensible calm, in the period extending (with 
very small interruptions) from 1840 November to 1847 December, 
arranged in reference to the days of the moon’s age. The author 
remarks, that while this table shows that there is great uncertainty 
in the verification of an empirical law, even from nearly ninety luna- 
tions, it seems very distinctly to negative the asserted law which 
gave rise to the inquiry. 

March 13.-——Lieut-Col. Sabine, V.P. and Treasurer, in the Chair. 

The following papers were read :— 
1. “On the Meteorology of the Lake District, including the results 

of experiments on the fall of Rain at various heights up to 3166 feet 
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above the sea-level. Fourth paper. For the year 1850.” By 
John Fletcher Miller, Esq., F.R.S., F/R.A.S. &c. Received 
February 21, 1851. 

The observations detailed in this paper are similar to those de- 
scribed by the author in his former papers, and the results deduced 
from them agree generally with those previously obtained. 

In the introductory remarks, the author states that he determined 
the heights of the different rain-gauges above the level of the sea by 
means of an excellent Aneroid barometer (previously compared with 
a standard), and a standard barometer read simultaneously, or nearly 
so, at the sea-level; and he gives the heights of the several stations 
as thus estimated. 

The most important fact connected with these observations is 
stated to be the discovery of a mountain station which promises to 
yield nearly one-third more rain than the hamlet of Seathwaite in 
Borrowdale, hitherto, with good reason, considered to be the wettest 
spot in the three kingdoms. This, the new station, “the Stye,” on 
Sprinkling Fell, is about a mile and a half distant from Seathwaite, 
in a south-westerly direction, and 580 feet above it, at the extreme 
southern termination of the valley. The actual quantity of water 
measured in eleven months of 1850 was 174°33 inches; but as the 
receiver was found running over on four different occasions, the loss 
is calculated at 5 or 6 inches at least ; and 5°67 is added, making 
the quantity in eleven months 180°00 inches. Adding to this 9°49 
inches, the depth for January computed from that for January at 
Seathwaite, it appears that the whole depth of rain fallen at “the 
Stye” in 1850 was 189°49 inches. The author further remarks, 
that the wettest year since the commencement of the observations 
was 1848, when 160°89 inches fell at Seathwaite; and computing 
the fall at the new station for that year, we have 211-62 inches for 
the depth of rain at “the Stye” in 1848. 

2. “On the Rolling Motion of a Cylinder.” By the Rey. H. 
Moseley, M.A., F.R.S. &c. 

The time occupied by a heterogeneous cylinder in oscillating 
upon a horizontal plane through a small are has been investigated 
by Euler; and he has determined the pressure of the cylinder upon 
the plane when oscillating through any arc, applying the formula he 
has arrived at to find the pressure upon the plane at the highest and 
lowest points of oscillation. It is the object of the present paper to 
endeavour to extend this investigation to the continuous rolling of 
the cylinder, under which more general forin its oscillation is ob- 
viously included as a particular case. In the first part of the paper, 
the time of rolling through any angle, and therefore of completing 
any given number of revolutions, is investigated ; and in the second, 
the conditions of the pressure upon the plane at any period of a 
revolution. The complete determination of the time of rolling in- 

cos 0—a\4 
B—cos@J  ” 

which is shown to be reducible to an elliptic function of the third 
order, capable of being expressed (by a theorem of Legendre) in 

volves the integration of a function of the form ( 
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terms of elliptic functions of the first and second orders, and there- 

fore of having its numerical value calculated from the tables of Le- 

gendre. The theorem resulting from this reduction, when applied 

to the particular case of the oscillation of the cylinder, gives an ex- 

pression for the time of oscillation, through any are, of a pendulum 

having a cylindrical axis. If the diameter of this axis be assumed 

infinitely small, the case becomes that of a pendulum oscillating on 

knife-edges; and the time of oscillation is expressed by the simple 

formula 
2 € 

fai, F (« 5). 

where F(¢ 5) represents that complete elliptic function of the first 

order whose modulus ¢ is the sine of half the angle of oscillation. 

From this formula the times of oscillation through every two degrees 

of a complete revolution have been calculated in respect to a pen- 

dulum which beats seconds when oscillating through small ares, and 

are given in the form of a table. 

In the second part of the paper, general expressions are arrived 

at for the vertical and horizontal pressure of the cylinder upon the 

plane on which it rolls at any period of a revolution; and these are 

applied to determine the conditions under which it will jump or slip 

upon the plane. A jump will take place when the expression for 

the vertical pressure assumes a negative value; and whether such a 

jump will or will not take place in any revolution is determined by 

ascertaining whether the minimum value of the pressure in respect 

to that revolution be negative or not. The cylinder will slip it its 

friction on the plane fall short of the horizontal resistance X, de- 

termined as the necessary condition of its rolling. As the friction 

is measured by the product of the coefficient of friction by the 

vertical pressure V, it follows, that slipping will take place if 

Xx : es : 
Y exceed the coefficient of friction; and whether it will or will not 

take place in any revolution is determined by ascertaining whether 

the maximum value of Y in that revolution be or be not greater 

than the coefficient of friction. All these circumstances are investi- 

gated on the supposition that the centre of gravity of the cylinder is 

situated at any given distance from its axis, and that it is projected in 

any position with a given angular velocity, which angular velocity 

must be assumed =O, to get the case of an oscillatory cylinder. 

The investigation determines in this case the circumstances under 

which a pendulum oscillating by a cylindrical axis, or by knife-edges 

on horizontal planes, will jump or slip upon its bearings unless other- 

wise retained. Ifa finite value be assumed for the angular velocity 

sufficient to cause complete revolutions to be made, and if the dia- 

mreter of the axis be assumed =0, the case will be arrived at of the 

pressure upon its bearings of a falsely-balanced wheel, or any un- 

symmetrical body revolving about a fixed horizontal axis, friction 

being neglected. 
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If the angular velocity of projection be supposed to be that ob- 
tained by the cylinder when its centre of gravity is at its highest! 
point, the general formula for the vertical pressure assumes a simple 
form, under which it is readily applicable to the case of the:falsely- 
balanced carriage wheel, a case which assumes a practical importance, 
from the fact that the driving wheels of locomotive engines are all, 
by reason of their cranked axles; falsely balanced unless eounter- 
weights be applied... The danger which might arise. from this fact 
does not appear to have been at one time duly estimated ; and when 
smaller engines were used than at present, and the axles were dif-) 
ferently cranked, the author thinks there is reason to believe that the 
accidents which not unfrequently occurred with these engines (some 
of them attended by fatal results) were due to this cause. The fact 
seems first to haye been brought prominently under the notice of 
engineers by the experiments of Mr. George Heaton of Birmingham,’ 
who caused a falsely-balanced wheel to roll round the periphery 
of a circular table, by means of an axis fixed to a pivot in its centres: 
and thereby exhibited the tendency to jump created by even a small 
displacement of the centre of gravity. 

The analytical investigation in this paper shows how carefully the 
crank should be counterbalanced to provide the requisite security 
against the jumping of the wheel. It appears, that, assuming the 
weight of an engine to be from 20 to 25 tons, and of a pair of six- 
feet driving wheels from 23 to 3 tons, a displacement of the centre 
of gravity of the wheel of about 3 inches from its centre would be 
sufficient to cause it to jump at any instant when it attained a speed, 
of sixty miles an hour. 

A table is given in the paper of the displacements of the centre 
of gravity necessary to produce jumps at different speeds. . These 
vary inversely as the squares of the speeds. 

Before a jump can take place, there must be a slip of the wheel, 
or at least the wheel must cease to bite upon the rail; and to this 
cause, as well as to the reciprocating action of the two pistons, the 
author considers may be due some portion of that fish-tail motion 
which is familiar to railway travellers.. The calculations show the 
danger to be increased as the diameter of the driving wheel is di- 
minished, and they are unfavourable to the use of light engines. 

March 27.—Sir Roderick I. Murchison, V.P., in the Chair. 

The reading of Mr. Huxley's paper “ On the Anatomy and Phy- 
siology of Salpa and Pyrosoma,” commenced at the previous meet- 
ing, was concluded. 

The object of the author in the present paper is to inquire into 
the true nature of the singular phenomena of reproduction in the 
Salpe, whose existence was first demonstrated by Chamisso twenty 
years ago, and which have formed the basis of the theory of “ alter- 
nate generations.” 

The author refers to M. Krohn as the only writer who has pre- 
viously entered thoroughly into this subject; but while he bears 
testimony to the extreme accuracy of M. Krohn’s statements, he sub- 
mits that, as the latter are published in a very condensed form only, 
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and without figures, they cannot affect any value that may attach 
to-his own independent researches. 
|The forms of \Salpa examined were the iS. democratica and S. 

mucronata. 9 © 

The: author first:describes their outward form, and ‘shows that 
they are so different in appearance, and in some points of organiza- 
tion; as to: fully warrant the assumption (if they belonged to any 
other family) that they are different species. He then proceeds to 
describe ‘the various organs in detail; first, however, discussing the 
proper ‘nomenclature of the sides and ends of these animals, a sub- 
jection which much confusion has prevailed. Particular attention 
is. called to the existence of an organ hitherto undeseribed—a eylin- 
drieal, elongated body, like an internal shell,—here termed the “ en- 
dostyle,’ which lies in the dorsal sinus, and has hitherto been con- 
founded with the “dorsal folds” of Savigny. A peculiar system of 
delicate’ transparent vessels, taking its origin in the stomach and 
ramified over the intestine, is described and its nature inquired into. 
The organs of reproduction are next inquired into. The young 

in the Salpa democratica constitute a “ Salpa-chain,” and are shown 
to-arise by genimation from a tubular diverticulum of the vascular 
system of the parent. In the course of their development they take 
the form of the S. mucronata. 

The young in the Salpa mucronata again is shown to be solitary, 
and attached to one point of the respiratory chamber of the parent 
by'an organ which exactly represents in its structure a rudimentary 
maminiferous placenta, except that in the Salpe the * villus” is 
formed by the maternal system, the “placental cell” by the fcetal 
system. “But the foetus here is not produced by gemmation, as in 
the preceding case, but by a true process of sexual generation. 

Every Salpa mucronata contains at one period of its existence a 
solitary ovum, and a testis, which is a ramified gland surrounding 
the intestine, and hitherto confounded with the liver. The solitary | 
ovum becomes fertilized, pushed out into the respiratory cavity of 
the parent, and remains connected with the latter until it has as- 
sumed the form of the Salpa democratica, when it becomes de- 
tached. 

Chamisso’s formula therefore, “that the parent Salpa produces 
an offspring different from itself, which again produces an offspring 
different from itself, but similar to its parent,” is perfectly correct, 
otly the word “ produce” has two meanings—in the one case signi- 
fying a process of gemmation, in the other of true sexual generation. 

The author next proceeds to describe the anatomy of Pyrosoma, 
and to point out its general harmony with that of Salpa. He shows 
thé existence of an endostyle—a system of ramified intestinal tu- 
bules—and of ather organs precisely resembling those described in 
the latter genus. The “hepatic organ” of Savigny is the testis, 
while the female generative organ consists of solitary pedicillate 
ova. The arrangement of their parts is essentially the same as in 
Salpa, only that the foetus does not appear to be developed in pla- 
cental connexion with the parent. 

Phil. Mag, S. 4, Vol, 1. No. 6, June 1851. 2M 
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The Pyrosomata increase by gemmation also, but the gemmz2 are 
solitary and do not form chains, becoming developed like those of 
the ordinary compound Ascidians between the pre-existing forms. 

In the next section, the zoological relations of the Salpe and 
Pyrosomata, with the other Ascidians, are inquired into. ‘The au- 
thor endeavours to show that there is no essential difference of or- 
ganization between the ordinary Ascidians and the Salpe, that the 
two forms grade insensibly one into the other, and that there is, 
therefore, no ground for breaking up the great ascidian family into 
the two subdivisions of Monochitonida and Dichitonida. 

With regard to the theory of the “alternation of generations,” 
the author submits that it is by no means a proper expression for 
the phenomena presented by the Salpe. According to the author's 
view, the two forms of Salpa are not two generations of distinct in- 
dividuals, but are, properly speaking, organs, and only when taken 
together, equivalent to an individual, in the sense in which that 
term is used among the higher animals. 

For these pseudo-individuals, in this and all analogous cases, the 
author proposes the name of “ zoditds,” simply for the purpose of 
avoiding the apparent paradox of calling these highly-organized in- 
dependent forms “ organs,” though such, in the author’s opinion, 
they really are. 

The following letter, addressed to S. Hunter Christie, Esq., Sec. 
R.S., by James Glaisher, Esq., “On the Extraordinary Fall of 
Rain in the neighbourhood of London on the 15th instant,” was 
read, 

“13 Dartmouth Terrace, Blackheath. 
1851, March 27. 

“My pear Str,—The fall of rain in the neighbourhood of 
London on the 15th instant was so remarkable, that I think an ac- 
count of it will be interesting to the Fellows of the Royal Society. 

* At Greenwich it commenced falling about 1 o’clock a.m., and 
by 94 a.m. the amount fallen was 1 inch, and by 4 o'clock p.m. at 
the Royal Observatory 1°45 inch was measured ; at Lewisham the 
fall was 1°725 inch ; in Londonan inch nearly had fallen by 9° a.M., 
and by 4" p.m. the amount collected was 1°25 inch. 

“These quantities are unusual at any season, but particularly so 
in the month of March; there is no record either in the MSS. of 
the Royal Observatory, or in the Philosophical Transactions, of so 
large a fall in any day in the month of March, and, so far as I ean 
find, it is unprecedently large. 

“ The annexed table shows the amount of rain fallen on this day 
at various places in England and Ireland. 
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i ind. 
Names of Places. Hy ee sate ase Remarks, 

Direction. 

DOES OUR ss shin deefas by seepspe 0:°350 | w.N.w. 
CCITESTTS ee eee Pee 0°888 Ww. 
RISER rac ce wee cans casero ao0 SUC cemre cca. 0i"-56 fell on Sunday the 16th. 
Mammoutn “SA: Ts A 0°047 | w.n.w 
ET TAOROL 5 945 6533 cee 0°150 | w.n.w. | Showery: blowing fresh. 
Bbseter}s sgesd: epi faivocis 2 0-180 N.wW. 
Gosport. ...0%- 202.5% popenae da 0:890 | N.N.u. | Ceased raining at 75 a.m. 
Southampton ............05- 1-060 N. The rain fell before 84 a.m. 
NES coven anth ont ceess es. 0°970 N. 
rn pong Bate | apie N.E. |The greater part fell in 6 hours. 
alentine Terrace ......... 4 E,N.E PLY E 

Greenwich R. Obs.......... | 1-450, | E.N.E | a pe Sepoee P ste Pog 
Hyde Vale, Greenwich ..., 1°55 E.N.E veered to s. by w. till 11 p.m,; it 
Lewisham ...............00 1-725 | ENE oedele! eee Me the 15th 
Fleet Street, London...... } 1:280 | une | a ee the wae of the heavy 
Chiswell Street, London..| 1°200 E.N.E fall of rain it was E.N.E.; at noon 
Westminster ..........6.... 1:00 E.N.E it was N., after which it was N.N.W. 
St. John’s Wood............ 1044 | E.N.E. | The rain ceased at 3" p.m. 
EAUHBETIOLOS 1000. pepienacces 0°050 |s. to s.w. 
PRINTIMAUEG Tete ce, Ne etceecs ce 0-180 | s. tow 
Foxhangers.......s0....0000. 0-100 Ww. 
BraMtOt died. fo2 haces 6 52 ead 0:020 
Cee acces 0:000 | s. to w. : 
Radcliffe Obs., Oxford ...| 0*228 n. | Cloudy. [clouds. 
‘Rose Hill near Oxford ...) 0°276 N. Fine day, interrupted with flying 
Linslade ............ bea etudes 0°520 N. Rain ceased falling at noon. 
Pptamertetede. ciid 2053 2X 0:490 N. Rain falling all day ; the Chil- 
Atwell cs scsstyessctccensss 0°530 N. tern hills are covered by snow. 
Cardington .............+0. 0°345 N.E. | Rain all day. 
DROWNED cvecapsaccpsnssect 5s 0°130 N.E. | Rain all day. 
EMOIMHEM st. Siresevestoechs See 0-160 E. Thin rain occasionally all day. 
Nottingham 0 00 n.E. | Misty: a fine day. 
Grantham 0-00 calm. | Calm: foggy: dull. 
Hawarden 0:00 a 
Liverpool 0-006 s. 
Manchester.......... eeseses) 0°000 S.E. 
Wakefield sc.03.i:..4.0080... 0°770 var. {sunshine. 
RE lees aii horace dp 404-5 - boas 0000 | s. by w. | A brilliant day, almost continued 
North Shields............... 0-000 s.w. |A fine sunny day. 
TRO BIT Ws suo nah 00:55 ¢05.nn' 0-000 s.w. |Our falls of rain have been after 

those in the south. 
Stonyhurst ..........00...... 0:074 E.S.E. | Fine and sunny during the day. 
Whitehaven ...............| 0°252 | w.s.w 
Gas COW aaa: dente, daa dis 0-080 E.N.E. | Rain. 
Dunino near St. Andrews} 0°000 |. s.s.w. 

Ireland. 
NIUE, seks isan’ cpeddavarigland 0:000 | calm. | Sun was shining all day. 
Bridgetown near Wexford 0-000 w. | Cloudy. 
RMON. etadedatecestestcess es | 07100 n.w. | Showers: partially cloudy. 
Longford’ v63.i0iis3..06:.. | 0:060 |w.& n.w.| Showery. 
Strokestown «........s00065 0°045 N. Forenoon showery, aftern. fine. 
Carrick-on-Shannon 0019 w. Forenoon fair, aftern. showery. 

“ By reference to this table, it will be seen that the heavy fall 
extended over the counties of Middlesex, Kent, Sussex and Hamp- 

2M2 
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shire, and that the direction of the wind over these counties during 
the. time was chiefly N. ands E.N-Ew > At many — the day! was 
fine and. bright; wot an 

“ The change of wind from S: ineidy to S.E. by midnighbioanthe 
14th, and to N.E. at about the time the fall began,'and the change 
of wind just before the rain ceased» to..N.N.W,, indicate that:this 
great fall of rain in so short:atime was attributable. to -the meeting 
of two currents of air of different temperatures, and the oe 

great deposition of moisture. 4209 
“It will be seen that the weather in Ireland on ithis day was! for 

the most, part fine. 
‘J am, dear Sir, 

‘“« Yours very faithfully, 
JAMES) GuAisuEr.” 

©P.8) The average fall of rain in’ the month of: Brinson is’ ‘sai a 
\-7 inch.” l ) 

“8S. HH. Christie, Esq., welita isa phd ret Sa 
Sec. R. S?” whee ny fade a 

svo tud ave oft 
ROYAL, INSTITUTION, OF GREAT BRITAIN« 55.) 9:1) 

May 2, 1851.—The Astronomer Royal on the Total Gules Eclipse 
of 1351, July 28. 

The Lecturer remarked that the subject which he had suibjeesteld 
to the Managers of the Institution for the present’ Lecture might at 
first! sight-appear' meapre and commonplace, but that he believed it 
would be found ‘tobe one of the highest interest; | first, ‘because 
during ‘a total ‘eclipse we are’ permitted ;a hasty glance at»some of 
the secrets. of nature which ‘cannot bé seen’ on any other occasion); 
secondly, because ‘the’ general phenomenon is ‘perhaps the most 
awfully grand which man’ can witness.‘ Many: of chis audiencevhad 
probably seen large ‘partial eclipses of the sun; and they might sup- 
pose’ that sa: total: eclipse is:merely an intensified form of\a partial 
eclipse; but, having himself witnessed a total eclipse,/yhe was /able 
to assure them that mo degree of ‘partial eclipse up to the last moment 
of the'sun’s appearance gave the least idea of a/total eclipse, as re- 
garded either the’ generally terrific appearances, ‘or the singular 
nature of some of the phenomena.’ Many: years ago, in reading the 
admirable essay in the Philosophical ‘Fransactious: by the late Mr. 
Baily on the eclipse (usually called that’ of ‘Thales),.the occurrence 
of which suspended a battle between the Lydians and the Medes, he 
had been struck by the! cogency of Mr. Baily’s arguments; which 
showed that only a total eclipse could be ‘admitted as) sufficient to 
produce the effect ascribed to it; ‘and by the remark (cited by’ Mr. 
Baily) of Maclaurin and Lemonnier, that in an annular’ eclipse of 
the sun, even educated astronomers when viewing the sum (nearly 
covered by the moon) with the ‘naked eye could not tell that it was 
not full. _ The appearances, however, in a‘total eclipse, asthe should 
afterwards mention, were so striking, that there could be no diffi- 
culty in believing the historian’s account 'to'be literally correct. 

es rt tS 
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»» Proceeding first to explain the simple causes of a solar eclipse, the 
Lecturer remarked that the moon’s distance from the earth is nearly 
one four-hundredth part of the sun’s distance, and that the moon’s 
diameter! is'very néarly“one four-hundredth part ‘of the sun’s dia- 
meter, and that ‘therefore, on the averagés the stn’s apparent 
diameter and the moon’s apparent diameter are very nearly equal. 
But in‘ consequence’ of the elliptic forms of their orbits; the sun’s 
distance’ is liable: to’ small variations; and the moon’s distance to 
very considerable variations : when the moon is at the most distant 
part of her orbit,:her apparent diameter is smaller than the sun’s, 

and if she happens at that time to be between a spectator and the 
sun, she will be seen as a black dise covering the central part of 
the sun and leaving a ring of ‘light all round: when the moon is at 
the nearest part of her orbit, her apparent diameter is larger than 
the |sun’s} and’ she will, to: a) spectator’ in the proper locality, com- 
pletely cover the sun, and produce a total eclipse. But neither of 
these things can happen unless the plane of the moon’s orbit be in 
such a position that the moon, when approaching the state of con- 
junction or new moon, is seen to pass not above the sun or below 
the sun, but over the sun. 

The Lecturer ‘then dalled attention to the circumstance that four 
successive total e¢lipses occur in the month of July at intervals of nine 
years, namely 1833, July 17; 1842, July8; 1851, July 28; and 1860, 

July-18,- ‘For-the explanation of ‘this curious: circumstance it was 
necessary to’ show, first, how it! happened: that at intervals of nine 
years the moon’s orbit was in such a position that, for a nearlydefinite 
apparent position of the sun; the moon’s path would cross the sun's 
dise;, secondly, how-it happened that at intervals of nine years the 
moon was at nearly her smallest distance from the earth, so that her 
apparent diameter was larger than the sun’s. In reference to the 
former, it'was shown that’the moon revolves in an orbit whose plane 
is inclined to the plane of the ecliptic (the apparent orbit of the sun 
round the earth), and that the inclination is nearly mvariable, but 

that the position of the line in which the plane. of the moon’s orbit 
intersects that of the ecliptic is constantly changing, revolving steadily 
in the direction opposite to the moon’s: motion, and. performing a 

complete revolution in something more thannineteen years. ‘There- 

fore if one node or extremity of this line of intersection were directed 
nearly to the July sun in 1833, the opposite node would be directed 
nearly to the July sun in 1842, and so on for four successive periods 

of niné years ; and eclipses ‘would be possible in July at the end of 

each period. But td show that they might be total eclipses, it was 
necessary to remark that the moon revolves in‘an ellipse of which the 
earth occupies one focus (a point much nearer to/one end than to the 

other), and! that the position of \this ellipse is constantly varying, 

its long axis turning round in the same direction as the moon’s 
motion, and completing a revolution in nine years anda half. ‘There- 
fore if in 1833 the shorter end of the ellipse were nearly turned to 
the July sun, in 1842 the axis of the ellipse would have completely 
revolved, so thatthe shorter end of the ellipse would again be nearly 
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J turned to the July sun: and thus the eclipse which occurred, if total 
in 1833, would, if central, be total (not annular) in 1842; and so on 
for four periods of nine years. 

The Lecturer then called attention to the great difference in the 
directions of the shadow-paths across Europe, for the eclipses of 1842 
and 1851 (the former being from W.S.W. to E.N.E. nearly, the 
latter from N.W. to S.E. nearly). This arose in part from the 
circumstance that (as above explained) the former of these eclipses 
occurred when the node or end of the intersection-line of the planes 
of orbits, turned towards the July sun, was that at which the moon 
rises to the north of the ecliptic, the latter when it is that at which 
the moon is descending to the south of the ecliptic. But the prin- 
cipal cause of the difference is this ; that the former eclipse occurred 
early in the morning, the latter in the afternoon: on placing a 
terrestrial globe in the proper position for July, with its north pole 
inclined considerably towards the sun, it is seen that, even if the 
moon moved precisely in the ecliptic, the path of her shadow across 
Europe before Europe came to the meridian would trend from the 
south to the north ; but if Europe had passed the meridian it would 
trend from the north to the south. 

Quitting the geometrical explanations, the Lecturer then pro- 
ceeded to describe some peculiar phenomena which had been observed 
in eclipses, and first, one which had been observed most distinctly 
in annular eclipses, and which is known by the name of “‘ Baily’s 
beads and strings.””’ When the preceding limb of the moon, tra- 
versing the sun’s disc, approaches very near the sun’s limb, or when 
the following limb of the moon is in the act of separating from the 
sun’s limb to enter on the sun’s disc, the two limbs are joined for a 
time—(no one has estimated the duration with accuracy )—by alter- 
nations of black and white points or strings. Phznomena, evidently 
of the same class, have been observed in the transits of Venus and 
Mercury over the sun’s disc; the black planet, when just lodged on 
the sun’s disc, being pear-shaped, with its point attached to the black 
sky. The Lecturer was able to state, in his own experience at the 
Royal Observatory, that at the same transit of Mercury this pheno- 
menon was seen with some telescopes and was not seen with others. 
In the annular eclipse of 1836 observed at Konigsberg, where the 
moon’s limb but just entered completely on the sun’s, and where con- 
sequently it grazed along the sun’s for many seconds of time, the 
phenomenon appeared to resolve itself simply into points of light 
seen between lunar mountains. The Lecturer expressed himself 
generally satisfied with Professor Powell’s explanation, that the phee- 
nomenon originates in that inevitable fault of telescopes and of the 
nervous system of the eye which tends to extend the images of lumi- 
nous objects (producing what is generally termed irradiation), and 
thus enlarges the sun’s disc towards the sky, towards the moon or 
planet, and towards the bottoms of its hollows. 

In describing the total eclipse of 1842 (which perhaps was better 
observed than any one preceding it), the Lecturer insisted on our obli- 
gation to M. Arago, who had prepared the preliminary notices, and 
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had used his powerful personal influence in inducing persons to make 
observations at numerous stations in the south of France; and had 
afterwards collected and compared the observations. Besides these 
French observations, and the observations made by astronomers 
officially located in the path of the shadow, we have the observations 
of M. Schumacher, who went to Vienna, of MM. Otto Struve and 
Schidlowsky at Lipetsk (the former of whom was sent expressly by 
the Russian government), of Mr. Baily, who went to Pavia, and of 
the Lecturer himself, who went to the Superga (near Turin). 

It appears that, with M. Arago’s telescope, the whole circum- 
ference of the moon was visible when the moon had entered on only 
about two-thirds of the sun’s diameter. Whatever may be the cause 
of this unusual appearance, it seems to require the use of a telescope 
with a small number of glasses in the highest state of polish. 

As the totality approached, a strange fluctuation of light was seen 
by M. Arago and others upon the walls and the ground, so striking 
that in some places children ran after it and tried to catch it with 
their hands. : 

Of the awful effect of the totality, and of the suddenness with 

which it came on, it is difficult to give an idea, The Lecturer cited 
an expression from Dr. Stukely’s account of the total eclipse of 1744, 
observed on a cloudy day, ‘ that the darkness came dropping like a 
mantle: and compared it with his own, in similar weather, ‘ that 
the clouds seemed to be descending.” But all agree in the descrip- 
tion of livid countenances, indistinct and sometimes invisible horizon, 
and general horror of appearance. It is well that we are enabled, 
by means of instances collected by M. Arago, to show that these are 
not simply the inventions of active human imaginations. In one 
case, a half-starved dog, who was voraciously devouring some food, 
dropped it from his mouth when the darkness came on. In another, 
a swarm of ants, who were busily carrying their burdens, stopped 
when the darkness came on, and remained motionless till the light 
reappeared. In another, a herd of oxen, as soon as the totality was 

formed, collected themselves into a circle and stood with their horns 
outwards. Some plants (as the convolvulus and silk-tree acacia) 
closed their leaves. 

The darkness at Venice was so great that the smoke of the steam- 
boats could not be seen. In seyeral places, birds flew against 
houses, &c. Where the sky was clear, several stars were seen. In 
several places a reddish light was seen near the horizon. A heavy 
dew was formed at Perpignan. 

The Lecturer cited an instance which had been related to him by 
M. Arago, in which the captain of a French ship had beforehand 
arranged in the most careful way the observations to be made: but, 
when the darkness came on, discipline of every kind failed, every 

person’s attention being irresistibly attracted to the striking appear- 
ances of the moment, and some of the most critical observations were 
thus lost. 

The most remarkable phenomenon observed in all preceding tota 
eclipses, and seen equally in this, is the ring of light surrounding 
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the moon, called the corona. The Lecturer described the magical 
change, from the state of a very narrow lune of solar light (the 
contour of the moon being totally invisible) to the state of an entire 
dark moon surrounded by a ring of faint light, as most curious and 
striking, The progress of the formation of the ring was seen’ by 
his companion, and by some other persons; it commenced on the 
side of the moon opposite to that at which the sun disappeared. 
In the general decay and disease which seemed to oppress all nature, 
the moon and corona appeared almost like a local disease in that 
part of the sky. In some places, the corona was seen as distinctly 
double ; it would appear that the ring which the Lecturer saw 
(whose breadth, by estimate of repeated duplication, he found to. be 
about one-eighth part of the moon’s diameter, or four minutes of arc 
nearly) was the inner of the two rings seen by M. Arago and others. 
The texture of the corona appeared in some places as if fibrous, or 
composed of entangled thread; in some places, brushes or feathers 
of light proceeded from it. One photometric estimate of the quantity 
of light in the corona, cited by M. Arago, gave it equal ‘to one- 
seventh part of full moonlight. From a chromatic analysis of its 
light by means of an ordinary prism, it appeared to be deficient in 
green rays. 

The Lecturer characterized the inquiry into the origin and locality 
of this corona as one of the most interesting connected. with | the 
eclipse. It had been specially indicated by M. Arago (see the 
Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, 1842) as a very important 
subject of inquiry whether the corona is concentric with the moon 
or with the sun; but his recommendation had received: very limited 
attention. The general tenor of the evidence went to prove that 
the corona belongs to the sun. | This, however, was not the opinion 
of more ancient writers, who tacitly consider it as the atmosphere of 

the moon. 
But the most remarkable of all the appearances were the red 

mountains or flames apparently projecting from the -cireumference 
of the moon into the inner ring of the corona, to the height of one 
Minute of arc at the smallest estimation, or a much greater height 

by other estimations. It was afterwards discovered that these had 
been seen before by Vassenius, a Swedish astronomer, who observed 
the eclipse of 1733 at Géteborg (a place very favourable for the ap- 
proaching eclipse), and whose account is given in the Philosophical 
Transactions, vol. xxxviii. He terms them. ‘“ subrubicunde non- 
nulle macule, extra peripheriam disci lunaris conspecte, numero 
tres aut quatuor.’”’. This observation, however, was not known ‘to 
any of the observers in 1842, and all were therefore taken by sur- 

prise. . Drawings were exhibited of these red mountains as seen at 
Perpignan, Narbonne, Vienna, Pavia, Superga, and Lipetsk.. It was 
shown that, by a trace still visible on the engraving, the drawing first 
made at Vienna had coincided very exactly with that made at Pavia ; 
that the Narbonne observations would be very exactly reconciled with 
them by supposing the error (very likely to occur to unpractised 
astronomers) of taking the north limb to be the upper limb; that at 
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- Perpignan, Superga, Lipetsk, the lowest of the red prominences was 
not seen ; and that at Superga and Lipetsk only was the middle one 
of the upper prominences seen, though in several places an irregular 
band of red light had been seen of which one salient point might be 
‘the prominence in question. In all the places where the order of 
formation had been observed, the same prominence (the left-hand 
upper prominence) was defined as the first seen. At Perpignan this 
was observed by M. Mauvais to show itself first as a small point and 
to project gradually as from behind the moon. The discordance in 
these representations did not appear to the Lecturer at all startling ; 
it was not greater than the discordance in the accounts given by two 
good observers in different rooms of the same building at Padua. 

The determination of the locality and nature of these red promi- 
nences is one of the most difficult of all connected with the eclipse. 
The first impression undoubtedly was that they are parts of the sun. 
If so, their height, at the lowest estimation, is about thirty thousand 
miles. The principal objection, however, to their solar location is 
the difference in their forms as seen at different places: thus at 
Perpignan they are represented as widest at the top; at all other 
places they are widest at the base. Moreover at some places, as 
Pavia and Vienna, where they were seen a long time, they under- 

went no change; whereas at Perpignan one at least was seen to 
slide out as from behind the moon. In all cases, however, much is 
to be allowed for the hurried nature of the observation. 

The only theory which has been formally propounded as explain- 
ing them is that of M. Faye, who conceives them to be the result of 
a kind of mirage. 

' The Lecturer explained the nature of ordinary mirage (the kind of 
reflexion produced by the hot air adhering to a heated surface of 
any solid) and described the distortion produced in the image of a 
star as seen in the Northumberland telescope of the Cambridge Ob- 
servatory, when first mounted in a square pyramidal tube, whose 
angles were constructed more solidly than its sides, reducing the 
inner form to an octagon. When this tube had become warm before 
observation in the open air, the angle-blocks remained warm after 
the sides and the internal air had become cool, and a kind of mirage 

was produced which distorted the image of a star into four long rays 
like the sails of a windmill. M. Faye has particularly adverted to 

' this instance, and conceived that in the circumstances of our atmo- 
sphere at the time of the eclipse, where the air on one side only of 
the path of light is somewhat heated by the sun, sufficient explana- 
tion might be found for the distortion of some inequalities of the 
moon. ‘I'he Lecturer professed himself totally unable to follow this 
theory into details, remarking only that in the rapid passage of the 
moon’s shadow he conceived it impossible to find air in the state 
required for the explanation. 

The Lecturer then adverted to that part of his subject of which 
all that had been already said was only introduc tory, namely the 
approaching eclipse of July 28. After quoting an American news- 
paper, showing the great interest excited by this eclips e beyond the 
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Atlantic as one of the strongest inducements for Americans to visit 
Europe in the coming summer, he invited attention to its course 
across Europe. Entering Norway near Bergen, the shadow crosses 
both coasts of Norway, both coasts of Sweden, and the eastern 

coast of the Baltic; then ranges through Poland and the south 
frontier of Russia across the sea of Azof through Georgia to the 
Caspian Sea. It passes Christiania, Goteborg, Carlscrona, Danzig, 
Konigsberg, Warsaw, and Tiflis. A great part of this course, espe- 
cially that from Bergen to Konigsberg, is very accessible by sea, 
and Warsaw by land. The Lecturer trusted that many English 
travellers might be induced to observe this eclipse. If possible, 
stations should be chosen as well near the northern and southern 
boundaries of the shadow as near the centre. No particular skill in 
astronomical observation is required, the phenomena being rather of 
a more generally physical kind: and indeed, as far as the obserya- 
tions of the eclipse of 1842 showed, the travelling physicists had 
been more successful than the stationary astronomers. ‘The appa- 
ratus required would depend on the special objects of the observer ; 
a telescope and a watch might be considered indispensable in every 
case: for analysis of light, a common prism and a polariscope might 
be taken by some persons: photometry, actinometry, &c., might be 
interesting to others, and appropriate instruments would be required : 
other observers would be interested in meteorology. The apparatus 
which the lecturer considered it most important to perfectionate 
now, for use during the eclipse, is photogenic apparatus; it would 
be impossible to set too high a value on a series of Daguerreotypes 
or Talbotypes of the sun and corona taken during the eclipse. 

The Lecturer concluded by saying that a series of suggestions for 
the observation, accompanied by a map, had been prepared by a 
Committee of which he is a member, and were nearly ready to leave 
the printer’s hands; and he undertook to transmit a copy of these 
suggestions to any person who would make application to him, 

RAAAMARRA AAPA ARPA AAR ARAARARA 

LXXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

OBITUARY.—RICHARD PHILLIPS, F.R.S. &e. 

T is our painful duty to record the death of Mr. Richard 
Phillips, on the 11th of May, after a short illness, in the 

seventy-third year of his age. He has been one of the editors 
of this Magazine from the time the Annals of Philosophy were 
incorporated with it—of which latter publication he was sole Con- 
ductor from the year 1821. Mr. Phillips first attracted the 
attention of the scientific world by his publication in 1805 of 
“ Analyses of the Bath-waters ;” this was immediately followed 
by the examination of other mineral waters, and he continued to 
devote much of his attention to this then untrodden field of re- 
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search. . The scientific publications of that day contain many of 
his analyses of rare and useful minerals. In 1817 he was ap- 
pointed Lecturer on Chemistry at the London Hospital ; he also 
delivered several courses of lectures at the London Institution. 
Soon after he was appointed by Government Professor of Che- 
mistry at the Military College, Sandhurst ; he held the Chemical 
Lectureship at Grainger’s School of Medicine in Southwark for 
many years, and was subsequently Lecturer at St. Thomas’s 
Hospital. In 1822 Mr. Phillips was elected a Fellow of the 
Royal Society, and published about this time a paper in their 
Transactions in conjunction with Dr. Faraday : he often expressed 
great pleasure in having been the first to introduce this distin- 
guished philosopher to the Society. 

In 1824 Mr. Phillips published his first Translation of the 
Pharmacopeeia Londinensis, and from the celebrity which he had 
acquired as a pharmaceutical chemist, he was consulted by the 
College of Physicians, and employed by them in the examination 
of the chemical preparations described in the edition of the 
work issued by that body in 1836, which he also translated, 
adding copious notes. For the last twelve months he has been 
engaged in further experiments for the College, and was em- 
ployed on the evening before his illness on his final work,— 
a Translation of the recently issued London Pharmacopeeia, to 
which he had devoted much time and labour, having collected 
considerable additional information to be embodied in this Trans- 
lation, a part of which has already passed through the press 
In 1839 Mr. Phillips was appomted Chemist and Curator to the 
Museum of Practical Geology, now in Jermyn Street, which office 
he held at the time of his death. Scattered through the Trans- 
actions of the Royal Society and through the pages of the Annals 
of Philosophy and the Philosophical Magazine, will be found his 
numerous contributions to science : all the chemical articles in the 
“ Penny Cyclopedia” were contributed by him. 

Richard Phillips was one of the original founders of the Geo- 
logical Society, the intimate friend of Davy and Wollaston, and 
enjoyed the personal friendship and esteem of the most celebrated 
continental chemists. He was for many years a member of the 
Council of the Royal Society, and for the last two years President 
of the Chemical Society. He has departed from among us, after 
a long and active life, beloved and respected by all who knew him. 
His remains were deposited at the Cemetery at Norwood, many 
of his scientific friends attending. 

BRE WUE UU UU UU CUUUUUUUUVUUBRUUE YE 
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ON THE POLARIZATION OF THE CHEMICAL RAYS WHICH EXIST IN 

SOLAR LIGHT. BY PROF, E. WARTMANN, 

It is well known that physicists have found in the solar spectrum, 
produced by means of a good prism, three orders of radiations, which 
are in part superposed, the calorific, the colorific or luminous, and 
the chemical. The rays of the two first orders are susceptible of 
polarization*, and consequently of extinction. But the chemical 
rays have not been examined in this respect; and the following ex- 
periments, made with the aid of a skilful artist of Lausanne, will 
help to supply this deficiency. They were made on August 27, 1850, 
from 2 to 3 o’clock in the afternoon, with a warm day and a clear sky. 

The polarizer was a Nicol’s prism, 0°86 millim. long, 0°036 millim. 
and 0:028 millim. wide. It was contained in a tin tube ‘blackened 
inside. Another similar tube contained the analyser, another Nicol’s 
prism, 0°07 millim. long, and the diagonals of which measured 0°03 
millim. and 0°023 millim. The two tubes, the total length of which 
was one metre, turned one in the other, and intercepted all light except 
that which was to be examined. 

First Experiment.—A prepared plate coated with silver was ex- 
posed to the vapour of iodine, afterwards to that of bromide of lime, 
and again to that of iodine. It thus acquires an exquisite photo- 
graphic sensitiveness. It was employed in taking a Daguerreotype 
portrait. The person who sat was in the shade. Against the exter- 
nal surface of the object-glass of the camera obscura, the two prisms 
had been arranged, the principal sections of which formed an angle 
of 45°. The impression obtained at the end of eighty seconds was 
very clear and distinct. 

Second Experiment.—A silvered plate submitted to the same pro- 
cess was substituted for the first. The principal sections of the 
prisms were at right angles. After three minutes’ exposure the effect 
was absolutely null. 

Third Experiment.—Instead of the person a lithograph was placed 
in the sun on a plane nearly perpendicular to the rays which illu- 
mined it. ‘The experiment was continued for seven minutes, but the 
effect was still null. 

Fourth Experiment.—It was proved that, on the contrary, an ex- 
posure of four minutes, under the same conditions, gave a very visible 
image, when the angle of the principal sections was only 70°. 

It results from these experiments, that the chemical are polarized 
like the luminous and the calorific rays under similar conditions. 
The first were extinguished with the second ; it was out of the ques- 
tion to employ them to obtain photogenic impressions of beings, 
who, being unable to endure the brilliancy of the light, would 
have been exposed to the factitious shadow of a proper analyser.— 
Bibliotheque Universelle de Geneve, November 1850. 

* | discovered twenty months ago, that the atmospheric heat,due to.the 
sun is polarized exactly like the light which comes to us from that. planet. 
The second part of the twelfth volume of the Memoirs of the Société de 
Physique et d’ Histoire Naturelle de Genéve, now in the press, contains the 
details of my researches on this subject. 
+ M. Heer, brother of the celebrated professor of the University of Zurich. 
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ON THE QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF MANGANESE. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
_Perhaps the following facts may facilitate the quantitative esti- 

mation of manganese. I find, contrary to what is stated in works 
on chemical analysis, that carbonate of manganese is not decom- 
posable at ordinary temperatures by the oxygen of the atmosphere, 
but remains permanently white if it have been precipitated without 
an excess of carbonate of potash or carbonate of soda. When an 
excess of either of these reagents is used in its precipitation, the 
excess of the alkali decomposes a portion of the metallic carbonate, 
and becomes a sesqui- or a bicarbonate, If a bicarbonate of the 
alkali be used to precipitate carbonate of manganese, the precipitant 
may be added in excess and the precipitate exposed to the air with 
impunity. Manganese resembles the magnesian class of metals in 
its carbonate being undecomposable by caustic ammonia; hence 
either of the carbonates of the volatile alkali may be used with effect 
to precipitate a carbonate of manganese that will remain persistent in 
the atmosphere. Carbonate of manganese, when exposed to any 

high temperature approaching near to redness, passes at once into 
the black oxide without apparently going through apy) intermediate 
state of oxidation. 

I remain, &c. 
Ricwarp LamMine. 

lotta? UPON A RECENTLY FOUND MASS OF METEORIC IRON. 

BY G. ROSE. 

oe the spring of 1850, during the leveling of a sandy hill for the 
railroad on the left bank of the Blackwater near Schwetz on the 
Vistula, a mass of iron was found about four feet beneath the surface 
‘of the soil at the junction of the upper sand with the subjacent loam, 
The mass of iron was somewhat fissured, and a small portion could 
be broken off without difficulty, which, to be certain that it consisted 

of iron, was forged, ‘The rest was cleft into pieces at Schwetz. 
After the mass had been recognized as meteoric iron, the whole was 
sent to Berlin. ‘The separate portions, when rearranged, still exhibit 
the original form of the mass, which is somewhat that of a rectan- 

gular prism, completely rounded off at the edges. The height of 
this prism was about 9 Prussian inches, the sides.of the base 52 and 
4 inches, the longitudinal circumference 24 inches, and the breadth 
173 inches, A fissure which traversed the fragments runs nearly 
parallel to a plane, passing through the diagonally- -opposite longest 
edges of the base. . The weight ay the entire mass was 43 lbs. 4 oz. 

The outer sides of the fragments are rounded and coated with hy- 
‘drated oxide of iron; the internal surfaces, which formed the sur- 
faces of old fissures, were also oxidized; but in parts the fracture 
was jagged. One of the surfaces of section has been polished and 
etched, and now exhibits very beautiful Widmannstattean figures, 
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which have the closest possible resemblance to those of the meteoric 
iron of Texas. It also shows numerous large and small intermixed 
grains of sulphuret of iron, which during the corrosion gave off the 
odour of sulphuretted hydrogen. Some chemical experiments made 
by the author have proved that it contains nickel: the exact com- 
position will be yielded by its analysis, which Rammelsberg has 
undertaken.—Bericht d. Academ. d. Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1851, 

p. 104-106. 

METHOD OF OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM ATMOSPHERIC AIR. 

BY M. BOUSSINGAULT. 

Lavoisier resolved atmospheric air into its constituents by keeping 
a confined portion for twelve days in contact with mercury heated 
nearly to its boiling-point. Boussingault has attempted to use baryta 
for the purpose of extracting the oxygen from the atmospheric mix- 
ture in larger proportion. ‘he method is simple; the air is con- 
ducted over pieces of baryta at a dark red heat until it has become 
converted into peroxide of barium ; the oxygen is subsequently again 
expelled by the application of a more intense heat. ‘The moisture 
and carbonic acid usually present in the air do not materially interfere 
with the process. The baryta, however, contained so much alumina 
and silica, that after repeated use it became caked, and hence no 

longer of any use. Pure baryta was free from this inconvenience. 
According to Boussingault, on the large scale, on using 10 kilo- 
grammes of baryta, which absorb 730 litres of oxygen, and should 
again part with it, 600 litres is the quantity always obtained in 
practice. Hence with furnaces in which 100 kilogrammes of baryta 
distributed in 8 to 10 tubes can be heated at once, from 24,000 to 

30,000 litres of oxygen may be produced in twenty-four hours.— 
Comptes Rendus, vol. xxxil. pp. 266, 267. 

ON GILDING PORCELAIN. 

In Paris a method of gilding porcelain is at present practised 
which is very economical, as the gold can be applied in very thin 
layers. The gilding, however, is not very permanent. The me- 
thod consists in precipitating the gold from its solution in aqua 
regia by protonitrate of mercury, and then mixing it with basic nitrate 
of bismuth. In other respects the usual proceeding is adopted. To 
render the gilding more durable, M. Grenon recommends a layer to 
be previously burnt in; this is then polished, and a second thin layer 
applied upon it in the above manner.—Gewerbeblatt aus Wiirtemberg, 
1851, No. 6, pp. 46, 47. 

SEPARATION OF THE PROTOXIDE AND PEROXIDE OF COPPER. 

BY H. ROSE. 

The protoxide of copper is not precipitated from its solution in 
hydrochloric acid by carbonate of baryta. Hence it is a powerful 
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base, and may be separated from the oxide of copper and other weak 

bases by carbonate of baryta, in which process, however, the oxida- 

tion of the protoxide of copper must be carefully prevented. This 

method of separation is especially applicable in the analysis of the 

remarkable double salt consisting of sulphurous acid combined with 

the protoxide and peroxide of copper. The composition of this salt, 

which has been examined by Foureroy, Vauquelin, Chevreul, Ber- 

thier and Muspratt, was first correctly determined by Rammelsberg, 

who did not overlook the protoxide of copper contained in it.— Bericht 

der Academ. der Wissenschaft. zu Berlin, 1851, p. 102. 

_ 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR APRIL 1851. 

Chiswick.—April 1. Very fine. 2. Slight rain. 3. Cloudy: fine: rain. 4, 5. 

Fine: sharp frost at nights. 6. Cloudy: clear and frosty at night. 7. Cloudy 

and cold. 8. Showery. 9. Cold rain: clear and frosty. 10. Densely clouded. 

11. Heavy clouds. 12. Fine: cloudy. 13. Cloudy : clear: slight frost. 14. 

Cold haze. 15. Uniform haze. 16. Slight haze: heavy rain. 17, Cloudy and 

mild: showery. 18. Cloudy. 19. Very fine. 20. Very fine: rain at night. 

21. Cloudy: rain. 22. Rain. 23. Very fine. 24. Slight haze: clear. 25. Cold 

haze: cloudy: clear. 26. Foggy: very fine: frosty at night. 27. Cloudy and 

cold: clear and frosty. 28. Very fine. 29. Showery: clear and frosty.—30. Fine: 

showery : frosty.— Fourteen nights in this month were more or less frosty. 

Mean temperature of the month ............ Weddcerestece¥ ce seve 44°56 

Mean temperature of April 1850 ........-.+ssseeeees Sonceteuesee 48 ‘41 

Mean temperature of April for the last twenty-five years ... 47 “43 

Average amount of rain in April ......... gene decusceenempedge ees 1°64 inch. 

Boston.—April 1. Cloudy: rain a.m. and r.m. 2. Rain: raina.M. 3S. Cloudy: 

rainr.M. 4,5. Cloudy. 6,7. Fine. 8. Fine: rainr.m. 9. Rain: rain a.M. 

10. Fine: rain a.m. 11—16. Cloudy. 17. Cloudy: rain earlya.m. 18. Cloudy : 

tain p.m. 19. Fine. 20. Fine: rainr.m. 21, 22. Cloudy. 23—25. Fine. 

96. Fine:rainr.m. 27. Cloudy. 28. Fine. 29. Rain a.m. ande.m. 30. Cloudy: 

rain A.M. 

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire— April 1, Fair but cloudy. 2. Dull and 

showery. 3. Fair and fine: very mild rm, 4. Fair and fine. 5. Fair a.m.:a 

few dropsr.m. 6. Fairand fine. 7. Fair: dull. 8. Fair: clear r.m. 9. Fair: 

gray: cold. 10, Frost hard: clear and fine. 11. Frost: dull: clear ym. 12. 

Cold, but not frost: a few drops. 13. Frost gentle: coldr.m. 14, Frost keen : 

droughty. 15. No frost: cold and dry : a few drops. 16. Frost again: keen: 

cloudy p.m. 17. Heavy rain nearly all day. 18. Rain: very beneficial. 19. 

Frequent showers p.m. 20. Fair till nine p.m. : rain. 21, Fair all day, but 

cloudy. 22. Showers a.m. and p.m. 23. Remarkably fine day. 24. Re- 

markably fine day: thunder. 25. Thunder again: a few drops. 26. Slight 

shower of snow: rainr.m. 27. Slight shower of snow: frost a.m. 28. Frost: 

a few drops of rain p.m. 29, Cold: keen: frequent showers : thunder : sleet on 

hills. 30. Cold, but no frost: a few drops. 

Mean temperature of the Month  ......++++++ees eee Aircore Be bia f 

Mean temperature of April 1850 .......4.-esseeeees ees RJatets.02' 26. 2S 

Mean temperature of April for twenty-nine years ......... 00 44,03 

Average rain in April for twenty-four years ....+++++++++5 wee ‘181 inch, 

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—April 1, Cloudy. 2. Clear: fine a.m. 3. Fine a.m. 

4,5. Fine. 6. Drops: fine: drops. 7. Fine. 8. Fine: cloudy. 9—12. Fine. 

13. Drops: drizzle: showers, 14—16. Cloudy. 17. Bright: cloudy. 18. Fog: 

showers. 19. Bright: clear a.m. 20, Cloudy. 21. Drops: rain: clear. 22, 

Cloudy : showers: clear. 23. Drizzle: showers : clear, 24, Cloudy: damp. 

25. Cloudy : sleet-showers. 26, 27. Sleet-showers ; hail-showers. 28. Sleet- 

showers. 29. Rain: cloudy. 30, Clear: rain, 
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LONDON, EDINBURGH anv DUBLIN 

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE 

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. 

SUPPLEMENT ro VOL. I. FOURTH SERIES. 

LXXIV. On the Theory of Probabilities, and in particular on 

Mitchell’s Problem of the Distribution of the Fixed Stars. By 

GrorceE Booxe, Professor of Mathematics in Queen’s College, 

- Cork*, 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 

GENTLEMEN, 
M* attention has lately been directed to a communication by 

Professor Forbes, in the Philosophical Magazine for De- 

cember 1850, entitled “On the alleged Evidence for a Physical 

Connexion between Stars forming Binary or Multiple Groups, 

deduced from the Doctrine of Chances.” I have read Professor 

-Forbes’s observations with great care and interest ; and desire, 

both because the subject of them is important, and because it 1s 

closely related to a class of speculations in the pursuit of which 

I haye long been engaged, to offer a few remarks which have 

been suggested to me by the perusal of the paper. 
I agree with Professor Forbes in thinking that “any abuse of 

the mathematical sciences, such as to give definite demonstra- 

tions and results when no such demonstrations and results can 

in the nature of things be legitimately obtained, tends to weaken 

our confidence in mathematical conclusions generally ;” and I 

also agree with him that the evidence for final causes is of such 

a nature that “all attempts to base the proof of design on strictly 

& priori and geometrical ground should be received with scrupu- 

lous caution.” May [ add, that in calling the attention of mathe- 

maticians to a supposed, and I think also real discrepancy be- 

tween an alleged result of their science and the conclusions of 

common sense, Professor Forbes appears to me to have deserved 

- their thanks? No one who values the science of mathematics 

upon the only just ground of estimation, as an instrument for 

the discovery of truth, can desire to shield its conclusions from 

the severest scrutiny of reason. To endeavour to do this would 

either be to set the means above the end, or it would be to con- 

* Communicated by the Author. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 4, No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 2N 
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fess (by implication) that there is some essential want of har- 
mony among the intellectual powers. Upon either of these 
grounds, and more especially upon the latter, this whole question 
appears to me to deserve the most careful examination. It would 
be no rash assertion to say, that it is of far less importance to 
know whether an @ priori argument for the physical connexion 
of the double stars is valid, than it is to know whether the human 
mind is so constituted as to become of necessity the sport of its 
own inconsistencies. 

Let us consider, first, what is the proper statement of the 
problem considered by Mr. Mitchell; secondly, whether that 
problem admits of solution on the principles of the theory of 
probabilities. 

Mr. Mitchell assumes it as a fit expression of the idea of a 
distribution of the stars over the sky “by mere chance,” that 
any star is as likely to be found in any one spot of the heavens 
as in any other. Supposing then that there are 230 stars equal 
in brightness to 8 Capricorni, he estimates the probability, that 
upon the above principle of distribution no such double star 
would appear in the heavens as 8 Capricorni to be about 80 to 1. 
From this, and from similar calculations relating to the Pleiades, 
and from the extension of “the same argument to the smaller 
stars as well as those which are collected together in clusters, 
such as the Praesepe Cancri, the nebula in the hilt of Perseus’s 
Sword, &c.,as to those stars which appear double, treble, &c. when 
seen through telescopes,” he thinks it may be concluded with 
“the highest probability (the odds against the contrary opinion 
being many million millions to one) that the stars are really col- 
lected in clusters in some places where they form a kind of 
system, while in others there are either few or none of them; to - 
whatever cause this may be owing, whether to their mutual gra- 
vitation, or to some other law or appointment of the Creator.” 

It is impossible to reason upon chance. With reference to the 
phzenomena of material nature, the idea of universal causation 
seems to be interwoven in the very texture of our minds. Dis- 
missing the idea of chance, let us then consider the meaning of 
the assumption that it is as likely that a particular star will be 
found in one spot of the sky as in another. Such a principle 
would, as implied by Prof. Forbes, be a legitimate expression of 
the hypothesis, that the distribution of the stars has been effected 
according to a law or manner, of the consequences of which we 
should be unable to form any opinion. The proper statement 
of Mr. Mitchell’s problem, as relates to @ Capricorni, would 
therefore be the following :— 

1. Upon the hypothesis that a given number of stars have been 
distributed over the heavens according to a law or manner whose 
consequences we should be altogether unable to foretell, what is 
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the probability that such a star as 8 Capricorni would nowhere 
be found ? 

2. Such a star as @ Capricorni having been found, what is 
the probability that the law or manner of distribution was not 
one whose consequences we should be altogether unable to fore- 
tell ? 

The first of the above questions certainly admits of a perfectly 
definite numerical answer. Let the value of the probability in 
question be p. It has then generally been maintained that the 
answer to the second question is also p, and against this view 
Prof. Forbes justly contends. I am not sure that the abstract 
of Mitchell’s paper which I have consulted warrants the conclu- 
sion that he held precisely this opinion ; but it has been a pre- 
valent one, and to Prof. Forbes belongs the honour of having 
first called it in question. Although the source of the fallacy is 
not a matter of much importance, I will venture to offer an ex- 
planation of it somewhat different from that of Prof. Forbes. 

Let us state Mr. Mitchell’s problem, as we may now do, in 
the following manner :—There is a calculated probability p in 
favour of the truth m a particular instance of the proposition, 
If a condition A has prevailed, a consequence B has not occurred, 
Required the similar probability for the proposition, If a con- 
sequence B has occurred, the condition A has not prevailed. 

Now the two propositions are logically connected. The one 
is the “negative conversion” of the other; and hence if either 
is true universally, the other is so. It seems hence to have been 
inferred, that if there is a probability p in a special mstance in 
favour of the former, there is the same probability p in favour of 
the latter. But this inference would be quite erroneous. It 
would be an error of the same kind as to assert that whatever 
probability there is that a stone arbitrarily selected is a mineral, 
there is the same probability that a mineral arbitrarily selected 
is a stone. But that these probabilities are different will be evi- 
dent from their fractional expressions, which are— 

Number of stones which are minerals 
lL.  —F —  —————OoOooee 

Number of stones 

Number of non-minerals which are not stones 
Number of non-minerals 

It is true that if either of these fractions rises to 1, the other 
does also ; but otherwise they will in general differ in value. 

Does then the problem, as above stated, admit of solution ? 
I do not say of such solution as will throw light upon the con- 
stitution of the heavens, but of such solution as will relieve from 
all suspicion of inconsistency the theory of probabilities. 

In reply to this question, I shall give some account of a 
2N2 

2. 
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method of which I have been in possession for a considerable 
period, and which appears to me to answer all the requirements 
of a-general method. Of the particular question which is more 
immediately before us I shall present a solution to which that 
method conducted me about two years ago, and from which I 
was led to take that view of the nature of the fallacies exposed 
in the preceding pages which I have endeavoured to exhibit. 

Although the immediate business of the theory of probabilities 
is with the frequency of the occurrence of events, and although 
it therefore borrows some of its elements from the science of 
number, yet as the expression of the occurrence of those events, 
and also of the relations, of whatever kind, which connect them, 
is the office of language, the common instrument of reason, so 
the theory of probabilities must bear some definite relation to 
logic. The events of which it takes account are expressed by 
propositions ; their relations are involved in the relations of pro- 
positions. Regarded in this light, the object of the theory of 
probabilities may be thus stated :—Given the separate probabili- 
ties of any propositions to find the probability of another propo- 
sition. By the probability of a proposition, I here mean, ac- 
cording to previous definition, the probability that in any parti- 
cular instance, arbitrarily chosen, the event or condition which 
it affirms will come to pass, 

In confirmation of this view, let it be remarked, that as simple 
events are expressed by simple propositions, so combinations of 
events are expressed by compound propositions, ¢. e. by proposi- 
tions expressing some logical connexion among the simple pro- 
positions which they involve. Upon the nature of that connexion 
depends the mode in which the probability of the compound 
event represented is derived from the probabilities of the simple 
events. The relation of cause and effect may, in like manner, be 
resolved into the relation of the terms of a conditional proposition. 
With any metaphysical inquiries into the nature and the source 
of that relation we are not concerned. The above and similar 
instances justify the assertion, that the subject of the theory of 
probabilities 1s coextensive with that of logic, and that it recog- 
nizes no relations among events but such as are capable of 
being expressed by propositions. We may carry this reasoning 
one step further. Our data are the probabilities of propositions. 
That which we seek to determine is also the probability of a 
proposition. Now, every proposition may be considered with 
reference either to its matter or to its form. With the matter of 
propositions however we have no concern, for it imports not 
what kinds of events they are whose occurrence is asserted in the 
given premises. There remains then but the form to be con- 
sidered, the mere logical connexion. Hence it may be inferred 
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that the dependence of the numerical value of the probability 
sought upon the numerical values of the probabilities given, is 
founded solely on the logical connexion of the propositions. Or 
the principle may be thus stated:—The probability sought is a 
function of the probabilities given ; but the form of that function 
depends only upon the logical connexion of the proposition whose 
probability 1s sought with those propositions whose probabilities 
are given. There are then two conditions necessary toward the 
constructionof a perfect method for the caleulusof probabilities: — 

1. The prior construction of a general method for determining 
the logical dependence of any proposition upon another given 
proposition, or set of propositions. 

2. The deduction from that expression of the corresponding 
rclation among their probabilities. 

Let us consider these objects in succession. 
1. In a hasty and (for this reason) regretted publication, en- 

titled “The Mathematical Analysis of Logic,” and in a paper 
published in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, entitled ‘ The 
Calculus of Logic,” I have stated certam general laws of thought, 
mathematical in their expression, and constituting, as I believe, 
the true basis of formal logic. The actual development of those 
laws in the works referred to is far too imperfect to meet the re- 
quirements of the case now under our consideration. But that 
imperfection does not apply to the laws themselves. The results 
of subsequent investigations authorize me to say that there exists 
a general method, enabling us not only to educe any of the con- 
sequences of a system of ‘propositions, but also to express in a 
scientific form and order the connexion which any proposed pro- 
position bears to any other proposition, or system of propositions. 
It is not needful that I should here fully explain how it is that 
a logical dependence of this nature can exist where propositions 
appear to be wholly or quite unconnected. But I may remark, 
that by the very conditions of thought there arise certain rela- 
tions necessary @ priori, e.g. the so-called principle of contradic- 
tion, “zacav BeBavotatn Tév apyév*,’’ the principle that a pro- 
position is true or false, &c., that these are implicitly mvolved 
in the fundamental laws of the method, and that they render 
possible the expression of the relation sought. By the solution 
thus obtained, the first object which we have in view may in all 
cases be accomplished. 

2. The result at which we shall thus have arrived will express 
the logical dependence of our final proposition upon those which 
are involved in the premises of the inquiry. It is, as has been 
said, an equation whose symbols are logical—they relate to 
events, not to numerical magnitudes. But at the same tite they 

* Ayist. Met. iii. 3, 
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are subject to most of the laws of the symbols of arithmetical 
quantity, satisfying however a peculiar law, to which the symbols 
of quantity, as such, are not subject. Now I have ascertained 
that in the formal relations which thus assimilate the laws of 
thought in logic with the laws of thought in arithmetic, hes the 
basis of a new and general theory of probabilities. Accordingly, 
from the purely /ogical equation to which the present application 
of our analysis has conducted us, there results a system of alge- 
braic equations determining the numerical value of the proba- 
bility sought. 

To give some idea of the generality of this method, I shall - 
add a brief account of some of the results to which I have been 
led by its application. 

The received theory of probabilities is, so far as it is a general 
theory, essentially based upon the hypothesis that the probabi- 
lities given are those of independent simple events. To meet a 
few of the cases in which this hypothesis is not realized, Laplace 
has stated, partly as his own and partly as the result of the in- 
vestigations of others, certain supplementary principles, of which 
he also makes frequent use. These relate to such questions as 
the following: viz. the relative probabilities of causes deduced 
from the probabilities of an observed event upon the several 
hypotheses of the different causes operating separately ; the pro- 
bability of a future event deduced from the probabilities of its 
separate possible causes, and the probabilities of its following 
those separate causes, &c. [have verified the whole of Laplace’s 
general principles of this nature by the application of the method 
above referred to. 

I have applied it to a considerable number of questions, to 
which, as it appears to me, the received theory is in its present 
state imapplicable. The necessity for a more general theory is, 
I conceive, founded on this circumstance; that observation, 
especially of social phenomena, does not in general present to 
us the probabilities of simple events, but of events occurring, in 
particular connexions, whether of causation or of coimcidence. 
To such cases the method I am describing is peculiarly appli- 
cable, masmuch as it imposes no restriction upon either the 
number or the nature of the data. If the data are insufficient 
for the definite numerical determination of the probability sought, 
the solution involves arbitrary constants. These express certain 
unknown probabilities, which are to be determined from further 
experience. Their interpretation is given, and hence the nature 
of that experience determined, by referring to the final step of 
the logical solution. But it does not hence follow, that, when 
the experience cannot be obtained, the solution is useless ; for 
by giving to the constants their extreme values 0 and 1, we 
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obtain two definite limits, within which the probability sought 

must lie independently of all further results of experience. The 

extreme case is that in which the proposition, whose probability 

is sought, has no logical connexion whatever with the premises, 

Even then the method does not fail. The final expression con- 

sists of a series of terms, each multiplied by an arbitrary con- 

stant, and the nature of the experience by which the constants 

are to be determined is assigned ; but in the absence of that ex- 

perience, the limiting values of the series are Oandl. As a 

general example of the method I will take the followimg case. 

I suppose that, from observations made upon the health of a 

district during a period of sickness, it appeared that a portion of 

the houses represented by the fraction p were visited by fever ; 

a portion represented by the fraction q by cholera ; and a por- 

tion represented by the fraction 7 were free from both these 

diseases, and at the same time in a proper sanitary condition as 

respects cleanliness and ventilation : required the probability 

that any house taken at random was in a defective sanitary 

condition. ; 
The solution of this problem would be sufficiently simple if 

we were permitted to assume that the three events represented 

by the presence of fever in a house, the presence of cholera, and 

the prevalence of a defective sanitary condition, were independent 

of each other. This, however, we have no right to assume. The 

solution must be sought for on other principles. The following 

is the result to which the general method conducts me. 

Probability sought 

_(-p—r)(l—-9=") ig. Wap") 
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cand ¢ being arbitrary constants. Assigning to them the ex- 

treme values 0 and 1, we get 

ae rant Cea oe 
l-—r ‘ 

and 1—r for the limits of its value. The interpretation of the 

arbitrary constants afforded by the final logical equation is, that 

eis the probability that if a house is visited by fever its sanitary 

condition is defective, ¢ the probability that if a house is visited 

by cholera without fever its sanitary condition is defective. 

These elements must be determined by further experience. It 

may be further remarked, that for the application of the general 

method, it is perfectly indifferent whether the number of our 

data is equal to the number of simple events or not, and that the 

mode of their combination is equally unimportant. The case 

above given is a yery simple one ; but foy this reason its verifi- 
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cation by common sense, to those who may choose to undertake 
the task, will be the more easy. 

I will now exhibit the results to which this method conducts 
us when applied to Mr. Mitchell’s problem. That problem, 
under a somewhat more general aspect, may be thus stated. — 

Given the probability (p) of the truth. of the proposition, If 
the condition A is satisfied; the event B will not happen. 

Required the probability P of the proposition, If the event 
B does happen, the condition A has not ‘been’ satisfied. The 
result which I obtain is 

P= c(1—a) 

e(l—a) + a(1—p)’ 

where ¢ and a are arbitrary constants, whose interpretation is as 
follows: viz. a is the probability of the fulfilment. of the con- 
dition A, cis the probability that the event B would happen if 
the condition A were not satisfied. 

Let us apply this solution to Mr. Mitchell’s problem, and test 
its agreement with common sense. The condition <A is, that 
thé stars have been ‘so distributed, that it is as likely that any 
star will be found in one spot of the sky as another. Let us 
term this a “random distribution,” meaning thereby a distribu- 
tion according to some law or manner, of ‘the consequences of 
which we should be totally ignorant ; so that it would appear to 
us as likely that a star should occupy one spot of the sky as 
another. Let us term any other principle of distribution an 
indicative one. , 

The event B is the occurrence somewhere in the heavens of a 
double star as close as 8 Capricorni. Hence p is the given proba- 
bility that, on the principle of random distribution, there will not 

exist such a double star. Its numerical value appears to be io? 
80 160°... 

81° 
P is the required probability, drawn from the existence of 

8 Capricorni, that the principle of random distribution did not 
prevail ; @ is the unknown probability of a random distribution, 
eis the unknown probability, that, if the principle of random 
distribution had not prevailed, such a star as 8 Capricorni would 
have existed. 

If ¢ and a could be determined in addition to p, the value of 
P would be definitely given by the formula*. 

not 

* A candid mind will not object to this solution, the impossibility of 
determining the unknown constants.@ and ¢ by any actual experience ;. but 
I can imagine such a mind as hesitating under the. difficulty of conceiving 
what kind of experience, could it be had, would suffice for their determina- 
tion. Perhaps the proper answer would be, that-such experience ought to 
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We have then 
pe c(1—a) 

| ~~ e(1—a)+a(1—p)’ 

First suppose that we had p=1, then 

wa Met 9 MY 
shi c(1—a) = 

If, then, it were certain that such a combination as 8 Capri- 
corni could not exist upon the principle of random distribution, 
it would be certain from its existence that the principle of random 
distribution did not hold. This is agreeable to common sense. 

Suppose, in the second place, that there was a high @ priori 
probability m favour of the principle of random distribution. 
Then a approaches to unity, and the value of P diminishes. 
Hence the probability afforded by the existence of, 8 Capricorni 
against the principle of random distribution diminishes also. 
And it is perfectly evident from the value of P, that the @ priori 
probability in favour of the principle of random distribution might 
be so great as to outweigh altogether the influence of the obser- 
vations made upon 8 Capricorni. This appears also to be quite 
agreeable to reason. 

‘8rd. Suppose that there is but a very small probability that 
8 Capricorni could result under any other condition than that of 
random distribution ; the value of ¢ is then very small, and the 
probability against the hypothesis of random distribution dimi- 
nishes. If ¢ were 0, i. e. if it were certain that @ Capricorni 
could not appear under any other circumstance than that of a 
random distribution of the stars, then the expression would vanish 
however near p might approach to unity. However unlikely, 
then, the principle of random distribution may be, it becomes 
certain whenever it is known that no other cause can produce 
the effect observed. 

Let us investigate the conditions under which P is greater 
than p. If P is greater than p, we have 

extend to different acts of the Creative Power; that it ought to enable us 
to say with reference to each of them, whether the connexion of effect with 
cause was manifest in the phenomena of stellar distribution; and that it 
should make known to us im how many of the particular instances in which 
such connexion was perceived, the occurrence of double stars was an attend- 
ant result. There are, however, cases, and perhaps the above is one, in 
which we may with some confidence proceed upon other grounds than 
direct experience, e. gy. upon the reasonableness of an hypothesis viewed in 
the light of that general analogy of nature which experience tends daily to 
confirm. Data derived from this source may properly be said to be @ priori 
in relation to problems such as the above, and it is thus that I have referred 
to them in the coneluding portion of the paper. 
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c(1—a) By te 

c(l—a)+a(1—p) ? ~ 

e(L—a)>c(1—a)p + ap(1—p), or e(1—a)(1—p)>ap(1—p), 
or c(l—a)>ap. Now 1—a is the probability that the principle 
of random distribution did not prevail, and ¢ is the probability 
on this hypothesis that such a double star as 8 Capricorni should 
exist. Hence ¢(1—a) is the probability of the whole hypothesis, 
that the distribution of the stars was not a random one, and that 
double stars should exist. In like manner, ap is the probability 
that the principle of random distribution did prevail, and that a 
double star like 8 Capricorni should not exist. . 

Hence we have the following conclusion :—If the probability 
of an indicative law of distribution, and the consequent existence 
of a double star, is greater than the probability in favour of a 
random distribution, and a consequent absence of double stars, 
then the probability in favour of an indicative law of distribution, 
granting the existence of a double star, is stronger than the pro- 
bability against a double star, granting the hypothesis of a dis- 
tribution at random. 

If ¢ and a were each equal to y te if it were @ priori just. as 

likely as not that the stars are scattered at random, and also just 
as likely as not that, if they were not scattered at random, 8 Ca- 
pricorni would exist, we should find 

if 

pou 4 _ 80 
1 1 1 dihae 3 

4's *°7eH 
I had intended to append to this paper an investigation of the 

probability of the occurrence of triple stars of determinate close- 
ness in the heavens, assuming Mr. Mitchell’s law of distribution. 
But the paper has already extended beyond its due limits, nor 
would the investigation proposed at all serve the purpose of the 
maim argument. 

I trust that the design of this communication will not be mis- 
understood. It is commonly the business of scientific methods 
to teach us that which we could not learn without them; but 
to give us confidence in their results, it is also required that they 
should, in those caseseupon which unassisted reason pronounces 
a decision, not contravene her verdict. In the present instance 
that confirmation has not been easy; but it will, I trust, be 
considered to have been complete. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Queen’s College, Cork, Your obedient Servant, 

March 11, 1851. Grorce Boots. 
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LXXYV. On some new and curious applications of the Permanence of 
Impressions on the Retina.—Third Note. ByM.J.Puareav*, 

N order to give, by means of the phantascope or phenakisti- 
cope, the appearance of life and motion to the figures repre- 

sented, it is requisite to hold the rotating disc very near to one 
of the eyes, the other being closed, and to look through the zone 
of the apertures at the image of the disc in a mirror; this plan 
is Inconvenient, and moreover, it shows at once the whole series 
of figures symmetrically arranged on the surface of the disc, and 
consequently under every inclination. I shall now describe a mo- 
dification of the apparatus, by means of which the effect may be 
observed directly, by both eyes, and by more than one person at 
a time ; a modification which, moreover, exhibits the figures only 
when in a suitable position, and which, lastly, much increases the 
illusion. This modification consists in a combination of the 
processes of the anorthoscope and the phenakisticope. 

Let us return to the first of these two instruments (see the 
preceding Note, Phil. Mag. for June 1850), and suppose the 
velocities of the. two discs to be in a contrary direction to each 
other. Then, as we have shown in that Note, if by Va is de- 
noted the velocity of the disc with the distorted figure, and by 
V,, that of the black disc, the relation between the corresponding 
angular dimensions in the distorted figure and in the perfect 

figure, is equal to ts +1. We have shown that if the relation 4 
n n 

is not an entire number, the image produced in one revolution 
of one of the slits is not superposed on the image which has 
been produced in the preceding revolution of the same slit. But 
this non-superposition, which must necessarily be avoided in the 
anorthoscope, constitutes, on the contrary, one of the principles 
of the illusion now in question. 

Let us take V;=1, and V,=4; in other words, let us sup- 
pose that the black dise revolves four times faster than the trans- 
parent disc. The relation of the angular dimensions will then 
be equal to 4 +1= 4, and consequently the total angular width 
of the distorted figure will be to that of the regular figure as 5 
to 4. Let us draw the perfect figure in an angle occupying 
zy of the circumference, which, according to the above value of 
the relation between the angular dimensions, will give +, forthe 
measure of the angle which the distorted figure should occupy. 
This being done, let us trace wpon a piece of paper a circle of 
the same diameter as the transparent disc, and divide this circle 
into twenty equal angles; then let us draw a regular figure in 
one of these angles, a second perfect figure in the following 

* From the Bulletin de ’ Acad. Royale de Belgique, vol. xvi, No. 7. 
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angle, and so on up to the sixteenth, and let us arrange these 
sixteen figures according to the principle of the phenakisticope ; 
that is to say, in such a manner, that, in going from the first to 
the last, we pass gradually through all the modifications of form 
and position which compose the movement. the appearance of 
which it is desired to produce. Let us afterwards divide the 
transparent disc ito sixteen equal angles, and then transfer into 
each of these last one of the above figures, distorting it angu- 
larly in the relation of 4: to 5, and arranging all these distorted 
figures in the same order as the regular figures to which they 
correspond. Lastly, let us make four slits in the black disc. 

The two discs thus constructed are attached to their axes, 
placing them in such a manner that the radius, which would diyide 
into two equal parts one of the angles in which are represented 
the distorted figures, is directed vertically from the centre of the 
disc upwards, and one of the slits is before this radius. This done, 
we illuminate strongly from behind the transparent disc, place 
ourselves in front of the black disc, as in the case of the anor- 
thoscope, and. set the apparatus in motion.. When the above 
slit, starting from the position we have given it, shall have. tra- 
versed + of a revolution, the transparent disc will have effected 
in a contrary direction th of a revolution ; and, consequently, 
the radius which would divide into two equal parts the angle adja- 
cent to that under consideration, will occupy the vertical position. 
But the following slit will then also be in this vertical position ; 
and it is clear that the same thing will take place with all the 
radii oceupying respectively the centres of the sixteen angles 
which contain the distorted figures: at the moment when each 
of these radii passes through the vertical drawn from the centre 
of the dise upwards, it will comeide with one of the slits. Each 
of the sixteen angles, with the distorted figure it contains, will 
then be traversed in its turn by one of the slits, in such a manner 
that the middle of its image will be directed vertically from the 
centre upwards, and all these successive images will be exhibited 
consequently at the same spot. But these images will be con- 
tracted in the relation of 5 to 4, so that each distorted figure 
will give a perfect image mm an erect position. The rapid suc- 
cession of all these at the same place will then produce, as in 
the ordinary phenakisticope, the continuous appearance of a 
figure executing the desired motion. 

Beside this erect image, which results from the coincidence of 
the distorted figures and the slits in the upper part of their revyo- 
lutions, it is clear that there is also produced, as in the ordinary 
phenakisticope, a series of other regular images symmetrically 
arranged with relation to the centre of the, disc. But, in the 
present mstrument, it is easy to manage so that the erect image, 
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viz. that to which the attention should be directed, may be the 
only one exhibited ; to effect which, it will suffice to intercept, 
by means of a screen, the light of the lamp, except over the 
space occupied by the erect image. This screen should be placed 
behind the transparent disc as near to it as possible, and parallel 
to its plane; lastly, the lamp should be so arranged, that the 
flame is opposite to, and at a distance of 6 to 7 centimetres 
from, the aperture intended to give passage to the light; this 
aperture ought to have the form of a trapezoid terminated late- 
rally by two straight lines directed towards the axis of the disc, 
and above and below by horizontal lines ; it will easily be found 
what angular width and what height must be given to this 
aperture ; the screen may be made of blackened pasteboard. 

But the employment of this screen supposes that the erect 
image remains always precisely in the same place, which requires 
that the relation of the two velocities should be rigorously exact 
and perfectly invariable. Now it is almost impossible to realize 
this condition by a system of pulleys and strings*. A system 
of toothed wheels must therefore be substituted, and the following 
is the arrangement which I have adopted in my instrument. 

The horizontal axes, on which are respectively fixed, by means 
of nuts, the transparent and the black disc, have a certain interval 
between their extremities which face each other; each of these 
opposite extremities has a wheel furnished with teeth perpendi- 
ewar to its plane, and turned toward the space which separates 
the two wheels ; these two wheels are therefore vertical, parallel, 
and moveable around the same perpendicular. The one whose 
axis is furnished with the transparent disc, has a diameter of six 
centimetres ; the diameter and the number of teeth of the one 
whose axis receives the black dise are four times less. In the 
interval left between the two wheels passes a steel rod, capable 
of turning upon itself, and fwmished with a pinion, the upper 
part of which catches in the upper part of the large wheel, and 
its lower part in the upper part of the small wheel. It is clear, 
that when the steel rod is turned, the two wheels, and conse- 
quently the two discs, turn in contrary directions, and that the 
velocity of the black dise is four times that of the transparent 
disc. The two discs are eighteen millimetres distant from one 
another. The steel rod descends to the foot of the instrument ; 
towards its lower extremity it has a second pinion, which gears 
into another vertical wheel; and the axis of this last is furnished 
with a small winch, by means of which the system is set in 
motion. 

The glass chimney of the lamp should be surrounded with a 
plate-iron chimney of twice the diameter, in which, at the height 

* See the preceding Note. 
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of the flame and on the side facing the apparatus, is an opening 
of 7 to 8 centimetres in height and 23 centimetres in width ; 
this iron chimney should, moreover, be surmounted with a 
smoke-consumer, which prevents the light from illuminating the 
ceiling of the apartment ; lastly, no other lamp or light should 
be left in the apartment. pt 

In my instrument the transparent dises have a diameter of 27 
centimetres ; the figures occupy a zone comprised between two 
circumferences, the radii of which are respectively 12 and 53 
centimetres, so that the height of the zone is 6} centimetres. 
As the paper, to be sufficiently transparent, must be thin, and 
these discs have a somewhat large diameter, I have been obliged 
to add to their solidity by pasting on the space comprised be- 
tween the interior limit of the zone and the centre a circle of 
Bristol-board, and upon the space left beyond the exterior limit 
of the zone, a circular band of the same substance. ‘The figures 
were painted in water-colours; but in the dark parts the colour 
was applied on both surfaces of the paper in order to increase 
the strength of the tints, and, for a contrary reason, the parts 
which should have the greatest light were covered with varnish. 
I will add, to complete the details relative to my apparatus, in 
the first place, that the slits cut in the black disc, the edges of 
which slits converge toward the centre of the disc, have at’ their 
furthest extremity from the centre a width of 2 millimetres; in 
the second place, the aperture in the screen is 65 millimetres 
high, and 33 millimetres wide at its upper part, and 15 milli- 
metres wide at its lower part ; and in the third place, when the 
screen is arranged, its distance to the transparent disc is about 
7 millimetres. 

The apparatus being now set in motion, the effect will be seen 
directly and by both eyes; and although the most convenient 
position to observe it is exactly in front of the image, it will be 
exhibited well enough under a little obliquity, so that two or 
three persons can see at the same time. Moreover, only one 
image will be absolutely seen, namely that which occupies the 
erect position, Lastly, this image being the only illuminated 
object in the apartment, its brightness will appear considerable, 
and. effects of light may be thus produced which it would be 
impossible to attain with the ordinary phenakisticope. 
I will here mention, as an example, the result which one of 

my dises gives. The image represents a demon’s head inclining. 
towards a coal fire which he keeps in actiow by blowing, then 
drawing himself up to take breath, bending again to blow, and 
soon. This head is seen in-front; it is about four centimetres 
high, and is, as well as the fire, on a dark background. When 
it blows, its cheeks are puffed out, its lips project, its brows are 
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knit, and its eyes are directed toward the fire; at the same time 
the fire kindles, flames up, and casts a bright light, which strongly 
illumines the head beneath, and causes the parts of the latter 
which remain in shade to appear very dark. »When at length 
the head rises and takes breath, its cheeks flatten, its mouth 
opens, its brows grow smooth, and its eyes are directed towards 
the spectator ; the fire also then becomes less glowing, loses 
some of its brightness, and the head, which moreover is less 
near to it, is seen in semi-darkness. One of our great artists, 
M. Madou, has been kind enough, at my request, to draw the 
model of the head taken at the moment when it blows with the 
greatest force. I afterwards placed this drawing in one of the 
compartments of the disc, increasing the angular dimensions of 
all its parts in the relation of 4 to 5; I then modified it suitably 
in the other compartments, and paid the greatest attention to 
the execution of these figures. The ordinary phenakisticope 
gives but a very imperfect idea of the effects which may be pro- 
duced by the employment of the principle on which it is founded, 
effects which are completely realized by means of the new appa- 
ratus now described: my little blowmg-man has excited great 
admiration in those persons who have seen him act. 

But the experiment may be carried still further, by turning 
to account an idea communicated to me by Mr. Wheatstone, and 
_which consists in combining the principle of the stereoscope 
with that of the phenakisticope. By means of the stereoscope, 
an ingenious instrument invented by the physicist I have just 
named, objects drawn perspectively upon plane surfaces im out- 
line appear, as is well known, to have three dimensions ; and the 
illusion is such, that it is absolutely impossible to divest oneself 
of it. Let us suppose, then, that we succeed, by the combination 
of the two kinds of instruments, in adding this last effect to 
those of the phenakisticope ; then figures simply painted upon 
paper will be seen unmistakeably in relief and in motion, and 
will thus present, in a complete manner, all the appearances of 
life. This will be the illusion of art carried to its highest degree. 

Now the modification of the phenakisticope described in this 
Note is eminently fitted to realize the combination in question. 
It is known that the representation of an object in the stereo- 
scope requires the simultaneous employment of two designs 
having a certain relation between them, and placed on the two 
sides of the apparatus ; it would suffice, therefore, to construct 
two transparent dises, such that the figures should have one to 
another the relation desired for the stereoscope ; to fix these dises 
to two systems similar to that which we have described, and 
suitably adapted to the two extremities of Mr. Wheatstone’s in- 
strument; and lastly, to arrange so that the two systems should 
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have identically the same motion. _ This last, condition is:easily 
fulfilled, by fixmg on a common axis furnished with a single 
winch the two toothed wheels intended to turn the lower pimions 
of the two steel rods. 

Only one real difficulty presents itself, but it is considerable ; 
this is to construct the figures of the two discs im such a manner 
that those of the one should have with those of the other the 
precise relation which the stereoscope requires. Nevertheless 
this may be surmounted, by employing a process for which we 
are also indebted to the inventive genius of Mr. Wheatstone. To 
obtain a couple of drawings adapted to give, in the stereoscope, 
the representation, not of a simple perspective in outline, but of 
an object having rounded forms, such as a statue, and that with 
the shades and lights, Mr. Wheatstone conceived the idea of pro- 
curing, by means of photography on paper, two projections of 
the object, by placing successively the photographs in two differ- 
ent positions, so that the two projections should have between 
them the necessary relation. Now we might have executed in 
plaster, for example, the models of the sixteen modifications of 
the regular figure, the image of which it is desired to produce 
in the combined apparatus under consideration ; then take by 
means of the photographic apparatus a pair of drawings of each 
of these sixteen models; and lastly, place these drawings after 
suitable distortion on the two discs. Without doubt this would 
be a tedious operation, and one which would require great care ; 
but we should be amply recompensed by the marvellous nature 
of the results. 

f 

LXXVI. Geometry and Geometers. Collected by the late Taomas 
SrrrHens Davins, F.R.S.L.& EB. &c.* 

No. VII. 

ce the year 1821 an unpretending volume issued from a local 
press (Liverpool), entitled ‘Geometrical Amusements, or a 

Course of Lessons in Construction and Analysis, by J. H. Swale.’ 

* Communicated by James Cockle, Esq., M.A., Barrister-at-Law, who 
adds the following note :— 

[* Since the death of my lamented friend, her late husband Prof. T. S. 
Davies, Mrs. Davies has forwarded me the above manuscript, his autograph. 
In sending it to the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine for publication, 
I take the liberty of informing the readers of that Journal that several 
notices respecting Professor Davies have recently appeared in print, among 
which I may mention one published in No. 1431 of the Mechanics’ Maga- 
zine; another (by Thomas T. Wilkinson, Esq., F.R.A.S,) m No. 166 of 
the Architect and Civil Engineer; and the first part of another (by my 
brother Dr, John Cockle) in No, 18 of the Expositor. Mr. Wilkinson gives 
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A small number of copies only must have been printed, as I have 
never seen a single copy for sale or catalogued im any shape. 
The work, in fact, to use a common expression, “ fell. still-born 
from the press ;” and it is not only generally:unknown to mere 
amateur geometers, but almost without exception to the working 
geometers of the present day. I do not remember to have seen 
it quoted even once in the periodicals more especially devoted to 
geometry, so that it stands in almost the same position as it 
would have done amongst the author’s MSS. | It is no wonder, 
then, that the promised parts 2 and 3 never made their ap- 
pearance. 

Nevertheless this volume contains some of the most elaborate 
and elegant geometry (in the true spirit of the ancients, but per- 
fectly unshackled as to any anterior works) that exist im ow 
language, or probably in any language whatever. The part 
actually published is composed wholly of problems : first, the 

“eonstructions and demonstrations alone being succinctly given ; 
and then a more difficult series (includimg amongst them, and 
indeed ‘forming the simplest of them, the Apolloniam series) with 
the analyses prefixed to the constructions. The entire series is 
founded on a single lemmatical problem :— 

‘Having two points and three right limes given in position : 
to draw from the given points, two right lines intersecting each 
‘other at a point in one of the lines given in position, and making 
equal angles with the two remaining lines given im position.” 

He gives the construction and demonstration of all the cases 
that are essentially different: but any further analysis of the 
work would require more space than it would be proper to occupy 
in the Philosophical Magazine with reference to a printed work, 
however valuable, scarce and inaccessible. He states that “parts 7. 
and i. are ready for press:” but 1 am ignorant as to what 
became of the MS. 

Though to call a work of such difficulty “ amusements” might 
seem to savour of affectation, yet by Mr. Swale Iam convinced 
that the term might be used with perfect propriety : but of ths, 
anon. 

Mr. Swale, finding that, like Simson’s Loci Plani, his amuse- 
ments “ did not sell,” seems to have abandoned his purpose. At 

numerous references to the writings of the late Professor, and his memoir 
was reprinted with some alterations in No, 42 of the Educational Times. 
The Westminster Review for the present month (April) also contains an 
article on ‘English Mathematical Literature,’ which will be read with in- 
terest by the cultivators of that science of which Professor Dayies was so 
great a master.—JamMES COCKLE. 

«2 Pump Court, Temple, 
April 23, 1851.’"] 

Phil. Mag. 8, 4. No, 7. Suppl. Vol. 1. 20 
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the same time, I am inelined to think that it was never suffi- 
ciently made known to the mathematical public; and probably 
the neglect of “agents” was the chief cause. This at least I 
know, that I could not procure a copy two or three years after 
either through the regular channels or any irregular channel 
either—till Mr. Swale himself presented me with a copy several 
years later. I had meantime been at the trouble of transcribing 
the entire book for my own use froma borrowed copy, that copy 
itself having been obtained after much search. 

He, however, like many other mathematicians, ardent for the 
promotion of their science, commenced a periodical to be pub- 
lished annually. This he called the ‘ Apollonius.” Probably 
he thought the usual contributors to works of the class would 
at least support the undertaking, so as to be, if not remunerative, 
at least self-supporting. Whether this project failed for want of 
business-tact, like the “‘ Amusements,”’ in not’ bemg made suffi- | 
ciently known and easily procured, I do not know; but at all 
events, I myself did not know of its existence till long after it 
had been discontinued, though I was one of the class that should 
have been apprised of it. 

This work, however, of which only two numbers were printed 
in 1823 and 1824, is quite as scarce (at least the first number), 
and was till lately as little known as the “ Geometrical Amuse- 
ments.” Mr. Gaskin and Mr. Potts are the only writers who 
have mentioned this work (with the exception of what I have 
elsewhere said respecting it), and they appear to have seen only 
the second number—at least they only refer to it. 

For its miscellaneous matter, the work is of little value (and 
not always quite orthodox) ; but its geometry is of a very high 
order, and worthy of the most careful study. The papers on the 
tangency of cireles, and on polygons inscribed in circles or in 
other polygons, are. masterpieces of geometrical research. In- 
deed, the same may be said of the whole of this part of the work, 
as far as the subjects admitted. Theorems occupy a due portion 
of this, as problems did the whole of the former; and this leads 
me to think that much of the matter (in perhaps a concentrated 
form) intended for the ‘‘ Amusements” was transferred to the 
* Apollonius.” 

Mr. Swale had, however, been known from the early part of 
the present century as a contributor to the mathematical annuals, 
and to some local publications devoted to mathematics. He 
never seems to have cared to compete with others, either by 
sending solutions to all questions alike, or by proposing and 
solving the most difficult only ; his rule appearing to be to send 
only when and what seemed to himself to be worthy of himself, 
om its novelty of principle or simplicity of result. Yet his 
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contributions (irregular as to time and place, as this would render 
them) to these works are both numerous and remarkable. Where- 
ever we see the name of “Swale” we are sure to meet with 
something new and elegant, and often with specimens of un- 
equalled resource and unexampled method of research. 

But why this eulogy on the author of works already in print ? 
Simply, that I have been entrusted by his son with the perusal 
of a series of MSS., the remains of this extraordinary geometer, 
of which I think some account should be given in the present 
series of papers; and I considered it needful to introduce the 
subject by a short notice of the position which he occupied as a 
geometer, and this deduced from a reference to his published 
writings. Had they been better known, this trouble might have 
been saved me; but the circumstances of their publication ren- 
dered it necessary to give these preliminary notices, for the in- 
formation of my readers. 

The life of a schoolmaster is seldom marked by any events of 
public interest, at least in this country ; though on the other 
side of the Atlantic we have seen that there is no obstacle to his 
rising to the highest office of one of the most powerful nations 
in the world. With us, his history is that of officiating as 
“usher”? for a few years, “here and there and everywhere,”— 
marrying—toiling with a school of his own—for the most part 
barely able to support his family, and at best (and this rarely) 
being able to scrape together by mdustry and ceconomy a few 
hundreds to support himself and his wife in their age and decre- 
pitude. Nor does the life of this distinguished geometer furnish 
any exception to the rule; though of the specialities of his early 
life I am able to give no account. I find from a memorandum 
in one of his books, that his two eldest children were born at 
Idle, a village in the West Riding, and the subsequent ones at 
Liverpool. His reputation in Liverpool asa teacher was very high, 
and he had every prospect before him of securing a respectable 
competence for his old age. About 1828, however, he lost his 
entire savings (about £1200) “bya dishonest relative ;” and 
from various notes it would appear that he was involved in further 
habilities for that person, which absolutely left him without 
resources. This so preyed upon his mind and feelings, that he 
sunk into a misanthropic state from which he never fully re- 
covered ; though he was fast recovering when seized with his 
last and fatal illness. 

For what reason does not appear, but all the MSS. of a date 
prior to 1828 are absent. From this period to the end of his life, 
they appear to be complete—and each entry is regularly dated. 
From one or two entries being entered as copies of older scraps, 
T am led to think that he had, under the moody feelings engen- 

202 
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dered by the event spoken of, destroyed the whole of them him- 
self ;.and that these re-entries, are those of some scraps whic 
accidentally. escaped, and which, for some interest. or other 
attached to them, he thought worth preserving. ‘law 

The earliest in respect to date is a comprehensive development 
and application of. the geometry of the compasses, under, the 
appropriate title of ‘““ Mascheronian Geometry,” It was “begun 
in Feb. 1829: revised, improved, and extended, Feb, 1830” (as 
stated. im a. MS, note) ;, and the latest date is April 23, 1830. 
This treatise is in all respects a very remarkable one. From a 
list. of the books which appearto haye constituted his entire 
library at the time, it would seem that,Mascheroni’s, own work 
was not before. him; and ajcomparison,of his solutions of the 
several problems which are, common, to both with those of the 
originator of the system, will prove that, even had the work been 
in. his hands, it could have. afforded him but little assistance. 
After the very simplest problems (and sometimes even in,these) 
the methods employed,are generally, different ; Mar. Swale’s 
being more. concise, direct, and inventive than Mascheroni’s. 
Many of the problems which he constructs under these restricted 
conditions are sufficiently. difficult when only subjected to the 
proper restrictions of the ancient geometry ; and several of these 
constructions, when divested of this restriction, constitute better 
solutions of the same problems than any with which I am other- 
wise acquainted. Amongst them are constructions of the Apol- 
lonian problem of tactions. The case of three circles being given, 
is, however, left blank ; whichis the more to be regretted from 
the great interest which this case-has excited amongst the 
continental geometers, and the probability that had Mr. Swale 
succeeded in this, it might have opened the road to a new system 
of treatment of the general problem. 

Unfortunately, this method has little to recommend it to the no- 
tice of geometers besides its being difficult and curious. Had we, 
indeed, any direct mode of geometrical analysis peculiarly adapted 
to it, the case would be somewhat different, inasmuch as it might 
at least be rendered suggestive with respect to construction under 
the ordinary conditions, I myself gave a good deal of attention 
to the subject at one period of my life (indeed about the time 
that Mr. Swale’s MS. is dated) ; but I became convinced that 
the pursuit was a useless one, imasmuch as it did not admit of 
any independent analysis, but must consist of the adaptation of 
mefhods otherwise previously known to the circumstances pre- 
scribed for the compass-construction. This at least was the 
only view at which I arrived; and I am inclined to think it was 
the process by which Mr. Swale arrived at his constructions. 
At the same time the ordinary constructions of the, same pro- 
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blems have not formed the basis of Mr. Swale’s’ Mascheronian 
ones. “His plane constructions must have been mainly original ; 
for to original ones they reduce back (with few exceptions). upon 
restoring “the. ruler ds”a companion-instrument’ of construction 
with ‘the compasses. 

This work is so nearly ready for’ printing that I would’ safely 
undertake to complete it, were there the least’ reason to expect 
that its publication could be effected withotit! an ‘almost’ total 
sacrifice of the money expended in doing so. The great amount 
‘of geometrical power evinced throughout would do much to 
remove any objections arising of the direct inutility of the sub- 
ject; whilst the constr uctions of pure geometry tmplied in tts 
operations would constitute a valuable assemblage ‘of ‘studies for 
the young geometer. All hope, however, of such publication 
must be visionary; at least tillla eteater change is worked in 
English mathematical prejudices against pure geometry than is 
yet ‘Tikely to take place. 

Instead of selectg any of the more elaborate constructions 
as ‘a specimen, I shall give one of the simplest T ean find ; since 
it really furnishes a neater and less troublesome’ practical con- 
struction of a problem of frequent occurrence, than slit given by 
Euclid: and generally adopted. 

odio (1 “To find the. centre of a given circle, 

«f€ To ann! pea P (im the periphery). describe the circle PABL; 

K. 

inflect BL=BP; and let AL meat et the given circle in H:; then 
HL (=HB) is its radius.” (MS. vol.1. p.68. 
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Mr. Swale was not in the habit of putting down the demon- 

strations of the more simple of his constructions; and as those 

which to him appeared simple and capable of easy recal at any 

moment did not often appear so to others less rapid than him- 

self, many of his operations that would have somewhat perplexed 

a less able geometer to demonstrate are left unproved*. The 

present, indeed, scarcely deserves to be classed as amongst the 

difficult ones; but as a demonstration may be satisfactory to 

some readers, I annex a sufliciently simple one. 
The line BH being found according to the construction, let C 

be the centre of the circle according to Euclid’s definition. Join 

CB, CH: then itis required to prove that BCH is an equilateral 

triangle, from which the conclusion follows at once. 
Jon AC, PC, AP, PH, BL, PL. 
Then since P is the centre of the circle ABL, we have 

HLB=ALB= + APB=CPB=CBP ; 

and since © is the centre of the circle ABH, we have 

HLB+ HBL=AHB=APB=2CPB=2CBP. 

Whence also HBL=CBP=HLB. 
Add PHB+PBH=LBH+PBH, or CBH=PBL. 
But PBLis an angle of an equilateral triangle by construction ; 

and hence also CBH is one angle of an equilateral triangle. 
Moreover, since C is the centre of the circle CB=CH, and hence 
CHB is another angle of an equilateral triangle. Whence also 
the third angle HCB, etc. 

In an age like this, when science is so taxed to minister to art, 
one would look for some improvement in the processes of prac- 
tical plane geometry. There are two ways in which a work on 
practical geometry might be composed. One is to give each 
construction at the place in a systematic course, where its de- 
monstration would naturally and easily flow from the principles 

* Mr. Swale was much in the habit of writing short poems and scraps of 
verse. In allusion to this and to the circumstance noticed in the text, some 
of his friends were accustomed to rally him upon his “ writing so much 
poetical geometry.” 
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then already developed ; just as Euclid gives the demonstrations 

of the problems in his first four and his sixth books. The num- 

ber of problems, however, which are now required, would render 

it next to impossible to write such a book ; and even if it were 

written, it would be of little value to the class for whom it was 

designed. The other is, to give the problems according to any 

convenient arrangement for easy reference, with the best con- 

structions that could be devised, and with varieties of construc- 

tion to meet different practical exigences; and thus omit all 

considerations respecting the different principles on which the 

operations were based, in reference to a logical system of theo- 

retical geometry. The proofs may be added or not—making it 

the rule of science or the “rule of thumb ”—as the author and 

his publisher may deem best ; though there is little doubt as to 

the course that would in most cases be pursued. The “cheap” 

and the “easy ” would prevail. But even sucha book has never 

been produced that is not perfectly contemptible as a system of 

rules. For the most part the problems are those of Euclid, and 

constructed in Buclid’s manner; though for merely practical 

purposes, there are few of them which cannot be effected im a far 

better manner. Euclid was bound to certain processes in his 

constructions by the theoretical truths which he had developed 

anterior to his arriving at them; and he only introduced them 

at the places where they occur to subserve a future (generally 

the next) portion of his theoretic development. It formed no 

part of his plan to compose a treatise on geometry expressly for 

the use of the architect, the engineer, and the artisan ; and his 

plan ought to form no exemplar for those who undertake such 

works. The truth however is, that such works are and have 

been generally undertaken by men in all respects incompetent to 

the task. They have been men alike unacquainted with geometry 

and of the arts to which it is capable of being applied. Very 

rarely indeed is even a moderate acquaintance with the best geo- 

metry found combined with an intimate knowledge of the pro- 

blems that perpetually embarrass the “ practical man ;” and such 

a work as is really required is rather a dream of the possible 

future than a hope of the actual present. 

Mr, Swale appears to have been expert in the solution of 

“ Diophantine Problems,” as several of apparent difficulty occur 

in these MSS. Probably it was a taste acquired by intercourse 

with his friends Whitley and Ryley; as none, either of these 

papers or his published writings, indicate that algebraical specu- 

lations in general interested him greatly. I am, however, too 

little acquainted with the literature of this subject to be able to 

judge of the value of these solutions as compared with others ; 

or whether any of them have been elsewhere discussed, or are 
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still amongst the desiderata of the subject. A few mechanical- 
problems also occur, chiefly \statical, the. solutions of which are 
strongly marked with the geometrical taste and elegance of the 
writer; but thongh they would, be admirably suited to, am cle- 
mentary work, they are not of a kind to require further specifi- 
cation here. 

LXXVII. Reports on. the Progress of the Physical Sciences. 
By Joun Trnpau, Ph.D., Marburg. 

On the Velocity of Light—Evxperimental Proof of the Theory of 
Undulation. an 

1. Méthode générale pour mesurer la vitesse de la lumiére dans V’air et 
les milieur transparents, by M. L. Foucault. Comptes Rendus, 
May 6, 1850. 4 3 

2. Sur la, Vitesse comparative de la lumiére dans (air et dans Veau, by 
MM. H. Fizeau and L, Breguet. Ibid. June 17, 1850. | 

— state of Arago’s sight has recently mduced him to resign 
the carrying out of his proposition of submitting the two 

rival theories of light to experimental decision to physicists gifted 
with younger eyes.’ It is well known, that, according to the 
theory of Newton—the so-called emission theory—the velocity 
of light in passing from a rarer medium into a denser is increased, 
For example, the index of refraction in passing from air to water 

18 33 according to the emission theory, the velocity of light in 

air is to its velocity in water as 8 is to 4. Opposed to this 
stands the theory of undulation, proposed by Huyghens, and 
supported by Euler, Young and Fresnel. According to this 
theory, the velocity of light in passing from a rarer to a denser 
medium is diminished; in the case of air and water, for instance, 
the above ratio is reversed; the velocity of light in air is to its 
velocity in water, in the ratio of 4:3. The genius of Fresnel 
has won for the latter theory almost universal recognition ; a 
direct proof was however wanting, and this urged Arago* to the 
hardy thought of submitting the question to an experimental test. 

The rotating mirror of Mr. Wheatstone was proposed as the 
instrumental agent for carrying out this idea. If we conceive a 
ray of light to enter a dark room through a hole in a window- 

* It ought to be mentioned, that the same subject had occupied the 
attention of Sir John Herschel and Mr. Wheatstone some years before it 
was mooted by Arago; and a proposition was actually made by the former 
to send a bar of light through a tube of water or alcohol a mile in length, 
and thus determine the influence of this medium. This idea, though not 
so practical, is the same in principle as that of Arago. The latter, however, 
was not aware that any such proposition had ever been made. , 
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shutter, and to fall upon the plane surface of a reflecting mirror 
set perpendicular to the direction of the light, the latter will be 
sent back along the path by which it entered. If the reflecting 
surface be oblique to the direction of the light, the latter will be 
reflected in some other direction ; supposing a second reflecting 
mirror to be set perpendicular to this latter direction, the light 
will be reflected trom this in the direction of the perpendicular, 
will again strike the other mirror, and be finally sent back by 
the latter through the aperture by which it entered. In this 
case the ray suffers two reflexions from the mtermediate mirror ; 
and if it be true that light. requires time in\ passing. from one 
poimt to another, these two reflexions cannot occur contempo- 
raneously. A certain portion of time, however small, will be 
required for the journey to and fro from one mirror to the other. 
Supposing, for instance, the mirrors to be placed six feet apart ; 
the light proceeding from the aperture is received upon the first 
murror and reflected by it on to the other ; from this it is reflected 
back again,and thus accomplishes a journey of twelve feet between | 
its two reflexions by the first mirror. To this journey, as has been 
said, time is necessary.. If the aperture and the two mirrors be 
perfectly motionless, the path of the light in coming will coincide 
with its path in returning ; but if, while on its route between the 
two mirrors, we conceive the position of the first mirror to be 
changed, that, for instance, it has become more inclined to the 
direction of the ray, the latter will not be reflected in the line of 
its approach, but will be thrown against the window-shutter 
more or less to the side of the aperture. This change in the 
position of the mirror during the almost infinitesimal portion of 
time occupied by the light on its twelve-feet journey is accom- 
plished by imparting to the mirror a high angular velocity, say 
a thousand revolutions in a second. We here find ourselves in 
possession of a means of comparing the velocity of light in air 
with its velocity in water. When the mirror rotates, the ray 
sent back does not strike upon the aperture, but more or less to 
the side of it. The less time occupied by the light in performing 
its double journey between the two mirrors, the less ought this 
divergence to be, and vice versd. | Hence, if the Newtonian theory 
be true, the introduction of a column of water six feet long ought 
to bring the reflected image of the aperture nearer to the aper- 
ture itself; and if the undulation theory be true, the introduc- 
tion of such a column ought to make the divergence greater. 
These speculations have been recently submitted to the test of 
experiment, and the result has pronounced in fayour of the theory 
of undulation, 

Of course such experiments, though easily described and 
simple enough in principle, demand considerable delicacy of ma- 
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nipulation. ©The divergence spoken of is in reality exceedingly 
small. In order to observe it, M. Foucault has made use of a 
square aperture furnished with a number of vertical bars of fine 
platinum wire ; eleven of these fitted in the space of one milli- 
metre, and between each two there was a small space through 
which the light entered. The image given by this was a small 
field furrowed with alternate black and white stripes. The light 
after enterig through this aperture fell upon a lens by which it 
was converged, but before it came to a focus on the opposite side 
it fell upon the rotating mirror; it was thence cast upon a con- 
cave mirror placed about six feet distant, which reflected it back 
again. By a peculiar artifice M. Foucault was enabled to com- 
pare with great nicety the divergence of the black and white 
stripes in the image from the platinum wires and their inter- 
vening spaces. “I have already proved,” says M. Foucault, “by 
two successive operations, that the deviation of the image after the 
journey of the light through air is less than after its journey through 
water. I have also made another confirmatory experiment, 
which consists in observing an image formed partly by light 
which has passed through air, and partly by light which has 
passed through water. For small velocities, the stripes of this 
mixed image were apparently continuations of each other. But 
by the acceleration of the motion the image is transported, and the 
stripes are broken at the point of junction of the air image with 
the water image. The stripes of the latter take the advance in the 
sense of the general deviation. Further, on taking into account 
the length of water and of air traversed, the deviations are found 
to be proportional to the indices of refraction. These results indi- 
eate a velocity of the light which is less in water than in air, and, 
according to the views of M. Arago, fully establish the theory of 
undulation.” 

The following interesting article on the same subject is from 
MM. Fizeau and Breguet. 
We have realized with great exactitude the experiment de- 

scribed in our note presented to the Academy during its session 
of the 6th of May last ; an experiment which we felt called upon 
to make, although M. Foucault in the same session had read an 
extended paper upon this subject, in which he announces that he 
has already obtained decisive results. 
We have thought that, for the solution of a capital question 

like the present, the proofs could not be too much multiplied, 
and that experiments made under different circumstances could 
not but contribute to render our knowledge of an important fact 
more certain. 
We have applied ourselves to the solution of the question as 

proposed by M. Arago in 1848; that is to say, How can the 
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two opposite theories regarding the nature of light be submitted 
to a definite test? We have adopted such measures as are cal- 
eulated to exhibit in a striking manner the differences of the 
phenomena as deduced from the one or the other theory. 

As remarked in our preceding communication, the observation 
was made simultaneously on two bundles of light ; the one having 
traversed the air, the other a column of water. 

For each of these bundles the path was as Jollon :—A tele- 
scope was so disposed that its object-glass was very near the 
rotating mirror; a little rectangular prism was placed in the 
focus of the telescope, i in such a position that the solar rays fall- 
ing upon it from a convenient lateral opening near the eye-glass, 
were totally reflected towards the object-glass. 

Beyond the rotating mirror, and at a distance which for the 
ray that passed through water amounted to two metres, there 
was a fixed reflector designed to send back the light to the rota- 
ting mirror by a normal reflexion. 

The focal distance of the telescope was such that the image of 
the little prism placed at its focus formed itself distinctly upon 
the fixed reflector just mentioned. After having been reflected 
from it, the light returned to the rotating mirror, was sent on 
through the telescope, and on passing the focus formed an image 
which exactly covered the prism. 
By the rotation of the mirror we give birth to a number of 

images which succeed each other very rapidly, and the super- 
position of which produces the sensation of a permanent image. 

When the rotation became sufficiently rapid, the permanent 
image was pushed forward im the direction of rotation, this de- 
yiation being the result of the angular motion of the mirror 
during the time oceupied by the light in passing twice over the 
space which separated it from the fixed mirror. 

A second similar fixed mirror was placed beside the former: it 
permitted us to make the experiment with air and water simul- 
taneously. 

If the lengths traversed had been equal for both media, the 
times occupied in passing them would be in the ratio of 4:3 or 
of 3: 4, according to the one or the other theory, and the devia- 
tions produced by the rotation of the mirror would have been in 
the same ratio. 

Instead of equal lengths we have adopted equivalent lengths ; 
that is to say, lengths traversed by the light in equal times. 
These lengths are yery different, according as they are calculated 
from the one or the other theory. The length for water being 1, 

the i mel length for air would be 4 a PY the theory of emis- 

sion, and 5 t by the theory of ctl” 
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If the experiment be made by adopting the length = for ait, 

that of water being 1, according to, the theory of emission, the 
times occupied by the two bundles of light in passing over, these 
spaces will be equal, and. consequently the deviations will be 
equal. . By the other theory, on the contrary, the times occupied 
by the light in passing through both media will be very different ; 
these times will be for water and for air in the ratio of 16 to 9, 
and the deviations will be in the same ratio. 

To coincide with the-one or the other theory, it will therefore 
be sufficient to prove, either that the deviations are equal, or 
that one is nearly double the other. 

If the equivalent lengths calculated from the theory of undu- 
lation be taken, the results will be similar, but myerse. . __ 

According to the theory of emission, the deviations will be in 
the ratio of 16:9; according tothe other theory, they will be 
equal. ; 
We have made these two experiments, and the results obtained 

are very exact. The phenomena observed are altogether in ac- 
cordance with the theory of undulation, and in’ manifest oppo- 
sition to the theory of emission. at 

In the first arrangement the deviation is greater for water than 
for air; it is nearly double. The difference is sensible with ‘a 
velocity of 400 or 500 revolutions per second ; with’a velocity of 
1500 revolutions it becomes quite evident. 

In the second arrangement the deviation is the same for air 
and water; and whatever be the velocity of the mirror, there is 
no sensible difference between the two deviations. on 

These experiments have been made in the meridian room of 
the observatory ; the column of water was 2 metres long, and 
was contained in a crystal tube closed at the ends with glass. 
This length is more convenient than that which we at first em- 
ployed, namely 3 metres... The light is less weakened, and, after 
its double passage, retaims an intensity which may be estimated 
at double of that which was obtained with the tube of 3 metres. 

The deviations were observed at a distance of 1°50-millim. from 
the rotating mirror. 

LXXVIIL. On the Law of the Compressibility of Water at different 
Temperatures. ByW.3.Macquorn Rankine, F.R.S.E. &e.* 

; i AVING lately had occasion, in the course of some theoreti- 
‘cal researches on the velocity of sound in liquids, to en- 

deayoux to represent the experiments of M. Grassi on the com- 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read to the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh, April 7, 1851. 
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pressibilities of distilled water at different temperatures (Comptes 
Rendus, xix.) ‘by an empirical formula, I was much struck on 
unexpectedly finding that they followed sensibly this law :— 

The compressibility of water is inversely proportional to the 
density multiplied by the temperature, as measured from the abso- 
lute zero of a perfect gas-thermometer, viz. a pot 274°6 below 
the ordinary zero of the Centigrade scale, and 462°28 below 
that of Fahrenheit’s scale. 

Hence the compressibility of water varies according to the 
same law with that of a gas. 

_ To express the law symbolically, let 0 represent the fraction 
by which unity of volume of water is compressed by a pressure 
of. one atmosphere, D the density of the water, its maximum 
density bemg taken as unity, and Tt the temperature measured 
from the absolute zero; then 

I=_ 

KrD’ 

K is a constant coefficient, the value of which is— 
For the Centigrade scale, 72, atmospheres per degree. 
For, Fahrenheit’s scale, 40 atmospheres per degree. 

The following table exhibits a comparison between the results 
of the formula and those of M. Grassi’s experiments. It will be 
observed, that, the discrepancies are extremely small, and follow 
no regular law, being sometimes positive and sometimes negative. 

The value of the single constant in the formula K was deduced 
from the mean of the first and second experimental results. The 
values of the density D were computed by means of the empi- 
rical formula in my paper On the Expansion of Liquids, pub- 
lished in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal for October 
1849, 

Temperature Compressibility of water per 
Centigrade from atmosphere of pressure. : 
the ordinary Differences. 

zero. Calculated. Observed. 

| 0 0-000050584 | 0-000050560 | —0-000000024 
108 0:000048679 0:000048705 -+0:000000026 
13-4 0:000048252 0:000048378 +0:000000126 
15°5 0:000047915 0:000047745 — 0000000170 
25:9 0-000046353 0:000045843 — 0000000510 
34:8 0-000045140 0-000045573 +0:000000433 
43:0 0:000044158 0-000044414 + 0:000000256 
53°3 000004293 1 0:000044336 +0°000001405 

As it has not yet been ascertained whether this law is appli- 
cable to other liquids and to water at higher temperatures, I 
refrain for the present from drawing any theoretical conclusions 
from it. 

London, Mareh 1851. 
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LXXIX. Description of the Gyreidometer, an Instrument suited to 
the exact Measurement of Newton’s Rings. By E. Witpe*. 

[With a Plate. ] 

FEW years ago an instrument was constructed by Jericau, 
which, by giving a certain position to the glasses used in 

the experiment, was peculiarly suited to the exhibition of the 
coloured rings of Newton. This end was accomplished by giving 
a plate of glass with parallel surfaces a small inclination towards 
a moveable plane which contained the convex lens. The arrange- 
ment permitted of the slow approach of the glasses, and the 
alterations of the rings due to this approach were easily observed. 
The instrument was named a gyreidoscope. 

In the gyreidometer the above convenient arrangement of the 
glasses has been substantially*retained. To render the instru- 
ment suited, however, not only to the exhibition of the rings, 
but also to their measurement, a different arrangement in other 
respects had to be resorted to. 

The following are the parts which go to the construction of 
the gyreidometer: a (Plate III. fig. 1) is a brass plate, m which 
is placed a slide 0, which can be moved by the micrometer- 
serew c; dis a plate of glass with parallel surfaces, under which 

~ is placed the convex lens; the plate is inclined at a small angle 
to the horizontal path of the lens, and is held im this position by 
the rest e and the screw f. To save the plate of glass from frac- 
ture, the screw is caused to pass throngh a spring, which, when 
the glasses are closely pressed, yields a little; g and g! are two 
arms capable of rotating in a vertical plane ; they carry the brass 
plate 4, which holds a second slide; the latter can be moved by 
the micrometer-screw k ; m is a microscope fastened to this slide, 
around the axis of which the entire plate 4 permits of being 
turned ; 7 is an arch graduated to quarter degrees ; over it moves 
a vernier, which, by means of the screw p, can be fastened to 
the arm yg. In order to be able to measure the angles of inci- 
dence and reflexion to a minute, a space equal to 14 divisions of 
the arch is divided into 15 parts on the vernier. The entire 
apparatus, including the microscope, ought to be only about 7 
inches long, the same in height, and 2} inches wide. 

The point O of the arch a, and the inclination of the plate of 
glass to the path of the slide underneath, were determined in 
my instrument by reflexion. By means of the screw e and of 
three leveling-screws, the plate of glass and the lens were 
brought into such a position, that when the slide containing the 
latter was moved, no alteration in the colour of the rings followed, 
thus proving that the plate of glass was parallel to the path of 

* Translated from Poggendorff’s Annalen, yol. Ixxxi. p. 264. 
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the slide. The convex lens was then removed, and a coat of tin- 
foil was laid upon the under surface of the plate of glass. The 
lenses were now removed from the microscope, and the latter 
was so placed that the reflected images of its top and bottom 
openings appeared concentric ; the point O of the arch was taken 
for this vertical position of the microscope. The latter, by means 
of the vernier, was then moved 343 minutes beyond O, and the 
plate of glass was so placed that the microscope stood perpen- 
dicular to it as before. By this means an inclination of 842 
minutes was given to the glass; and this angle being deter- 
mined, the tinfoil was removed from the surface of the latter. 
_ A hundred revolutions of the under micrometer-screw causes 
a horizontal motion of one inch; the head is divided into 100 
parts, every one of which therefore corresponds to a motion of 
the slide equal to 0:0001 of an inch. This length of 0:0001 of 
an inch is represented by ad (fig. 2) ; hence while the point a of 
the slide moves onwards to 4, the summit of the lens approaches 

i) 
the surface of the glass above it by the distance df= ; 

The tangent of 343/ is =0-01 ; and hence for every division of 
the head of the screw c when turned, an approximation of the 
glasses equal to 0‘000001 of an inch is effected. To obtain this 
proportion, we have chosen the particular inclination 3442! of the 
plate of glass to the slide underneath. 

In like manner 100 revolutions of the upper micrometer-screw 
& go to an inch; the head of this screw also being divided into 
100 parts, by means of the fine hair which stretches across the 
middle of the field of view of the microscope, and which, when 
the screw is turned, moves along the diameters of the rings, the 
length of these diameters can be measured to 00001 of an inch, 
and can with tolerable certainty be estimated to 0-00001 of 
an inch. 

The care with which Newton 200 years ago observed the rings 
formed between two glass lenses is truly deserving of admiration, 
the more so as his measurements were made with a pair of com- 
passes and with unassisted eyes. On this account he found him- 
self compelled to choose lenses with radii from 40 to 50 feet in 
length ; for as the diameters of the rings stand in the ratio of 

! u 

| ig Fy a where ¢ and ¢! denote the radii of curvature of the 

lenses, when the values of ¢ and ¢! are so great as above given, 
the diameters of the rings themselves must be considerable ; and 
in this way an accurate measurement of them, even with imper- 
fect apparatus, is rendered possible. It jie te however, the 
utmost care and trouble to prepare glasses of this description. 
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In homogeneous light we obtain a great number of rings, even 
when the radius is only a few feet long; and with such glasses, 
by means of the gyr eidometer, the properties of the colours can 
be observed with sufficient accuracy... Were the bottom of. the 
case a, and of the slide 6 broken through, beneath the place 
where the lens rests, the instrument would. be. suitable; to. the 
observation of the rings formed by. transmitted light. By it-also 
can be measured the rings formed between. glass.and_ metal, or 
any other solid opake body; it being merely necessary to form 
a lens from the body, and to set it in the place which the glass 
lens has been supposed to occupy in the foregoing description. 

LXXX. Pendulum Experiments. By Taomas G. Buny. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
GENTLEMEN, Bristol, May 19, 1851. 

pans the last. three or four weeks Ihave been devoting 
much time and attention to a series of pendulum experi= 

ments, similar to those of Foucault, im. Paris, and, carefully re- 
cording the particulars of each, in order to obtain, from actual 
observation the true amount. of angular motion of the plane of a 
pendulum’s vibration in this latitude (51° 27'), and compare it 
with the results which mathematicians are endenvonss ing to obtain 
from rigorous analysis. 

The lofty spire of St. Nicholas in this city, which rises to.a 
height of about 190 feet from the ground, was the building 
selected for these experiments ;. and its admirable adaptation to 
my purpose has been one of my chief inducements to pursue 
them. The octagonal spire, which rests on a square tower, is 
divided by a floor into two compartments or chambers of about 
equal height ; in the lower of these, measuring 194 feet in dia- 
meter below, and 9} feet — I suspended a pendulum of 53 
feet in length. A steel wire z1,th of an inch im diameter was 
made to pass tightly through ¢ a hole in a steel plate fixed to the 
upper floor, and firmly fastened to a support above. From this 
is suspended a leaden ball weighing 532 Ibs., a solid of revolu- 
tion, and nearly a sphere. From the bottom of the ball projects 
a pointed wire index ; and about 4 of an inch under this is aypin 
driven into the floor,. around which, as a centre, is described and 
carefully divided into degrees, a circle of about 93 feet diameter. 
The zero and 180° of this circle are in the true ‘oeridiet { 

The slight elliptic motion which the pendulum after a short 
time acquires, and which, I believe, no precautions will entirely 
prevent, has been throughout these experiments. most carefully 
watched and recorded; and during the latter paren of them, I 
have been accustomed not to permit it to exceed 4 of an inch ; 
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that is to say, the pendulum index at every vibration passes 
within that distance of the pin in the centre of the circle. When- 
ever the ellipticity (or semi-conjugate axis) begins to exceed that 
amount, I consider it time to stop the pendulum and commence 
afresh. The direction of the elliptic motion is also recorded : 
when like that of the hand of a watch, it is called ‘ direct,’ and 
marked + ; when the contrary, it is called ‘retrograde,’ and 
marked with the sign —. The motion of the line of apsides of 

“these ellipses (as Mr. Sylvester has lately pointed out) is mixed 
up with, and considerably affects the apparent amount of, that 
of the plane of vibration resulting from the rotation of the earth ; 
adding to it when the elliptic movement is direct, and subtract- 
ing from) it when retrograde, 

In beginning an experiment, I draw the pendulum-ball aside 
until it is nearly over the circumference of the circle, suddenly 
disengage it, and then usually communicate to it, by a touch on 
one side, a slight amount of elliptic motion, about equal and con- 
trary to what was observed at the end of the last experiment. 
In this manner I at first thought the errors of ellipticity might 
be neutralized and eliminated; but having since constructed, 
from observation, a table of these errors for every tenth of an 
inch of ellipticity + and —, I now introduce into every experi- 
ment a tabular correction for the ellipticity observed. Seventy- 
eight experiments, averaging twenty minutes each, thus arranged 
into eight groups, gave the following results :— 

 elliptici Error in Hourly’ | Number of experi. | 
na iniy 0] RS oc | Nts a 

vibration. group. 

inch. zs Cehjal-o-—ihe 

+0°320 +3160" 5 

Maia | - “res oe Ona meanlength 

too ford 8 | of arc of about 

0046 | -~0-73 16 7 feet. 

=0°147 —1:36 12 

—0:249 —0°85 10 

| —0:350 | —3:22 4 | 

—0°450 —3-25 5 
: | 

These quantities, thrown into a curve by the usual method of 

rectangular coordinates, give a series of points falling nearly in 
a straight line; and by paring off slight irregularities, show 
that 0°7 per hour is pretty nearly the required correction for 

every tenth of an inch of ellipticity, on an are of 7 feet. 
The following summary contains the result of each day’s work. 

[It will be seen that the degrees of the circle have not been very 

regularly followed: this irregularity was produced by accidental 

causes merely.] 
Phil. Mag. 8. 4, No. 7, Suppl, Vol. 1. PAE 
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Pendulum Experiments in St. Nicholas Spire, Bristol. 
Lat. 51° 27' N. 

Observed mo- ; { ; 
le . Cc f P; f 1 Moti NSon.ofple | Time, |Copedtion tr) Peers | MP 
| ° min. ° © 

19-2 100-9 +42°5 27 to 47 12°89 
} L : 0... 48 4 

619 315-7 +12 60 ... 80 12°04 

55-2 277-4 +11 80... 134 12-18 
y . , 18 .:. 27 , 

19-0 101-9 +0:1 47.58 11-24 

Ls a a eer 802) +4:9 
+ 49 correction 

160-2 in 795+9 min., being a rate per hour of .......... 12075 

19-3 80:5 —12 136 to 158 13°50 
27:7 135°5 +0'8 150... 176 12:59 

50... 54 
12°95 731 +14 165 ... 169 11:78 

186 .,. 189 
38:68 197-4 +2:0 129 ... 169 12°36 
16-95 855 | —O04 169 ... 186 11:86 
198 1088 +0°6 7... 237 11-14 
22:65 114-4 —06 27 50 11-85 

158-03 795°2 +26 
Correction |+ 2°6 correction 

160°63 in 795-2 min., being a rate per hour of............ 12°120 
Experiments, May 1 to 5 (above)...12°075 

NVTORA OF Cll See e reese tiae see ee oeeneenss 12:0975 

This is a little more than in proportion to the sine of the lati- 
tude, which gives 11°:7309 per hour. It appears however to be 
pretty generally admitted by mathematicians, that the law of 
the sine of the latitude is to be considered only as an approxi- 
mation to the truth. I anxiously await the result of a rigorous 
solution of this interesting problem, and am, Gentlemen, 

Yours respectfully, 
Tuomas G, Bunz. 

LXXXI. On the Rotation of the Earth. By the Rev.J. A. Coomss, 
late Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge*. 

"es pendulum experiment of M. Foucault, im proof of the 
earth’s rotation about its axis, deservedly attracts at pre- 

sent a large share of public attention. Several correct solutions 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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of this question ‘have been advanced by different writers. Still 
there is difficulty, if not doubt, left upon the minds of many 
persons, to whom a lucid explanation of the phenomenon would 
be a great relief and gratification. It is for the assistance of 
such individuals that I have attempted in this paper a threefold 
solution of the problem; the two first being perhaps more strict 
and geometrical, the last more popular. Jn principle these solu- 
tions would be found identical with each other, as well as with 
those that have been proposed by other writers. The varied form 
under which they appear will, it is hoped, recommend them 
to different classes of readers. 

The nature of the experiment itself I need hardly describe, as 
the details of it are so generally known. In explaining the 
rationale of this interesting phenomenon— 

I. Let us look upon it, in the first place, in the light of a 
strictly dynamical problem. 

Let CP (fig. 1) be the -axis Fig. 1. 
about which the earth (consi- x . 
dered here as a sphere) rotates 
with an angular velocity =o. 

Let A be the place of obser- 
vation in latitude 2. 

Let DQd be the horizontal 
cireular table (centre A) over 
which the pendulum suspended 
at K oscillates, and which may 
be considered identical with 
the surface of the earth around 
A 

Let PA be the meridian, in 
which, for the sake of simpli- 
city, we will suppose the pendulum to be oscillating at the 
moment under consideration. 

Join CA, and draw CB in the plane PCA perpendicular to CA. 
Now as the table revolves about the axis CP, it may be con- 

sidered as partaking, at this instant, of three separate and inde-' 
pendent motions about three rectangular axes parallel to its prin- 
cipal axes,— 

viz, about CA perpendicular to the plane of the table ; 
about CB parallel to the plane of the table ; 
about a third axis through C perpendicular to the plane 

of the paper ; 
which will be parallel to a line drawn through A perpendicular 
to Dd in the plane of the table. 

Now there is evidently, from the nature of the motion, no ten- — 
dency to rotate about the third axis; because the plane of the 
table always intersects the axis CP in one point, which is, as it 

2P2 
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were, the Vertex ofa ‘coné’’ Therefore the rpg pi @ may 
be supposed to be made wp of. 

@,, an angular motion about CA-perpendicular to the ships and 
@o, an angular motion about! CB: parallelto ithe tables: yliess. 

Now with respect to this; angular motion w, of the plane and 
centre of the table about, ‘CB, it is evident that the plane of 
vibration of the pendulum KDd partakes of it sim and 
equally, because the plane of vibration is always necessarily per- 
pendicular to'the plane of the’ tablei)° And indeed if thereowere 
no other motion than this, the case would be precisely similar to 
that at the equator ; the plane of the table would have nomotion 
about its own centre invitsown plane) and therefore there would 
be:no apparent motion ;of the plane:of -vibration.»./ We, would 
therefore designate this: motionows,, which at; each,instant, takes 
place: about an axis parallel tothe phe of the rk by! ht term 
equatoreal. fA 

It is: the remaining soheiiea! motion; which gives, rise. eats the 
phenomenon, by virtue of: which : the -table rotates. in ats, own 
plane ‘and aboutits own centre): Weré'this the only motion, the 
ease is precisely similar to:that which would,oeeur) at) the| poles iof 
the earth, and:we shall therefore Gandmainiate itvas the paisa ‘mo- 
tion of the table, 
‘Now ‘the plane: of wibr bitigro ative not ouldeiiies ented! of this 

polar motion ; justin the same wayas a smooth marble moving, 
along a émooth table:would mot: partake, of the motion of, that 
table. rotating mits own) plane: beneath .it. },The point, of.,sus- 
pension, the:wire;:and the \ball itself, participate in at j but noti 
so the plane:of:vibration, and therefore. not the, line, of vibration 
traced upon the table;,'| Hence by virtue, of.this/ angular motion 
w,, the plane of, the table rotates about, its -own! centre, heneath 
the pendulum ; orto a spectator moving with the table, the plane 
of the pendulum will appear to revolye round/with,an angular, 
velocity w,. This is the explanation of the phenomenon.so far as 
the mere fact of the shifting of the line of vibration is. concerned. 

The nextpoint for discussion is as to the magnitude of the 
quantity w, in terms of the latitude.,; The angular motion @ 
may, as we haye seen, be resolved into.@,; and @9. 

Let Q be any point in the plane of the.table. . Join AQ, PQ, 
BQ by-ares of great circles. Then, since the, resultant. angular. 
motion is about, CP, the algebraic sum of the perolved. velor ign 
of Q in = 0; ari 

*. o, sn AQ <in AQP —o, sin BQ sin BQR£0,” tid a 

or | -@,smAP&o,sn BP, . . . Yoveoones 
Again, the velocity of Q perpendicular to QP=ar sin PQ (if 

CP=r). But this also 
=r{w, sin AQ cos AQP +e, sin BQ cos BQP}.., 

bstatid 2 
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This expression,.when, the. values,of; cos AQP,;.cos.BQP.are sub- 
stituted, hei notice of (1.), andyalso, that... 4 45 foe5 
bas :eldst odt of ta!neos APQ=/ cos BPQ; io, 2ft8 
“ore redtices and: —— equalitods coijom xslirges 
bas eg Ts hee angen sit PQ” 
ra one iq ee 3° Rega bei “sm BP™ age 
Therefore elie eat o,=038in BP=o BAe bie ton eetmeen GO 

Hence. the \time. of thet APB, revolution of, the © pend 

=. tts hours. Sat 
cost 
uInthe latitude of! Beasts this a Real 306 jae head 

which will be about the time observed in an experiment carefully 
conducted ; ‘every possible ‘source of :disturbance; arismg front 
imperfect’ centring’ of weight,» accidental. vibrations, eur ia. 
and apsidal motion, being removed. 
 It-has been well-observed by Mr. Sylvester, that although the 
plane ‘of ‘vibration does »not ‘pattake of ‘this polar: motion;:yet 
nevertheless the ball of the pendulum does,-andchenceut will 
rotate about ‘its own! axis’ im the /same? time: asthe table; the 
result of which is} that’ a‘feather stack! in «the ball will always 
torn to the same point of the compass. 
TL) Again, we may look upon the problemas the esha of the 

illite between the: horizontal velocity’ of the ballof the pens 
duhimni’ (which i is the same as thatoof the centre ofthe table); and 
the various points of the table over which: it sweeps: in’ its: oseil- 
lation! Let the figuré'2 be similar to the ‘former,/and the pens 
dulum be supposed tovibrate in'the meridian during an oscillations 

“Draw DN; AM, dn ‘perinns i Figi@si od 
pendicular ' to the” axis ‘of 00 AO 
the earth, and’ let the tan- 
gent-dD meet the ‘axis in 
O. Also ‘let dy be the 
parallel ‘circle in which d 
moves. DssSLN 

» It is evident’ that ‘the 
points D, A, d ave movitig’ 
round'the axis of the’éarth 
with different velocities ; for 
they make 'a‘complete re- 
volution, in the same time, 
in circles whose) radii ‘are 
respectively 

DN 

AM }, 

and dn 
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and they move with velocities respectively equal to 

o.DN’ w.OD.sin 6) 

o.AM | or to w.OA.sin @ b. 

and w.dn @.Od.sin 6 | 

These motions will not be altered if we suppose the earth to 
be at rest, and the pendulum and table to be carried round it. 
Let now a motion equal and opposite to that of A be commu- 
nicated, for the instant, to the pendulum and every point of the 
line DAd. What will be the result? A will be reduced to rest. 
And with respect to the point d, and to the pomts between A 
and d, since their velocity was originally greater than that of A, 
they will move with their excess of motion in the direction of 
the arrow; while with regard to D, and points between it and 
A, their velocity being originally just as much in defect of A, 
they will be made to move round A in the direction of the arrow 
with velocities exactly corresponding to those between A and d. 
The effect will therefore be a rotatory motion round A; and we 
proceed to prove, that, for the instant, this motion will be in the 
plane of the table. 
We suppose that for an instant all the pomts in the plane of 

the table are moving in the tangent plane to the surface at A. 
Let df be a tangent to the circle dy; this will be the direction 
of d’s motion ; 

. df is perpendicular to dn: 

and dn being the common intersection of the planes of the meri- 
dian and that of the parallel circle dg, it follows that df is per- 
pendicular to the plane Pdn, and therefore perpendicular to Ad. 
Hence df is a tangent to the plane of the table; and so of the 
other points. Hence, for the instant, every poimt in the table is 
turning in its own plane about A fixed with a certam angular 
velocity. To ascertain this, we have 

vel, of A— vel. of D=#.(OA—OD).sin 0 

=o.AD.sin 0, 

and vel. of d— yel. of A=. Ad.sin 0. 

And so the motion of every point of the table will be propor- 
tional to its distance from A; and the table will rotate about A 
with angular velocity sb a 

=o.sin 6, 

=w.sinX, 

as is evident from the figure. 
Of this motion the plane of vibration does not participate, for 

reasons before assigned. And with regard to any motion which 
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the table may have about DAd in passing from one position to 
an adjacent one, of this motion K and the plane of vibration 
equally participate. Hence the effect to a spectator will be the 
same as before, and the plane of vibration will appear to revolve 

hours. 
24. 

sin X 
II. The third mode of exhibiting the reason of this pheeno- 

menon is a more popular one. 
At the north and south poles the case is clear enough. The 

centre of the table being fixed directly over the pole of the earth, 
will be stationary, while the table itself, being carried round by 
the earth’s rotation, will rotate about that centre once in twenty- 
four hours. The pendulun swinging freely over this centre will 
continue to vibrate in its original direction, and thus the plane 
of vibration will appear to revolve once in twenty-four hours. 
At the equator, on the other hand, the table is carried round its 
daily circle, always retaining the same relative position to the 
plane of vibration : a given diameter in it always remains parallel 
to itself, and hence the line of vibration will appear to be sta- 
tionary. . 

For intermediate latitudes, I suppose the reader to have a 
common globe before him. Let him fix his eye upon the parallel 
of latitude in which we are situated. If a piece of coin, a shil- 
ling for instance (head uppermost), be now firmly attached to 
this globe at any point of this parallel of latitude, with the face 
looking towards the north, that is along the meridian line, and 
the globe be now turned upon its axis, this will form a correct 
representation of the horizontal table, in the experiment, carried 
round by the earth’s rotation. In this motion the face of the 
shilling would be always turned towards a fixed point in the pro- 
longation of the axis of the globe. The effect of this is evidently 
the same as if the centre of the shilling were fixed, and it was 
made to turn round that centre as upon a pivot, for the motion 
of the face of the shilling would be the same in both cases. So 
also a person looking along the north line of the horizontal table 
would have the eye constantly directed to a fixed point in the 
earth’s axis; and the effect of this would be the same as if the 
centre of that table were stationary, and the table turned round 
its centre as upon an axis. Now be it remarked, that the 
plane of the pendulum does not participate in this motion, any 
more than a smooth marble moving upon a smooth table would 
participate of any rotatory motion which that table might have 
about its own centre in its own plane. It is true the plane of 
vibration has a motion, arising from the motion of the point of 
suspension ; but the table participates equally of this; and the 
effect of this motion is only to keep the plane of vibration always 

round the table in the time 
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perpendicular to, the table.. The result.will be, therefore, that 
the line of yibration will appear,to revolye round in the plane) of 
the table. io await 

But. with what angular velocity? To,explain. this, we -refer 
again to.our original illustration...The question is, How, much 
has that shilling revolved about, its. own, centre in. the time that 
the earth has. taken to make half a revolution ?., The centre of 
the shilling has traversed the half of a parallel of latitude ; but 
the face of that shilling, which, has always’ been looking north- 
ward, has not evidently turned half round ; that is, if the centre 
of the shilling had been fixed, the face would not. have made;so 
much as half a revolution about its centre. In fact, the shilling 
would have turned round just as much as if that semi-parallel of 
latitude had been taken off the globe and disposed_as a thread 
upon a plane table in the form of a circle, with that fixed pomt 
in the globe’s axis to which we: have alluded as centre, and the 
shilling had then been made to move along the thread, with its 
face always turned to that centre. This thread would not form 
a complete semicircle. : lowoG 

Indeed the angle moved through by the plane. of vibration in 
twelve hours is proportional to the angle subtended at the fixed 
point in the earth’s axis to which we have alluded, by the semi- 
parallel of latitude laid out into a: plane cirele ; it is therefore 
proportional to the length of that semi-are by radius, or to the 
sine of the angle between the north horizontal line and the axis 
of the earth, that is, proportional to the sine of the latitude. 
Hence the time of a complete reyolution is obtained, as before, 
by dividing twenty-four hours by the sine of the latitude. 

LXXXIL. On Professor Potter’s Theory of re 
By the Rev. Samurt Haveuton. © “9 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and. Journal. és 

GENTLEMEN, 
ie Professor Potter’s answer to my remarks on his Theory of 

Sound, he has expressed his surprise at my ignorance of the 
atomic constitution of matter, but appears to have overlooked 
the fact that my argument was ad hominem, and that I was not 
stating my own views on the subject. 

On reading carefully Prof. Potter’s theory, as he has stated it 
in the February Number of the Magazine, I (in common with 
many others) put a construction upon his-meaning which ap- 
peared to be a fair representation of his views, and from that 
construction I deduced the conclusion that the imtroduction 
of atoms in that sense did not alter the equations of motion. 
This conclusion, it appears from the May Number of the 
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Philosophical Magazine, coincides with the opinion originally 
entertained by Prof. Potter himself; but as he now disclaims 
that opinion, and attaches some mysterious meaning to the 
terms “attributed cube,” “area for pressure,” &e:, it rests with 
him'to explain by some argument better than the repetition of 
a there assertion, why he has changed his mind; and to give a 
clearer definition than he has yet done, of the precise meaning 
of his terms. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Yours, &e., 

Trinity College, Dublin, Samvuet Haveuron. 
May 26, 1851. 

LXXXIUI. Proceedings of Learned Societies, 

ROYAL INSTITUTION. 

May 9, N the recent experiment showing the Rotation of the 
1851. Earth by means of the Pendulum. By the Rev. Baden 
Powell, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. 

The experiment alluded to has been the subject of so much popu- 
lar notice at the present time, that it would be needless to go into a 
particular description of its nature or object. If fully verified, the 
result: would however hardly amount to any more palpable proof to 
the senses than other astronomical phenomena afford; in this case, 
aswell as in those, the conclusion is equally derived from reasoning 
on the actual appearances. 
An idea of such an effect seems to have occurred long ago, and 

is mentioned in a paper in the Phil. Trans., 1742, No. 468, by the 
Marquis de Poli, in the course of some observations on the pendulum 
of a different kind. He remarks, “I-then considered (adopting the 
hypothesis of the earth's motion) that in one oscillation of the pen- 
dulum, there would not be described from: its centre perfectly one 
and the same are in the same plane;” but he does not pursue the 
subject, as being foreign to his immediate object. 

It appears also (see Comptes Rendus, 1851, No.6). that in 1837 
Poisson had hinted at such an effect, but supposed it of insensible 
amount. 

To some minds difficulties present themselves in the first instance, 
which are easily removed by a few simple illustrations. In the first 
place, the deviation from parallelism to itself, of the meridian of any 
place, during the rotation of the earth, is a simple geometrical question 
easily determined, and the inclination expressed by a trigonometrical 
formula. In the next place, the independence of the motion of the 
pendulum, notwithstanding that the point of support is carried along 
with the earth in its rotation, and that the whole seems to form a 
part of the earth, is a point easily elucidated by very simple experi- 
ments, in which the vibration of a small pendulum is seen to continue 
parallel to itself notwithstanding a motion given. to the point of 
support; the effect being in fact only a simple consequence of the 
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coexistence of two motions communicated to a body at the same 
time. A beautiful apparatus, lent by Mr. Bishop for showing this, 
was exhibited on the present occasion. 

The experiment originally made by M. Foucault was repeated and 
confirmed under the inspection of M. Arago, and other eminent 
scientific men, with all due precautions in Paris, as also at Ghent, 
Brussels, and elsewhere, In England, besides the public repetitions 
at the Russell, London, and Polytechnic Institutions, by Dr. Roget, 
Mr. Bishop and Mr. Bass, the experiment has been tried at York 
by Professor Phillips, and at Bristol by Mr. Bunt, with careful atten- 
tion to all the circumstances likely to ensure the avoidance of sources 
of error, and to secure precise results. At the Royal Institution 
on the present occasion the experiment was exhibited under two 
modifications by Dr. Bence Jones and by Mr. Bass. Other observers 
have also repeated it in various places, especially at Dublin, where 
Messrs. Haughton and Galbraith, Fellows of Trinity College, have 
pursued the research with all imaginable precautions, and have 
obtained results somewhat different from those of other observers. 
According to nearly all the other experiments, the rate of deviation 
continued uniform; according to Messrs. Haughton and Galbraith, 
it varied ; and they seem to have been the only observers who have 
watched through a complete revolution, the time of which was ob- 
served to be 28 26™. . 

The sources of probable error are numerous and not easy to be 
effectually guarded against. The most formidable perhaps is the 
extreme difficulty of causing the pendulum to vibrate truly in one 
plane, and to prevent its motion in a narrow ellipse. When this 
takes place, and the arc is considerable, the direction of the major 
axis is continually changing, owing to a well-known mechanical 
cause (see Herschel’s Outlines of Astronomy, p. 444); but this de- 
viation is always in the same direction as that of the original motion 
of the pendulum, and consequently changes when that direction is 
changed. The true deviation may be distinguished from this, in 
that it is always from east to west, independently of the direction of 
the original impulse; and the ball always passes accurately through 
the centre in every oscillation, whereas in the former case it never 

does. 
For great accuracy, a variety of other precautions are requisite, as 

to the perfect freedom of suspension, guarding against currents, &e. ; 
it is, however, possible that the elliptic deviation may oppose that 
due to the earth's rotation, while the latter may manifest itself in 

spite of the former. 
It is extremely probable that many of the public repetitions may 

have heen affected by these causes of error; yet some of those re- 
ferred to have been made by men of so much eminence and expe- 
rience as observers, as to render it highly improbable that they should 
not have been sufficiently guarded against every source of fallacy. 
The accordance of many of the results at different places within fair 
limits of error, is also a strong argument in favour of their accuracy 
and trustworthiness. 

The rates of deviation for one hour as determined at different 
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places do not seem to be more diserepant than would accord gene- 
rally with the differences of latitude. The experiment at Paris gave 
about 11° 30', at Bristol 11° 42’, at Dublin rather more than 12°, at 
York about 13°. 

To apprehend the theoretical principle, it is necessary to take 
into account,—lIst, the simple inclination of two successive positions 
of the meridian of a place to each other after any interval of time; 
Qndly, the independence of the motion of the ball of the pendulum, 
of the rotation of the point of support; and $rdly, that the ball, 
though free in this sense, is not however wholly free, being continually 
drawn down by gravity in a direction continually changing (rela- 
tively to the original direction of vibration) as the earth revolves. 
Hence, though from the second cause the ball would have a ten- 

deney always to preserve a motion parallel to its original motion, 
and thus to deviate regularly from the meridian, it will (from the 
third cause) not preserve this exact parallelism, but will take an in- 
termediate direction. The exact determination of this direction 
cannot be made on any general considerations, but must be the 
result of detailed mathematical investigation. 

Thus in general in any illustrative or analogous case, so long as 
the axis of vibration continues parallel to itself, the are of vibration 
will continue parallel to itself; but if the ais do not continue 
parallel, the direction of the are of vibration will deviate. This 
distinction has been laid down and illustrated experimentally by 
Mr. Wheatstone. 

The investigation, as pursued by M. Binet ( Comptes Rendus, 1851, 
Nos. 6, 7), as well as by other mathematicians, is primarily founded 
on the method long since proposed by Euler, of resolving the rota- 
tory motion of one point on the earth’s surface into two; one about 
the vertical of that point, the other about an axis at right angles to 
it; of which the latter is the part effective in determining the direc- 
tion of gravity on the pendulum, and is proportional to the sine of 
the latitude of the point. 

M. Binet makes this general theorem the foundation of an analy- 
tical investigation, in which the conditions of the motion of the pen- 
dulum generally are expressed by certain differential equations, the 
integration of which conducts him to certain expressions, which, when 
simplified by the consideration of limiting the vibration to small ares, 
gives the azimuthal velocity uniform in the direction from E, to W., 
and in a simple proportion to the sine of the latitude ; giving there- 
fore the deviation for one hour in the latitude of Paris about 114°, 
and the time of a complete revolution 32" 8™. An investigation 
has also been made independently by the Astronomer Royal, leading 
to very nearly the same result. 

Other mathematical solutions have also been proposed by Dr. Day 
of Bristol, and by Mr. J. R. Young (late Professor of Mathematics 
at Belfast). The latter gentleman has obtained as a consequence of 
his investigations one vemarkable result, which he states thus :— 

* The are of the cireular rim of the éable subtended by the angle 
of deviation at its centre, is always (in one revolution of the earth) 
exactly equal to the difference in length of the two parallels of lati- 
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tude described by the centre. and ,extremity.of. the, meridional dia- 
meter of the table.” (See Mechanics’ Mag., May 3 and 10, 1851.) 

The lucid and able illustrations of the subject given by Professor 
Sylvester have thrown much light on the’explanation. © 

Modifications of the principle have been suggested by M. Chasles, 
on the idea of the difference ‘of rotatory velocity between any two 
points on the same meridian’; which difference, insensible as it might 
seem to be for the minute length of a’ vibration, he ‘shows ‘will’in’ 
successive vibrations become’sensible. This idea is nearly the same’ 
as that announced by Laplace ( Mécanique Céleste, vol. iv. c. 5), who 
infers a deviation in the plane of a projectile fired in the direction of 
the meridian. The same idea has been ‘discussed also by othér 
mathematicians, and has been further carried out by M. Poinsot, 
who has suggested, that if two balls suspended by separate strings, 
hanging together in contact, and consequently both partaking in the 
velocity of rotation of that point of the earth, were to be suddenly 
separated by releasing a spring placed between them, and at first! 
confined bya string, they would then show the difference of velocity 
belonging to points on the earth° at’ that distance apart, and would’ 
consequently revolve round the vertical. (See Comptes Rendus,. 
1851, No. 14.) ; TOTS 04 

A beautiful variation of the experiment has been suggested by 
M.Bravais( Comptes Rendus, 1851, No.6),in which a perfectly circular 
motion is communicated to a pendulum (by a.peculiarly ingenious 
contrivance), the time of whose revolution will be different according 
as its direction conspires with or opposes that of the earth. 

If all ¢orsion in the thread could be got rid of, a ball simply sus-. 
pended and furnished with an index in its equator would be seen to. 
rotate. But the torsion destroys the effect. "This is the suggestion 
of M. Baudrimont (Comptes Rendus, 1851, No.8). _ 

But by far the most complete idea, not only of the general prin- 
ciple, but of the precise law of the sine of the latitude, is obtained 
from the beautiful apparatus constructed by Mr. Wheatstone, in’ 
which the pendulum is replaced by the vibrations of a coiled spring,” 
the axis of which can be placed in any required inclination or dati- 
tude with respect to a vertical semicircular frame, which is made to 
revolve about its. vertical radius, and the direction of the vibrations: 
is seen to change in a degree proportioned to the sine of the latitude’ 
or inclination, as for example, for Jat. 30 the sine =4; and conse- 
quently if the vibration be originally in the meridian, when the 
meridian has revolved 180°, the deviation =180° x 4=90°, or is at 
right angles to the meridian. 

Thisapparatus was exhibited at the lecture, and is described at p.572. 
Upon the whole, the experiment is one of high interest and import-. 

ance ; some discrepancies or difficulties in the different views taken. 
of the theory as well as in the observed results, seem to indicate 
that the subject, however apparently simple, has not yet been tho-. 
roughly worked out, and to point to the desirableness of further, 
repetitions of the experiments, if possible iz vacuo, and with increased 
precautions, as well as to a revision of the dynamical and analytical 
processes, by which possibly any seeming difficulties may be cleared up. 
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CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
ss gniins feta. (Continued from p, 339.) ’ 

Feb. 24, 1851.—On seyeral points of the Integral Caleulus.. By 
Professor De Morgan, 
_ Some time.ago, Mr. De Morgan communicated to the Society an 
abstract of some unfinished views on.the connexion between the or- 
dinary and, singular solution of a differential equation. . The present 
paper completes those views, and also contains sections on the solu- 
tion, of. differential. equations by, elimination, on the proof of the 
number of constants which,a solution may contain, and on the-cri- 
‘Bin of integrability of a function of x, y, and differential coefficients 
of y. : 

1. On singular solutions.—As. to equations of the first order, the 

tests obtained in this paper may, be described. as follows; 
_Mr. De Morgan. means by.a singular solution: any one which is 

obtained by other process, than integration, whether it be contained 
in,the integrated primitive, or not.. When the singular solution is 
not contained in the primitive, he calls it an extraneous solution. 
_ Let..g(2,,y,,.¢)=0, be, the primitive equation; giving c=(a,y). 
The differential equation then is 

gave Ped esi { Lo d® \ 
Yio, 8% x(@, ¥) $, =... ke. 

oct and o,=—2 d= — £2 
= : %. be 

Eyery relation between x and y which satisfies either of the fol- 
lowing collective, conditions, is a solution of the equation; and, by 
definition, a singular solution, 
Asta 1. ©, and ©, both infinite. 

_ 2. ®, only infinite, and, w=const, 
pA ~ 3.. 0, only infinite, and y= const. 

And all possible finite solutions of the differential equation are 
given either by the original primitive, or by, these, relations. 

“Let KAM tM Ten all’ relations Between x and y which 
Y 

satisfy either of the following collective conditions are solutions of the 
differential equation, and are singular solutions. 

1.x and m both infinite, and X=0. 

2. x, only infinite, e«=const., and X=0. 

3. xy only infinite, y=const., and X=0. 

But when one of these sets fails only in that X does not vanish, 
the curve so obtained, instead of having contact with a primitive 
curve at every one of its points, passes through the points of infinite 
curvature of the primitives; and the differential equation which is 
satisfied is y'=y—X, Every evolute is related in this manner to 
its involutes, passing through all their cusps, 

The above tests do not give the possible case in which a=, or 
y= %, is a singular solution. 
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Mr. De Morgan proposes the following geometrical illustration of 
the connexion between the primaries and the singular. Let ¢ be the 
third ordinate of a surface (usually denoted by z) having the equation 
¢(x, y,c)=0. The projections upon the plane of zy of sections 
parallel to that plane are the primaries; the singular solution is the 
base, upon the plane of zy, of a cylinder perpendicular to that 
plane, and which always touches the surface. By means of this 
illustration, it may be made manifest that certain cases of singular 
solution which have always been discarded as unmeaning, are 
limiting cases of the kind which are admitted in analysis so soon as 
the way up to the limit is clearly seen. 

Taking a general equation with two arbitrary constants, so that 
a relation between those constants selects and designates a family 
of curves, it is shown generally (without examination of exceptional 
cases) how to find the families which have with their singular curves 
contact of the second order. ‘The equation of these singular curves 
is a differential equation of the first order: but its singular solution 
is the singular curve of a family of curves which have with it a con- 
tact of the ¢hird order. 

2. Solution of differential equations by elimination,—This is an idea 
derived from the method which Mr. De Morgan communicated 
(vol, viii. part 5) relative to partial differential equations, and which 
he found, after his paper was finished, had been given by M. Chasles, 
as he supposed, from knowledge of the results of Monge. But it 
afterwards appeared that the authority for Monge having obtained 
such results is only a candid supposition of M, Chasles himself, and 
that no memoir on the subject, written by Monge, has been traced. 
All that M. Chasles had to proceed on was the ¢itle of a memoir 
mentioning a certain mode of generating conjugate surfaces, from 
which he thought it very likely that the solution of partial differential 
equations which he himself thence found, had really been found by 
Monge. Under these circumstances, Mr. De Morgan is of opinion 
that the method must be attributed to M. Chasles as its first dis- 
coverer, at least until something further appears. 

Mr. De Morgan proceeds to make use of the equation 

SP .dy” =Py— Py + 2, 
to form various cases of equations which can be reduced to lower 
orders, and which can finally be solved by elimination. Of these, the 
most simple specimen, being the one suggested by thinking on the 
method above alluded to, is as follows :— 

If e=Y' and y=XY'—Y, Y being a function of X, whence y is 
a function of z, we have the following sets of correlative equations :— 

' 2=Y! re 

y =X a 
yas v1 

yy’ , a 

sig yu F % yl"! 

sd a 
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and soon. If, then, (2, y, y', y", y!",...)=0 be a given differential 
equation, and if it be found that 

l yu a(¥" RYE Yo S — yr) =0 
can be solved ; it is seen that the original equation can be solved by 
eliminating X between e=Y' and y= XY'—Y. 

The general method of which this is a particular case, is as follows. 
Let f(2, y, X, Y)=0 have its differential equations of the first order 
formed on two suppositions: first, that X and Y are constant; se- 
condly, that x and y are constant. Let these differential equations 
be 

X=A(2, y, 9!) r=$(X, Y, Y!) 
Y=¥(z2, y, y') al een Gok 

These equations may be used instead of the first two pairs of cor- 
relatives in the preceding example: and each differential coefficient 
of Y is expressible by means of the same and lower differential 
coefficients of ¥; and vice versd. To get convertible forms, as in 
the instance above, f(z, y, X, Y) must be chosen so that 2 and y are 
simultaneously interchangeable with X and Y. 

Mr. De Morgan gives a similar extension of the method as applied 
to partial differential equations. 

3. On the constants of a primitive equation —It is usually left to 
be collected from induction that the equation of the nth order has n 
constants, and no more, in its complete primitive. Mr. De Morgan 
proposes an 4 priori proof of this point, on which, as in all such 
cases, it would be presumptuous to decide until it has been tho- 
roughly examined. : 

He further proposes an extension of the meaning of the term so- 
lution, in the case of all the primitives intermediate between the 
differential equation and the original primitive. Thus, supposing 
an equation of the third order, of which the admitted primitives of 
the second order are 

U,=const., U,=const., U,=const, 

he maintains that the general primitive of the second order is 

J(U,, Uz, U;)=0, 
where f is any function whatsoever: and, starting from this last 
equation, he determines a general primitive of the first order in a 
similar way. 

This view is supported by the reduction of a common differential 
equation of the nth order to a partial differential equation of the 
first order with x independent variables. 

4. On the criterion of integrability of ¢(a, y, y', y",...).—lf 
we denote the differential coefficients of y by p, 9, 7; 8, &c., it is well 
known that the condition which is both necessary and sufficient, in 
order that V=¢(2, y, p, q,...) may be integrable without reference 
to relation between y and 2, is 

Vy—V s+ Vy! — Vil + 00; 

the accent denoting complete differentiation with respect tov. This 
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has usually been established, either by the calculus of variations, or 
by a process of elaborate expression of the actual result in terms of 
definite integration with respect to a subsidiary variable. , Mr. De 
Morgan, after some remarks upon the manner in which. certain 
proofs of the necessity of the criterion fail, gives a very simple ele- 
mentary proof founded upon the following theorem. If U be any 
function of z, y, p, &c.,—as far say as s, for an instance,—then 

(U'), =U, (U'),=U,, ©),=U,/+U,, 

(U'), =U, +U,, (U'),=U,'+U,, (U),=U,'+U,, (U'),=U,. 
Mr. De Morgan takes it to have been hitherto unnoticed that the 

formule V,—V,'+V,!!—..., V,—V,/+..., 80 much used in this sub- 
ject, are, when V is integrable, nothing but the differential coefficients 
of / Vdw, with respect to y, p, &c. tod 

[But since the paper was communicated, Mr. De Morgan has found 
the above theorem, and its consequences, in a memoir by M. Sarrus, 

apparently belonging to the Journal de I’ Ecole Polytechnique, and 
printed in 1824. No notice is taken of this method by MM. Ber- 
trand, Binet, or Moigno, who have written on the subject since 
M. Sarrus. ] 

ROYAL SOCIETY, 

[Continued from p. 508.} 

April 3, 1851.—Lieut.-Colonel Sabine, V.P. & Treas. in the Chair. 

A paper was read, entitled “ Observations upon Appendicularia 
and Doliolum.” By Thomas H. Huxley, Esq. Communicated by 
E. Forbes, Esq., F.R.S. 

This is a description of two Ascidian genera which possess very 
considerable interest: Doliolum, as forming a link between the 
Pyrosomata and Salpe; and Appendicularia, as representing in a 
permanent form the larval state of the Ascidians, long ago described 
by M. Milne-Edwards. 

Appendicularia, which has been also imperfectly described under 
the names of Otkopleura and Venillaria, is in fact an ascidian pro- 
vided with a long vibratile fin or tail, by the aid of which it swims 
freely about. 

That it is an adult form is shown by the existence of a well- 
developed testis, but the author leaves undecided the nature of the 
female organs. 

On the other hand it seems doubtful whether Doliolum is truly an 
independent form, or whether it is not rather a detached “ zooid” 
of the genus Auchenia. 

April 10.—Sir Philip de Malpas Grey Egerton, Bart, in the Chair. 

The reading of Dr. Hofmann’s paper “‘ On the Molecular Consti- 
tution of the Organic Bases,” commenced at the previous meeting 
(April 3), was concluded. 

In a former paper* the author advanced a general theory regard- 

* Phil. Trans., part i. p, 93. 
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ing the constitution of the volatile organic bases. He showed that 
in all these substances the original structure of ammonia may be 
traced without difficulty, and that they must be viewed as ammonia 
in which either one, two, or the three equivalents of hydrogen are 
replaced by a corresponding number of compound molecules; he 
accordingly distinguished the volatile bases as amidogen, imidogen, 
and nitrile bases. 

H)} ut V Vv) 
H $N H +N Me X >N 

HH H HJ YJ 
Ammonia. Amidogen Imidogen _ Nitrile bases. 

bases. ~~ “bases; 
In his present memoir he goes a step further, and communicates 

the discovery of a new group of alkaloids, closely connected b 
their origin and composition with’ the former class, but differing 
from it altogether by their properties. These new alkaloids are no 
longer volatile without decomposition, and form in this manner the 
connecting link between the artificial. bases, nearly all of which are 
volatile, and the natural alkaloids, the majority of which are of a 
fixed nature. } 

The alkaloids of the new class, to which for the sake of-conveni« 
ence the author assigns the term of ammonium bases, arise from 
the nitrile bases by the assimilation of the additional equivalent of 
one of the replacing molecules in conjunction with oxygen and water. 

Vv i 
x $N+Z0, HO= + NO, HO. 
Y Z 

In his memoir ‘the author establishes the conditions’ under which 
this transformation takes place,-viz. the action of the aleohol iodides 
on nitrile bases, and he developes the generality of his observations 
by the deseription of about a dozen of new alkaloids prepared ac- 
cording to his method ; he points out moreover that the number 
which may be actually produced is nearly unlimited. ' 

The new substances which are formed under the above conditions, 
are endowed+with very remarkable properties. ‘The alkaloid which 
is formed by the union of four ethyl equivalents’ with nitrogen, 
oxygen and water, the substance in which VS=X=Y=Z=C,Hy, tre. 

C, H, 
C, H, 

is thus described by the author. 
It is of a powerfully alkaline reaction, which manifests itself, not 

only in.its deportment with vegetable colours, but also in its com- 
bining their pungent taste with the bitterness of quinine, The so- 
lution, when concentrated, not only burns the tongue, but it acts 
strongly upon the epidermis, which it destroys, like caustic potassa 
or soda; on rubbing a solution of the oxide between the fingers, we 
feel the well-known sensation produced by the fixed alkalies under 
the same circumstances, and we perceive moreover the same peculiar 

Phil, Mag. 8. 4, No. 7. Suppl. Vol. 1, 2Q 
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odour. Oxide of tetreethylammonium, as the author calls this sub- 
stance, saponifies the fats as readily as potassa. The experiment 
was made with cocoa-nut oil, which, after half an hour’s ebullition 
with the new alkali, was converted into a beautiful soft soap, having 
the appearance of an ordinary potassa soap. 

The author has traced the analogy of the new compound with 
potassa in many other directions, and especially in its deportment 
with the metallic oxides : his alkaloid, in fact, produces with the salts 
of the metals exactly the same reactions as potassa. 

The other substances belonging to this group have similar pro- 
perties, modified only by the character of the replacing molecules. 
Among them are several which are remarkable for the complex 
nature of their constitution, which, nevertheless, is perfectly intelli- 
ible. 

. In conclusion, the author draws attention to the assistance which 
the solution of the grand problem of preparing artificially the natural 
alkaloids, especially those of the cinchona bark, may receive from a 
further extension of these researches. He shows that even now the 
analogy in the general deportment of his ammonium bases, and the 
alkaloids of nature, is very great, although they differ materially in 
many properties. 

A paper was read, entitled “ Description and purpose of the glass 
plate which bears the inscription ‘Interferenz-spectrum. Longi- 
tudo et celeritas undularum lucis relativa cum in aére tum in vitro.” 
By T. A. Nobert. Communicated by Michael Faraday, Esq., 
F.R.S. &c. Received April 10, 1851. 
A rectangular plate of polished glass, 18 lines (Paris) in length, 

9 lines in breadth, and 1*5 line in depth, has one of its longer narrow 
faces ground so as to form an angle of 72° with its upper surface. 
This narrow face is polished, the other three being ground at right 
angles to the upper and under surfaces. On the upper surface, at 
about the distance of 2 lines from the acute dihedral angle, twelve 
systems of extremely fine parallel lines are cut, so that in each 
system the lines are at perfectly equal distances, and the systems lie 
separate from one another. Over these lines lies a thin covering 
plate of glass, but at the place where the ruling is, a stratum of air 
is contained between the plates. In these twelve systems, named 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L and M, the respective distances of 
the lines measured with great accuracy in Paris lines, are as follow :— 

for A = 0:0003375 line. 
B = 0:0003063 
C = 0:0002625 
D = 0:0002438 
E = 0:0002250 
F = 0:0002063 
G = 0:0001873 
H = 0:0001750 
I = 0:0001625 
K = 0:0001500 ’ 
L = 0°0001375 
M = 00001281 
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In order to use the plate, it is to be placed on the table of a com- 

pound microscope having a magnifying power of 40 to 50 times, the 
table of the microseope being previously covered with black cloth 
to prevent the intrusion of all foreign light. The small covering 
plate being placed upwards, the polished face forming an acute 
angle with the upper side, is to be turned towards the window sup- 
plying light. The illumination must take place in a plane at right 
angles to the length of the plate, and at an angle of 18° inclination 
to the plane of the plate. The light of strongly illumined clouds, or 
of'a point of the heavens near to the sun, is to be employed: direct 
sunlight is not recommended. A greater angle of incidence is of no 
consequence when making a preliminary observation ; but it is neces- 
sary, in order to obtain strongly luminous colours, to turn the plate 
a little in azimuth while examining the lines, thereby producing the 
brightest illumination. If these preliminary precautions be taken, 
there will appear in the ruled space,— 

for A, deep red; 
B, orange ; 
C, yellow; 
D, green ; 
E, light blue ; 
F, indigo ; 
G, violet. 

If the foregoing numerical yalues for the systems A, B, C, D, E, 
F and G, be multiplied by cos 18°, the length of the undulations of. 
light <n air for those colours which are seen in the rulings will be 
obtained. This method is considered to admit of great exactness 
with this small angle of incidence, because its cosine varies but 
little. 

As in the following five systems, H, I, K, L and M, no colour is 
perceived, the distances between the lines being there smaller than 
the lengths of the violet light-waves in air, the prediction of the un- 
dulatory theory is confirmed. 

The plate is next to be turned so that the small covering plate, 
and, therefore, also the side of the glass upon which the lines are 
drawn, is downwards, and the polished narrow face towards the light,. 
which, as before, is incident at an angle of 18° on the plate. In this. 
position, the light falling perpendicularly on the narrow face, passes 
through it unbroken, and being within the glass reflected from the 
rulings, the coloured pictures of all the twelve systems are now ex- 
hibited in the microscope. If the colours which these systems now 
show, and which have been formed iz the glass, be compared with 
the former colours in the air, the system I, which is deep red, har- 
monizes with the system A in the air spectrum, and the systems G, 
H, I, K, L and M in the glass spectrum, according to their order 
and colour, correspond to the systems B, C, D, E, F and G in the 
air spectrum; and the author considers that the comparison of the 
foregoing values in the systems— 

2Q2 
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remem eed cpadibkr Incite maw) aevradiG Bie hws v8 
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eat ‘C and H, — G and M anigons% 

; ¢ /D and, . bossig ei oun 5a i‘ dj nodW 
shows that the lengths of undulation forthe same colour,in the, air 
and in the glass are,in.the ratio 1°58 to 1, whieh is, exactly the index 
of wefraction.of this glass... He further, remarks, that, as the, same 
period of undulation belongs, to the same colour, the! velocities of 
propagation in, air,and in the glass; must | be, inythe) ratio, of the, mean 
value of the distances of|the,lines inthe first seven:systems, Aj B,C, 
D, E, F,,G,:to.the,mean value.of.the, distances; of,the -lines in the 
lust seven systems, F;.G,H, L,)K,,L,,M,,0r) as: 1-53; tools, and) that 
both results, agree, perfectly, with the, deductions from, the waye- 
theory, of light. In,conclusion, the author points; out, the extraordi- 
nary, degree of accuracy required in drawing these lines, [tis stated 
that if inequalities amounting only, to/-O0Q002 line-oceur-inm the sy- 
stems. F,,.G, H,.I,,K, L,.M,, stripes. of another) colour will appear «in 
them; and if the distance,of, the lines in M be, diminished, by that 
quantity, all colour disappearss) js box et) sodw ho 2% fsody 

“Note relating: to M..Foucault'ssnew mechanical proof ofthe 
Rotation of the Earth*.’. ByoC. Wheatstone) F.RUS.; Corresponding 
Member: of the Academies) of: ‘Science of Paris, Briissels, Turin, 
Dublin, &e. oitsiot te eon 

The experiment made by M. Foucault is said, both in thealirection 
and magnitude of the motion ‘of the plane of oscillation of! the pen- 
dulum, fully t6) confirm othe indications: of theory, » The difficulty, 
however, of) the mathematical investigation: of the subject, and the 
delicacy: of, the: experiment, liable \as:it; is to so manyoextraneous 
eauses of: errors have induced: manyy persons to doubt either tlie 
réality ofthe phenomenon or ithe satisfactoriness of the explanation. 
Another experimental proof, therefore; not: depending onthe rotation 
of thevearth, that:the plane.of oscillation of a vibrating line: remains 
at rest with relation;to;theovertical: component-of othe /reals axiscof 
rotation, may not be) unacceptable. |/ With thiswiew 1 haye-devised 
the-apparatus I am about to:deserthe. { vorloisoxs4 2 

A semiciredlar areh from: one to twoofeet radius! is fixed wertically 
ona horizontal, wheel, and, may, thus: be moved with any degree:af 
rapidity from anyone azimuth to another, A rider slides along: the 
inner edge of the arch, which is graduated, and may be fixed: at any 
degree marked thereon. -A spiral spring wire, by: means of whichia 
slow-vibration is obtained with comparatively.a short length; is at- 
tached at,one) end to,a pin fixed in) the axis of the senicircle, so that 
the point of attachment may be in the/axis of rotation; and at the 
other end.it.is fixed to, a similar pin.in a parallel position fixed to 
the rider, ‘The vertical, semicirele:is not placed in\a diameteriof the 
horizontal, wheel, but parallel to. it, at such distance as not tovinter- 

a? to bus 196 

Yt ONNesi9I 

ow [his paper Was Feall to the Soviéty on the 2nd of May {we give it 
immediate insertion, deferring abstracts’ of ‘preceeding papers, in order to 
rénderthe notices: on M: Foucault’s interesting experiment’ contained in 
our present Number the more comiplete-Bps. oon) 1) eho feo 
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tupt the eye of thé observer from the vertical plane passing through 
the diameter;and“in which plane the wire ‘in all its positions 
remains. ae eae pn soe don 

When the upper end of the wire is placed at 90°%that is when it 
coineides' with the axis of rotation, if the’ wire be vaused to vibrate 
iP afiy given plane; say from N.'to 8.) it’ will ‘continuetd do'so what: 
ever’ rotation inay be’ communicated ; so that with 'vespecttothe 
moving wheel, or the axis of the wire, the plane of vibration will move 
With the’ same velocity and inthe opposite direction. “Wher tlie 
rider is fixed ‘at 30°, and the wire wakes therefore an angle of 60° 
with the axis of rotation soas to'deseribein its’motion the surface of 
a cone’ having’ this inclination to the vertical, it-will be Observed. 
that the plane of vibration makes one’ complete rotation during ‘two 
rotations of the wheel} this’ is*best observed by fixing the éyé'té a 
line'in the same plane with’ the wire,while walking’ round’ with ‘thé 
wheel ‘daring its’ rotation.’ When the’ rider ‘is fixed’ at 19)°, the 
plane of) vibration makes one rotatiot during three ‘rotations of! the 
Wheel; when’ fixed at'145°, it makes one rotation during four of the 
wheel, &c.; and when it is fixed at 0% ‘the wire lying horizontally, 
no rotationof the plane of vibration oceurs. !It is needless:to observe 
that the sines of 90°, 80°) 194°).144°, 0°; correspond to the numbers 
I; 43 $, gy Oy thelreeiprécals of tire umbers' expressing the respective 
times of rotation. b wildud 
oThe axisi of: a flexible: pendulum cat’ only assume a position'ver- 

tical to) the point) of) the-earth’s! surface over which! it ‘is placed: 
Were it: possible to maintair the vibration ofa stretched wire occas 
sionéd: by!-an: ‘original! impulse, fora sufficient! length: of) time, the 
apparent rotation of its plane-of vibration would vary? withthe in 
clination of) the wire to the axis of: the earth ; placed im this axis it 
wouldiniake a/rotation: im '24/ hours, it ;would® become: progressively 
slower according to the law above givén)} as'it approaches the plane 
of the: equator, and »when anywhere ‘in>this’ plane the! vibrations 
would always be performed:in the same directions!) 9) «| “9 IB 
)» The experiment which led/M. Foucault*to: his na Se andsine 
teresting researches relating to the rotationof: the earthyis; stated 
by:himethus:—* Having fixed vow theo arbor of'a lathe and’ in ‘the 
direction ofthe vaxis,a round and “flexible steel rods! it’ was © put 
in ‘vibration! by ‘deflecting: it fron ‘its’ position of! equilibriuny and 
leaving ityto itselfic: A plane of oscillation is thus! determinedly which, 
fromthe persistence of the usual ‘impressions, is clearly delineated 
if space; now it-was remarked that on) turning thé arbor which 
Serves: as a support to tlris' vibrating vod ‘by the’ hund, the ‘plane of 
oscillation isnot carried: with it.” 1s to Jmog ont 

» This’ persistence of*the plane of oscillation ofa vibrating’ vod, 
notwithstanding the rotation of the poitit to which its'end is fixed, 
does not appear to'have hitherto been made the subject’ of 'phildso- 
phical obseryation., Ordinary notions, ,eyen. seem to, have been 
opposed to this now. recognised. fact. Chladni in his. treatise on 
Acousties, in the chapter “ On the co-existerice of vibrations with 
other kinds of motion,” states as follows :— 
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“Vibratory motions may co-exist with all other kinds of motions 
in an infinity of different manners, as has been demonstrated by 
Dan. Bernouilli and L. Euler in vols. xv. and xix. of the Nov, 
Comment. Acad. Petrop., and confirmed by experiment. These co- 
existences of different motions occur in all sonorous bodies without 
exception: we may, for example, produce the sound of a string 
stretched on a board, or that of a plate, a tuning-fork, a bell, &c. ; 
and while the vibrations still last, impress on this sonorous body a 
motion of rotation round its axis, and at the same time a progres- 
sive motion: thus all these motions may be performed in the same 
time, without one being hindered by the other; but the absolute 
motion of each point will be very complicated.” 

Now this is true only when the vibrating body is constrained to 
vibrate in one direction. When the rod or string is equally flexible 
in every direction, the plane of vibration given to it from any origi- 
nal impulse is constantly maintained whatever may be the velocity 
of rotation communicated to its point of support, provided the axis 
of vibration remains in the same position or moves only parallel to 
itself. 

This observed independence of the plane of oscillation on the point 
of attachment led M. Foucault to assume, that were a flexible pen- 
dulum suspended from a fixed point in the prolongation of the axis 
of the earth, that is above one of the poles, and maintained con- 
stantly in vibration, the plane of oscillation maintaining an inva- 
riable position in space would appear to a spectator on the earth’s 
surface and moving with it to make an entire reyolution in twenty- 
four hours, but in the opposite direction to that of the rotation of 
the earth. ; 

What takes place at other points of the earth’s surface is more dif- 
ficult to determine ; but M. Foucault, from mechanical and geome- 
trical considerations, was led to the conclusion that the angular dis- 
placement of the plane of oscillation is equal but opposite to the 
angular motion of the earth multiplied by the sine of the latitude. 
According to the theory of rotation, first established. by Frisi and 
more fully developed by Euler and Poinsot, the velocity of rotation 
of the earth may be considered as the resultant of two angular yelo- 
cities, one round the vertical of the point where the obseryer is 
placed, and the other round the meridian or horizontal line lying N. 
and §. The component of the angular velocity estimated round 
the vertical axis is 2 sin y, and tne plane of oscillation not partici- 
pating in this motion remains at rest with respect to it, and there- 
fore appears to an observer moving with the point, to rotate with 
the same velocity in the contrary direction. 

It is not necessary that one end of the wire be fixed in the axis 
of rotation ; ifit be parallel to a wire so fixed, the rotation of the plane 
of vibration will be exactly similar; in such case the wire or axis of 
vibration will describe the surface of two cones haying their com- 
mon apex in the axis of rotation. 
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LXXXIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

PHYSICAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE EARTH’S MOTION OF ROTA- 

TION, BY MEANS OF THE PENDULUM. BY M. L. FOUCAULT. 

YQ HE rotation of the earth around its axis is one of those physical 
truths which appear too incontestable for any one to venture to 

callin question. Notwithstanding this, we have indirect proofs only of 
its existence ; some of these are derived from the apparent movement 
of the sun and of the vault of the heavens, others from the existence of 
centrifugal force, and others from the flattened form of the terrestrial 
globe at the poles, &c. To these proofs, M. Leon Foucault has just 
added a new direct one, of such kind as to convince the most incre- 

dulous, if any such still exist; for he has succeeded in rendering the 

rotation of the earth as evident to the sight as that of a spinning-top. 
In anticipation of our publication of the circumstantial details of his 
beautiful experiment, which M. Foucault has promised to commu- 
nicate, we shall endeavour to give our readers a summary idea of it, 
from the extract which has appeared in the Comptes Rendus del’ Aca- 
démie des Sciences for February the 3rd, 1851. M. Foucault remarks 
first, that the movement of translation of the earth may be discarded, 
as it exerts no influence upon the phenomenon in question; he then 
supposes an observer to be transported to the pole, and there to set 
up a pendulum of the utmost simplicity, i.e. a pendulum composed 
of a heavy, homogeneous spherical mass, suspended by a flexible 
wire to an absolutely fixed point; he supposes, moreover, that this 
point of suspension lies exactly in the prolongation of the axis of 
rotation of the globe, and that the solid pieces which support it do 
not participate in the diurnal motion. If, under these circumstances, 
the mass of the pendulum be moved from its position of equilibrium, 
and it be left simply to the action of gravity, an oscillatory movement 
is produced in the direction of an arc of a circle, the situation of 
which is distinctly defined, and to which the inertia of matter ensures 
an invariable position in space. If, then, these oscillations continue 

during a certain length of time, the motion of the earth, which in- 
cessantly turns from the west towards the east, will become sensible 
by contrast with the immobility of the plane of oscillation, the trace 
of which upon the ground will appear excited by a motion conform- 
able to the apparent motion of the celestial sphere ; and if the oscil- 
lations were capable of continuing for twenty-four hours, the trace 
of their plane would perform during the same period an entire revo- 
lution about the vertical projection of the point of suspension. 

These are the ideal conditions under which the motion of rotation 
of the globe would become immediately evident to observation. But 
in reality we are obliged to take a point of support upon a moving 
surface ; the rigid attachments of the upper extremity of the wire of 
the pendulum cannot be withdrawn from the influence of the diurnal 
motion, and it appears at first sight, that the motion communicated 
to the wire and to the mass of the pendulum would alter the direc- 
tion of the plane of oscillation. But M. Foucault has succeeded 
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theoretically in ascertaming what has since been confirmed by expe ~ 
riment, that provided the wire of the pendulum be round and homo-»: 
geneous, it may be made to turn round upon «itself with tolerable: : 
rapidity in either direction, without sensibly influencing the position 
of the plane of oscillation, so that the experiment which we have’ just 

described would perfectly succeed at the pole: This: remarkable in- 
dependence of the plane of oscillation and of the point of suspension 
is a mechanical phenomenon dependent upon the inertia of matter, 
which may be rendered’ evident)in another form, by means of:a very 
simple experiment which led M. Foucault to the discovery.’ After 
haying fixed upon the arbor ‘of a lathe and in the direction of its axis, 
a round and flexible rod of steel; he set it in vibration by moving it 
from its position of equilibrium and leaving it to itself; He thus 
produced a plane of oscillation, which by the persistence of the visual 
impressions, was clearly delineated in space; and he remarked that 
on turning round with the hand the arbor which formed the support 
of this vibrating rod; the plane of oscillation was not disturbed, wane 
always retained the same direction in space. 

Returning to the pendulum, the phenomenon’ which is: in» ‘its 
greatest simplicity at the pole, becomes complicated, although con" 
tinuing to exist, on descending towards our latitudes. «In fact, in 
proportion as we approach the equator, the plane of the -horizon, 
which at the pole was perpendicular to the axis of the earth, becomes 
more and more oblique to it; and the plumb-line, instead of turning ~ 
upon itself, describes a more and more open ‘cone, the summit of 
which is at the centre of the earth. ‘The consequence is a retardation” 
of the apparent motion of the plane of oscillation, which vanishes at 
the equator, previous to changing its direction in the other hemi- 
sphere ; in fact, the angular displacement of the plane of oscillatiomis 
equal to theangular motion of the earth in the same time multiplied by 
the sine of the latitude. This motion of the plane of oscillation: of a: 
simple pendulum, whereby it appears to turn around ‘the vertical 
line in the'same direction: as the stars, and which would cause it ‘to 
complete an entire revolution in twenty-four hours at the pole, and: 
a fraction of this revolution proportional to the sine of the latitude 
of the plane where the experiment is made, is a purely geometrical 
phenomenon, the explanation of which can’ be given by simple geo~ 
metry, as has heen done by M. Foucault.. This was remarked ‘by 
M. Poinsot, at the meeting of the Academy on the 25th of February, 
on suggesting in support of his opinion a new experiment to be 
made by M. Foucault. 
We shall. now show the manner in which M. Foucault has pro- 

ceeded to determine the import and probable magnitude of the reality 
of the phenomenon which he had so well anticipated. We shall: 
borrow the description of his experiment from the extract which he 
has given of it in the Comptes Rendus of the Academy. 

‘In the vaulted roof of a cellar, a strong piece of cast iron was 
firmly imbedded to afford a support to the point of suspension which 
emanates from the centre of a small mass of tempered steel, the free: 

surface of which is perfectly horizontal.» The suspending wire con-» 
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sists of steel strongly hardened by the action of the draw-plate; 
its diameter varies from =§-ths to +1ths of a millimetre ; it extends to 

the length of two metres, and to its lower endiis attached a sphere 
of brass turned and polished, and which moreover was hammered so 
that its centre of gravity should coincide with its centre of form. 
This sphere weighed five kilogrammes, and a sharp prolongation 
was fixed to it, apparently forming a continuation of the suspending 
wire. 

* When it is wished to make the experiment, the first thing to be 

done is to put an end to the torsion of the wire and the rotatory os- 
cillations of the sphere. Then, for the purpose of displacing it from 
its position of equilibrium, it is inclosed in a noose of silk thread, the 
free extremity of which is attached to some fixed point in the wall, 
at a small height above the ground. According to the length given 
to this thread, the displacement of the pendulum and the magnitude 
of the oscillations which it may be wished to communicate to it, are 
arranged arbitrarily. In general, in my experiments, these oscilla- 
tions, at the beginning, comprised an are of from 15 to 20 degrees, 
Before proceeding further, it is requisite to deaden by some obstacle, 
gradually withdrawn, the oscillatory motion still exercised by the 
pendulum while restramed by the thread and suspending wire. As 
soon as the pendulum has acquired a state of rest, the silk thread 

is burnt at some point of its extent, the noose which inclosed 
the sphere’ falls to the ground, and the pendulum, obeying the sole 
force of gravity, is set in motion and exhibits a long succession 
of oscillations, the plane of which soon experiences an appreciable 
displacement. 

«At the end of half an hour this displacement is such as to be 
obvious; but it is more interesting to examine the phenomenon 
more closely, so as to be satisfied of the continuity of the effect. For 
this purpose a vertical point is made use of, a kind of style mounted 
on a support which is placed upon the ground, so that during its 
to and fro movement the sharp appendage at the base of the pen- 
dulum, when it reaches the extremity of its arc of oscillation, almost 
grazes the fixed point. In less than a minute the exact coincidence 
of the two points ceases to exist, the oscillating point becoming con- 
stantly displaced towards the left-hand of the observer, indicating 
that the deviation of the plane of oscillation takes place in the same 
direction as the horizontal component of the apparent motion of the 
celestial sphere. The mean magnitude of this motion, compared 
with the time occupied in its production, shows, conformably to the 
indications of theory, that in our latitudes the horizontal track of 
the plane of oscillation does not complete an entire revolution in 
twenty-four hours. 

‘« To the politeness of M. Arago, and to the intelligent zeal of our 
able instrument-maker, M. Froment, who has so actively seconded 
me in the execution of this undertaking, I am indebted for being able 
to repeat this experiment upon a larger scale. Taking advantage of 
the lofty transit-room of the observatory, I have been enabled to 
give a length of eleven metres to the wire of the pendulum. The 
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oscillations are thereby rendered longer and slower, so that between 
two consecutive returns of the pendulum to the starting-point, a 
sensible deviation towards the left becomes clearly perceptible.” — 
Bibliotheque Universelle de Geneve, Mars 1851. 

ON THE ELECTRIC CURRENTS WHICH EXIST IN VEGETABLES. 

BY PROF. E. WARTMANN. 

For the two last years I have been engaged in the investigation of 
the various physical phenomena connected with vegetation, and I 
have communicated at several meetings of the Societé de Physique 
et d’Histoire Naturelle of Geneva the results. The principal sub- 
jects of my observations were the influence of atmospheric electricity 
and that of the battery on the development of plants; the influence 
of electric currents and electro-magnetic induction on the circulation 
of the sap and the direction of the organs; the permeability of dif- 
ferent yegetable parts to the rays of heat emanating from the sun or 
from artificial sources, as well as their electric conductibility ; the 
polarizing and refractive properties of several tissues traversed by 
luminous and calorific rays; the electric currents which exist in the 
soil and in the plants which vegetate in it, &c. 

The following are the conclusions to which the examination has 

led me :— 
1. The rheometer detects the existence of electric currents in all 

parts of vegetables, except those which are furnished with isolating 
substances, as certain scales and various fruits of the Coniferg, or 
which contain scarcely any internal humidity, such as old bark, sca- 
rious hairs, &c. 

2. These currents exist night and day, in the sun as well asin 
the shade; they are not destroyed by etherization continued for 
twenty-four hours, nor by the partial or total separation of the por- 
tion examined with the remainder of the plant, so long as that por- 
tion is not dry. 

3. In the roots, the stems, the branches, the petioles and the pe- 
duncles, there exists a central descending current and a peripherical 
ascending current. I call them aaa/ currents. 

4. On connecting by means of the galvanometer the layers of the 
stem where the liber and the alburnum touch (and where several bo- 
tanists admit a descending current of sap), either with the most cen- 
tral parts (pith and perfect wood), or with the most external parts 
(young bark), we find a lateral current passing from these layers to 
the neighbouring organs. The current from the cambium to the 
pith is a derivation from the axial currents, In some roots the 
central body and the cortical substances are alike positive with rela- 
tion to the succeeding layers, which they touch and unite. The 
young bark is, like the cambium, negative relatively to the pith. 

5. In most leaves, the current proceeds from the lamina to the 
neryes, as well as to the central parts of the petiole and the stalk. 
In certain fleshy plants, it is directed from the medullary or cortical 
portions of the stalk toward the mesophyllum, and from the latter 
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toward the superior and inferior faces. In numerous Cactuses, it 
is from the neighbouring parts toward the centre of the eye. 

6. The currents are feeble in flowers, and in the buds during 
winter, whilst they are very marked in succulent fruits and in several 
species of grain. 

7. In fruits, the direction of the axial currents varies with the 
species. The lateral currents proceed, in the greater number of 

cases, from the superficial parts to the subjacent organs. 
8. Mushrooms exhibit in general two feeble currents ; one directed 

from the cap to the base of the stipes, the other laterally from the 
centre to the periphery. 

9. A similar lateral current occurs in tubers. 
10. The strength of these different currents depends on that of 

the vegetation, and the abundance of sap which bathes the parts of 
the plant under examination. It is in general greater in spring than 
at any other period. 

11. When the soil and any part of a plant, visible or underground, 
is placed in the circuit of the rheometer, we find a current directed 

from the plant to the soil, which is thus positive with relation to it. 
' 12. The superficial layers of the soil are frequently positive rela- 

tively to those which surround the spongioles. 
13. Currents are manifested also when two distinct plants are 

- placed in the circuit of the rheometer, either by inserting an unoxi- 
dable needle into each of them and connecting by a platina wire the 
earth with the different vessels in which they vegetate, or by making 
a communication between the plants by means of the wire, and pla- 

cing in the mould the terminal needles of the apparatus. 
14. The galvanometric deviations obtained by inserting platina 

needles into the vegetable organs are often very considerable; but they 
diminish with rapidity, and in the end generally become almost null. 
They result first from an electro-chemical action between the liquid 
substances brought into contact by the tearing of the tissues. The 
weak residual current (which is the normal current) owes its origin 
to the interposition of the porous vegetable walls between juices of 
different concentration, and proceeds through them from the densest 
to the least dense liquid. 

15. The vegetable currents form very probably closed circuits. 
The radical extremities of one part, and the foliaceous terminations 
of the other, establish the continuity of the peripheric ascending 
eurrent with the central descending one. The similarity of the lateral 
electric state of the wood and the external part of the bark results 
perhaps from an action of the medullary rays, which convey to the 
surface a part of the ascending sap, and thus dilute the external 
descending juices. 

16. The electric state of the soil, and probably also the exhalation 
which takes place by the organs furnished with stomata, influence 
the electricity of the ambient atmospheric strata. 

The majority of these propositions were announced in a memoir 
read to the Société de Physique, at its general sitting of the 20th of 
December 1849. They have been publicly reproduced in the winter 
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course of 1849-50, which I delivered to the Faculty of Sciences, of 
our Academy, and I have verified them at different intervals, ‘during 
the summer which has just terminated. 

M. Becquerel has also been engaged since last May in observa- 
tions analogous to the foregoing (which were not known to him) ; ; 
thé conclusions he comes to are the following *:— pagan 

There is a production of derived ‘currents in the stems of vege- 
tables, by the aid of platina needles inserted into the, bark and, into 

the wood, directed from the parenchyma to the pitht. 
A production of derived currents proceeding from the catabinm, 

to the par enghyima, and directed, consequently, in an inverse diregtion 

to the preceding } 
The sap, or the liquid in the cortical parenchyma, kept | for, some 

instants in contact with the air, experiences, sucha modification, that 
on putting it again in contact with the sap contained, in the green 
part of the parenchyma of the bark, it becomes. negative apd the 
other positive§. 

Currents from the pith and the wood to the bark, by the, media 
tion of the roots. 

These last. currents show, that, in the act of vegetation, the eat 
acquires continually an excess of positive electricity ; the parenchyma 
of the bark and a part of the wood, an excess of. negative electricity, 
which is transmitted to the air by means of the yapours. of. eBhaled 
water, 

The leaves act like the green part of the parenchyma of the bark ; 
that is to say, the sap which, circulates in their tissues jis negative 
with relation to the wood, to the pith, and.to the earth, and positive 
with regard to the cambium, 

The distribution of the ascending sap. and the liquid of the cortical 
parenchyma leads to the belief that currents continually circulate in 
vegetables from the bark to the pith. 

Chemical actions are the first causes, 1t cannot be doubted, of the 

electric effects observed in vegetables. 
The electric effects which. occur in vegetables are, very various; 

and it is not possible.as yet to observe more than. a small number,.... 

The. opposite electric states of vegetables and the-earth give reason 

* Comptes Rendus, sitting of November 4, 1850, vol. xxxi, p. 634...) 
+ This derivation is effected, not by the valy anometer, but laterally be- 

tween the parts placed in the circuit of the instrument. This is the result 
indicated ‘in my fourth conclusion. ’ 
t For these eurrents to be derived, the cambium (or the organs of its 

circulation) and the cortical parenchyma would require to be traversed by 
inverse axial currents, which observation does not confirm: 

§ Adiitting that, on the contact of the air, the liquid of the denuded 
part is concentrated by evaporation (or by some phsenomenon of oxidation); 
the fact in question is explained by means of the general, principle whieh J 
have just cited. It accounts also for the derangement of direction. of the 
peripherical current which is manifested sometimes when the needles. in- 
serted into the bark, one more deeply than the other, remain there during 
a certain time. 
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to think, that, from the enormous vegetation in certain parts of the 
globe, they must exert some influence on the electric phenomena of 

e atmosphere. — Bibliotheque Universelle de Geneve, Dec. 1850. 

pore 

AN INSTANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL ACTION IN 

A FACTORY, 

“My attention was recently directed to an instance of the develop- 
ment of electrical action in a factory of this city that seems worth 
recording. 

The floors of this factory are laid with asphalt on arches of corru- 
gated iron. ‘The arches are sprung between cast-iron cross-beams, 
supported in the middle of their length by columns of the same mate- 
tial; and at ‘the ends by the side-walls of the building, as in other 
firé-proof structures of the kind. ‘It is observed, that when the ma- 
chinery of the factory is in action, there is a development of elec- 
tricity in some of the apartments, and so strong as to be troublesome 
to thé workers. In one room especially, to which my attention was 
chiefly directed, the accumulation of the fluid is so considerable, that 
it has been found necessary to protect the work-people from the acci- 
dental shocks they were now and again receiving, by connecting the 
machines with the iron columns of the building.’ 

In this room there ‘is a cast-iron lathe-shears of about twenty-five 
feet in length, mounted with half-a-dozen small heads for wood- 
turning. The spindles have consequently a high velocity, and are 
driven by leather belts in the usual way. The counter-shafts are 
suspended by gallowses from a continuous runner of plank, techni- 
cally grounds, attached by bolts to the iron beams of the floor above ; 
and derive their motion by leather belts passing to pulleys on the 
main line of shafting’ of the room, ‘The shears are supported on iron 
standards, which rest on the asphalt floor. 

“Some experimental observations were made on the electrical con- 
dition of this machine when only three of the heads were in action. 
On breaking the connexion between the lathe and the column, by 
removing the wire with which they are usually connected for the pro- 
tection of the workers, and allowing the electricity to accumulate fora 
few seconds, a pretty smart shock was experienced by the operator 
on his re-establishing the cireuit by resting one hand on the shears 
and extending the other into contact with the column. When, the 
end of the connecting wire was held at a distance of about one- 
twelfth of an inch from the column, the intermediate space was 
constantly luminous; at greater distances, the passage of the fluid 
was intermittent; but even at one-fourth of an inch the succession 
of sparks was very rapid. .A very delicate multiplicator placed in 
the current was not sensibly affected ; and no deposition of copper 
from the solution of sulphate was effected by it in half-an-hour. 
But an electro-magnet, when placed in the current, acquired con- 
siderable intensity, and acted powerfully on the needle of the mul- 
tiplicator, and likewise on that of a tangent compass. 
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Tried by the gold-leaf electroscope, the electricity was found to be 
positive. ‘This was ascertained immediately after the instrument was 
taken into the room; had the experiment been delayed, it is pro- 
bable that the fact would not have been satisfactorily determined, as 
the instrument very soon became so excited by the opposite currents 
in the room, that its action was quite uncertain. And latterly, when 
brought vertically within about two feet of one of the driving belts, 
the motion of the leaves became so violent that about three-fourths 
of the length of one of them was torn off, and adhered to the side 
of the jar. The excitation did not wholly disappear till several hours 
after. 

It may seem somewhat contradictory that in these experiments 
the same current that affected the electro-magnet did not similarly 
affect the needle of the multiplicator. As this circumstance may 
perhaps be referable to the difference of character of the respective 
helices, it may be proper to note that those of the multiplicator are 
composed of about 300 feet length of rather fine wire, whereas the 
helices of the magnet are composed of ten strands of sixteen feet 
length each of much stronger wire. It was found however that the 
helices of the multiplicator were capable of transmitting the current 
without any obvious diminution. ‘The explanation does not therefore 
appear to be quite satisfactory. 

W. M. Bucuanan. 
Glasgow, April 16, 1851. 

DISCOVERY OF A NEW PLANET. 

To the Editor of the Times. 

Srr,—At ten minutes before 1 o’clock this morning (May 20) I 
discovered another new planet in the constellation Scorpio, about 
8° north of the ecliptic, and forming at the time an equilateral triangle 
with the stars  Scorpii and W Libre. It is of a pale bluish colour, 
and its light is about equal to that of a star of the ninth magnitude. 

The following are the observed places :— 
Greenwich Mean Time. pighk Ascension. North Polar Distanee. 

mi s m s ° 4 

May 19, at 12 52 36 16 4 10-41 103 23 34-9 
oad 13 26 36 164 881 103 23 37°6 

Whence we may infer that the right ascension is now diminish- 
ing at the rate of 1™ 8° daily, the change in N.P.D. in the same 
interval being small, probably not exceeding two minutes. 

This is the fourth planet detected here during a close examina- 
tion of the zodiacal heavens. The others are—Iris, discovered 
August 138, 1847; Flora, on October 18 of the same year; and Vic- 
toria, September 13, 1850. 

Sir John Herschel, who was consulted by Mr. Bisliop in refer- 
ence to the choice of the name, proposes to call the planet Irene 
(properly Eirene, Eipjjyn, Peace), one of the Seasons among the 
Greeks, and therefore satisfying the condition which has hitherto 
guided astronomers in the selection of names for newly discovered 
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planets, namely, that it shall be found in the mythology of Greece 
or Rome, Thefe is also an allusion to the peace actually reigning 
in Europe, to the friendly feeling prevailing in relation to all fo- 
reigners in England at the present moment, and, by implication, to 
the arts and sciences fostered by Peace and represented in the 
Crystal Palace. The symbol suggested is a dove with olive branch 
and star on head. 
We intend to adopt this name and symbol (supposing there be 

no prior claim to the right of discovery) ; and, as emanating from so 
high an authority, we hope it will be received with satisfaction by 
astronomers as a humble tribute to the art and science of the world. 

I remain, Sir, yours respectfully, 
Mr. Bishop’s Observatory, Regent’s Park, J. R. Hinn*, 

DISCOVERY OF A NEW METAL. BY DR. BERGEMANN. 

In making some experiments with the Weehlerite and Enkolite 
from the zirkon-syenite of Brevig in Norway, the author sepa- 
rated a substance, which, both in its oxidized state as well as in its 
compounds, differed from all the known simple bodies. The name 
of donarium has been assigned to it after the Teutonic god Donar, 
the northern Thor. 

The mineral in which it occurs is easily decomposed, and forms, with 
muriatic acid a perfectly transparent jelly, without the least residue. 
The separation of the different constituents presented no difficulty. 
The finely-powdered mineral, dried at 212°, was decomposed with 
hydrochlorie acid, and the silica determined in the usual manner. 
The acid liquid filtered from the silica was treated with ammonia, 
_and the dazzling white precipitate produced quickly brought upon 
a filter and washed. It contained the whole of the oxide of dona- 
rium and a trace of iron; no alumina was present. The separation 
of the iron from the oxide of donarium might have been effected by 
redissolving the precipitate in an alkaline carbonate ; as however 
small quantities of peroxide of iron cannot be accurately separated 
in this manner, it was preferred to ignite the precipitate, which b 
exposure to the air had acquired a yellowish, and gradually a red- 
dish-yellow colour, and then, after having reduced it to a fine pow- 
der, digesting it for some time with hydrochloric acid. In this 
manner the iron was completely separated. The oxide of donarium 
was collected upon a filter and washed; but as the liquid whieh 
passed long exhibited traces of hydrochloric acid, the oxide was 
again digested with a little carbonate of soda, then washed, calcined, 
and its weight determined. The peroxide of iron was precipitated 
from the hydrochloric acid solution by ammonia. The lime and 
other substances contained in the ammoniacal liquid separated from 

* We have much pleasure in learning that our highly esteemed coun- 
tryman, Mr. Hind, has been elected Corresponding Member of the French 
Academy in the place of the distinguished astronomer Schumacher. Our 
readers, at the same time, will be happy to learn that Prof, Wheatstone has 
been unanimously elected Corresponding Member of the Royal Academy 
of Science of Berlin.—Ebs. 
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the oxide of donarium were determined according to the usual 
methods.» The following are the results of the analysis :— 

PR ified 3), ERS TNS. He RL 17695 
Oxide of donarium ..... Beer eons + 71°24-7 
Carbonaterottlime:-s. eee ee 4-042 
Peroxsidevoiiron So eee eee ee 0°310 
Magnesia and oxide of manganese .... 0214 
Potash with a little soda ............ 0°303 
Witter = cet. oe. Rett ae ee Ome 

100°741 

Assuming the silica, oxide of donarium and water to form the 
essential constituents of the mineral, and the carbonate of lime with 
the other 0°825 per cent. of substances to be merely accidental impu- 
rities, we have the following ratio :— 

Sica ie aT EM toe cba ee 18463 
Osideafidonaritims>..o0 So eee 74338 

Winterdas. %. ages cau’ § rare ie ve 5 RSS 

Oxide of donarium contains 13°072 per cent. of oxygen; conse- 
quently theoxygenratio in the silicic acid, oxide of donarium and water 
is as 1:1:2, according to which the mineral, admitting oxide of 
donarium to have the composition R2 3, will be represented by the 
formula Do? O3 SiO’ +2HO, and the simplest name for the mineral 
will be silicate of the oxide of donarium. 

The hydrate of the oxide of donarium has while moist a white 
colour, but gradually turns yellow. It forms a bulky precipitate, 
which is easily collected upon a filter, but is difficult to free entirely 
from the precipitant, especially when potash or soda has been used. 
When dried at the ordinary temperature of the air, it forms gum- 

like masses of a yellow colour, which furnish a reddish powder. In 
this state it forms a pure hydrate of the oxide, which probably, like 
the peroxide of iron, is capable of uniting with water in several pro- 
portions. The water is expelled at a moderately-elevated tempera- 
ture. The hydrate dissolves at the ordinary temperature in all acids, 
and very quickly with the assistance of heat. No chlorine is disen- 
gaged when hydrochloric acid is employed. 

Metallic Donarium was prepared from the oxide by heating it 
with potassium. ‘The decomposition is very rapid, and with evolu- 
tion of light. On‘treating the mass with water, the metal separates 
as a heavy coal-black powder. When the alkaline solution is quickly 
decanted and the powder rinsed with water, it can be kept under cold 
water from twenty-four to thirty-six hours without any change, but 
under hot water it gradually turns yellowish-gray, the result of 
oxidation. The powder, when dry and rubbed in an agate mortar, 
acquires a metallic lustre. When the powder is thrown into the 
flame of a lamp, it burns with a reddish light into red oxide, and 
likewise when the black powder is heated in a platinum spoon. 
Cold and boiling hydrochloric acid have no action upon the metal. 
Nitric acid does not act in the cold, and but very feebly on the em- 
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ployment of heat. Nitromuriatic acid quickly converts it into red , 
oxide, of which a small portion dissolves. Treated with sulphuric 
acid, it is quickly converted into the sulphate. This salt was found 
to consist of — 

Sulphuric‘acid 2s 22.20 000.0. 0% »v.- 315236 
Oxide of donarium ................ 4°7°734 
Writer. loss: STOO SAI eee 21:030 

Admitting that the oxygen of the sulphuric acid amounts to three 
times that in the oxide, we should find 6°24 parts in it, which, sup- 
posing the oxide to be R? O%, would give for the metal the atomic 
weight 997°4, and for the oxide 2294-8 ; or 100 parts of oxide con- 
tain 13°072 oxygen. 

The oxide of donarium obtained by strongly calcining the hydrate 
is of a very dark red colour, and forms a heavy powder. In a very 
fine state of division, it has an orange colour, becomes darker when 
strongly ignited, but again paler on cooling. According to one 
determination, its specific gravity is 5°576. The strongly-calcined 
oxide is not attacked by hydrochloric, nitric, nitromuriatic, nor even 
by hydrofluoric acids. Nothing is reduced or dissolved on long 
digestion with hydrochloric acid to which a little alcohol, sugar, 
tartaric or oxalic acid has been added. Only by the long-continued 
action of concentrated sulphuric acid is the mass rendered soluble 
when subsequently diluted with much water. Strongly-calcined 
zirconia dissolves far more quickly in strong sulphuric acid than the 
oxide of donarium. When, on the contrary, the oxide has only been 
exposed to a temperature sufficient to expel the water from the hy- 
drate, it is slightly attacked by hydrochloric acid without any dis- 
engagement of chlorine. 

The solutions of the hydrated oxide in nitric and sulphuric acid 
are colourless ; that in hot hydrochloric acid is yellow, almost like 
a solution of iron. The colour of this solution disappears almost 
entirely on cooling, but is again reproduced by warming. 

The oxide is precipitated from its solution by potash and soda, and 
is not soluble in an excess of the precipitant; ammonia behaves in 

a similar manner, but the precipitate is mére bulky, resembling alu- 
mina precipitated by ammonia. The carbonates of potash, soda and 
ammonia, as well as the bicarbonates, produce a white precipitate, 

which dissolves very readily in an excess of the precipitant. Oxalic 
acid immediately produces a thick white precipitate in a neutral or 
acid solution, which is insoluble in free oxalic acid, but can be dis- 
solved by a large addition of hydrochloric acid and the application 
of heat. A concentrated solution of sulphate of potash produces a 
precipitate very slowly in the sulphuric solution, which dissolves on 
the addition of water. Ferrocyanide of potassium furnishes a flesh- 
coloured precipitate, inclining to brown, in a neutral solution. Car- 
honate of baryta completely separates oxide of donarium from its 
solutions; sulphuret of ammonium gives a dark green flocculent 
precipitate, insoluble in an excess. Ferrideyanide of potassium, 

Phil. Mag. 8.4, No.7. Suppl. Vol. 1. PIA 
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sulphuretted hydrogen and tincture of galls have no effect upon 
solutions of the oxide. 

The oxide of donarium exhibits no characteristic reaction with 
the blowpipe. On charcoal alone it is unalterable; fused with soda, 
it forms a bead, in which the particles of the oxide float undissolved, 
and on cooling may easily be distinguished with a lens by their red 
colour; with borax and with microcosmic ‘salt it gives a yellowish — 
bead, which on cooling becomes colourless.— Poggendorff’s Annalen, 
April 18, 1851. 

MODE OF DISTINGUISHING ARTIFICIAL FROM NATURAL 

CAMPHOR. BY J. W. BAILEY. 

By the application of polarized light, the smallest portion of 
natural camphor may be distinguished from the artificial camphor 
(chlorohydrate of camphene). If small fragments of each be placed 
separately on glass slides, and a drop of alcohol added to each, they 
dissolve and speedily reerystallize. If the crystallization of the 
natural camphor is watched by means of the microscope and po- 
larized light, a most beautiful display of coloured crystals is seen, 
while with the artificial product nothing of the kind is witnessed. 
—Silliman’s Journal, May 1851. 

a 

ON THE DETECTION OF SULPHUR. BY J. W. BAILEY. 

Dr. Playfair’s beautiful salt, the nitroprusside of soda, is justly 
recommended by its discoverer as the most delicate of all tests for 
alkaline sulphides [sulphurets]*. An application of it which is very 
obvious, although not alluded to by Dr. Playfair, is to employ it not 
only as a direct test for alkaline sulphurets, but as an indirect one 
for sulphur in any of its compounds. Any substance containing 
sulpbur will yield an alkaline sulphuret if heated with carbonate of 
soda, either with or without the addition of carbonaceous matter, 
according as a deoxidizing action is or is not required. The mag- 
nificent purple which is then produced by the addition of the fused 
mass to a drop of the solution of the nitroprusside will at once prove 
the presence of sulphur. This reaction is so easily obtained and is 
so decisive, that the nitroprusside of soda must take its place among 
the most useful adjuncts to the.blowpipe tests. By means of it the 
presence of sulphur in the smallest particles of coagulated albumen, 
horn, nails, feathers, mustard seed, &c., which can be conveniently 
supported on a platinum wire for blowpipe experiment, may be most 
distinctly shown; and I have repeatedly obtained the characteristic 
purple tint in operating upon a piece of a single fibre of the human 
hair less than an inch in length.—Silliman’s Journal, May 1851. 

* See London, Edinburgh and Dublin Phil. Mag., vol. xxxvi. p. 208, 
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New Jersey, U.S., 23. 

Hind (J. R.) on the discovery of a 
new planet, 582. 

Hofmann (Dr.) on the molecular con- 
stitution of the organic bases, 568. 

Hunt (T. 8.) on some Canadian mi- 
nerals, 322. 

Huxley (T.) on the anatomy and phy- 
siology of Salpa and Pyrosoma, 504; 
o Appendicularia and Doliolum, 
568. 

Hydrodynamics, on the principles of, 
26, 157, 205, 231, 393, 477. 

Integral calculus, on several points of 
the, 565. 

Iron, chemical equivalent of, 76; re- 
marks on a mass of meteoric, 517. 

Iron bars, on the magnetization of, by 
the galvanic current, 198. 

Jones (H. B.) on the oxidation of am- 
monia in the human body, 420. 

Labradorite, analysis of, 325. 
Laming (R.) on the quantitative esti- 

mation of manganese, 517. 
Laplace’s theory of sound, observa- 

tions on, 225. 
Laurent (A.) on the ferric and ferri- 

mangani-tungstic acids, 77; on 
dulcose, 78. 

Lewy (M.) on the chemical composi- 
tion of the air, 75. 

Light, on the absolute quantity of, 
emitted by phosphori, 93; on the 
polarization of, reflected by glass, 
335; on the chemical action of, 
368; on the connexion of chemical 
forces with the polarization of, 428 ; 
on the vibrations of plane-polarized, 
441; on the velocity of, 544, 570. 

Lines and surfaces of the second order, 
on the contacts of, 119, 

Madder, on the colouring matters of, 
425. 

Magnesium, on the equivalent of, 170. 
Magnetic and diamagnetic bodies, on 

the physical distinction of, 46, 69. 
Magnetic disturbances, on the perio- 

dical laws of, 498. 
induction, on the theory of, in 

crystalline and non-crystalline sub- 
stances, 177. 

survey of the Eastern Archipe- 
lago, 339, 
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Magnetism, on the laws of, 265. 
, atmospheric, on magnetic con- 

ducting power and, 71, 74. 
Magnets, on the lifting power of, 285. 
Magnus (Prof. G.) on the motion of 

fiuids, 1. 
Mallet (J. W.) on the occurrence of 

gadolinite in Ireland, 350. 
Manganese, on the quantitative esti- 

mation of, 517. 
Marchand (R. F.) on the equivalent 

of magnesium, 170. 
Maskelyne (N. S.) on the connexion 

of chemical forces with the polari- 
zation of light, 428. 

Maumene (E.) on the chemical equi- 
valent of iron, 76. 

Meteoric iron, remarks on a mass of, 
517. 

Meteorological observations, 79, 175, 
263, 351, 439, 519. 

Meteorology of England and the 
Southof Scotland during the quarter 
ending December 31, 1850, 141; 
of the lake district of Cumberland 
and Westmoreland, 168, 501. 

Methylamine, on the preparation and 
constitution of, 171. 

Miller (J. F.) on the relation of the 
air and evaporation temperatures to 
the temperature of the dew-point, 
168; on the meteorology of the 
lake district of Cumberland and 
Westmoreland, 168, 501. 

Mineralogical notices :— White blende 
of New Jersey, 23; Gurolite, 111 ; 
Ephesite, 160; Pholerite, 161; Car- 
mine spar, 242; Dechenite, 26. ; 
Aventurine felspar,322; Peristerite, 
323 ; Bytownite, 324; Labradorite, 
325; Raphilite, 326; Retinalite, 
327; Gadolinite, 350; Enargite, 
411 ; Emerylite, 412. 

Moigno (M. l’Abbé) on the tubular 
bridges of Conway and Menai, 416. 

Moon, relation of the direction of the 
wind to the age of the, 501. 

Moseley (Rev. H.) on the rolling mo- 
tion of a cylinder, 502. 

Miller (J.) on the magnetization of 
iron bars by the galvanic current, 
198. 

Murchison (Sir R. I.) on the vents of 
hot vapour in Tuscany, and their 
relations to ancient lines of fracture 
and eruption, 51, 

INDEX. 

Napier (J.) on the phosphorescence 
of chalk lines, 260 ; on two samples 
of South Australian gold, 261. 

Newton’s rings, on an instrument for 
the exact measurement of, 550. 

Nitrification, remarks on, 420. 
Nitrogen, on the sulphuret of, 346, 

435. 
Nitro-populic acid, preparation and 

constitution of, 245. 
Nitro-sulphuric acid, on the bleaching 

properties of, 432. 
Nobert (M. T. A.) on the velocity of 

light, 570. 
Nullipores, on the composition of, 434. 
O’Brien (Rey. M.) on the interpreta- 

tion of the product of a line and a 
force, 394; on symbolical statics, 
491. 

(nanthylic acids, 173, 
Organic bases, on the molecular con- 

stitution of the, 568. 
Owen (Prof.) on the exogenous pro- 

cesses of vertebrae, 249, 
Oxygen, on a method of obtaining, 

from atmospheric air, 518. 
Page (Prof. C. G.) on electro-magnet- 

ism as a moving power, 161; ona 
singular property, and extraordinary 
size and length of the secondary 
spark, 170; on polarization by ca- 
outchouc and gutta percha, 262. 

Pendulums, on the effect of the inter- 
nal friction of fluids on the motion 
of, 337. 

Pendulum experiments, account of, 
552. 

Peristerite, analysis of, 323. ‘ 
Phantascope, observations on the, 531. 
Phillips (R.), notice of the late, 514. 
Pholerite, on the composition of, 161. 
Phosphorescence of bodies, on the, 

81; effects of temperature on, 95. 
Phosphori, determination of the abso- 

lute quantity of light emitted by, 93. 
Photogenic rays, on an instrument for 

measuring the intensity of, 478. 
Photographie paper, on a method of 

preparing, 437. 
Planet Irene, notice of the discovery 

of the, 582, 
Planta (Dr. A. von) on the constitu- 

tion of bebeerine, 114; on apiine, 
212. 

Plateau (J.) on the permanence of im- 
pressions on the retina, 531, 
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Plattner (M.) on enargite, 411. 
Pliicker ( Prof.) on the magnetic axes 

of crystals, 447. 
Poisson (M.) on magne-crystallic 

action, 185. 
Polarization by caoutchouc and gutta 

percha, 262. 
Porcelain, on a method of gilding, 518. 
Potter (Prof.) on the solution of the 

problem of sound, 101, 307, 319, 
408, 475; on hydrodynamics, 205. 

Powell (Rev. B.) on the rotation of 
the earth, 561. 

Probabilities, on the theory of, 353, 
458, 521. 

Product of a line and a force, on the 
interpretation of the, 394 

Pyrosoma, on the anatomy and phy- 
siology of, 504. 

Quadratic functions, on the relation 
between the mimor determinants of 
linearly equivalent, 295, 415. 

Quadraties of the fifth order, on the 
solution of, 413. 

Quetelet (M.) on atmospheric elec- 
tricity, 329. 

Rainey (G.) on a muscle of the striped 
variety, 421 

Rain, on an extraordinary fall of, in 
the neighbourhood of London, 506. 

Rankine (W. J. M.) on Laplace’s 
theory of sound, 225; on Poisson’s 
investigation of the theory of sound, 
410; on the vibrations of plane 
polarized light, 441; on the law 
of the compressibility of water, 
548 

Raphilite, analysis of, 326. 
Retinalite, analysis of, 327. 
Retina, on some new and curious ap- 

plications of the permanence of im- 
pressions on the, 531. 

Robertson (A. J.) on the negative wave 
of translation, 192. 

Rose (G.) on a mass of meteoric iron, 
517. 

Rose (Prof. H.) on some properties 
and the estimation of boracic acid, 
257 ; on the separation of the prot- 
oxide and peroxide of copper, 518. 

Rotation, on the geometrical theory 
of, 187. 

Royal Institution of Great Britain, 
proceedings of the, 428, 508, 561. 

Royal Society, proceedings of the, 
68, 167, 243, 339, 420, 498, 568. >< 
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Rubian, observations on, 425. 
Rubiretine, 427. 
Sabie (Lieut.-Col.) on the periodical 

laws of magnetic disturbances, 498. 
Safety-lamp, on the original model of 

the, 167. 
Salmon (W. R. D.) on preparing pho- 

tographic paper, 437. 
Salpa, on the anatomy and physiology 

of, 504. 
Sandberger (F.) on carmine spar, 242. 
Scheerer (Th.) on the equivalent of 

magnesium, 170. 
Schlagintweit (Prof. H.) on the dis- 
oe nen of temperature in the Alps, 
24 

Schunck(E.) onrubian and its products 
of decomposition, 425. 

Scoparine, preparation and constitu- 
tion of, 246. 

Sea-weeds as the sources of acetic 
acid, on, 24; occurrence of butyric 
acid in, 25. 

Smith (Dr. J. L.) on ephesite, 160 ; 
on pholerite, 161; on emerylite, 412. 

Solar eclipse of 1851, July 28, on the 
total, 508. 

Solar light, on the polarization of 
the chemical rays which exist in 
515. 

Sound, on the solution of the problem - 
of, 101, 225, 305, 317, 319, 332, 
405, 408, 410, 475, 560. 

Sparteine, preparation and constitution 
of, 246. 

Spinal cord, on the structure of the, 
243. 

Stars, results of observations of the 
positions and distances of nineteen, 
254; on the distribution of the fixed, 
521. 

Statics, symbolical, on, 491. 
Steam, on the effect of fluid friction 

in drying, 474. 
Stenhouse (Dr. J.) on sea-weeds as 

the sources of acetic acid, 24; on 
the action of nitrie acid on various 
vegetables, 245. 

Stokes (Prof. G. G.) on the alleged 
necessity for a new general equation 
in hydrodynamics, 157, 393 ; on the 
possible effect of the radiation of 
heat on the propagation of sound, 
305; on the effect of the internal 
friction of fluids on the motion of 
pendulums, 337, 
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Striated rocks in Westmoreland, notice 
of, 256. 

Sulphur, on a peculiar modification of, 
435; on the detection of minute 

_ traces of, 586. 
Swale (J. H.), on the geomeirical 

writings of, 536. 
Sylvester (J. J.) on the rotation of a 

rigid body about a fixed pomt, 44; 
enumeration of the contacts of lmes 
and surfaces of the second order, 
119; on the relation between the 
minor determinants of linearly equi- 
valent quadratic functions, 295, 
415. 

Temperature, on the distribution of, 
in the Alps, 247. 

Thomas (A. D.), analyses of Australian 
gold, 262. , 

Thomson (Prof. W.) on the theory of 
magnetic induction in crystalline 
and non-crystalline substances, 177; 
on the effect of fluid friction in 
drying steam, 474. 

Tungsten, new compounds of, 77. 
Turpentine, rotary power which the 

essence of, exercises on heat, 466. 
Tyndall (Dr. J.) on the phenomena 

of a water-jet, 105; cn the laws of 
magnetism, 265; on the progress 
of the physical sciences, 194, 544. 

Vanadic acid, method of determining, 
249, 

Vapour, on the relations of vents of 
hot, to ancient lines of fracture and 
eruption, 51; on the deportment 
of, during its expansion under dif- 
ferent circumstances, 398. 

Vegetables, on the action of nitric 
acid on various, 245; on the exist- 
ence of electric currents in, 578. 

Venturi (M.)on the motion of fluids, 1. 

IN DEX. 

Verantine, 426. 
Vertebrae, on the exogenous processes 

of the, 249. 
Wallace (W.) on apiine, 212. 
Waller (Dr. A.) on the development 

of the mouth and tongue of the 
frog, 38. 

Wartmann (Prof. E.) on the polariza- 
tion of the chemical rays which 
exist in solar light, 516; on elec- 
trie currents in vegetables, 578, 

Water-jet, on the phenomena of a, 
105. 

Water, on the supply of, from the 
chalk stratum in the neighbourhood 
of London, 423; on the law of com- 
pressibility of, at different tempe- 
ratures, 548. 

Water-bellows, description of the, 20. 
Wave of translatiou, on the negative, 

192. 
Weld (R.) on the original model of 

the safety-lamp, 167. 
Wheatstone ( Prof.) on Foucault’s new 

mechanical proof of the rotation of 
the earth, 572. ; 

Whewell (Dr.) on the mathematical 
exposition of some doctrines of 
political economy, 336; on a new 
kind of coloured fringes, 2. 

Wilde (E.) on the gyreidometer, 550. 
Wind, on the relation of the direction 

of the, to the age of the moon, 501. 
Wrottesley (Lord) on the results of 

observations of the positions and 
distances of nineteen stars, 254. 

Wurtz (A.) on a series of alkaloids 
homologous with ammonia, 171. 

Zamminer (M.) on the magnetization 
of iron bars by the galvanic current, 
2C0. 

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME. 
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